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Page Line 
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614 16 
621 23 
623 note, 
643 3 
656 5 
909 14 
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927 6 
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for POTAMID! read POTAMIDX. 
for biporcatuu read pororub. 
for Geckotide read Geckonide. 
for on the Pinang read in the Pinang. 
for Polycopodium read Polypodium. 
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for catenularieu read catenulariu. 
for Dryiphis read Dryiophis. 
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h a r b  on the Sequel to the Periplus of the Eythrean Sea, and rn 

the country of the S m ,  aa described by Ammianw Marcellintu : 
BY JAMXB ~ Y L O R ,  Eq., Ciml Surgeon, Dacca. 

At a period long anterior to the navigation of the Erythreen Sea by 
the Egyptian Greeks, the Arabians camed on R trade with India, 
were the means, either directly, or through the Phanieiana, of supply- 
ing the Western world with the valuable prodwtiolu, of the East. I t  
is generally supposed that they availed themselves of their knowledge 
of the rnomoom to make periodioal voyages to this conntry &roes the 
open seq and that they had settlements dong it8 weetern coast, and 
wen as far south as Ceylon. On these pointa, however, nothing certain 

is k w w o  ; and with the exception of the fact of there being enumerated 
in the Sacred Writings particular spices and perfumes which are the 
indigenous productions of India, there remains little or no evidence of the 
trade that existed between Arabia and the farther Eest at the remote 
period here referred to. Of the extent to which Indian cornmeroe was 
cMied on by the &beans, auld Phoenicians; of the commodities they 
gave in exohange for the merchandize they imported ; or of' the emporia 
on the Indian coast, whither they repaired for the purpose of traflti~, we 
ue entirely ignorant : and indeed, of the ancient trade of India gene- 
d y ,  it may be said, that we have no authentic information prior to the 
Christian em.* The earliest work entant, in which a detailed account 
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2 Remarks or1 the Sequel to the [JAN. 

in given of the navigation and commerce along the coasts of India, is 
the Periplue of the Erythrean Sea. This treatise is ascribed by some 
geographers to Arrian of Nicomedia, the author of the Periplus of the 
Enxine Sea, but there is reaeon to believe that it was written not by 
him but by an Egyptian Greek of the same name, who, it is generally 
nupposed, flourished early in the second century of the Christian era. 
Arrian of Alexandria, who appears to have been both a mariner and a 
merchant, delineates in this narrative or journal, the course of naviga- 
tion along the coasts of Eastern Africa, Arabia, Persia, and India. He 
mentions their principal seaports or marts, and specifies the articles of 
merchandize found in them-distinguishing them by commercial names, 
composed in some instances, of Greek terms, in others, of words 
derived from We language of the country. How far Arrian extended 
his voyage along the western coast of India, we are not informed. I t  
ie supposed, however, that he did not proceed beyond Nelkunda, the 
modem Nelisuram on the Malabar coast : and the account, therefore, 
which he gives of the countries situated to the south and east of this, 
in generally considered as the result, not of personal observation, but of 
information, obtsined from native traders, whom he met in the ports of 
Western India. Renuell was of opinion that, in the time of the Ptolemies, 
the Egyptians sailed, not only beyond Cape Comorin, but even up the 
Ganges to Palibothra. I t  is probable, however, from what Strabo 
states, that foreigners seldom extended their voyages so far as the 
capital of India. R e  incidentally alludes, indeed, to sailing up the 
Ganges, or against the stream, to Palibothra; but he does not state, 
whether this was done by Egyptian or by native navigators, while in 
another place he distinctly informs us that few of the Egyptian mer- 
chants, who sailed from the Red Sea to India, ever proceeded to the 
Ganges ; and adds that the persons, who made this voyage, were 
illiterate and incompetent to comprehend matters or questions relating 
to Geography.* He describes the Ganges as entering the sea by a single 
mouth or outlett-an error which must be ascribed to the imperfect 
knowledge that the Egyptian traders had of the Gangetic Delta, and 
which Strabo could not have committed, if these navigators had been in 
the habit of ascending this river as high as Pdibothra. It would seem 
from the Periplus, that the trade between Malabar and Commandel was 

* Strabo, 686. t Ibid, p. 690. 
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Ouried on in the coasting vessels of the country : but that voyages h m  
the latter coast to the Ganges were made in ships, that sailed acroas 
the Bay of Bengai. These were native or countrybuilt vessels, and 
like the ships described by Fa Hian about the end of the 4th century, 
M ssiling from the Ganges to Ceylon and thence to China, they appear 
to have been manned by Hindoos.* That the Hindoos were a maritime 
people in ancient times, is now generally admitted. In evidence of this 
fa may be mentioned the allusion to marine insurance in the Institutes 
of Menn, the circumstance of Hindoos having formerly resided in Java, 
and the notice "in poems, tales, and plays dating from the 1st century 
before to the 12th century after our era, of adventures at sea in which 

Indian sailors and ships alone are concerned."t Mention is made in 
the Brihatkatha of a " king of Bengal who proceeded on an expedition 
to the coast, and of Srimanta, Chand, and Dhanapati, celebrated native 

merchants, who made periodical voyages in a fleet to Ceylon."$ The 
historians of Ceylon relate that a king named Wijepa, who held the 
sovereignty of their island for a period of thirty-eight years cornmenc- 
ing B. C. 543, was a native of Bengal, and that he had been exiled by 
his father Sigababu, king of the latter country, who, it is said, sent 
him a n y  with seven hundred followers to seek his fortune on the sea.$ 
I t  may be inferred from these circumstances, which so directly prove 
the early communication between Bengal and Ceylon, that the 
transportation of merchandiie from the Ganges to the marts of South- 
ern India was effected by the natives of the county, that the Egyptian 
N e r s  seldom extended their narigation beyond Cape Comorin, and that 
the commercial intercourse that existed between them and the natives of 
Bengal centred in the ports of Southern India. Arrian appears to have 

derived his information regarding the navigation of the Bay of Bengal 
tram native traders whom he met in some of these ports, and to their 
inaccuracy in geographical details, and love of the marvellous, may be 
M&bed the errors and fabulous statements which occur in his d&p- 
tion of the countries, and tribes of Eastern India. 

The concluding part of Aman's journal, which elates to countrier 

P m f m r  W i h n ' r  Account of the Foe Kne Ki, in Jour. R q a l  As. Soe. Vol. 5, 

p. 108. t Ibid. 
: Prafrc to Ben& Dictionary by Babu Ram Comnl Sen. 
5 Kni8hton's Histor J of Ceylon, p. 1 1, 5 I .  
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srstarrrd of Cape Cornorin, is regarded M a supplement to his work, and 
is hence designated the Sequel to the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea. 
The first place mentioned in it after leaving Kolkhi, is the bay of Argalus, 
where the pearls brought from the island of EpiBdorns, supposed to be 
Manar, were perforated ; and where, also, the fine muslins called Ebar- 
$idea wen sold. Proceeding along the Caromandel coast, the author 
mumeratee certain marts called Kbmara, Padooka, and SBpatms, which 
ouried on an extenaire trade with the sea port of Lirndrike. He next 
d o e s  the bland of Palaisimoondus, (the Taprobana of other ancient 
wthm) or Ceylon, which he describes as a country of p a t  extent, 
"the northern part of which" is civiliced and frequented by vessels, 
equipped with masts and &la; and returning thence to the coast beyond 
or to the north of the marts above mentioned, he gives a brief account 
of a district d e d  Masalia, which is evidently the modem Masulipahm. 
The portion of the sequel, which is descriptive of this place and of 
amntries farther to the east, forms the subject of the following remarks. 
I t  is thns translated by Dr. Vincent :- 

#'Masrrlia, a district which extends far inland. In  this county a great 
quantity of the finest muslins are manufactured. And from bfasalia 

the course lies eastward, across a bay, to D$sar&n&, where the ivory is 
procured, of that species called Basare. 

Leaving DesarenB the course is northerly, passing a variety of bar- 
barous tribes ; one of which styled Kirrhadae, a savage race, with noses 
flattened to the face. Another tribe are the Bargoosi ; and there are 
others distinguished by the projection of the face like that of the horse, 
(or by its length from the forehead to the chin ;) both which tribes are 
said to be cannibals. 

'= Afte.r passing these, the course turn again to the east, and sailing 
with the coast on the left, and the sea on the right, you amve at the 
Ganges, and the extremity of the continent towards the east called 
KhruJ [or the Golden Chersonese.] 

asThe Ganges is the largest river of India ; it hns an annual increase 
and decreue, like the Nile ; and there ia a mart on it of the same name, 
through which passes a considerable katfic, consisting of the Gangetic 
spikenud, pearls, betel and the Oangetic muslins, which are the finest 
manuhcture of the sort. 
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" In thh pmvince also there is slid to be a gold mine, and a gold 
coin called Kaltis. 

c* Immediately PRer leaving the Ganges, there is an island in the ocean 
called Khms&, or the Golden Isle, which lies directly under the rising 
son and at the extremity of the world towards the east. This island 
produces the finest tortoise-shell that is found throughout the whole of 
the Erythrean Sea. 
" But still beyond this, immediately under the north, at a certain 

point where the exterior sea terminates, lies a city called Thine, not on 
the coast, but inland ; from which both the raw material and man& 
tnred silk are brought by land, through Bactria to Barueza, or elae 
Qm the Ganges [to Bengal] and thence by sea to LimGrik&, or tbe 
owt of Malabar. 

" To Thina itself the means of approach are very difficult ; and from 
Thina some few [merchants] come, but very rarely : for it lies [very far 
remote] under the constellation of the Lesser Bar ,  and is mid to join 
the confines of the Euxine Sea, the Caspian, and the Lake Meotm, 
which issues at the same month with the Caspian into the Northern 
Ocesn. 
" On the confines, however, of Thina, an mud fair or mart is eata- 

Mished : for the Sesatee, who are a wild, uncivilized tribe, assemble then 
with their wives and children. They are described as a race of men, 
s~nat ,  and thick set, with their face broad, and their nose greatly de- 
pressed. The articles they bring for trade are of great bulk and enve- 
loped in mats or sacs, which in their outward appearance resemble the 
early leayes of the vine. Their place of assembly is between their own 
borders and those of T h i ,  and here spreading out their mats [on which 
they exhibit their goods for sale], they hold a feast [or fair] for several 
b y 4  and at the conclusion of it, return to their own county in tlie 
interior. 

Upon their retreat, the Thine, who have continued on the watch, 
repair to the spot, and collect the mats which the strangers left behind 
at their departure ; from these they pick out the haulm, which is called 
Petms, and drawing out the fibres, spread the leaves double, and make 
tbem up into balls, and then pass the fibres througb them. Of these 
hllr there nre three aorta-the large, the middlaaized, and the small ; 
in this form they take the name of Malabathrum : and nnder thia de- 
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nomination, the three sorts of that masticatory are brought into India 
by those who prepare them. 

All the regions beyond this [towards the north] are unexplored, 
either on account of the severity of the winter, the continuance of the 
frost, or the difliculties of the country; perhaps also the will of the 
gods has fixed these limits to the curiosity of man."* 

Such is Aman's description of the northern part of the Bay of Ben- 
g J and of the countries of the farther East. He professes to trace 
the course of the na~igation from hlasdipatam eastward, but is so w e  
and obscure in his narrative as to lead us to conclude that he never 
visited this part of India. He delineates a line of coast from Desarene 
to the Ganges which is entirely imaginary, and places on it people that 
may be recognized by their names, as tribes which are referred by the 
Hindoos to the interior of the country. In geograpllical accuracy, the 
Sequel is certainly inferior to the first portion of the Periplus, wherein 
the places on the western coast of India Fisited by Aman himself are 
described, but in other respects it may be considered as equally correct. 

since most of the countries, tribes, productions, and customs that are 
mentioned in it, admit of being identified in the present day. 

Masalia is evidently the Moesolia of Ptolemy, the site of which is 
referred by D'Anville to that of Masulipatam or Masalipatam, as it b 
written in some books of travels. hlasulipatam has long been alebra-. 
ted for its cotton fabrics. Tavernier mentions as the peculiar man& 
ture of this place, "painted calicuts" or pencilled cloths, "called 
Calmendar,"t the finest qualities of which were perhaps the uindones 
(translated muslins) which are here alluded to by Arrian. He also 
speaks of Masulipatam as possessing the best anchorage in the Bay 
of Bengal, and as being the principal port on the Coromandel coast, 
from which vessels sailed to Pegu, Siam, Arracan, Bengd, Cochh 

China, Ormuq Madagascar, Sumatra. and Manilla.1 A city called 
Tarnassari,$ which stood in the vicinity of Masulipatsm, is mentioned 

* Vincent's Periplus of Erythmn Sea, vol. 11. page 523-528. 
t Tarernier's Travels in India, Book I. Part TI. Chap. XI. 
$ nid.  - Book 11.- Chap. X. 
5 Tunassari, which Dr. Vincent  mention^, he could not find in modem maps. 

bat the rite of which, he snppoclcs, may have bem betwesll Pnlechat and Ben@, is 
l i d  down in r map &ached to Sir Thomas Herbert's Tra* (p. 336) on the bank6 
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by Bartbema and Vertomannus,* who visited India between the years 
1490 and 1502, as the port whence they sailed direct to Bengal. This 
locality, indeed, appears from the earliest times to have been the point 
on the Coromandel coast from which most of the vessels destined for 
distant ports, took their departure ; and it may therefore be regarded, 
as identical with the emporium situated in Mcesolia, and mentioned by 
Ptolemy as the place unde aoluunt p i  in  Chyaam naoiyant, or with 
the Masalia of the Sequel, whence vessels sailed to Desarene. The 
bay, across which the course is mentioned as extending eastward, 
can be no other, with reference to the position assigned to it, than the 
upper or northern part of the Bay of Bengal, stretching from Masuli- 
patam to Balasore. No account is given of the ships in which the 
~Vipti0n of this part of the bay was made, but doubtless they were 
similar t o  the vessels that frequented the ports of Kamara, Padooka, 
and Sopatma on the Coromandel coast, where, according to Am.an, were 
found the native vessels, which make coasting voyages to Limhrike, 
the Monoxyla of the largest size called Sangara, and others styled 
Colandiophonta, which are vessels of great bulk and adapted to voyages 
made to the Ganges and the golden Chewonese." The Sangara vessels, 
(Zwyop) named Monoxyla by the Greeks, are met with in various 
parts of India, and are used both in coasting and inland navigation.+ 
In some of the eastern districts of Bengal as Dacca, Sylhet, and 
Mymensing, this kind of boat is called Saranga ; it consists, as the 
Greek term pvoEvAor implies, of one tree or timber,$ which is scooped 
out to form the hull of the vessel,$ two or more tiers of planks being 
generally placed on each side to enlarge its dimensions. Large canoes 
of this kind are common in Assam. The Bulam boats of Chittagong, 

d the Kistna at aome distance inland from Manulipatam. In Nieuhoff's Travels, 
(in A. D. 1662) it is placed on the south side of the river Nyunda, in the aite, 
~ppumtly,  of Temerycotta. 

* Vertomannos'r Voysgee, R. Eden. London, A. D. 1576. 
t Pliny mentions that the >lonoxgln of the >lalabar coast were used for trans- 

porting pepper from the interior. 
$ From p v o r  one, and fvAov wood. 
p Dr. Clarke mentions boats of this kind on the Don. (Vide Clarke's Travela in 

R n h ,  Tutary and Turkey.) In the South Sear, two of there canoed are joined 
@@her by tlrnrrene planks forming a kind of deck. The Jangar (Sangan ?) of 
the M.hbor eout u a double platform canoe of tbia description. 
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md the Goddo vessels of Armcan, are Monoxyla of a size, arrd 
like those mentioned in the text, am used in coasting navi&m. 
These vessels are built of several rows of plinks firmly fastened t w t b e r  
with coir and ratan. Methold, speaking of the trade between Ban@ 
and biasulipatam early in the 17th century, remarks : cfOnce a y e ~ l  
there nrriveth at Masulipatam from thence a fleet of small v d  of 
burden about 20 tons, the planks only sewed together with ccb.0 (a 

kind of cord made of the rinds of cocoanuts and no iron in or about 
them)." (Vide Purchaa's Pilgrims). The voyage, however, from the 
Commandel Coast to the Ganges, was performed, not only in monoxyh 
but also in vessels called Colandiophbnta, which appear to have been 
ships of considerable burthen and constructed for d i n g  on the open 
rep. Fa Hian, who visited India about the close of the 4th century of 
ow era, alludes to large-sized vessels, which, in all probability, were 
identical with the Colandiophbnta here mentioned. He s t a h  that on 
proceeding to To-mo-li-ti,* a city situated at the confluence of the 
Gurges with the sea, he found a number of merchants embarking iu 
large ships to sail to t l e  south-west; that he took a pass~ge in one 
bound for Ceylon : and that the wind being favowable, the north-west 
monsoon having set in, he arrived there in fourteen days. 
The region d e d  D&8ar&n$ (~qaaprlnl) situated across a bay and east- 

ward of Masalin, is supposed by wme, to be northern Circare-by 
others, to be Orissa. That it is not the latter province, however, is 
certain from the fact of U t d a  or Orissa, and DthMna or Desarene being 
mentioned ae different countries in the Brahman& Purana ; both being 
inclodcd with Traipura or Tipperah among the kingdoms belonging to 
the empire of Bharata, and situated behind the mountains of Vindhy8.t 
The term D&r&n& on the supposition that it is a compound of the 
words dea a country, and aruni a wilderness or forest, might be regard- 
ed ae referring to the extensive tract of jungle on the southern part of 
Bengal, viz., the Sunderbunds bordering on the secr. Arrian, however, 

To-mo-li-ti b mpposed to be the Tamamlipt. of the Mlhabbuat or the Tuna. 
lipti of the Puran~. It is regarded M the modern Tumlook (Vide Profesror Wil- 
mn'r Accomt of Fa Hian'r Travels in the J o u d  of the Royal Ar. loci*, No. 
IX. page. 138.) 
t " Wilfonl'~ Euay on the Islea of the Wert." Ar. Rsr. Vol. VIII. 

337. 
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mentiom DbCnb as d t d - n o t  in the vicinity of the Qangee, but 
at a considerable distance from it;  and it is probable, therefore, that 
he refera to an inland country or tract of jungle, lying 011 the mmth- 
west aide of Bengal, and called in ancient times, from its constitoting 
ten farest cantons,-D8s8ranya or Wran6 .*  I t  seems to have com- 
prised Sumbhnlpore (celebrated for ita diamonds) Sirgoojia, Ramghm, 
and Chota Nagpore, wheuce come, according to Wilford, the rivers 
Coeila or Koil and Brshmsni, the united streams of which form the 
river Dosaron of Pto1emy.t In the Vishnu P~trana, the Dosarnaa are 
mentioned ae a tribe or nation, and are designated by Professor H. Ha 
Wilson in his translation of that work, the people of the ten fork 
*mtly multiplied to thirty-six, such being the import of Ch.b 
tkgerh, which seems to be the site of Dosarana."f 

The words rendered: Ic the ivory of that species called BBsarb," an 
AY~WVOV -4 in the original. Dr. Vincent supporn 

that they refer to the horn of the Rhinoceros, but it is more pmbable 
that & r o d  is a corrupt compound of B o w  or BOB, and Amee, (the 
Hindee name of the buffalo) contracted into B h r &  ; and that & W e  

does not here signify ivory, but denotes the gigantic or elephentine size 
of the wild bdalo. Baeare, it may be mentioned, is the name which 

is given to the wild male buffalo in the eastern pnrt of Bengal. Large 
bovine animals, as the bdalo and the b i m ,  are frequently compared 
with the elephant, or have from their huge size, the term elephnt 
applied to them. In Abyssinia, bufkloes are called elephant-bulb, not 
only from their immense bulk, but also from their naked black skin 
resembling that of an elephant.§ (Rees's Encyclopedia Art. Bubalns.) 
Speaking of the U r n  (Bos sylvestris) of the Hercynian forest, Ceesar 
remarks : " these Uri are little inferior to elephants in size, but are bulls 
in their nature, color, figure." 11 Marco Polo, in describing the buffaloes 
of Bengal, also observes: Ic Oxen are found in Be@ as tall u 
elephants, but not equal to them in bulk."a The "Boa Indieus," 

* .bcient Geography d India. Aa. Rer. Vol. XIV. p. 391. 
t. Wiord. As. b. Vol. XIV. p. 405. 
$ Wilson's Translation of the Vihnu Po-, page 180. 
5 Elephsnta are mentioned under the name of " Lnca bores" by Pliny. 
iJ DeBello W l k o  Lib. VI. Chap. XXVIII. 
( Marah's Trarrrd.tion of the Tnrelr of M a m  Polo. 

C 



which Elian mentions as having horns large enough to contain three 
ampbce,* is evidently the Arnee or wild buffalo of India, which is 
remarkable for the immense size of its horns. I t  is the animal described 
by modern Naturalists under the name of the Gigantic or Taur-elephant 
Arnee,? an appellation, which it happens singularly enough is synony- 
mous with Ab@-a *Omis the latter being a compound of and 4- 
The Taur-dephant Amee, which is also the quadruped referred to by 
Manx, Polo, was formerly a denizen of the forests of Ramghur, which, 
together with Chota Nwore, formed a part of the region of D-ya 
or Dasarana of the Puranas, or the D€sarh& of the Periplus. The 
words, therefore, of the text, B Avccrprlw X ~ P  @4owa Aicperra ~ d v  A& 

B w d  translated by Dr. Vincent Des~rens where, the ivory is pro- 
cured of that species called BBsar&," should be rendered Deaarene where, 
the elephant4zed animal is procured of that qeciea or mariety c d e d  

Bdwrh. 
The course or track of d i n g  after leaving h r @ n 6 ,  is described as 

extending in a northerly direction along a line of coast inhabited by 
various barbarous tribes, one of which styled Kirrhade ( K , , ~ ~ o I )  is cha- 
racterized se "a savage race with noses fiattened to the face." The 
Kim- are regarded by same writers as a tribe of the " mountain and 
jungle h c t s  of Oriris,"$ but the well marked Indo-Chinese feature, 
here wribed to them, clearly indicates that they ares people of Eastern 
India. Dr. Vincent considers them, as the Mughs of Arracan, but it 
ia more probable, that they me the Kiratas of the Puranas, and, that 
like D@sar&n&, their country is here erroneously described by Arrian, 
as bordering on the sea. In the Puranu they are designated forest- 
ers ;)' " barbarians ;" *' nountaineers"$-appellations which are under- 
stood as referring to the inhabitants of the mountains.of Eadern India. 
In the Brahmakanda Purana they are described as " shepherds living 
on the hills to the north-east of Bengal." 11 The Hiratas, who possess a 

* Curisr'r "Theory of the firth," page 69. 
t "The Oigantic or Tanr-elephant h e e  which appeara to be a rare species, only 

found ringle or in m a l l  families in the upper eastern provinces and forestr at the 
bot of the Himalap, though formerly met in the Ramghnr districts." (Curier's 
Animal kingdom by GriBth's and othera. Vol. IV. p. 389.) 

$ H-y'r Ency. Geogrrb. Part I. Book I. Chap. 11. Sec. VII. 
5 W i n ' s  'hulation of the Vihnu Pruana, pagem 175 and 190. 
U Wird'r  on the Sacred Ides of the West. Aa. Rss. Vol. VIII. p. 3% 
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tract of hiHy country in the Morung, to the west of Sikbim, and situated 
between Nepal and Bhotan, appear to be the descendants of the ancient 
Kiratas. Like almost d l  the aboriginal hill tribes of Eastern India, 
the Kirntas have the Mongolian features ascribed to the Kitthadse: 
they are described as a brave and warlike race, and are said to have 
been an independent and a powerful people in former times. One of 
the ancient dynasties of Rajahs that governed Nepal, belonged .to the 
" Kirrat tribe of Eastern mountaineers." I t  comprised twenty-seven 
princes, the first of whom reigned B. C. 640.* The founders of this 
dynasty were probably Hindus, vie., the Kiratas classed by Menu 
among the tribes who were expelled from the caste of Kshatriyas. 
That t h e  Kirrhadae of the Sequel ate identical with the Kiratas of the 
Puranss, or Kiratas of the Morung, is further probable from the 
circumstance of the Bargoosi being associated with them-the lat- 
ter tribe being the Bhargas mentioned in the Vishnu Pu-, 
as neighbours of the Kiratse.t Arrian has erred in placing the 
&ha& on the coast and on the western side of the Gsngts. 
Ptolemy, with greater accuracy, has assigned to them an inland 
position eastward of that river. He describes their country as one 
of Id& ettra Gangem, situated higher up than, or north-weait 
of, a range of mountains called Maeondrus,-in the vicinity of which, 
there was a tribe or people named Pladae, or Be&. Mwandrua b 
the Gam range of hills to the east of Sylhet and Mymensing-the posi- 
tion assigned to it by D'Anville; while Kitrhadia, from the relative 
dtuation given to it by Ptolemy, may be regardedas the country of the 
Kiratas in the Morung. The Besridse, like their neighbours the Kit- 
rhadae, are described as flat-nosed, broad-faced, of a white colour (thrt 
is of a fair complexion when compared with the people of the plaine) 
and of a short stature, which are characteristic features of most of the 
hill tribes on the eastern frontier of Bengal. The country of tbe 
Kirrhadce, according to Ptolemy, was celebrated for its malabathnun ; 
and on the supposition that this article is betel, Vincent refers the 
Kirrhadae to Arracan and the country about the mouth of the M e w  
where betelnut is extensively cultivated. Malabathrum, however, is 
not betel, but a species of Cinnamomum albiflorum which abounds in 

* Prinrep's Genealogical Tabled. 
f Wilcion'm Tramlation of the V i u  hrroa,  p.ge 190. 
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the valleys .loag the base of the mountain rane;ee from Sylhet to blis- 
rouri.* I t  ie mid to be of a superior quality in the Morung, and 
doubtless, it is to this latter locality, which constitutes the couutry of 
the Kiratas, that Ptolemy alludes, when he states : h i p  84 ~ ? v  Kr#dL- 

k f -8 rb K d m ~ ~ e r  + W p w ,  viz., that the best mdabathrum 
is produced in the country of the Kirrhadae. 

The Bargooji are an ancient hill tribe of Eastern India, called 
Bhsqm in the Visbu Purana.? The Bhargas and Kiratas are there 
mentioned aa people of the East who were subdued by Bhima. This 
wcotds with a tradition current in Nepal and in the Morung, vk., that 
Bhimsen the son of Pandu (the Bhima of the Vishnu Purana) had 
dominion in that part of India, it being further stated that he was the 
"king of 1,10,000 hills that extended from the source of the Ganges to 
the bmmdq of the Plub, or people of Bhotaa." ' The Kirats mention 
Belkakoth in the Morung, as having been the site of the capital of his 

Linsaom-S 
The mention of people "distinguished by the projection of the face 

Eke that of the horse ( l * r r ~ p o ~ ~ ~  and l r c ~ p a r p w h m v )  is not a fiction 
ef Aninn's, but an absurdity, which he borrowed from the natives of 
the caw, various fabulous or marvellous tribes of the description . 

a h l e d  to in the text, being mentiwed in the P m s ,  as inhabiting 
the mountains of Eastern India. Wihrd, in speaking of a people in 
the vicinity of Bhotan, described by Ct& as having the head and 
ppih of a dog, m m ~ k s  : " We read also of tribes with faces like horses 
in these mountains."§ He also states that mention is made in the 
Vun Sanhita Pursna of a people called " Asvavadanay' or horse-&xi, 
rad " Purushada" or cannibala.ll The belief, indeed, in the existence 
of people of forms or shapes, such ae are here mentioned, has been 
eatertained by the nativee of India from the earliest times; and to them, 
d o n h a  must be ascribed the origin of the numerous fabulous stories 
related by ancient authors from Megastheme8 dowmds, vis., cg of meri 
with ears so large that they could wrap themselves up in them, of others 

* Buahnur-Royle. 
f Wilson's Translation of the Vihna Pnrma, page 190. 
3 Martin's Esltern India, Vol. 3, p. 38. As. Res. Bol. IX. p a p  68. 
f Wiord. Aa. Rae. Vol. IX. p. 48. 
11 Wilford. h. Ram. Vol. VIII. p. 938. 
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with a single eye, without mouths, without uosea, with long feet and 
toes t w e d  backwards, of people only three spans in bight."* 

The existence, however, of cannibals in the hilly countries bordering 
on the eastern frontier of Bengal is not fabulous, but a fact which is 
generally admitted in the present b y .  I t  was known to Herodotas 
upwards of two thousand years ago. Speaking of the natives of India, 
he remarks : Some inhabit marshes and live on raw fish which they 
a tch  in baste made of reeds divided at the joint, and every joint mkea 
a canoe. These Indians have a dress made of rushes which, having 
mowed and cut, they weave together like a mat and wear in the manner 
of a cuirass." This account seems to refer to the aboriginal tribes of 
the low county beyond the Ganges, or the ancient inhabitants of the 
marshes of Mymensing and Sylhet. I t  is stated that to the errat of 
them there are other Indians called Padeei ( rdamr)  who are cannibals. 
Tibnllust describes them as a people of the farther east ; and though 
they have been mentioned by Cellarius as belonging to India intra Gan- 
gem, yet it is certain from hi testimony and that of Herodotus, as is 
stated in the work, entitled ssUniverd History," that they were situated 
"to the east of the Ganges and even at a considerable distance from it." 
Herodotus, speaking of their customs, observe+" If any man among 
them be diseased his nearest connexions put him to death, alleging in 
excuse that sickneoe wastes and injures his &sh. They pay no regard 
to his assertions that he is not really ill, but without the smallest com- 
punction deprive him of life. If a woman be ill, her female connexions 
treat her in the same manner. The more aged among thenfare regu- 
larly killed and eaten : but to old age there are very few who come, for 
in case of sickness they put every one to death."$ The practice here 
detailed is followed in the present day by a tribe of Kookis, who reside 
far in the interior of the Tipperah country. An intelligent native, who 

* Robertson's Aaciaat India, p. 51. 
The Asmmwa believe in the existence of a tribe &led Barkanss having earn 

bang@ down to the waist: the left ear m e s  M M ample bed to sleep on with 
udcient to rpare to wrap the body up in.'' Wilcox. As. Ra. Vol. XVII. p. 456. 
Appendix: Note 11. The same idea is also entertained by many of the natives 
about h. 
t Ulcima vicinns Phmbo tenet Arm Puleaa" .Ub. IV. Eleg. 1. V. 45. 

$ Btrmcll'r Herodotru, p. 308. 
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had been employed by the late Mr. Scott, Governor General's Agent in 
Assam, to explore some of the countries in the vicinity of that valley, 
lately assuied me that he and his party once met a tribe of Kookie, 
who made it a practice to kill the sick and aged among them, and to 
eat their flesh. He mentioned that he had occillar demo~lstration of 
the fact, and that he ascertained it was the practice among them, to 
allow neither the aged to die from natural decay, nor the young or old 
to be cut off by disease, but to anticipate this result by slaying them, 
and then to eat their bodies. They believed that by so doing, they pre- 
vented the transmigration of the soul of the deceased into the body of 
an inferior animal, and that they thus retained it among them. The 
Battas of Sumatra, and the tribe of Gonds called Binderwurs,* near the 
source of the Nerhuddah, are cannibals like the Kookis here mentioned. 
They kill and eat the sick and the aged among them. Dr. Leyden 
considers the former as the Padsei of IIerodotus, but it is more proba- 
ble that the latter were the cannibals of the Tipperah liills. Besides 
the Kookis of the Tipperah and Chittagong hills, there are other tribes 
called Abor and Tikleya Nagas on the northern pnrt of Assam, who 
are mentioned by Dr. Buchanan as cnnnibals. They appear to be the 
Anthropophagi of Ptolemy, mentioned by him as inhabiting topther 
with the Annibi, &c. a county on the northern aide of Serica. 

Aman states, thnt "afier passing these," (viz., the Kirrhadae, Bar- 
goosi, and other barbarous tribes) "the course turns again to tile east, 
and sailing with the coast on the leR and the sea on the right, you arrive 
at the Ganges." This has been supposed to refer to that part of the 
bay which extends from Orissa to the eastern mouth of the Ganges ; 
but the tribes, mentioned in the text, cannot possibly be identified with 
people inhabiting any part of the coast situated between Masulipatam 
and the Ganges ; and the course or track of sailing, which Anian h e n  
describes, must, therefore, be regarded as erroneous. D@sar&nB and the 
country of the Kirrhadae and Bargoosi are, not maritime, but inland 
regions ; and it is obvious, therefore, that the line of coast, which is 

here delineated, is entirely imaginary. 
Arrian correctly describes the Ganges as being the largest river in 

India, and u having an increase and decrease, or R periodical rise and 
fa like the Nile. Herodotus allndes to the Gages, not by name, but 

* Coleman's Hindu Mythologl. 
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as the river beyond which, the tribes living in marshes and the cannibals 
called P h i ,  were situated. Iamhulus, the history of whose life and 
travels is recorded by Diodorua Sicultls,* appears to have been the first 
foreigner who arrived at the mouths of the Ganges. I t  is not known 
in what age he lived, but it is probable, that it was subsequent to -4lexen- 
der's expedition to India. He and his companion after leaving the 
island (supposed to be Ceylon) where they had resided for seven years, 
came to the  territory of a king of India, through aandy and ahalhplaccs 
fl tAe sea (the mouths of the Ganges), and were there shipwrecked. 
The companion of Iambulus was drowned, hut he himself was cast on 
shore and carried by the villagers to the king-at the city of Palibothra, 
many days journey distant from the sea. The king, who had a great 
regard for  the Greeks, received him well, and supplied him with the 
means of  enabling him to return to Greece. Strabo, as I have already 
stated, describes the Ganges as having only one mouth. Ptolemy, 
however, mentioue it as terminating by five branches called Carnbusiam, 
Magnum, Camberichum, Pseudostomum and Antibole, which are enu- 
merated with reference to their relative position as first, second, third, 
fourth, and fifth-Cambusiam the most westerly branch, being the first, 
md Antibole the most easterly, the fifth one. Wilford remarks : 
" Ptolemy's description of the Delta is by no means a bad one, if we 
reject the longitudes and latitudes as I always do, and adhere solely to 
his narrative which is plain enough." Accordingly, he identifies the 
Cambusiam branch with the Balasore river, which, he states, was in 
h e r  times erroneoilsly supposed to be a branch of the Ganges. The 
Ostium magnum is regarded as the Hooghly. The Camberichum de- 
rives its name from the Cambhdilcca or Cambaric river-the Jumna or 
Jnbuna river which unites with the Ganges and Saraswati at Treveni 
near Hooghly. The Pseudostomum, or false mouth, was probably so  
called, because it lay "wncealed behind numerous islands," and was 
'' often mistaken for the easternmost branch of the Ganges." An t i  
bole was the most eastern channel of all, and is the Dacce river, or the 
old Ganges, as its name of Bun-Ganga imports. I t  seems from the  

Penplus Marciani Heracleotwf to have been the limit or boundary of 
India extra Gangem, and the point from which measurements and dis- 

* Lib. 11. Cap. IV. 
) Gqmph.  vckr. Script. Gr. Minor-. H u h ,  VoL 1. p. 28. 
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tances relating to countries in Indie were frequeutly made. Pliny 
alludes to a large isknd situated between two branches of the Ganges. 
I t  was called Modognlicn or Modogalinga, and is described as constitut- 
ing the territory of a sepnrate people or nation. According to Wilford, 
the tipper part of the Bny of Bellgal was divided into three parts, called 
in general Calinga, or the sea shore in Sanscrit, from its abounding with 
creeks. Modo-Galencn or Galinga from the Sanscrit Madhya Calinga, 
or middle Calingn, comprised the Delta of the Ganges; the country 
between Cuttack and the western branches of the Ganges being the 
western Calinga, and Arracan or the country of the Mughs the 
eastern one (Errata et Addenda As. Res. Vol. IX.). Madukali, s u p  
posed to signify Madhaa creek, seems rather to be synonymous with 
Madhyn Cnlinga, or the middle region of creeks, and to be identical, 
therefore, with the Modogalinga of Pliny. Modukali is situated on the 
river Borrassia between the Jessore nnd Furreedpore districts. Satore, 
which is within a few miles of it, is evidently a place of great antiquity : 
and, iu all probability, it was the site of the capital of the ancient 
Modogalinga. There are a great many ancient tanks in its vicinity, ~ l l d  
large quantities of bricks are still found at a great depth under ground. 
There is also a very large mosque here, which appears, from its style of 
architecture, to have been built soon after the Mahomedan conquest of 
the country.* 

The mart, which derived its name from the Ganges, ( d p d p r d v  k w  

d&wpov 1-0 * m e  6 r h s )  appears from the circumstance of the fine 
Gangetic muslins being mentioned as an eiport from it, to have been 
an emporium situated in the vicinity of Dacca, where the finest cotton 
fabrics in all India have been made from the earliest times. I t  is likely, 
that it stood in the neighbourhood of Sonargong, situated about twelve 
miles to the south-east of the city of Dacca. Sonargong (Suvernagrama) 
is mentioned in the Sanscrit work called*Jatimala,t as one of the coun- 
trim in which the descendants of certain brahmina from G d w i p a  

This mosque is perhaps the largest in the southern part of Bengal. It has 
nine domar sapported by aa many stone pillars, and its w d h  are of great thickneclr. 
The date of ita erection is not known, but it ia probable, from ib style of architec- 
t u n  resembling that of mme of the mosquen of Vicramapurs and Sonargong, that 
it w u  ended in the 13th century. 

t Sea mmmemtion of Indian chamem. As. Ber. Vol. V. p. 56. 
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settled in early times. A remote antiqufty also attaches to it, from i~ 
poweasing a place called P a n c h e e  GRaut which, tradition asserts, 
derived its name from the circumstance of the five sons of Pandn, vb., 

Yudhisthera, Bhima, A rjunah, Nakula, and Sahadeva, having bathed 
there on the occasion of the Asocashtami festival, which is held in the 
month of March. In the historical annals of Ceylon mention is made 
of Singababoo, who shortly before the death of Buddha, obtained the 
throne of Bengal, then designated Wango, apparently a corruption of 
Vsnga or Banga (See Knighton's History of Ceylon). The ancient 
Hindu capital of the kingdom of Banga, or Bengal, was situated (at a 
kter date than that above referred to) in the vicinity of Sonargong, at a 
place called Vicramapura.* The latter now constitutes a pergunnah, 
which comprises a considerable tract of country around Feringy-bazar 
on the western bank of the Issamuty,t formed by the junction of the 
Dellasery and Luckia rivers. I t  is said to have been originally an 
islmd, and to have derived its name from Rajah Vicramaditya, who is 
supposed to have resided here for some time. This prince was proba- 
bly Sriman Hersha Vicramaditya, the ruler of Oojeen, "who, after 
expelling the Mlkh'chhas and destroying the Sacas, had established his 
power and influence throughout India." Pravaras6na, a king of Cash- 
mere, who flourished in the eecond century of the Christian era, is said 
to have waged war against the kingdoms of the south, and to have 
defeated the son and successor of Vicramaditya, named Pratapa Sik 
or SilBditya. He is represented by Bedea addin, a Mahornedan histo- 
rim of Cashmere, as having invaded Bengal ; and after subduing B e h  
Sinh, the rukr of Dacca (Sonargong), he is said to have given the 
government to P a b  S i h ,  the son ofSil&ditya, whom he had conquered.$ 
Vicnunapnra was, at a subsequent period, the place of residence of 
Adisur md Bnllal-sen, whose rule, it is well known, extended over the 
whole of Bengd. Prior to the time of Adisur, Bengal was under the 
-t of the kings of Magndha, from whose yoke he is said to 
have delivered it. Banga waa the eastern k i d o m  belonging to his 

Vicramapura in Bengal, which L Paundraka*' is b r i b e d  on the Kesavn Sena 

PI& found at Edilpre in zilla Backergunga (Vide Jour. of As. Sooidy, No. 73, 
for Janrury 1838.) 
t See RenneU'r Map of the envirom of Duxa. 
: h.Berarcbes,Vol. XV.p.gs41. 
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dominions, and from it Benpal derived its name. Bullal-sen, who is 
supposed to have reigned in the 12 century* of our era, is generally 
regarded by the Hindoos, as the adopted son and successor of -4diaur; 
but in the Ayeen Akbery, these princes are represented as the founders 
of two distinct dynasties-the Pal Rajahs being placed between them. 
Bnlial-sen, regarding whose birth the natives have some fabulous 
stories, is said to have been descended from the family of Dhee Sinh, 
who reigned over Hindoostan, and whose descendants sat upon the throne 
of Delhi for a period of 137 years.+ Lakhsman (Lokymon), the son 
of Bullal-sen, built the town of Gour, in the vicinity of which there 
were, prior to his time, only small forts to which Adisur and BUM-sen 
bccasionally came from Sonargong, to watch over the frontier. I t  is 
mentioned by Rennell, on the authority of Dow, that Gour was built 
about 730 y m  before the birth of Christ, but according to Dr. Buchs- 
m, there is no tradition to this effect among the natives of the country. 
The latter states : gc When Adisur erected a dynasty that governed Ben- 
gal, although he resided mostly at Summagram or Sonargong near 
Dhaka, he had a house in Gour, then probably near the western bounday 
of his dominions. The same continued to be the case during the go- 
vernment of his successor Bullal-sen. His son Lakshman, or Lokymon, 
atended his dominions far to the north-west, made Gour the principal 
seat of his government, and seems to have built the town in Oour. 
urnally called by that name, but still also known very commonly by the 
name of Lakshmanty, corrupted by the Moslems into Loknowty. His 
su-rs, who seem to have been feeble princes, retired to Nodiya (Nud- 
dm) from thence they were driven to the oId eastern capital of Bengal." 
(Martin's Eastern India, Vol. 111. page 68.)f The place where the 
pal.ce of Bullal-sen stood, is still pointed out by the natives of Vicrama- 
pun. I t  is called Rampal, and is situated about two miles inland fmm 
Feringy-b8zar.Q The site of the palace itself is named Bullal-bare6 and 
like that of Bullal-sen's residence at Gour, it consists of a level spot of 
ground covering an area of about 400 yards, surrounded by a wide ditch. 
No tmcea of buildings are to be seen on the surface of this inclosed space, 

* h Rartucbas, Vol. V. pap  64. 
t Sss Prrhm to Beagali Dictionary by Babu Ramcomd Sco. 
$ Vide Appendix, Nob 11. 
5 Rannell'r Map of the Enrirolu of DWCO. 
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but in its immediate vicinity and in the country to some distance wound 
it, there are found at a great depth under ground, the foundations of walls 
from which large quantities of bricks have been dug, and sent to D a m  
and different places in the ueighbourhood. Sculptured images of Hin- 
doo gods, pieces of timber, large slabs of stone, and various articles of 
gold, and copper, consisting of ornaments and of vessels used in cele- 
b@ paojahs, have heen excavated from these places. There is a tank 
in the centre of Bullel-baree, in which were deposited, it is said, the 
ashes of the Hindoo prince, 'who governed this part of Bengal, when it 
waa invaded by the Mahomedans. I t  is called " Mitha Pukar," and 
ia said by the natives to have belonged to that part of the palace which 
am occupied by the females of the Rajah's Court. Near it is the Agni- 
kunda, where the funeral pyre was kindled. Tradition asserts that 
the Rajah, when he went forth to oppose the invaders of his temtory, 
took with him a carrier pigeon, whose return to the palace was to be 
regvded by the prince's family as an intimation of his defeat, and a sig- 
nd therefore to put themselves to death. He gained the victory, it 
appears, but unfortunately, w e t  he was stooping to drink from the 
river after the fatigues of the day, the bird escaped from the loose folds 
of his dress in which it was concealed, and flew to its distination. The 

Rajah hurried homeward, but arriving too late to avert the consequences 
of this unhappy accident, he threw himself upon the funeral pile still 
m o k i i  with the ashes of his family, and thus closed the reign of the 
Lst dynasty of Hindoo princes in t h i  part of India. The other objects 
of antiquity pointed out by the natives are a large tank on the banks of 
which the Rajah's elephants were picketted ; the remains of a road 
leading to Sonargong on the opposite side of the river ; several small 
mounds called Deool-baree, the sites of Hindoo temples: and a few more 
recent structures as mosques and bridges. One of the mosques is said 
to have been built by Pir Adam, who obtained possession of the coun- 
try clfter the death of the RajRh. The natives state that there was in an- 
cient times in Vicramapura, a mart called Lakhi bazar, which was un- 
der the direct control of the Rajahs, and that it was so designated from 
the circumstance of no merchant being allowed to carry on traffic in it, 
who was not possessed of property to the amount or value of one lac of 
rupees. This tradition, however improbable it may appear as regards 
the origin of the name of the mart, is in other respects, in strict accord- 
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ance with the spirit of the ancient Hindoo laws, wliih gave to the king 
a direct interference in the commercial affairs of the state. In corn- 
merdal a f i s  the king," says Heeren, ggwas permitted to exercise an 
extraordinary degree of influence. He might absolutely forbid the expor- 
tation of merchandiee, or reserve the whole monopoly to himself. He 
issued ordinances relative to the buying and selling of goods ; he regulat- 
ed the price of the market, and received as his customary dues five per 
cent. on the profits of sale."* The mart of Vicramapr~ra stood in a part 
of Bengal, which, from its nnmerous navigable rivers, possesses great 
facilities for inland trade. Situated at the conflnence of the large rivers, 
which proceed from Sylhet, Assam, and Rungpore, and having a direct 
communication with the Bay of Bengal, this place waa no doubt the 
centre of an extensive trade, which yielded, in the shape of customs and 
imposts on its merchandize, a considerable portion of the reyal revenues 
of the Rajahs of Bangs. Sir W. Jones alludes to a town situated on an 
island at the confluence of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, which derived 
its name from Lacshmi, the goddess of wealth,? and which may, there- 
fore, be c o n s i d 4  as identical with the Lakhi bauv of Vicramapura. 
There are no traces of this mart now to be seen, but from the names of 
w e d  places in the vicinity of Rampal, as Sanchacara-lazar, or shell- 
eutters' bazar, Papr-hatta, or betel-leaf market, Recahee-bazar, LC. it ia 
probable that this spot was the site of a city in former times. From 
the appearance which the country presents, it is further probable that 
this city was not built in a compact form, but consisted, like all Hindoo 
towns in the lower part of Bengal in aucient times, of detached groupes 
of houses erected on elevated portions of ground interspersed with gar- 
dens, fields, and creeks,-constituting p a r a ,  or separate municipal divi- 
sions assigned to people of meren t  castes and tr8des.f Wilford refers 
to this locality a town, which, he says, was called Antibole by Ptolemy, 

* Hearen's Aaitic Nations, Vol. 111. C. 11. p. 349. 
t Sir W. Jonen'a Works, Vol. VII .  p. 383. 
$ In the lower part of Bengd there appear to have been com~ratively few briak 

buildings in ancient times. The expense of erecting durable atructnrea of thir kind 
muat h v s  been considerable, as the only lime that was procurable hem war mads 

ftom ahalh gatherad on the drying up of the marshes in the cold season. All the 
very old mosqaa in Sonargong and Vikmmapun, were built with shell-lime, which 
from itr great purity and w h i t e m ,  t mid to hare been nude Prom cawriu.-The 
h o w  we.m corutrucbd of barnboor and atraw, and in di buildiry of thir 
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and Antomek by Pliny : he states that its SansQit nune was h t i -  

malls, or Hathdmalla in the spoken dialects, and that both it and the 
country about it were called Hastibaudh, because the Rajah's elephants 
were picketted there. (As. Res. vol. xiv. 444.) Murray pla~es the 
Gmgetic mart of the Periplus in the site of Chittagong.* Heeren 
remarks in regard to it : " at the mouth of the Ganges merchandize wm 
amveyed to a town of the same name : situate probably in the neigh- 
bowhood of Duliapur to the southeast of Calcutta and on the central 
brrnch of the river." He quotea Mannert and adds in a note "its situa- 
tion however cannot be defined with precision. I t  was not merely the 
emporium for Chinese commerce, but also for the productions of B e n d  
prticolarly h e  muslins."t. The articles of Chinese commerce here 
alluded were silk, iron, and skips from Serica, which appears to be 
Auam ; the other exports (not the produce of Bengal) that are men- 
tioned in the text, Vid., malabathrum and spikenard-were procured, the 
f m e r  h m  Sylhet and Assam-and the latter from Rangpore. I t  may, 
therefore, be inferred from the great commercial intercon& that has 
brig been established beheen these places and Dacca, that the mart 
through which these articles passed, was situated in the vicinity of the 
latter-it being contrary to probability that they should have been sent 
to a ~QWII on the western branch of the Ganges, while Vicramapura was 
the capital of the ancient kingdom of 13a1iga, and the site, according 
the traditions of the natives, of a rich mart. Was the Gangetic mart 
of the Periplus identical with the Gange regia of Ptolemy? With 
regard to the name of the latter, I may observe, that mention is made 
by some of the older geographers of two cities called Gange. In  enu- 
merating the mouths of the Ganges, Cellarius remarks : " Inter ostia 
fuit urbs Gange Ptolemai diversa ab Artemidori Gange, mod0 dicta ad 
m e r e s  partea hujus flumiuis." The Gange Artemidori was situated 
above, or to the north-west of Palibothra. This appears from the 
umrmt which Strabo, on the authority of Artemidorus, gives of the 
awrse of the Ganges.$ He states that this river, on emerging from the 

Had, the people of Sonagong are Mid to excel. 'Ihey are frequently ornunmted 
m tbe interior ritb painted resdr or bamboor and fine mab. 

* Murry'r Enqclopsedia of Gwgrapby, Vol. I .  
t Hasrcn'r Asiatic Nationr, Vol. 111. p. 183. 
3 &&o, Lib. XV. p. 719. 
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Himalayan mountains and entering the plains of Hindmbn, flows to 
the m t h  as far aa a city called Gange, and that thence it rum in an 
edilterly direction to Palibothra and the sea. Wilford identifies it with 

AUahabad. Gange Ptolemiae, on the other hand, stood in Bengal, and 
apparently in its southern part, for it is mentioned by Ptolemy as situat- 
ed near the mouths of the Ganges ( * c p l d  rndccara 70; 1 . d ~ ~ ) .  The 
longitude assigned to it by Ptolemy is neady that of the Canlberichnm 
branch of the Ganges, or the meridian of the middle part of the Gan- 
getic Delta. The city of Tilognunmum is placed near the mouth of 
this river, and Gange regia about oue degree farther to the north. D'An- 
ville places Gange mgh at Rajhmal,* and Rennel at G0ur.t Wilford in 
asJigning a locality to it, mentions in different parts of his writings, two 
sites to which he refers it: the first is Satgong or Hoogly, and the 
second is Calcutta, supposed by him to have been anciently d e d  Chat- 
tragrsm-the metropolis of a district called Gunga-Reddha.3 Some 
geographers of the sixteenth and early part of the 17th centuritl 
considered' Gange regia as identical with the city of Bengale,Q 
which stood in the eastern part of Bengal. I t  seems not imp- 
bsble, however, from Vicramapura having been the seat of the Gange- 
tic msrt of the Periplus, and the ancient capital of Bengal, that 
this place WM the site of Gange regia, the capital of the Geqpidre, 
whose territory comprised the country about the mouths of the Glanges, 
and exteuded, according to Curtius, beyond or to the east of that river 
-it b e i i  in accordance with the constant experience we have of Asia, 
which shows, as Heeren states, "that royal cities are always the princi- 
pal depdts of inland tmfic." 
The exports from the Gangetic mart were malabathrum (rendered 

betel in the text), spikenard, pearls, and muslins, (8 of ++IU r d  r e  @& 

W p o r  rd 4 y c r y m h  v d p b r  rd *wirbv rd ri&ver IU 8+p&rcrror a i  r o y l i r r -  

d Aydrrvac . )  

MplPbathnun ia supposed by Salmasius, Vincent, and other writers 
to be betel-leaf, but as the former article wm imported into Rome, and 
rs the latter is used in its fresh or green state, and is spoiled by being 

D'Anville'r Ancient Geography. 
t h d ' r  Memoir of a Map of Hiodoostan. 
t Ar. Rea. Vol. XIV. p. 360, and Vol. V. p. 278. 
5 Vide Appendix, No. I 1  I .  
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transported to a distauce, it is obvious that they are not identical. I t  has 
a h  been regarded as tea, but it is now generally admitted, as will be 
afterwards shown, to be the leaf of the Cinnamomum albiflorum, which 
abounds in the valleys along the foot of the hills from Sylhet to Mus- 
sa r i .  It appears to have been preparedTor exportation in the vicinitl 
of the places where it grows, and was thence conveyed to the Gangetic 
mart to be shipped to the ports of Southern India. 

Gangetic spikenard was so called, it is supposed, by Dr. Vincent, be- 
muse it passed through the mart on the Ganges. I t  is the Nardoata- 
chys Jatamanshi, a species of Valerian, which grows in Bhotan, and 
which was imported into the Gangetic mart from Rhandaramacotta or 

the modem Bungpore. Pling mentions a variety of nard which grew on 
the banks of the Qengee, but as it is described by him as having a strong 
disagreeable taste, on which account it was designated Otanitis, and as 
it was held in no estimation, it is not probable that it is the article re- 
ferred to in the Periplua. Marco Polo mentions spikenard among the 
vrieles of export from Bengal in his time. 

The pearls that passed through the Gangetic mart appear to have 
been obtained from the riven of the eastern part of Bengal. Though 
s d  and of inferior quality, these pearls were, uo doubt as much 
in demand among the poor, an the more valuable pearls from Perimula, 
Ceylon, and the Persian Gulf were among the rich. The Romans pur- 
e b d  pearls wherever they were to be obtained, and are said to have 
even invaded Britain for the sake of the pearls that are found in one of 
the rivers of Wela.* Robertson remarks : " Among all the articles of 
I-, the R o w s  seem to have given the preference to pearls. Per- 

~ons of every rank purchased them with eagerness ; they were worn on 
wery part of dress, and there ie such a difference both in size and in 
d u e  among pearls that while such as were large and of superior lustre 
adorned the wealthy and the great, smaller ones and of inferior quality 
gratified the vanity of persons in more humble stations of life."? I t  
seema not improbable, therefore, from the ready market which pearls 
of every kind and quality met with at Rome, that the inferior pearls of 

the. eastern part of Bengal were exported in ancient times. They are 
found in a species of muscle in the rivers and marshes of the Dacca, 
Tipperah, and Mymensing districts, and are collected by the Buddeahs, 

* The river Conway. Vide Suetoniw. t Robertson's Ancient India, p. 118. 
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a vagrant gipsey tirbe, i h o  l i ~ e  in boats tllrougllout the year. They die- 
pose of the shells, which are used for domestic purpores by the Hindoos, 
and sell the pearls at the annual fairs which are held in Vikramapura, 
Sonargong, and Bhowal. The pearls found in the present day are 

small, of a reddish colour, and generally of little worth, but occasion$- 
Ip, a pair of the value of 100 Rs. is met with; the Buddeahs sell the 
. - 

ordinary kind by weight to dealers in precious stones, who frequent 
the fairs for the purpose of purchasing them. The qunntity sold by 
them, at the Cartick Barnee, or fair held in Vikramapura in 18-4 1, waa 

' estimated at three thousand rupees in value; one pair was dis- 
posed of at one hundred rupees. The pearls suited for ornaments 
are retailed by the merchants at n price ranging from four mnas to 

-- four rupees per ten pairs, and the rest are disposed of to native physi- 
cians for medicinal purposes. 

The Qangetic muslins described in the text as the finest fabrics of the 
sort, are the fine muslins of Sonargong, and of the other places of ma- 
nufacture in the district of Dacca. I t  may be inferred from one of the 
Institutes of Menn,* that the cotton manufacture was a branch of in- 
dustry of considerable importance in his time, and that, therefore, the 
art of weaving 'the finest cloths was practised even in that early age. 
I t  is probable that these fabrics were exported from Sonargong from a 
very early period, and that they constituted the delicate vestures so fre- 
quently alluded to by Latin authors, under the names of aeatea tmucs 

re1 pellueih, aentma textilia, nebula. The extreme tenuity of texture, 
which these terms imply, is a quality that belonga, rather to a cotton, than 
to a silken fabric, and leads us to conclude that the cloths so de+- 
ted were the very fine transparent mualins of D a m .  The term r o p b . s  

--derived from the b s c r i t  Karpaasa or Hindee Kapnr signifying 
66 cotton," was also used to designate fine muslins. I t  is employed by the 
nuthor of the Periplus in two senses, viz. first, to denote the raw mate- 
rial of cotton, M when he states that the region of Membarii is fertile 
in Karprsos from which the Indian cloths are manuhctnred; and E+ 

condly, as the name of fine muslins, in which acceptation it would s a m  

to refer to the Gangetic mualins of thc text. The two Mahomedan 

Let a weaver who hu received ten palu of cotton thread, give them back in- 
c d  to eleven, by thr rice-water and the like uaed in weaving; he who doe# 
otberwirc ahall pay a fine of ten paw. (Inst. No. 397.) 
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travellers of the 9th century state that cotton garments were made in 
the Lingdom of Rami " in so extraordinary a manner that no where 
ebe was the like to be seen." The country which is here alluded to is 
eridently Bengal, from the circumstance of Rhinoceros' horns, Lign Aloe, 
and skins being mentioned as exports from it,' and of shells being used 
as money. The cotton garments are described as being so fine, that a 
web might be drawn through a ring of middling size. !l%s is a test 
which has been used by the Dacca weavers from time immemorial, and 
there can be no doubt, therefore, that the fabrics here alluded are the 
Dacca muslins. 

The gold mine mentioned in the text appears from the words ~ b - m  

w r p C X l a  7 f p l 7 o ; s  .rd*ous in which it is described in the ori- 
ginal to have been situated not exactly in, but rather in the m'cinity oA 
the province to which the Gangetic mart belonged. The words must 
be considered as referring not' to the alluvial plains of the Gangetic 
Delta, but to a country in its vicinity; and they have allusion, in all 
probability, to a gold mine which formerly existed in the adjacent hilly 
country of Tipperah. Tavernier in his account of this county remarks ; 

there is here a gold mine but the gold is very coarse." He also states 
that the gold from this mine was exported to China and exchanged 
there for silver. Tipperah does not produce gold in the present day, 
but the natives assert that it was obtained in that country in former 
times, and that the Kookis or hill people were in the habit of briuging 
it from the iuterior, and presenting it as tribute to the Rajah. The 
gold coin called Kaltis, vClclrd xpuoo;  d A w d ~ c v o s  K d ~ r l r  is supposed by 
Wilford, to have been the refined gold named Canden, for which India 
ras celebrated in ancient times.* A small fragment or piece of gold of 
m irregular shape, having eithcr a plain surface, or a few obscure sym- 
bols marked upon it, constituted the earliest type of a gold coin in 
India ; specimens of this description of wins have been found in South- 
ern Indii and the Sunderbunds.t As stamped coins, however, wew 
earrent in India in the t iae of Aman, it is probable that Kaltia was one 
of them. Stnckius mentions a coin called Kallais which was current in 
Bengal in his time. Tavernier, speaking of Tipperah, states that the 

" maker thin pi- of gold like to the Aspen of Turkey, of 

* As. Researches, Vol. V. p. 269. 
f J o d  Asiatic Society, Nov. 1835. No. 47, p. 627. 
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which he has two sorts ; four of the one sort making a mm, and 
twelve of the other." The modern gold coin of Tipperah has on one 
side the Singha or lion resembling at the snme time the Chinese w n .  
The era employed is that of Salivahana, which dates 78 years later than 
the Christian. (See Marsden's Numismata Orientalin.) Kaltis, how- 
ever, appears to have been the coin of the lower part of Bengal in which 
Gange regia was situated. The name of Sonargong, or Suvernagrama, 
(the town of gold) seems to imply, that it was a place of great wealth, 
or what is not improbable, the appellation may have been given to it, 
from the large quantity of gold that was brought to it in the course of 
trade. Formerly, a considerable quantity of gold was imported into the 
eastern part of Bengal from Arracan and Pegu. Speahing of the vessel 
in which he sailed from the latter country to Chatigan, Ceesar Frederick 
remarks : save victuals and ballast they had silver and gold and no 
other merchandize."* Gold is still brought annually from Pegu to 
Naraingunge ; and no doubt it was one of the chief imports into Souax- 
gong in ancient times. Sonargong was the seat of a mint in the time 
of the Mahornedan Kings of Bengal, as appears from coins of the 
Sultan Shums-ooddin having the word Sonargaun marked upon them, 
and bearing the dates 754 and 760 of the bfahomedan era? 

Khruse, which is mentioned as situated at the mouth of the Oanges, is 
regarded by Dr. Robertson as an imaginary island. From its being de- 
scribed as lying directly " under the rising sun and at the extremity of 
the world towards the east," Dr. Vincent identifies it with Sumatra, 
which is situated on the Equator, and is celebrated for i t .  gold and tor- 
toise shell. Khruse, it will be observed, is twice mentioned by snian ; 
first as a continent, and secondly as an island, and in both instances, 9s 

a place in the immediate vicinity of the Ganges (rdrr dwbv 6d ~ d v  ror+) : 

from which, it would seem that Arracan or some blend off that -t, 
is the locality that is here referred to. Perhaps the expression r c  direct 
ly under the rising sun," applies merely to the situation of Kh- 

Hakluyt'r Voyagea, Vol. 11. p. 370. 
t Speaking of them coiu Manden ntater, '' on four specimens baloudng to the 

jaciet6 Adatique, M. Reinawl fin& tbs p h  of c o h p  Sonupun (mri6cium 6) 
.n ancient city on the Bdmrpuk. ,  and the data 754 and 760 (Numih Oriental. 

Illortr.) 
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within the torrid me .*  ArriaR seems to have been aware, that De- 
svme and the coantry of the Birrhada and Bargoosi lay to the north of 
the Tropic of Cancer : and after describing these countries, therefore, 
ha traces the come from them towards the south, and defines the in- 
tertropical position of Khruse by the expression above mentioned. 
Khrese wat~ the most remote maritime region towards the east that was 
teerm in the time of Arrian, re appears from its situation being refer- 
nd by him, to " the extremity of the world towards the east." In all 
jmbability, however, it comprehended, not only Arracan, but likewise 
the owntry deaigned by Ptolemy, the Golden ChersoneseJ which is now 
p d y  admitted to be-Pegu. It  is likely also that it included Xlplp0C. 

d &m.ttr. 
Beyond or to the north of Khruse was situated Thina--a region the 

beasd.ries of which are mentioned as extending even to the confines of 
tbe C a 6 p i i  and the Euxine was, the former being erroneously describ- 
ed according to the prevailing opinion of that time, ae communicating 
with tbe Northern Ocean.? T h i i  wears from the geogmphid posi- 
tion to it by Arrian, to have been the country called " Chin" 
by the Hindoos. Dr. Buchanan states that the ancient Hi~doos do not 
la& anp kingdom M intervening between Kamroop (Lower Assam) 
aad China; sod that they considered the former territory M bounded ma 

the east by '' Chin," by which term, however, he thinks, was probably 
meant the county situate between the Indian and Chinese empire+ 
4Xna itaelf, he states, h e i i  according to Abul Fawl, the Maha Chin 
of the fFindoos.S Sir Wm. Jones mentions that in the 8th century be- 
fun the birth of Christ, there waa erected a kingdom in the province of 
Bbensi, the capital of which stood nearly in the 3 9  N. L. and about 5' 
ueet of 8i-gam.Q Both this country and its metropolis were mild  
Chin, d the dominion of its princes was gradually extended to the 

Tbs rmtuat of ths torrid roue b differently mentioned by ancient googaphem. - K m i i  it to eight dogmas, aad Poeedoninn to a little mom than t w d r s  

om woh ride d the quatar : bat in p n d  it mr conaidered (u origidly &bed 
by Arbtotle) u comprehending the portion of the suth included rrithin the Tropicr. 
(Sea Bobauon'a America, VoL I. p. 369, No. VIII.) 
t ShbO,(Lib. X1.p. 773,) PomponiarMsk,(Lib.lII. c.8,)Pllny,(Lib. VI. c. 13.) 
$ &IEbanan'a Topography of Rungpore. Martin'r &tern India, Vol. 3, p. 403. 
4 h. Ra. Vd. 11. p. 571. 
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east and the west. I t  is probable, he further states, that this ndion 
was descended from the Chinas of Menu--one of the ten tribes who were 
expelled from the caste of Kshatriyas, " for having abandoned the or- 
dinances of the Vedas and the company of the Brahmins." The country 
however, in which the Chinas of Menu originally settled, was apparent- 
ly not so far distant as Shensi : for according to the same distinguished 
author, it is designated by the learned Hindoos, "a country to the north- 
east of Gour and to the east of Kamroop and Nepal"-a description 
which seems to imply that it is the Chin mentiorred by Dr. Buchanan, 
and not the remote region of Maha Chin, She~rsi, or .China. The ac- 
count given by hienu of outcast and exiled Kshatriyas, called Chinas, 
having emigrated to a country to the east of Bengal, is supported by a 
tradition current among the Koch, and I believe, also among the Mech 
and Hajong tribes of Rungpore and Assam, viz., that their chiefs are 
descended from Kshatriyas " who had fled into Kamroop and the ad- 
jacent country of Chiu."* Both accounts are considered fabulous, but 
it seems not improbable that they are founded on truth, and had their 
origin in an incursion of military adventurers, who, on being expelled 
tiom caste, turned their arms against the barbarous tribes above men- 
tioned. Accordingly, the C h i s  and Kiratas mentioned by Menu 8s 

degraded Kshatriyas should be regarded, not as the ancestors of the 
a b o r i s  tribes of Chinas and Kiratas, as some have erroneously infer- 
red, but as foreigners of Hindoo descent to whom the names of the tribes 
they conquered were given by the nation from whose society they had 
been exiled. Of the skill in arms of the early Brahminical conqueron 
of India, a highly interestiiig account is given in the appendix to Mr. 
Torrens's work entitled " Remarks on the scope and uses of Military 
Literature and History." They appear from the ancient authorities 
there adduced to have acquired at a very early period high military dis- 
cipline and superior tactical l~nowle4e. This military science, therefore, 
coupled with the physical strength which, doubtless, these warriors pos- 
a e s d  (proceeding, as there is reason to believe they did, " from the great 
plateau of Central Asia") must have rendered them formidable enemies 
to the comparatively weak and uncivilized aboriginal inhabitants of India. 
Their conquests, it may reasonably be inferred, soon extended to the 
fertile countries east of the Ganges ; and it was, we may suppose, at no 

I Buduuun'r Topgrayby of Brmgpom. See Martin'r Eaatern India, p. 415. 



diehut period tiom the time they entered the plains of Hindoostan, thrt 
the two ontarat or exiled dyses of Kshatriyas called Chinas and Kiratss 
by Menu, invaded Assarn and the Morung and were thence designated 
by the names of the uncivilized tribes whom they vanquished. The 
country of Chin, described as adjacent to Kamroop on the east, can he no 
other than the eastern part of the valley of Assam. This remote and 
d n d e d  region was alrdost a t m a  incognita to the natives of India prior 
to the 17th century. Bukhtyar Khulijy invaded Assam in the 13th, 
UKI Soltan Hossein Addeen in the 15th centuries, but little information 
ma obtained regarding it until A. D. 1660, when Aurengzebe sent an 
expedition to it under Meer Jumla.* Tavernier mentions, that until 
this time, little or nothing was known of Assam. He describes it as, one 
of the richest and most productive countries in Asia.? His account of it 
.nd that contained in the dlumgt'rnmah of Mahomed Cazimf were the 
only m m s  of information whence geographers drew their descriptions 
d this country before the commencement of the present century. The 
&a of B e n d  had few opportunities of becoming acquainted with 
haam, prior to the conquest of it by the English Government. Strangers 
were denied admission into it ; trade was camed on at the m o u n b  
prsses leading into'it, or at fixed marts on the banks of the B d -  
putm, where this river enters Bengal : and the only persons, therefore, 
who could give any information respecting Upper Assam were the few 
pilgrims who penetrated to the Brahmakund. The word Thina, the 
nune of the country of the Thinae or Sinre, is supposed to be a comp 
tion of Chin or Cheen, but it seems more probable that it is derived 
fmm Thai-the name of an extensive Indo-Chinese race, which compre- 
heads the Siamese, the Laos or Shyans, the Khamtis, and Ahom 
mtkms, that are spread over a tract of country, stretching from Upper 
Asmm and the souroes of the Irawaddea on the north, to the gulf of 
8km on the south. The Thine and Sine mentioned by Arrian and 
Ptoiemy are one and the same nation, and apparently the Thai or Shyans 
wt ing  the extensire region above mentioned. The Ahoms of Assam 
rre descended from the Laos or Shyans. The date of their settlement 
in that c o n t r y  is not known but there is reason to infer that it waa an- 
teriar to the introduction of Buddhism into Siam. Capt. Low remarks 
thrt the Chang priests of Asasm speak a dialect of the Siamese." He 

h w d r  H i s h y  of Ban& t T ~ ~ ' ~  hrrel. : hiat .  Ra. Vol. 11. 



also states that " the Laos are supposed to have progressed from some 
northern or north-eastern region, since the p a m t i  bordering on A s s ~ m  
speak a lvlguage scarcely differing from the Siamese."* I t  seems not 
improbable therefore that the Thinae and Sine of Arrian and Ptolemy erc 
the Thai and Shyam. There were two cspitals belonging to the Thinm 
or Sinae. Thina, the capital of the Sim mentioned by A r h ,  and Sera, 
the metropolh of the Sine noticed by Ptolemy, are evidently, fram the 
northern site assigned to them, the same city. Ptolemy places this + 
in 38O N. L. but it is probable that it stood in 28' N. L. in the vicinity 
of sadiya in Upper Assam. Thmae, the other capital of the G i  or 
Thine, is referred by Ptolemy to r sitnation far south, and is generallj 
considered as having stood on the coast of Siam. The two cities, them- 

fore, vic. the Thine of Aman (or the Sera of Ptolemy) and the Thines of 

Ptolemy belonged-the former to the Shyans of Upper Aasam, m d  thc 
latter to the Shyans of Siam. Arrian speaks of the remote situation of tbe 
capital of Thina, of the dificulty there aas in t ravehg to it, and of 
few penom who came from it drs 84 4 v  #>a rahrlv ~ I I U  ~ L V  w ~ t p ~ ~  Awr~Bri .  

-IPS &' h r r i ) ~  TL**s * * M o l  Cp~orrar ,  or as H- rendem the pec 
rege, " it is not easy to orrive at Thine and but few i n d i v i d d  h v e  
made the j o m  J and returned again." This may be regarded as applp 
ing to Upper Assgm. All the information, it may be presumed, which 
Arrian obtained regarding this rarely visited county, was afforded 
by maritime traders from Bengal, whom he met in the porte of Western 
India, and as they could only speak of it from hearsay, it canwt be a 
matter of surprise, considering the proneness of the nativea to 
mtion in their accounts of distant countries, that he should have been 
led to assign to it the remote situntion which is mentioned in the text, 
and to extend its limits to the contines d the Caspian and the Euxine 
seas. The city of Thina is mentioned m situated at a certain point 
where the exterior sea terminates ; but it is at the same time rttted that 
its site is not on the coast, but inland. The sea, which is here allndea 
to, appears to be the gulf of S i .  I t  is called the exterior no 
dunbt with reference to its position to Khn~se, w h i i  m a  considered 
by Arrian aa the extremity of the world towards the cast. I t  appecrrs 
to have been known bo the ancients that the country of the TGwe M 

8inee bordered at one point on the long before they head of the 

J d  of Rqd Aa. Eoc. Vol. Y. p. W. 
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navigation to the east of Khrnse (Malacca or Sumatra). This info= 
tion bwld only have been derived from the T'hai or Shyans inhabiting 
the andry extending from the golf of Siam to Upper Assam : and it 
rur communicated, doubtless, by them to the few persons who travelled 
to Thina or Sera, the .capital of the Sine for the purpose of carrying 
on trade. Ptolemy mentions that Marinus had heard of Cattigara, the 
most eastern sea.port known to the ancients, (and which is supposed to 
have stood on the coast of Siarn) but that he nerer met or was acquaint- 
ed with any person who had made the voyage to it from the golden 
Cbereonese.* I t  follows, therefore, that he obtained his information 
thmogh Ma& the Maoedonian, whose agents carried on a trade with the 
Snue on the frontier of Serica : and that the T'hai or Shyans of Upper 
Amun were the channel through whom this information was conveyed. 
The commercial routes leading from Thina or Assem extended through 
Brtrir to Barugeta ; also down the Ganges and thence by sea to Li- 
&e e: ag' 4 s  7th. Iplov, ~d 7 b  OBQVIW 70 U ~ J P U ( ~ V ,  (is . n ) ~  ~ ~ v y ~ a f u  k 

PrhF <ij +ipcroc KJ ( I S  d v  Aipupuc+ ~ h i v  ti& 70; rdmov rer+, 

The iirst of these mutes was vi8 Thibet or Bhotan. The Thibetans 
formerly carried on a considerable traffic with the Assamese. A cara- 

ran of about twenty persons of the former people repaired 
d y  to the frontier of Asaam, and took up their quarters at a place 
called Chouna, whiie the Assamese merchants were stationed at Gegan- 
hru, a few milea distant from it. The articles of merchandize brought 
by the Thibetans were silver bullion and rock salt, which they exchang- 
ed with the Assamese for rice, silk, lac, and articles the produce of 

Be@.+ Thia, no doubt, was one channel through which the merchen- 
dLe of Thina reached Bactria. Another appears to have been through 
the dmaru or passea that lend into Bhotan. Tavernier mentiom that 
in his time merehanta travelled through Bhotan to Cabul to avoid pay- 
iog the duty that was levied on merchandize passing into Hindooatan 
v i i  Gorruckpore. He describes the journey as extending over deserta 
and mountains covered with enow, tedious and troublesome as far as Cs- 
bul, where the caravans part, some for Great Tartary--others for Balk. 

the latter place merchants of Bhotan barkred their goods.$-The 

* Ptol. Lib. 1, C. 14-Vincent, Vol. 11. p. 602. 
t n d l t o n l  Gazettesr of Hindoostan. 
t Vide Bbbm b Tmcmier'r TrrrcL 
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sceount which is given in the Sequel would indicate that the merchan- 
d i e  brought from Thina or Assam to Balk or Bactria was pure- 
there by merchants who were proceeding or who were on their way to 
ludia--and who afterwards sailed down the Indus to Barugm or Guze- 
rat, where they took shipping for the Red Sea. The second route men- 
tioned by Arrian, viz., down the Ganges and thence by sea to Limurike, 

no doubt refers, as Dr. Vincent supposes, to the Brahmapntre. Mer- 
chandize from Thina or Serica was brought by this channel to the Gan- 
getic mart in the vicinity of Dacca, and was thence shipped to Ximu- 
rike. I t  consisted of silk-raw and manufactured, skins and iron, all 
of which are exports from Assam or the countries bordering on it. Silk 
abounds in Assam and has always been an article of export from it. Mr. 
Hugon states that large quantities of silk cloths were formerly exported 
to Laaaa by merchants known in D m n g  as the " Kampa Bhoteas,"- 
the qusntity they used to take away was very considerable, but in the 
latter years of the Assam Rajah's rule from the disorganized state of the 
corn- the number of merchants gradually decreased. He  estimate^ 
the total quantity of raw silk now exportedat upwards of 24,0001b. 
weight, and the total quantity produced in the province at more than 
double that weight-" the Assamese," he observes, " generally keeping 
more for their own use than they sell." I t  is exported principally to 
Berhampore and Dacca.* 

The people called Sesatae, who inhabited a country on the confines of 
Thina, are generally supposed from their features, and make or form, 
to be identical with the Besadae of Ptolemy, placed by him, as hss al- 
ready been mentioned, near a range of mountains called Maeandrue. 
The Sesatee are described in the text as cr a wild uncivilized tribe" and 
as rr a race of men squat and thick set, with their face broad, and their 
nose greatly depressed." The words 76 4 r  udiw~r rrohohl rd u&pa +AS- 

rwpk-01, u w i  (1s .rhhos, avsbvr 84 AC~WOUI xquihar rrclpcylolovr &rqp4pvr, of 

which Dr. Vincent's translation is given above, are rendered by Heeren rr a 

set of ill-formed, broad-faced, and flat-nosed people, who are called Se- 
saw, and resemble savages."t This is a correct description of the abo- 
riginal tribes bordering on Assam, and there can be little doubt, t h e d m  
that the Sesak are one of them. All these tribee exhibit the Indo- 
Chinese features, and many of them have the harsh and savage-like ex- 

* Journal Aaiatic Soc. Vol. VI. p. 34. t Hserm'a As. Natio~. 



prssion of countenance, which is here mentioned u characteristic of 
the S e e .  The northern Garos are a stout, strong-limbed people, with 
atmngiy marked Chinese countenances." The southern Garos are de- 
scribed as having " a surly look, a flat Caffre nose, small eyes, a wrin- 
kled forehead, over-hanging eyebrows, with a large mouth, thick lips, and 
round face,"* they are stout aud able-bodied men. The Khassias have 
the Mongolian cast of countenance, but less strongly marked, perhaps, 
than in some of the neighbouring tribes : they want the oblique position 
of the eyelids, which is so characteristic of the Chinese face, but have the 
drt, depressed nose. They are a strong, muscular, and active race, and 
are employed from childhood, both men and women, in carrying heavp 
burdens up and down their hills. The Cacharees, whose country ia 
dtnated between Sylhet and Munipore, are scattered over several districts 
on the eastern frontier of Bengal. They have the Indo-Chinese fea- 
ture~~ strongly marked ; but they vary in stature and complexion. The 
Kookis of the Chittagax hills are described as " a barbarous, active, 
mascnlnr race, s h o k  of stouter and darker complexion than the 
Choomeas, and like them have the peculiar features of the natives 
of the eastern parts of Asia, namely, the h t  nose, small eyes, 
aud braad face."? The Kookis of the Tipperah hills are short, 
brd-shouldered, but slender-limbed ; they have small dark eyes, and 
the fiat nose. The Nsgas, who occupy the ranges of hills on the south- 
sm side of Assam are distinguished by the peculiar features of the 
Chinese. The Kookis (or Lunch) and the Nsgar appear to be amongst 
the most uncivilized of all the hill tribes of eastern India. They devour 
d m a l  food in its most disgusting forms, as the flesh of elephants, tigem, 
@Lala and snakes. I have already mentioned the Kookis of the Tip- 
p e d  hills as being apparently identical with the Padeei of Herodotus. 
The Kookis of the Chittagong h i  are also cannibals. Many of the 
Naga tribes go naked, and hence the appellation of Naga derived from 
the Sanscrit, which is given to them. Ptolemy mentions them under 
Wa name, vit., " Nangalop quod si@cat mundnm nudorum."$ 
Ths Koch are an &original tribe, who occupy the low corntry in the 
Brurgpole district, skirting Assam and Bhotan : they are also found in 
fhc Mymensing and Dacca districte. They are a stmug raae of lasn. 
poaneasing the broad outlines of the Tartar countenance : they live i s  

AS. Ru. Vo1.- t As. Res. Pol.- : Ptol. Lib.- 
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the heart of the forests, where they cultivate patches of ground with the 
hoe : they raise cotton, and kill elephants and deer for the sake of their 
tusks and horns which they bring for sale to the weekly markets, held 
on the borders of their forests. The Koch, who inhabit the forests in 
the northern part of the Dacca district, are altogether a much stouter 
and more hardy race, than the Hindoos or Mahomedans in the neigh- 
bo~uhood. They live in the midst of the forests of Bhowal, Cossim- 
pore, and Atteya, and notwithstanding the unhealthy state of this part 
of the country, they s d e r  much less from malaria, than the other inha- 
bitants in the same part of the district. With the axe and hoe they 
clear away the jungle, and cultivate rice, oil-seeds, and cotton, which 
they sell or barter at the weekly markets held in the vicinity of the 
forest. They often suddenly vacate their locations, and the land they 
have brought into cultivation, and move into the interior, where they 
recommence their labour of clearing away the junglc. They live in small 
villages consisting of a few huts frequently situated at a considerable 
distance from each other. They eat animal food and drink spirits, and 
from this mode of living they possess considerable physical strength, 
and armed with spears do not hesitate to attack on foot, wild elephants 
and tigers. They are strictly honest and faithful in all their dealings, 
and have the virtue, which few of their neighboura possess, of paying a 
great regard to truth. They are of a taciturn and reserved disposition. 
Theme tribes have different Isngnages, and are in the practice of c a q b g  
on t d c  with the Beng$ese and Assamese, through the medium of per- 
ronq who act as interpreters and brokers at the marts they visit. Many of 
thn, however, can speak the Bengalee language and barter their goods 
themselves. In former times, the intercourse between the aboriginal I 

tribes and the civilized people of the plains was much less frequent, thnn 1 
it is in the present day. The hill men accompanied by their wives and 
children generally travelled in Large bodies to the marts or hauta on the 
frontier : and on their arrival there, they held no direct communication 
with the people of the plains, but sold their goode, either through inter- 
preters, or by means of signs-both parties keeping at a dictance from 
a c h  other during the negotiation. I have been informed by some old 
d i v e  merchants of Dscca. who formerly carried on trade in Tipped, 
that bdm the Company's Government was established in that district, 
t h  Kookis from the oppression and injustice which they suffered from 
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the people of the plains, were in the habit of bartering tbeir goods in thu 
mrsner. A lrimilnr practice, though arising apparently from a Merent 
aaae, occurs in Mdabar. Speaking of the tribe called Nayaree in tbai 
coontry, Col. Webh s t a h  : " They crawl to the road side or to a ar;. 
bin distance from a habitation, deposit mmething, such rs a bundle of 
brigs, some wild berriea or a honey-comb, set up a loud and hideow 
&ek or acream, and then retire to a snfficient dbtanm to wat& the 
rwnlt, when the nearest person either converses with them at a distance 
an the eu:hange, d at once deposits what may serve their purpose, and 
get out of the way to enable them to approach, and carry off their supplier 
without peraonal contact."* The Garos and Kookis bring down to the 
plains large basket loads of cotton, which they exchange for rice, dry- 
MI, betel-nut, salt, goats, poultry, ornaments, LC. Speaking of the 
former people and the places where they carry on traffic, Dr. Buchanan 
nmarks : They repair once a week during the dry season, more pa&- 
d u l y  in December, January, and February. Almost the only & 
which they bring for sale is cotton in the seed, for the conduct of the 
Bengalees has totally put a stop to the collection of Agal-wood. On 
the Garoa am* at the market the Zemiudar in the first p h  takes a 
part of the cotton as his share (Phul) ; the remainder is exchanged for 
salt, kine, hogs, goats, dogs, cats, fowls, ducks, iish, dry and fresh, tor- 
toises, rice and extract of sugarcane for eating : for tobacoo and betel- 
nut for chewing, LC." The Khssias bring to the mart on the borders of 

country, cotton, iron ore, honey, wax, o r q s ,  ivory, and cassia, and 
sell or exc- them for spirits, rice, tobacco, fish, &c. They and al l  the 
other hill tribes on the eastern frontier of Bengal, carry down their goods 
in large conical-shaped baskets, or hampers, called tapaa by the ILhati 
&s. This kind of basket is made of ratan or bamboo, and is supported 
opon the back by means of a broad band which encircles the forehead. 
Men and women carry heavy loads of goods to the plains in this manner. 
The -mt, which is given of the Swtee coming to an established mart 
on the borders of Thina accompanied by their wivea and children, and 

heavy burdens in mats, so closely resembles the description which 
is @en of the hill people of Assam and their mode of conducting traffic as 
b leave no doubt, I think, that the Seaah are one of these tribes,--*w- 

& yvrcuCb rd ~ d m o r s  k & + r r s  @prh ~vydha dr Tapdvors, & p q & ~ e A b  

* Wtbh'r M i l i t q  Ruminircsnrer, Vol. 11. p. 111. 
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.r* w . ~ l l A h l a .  The W& r a p d v a g  is supposed by Dr. Vincent to sign* 

.i+, rendered mata made of rushes, bags or sacs. I t  ie more probk 
bk, however, that tarponal is a corruption of tapas, and that it ref- 
to the W e t s  in which the hill people carry down their merchandiGe to 
th p k .  Though both Vincent and Heeren have rendered the words 
*.pdrus bfwrehba r+bara, mats resembling in their outward appeu- 

mce the early leaves of the vine, or lookine; l i e  the early branches of the 
vine, yet they consider v w * * w  to refer, not to the material of whi& 
the mats were made, but to the articles contained fh them, and whi& 
are. supposed by them to have been the betel-leaf and area nut, from 
which malabathrum was prepared. Malabathrum, however, is not betel- 
leaf nor arm nut, but the leaves of two or more species of Cinnamomum 
wbich are found in the valleys along the foot of the hills on the eastern 
frontier of Bengal. These trees bear fruit of the shape of a small oval 
drupe or berry, about the size of a black currant, and it is apparently to 
the resemblance between this fruit and a young or early grape, that the 
m d  W ~ * A W V  is applied, as signifyin%, like the early @it of tAe 
vine. 

The ~esatse accompaiued by their wives and children brought in their 
t- or baskets, large loads or burthens, (Cprfa -4) of the branch- 
es of these trees, from the valleys in the interior, and bartered them at 
the marts or h t r  on the borders of their forests, for the produce of the 
pl.ins. I t  is mentioned that they held a feast or festival at the mart, or 
in other words, they feasted on the artides of food, kc. which they re 
abed in exchange for their merchandize. The barter was, no doubt, 
efRxted either by sigs,  or through persons, who, understanding their 
hngurrge, acted as brokers on behalf of the Thine or people of the plains 
of AsMm. This is probable from the circumstance of its being mentioned 
that the Thine continued on the watch," while the Sesatee were at 
the mart. The* Thine? or Assamese merchants appear to have entrusted 
the negotiation of their business to interpreters, while they themselves 
remained at some distance watching the proceedings. 

The Sesatse having completed the barter, and feasted for several days 
en the commodities they received, took their departure for their own 
muntry in the interior ; or in other words, they returned to the jungles 
of thair mountain recesses ; after which, the Thinsg coming forth from 
their place of retreat, repaired to the spot, and collected the baskets of 
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goods, wbich the strangers (the &sate) had left behind them, (br U 70%. 

IOLO~.TIS &a * ~ ~ ~ s y b o r r a ~  (ti 70k 7 6 . 0 ~ s  ~d QVM&~OWL ~h & I ~ O V  kosp+~a.) 

Whether the Sesatre brought any merchandize besides the article which ir 
described as h + = r A h  * w ~ / l a r a  does not appear from the text. This 
ia the only thing that is there specified ; and from it, the Thine or the 
Amamese memhmts proceeded to prepare the two articles called P e w  
rod Malabathrum. The words, that refer to the former article, are in 
t& osiginal ~EW&MIY ~ e h d p ~ u ~  7021% Aeyepi~ous * ~ ~ o u I .  Dr. Vincent s u p  

that  they apply to betel and that the first part of the 
sentence, which he renders "they pick out the haulm which is 
called Petros," is descriptive of the process of picking out the n e m  
or central fibres of the leaf of the Piper Betel, called in the preced- 
& put of the text, from the resemblance between it and the vine, 
- b ~ * ~ b e v ;  while he regards the rest of the sentence as having 
reference to the folding of these leaves with areca or betel-nut, 
ardamoms, lime, and other adjuncts, into balls, or rather small parcels, 
which, he concludes, constituted the masticatory called Malabathrum in 
the tea. H e  is of op&on that the betel leaf and meca nat were pro- 
amd from Arracan, which he identifies with the county of the Kir- 
rbd;e, celebrated for its Malabathrum, and that the Sesak, whom he 
mppoees to have been the Tartars of Lassa, were the carriers of this 
artmi& Jong with other merchandize from that country to the frontier 
of C!hina. Dr. Vincent's interpretation, however, fails to explain the 
ehrmmstrnces which are connected with the manufacture and ultimate 
drsposrl of this article of t d i c  ; and is not reconcileable with the text. 
Tbe &satse are there represented as bringing the article described by the 

A p a p ~ ~ l r a v ,  h m  which Petros and Malabathrum were mede, 
itom their o m  county to a mart on its border ; as bartering it for arti- 
des on which they kept a feast for several days ; and as then returning 
to their comtq in the interior. Their neighbours, the Thine, then 
p - e  the substances of Petros and IIalabathrum, and brought them 
to India. The supposition that the Thinee are the people of the valley of 
Assam, and the Sesatce one of the a b o r i g d  tribes bordering on that 
-try, is in amrdance with the statements of the text. Dr. Vincent, on 

the other hand, represents the Sesatre or Tartars of Lassa as bringing the 
fiom which Petros and Mdnbathrnm were formed, fmm a din- 

tmt foe country (Amwan) to the frontier of China. But, indepen- 
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dently of this being opposed to the text, it is dScult  to comprehend 
why betel-leaf and areca nut should be carried to so great a distance for 
the mere purpose of being made into balls, and atterwards brought back 
to India under the name of Malabathrum, as is there mentioned. Wil- 
ford gives a very different interpretation of this passage of the Sequel. He 
supposes that Malabathnun is a kind of tea, which is p ~ r e d  in the 
form of balls, and sold at some of the frontier towus of Ava, As-, and 
Laos. He considers the Sesatee as identical with a gipsey tribe called 
J j d ,  who are hucksters by trade, and who, in this capacity, frequent 
the different fairs throughout the country. The Besatse, he supposes, 
made small basketa of certain leaves as large as those of the vine, which 
they sewed together with the fibres of the bamboo : and then filled with 
leaves of a certain plant rolled into balls, which were of three s o d  sc- 

cording to the quality and size of the leaves. The Petros of the text, 
he supposes to be the leaf of the Dhac tree (Butea frondosa) which h 
used all over India to make baskets, and which are fastened with skewerr 
from the fibrea of the bamboo. According to this interpretation, mala- 
bathrum or tea, was sold by the Thine or Chinese to the Sesatee or 
Beeatre, who brought it into India for sale. But the reverse of this h 
stated in the text, viz., that the Sesatae brought the article of which 
Malabathrum was formed from the interior of their country, and sold it 
to the Thine, who made it into balls which t h y  (the Thinae) eonveyed 
into India. 

Petroa and Malabathrum consisted neither of betel nor tea, but of dif- 
ferent parts of the trees yielding Tejpatra and Cassia Lignea. The former 
is the bark, and the latter are the kaaeu of one or more species of treea of 
the genus Cinnamomum. That Malabathrum is identical with C b  
momum albiflorum is established by the fact, that Saduj is the name 
which is given to Malabathrum in the writings of the Arabs, while Saduj 
in applied in Persian works to Tejapatra or Tejpata, which is the C b  
momum of Botanists. " Malatroon," says Royle, " is assigned as the 
Greek name in Persian Materia Medica." Cinnamomum albiflorum h 
also designated Tuj and Patruj* in Hindomtan-the former name being 
generally applied to the leaf, and the latter to the bark of the tree. Tuj, 
Tejpata, or Tejapatra, by all-of which names this leaf is known, is uaed as 

Royle'a I l l ~ t i o ~  of Botaay of the Hinulayan Mount.inr, p. 325. Dr. But 
tar's Topography of Oude, p. 43. 
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r amditnent in dl parts of India. I t  is indigenous in Sybet, Assam, 
Ihqpm, and in the valleys along the base of the mountain range, LU 

fir m Mnssonri. The dry branches and leaves are brought annually in 
large quantities from the former place, and sold at a fair which is held 
in V i a p u r a ,  close 'to the supposed site of the Gangetic mart of the 
Sequel. Tuj, however, is a name that is also given in the eastern part 
of Bengal, to the bark of a variety of Cinnamomum Zeylanicurn, or 
Cassia l ipea,  which abounds in the valleys of Cachar, Jyntea, and 
Alaam. Mr. Landers describes Cassia lignea, as indigenous and growing 
huuriantly, along the second range of the Nags hills in Assam, as plen- 
tanl at Tnblong, Chackting, and Nokangies, and as an article that 
in brought to the plains by the Abor tribes of Yung-yack, Tangsee, and 
Tamlow.* I t  is prepared and sold by the Khassias in the Cherra Poonjee 
byar, whence it is exported to Sylhet, Dacca, and other marts in the 
esstern part of Be+. Moghul merchants repair to the former place 
tor the express purpose of parchasing cinnamon. As Tuj, therefore, is 
m appellation that is applied to Cinnamomum albiflornm, and Cassia 
lignea, so Patruj, which is the name of the bark of the former, may, in 
&e manner, have been used in ancient times, to designate the quills of 
the bark of the latter tree. I t  is probable, therefore, that the words, 
dtwducvres ~ 6 ~ s  robs ~ r ro rcbovs  *kpovs, refer to the bark of C. Zeyla- 
nicum or Cassia lignea ; and therefore, instead of signifplng 6c they 
pick out the haulm which is cnlled Petros" as they are translated by 
Dr. Vincent, they should be rendered they peel the pipea or quill8 [or 
the bark] called Peh.0~ ;---wddrovs having reference to the tubular or 
hollow cylindrical form, which the bark of cinnamon assumes in drying, 
andrrrpov~ being a corruption of Patraj or Putruj, the name of the bark 
of Cinnamomum dbaomm, and no doubt, formerly also that of Cassia 
lignea. The account, which is given in the Sequel regarding the mode 
of preparing Petros and Malabathrum, seems to imply that the Sesatce 
brought the green branches of the Cinnamomum albiflornm, and Cassia 
ligoea trees, from the forests in the interior of their country, to the 
marts on the frontier, and sold them there to the Thine or Assamese, 
who peeled the bark called Petros. This, probably, was done &r the 
ripening of the fruit, which ia considered the best season for peeling the 
bark of the C i o n  or Cassia tree: and it is, apparently, to this 

Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of In&, Vol. 11. No. X. 
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circumstsnce, h., to the branches having the fruit on them, when 
brought for sale, that Arrian alludea when he describes them by the 
t,erm B w r r ~ l v w v ,  or in other words, as being in external appearana, 

like the early fruit of the vine. The Thinae or Assamese having peeled 
the branches of the Cassia tree Ptenrlly the quills or pipes called Pe- 
tros] proceeded next to prepare Malabathrum. For this purpose they 
picked the leaves, and folding them double, they rolled them into small 
balls ahd passed a cord or string, made of the fibres of the b q k  through 
them h l h r n o v  ~ ~ r 8 1 * h & a a v 7 r r  ~h +$Aha ~ a l  w@alpw166 roroSvrrr ,  Brr[povsr W 
rGv  nclhdpwr fvars. These balls, which appear to have consisted each of a 

sblgle leaf, were made of three sorts, which were designated according 
to their size, the large, the middle-sized, and the small vlvrrcu 8) vim  la 
I n  #b 7 0 5  p / r ~ o v ~ s  cpdhAov, 7 b  abpda+arpov pahdSaOpov hcydwvov. dr 8& r o c  m a -  

(crsrpov, r b  p ~ u d s + ~ p o v ,  rK 8~ plKp07CpO11 7 0  pIupoaucpaqwv- digtin& 

which seems to indicate that three varieties or species of the genus &ma- 

momum, differing from each other, in the size of the leaf,or in the strength 

of its aromatic hvor, were used for the preparation of Malabathnun. Dr. 
Buchanau has described three species of Tejpata, .and it is probable that 
the three kinds of Malabathrum, here referred to, consistd of the Cin- 
namomum Albitlorum, the Cinnampmum Tamala, and the C' ltmamomum 
Zeylanicum.* The term Malabathrum is generallysupposed to be a com- 
pound of Tamala (one of the Sanscrit names of C. albiflorum) and pwtm 
(a leaf) :-the original word Tamalapatra having been compted by 
Greek and Latin writers into rurhdsdpov~ and this again into M a l a b a t h .  * 
Garcias first suggested this as its probable derivation : ' I  Appellant autem 
Indi,Folium Tamalapatra quarn vocem Gneci ad Latini imitantes c o ~ b  
Malabathrum nuncupamt." I t  has been conjectured by others, that 
Malabathrum is derived from " Malabar," and the word bdmm," 
which is supposed to have been the name given to betel in that province. 
cc Ferunt apud Indos nasci in ea regione quae Malabar dicitw : v e m -  
cula ipsorum lingua bathrum sive bethrum appelari inde Graecae compo- 
sitavoce nominasse." (H. Stephani Thesaurus Linguae G m w ,  Vol. IV. 
1412.) I t  is very evident, however, that this cannot be regarded as the 
origin of the term, for it is stated in the Periplns, that the name ru 
given to the article on the confines of Thina where it was obtained. and 

Dr. Buchanan bu dwcribsd wveral species of Sllallabathrum leaf or Tejapatra. 
(8- Tnnr. Linnurn Soc. Vol. XI11. p. 556.) 
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that under this designation, it was brought into India by those who 
prepared it. It is more probable, that Malabathrum is derived from 
the Sanscrit words &a (a garland) and putra (a leaf) ; the compound 
raelapaha, which is thus formed, and which signifies a garland or string 
of leaves, having been subseque~~tly corrupted into P ~ A B ~ P ~  or Mala- 
bathrum. This etymology of the term, indeed, is indicated by the 
details given in the text regarding the mode of preparing Malabathrum ; 
for it is there mentioned, that the leaves were made into balls, and that 
the fibres of the plant were passed through them ; that in this form" 
the .article took the name of hitilabathnun : and that " under this deno- 
mination," it was brought [from the confines of Thina or borders of 
Assam] into Lndh, by those who prepared it. The name, it will be ob- 
m e d ,  was not given to the leaves in their original state, or the state iu 
which they were brought by the Sesatce from the forests in the interior ; 
but was applied to them after they had undergone a certain manipula- 
tion, viz., when made into small balls, and strung together on the fibres 
of the plant, in the form of a garland or a thread of beads. This mode 
of preparing the leaves of the Cinnamon or Cassia tree appears to have 
been adopted in orde; to preserve the aromatic-stimulant properties of 
M&&hmm during ite transportation to distant countries. The small 

blb, af which Bfahbathmm consisted, were each composed of a single 
leaf (the Pilulre Malabathri of the older commentators), and were used 
rs a masticstory. That Malabathnun was applied to this purpose, is 
rtrted in the text ; and, that it was so used by the Greeks and Romans, 
ia  tolerably certain h m  the remarks which are made regarding it by 
b t  authors. Dioscorides states that it was placed under the tongue 
to pnrify the breath ; and that it was a tonic to the stomach : - 4 k r a r  

U i sfis d d l a v  s d m o s .  Pliny also ascribes the former property to 
it : sapor ejua nardo mmilis esse debet sub lingua oris et halitus suavi- 
trtem commendat hgue mbditum folium.* Eastern India appears to 
h.ve fnrnished the greater portion, if not the whole, of the Malabathrum 
that - imported by the ancients. Though Cinnamomum albiflorum 

in Malab, and Coromandel, yet no mention is made of 
w- having been prepared from it in these countries. This 
&cle together with others is noticed as an import into Nelkunda on the 
-bar -f from countries farther to the east,+ d ~ h a s  ~d bebrra UV~IK& 

*mi",. Lib. XXIII. Chap. 48. t Vincent's Periplru of the E+mn &a, p. 462. 

a 
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artides of merehandhe here mentioned are the productions of Emtern 
India, and were, no doubt, exported from the Gang& mart. Mah- 
bathrum appears to have been shipped to Nelkunda, Limurike, and the 
other ports of Southern India, and was thence exported to the countries 
bordering on the Mediterranean, where it was known by various names, 
besides that of Malabathrum, as +;Mow duo-cparpla ~ r ~ . W p o r - + ~ A * v  

r-w+vv*-Herba Paradieii-Folium-appellation& which refer to 
the country where it was produced, the form of its preparation, and 

the high estimation in which it was held by the ancients. M a l a b a t h ,  
besides being ueed as a masticatory, constituted an ingredient in the 
Mithridatic antidote,? and in the Theraica ; it was also i n b e d  or mace- 
rated in wine, and was employed as an aromatic md tonic. The leavea 
and bark of Cassia lignea yield an essential oil, which enters into the 
composition of many of the odoriferous oils which are prepared by the 
natives of India. I t  is extracted by boiling the bark of Tuj with a 
quantity of fired oil and water, during which process, the essential be- 
comes incorporated with the fixed oil, to which it +parts its odour. 

The Romans were in the habit of preparing this perfame by -- 
rating both the leaf +AAov, and the wood or bark E d o + M o ~  in fixed oil 
in the manner which is practised by the natives. I t  is probable, how- 
ever, that the leaves of other Indian plants, besides thme of the Cinaa- 
mon and Cassia trees, were imported into Rome under the name of 
Malnbathrum, for the purpose of being used in perfumes or ointments. 
Dioscorides describes Malabathrum as a plant found growing witbout 
roots 011 the surface of marshes, and remarks that it is by feeding on ib 
leaves that the Onychi becomes aromatic. Pliny states that this kind 
af Malabathrum is more odoriferous than saffron : that it is of a Mack 
d o u r  : rough to the touch, and of a salt taste : and that its flavor 
ought to resemble that of Nard. He adds that the perfume which 
Malabathnun or t k  baf  yields, when it in boiled in wine snrpu#les d l  
others.$ Malabathrum, in all probability, was a generic term, which 
was applied to leaves of different plants rolled up in the manner whicb 
is described in the text, and it may, therefore, be regarded M the name, 

Art. Malabathrnm et  F o l i m .  h i c o n  U n i r d e ,  Hoffmm, A. D. 1698. 
t Vide Celsnr de Mediciaa, Lib. V. Chap. XXIII. 
2 Pliny. Lib. XII. C. XXVI. 
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wt of a particular plant, but of a mode of preparing kaocu which was 

adopted to preserve their odorifemu6 and aromatic qualities. The mas- 

ticatory called Malabathrum consisted solely of the leaves of the Tej- 
patm ; but the perfume, which was designated by the same name, a p  
peus to have been prepared h m  other plants, beaides the leaves and 
wood of Csssia. The unguent of this name was manuhctured and 
sold at Rome by a class of persons who, from the trade or businem 
they followed, were called Malabat& (Malabathrarii vocabantur un- 
guentarii qui malabathrum unguentnm pretiosisaimum vendebmt.) 
( h t .  Ad.  111. 5. 37.)* 

Arrirn condudes hi nanntive by stating that all the +ens beyond 
"I%a were unexplored, either on account of the mere frosta and the 
di6cnlties of travelling, or because it was perhaps the wil l  of the gods 

to fix these limits to the curiosity of man. This account seems to refer 
to the region of Uttam-Cura which is described by the Hiidoos as inw 
eessible to the steps of mm, and to the rays of the sun. The name 
was applied to the northeastern portion of the Hinlalayan mountains ; 
a d  accordine; to Professor Wilson, thii region appears to be the north- 
eastern part of Assam, designated by Ptolemy--Ottonwruas, and by 
Ammianus Mdlinus-Opurroama. The lofty mountains, which 
bound the eastern extremity of this valley, belong to the Himalayan 
range, and are, it is d c u l a ~  about 8000 feet in height. 

The country of the Seres is the Thina of Arrian, which I have en- 
deavoured to identify with Assam. The name of Seres appears to have 
been applied both to the inhabitants of the valley of Assam and to the 
hill tribes border4 on it, and hence the Seres of some authors are the 
&.a* of the Sequel to the Periplus. 

Pomponius Mela mentions the country of the Seres as aituatedbe- 
tween India and Scythia, and describes them as a people celebrated for 
their justice. They have become known to us," says he, " by their 
commerce, h r  they leave their merchandize in the desert and then retire 
tin the merchants they deal with, hare left a price or barter for the 
amomt which, upon their departure, the Seres return and take."? The 

Syrian Malabathrum was that imported into Europe via Syria " ex India in 
Syriwn (nnC Syriaci cognomen) inde ia Enrogun dFsreblmtur." Lsdoon Uniier- 
sale, H o h .  Art. Malabathrum. 

t Dc ritu o r b .  Pomp. Melac, Lib. 111. C. V11. 
G 2 
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mode of conducting tr&c which ia here described is ao similar to that 
mentioned in the Sequel, that there cannot be a doubt, I think, that the 
Seres and Sesatae are identid. Justice, which is mentioned by Pompo- 
nius Meh as a characteristic of the Seres, means here, honesty in car- 
rying on traffic, and a strict regard for truth-virtues which all the hill 
tribes on the eastern frontier of Be@ have the character of 
in an eminent degree. The deaert is the jungle or foreat (mi) at the 
foot of the hilla, where the hill people barter their goods to the merchants 
of the plains. 

Plioy gives a similar description of the Sem. He states that they 
aw a quiet, and inoffensive people, but that they resemble wild beaata in 
one reapect, namely, that they flee from the sight of men, or rather that 
they shun intercourse or personal communication with other people, 
though they are at the same time desirous of carrying on trafiic with 
them.* This, no doubt, refers to the caution and reserve which the 
hill tribes have always exhibited in their traffic with the people of the 
plains. Pliny also mentione-the Seres as celebrated for silk which their 
woods produced. In speaking of the embassy from Ceylon to the em- 
peror Claudius, he repreaenta the chief ambassador as stating that they 
(the people of Ceylon) knew the Seres through tho medium or c h d  
of trade, and that his (the ambaasador's) father, by name Rachia, had 
often visited them. He informed the emperor that if strangere ap- 
proached the country of the Seres, they incurred the risk of being 
d e d  by wild beasts--% remark, which =ems to imply, that there 
waa a dense jungle infested with beasts of prey on the frontier of Sericq 
md that it was dangerous for pemna unacquainted with the paths or 
road5 through it to travel to Serica. The Seres are described by the 
unbsssador as giants or people exceeding the ordinary stature of men, 
rs having red hair, and blue eyes, and as speaking an unintelligible lan- 

guage, which rendered it difficult to carry on trade with them.? Pliny 
mentions that the first river in the country of the Sera  was d e d  
Psituss (the Tistha in Rungpore ?), and that in carrying on tra5c wi th  
them, the merchants placed their merchandise on the farther side of 
the river. If the Seres wiahed to barter, they took the goods which 
were there deposited, and left the commodities which the foreign mer- 
chants wanted in exchange. The people referred to by the ambrssador 

Plhy. Llb. VI. C. XVII. t Ibid. Lib. VI. C. XXII. 



qper,r to he the Bhotiyas, who are a tall race of men, and who probably 
dyed thew hair of a red colour. According to Klaproth,* the ancient Tibe- 
t.ne &d Khiang, who were of the Bhotiyah race, painted their f- of a 
red colour. The Bhotiyas repair to the great fair held annually in the 
Bungpore district, and it was probably here that Rachia, the ambasas- 
dogs father, saw them. Pliny himself, in describing the Seres, seems 
to allude to the aboriginal tribes of Rungpore bordering on Assam. 
The forests oftheir country produced silk (tassnr) which was bartered on 
the bsnks of a river described as the first in their territory, and which 
was perhaps the frontier between Ben@ and Assam. The barter was 
euried on in the manner mentioned by Arrian and Pomponius Mela. 

Pansanias mentions two nations of the Seres. Holwell in his Dic- 
tionsry extracted from " Bryant's Analysis of Ancient Mythology" 
s ~ e s  : Pa- (L. 6. p. 519.) describes two nations of the Serea 
who were of an Ethiopic, Indie and Sythic family. The h t  was upon 
the Qanges, the other region of the Seres is the same with China, and 
lies opposite to the island of Japan, called by P a d a s  Abasa and 
Sac&." The Ethiopic and Indic Seres here mentioned are the hill tribee 
md the people of the valley of Assam. The term Ethiopt'c was applied 
to the former from the similarity of some of their fatures to those of 
the Negro race. Megasthenes compares the inhabitants of India with 
& Ethiopians. Sir William Jones also remarks, "that the mountain- 
eera of Bengal and Behar can hardly be distinguished in some of their 
features, particularly in their lips and noses, from the modern Abyssini- 
ans ;"-a fact which he adduces in confirmation of the opinion that 
Ethiopia and Hidooatan were peopled or colonized by negroes.? The 
I& Sereq on the other hand, were a people who occupied the lower 
or western part of the valley next to the Ganges, and. who consisted of 
the descendants of the early Hindoo invaders of the country and of the 
aboriginal inhabitants of the plains. The SytAic Serea may be regard- 
ed aa the Thine or Sine who occupied Upper Assam and the region 
atending to the gulf of Siam, opposite to which was the island of Abasa 
or Sacaia, which is apparently Java. 

The tf)rca Bdp- tr)@v of Dionysius: are the Sesatee of A h ,  or 
actme kindred uncivilized hill tribe bordering on Assam. He describes 

* Nmr. Journal Adatiqus, Tom. 4, p. 104. 
t A#. Ba. Vol. I. p. 427. f Orb. Dtwript. V. 752. . 
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them as possessing neither flocks nor he&, but as employed in gather- 
ing from the flowers of the desert, a substance that was carded and woven 
into precious or costly firbrics, which surpassed in the variety and rich- 
neas of their colors the mingled beauties of the enameled mead, and 
which rivalled in their delicate texture, even the heness of the spider's 
web. The material here referred to, is taasar or moo~~ga  silk, which 
abounds in the forests or jungles of Assam (the desert w v n i  mentioned 
in the text), and the rich and varied colom that rue mentiolied, were no 
doubt, imparted to it by the indigenous dyes of Assarn, namely, lac, 
room, m n j i t ,  and miaree-tita, which give the beautiful red and blue 
colows with which the silks of that country are prepared in the present 

&Y- 
The &hi& or Sirate of E l i  are evidently the Ethiopic Sera  of 

P a d u s ,  or the &sate of the Sequel. They are mentioned as a peo- 
ple with tlat noses, situated in India ultra Gangem-in whose country 
there were serpents of an enornoas sue (Boa or python tigris) that de- 
voured cattle. Sir. W. Jones reg& the country of the Sirate of Elian 
u identical with Sylhet, Siret or Srihaut, a place, which he states, was 
celebrated among the ancients for the fragrant essence extracted from 
Malabathrum.* The Seres mentioned by Horace, 

'' Doctun sagittas tmdere Seriuu 
Arcu prbrno ? P I  

Hor. Lib. i. 29. 

sre the mountain tribes bordering on Assam, dl of whom are expert at 
the use of the bow and arrow. 

The Seres are mentioned by ancient writers as a people who are re- 
markable for their longevity. They were said to live ta the age of two 
hundred yeare. Ctesias and Elian state that the fruit of a tree called 
Siptachora, from which amber exuded, and upon which there was found 
a small insect yielding a purple dye, possessed the virtue of prolonging 
life to the eune number of years. I t  would seem from this circum- 
stanoe that the Serea inhabited the country in which the Siptachora grew, 
and as there can be no doubt that the insect alluded to is the lac insect, 
it may be concluded that Lower Assam is the region which is here re- 
ferred to. This is rendered the more probable from the account which 
Cterias gives of this country. Wilford mentions that Ctesias (accord- 

* Wwks of Sir W. J o m ,  Vol. V1. p. 3 6 4 .  
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ing to a prws%e in the Bibliotheca of Wotius) gives the name of Hy- 
parch0 to the river which proceeded from the country whence the S i p  
t.chom b m h t .  The mountains abound with trees hanging 
orer the numerous streams which flow through them. Once a yeu 

dming t h i  days tears flow plentifully from them, wbich faUing into 
the waters beneath coagulate into Amber. These trees, the Hindoos 
call Sipa-chon. In the country about the sources of this river there is 
a flower of a p q l e  color which gives a dye, not inferior to the Grecian, 
but eyen much brighter. There is also an insect living upon these 
amber-bearing trees the fruit of which they eat, and with these insects 
bruised, they dye s tds ,  for close vestures, and long gowns of a purple 
colour superior to the Persiau. These mountaineers having collected 
the amber and the prepared materials of the purple dye, carry the 
whole on board of boats with the dried fruit of the tree, which is good to 
eat, aod then convey their goods by water to different parta of India. 
A great quantity they carry to the emperor (the king of Magad'ha) 
to the amount of about one thousand talents. In return they take 
bread, meal, and coarse cloth. They sell also their swords, bows and 
arrows."* Assam appears to be the country which is here referred to 
by Ctesh.  Lower Assam abounds in lac, while munjit, mwhi- t i ta  
a d  ~ 0 0 %  which are found in Upper Assam, are appsrently the dyes 
that are mentioned, as produced about the sources of the river Hypar- 
cho. Room is a species of Ruellii of the family of Acanthacea. Dr. 
W t h s  states, that with it the deep blue cloths of the Kamptis and 
Singphos are dyed ; he calls it " a valuable dye and hghly worthy of 
attention."t According to Ctesiaa the term lkrllpxos r c  Hyparcho," the 
m e  that was given to the river proceeding from the country in whieh 
the o-ax;]ldpa grew, means ~ P J P ~  7 h  dry&& i. e. producing aH good 
things."$ This must have reference to the valuable merchandize con- 
skhg of silL, lac, and other dyes, lign aloe, musk, ivory, gold, silver, 
md steel, which were exported to India, dl the Brahmaputra.Q 

Stmbo mentions that the Seres fonned a repnblic or commonwenltb ; 

* Wiord'a Essay on Anugangam. As. Rw. Vol. IX. p. 65. 
t Joarrul of Asiatic Society. 
: Heeren'r As. Nations, Vol. 11. Appendix, IV. p 380 
5 Amber ia atill found in the north-eastern parts of Assam in consideruble 

qolatitia, or rather behreen Asssm and Barmall. 
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and that it was governed by a council of five thoumd persons, every 
one of whom found or provided an elephant for the use of the State. 
" Nam Seres tam l o n e  dicuntur v i t a  ut ducentesimum annum exce- 
dant. Ferunt etiam quendam optimatum ordinem rempublicam guber- 
nare ex quinque millibus consilionun constantem, quorum quisquo 
elephantem reipublicse praebeat ." (Strabo, Latin text, p. 702.) This 
eeems to have reference to the Raj corporations of Assam. Major 
Fisher remarks : "the most ancient form of tenare by which land was 
held in Assam was under a grant from the prince addressed to a body 
of proprietors, who were erected into a corporation called a Raj, and 
who possessed the land on terms by which they were bound each for 
the other and for the whole estate. The proprietors of land in every 
Raj were classified accordiug as they paid revenue to the prince direct, 
or to some one in whose favour an assignment wns made. The Rsj 
was entrusted with the local administration of affairs and transacted 
business in periodical meetings."* I t  is probable that the council of 
five thousand, which Strabo mentions, consisted of the heads or chiefs 
of these corporations, and that each Raj was bound to provide an ele- 
phant for the service of the State. The circumstance of the country 
of the Seres furnishing the number of elephants here specified is, of i t  
sell; sdicient to identify Serica with Assam. There is no other coun- 
t y  in the situation assigned to Serica, namely, on the north of India 
extra Gangem and of Sina or Siam, than Assam, that abounds in ele- 
phants, and it may, therefore, be inferred from this fact, coupled with 
the accounts of other ancient writers, who describe Serica as an exten- 
sive and fertile valley watered by large rivers, and abounding in silk, 
that Assam is the country that is here referred to. I t  is estimated thnt 
upwards of 700 elephants are exported annually from Assam : many 
a h  ore killed for the sake of their tusks. 

Ptolemy describes the Seres and Since as contiguous nations. India 
extra Gangem, which comprised Arracan, Pegu, and Avb--constitut- 
ing the Atgmtea re& and Aurea C h m a c s  of Ptoleniy-is mention- 
ed by him, as being divided from the country of the Since by a line 
commencing at the extremity of Serica, and extending tllrough the 
middle of the great bay (Sinus Matpus) on the south. 

The country of the Sins therefore was adjacent on the west to Indii 

* Journal of M t i e  Society. No. 104. 
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extra Gangem. It  is described as bounded by unknorrll regious on tbe 
east, by the sea ou the south, and by Serica on the north. The Siaee 
appear to have been the ancestors of the modern Siamese, of the S h p s  
of L a ,  and other adjoining States, and of the Ahoms of Assam. The 
Siamese, who are a breach of the Laos, separated from them A. D. 
813. The Lsos civil era, or that of the introduction of Buddhism 
into that county, commenced A. D. 638.* The Shyan chronicle pre- 
served in Munipore states that the ancient territory of the Shyans was 

erlled Pong, and that it constituted a kingdom, the capital of which 
ras Mogaong or Mongmaorong, an it is called by the Shyans. Their 
iimt king, named Khool-liee, reigned in the 80th yeu of the Christian 
era. Chukapha, the first Ahom king of Assam, of whom them is any 
authentic inlormation extant, reigned in the 13th century. I t  appear4 
bwever, from this chronicle, that some centuries anterior to this, As- 
sun ass invaded by Samlongpha and placed by him under the dominion 
of his brother Sukampha, king of Pong. This is said to have occur- 
red about the year A. D. 77.t  It  has been discovered that there are no 
t m  or mention of Buddhism in the reliion of the Ahoms, and it is 
Chenfore, inbred, that they emigrated to Asaam before A. D. 638, the 
era of the introduction of the Buddhist faith into Laos.$ Thi circum- 
stance, mupled with the fact of the Ahoms having a list of the names 
of forty-eight kiugs descendii~g from the god lndra down to Chukaphr, 
renders it probable that they were ill possession of Upper Asam rrt an 
euly period, or as far back, at least, as the second eentury-the era in 
which Arrian and Ptdemy wrote. The name of Thai, which signifies 
g 4  free," is supposed by Capt. Low to have been assumed by the Shun- 
at the time they separated from the Laos. It  seems not improhble, 
however, that it is of more remote origin, and that Thai is the root of 
T b k  whiie Shyan is that of Sin-the names by which the inhabit- 
ants of the Lsos and Siamese territories were Inown to the ancients. 
Thi Nai, it may be remarked, is an appellation which is given to the 
-d Siamese, and Thinee appears as the name of a town in 23" N. L. 
Beo E. L. in the territory of the Shyans dependent on Ava. The Laos 
& sued their &v Chi u," signifyii " Priests' dominion,"$ 

a p t .  Low's History of Tennuwerim, Jour. Royd As. Soc. Vol. V. p. 259. 
t Pemberton's Report on the Eastern Frontier, p. 110. 
$ Joard  Boyd As. Soc. Vol. V. p. 250. g Ibid. 
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and it is probable, that from this word is derived Chimay, which was 
the name given by the older geographers to a lake, whence the 13rahmk 
putra was supposed to issue. 

Serica is described by Ptolemy, as bounded on the east and north by 
unkilown countries, on the west by Scythis extra Imaum, and on the 
south by India extra Gangem and the country of the Sine. The words 
which describe the relative position of the latter nation, are in the La- 
tin text; " Quodque supra Binas, Serum jacet regio et metropolis."* 
This evidently refers to Upper Assam, which may, therefore, be con- 
sidered as the country, in which, Sera, the metropolis of the Sine (ZW 

9 s  TW rrm cw~A*ar)  was situated. A river called Semi is represent- 
ed by Ptolemy, as rising in a situation apparently corresponding with 
that of the monntains in which the Inwaddee has its origin, and as run- 
ning to the south, through India extra h g e m .  The latitude, which is 
aesigned to Sera, is ten degrees north of that of Sadiya in Upper Assam 
--the former being mentioned as 38" h'. L. and the latter being 28" N. 
L.-m error which is, no doubt, to be attributed to the very vague and 
imperfect knowledge which the ancients had of this country. 

The journey from the Stone Tower to the frontier of Seriea occupied 
a sp.ce of seven months. I t  is described as attended with many diffi- 
cnlties and hardships, and it seems to have been from the account of 
the bleak inhospitable regions of Bootan and Thibet, the excessive cold 
of the climate, and the severe storms which the travellers encountered : 
*' via antem qum est a turn lapidea nd Sew vehementissimb obnoxia 
eat tempeatatibus,"t that Ptolemy waa induced to assip to S e n  the 
northern latitude which is mentioned above. Marinus derived his infor- 
mation regarding the route to Serica from Ma& of Macedon, d e d  
Titianus, who sent agents from the Stone Tower to trade with the people 
of that country. He describes the route, which the caravan travelled 
from Byzantium to the Stone Tower, as croaaing Mesopotamia from the 
Euphrates to the Tigris, as promding through Assyria and Media to 
Ecbatana, to Hecatompylos, and to Margiana, and thence through Aria, 
or Hemt, to Bactria or Balk. I t  next crossed a range of mountains 
called Montes Comedorum, whence it p d e d  through the country of 
the €he, and then amved at the Stone Tower.$ Dierent sites have 
been assigned to the latter place, but it is probable, notwithstanding the 

* Ptol. Lib. I. Chap. XVII. f Ibid. Chap. XI. $ lbid. Chap. XII. 
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potition given to the Montes Comedorum to the north-east of Bactria, 
that it was a station near one of those Tope8 or lofty towers, which .re 

to be seen in the kingdom of Cabul. No itinerary appears to have 
been kept of the route from this place to the frontier of Serica, but 
tmm the account which is given of it, and of the difficulties that occur- 

red in travelling through the intervening country, it seems to have been 
identical with that mentioned by Arrian from Thina to Bactria, or with 
the route from Bodrn to Cabd and thence to Balk, which is dwribed 
by Tavernier, as extending "over deserts and mountains covered ~ t h  
snow, tediona and tmblesome aa far as Cabd, where the camvans part, 
some for great Tartmy, others for Balk." 

It would appear that the merchants who traded with the Serea, were 
not dowed to enter the county of the latter, but that they carried on 
trrffic with them at an opening or pass in the mountain Imaus. This 
evidently refers to one of the dtnaars or mountain paases into Assam, 
where the merchants from Bhota~i and Thibet formerly assembled to 
t d i c .  The circnmstance of strangers having been prohibited from en- 
tering Gerica haa been regarded aa an indubitable proof of the identity 
of that corntry with China, but the same jealousy of foreigners, it may 
be remarked, existed nmong the Assamese, and led tor their exclusion 
from their territory. Dr. Bucbanan remarks that in former times the 
only mmmnnication that waa permitted by the Assamese between their 
own country and B e n d ,  was by the pass of Luckhah, eighteen miles 
north of Sylhet, and that of Bookool in Cachar, all access by the 
Brahmaputra having been strictly prohibited. Dr. Wade also states, 
lcstrangers of every description and country were scrupulously denied 
uhnission into Assam." * The same prohibition was enforced against the 
dnission of strangers through the duwara or passes lea'ding into it from 
Bodrn md Thibet, and it appeara, therefore, to have been at one of 
these pa- described as an opening in Imaua, thnt the agents of Ti- 
t.nms carried on their trade with the Sinae, Seres, or Assamese. There 
.re hro roll- fromBootan and Thibet to Assam, by which a commercial 
interamme is c a d  on in the present day. That from Bootan is by 
the valley of the Monrs, vifl Tassgong and Dewengiri : the other does 
wt enter any part of the Deb and Dhurma Rajah's dominions, but ex- 
tends through a tract of country dependent on Lassa, from Towung to 

* Martin'n Eutern Indii. VoL 8. p. GP6. 
0 
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the Kooreeaparah Duwar. The traffic is conducted by a class of Tibe- 
tans alledKumyaq m appellation that is given to the inhabitants of the 
=them put of Thibet or that portion ofit which is included aithin the 
peat bend of the Sanpo up to the point where it entera the Abor hills. 
The K u m p  p d  to Hajoo in Assam, the resort of pilgrims fiwn 
Boat.n m d  Th~ht, and carry on their t&c nt the great annual fair 
which is held there. " I t  is estimated" rays Cap. Pembelton, "that 
during the rerson there are about two thousand Knmpas assembled at 
Dewangiri, where they erect hats for tempomy occupation on the sub- 
ordinate heighta. On quitting the hills to descend to the plains they 
are eccompclined by Ourpas and Zeenkafs on the part of the Dewangin 
Rajah, from whom they obtain pusports and pledge themselves to re- 
tarn by a stated period. " The goods they king, consist of red and party- 
mlound blankets, gold dust, sih-er, rock sdt, chovreeq musk, and r 
&w amrse Chicrc silks, munjeet and bees wax :" these they exchange 
for bc, the mw and manpfnctured silks of A w m  (the rpcor *b ~ v r w  

o#c#b of the Periplits), cotton, dried fish and tobacco : they re- 
turn homewards during the months of February and March, taking care 
to leave the pboe before the return of the hot weathw or rains."* In 
1809 this trade amounted to two taes of rupees. The principal article 
that pwchased by the K n m p  was silk, consisting both of the 
muga m d  eria kinds. 

Tbat Assam is the country that is referred to by Ptokplr, is fartber 
p b a b l e  from the fact stated by him, namely, t h t  there ras another 
mute to &nca ri& Palibothm: a quod non solum inde ad Bnctra iter si ' 
per tunim lap i im,  aed et in Indiam quoque per Pdimbothm."t This 

might be ngvded as referring to the wnte through Nepal and Thibei 
to China, bd it seems more probable that it hss allusion to the B h a -  
pnhr and tbe entrance to Assam by Qmalpara, which is the route by 
the Qaagea mentioned by Anisn, or that by which mercbmdize was 
exported to Limnrilre. 

Again, Pto1cmy remarks that beyond, or ta the eut of &ria, there 
was an unknown or m~xplared country containing lakm OT m ~ ~ h e s ,  b 
which grew hrge anes, se compact or dose to each &her, tbat the m- 
hbitsnts m the mighbmlbood were in the habit of using them u 

Vide Pemberton'r Report on Bootan, p. 144. 
t Prd. Lib. 1. Chap. XYII. 
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p a h h a  in qmbns &mi mscmtur m a p i  et ita ooapcti ut .ccake 
tramfretare soleant:"* ar accdbg to the Periplus Msrcirni Hem- 
Cleo@ phcks hsbens  OMS in q u i h  alrrmi mapi  mscmrtur, 
.tqae adeo darri et conferti, ut par illoa sib inricem adhsemrter fi.nt 
&ansit~."t Thm reems to be sn allusion hen to the auae bridges, 
~ h i c h a ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ l m ~ n i n t b e ~ c o v a t r i e s b o r d e r m g o n U p p e r A ~ ;  
or to the mots oi branch Ot trees gmwbg on the oppwibe sides d 
stregnsorpoolsandaointert~astoa0brda pamsgeacrocrsthem. 
Lied. Yde, q&hg of bridges of this kind in the vicinity of Cbem 
Poonjee, remarks, that while traveling through that country, he sror 
wch bridges in every stage, and that one measured 90 feet in span : 
Chey rere generdly compaed of the rods of b o  opposite tries bound 
together in the middle. (Vide J o u d  Asitic Society, Vol. XIII. 
p. 613.) 

Ptolemy states that m& surround Getica,(monter nutem cingnnt 
kkam,) d thd it is tnnersed to a considerable extent by two large 
rirem-a deseriph which proves that Serica was a vdley. The moun- 
taina surrounding Serica were designnkd the A d &  which appear to be 
the Abor hills ; the b a c i i  extending from Scythir extra I m a m  into 
Seriu, whioh are apparently the A u h  U a  on the northern ride ef 
Amam: Mormt Ccrri*s, or the marmtain where the Brahmaknnd is 
&mkd : Mount Tlkrgufirs, apparently the Tabis of Pomponha Mela, 
4 Pliny, ahieh 60 be Beging ; and the ebdn or range of the 
&lodiaHi ia , tbeersternputaof  rhiehaeffcalIedSnicwrsnd 
o#ommwa-the httm being identical with the Uttam Cum of the 
Ihdotm,or t b e ~ r ~ l g e u h i c h r e p a r a t e s . b r a m f r o m t h e c o n n ~  
of the Lamar. 
Iko rivem d a d  Oecturdes, d Barites or Bauthw, %wed througb 
h. Thy &kd in the m p  of &rh,  rttsohed to Ptolemf8 
tbpp%asrmningtotbenoeth; b u t t h i s m a e t b e a n e ~ ~ r ~ a r t b c n  
ir no country in the eitmtion amiped to 8erig namely, bwdeing o, 
h d a  atre Oaagem (Bkrmcrh) and tk country of the Sira  (h 
d L.or) O P ~  the wth, which has rivers pmeeeding in this diaection. 
It is ev&& that the ha which are alluded to, are the & n p  ar 

Ptol. Lib. I. Chap. XVII. 
t Vkk dtwgbapb. Vet. Script. h. Minor. Hubon, p. 29. 
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Enmchoomboo, and the Brahmaputra, and that the error in their deli- 
neation in the maps of Ptolemy's Geography by Agathodaemon, con- 

sists in their being laid down, as running to, instead of from, the north 
or north-east. The Oechardes is described by Ptolemy, as having its 
origin in Scythia extra Imaum, as flowing through that country, as having 
a great bend or curve in its course, and as aRerwards entering S e r k  
This exactly corresponds with the Ssnpoo which runs through Thibet, and 
which has an extensive bend or turn in its course befbre it enters h s m ~  
The Bautes is the Brahmaputra. I t  is delineated in the map of Serica, 
as being composed of two large afauents rising from the mountaina 
called Ottorocorras or Sericug and Casius. They are the Dibonp; whieh 
is composed of two branches ; and the Brahmaputra which p& 
from the mountains on the east and northeast of Assam. The hates 
ia described by Cellarius, as entering Serica " recto CWU," which perhaps 
refers to the straight course of the Brahmaputra from the Brahmakund. 
This celebrated place of pilgrimage is designated the sacred pool-the 
Deo-panee-or divine well of Brahma. The summit of the rock, which 
is described by Capt. Bedford as inaccessible, ia d e d  by the Hindoos 
-the Deo Bari or dwelling of the deity, and it is perhaps with refer- 
to this natural temple of the god of the Hind- that the ancients 
deeignated this rock and mountain--Mount Cnaiu154 name that was 
probably suggested by the resemblance (real or supposed) between this 
rocky mountain and Mount CIsius of Syria, the site of a temple to 
Jupiter. Dr. Stevenson remarks : when the ancient Romans came to 
any new country they were sure to find there a Jupiter."* The corn- 
mon figure," says the Abbe Bannier, " by which Jupiter Cassius used to 
be represented, was that of a rock or steep mountain, as is to be secn 
on several medals quoted by Vaillruit."t 

Ptolemy describes the two rivers Oechardee and Bauteq as flowing 
through the greatest part of Seria. (8ericee autem regionis msldmun 
partem duo percurmnt fluvii.) Thi may be considered as referring to 
the two great parallel branches of the Brahmaputra, which enclose 
Majuli and the islands in the upper part of its course. Theec branches 
perhaps, ran a mucl(10nger course than they do at present, and weie dis- 
tinguished by the names of the two great parent streams, the Oecbardes 

* Journal Royd Asiatic Society, Vol. V. p. 191. 
t Vide Mythology of the Antieotm, Vol. 11. p. 220. 
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and the Bautes, or the S a n p  and the Bmhmaputm, of which they are 
formed. This division of the river into parallel branches is melltioned 
in connexion with one of the oldest traditions regarding Assam, namely, 
that the original temtory occupied by Khuntai, the first Ling of that 
country, included two very long islnnds formed by branches of the 
Brahmaputra.* 

8everal natiom or people are mentioned by Ptolemy as inhabiting 
Serlcs--a certain proof that this valley wan one of great extent; and 
with reference, therefore, to its situation on the north of India extra 
aingem (Bumah) it can be no other than Assam. Ptolemy mentions, 
dntbqpqpIagi on the northern parts of Serica. Below them were the 
A d &  who derived their name from their own mountains (gens ejuadem . 
nomink cum montibus quibus rmpejacet). They are the Abor tribes, 
who occupy a range of hills on the northern side of Assam. In the 
m e  sitnation, namely, the northern side of Serica, Ptolemy mentions 
the AYI&~, who appear to be the Aukas. Between them and the 
Armibi were a people called Siqges. Many of the names mentioned 
by Ptolemy closely resemble the names of places or tribes of people in 
AMSRI in the present day : thus the Damna appear to be the Doms : 
the G d - - - t h e  Garos : the Nabanw (rendered Rabanw by Berthius 
md other commentators)--the Rabhas : the A ~ ( I & I ' ,  the Mireea : the 
Oechwds--the people of Chardwar : the B a t c e t h e  Booteahs: the 
Ottwocoma, the people of Outtergorah. The situations or relative 
positions which Ptolemy assigns to these different nations, do not in every 
instance correspond with the localities inhabited by the tribes or people 
of Asssm bearing the same names in the present day ; but though this 
b not the case, there can be little doubt from the close aflinity that exists 
between them, that they are the people that are alluded to. 

Ammianus Marcellinus gives a general account of the physical aspect, 
extent, fertility, and nations of Serica. He describes it as a valley 
extending to the Ganges, and as abounding in silk, from which it may 
be inferred that Assam is the country that he alludes to. 

"Ultra hrec utriusque &ythire loca, contra Orientalem plagam in 
orbis speciem consertre celsomm aggerum surnmitates ambiunt Seras' 
ubertate regionum et amplitudine circumspectos : ab occidentnli latere 
Scythis adnexos : a Septentrione et orientale nivosse solitudini cohcrentes : 

* Vide Buchanan in Martin's Eastern India, Vol. 111. p. 602. 
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qua meridiem spedrnt a d q u e  I n d i i  porrectos et Gangem. AdpelIm- 
tur* rptem iidem montes Annira et Naravicium et Asmira et Emodon 
et Opurocarra. Haw itaqua phi t iem undique prona declivitate prre- 
ruptam, temuque situ dietenha duo famosi nominis lumina O'Echor- 
des et Bwtes leutiore meatu percurrunt. Et  diipar est tractuum di- 
versorum ingenium : hic patnlum dibi molli diveritate subdudum : ideo- 
que lstietate frugum et pecoribua et arbustis exuberat. Iucolunt autem 
fecundissimam gleebarn, variaa gentes e quibua Alitrophagi et Annibi et 

SisJrges et Chardi aquilonibus objecti sunt et prninii. Exortum vero 
Solis suspiciunt Rabannse et Asmirse et Easedones omnium splendi=- 
mi : quibua Athgorse tab occidentali parte coluerent et Aspacuae. B e k  
v m ,  aastrali celsitudiui montium inclinati urbibus licet wn multia magni.9 
tunen celeb~~ntur et opulentis : inter quas m 6 a e  Asmim et Essedon 
ct Asparrta et Sera nitida et notissixme. Agnnt rutem ipsi quietus 

m o r n m  remper et prreliorum expertea : utque hominibus sedatis 
et p- otium est voluptabile, nulli 6nitimorum molesti. Coeli apud 

jucunda dubrisque temperies, aeris bka munda, leniumque vento- 
mm commodirsimus tlrtos : et abunde, silrae sublucidse : a quibus ubo- 
rum f h n  quaram asperginibua crebris veiut qnredam vellera mollientes 
sr knugine et liquore mistam subtilitatem tenerrimam pectunt nentpr 
qw subtemina confieiunt serieum ad nsus adhw Nobiurn, nunc etiam 
infirnonun sine ulh h e t i o n e  proficiens. Ipsi pmter alios hvgalissimi 
paadoris vi ta  cultores, ritantea reliquorum mortalium ccetus. Cumque 
MI cogmenda fils, vel quaedam alia luvium transierent advenae nulla ser- 
-urn vice propi tanun rerum pretia solis occulis sestimantur : et ita 
mnt abetinentes ut apud se tradentes gignentia nihil ipsi cornparent 
rdreaticium (advectitium) ."t 

The worda, in or& rpeciem conrerta cebornm aggeru~ acmni- - 

f a f a  arbiud Serw," are generally suppo6ed to refer to the mountains 
. of Sari- mentioned in the subsequent sentence of the text, but it may 
be f . l y  questioned, whether they should not be taken in their literal 
sense, and be considered as applying to those extensive causeways, the 
remrins of which are still to be seen in Assam. Dr. Wade mentions 
m e n 1  of these embankments. He describes a military causeway 
extending from Coos Bahar (Cooch Behar) in a northern direction to the 

Appsllantur. 
t Ammimu Mucsllintls, Lib. XXII. Chap. VI. pp. 293, 294. Edit. Gronorius. 
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utmost limits of Assam-forming a part of the southern boundaries 
of the Bootan dominions. " A modem causeway formed by Pertaub- 
sing, which runs from Coosbeyhar through the whole extent of 
Assam to Sadiya, forms the boundaries of Dehrung on the north." 
The Okkooruralee causeway is mentioned as separating the county of 

Banigawn from Beltola. " The famous causeway of Rangulighur, 
which divides the district of Coliabur on the east from Upper Assem. 
is described as a rampart which runs from Colone new its junction with 
the Brahmaputra during a course of ten miles to the southern moun. 
bins." " A great causeway or high road raised to preserve the in- 
rior from the inundation of the river Dehing" is mentioned as situated 
in Khonani. I t  is described " as a work of immense labour." Rung- 
pore, the  capital of Assnm, is said to have had the Duburriunniali ram- 
part, or high road, as its security or defence on the east. I t  is further 
stPled that the banks of the river Dikho, near which the fortress of 
Rungpore stands, 'I are connected by a lofty rampart with the southern 
mountains through an extent of ten or fiReen miles. I t  was constmct- 
cd in remote antiquity for the protection of Gourgown, which was the 
principal residence of the monarch, and all the great officers of state."* 
These csuseways, besides constituting roads and dams to protect the 
low country from inundation, served also as defences, for which purpoae 
they were surmounted with palisades of bamboos. Mahomed Cazim 
describes a high broad causeway leading from Salagereh to Ghergong, a 
distance of about tifly coss (one hundred miles), each side of which, he 
remarks, '< is planted with shady bamboos, the tops of which meet and 
are inkrtwined." He further describes the latter city as encompassed 

aith a fence of bamboos, and stntes that within it are high and broad 
causeways for the convenience of passengers during the rainy muon. 
6 r  The Raja's palace is surrounded by a causeway planted on each side 
aith a close hedge of bamboos, which serves instead of a wall, and on 
the outside there is a ditch which is always full of water."t Butkhyr 
Khulijy, who invaded Assam in 1205, mentions stockades which were 
formed of stakes interwoven with bamboos in that co~~ntry.$ Fitch, 
&o, in describing Coonch (Cooch Behnr) remarks : '' all the country is 
wt with bamboos or canes made sharp at both ends and driven into the 

* Sea Wade's Geography of Assam in Martin's Eastern India, Vol. 3. pp. 630, 
633, 635, 637. t As. Re#. Vol. 11. p. 179. $ Slewart'n History of Bengal. 
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earth."* The words, " ubertate regionurn d amplitudine c i r c u ~ c t w "  
applied to the Seres. seem to imply, that the e' a g g m  celsi," with which 
they were surrounded, were not mountains, but works of art, construct- 
ed to protect their extensive and fertile territory from the incursions of 
hostile tribes. I t  is probable, therefore, that these defences, the snm- 
mits of which are described by Amnlianus Marcellinus, as interlaced 
or intertwined in a circular form, were stockaden at the duwars, or close 
hedges of bamboos erected or planted on the camways of Assam, with 
their tops intertwined in the manner mentioned by Mahomed Cazim. 

The position which Ammianus Marcellinus assigns to the Scy thians, 
corresponds with that of Sythica extra I m a m ,  which is placed by 
Ptolemy on the western side of Serica. On the ground that this Scy- 
this is Thibet, Murray infen that China, which lies to the east of that 
-try, is Serica. The account, however, which both Ptolemy and 
Aturnisnus Marcellinus give of the other boundaries of Seria, is op- 
p o d  to the opinia which identifies Serica with China. The former 
author makes no mention of the sea, as the boundary on the enat, 

which, itl all probability, he would have done if he had been describing 
China : but speaks of Serica, as bounded in this direction by unknown 
lands. Ammianus hfarcellinus describes Serica, as situated beyond the 
two Scythias, (vie. to the south of them,) and as lying opposite to 
the ea.ttem county, which can be no other than China. He more 
particullvly describes the country of Seres, as being adjacent on the 
north and east, to a drenry region of frost and snow, which refem, no 
doubt, to the lofty snowy peaks of the Himalaya, which surround the 
eastern part of the valley of Assam. That Serica is not China, but 
AMgm, is still more probable, from the circumstance of India being 
mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus, as 1-ying to the south of the latter 

emntry. This is India extra Gangem, which is referred by Pomponius 
Mela, Pliny, and Ptolemy, to the situation assigned to it in the text. 

Pornponius Mela, and Pliny give a general description of the sitnatiou 
ef Serice. " They agree," says Vincent, " that their boundary [Ivir. 
that of the Seres] on the north is Tabis, and Taurus on the south : 
that all beyond them north is Scythia, and all beyond them south is 
India enst of the Ganges." Tabis and Taurus seem to be moun- 
trine in Upper Assam, the former being, perhaps, the mountain 



" hgbg" of the Abm,  which is w conspimaus an object from 
Sudiya; while the letter may refer to the hi& Nag. hills, mhi& 
may have been regarded as extending to the ,exterior sea, or gulph 
of 8 i .  India, which Ammianus Mnrcelliius mentions as bounding 
&ria on the south, is evidently India extra Ga~gear. This, coupled 
rith the eincumstance of Serka being described u extending to the 
Cangea, seems quite mnclusive of the identity of that county ~ l l d  

h. It b mentioned as an extensive and fertile valley, inhabited 
by mubus nahm, watered by large rivers, aud abounding in silk, and 
it is evident, therefore, that the description applies to no other valley 
than Assam. The account, which Ammianus Marcellinus givea of the 
country of the Seres (namely, as extending to the G a n p )  renders it 
probable that the enstern part of Bengal or the coudriea east of the 
&rhmtpntra and Tiatha, as Bugpare, Mymenring, and Gylhet, were 
h i p a & d  India $erica. In the a m d  book of 66 h e n u a t i s  A m y -  
mi,'' we h d  mention made of an eatensive region & " In& SerG 
4" which was traversed by numeroue rivers Per quam Indian 
8eriarm transeunt p l h a  0nmina: inter oetera, qua dioulstur id eat 
Ganges, Torgarie, et A.cmseenis quse exeont in Oceanum," (Vide Raren- 
ratis Anwymi Oeogrophii Edit. by Gronovius.) 

Tbe monutriwi called Bunk (the Annibi of Ytolemy) .re the Bbor 
U s .  Nezaaicium is the Naga r a n ~ .  Astnita is the range inhabited 
by the Miris. Gm&n refers to the HimaIaya. Opuroccvrc (or the 
.(Ellsroewa of Ptolemy) is Uttararocora or Outtargorsh or the moun- 
ta in~ on the north eastern part of this valley. 

The Oechmles 4 tbe Rautes, as I have already mentioned, are the 
h p o o  and the Brrhmaputra, or rather the two paralled brsnohes d 
the llltter which enclose Majuli and the other islands in Upper -. 
'i%q are m&ianed as rivers cc  naminis famo8i." This refers to the 
~Mmaputra, or rather the Brahmakund, which has always been a eele- 
trtated pl.oe of pilgrimage among the Hindoos. Daring the time of 
the h s , "  sap Lieut. Rowlett, " it was necessary for the king .on his 
~secnsion te the throne fo be washed in water brought from bhb p b ,  
and d l  this ceremony was completed he was not considered fit to take 
npan himself the reins of government." (Asiatic Sookty'a JOUMI, 
Vol. XV. p. 486.) This romantic epot is described by Capt. Bedford 
" sa situated on the left bank of the river : it .is formed by a projecting 
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rock, which runs up the river parallel to the bank and forms a good-sized 
pool that receives two or three rills from the hills immediately above it. 
When seen from the land side by which it is approached, the rock has 
much the appearance of an old gothic ruin, and a chasm about half-way 
up which resembles a carved window, assists the similitude. At the 
foot of the rock is a rude stone seat : the ascent is narrow and choked 
with jungle, half way up is another kind of seat in a niche or fissure, 
where offerings are made : still higher up from a tabular ledge of the 
rock, a fine view is obtained of the Kund, the river, and the neighbouring 
hills : access to the summit, wllich resembles gothic pinnacles and spires, 
is utterly impracticable." (See As. Res. Vol. XVII. p. 353.) 

The Oechardes and the Bautes are represented by Ammianus Mar- 
cellinus as meandering through a plain or valley, which he describes - 
mndique prona declivitate p r m p t a m ,  and through wide or open tracts 
of country (terrosque lato situ distentaa). This is a correct description 
of Assam, which is an extensive valley surrounded on its eastern and 
northern sides by lofty mountains, which rise abruptly like a wall to a 
height of five or six thousand feet above the level of the adjacent plains. 
The diverdied scenery which Serica is described as presenting-diqpar 
eat tractuum diaersorum ingenium ; Aic patulum, alibi moli d i v d t a t e  
wbductum-corresponds with the varied physical aspect which Aesam 
exhibits in its low ranges of undulating hills, its extensive plains, and 
the conical-shaped hills which rise from its surface. The luxuriant fer- 
tiity of Serica refers to the rich productive soil of Assam, which, though 
now greatly overrun with jungle, appears to have been highly cultivat- 
ed in former times. Mahomed Cazim describes Upper Assarn in A. D. 
1661, a as a wide, agreeable country which delights the heart of the 
beholder. The whole face of it is marked with population and tillage, 
and it presents on every side charming prospects of ploughed fields, 
harvests, gardens, and groves." The country extending from Salagireh 
to the city of Ghergong is further described " as a space of about fifty 
toss, filled with such an uninterrupted range of gardens plentifully 
stocked with fruit trees that it appears as one garden. Within these 
are the houses of the peasants, and a beautiful assemblage of coloured 
and fragrant herbs, and of garden and wild flowera blooming together."* 
He states that " the strength and fertility of the soil are such that what- 

* As. ha. Vol. 11. p. 173. 



em seed hi mwn or slips planted they 'always thrive.' " Tavernier, 
likewiae describes it about the same date. "as one of the beat countries 
in Asia, aa producing all the necessaries of life and standing in no need 
of fo- supplies ;" also " as possessing mines of gold, silver, lead, 
.nd iron, and as abounding in ailk, arid lac." Speaking of the natural 
mmmxs of Assam, Mr. M&sh observes : " This beautiful tract of 
-try enjoys all the qualities for rendering it one of the finest in the 
mrld : i ts  numeroue crystal streams abound in gold dust and masses of 
the solid metal: its mountains are pregnant with precious stones md 
h e r  : its atmosphere is perfumed with tea growing wild aiid luxuriant- 
ly : and its soil is 80 well adapted to all kinds of agricultural purposes 
that it might be connected into one continued garden of silk, cotton, 
coffee, and sugar, and tea, over an area of many hundred miles." 
(McCosh's Topography of Assam, p. 133.) 

The people or nations mentioned by Ammianus hfarcellinus, as in- 
habiting the most fertile and productive region of Serica, are many of 
those enumerated by Ptolemy. The dlitrophagi are (as Voasius inter- 
pnb the word) the Anthropophagi of Ptolemy, or the Androphagi of 
Pomponius Mela : they occupied a mountainous country north of the 
Annibi or Abor tribes, and are apparently identical with the Tildeya 
Nagaa of Dr. Buchanan, or the Mishmees of Bubbajeea reported to 
Capt. Bedford, " as beiig a fierce race of cannibals."* The A-bi 
referred to a situation on the northern Bide of the valley of Serica and 
deriving their name, according to Ptolemy, from their own mountains 
(Amibi a suis montibus denominati, Cellarius), are, beyond doubt, the 
Abor tribes occupying the hills on the north side of the eastern part of 
Assam. The Chrdi would seem, from their name, to be the people of 
the district of Chardwar : they are mentioned under the name of Oe- 
chardi by Ptolemy, and as inhabiting a tract of country on the banks of 
the river of the same name. In the Rabannce (the Nabbanme of 
Ptolemy-rendered Rabannae by his commentators) are recognized the 
aboriginal tribe or people of Assam called Rabhaa. The dmirce seem 
b be the Miris. Ptolemy mentions their county aa eituated between 
two rivers md as extending to the mountains of the same name (inter 
ftnvios Asmine gens ad montes Asmireos, Cellarins). The Bata are 
evidently the Booteahs : they are erroneously described, as inhabiting a 

A#. Rer. Vol. XVII. p. 533. 
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mountainous county on the southern, instead of the wmtern, part of 
Seriu, They are the Betze of Ptolelx~ and are referred by him to the 
htter situntion. The 3 a d o n e a  are the Issedones of Ptolemy, describ- 
ed by him as a great people. The other nrtions of Serics mentioned 
by Ammianus Marcellinus cannot be identified with my people of As- 
slun in the present day. I t  is probable that they occupied the rich md 
fertile puts of the valley. That Assam was anciently inhabited by an 
industrious and civilized people ie sbnndantly proved by the remains of 
various d extensive worka of public utility, M embankments, u s ,  
bridgea, md forts, which are still to be men. The ruins of temples, 
also, are scnttered over the country. Thme templea," ssys Major 
Jenkins. "all completely overthrown, speak oflong periods of prosperity 
and great rwdutions ofwhich we are entirely ignorant."-From one of 
the temples at Hajoo being freqmnbed by pilgrims from all pnrta of 
Tbibet rod Tutary he imagines that the Budd.hht faith hrmerly pre- 
Riled in Assam and that this may ncoonnt in part for the destruction 
aE the temples. '' That faith," Be remarks, wae succeeded perhap by the . . &6hmmd nnder the Pals, i. e. the Prl dynasty : they were wept 
away by the Kocbes, who probably were not Hindoas till they ceaeed to 
be oonqwroln, ns aae the csee with the Ahoms, who with the Mdnnna 
dmns then aontmded §x Kamroop, snd both perhaps htroying the 
temples which fell into their power."* 

A a m h  md Es& are mentioned, *B the largeet, and Aspamta nnd 

&q a the amst nated cities of Serica. Sera, which was the capital or 
dmpobk of the Sine, is deouibed by Ptolerg as the city of Berico, 
a h & d  htkt to the eak i t  seems, therefore, to have staoa in 8r- 
dip in Upper Asaam, and rs its site is hid down in the map attached 

b P-s h p p h y ,  M being c h  to the mountains called Ottor- 
lparapr which bounded Geriu on the rorthd,  and near one of tlae 
&era which formed the 3- it would eeem to be ideatical with the 
lite of one of the Emts which have lately been d i d  by Lieat. 
h w U 4  to the hi& emat aF Sadiya. He baa given an m n t  
of t h e  h t a  in a highly ktmeatieg Report of his expedition to the 
Mielmnee hills in W w h  1844 ; published in the J e m d  at this 
Bocisty--(Vol. XIV. p. 477.) H e  states :- 

" 6am crfter my return fiom the Marnee hills I again left &ikwah 

* Joan. Am. 6oc. Ne. 101. p. 777. 
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and pro& by elephant up the Koondil-panee, and after passing the 
rponth of the Depho-panee, followed up the course of that stream, until 
I urived at the foot of the hills ; and as the fort I was in search of wan 
asid by my Khamptee guide to be between the Depho and Jameesa, I 
took a direction through the jungle about east, and without much dif- 
tkulty amved at the fort five day8 after quitting Saikwah. 

This fort is said to have been built by Raja Sisopal, and is situated 
an an elevated plain at the foot of the hills ; the extent of it is consi- 
derable, aa it took me about four hours to walk along one side of its 
faceil : the defence is double, consisting of a rampart of stiff red clay, 
which, as the surrounding soil appears of a different nature, must have 
been brought from some distance. Below this rampart is a terrace of 
about 20 yards m breadth, beyond which the side of the hill is perpen- 
dicuhrly scarped, and varies from 10 to 30 feet high ; the principal 
entrance, and the defences for some distance on either side, are built of 
brkk, .nd on many spots in the interior I observed remains of the 
m e  msteriPls, so that in all probability the houses occupied by the 
iehrbihntr must have been built of masonry. As I was unable from 
d t y  of provisions to remain more than one day at this place, I 
could not examine it so minutely as I could have wished. I t  seemad 
however to be composed of only three aides, the steepness of the hill at 
iia north face precluding the necessity of any other works. At pre- 
rent the whole of the northern part of it is thickly covered with tea, 
which extends, according to the Khamptees who know the locality well, 
in a belt of more than a mile in depth all along the foot of the hill 
withiu the fort, and not as marked in my map, which was drawn before 
I visited the place. More to the west between the Dihing and Dehong 
is a much larger fort, and, as I believe, entirely composed of brick, as 
well am a tank of similar construction, wrrounding which are numerous 
hill forts of mall dimeasions erected by a Fhja named Bhishmuk, and 
the popular tradition amongst the people of this part of the country 
is, that on the destruction of the empire of these kings by the Hindoo 
god grishr~~, the people who were able to make their escape fled to tbe 
kills, 4 have in tbe mause of time become converted into the present 
t r i b e  of Abora. Near these forts a great uumber of wild Methunr* 

to be rnct with, and the vhde of the country, f m  the mouth of 

* Bw f r d d i c ,  or allied apecia.-Car. AJ. 8012. 
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Koondil to the base of the hills, presents many indications of former 
cultivation. On this expedition I was absent nine days." Major Jen- 
kins remarks that these forts refer to a time of which we have 
no history or even tradition further than frequent traces of the dynasty 
of the Pals throughout Assam. Alluding to the destruction of the 
empire of these kings .by Krishno and the conversion of those who 
escaped to the hills into the present tribes of Abors, he states : " if 
the Pels were Buddhists, this tradition may allude to their overthrow 
by the Rajas of the Bhminical  faith ; but all authentic records of those 
times appear to be lost, at least in this province." 

The origin of the name of Sera is involved in obscurity. There is r 
place of this name, the site of a monastery, in the vicinity of Lassa, 
which has been supposed by Malte Brun to be the Sera of the ancients. 
The former, however, was built in the 8th century* and it ia obvious, 
therefore, that it is not the Sera of Ptolemy. Sera is also the hame of 
a town in Mysore. The word is evidently one of Indian derivation, 
and is probably a corruption of Sri, " sacred." I t  has reference, per- 
haps, to the i t e  of Sera in the vicinity of the sacred Brahmakund, 
from which the Sri Lohit (or sacred Lohit) the Irawaddee, and the 
Brahmapuha were formerly supposed to issue. The Irawaddee is r p  
parently the river designated Serus" by Ptolemy. The mountaim in 
the vicinity of Sera, from which one of the d u e n t s  of the Brahmn- 
putrr is represented as having its origin, were called Serici. I t  is said 
that ue is the name of silk in China, and it is mpposed that from this 
word the name of Seres is derived. I t  was conjectured by an ancient 
author, that the name, by which the silk worm was designated, was the 
origin of the term Seres. " Pausanias, Seres populum a sere vermicnlo 
dictum cencet." (Vide Steph. Thesaur. Ling. Gm.) The name of 
Seres, however, occurs before it was known that silk is the production of 
an insect. Virgil, Dionysius, and Pliny mention the Seres, but describe 
silk, as a substance that is obtained from the flowers or leaves of cer- 
tain trees. The derivation of Sericum from Sera  is particularly men- 
tioned by one author ; " Sericum dicitur a Seribns." I t  is dso stated 
that silk was called Sericum because the Seres were the first who export- 
ed it ; *' Sericnm dictum quia id Seres primi miaerunt." I t  is probable 
therefore, that the Seres derived their name ftom the city of Sera, 

* This information I obtained from the lute M. Caoma do Koros. 
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which stood near the Mered fountain of the Brahmaputm. Hence 
Assrm was called Serica, and its staple commodity, viz. silk, was desig- 
nated Sericum, while the other articles of merch~dize, which were 
u p o r t i  from it, were distinguished by the adjective Seric, as fwrn. 

Seric uitim; f m m  Sericum, Seric iron. 

Eseidon, called Issedon Serica by Ptolemy to distinguish it from Is- 
d o n  Eieythica which stood in Thibet or Bootan, was the capital of the 
Issedones, who appear to have been the most powerful of dl the nations of 
&ria. They are described by Ptolemy, as a m a  char, and by Ammi- 
anus Marcellinus, as " omnium splendidissimi ;" and from the situation 
assigned to their territory, it is probable that their capital stood in the 
vicinity of Ghergong, or Rungpore. Ghergong or Kirganu, as it was 
anciently d e d ,  (Vide Rennel's Memoir, &c. p. 299,) appears to be t h  
Hangigu of Mcuco Polo. Marsden remarks that this country is deaig- 
nated "Cargingu" in the early Italian Epitome. I t  ia described as a 
kingdom situated eashard of Bengal, and as haring roluntarily nub- 
mitted to the authority of Kublai Khan. The people are stated - 
being idolators and as having a peculiar language. The countv is 
described as abowdiug in elephants, gold, and many kids of dqp, 
bat being an inland country distant from the sea, there is no opportn- 
nity of selling them. The inhabitants lived on flesh, rice, and milk ; 
md tattooed their bodies.* The Ahoms transferred the ecat of gar- 
ernment to this place from Hulagari Nuggur, but from the architec- 
tural remains which are still to be seen in its vicinity, it would appear 
to have been, before it became their capital, the site of a city which 
belonged to a people far advanced in civilization. 

A~mira was the capital of the Asmine, whose temtory is described 
by PtoZemy M situated below the mountains of the same nune (rubque 
$ hbbannse Aemiraea est regio, supraejuadem nominis montes, Ptd.). 
It probably stood in Lackimpore, where the Chutteeahs, a b m c b  of the 
shy- hmily had possessions, before the Ahomr came into Asearn. 
Tb- rrre various remain8 of antiquity to be seen in Lackimpore, M 

t.nkq and the remains of an embankment called Rajghur, which, Lieut. 
Dalton remarks, "bears the appearance of having been constructed as 

rampart *t the inroads of the hill people." He describes it M 

"a stupendous work." (Jour~~alAaiatic Society, Vol. XIV. p. 252.) 

* Manden's Traveb of Marco Polo, p. 455. 
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Asparat. (the Aspacara of Ptolemy) appears to be the ancient city 
of Pora in the district of Chardwar. Capt. 1~'estmacott considers Pora 
as identical with Pratappur-a splendid city which is described in the 
ancient manuscript records of the kings of Assam, as having stood on 
the north bank of the Brahmaputra, a little below Bisl~nath. The 
ancient temples and ruins of Pora are described by him in the Journal 
of this Society, Vol. IV. p. 183. He remarks : " From their massive 
proportions and the carvings and ornaments being so much worn by 
time and exposure, the fanes are evidently the work of a remote era : 1 
rought in vain for an inscription, and neither the priests of the district 
nor the ancient families whom I consulted could assist my researches, 
or point with an approximation to accuracy to the date of their origin." 
He mentions the ruins of six or seven enormous structures of granite 
broken into thousands of fragments. " Altars of gigantic proportiom 
wen the most remarkable objects," one of which he describes as making 
a square of forty-six feet and eighteen inches thick. He states : it 
M certain from the prodigious number of ruinous and deserted temples, 
dl of which appear to have been dedicated to Siva, being within the 
circuit of a few miles of Porn (I discovered twelve or fifteen in as many 
days on the hills and high lands at their feet) that this spot must have 
been the capital of a sovereign Prince, or a principal seat of the Hindu 
religion and enjoyed a large share of prosperity at some remote period." 

Besides the four cities mentioned by Ammianus hirrcellinus there are 
eleven others which are enumerated by Ptolemy as belonging to Sericn, 
vu. Dam- Piada, Tllnrrhana, (Pal. Throana) Drosachr, Paliana, Abra- 
ganq Thogarn, Daxata, Orosnna, Ottorocorrha, and Solann. There are 
vuionr places in Assam and in the neighhuring hilly tracts to which 
the siks of these places might be referred. ~ttorocorrhr stood in the 
vicinity of the hills of the some name, and was apparently one of the 
two forts which are described by Lieut. Rowlatt. hir. hIcCosh mentions 
that there are many extensire forts scattered over the country, and p r -  
ticulsuiaes Buddea-gbur, Rajah-ghur, m d  Gohatti as the most remark- 
able. Speaking of the latter place, he observes : " A small portion of its 
former extent and grandeur now remains : its mortar and earthenware 
oonatitute a large portion of the soil : its numerous spacioua tanks, the 
works of ten thousands, the pride of its princes, and the wonder of tbe 
p m n t  day, are now choked up with ueed~ and jungle or altogether 
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&wed by a false though luxuriant soil that floats on the stagnant water 
concealed beneath." Some of its gateways are still standing, and 
mounds and ditches-the remahe of its fortifications-are to be seen 
for many miles around it. The intervening mountainous country be-! 
tween Assam, Cachar, and Munipore appears to have been cultivated 
formerly, and as Mr. Torrens remarks, to have been " thickly inhabited 
by a people far advanced in civilization."* The remains of the fortified 
city of Dhemapore on the banks of the Dhansiri, built by Rajah Cha- 
Lardhaj, the fourth king of Cachar, are described by Mr. Grange, by 
whom they were discovered, in the Jourilal of this Society .t Accord- 
ing to Mr. Crawford, the Burniese Annals mention JynteRh in the viu- 
nity of Sylhet, as the site of a principality cnlled Wethali, which was 
founded by Susanaga, a descendant of Gnlitamn in the f e d e  line. I t  
is stated that the son of Susanaga named '' Kalasanka, in the loth y e u  
of his reign and 100 years after the death of Gautama, assembled all 
the learned men of his country, and made them repeat what they knew 
of the doctrine of Buddha: for there yet existed no scripture. This 
assembly is known to the Burmese by the name of the ' Second Coun- 
cil :' the Firat Council having taken place three months after the death 
of Gautama. From this time, to the year 289 before Christ, r period 
of 83 years, twelve princes are described as having reigned in Wethdi : 
the laat of whom Sri-d'hama-sanka, is a personage of some repute. I t  
was the son of this pious reformer who permaneutly fixed the seat of 
government at Prome."$ These details identify the WetMi of the 
Burmese with the Wesali of the Pali Budrlhistical Annals of Ceylon. 
Vesali, however, which is considered the same city as Wesali, is referred 
to a site on the river Gandak, near the Bakra column, or lat, discovered 
by Mr. Stevenson ; and according to Professor Wilson there is early 
authority for identifying it with this locality. 

The sedate and tranquil l i e  which the Seres led, their unwarlike dis- 
p i t i o n  and averaion to the use of arms, are characteristic of the indolent 
Assamese, who, inhabiting a rich and fertile country fomerly fenced in, 
or protected against foreign invasion in the manner described by Ammi- 
h u s  Marcellinus, may be supposed to have enjoyed, in ancient times, the 
undisturbed ease and delightful tranquillity, which the words of the text, 

* Joum. As. Soc. No. 104, p. t Ibid. 
: Crrwford'e Embassy to AVO, p. 189. 
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'' utque hominibus &s et phcidis otium emt volatabile, oulli 6aiimo- 
rum moleati," seem to express. 
The plearant and salubrious climate, which is attributed b Serica, 

seems to refer to the climate of Upper Auam. '< Compamtively speak- 
ing, Aeram enjoys a far more peculiarly tempemte climate with a greater 
quality of temperature than is general throughout India. The warm 

weather is very moderate, and throughout the year the nighb are cool 
and refreshing. The mean annual temperature amounts to 67-2-the 
mem temperature of the four hottest months amouuting to 80, and thrt 
of the winter to about 57."* Mr. McCosh describe8 the climate of 
Upper A#am se " cold, healthy, m d  congenial to European constitu- 
tiOQs."t 

Serica is described as abounding in groves or forests which are desig- 
nated "eublucidre," an expression which seems intended to describe 
the effect prodwed by the myriads of luminous insect3 in the jungles 
of Assam. These h w t s  appear to be far more abundant there than 
m Bengal : they are described as being seen to 'l glitter at night among 
the dark and leafy recesses of the forest treee, or flit with varied motions 
~ p n d  their utmost branches, producing an effect so brilliant em to 
reem almost the effect of magic."$ 

The ~ubstance, the produce of the trees of these foresb, which, after 
being sprinkled with water, is described as beiig spun out into the finest 
threds, is evidently the indigenous silk of Assam. There are six 
species of silk worms found in that country, namely, the mulbeny rawrr, 
the eria, the mugn or rnoongq the ht*, the and the 
hmmpttonee. The mulberry worm is supposed to have been originally 
introduced into Assam from Bengal, but the other five are i n w o w  
Bo the country. Silk is one of the staples of Assam, and the material 
of which the clothing of the greater portion of the population is manu- 
fictnred. The silk from the Eria worm, which is described M being 
vary durable, is worn by the poor at all wuons of the year, and by 
my cl.ss in winter. Dr. Buchanan states "that the native women of 
dl casks, from the queen downwards, weave the four kinds of d k  

Vide. Major J e n h ' r  Account of h ~ m  in the Bengal md A p  Annual Guide 
d Guetteer, 1844. 

t Journal Asiatic Sociev, Vol. V. p. 195. 
$ Vids R o b i ~ m ' a  h u m ,  p. 125. 



produced in the country, with which t h ~ ~  of the people are 
clothed. The raw m a t e d  is seldom purchamd ; each timily spins md 
wenreti the silk which it rears, and petty dealers go roand and p u r h s e  
for ready money whatever can be spared for exportation or for the nse of 
tbe feu persons who hare none of their own. Considerable quantities 
of the two coarser kinds are a h  exported. Them may be one loom for 
every two women, and in great families there nre eight or ten which are 

L wrought by shve girls." The M q p  moth is reared on seven diITerent 
varieties of trees, and the extent of the plantations in Lcnrer Awmm is 
estimated by Mr. Hngon at 5000 area  exclusive of what the forests 

prodace.* In Upper Assam the plantations are still more extensive. 
&homed Cazim describes the silks of Assam in A. D. 166 1 " as being 
of excellent quality and as resembling those of China." Be also stater 
that the Aaaameae were skilled in embroidering with flowen and in 
waving velvet and a kind of strong silk tbbric called t m t W  for mak- 
ing tcrrb and Uen.rtr.t Tavemier staka that there is in Assem 
"great atore of silk but coarse," and that there is a sort of silk found 

I Mdrr the trees whiah ia spun by a .  insect lie the silk-worm.$ 
natnre of Muga silk appears to hare been unknown before this time. 
Methold, who viaited India prior to A. D. 1620, speaks of it as b&q 
the production of a certain tree. He mentions M the importa into 
M.wlipatam from Ben& " calicuts, lam, rml divers sorts of cotton 
doths, raw silk, and Mop, which is made of the bark of a certain 
tree ;" and he adds " many curious quilts and carpets are stitohed with 
fhir Mop.") Muga appears to be the substance which is mentioned 
ander the name of rericvnc by the ancients, and which is d k b e d  by 
them as being procured h m  the leaves or bark of certain trees. I t  h 
evident that thq rcguded it sr a different article from the produce of 
the mulberry oilk-worm which tbg designated hbyc ina .  Bombycina 
was the name that WM applied to the threads spun by an insect called 
Bombyx, whicb Ariatotlo desoribes as a horned worm that undergow 
arml W ~ M  m the conrre of six months, and that produrn 
the wbnbme ulled " Bombykia." On the dher hand, " &cum" WM 

suppored to be a vegetable production. Theophrastus, Virgil, Diony- 
sian Pcrkpka, Pomponius Mela, Seneca, Arrian, Claudian, and Jerom 

*JourtulAr .8oc .Vol .VI .p .21 .  t A s . R e a . V o l . I I . p . 1 7 4 .  
f Tavembr'r Tnrob. Ckrp. Asum. 5 Purchu'r P ip ir~ ,  Vol. V. p. 1005. 
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dtrcribe it M an article that wan obhined from the tlowen, leaves, or 
the buk of trees. Pliny distinguishes between silk, muga, and cotton. - 
The h t  which he calh body&, he mentions as the produce of the 
insect bombyx, which he refers to Assyria ; the second, or rmmcarrr, he 
deacribm as a downy or woolly mbstance which the Seres combed from 
the leaves of trees, which, he remarks, were different from the wool- 
bearing trees of Tylos in the Persiur gulfl by which he means cotton 

trtes. The latter are mentioned as differing from the trees in the coun- 
try of the Seres in this respect that they produce down or wool, crot OR 

tbir Icawa, but b a fmit, which is described as of the shape of a 
gourd, and of the size of a quince, and which, when ripe, opens and 
and displays within balls of down or wool, of which fine and costly 
cloths are made. This substance was the produce of trees called Goa- 
aunpinm in the leaaer isle of Tylos. (Pliny, Lib. xii. Chap. x. and xi.) 

The word epror in the Sequel, which Dr. Vincent has rendered raw 
silk, is used to designate the woolly subrtance, which the Seres combed 
from the leaves of trees. I t  might be supposed to be derived from 
the name of one kind of indigenous silk of Assam, which Mr. Hugon 
s ~ e s  was formerly exported to Law, but it is evident from other m- 
&nt authors who make use of this term, that this is not itsorigin, and 
th.t it is merely the word wov, lanu, which is employed to e x p m  a 
woolly or downy substance which was procured from trees, and that it is 
applicable, therefore, to cotton, or to the M n p  and other silks of Assam 
supposed to have been carded from the leaves, bark, or flowen of treer. 
This word iu the passage tv&r .pr -  ~ p r m a  v Ar*- in Dionyaius Periegs- 
tes, L modered by Salmasius the wool not of cattle but of trees. P d -  
h ~ x  mentions 4vA.v e p r w  and Thmphraatus ep-po -rms which 
may be considered as referring either to cotton or the indiinous silks 
of Assam. Sericum, or the indigenous silk of Assam, though generally 
regarded by the ancients as the product of trees, is nevertheless men- 
tioned by P a u s r n i ~  as being produced by an insect. 

The term Metaxa (rkqa) which was subsequently applied to Seri- 
cum, appears to be a compound of the words muga and t-, which 
&re indiscriminately applied about Dacca tr, the muga silk of Asum or 
moongahssar, M it is frequently called. Raw-silk is mentioned under 
the name of Metaxa by Prompius, Suidas, Theophnnes, and in the 
Digest. I t  WM an article of import into Tyre and Baretus, where it was 



woven into cloth. Silk merchants were called "metaxkii," .ad the . duty that was levied on the raw material arae denominated " metaxiati- 
cum." I t  is stated that the price of metaxa waa raised by a tax imposed 
w it in Persin ; and that, on the man&turers, in consequence of this 
duty, charging a higher price for their cloths, Justinian fixed a maximum 
and ruined the trade. 

Prom the manner in which Muga silk is produced, namely, by worms 
I f o n d  on certain trees in the forests, or reared on trees planted for the 

purpoee, the error of supposing this substance to be the product of the 
bark, leaves, or flowem of trees, is easily accounted for. The ancienb 
knew that bombyeiffa (or the mulberry silk) was procured from aa 
inaect, but the indigenous silk of Ser ia  or Assam, which they thence 
erlled u n i e u n ,  was supposed, from the scoonnta they received of it, to 
be the produetion of the leaves, the bark, or the flowers of h.ees. 

Ammianus hhrcellinus describes the process to which this supposed 
vegetable product fetus arborum" was subjected, in order to facilitate 
the drawing out, or the reeling of the threads of which it consisted. 

I 
This WM performed by means of fresuent sprinklings of water (or per7 
h p s  by immaning the silk in water and potash M is practised in Assam 
in tbe present h y ) .  Prom this mixture of down and liquid (u: Imw- 

pine ct liqrcwe k t - )  the Seres combed out a very slender filament- 
ous substance, and spinning it into woof thread+they wove them into 
the cloths d l e d  Sericum. The author mentions that this kind of ddh 
WM origiodly, or on its first introduction into Europe, worn ouly by 
the nobility, but that in his time it was in common use among the 
h e r  c h  of people. The cloth, which he here alludes to, appeur 
h the woof alone having been made of silk, to have been a e p d  

eottou and silk fabric, such M is manufactured about Dacca in the pre- 
sent rime. These cloths called Base* consist of two kinds, vir. of 
Ml~ga dlk and eotton woven in the loom, and of cotton cloths em- 
broidered with Mnga silk with the needle. The former h8ve been 
Manfaetnrsd here from time immemorial. Both k i d s  are annually 
exported from Dacca to B ~ ~ s o r a  and Jidcla, whence they are conveyed 
into the interior of Arabia and Mesopotamia, where they are need as 
turbnm, veob, &c. by all clnsses of people in these countries. A large 
quantity is rdd at the great annual fair held in the vicinity of Mecar. 
Formerly, they were an article of export to Egypt and Turkey : md it 
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is probable, therefore, that they are the clotha of that kind which is 
designated " subserica" by ancient authors, from b e ' i  nude partly of - 
metsxa or taesar silk, and partly, either of cotton or flar. 

It would appear, also, that the ancients imported the etrong dk 
fabric, which the Assamese formerly manufactured for tenta. Dion 
C&ius (L. XLIII.) states, that Julius Caesar, when he entertained the 
Romans with magnificent spectacles, covered the amphitheatre with 
awnings of sm'eunr to shelter them from the sun. (Vide Macpherson's 
Annals of Commerce, Vol. I. p. 138.) This, no doubt, WM the cloth 
called tautbund, which Mahomed Cazim states was used for tents and 
khenautu (or the outer walls of tents). 

Ammianus Mrrcellinua describes the Seres, as people of a most peace 
able disposition, as most frugal or pmvidmt in their habits, and u 
shunning itercourse with the rest of mankind. Their mode of carry- 
ing on traffic, as mentioned by him, is similar to that described by 
Pomponius nfela, rrnd Piiny. He states, that when strangers ervsued 
the river to purchase thread or other commodities, the Seres camed on 
trade with them without interchanging words, and estimated the value 
of the merchandize offered for sale by inspection alondisposing of 
their own goods [by bartering them for articles of country produce] bnt 
declining to buy foreign commodities in return. Solinoa writes, " P r i m  
eorum fluvium meratores ipsi transient, in cujus ripis nu110 interpartea 
liaguse commercio sed depositarum rerum pretia =timantea ma tradi- 
unt noatra non emunt." The river, on the banks of which the t d c  
here alluded was camed on, appears to have been the boundary line be- 
tweea Bengal and the country of the Seres. I t  is apparently the m e  

river, which Pliny designates the J i ~ t  in the county of the Sews, and 
it may be reganled, therefore, u having been the frontier one : (Primum 
eorum nogeitur flnmen Psitans.) I t  apperrm to be a river in the Rung- 
pore dietrict, and is perhaps the Tistha. The &m here mentioned 
are some of the h i  t r i h  bordering on Splhet and Assam, md the 
thread, which the strangers or foreign rn$rchmta purchased from them, 

WOS, no doubt, the T.ssu or Mug8 ailk thread of the latter eonntrp, &. 
Ammianus Msrcellinus dudes to other articles of merchnndize be 

Jdee the thread which the Seres bartered. They comprised skina and 
iron, and, in dl probability, l igpda,  musk, lac, h a i r - c h o m ,  and 
rhinoceros's horna. 



1847.1 Periplu of the EytArcan Sea, PC. 
BMm.-Plhy mentions that the Seres exported skins axkd iron along - with their cloths. These skins are mentioned under the name of Xrlpr~a 

8 c p ~ a  in the Periplus. They evidently refer to the rhinoceros and 
buffalo hides of Assam, from which the Sylhet shields are made, and 
which are celebrated throughout India, both on account of their 
rtrength, and the fine polish which is imparted to their surface by the 
juice of the Semicarpus anacardium. The Romans in all probability 

, imported these hides for the manufacture of their shields. 
Iton.-The iron of Serica was considered the best in India (Ex omni- 

bns generibus palma Serico f ern  est. Seres hoc cum vestibus suis pclli- 
busque mittunt. Secunda Parthico, neque alin genera ferri ex mcra 
acie temperantur, ceteris enim admiscetur).* Assam and the adjacent 
countries abound in iron. Dr. Buchanan states that '#at Doyang, south- 
west from Jorhat, a day's journey, there is an iron mine which is 
wrought on account of the king. I t  supplies the whole county with 
abundance."t Speaking of the places where iron ore is dug out by the 
l(haecpias, Lieut. Yule remarks : " so numerous and extensive are the 
traces of former excrtvntions, that judging by the number at present in 
progress, one may guess them to have occupied tlie population for 
twenty centuries."$ Malte Bmn mentions that " Assnm is celebrated 
for its steel." This refers to the dam that are manufactured by the 
hill tribes, viz., the N a p ,  Abors and the Khamtis. 

Cllrowreer.-The fly drivers made of the long glossy hair of the tail 
of the Yak (Bos pnn iens )  appear to bc the articles mentioned under the 
name of Cepilli Indici in the Digest. A chowree was one of the insiguia 
of royalty among the ancient Hindoos, and was used in Persia for the 
fringed knots called Kirtas, wliich are generally ornamented with gold, 
and hung round the necks of horses, as a charm against fascination. 
The Chinese make tufts of it for their caps, and the Turks adorn their 
military standards with it. Chowrees have always been an article of 
importation into Rungpore and Assam from Bootan and Tllibet, and no 
doubt, they formed oue of the exports from the Gangetic mart of the 
Periplus. Blian mentions the long bushy tail of the Yak, and it may, 
therefore, he concluded that it constituted the Capilli Indin' specified 

* Pliny, Lib. XXXIII. C. XIV. 
t Martin's Eastern India, Vol. 111. p. GGO. 
1 Journal AAetic Society, 1'01. XI. p. 853. 



in the Rescript of the Roman emperors relating to the articles import- 
ed into Egypt from the east, and contained in the Digest of the Roman 
Law, Lib. XXXIX. title XV. 5. 7.* 
Lign Aloe.-The fragrant wood called Lign AIoe or Agum in Sanscrit, 

Ia the Ahaloth of Scripture, from which term the name of Agallochum 
given to it in the Digest, is derived. Hence the modern appellation of 
A$ or Eagle mod which is sometimes applied to it. Aquillaria Agal- 
loeha, which yields this substance, is common in the mountainous country 
between Sylhet and Assam. Speaking of the latter country, Mahomed 
Cazim obsenee : the mountains of Nsnac (the Nap hills or Nazavicium 
of Bmmianus Marcellinus) produce plenty of Lign Aloes, which a society 
of natives import every pear into Assam and barter for salt and grain." 
The fragrance of Lign Aloe is supposed to be the result of a diseased 
state of the eentre layers of the wood, which is converted into a resinous 
matter. At Sylhet an eseence or attar is extracted from it, which, in 
fbrmer days when this artiele waa in great demand, was soM for its- 
weight in gold. Both the d and the essence or attar are purchased 
by Moghd merchants and are sent to Jidda a td  Buesora. The attar of 
L i p  Aloe, which is of the consistence of thick oil and of a dark brown 
eolour, appears to be the substance called Indian Cinnabar by Aman. 
Dr. Virrent remarks in speaking of Aminn's account of Socotra : "it i s  
remarkable that aloes are not mentioned by the author d the Periphw 
but he notices particularly the drug called Indian cinnabar which exudes 
fiom a certain w s  of trees. Dr. Vincent says that the confounding 
of Cinnabar and Dtagons blood wns a mistake of ancient date, and con- 

elndea that the latter is the article that is referred to."* 1t wou~a 
seem, however, that the substance, which Aman alludes to, was not 
the @m of Socota, but of India, and it is likely, therefore, that the 
attar of Lign Aloe is, from its &w, the substance that is meant by 

the d c l e  Cinnabar which exudes from certain trees. I t  was no doubt 
imported into Socobra from I& Lign Aloe ia highly esteemed as s 
perfume throughout the mist, and is employed for various purposes, 
u inceaee in temples, to fumigate apartments, cloths, kc. The Jews 
meed it at their interments. 

-, Tit. IV. ? whara a lbng and-highly interesting catalogue of oriental im- 
ports is given.-Elif. 

.b Vinaeot'n Periplw, 
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BRinocem'r Horn.-This appears to be the article whiih is mention- 
ed under the term Pwe~cprs in the Periplus. The Rhinoceros's horn 
was considered an antidote to poison, nnd was, therefore, highly valued 
in  ancient timea. These horna were no doubt exported from Assam 
where the Rhinoceros abounds. The horn of the Rhinoceros of Bengal 
was considered superior to that of every other country of Asia. Lin- 
schoten remarks that this was owing ca to the herbs which Bengala 

, yieldeth, for in other p k e s  they were not near the price ofthese." 
The two Mahornedan travellers of the 9th century state that the 
Chinese purchased the horns of Rhinoceroses in the kingdom of Rami, 
in the fens of wllich country they are said to abound (the marshes of 
Bengd) and that they adorned tlleii &dies with these, some of which 
were valued at 3000 pieces of gold in China. 
Tab+.-This ie supposed by some to be the K ~ W M ~  of the 

Periplus. I t  is designated the sugar or manna of bamboos. It occurs 
in  the works of the old travellers under the name of Spodiom de Cnnna. 
Barett mentions it as an export from B e n d  to Goa in the 16th century. 

, I t  is also noticed, as an article of traffic in other parts of India. Caesar 
Frederick remarks : " From Cambara cometh the Spodiom which 
congealeth in certain canes (bamboos) whereof I found many in Pegu, 
of which I made my house there, because as I said before they make 
their h o w  there of woven canes like mats." Odoricns, who travelled in 
India in the early part of the 14th century, speaks of canes named " Cas- 

mu, of which they make sails (masts) for ships, mid in which are found 
certain stows, one of which stones whoever carrieth it about with 

Bim cannot be wounded with any iron, and therefore the men of the 
country for the most part carry such stones wherever tl~ey go." ( H d -  
Ijut's voyages, p. 162.) 

Dacca, 16th April, 1846. 

A P P E N D I X .  

NOTE I. 
SIB WY. JONEE mentions I' the similarity of some proper names 011 the 

bolden of India to those of .4rabia, an the river Arabius, a place called haba. 
P people named Aribes or Arabies and another called Sabi." (Discourse on 
the Arb, As. Res. lTol. ti. p. 7.) Worcls allied to the lntter term occur in 
Ptokmy'a G e o p p h ?  of the countries of India : and were perhaps the nnmca of 
& commercial wttlements. Stqwa or S i p p  (the Ydareh of o f i n  
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geopmphers : Vide D'Anville) between the ancient Tyndis and Muuiris on the 
western coast of India, ie s u p p e d  by one learned author (LUCW Hohterius ad 
Ortel, p. 137, quoted by Cellarius) to have been the Ophir of Scripture. The 
Sabare occupied a country corresponding in situation with Sumbdpore, the ri- 
ver Adomas (so named from its containing diamonds) which flowed through it, 
being the Mahanudee. Sabar, in the vicinity of Dacca, is regnrded as a place of 
great antiquity by the natives ; it is situated in that part of the district which 
was the original seat of the fine muslin manufactures, and was in all probabi- 
lity an emporium for these fabrics and for the lign nlocs, cclssia, spikenard, 
and musk of Sylhet, Assam, and Bootnn. Sabara, from which the Sabaricus 
Sinus took its name, is referred by D'Anville to Pegu, where the Irawaddee 
mters the sea. Saba or Sabanu Emporium was situated at the southern ex- 
tremity of the Golden Chersonesus, and apparently in Malncca The Sabadiba 
(or islands of Saba) are perhaps Sumatra and Java. All these places, it may 
be remarked, are celebrated for their products ; and they wcre, in all probabi- 
lity, the sites of emporia from which the Sabarrns derived the precious stones, 
the gold, the fine garments, the perfumes, and the spices, with which they 
supplied Egypt, Judrea, and the countries of the West. 

DR. BUCHANAN supposea that the Hindoo Princes of Bengal continued to 
govern at Sonargong, long after they had lost possession of the westem par- 
tion of their kingdom, and that this part of the province was not annexed t,, 
the dominions of Mahomednn conqueron of the country until the time of 
Perid-Addeen Soor Shere Shah. I t  is well known, however, that t h r e  were 
Mahornedan governors of the eastern division of Bengnl prior to the reign of 
Shere Shah, and that Sonnrgong was in subjection to them, as early as the year 
1279. I t  is probable, indeed, that there were Mnhomcdans in this part of 
Bengal, at a period long anterior to the conquest of the country by Bukhtyar 
Khulijy in 1203. We are told that the Arabian merchants of Bussora wried 
on an extensive maritime commerce with India and China, an early as the 8th 
century, and that many of them settled in the countries which they visited. 
Dr. Robertson, in speaking of Mahomedan traders in the east at thin time, 

: " They were M, numerous in the city of Canton, that the emperor 
(a ArobiPn authors relate) permitted them to have a Cadi or Judge of their 
own eect, who decided controversies among his countrymen by their o m  lsws 
and presided in all the functions of religion. In other places, prorelytea were 
gained to the Mahomedm faith and the Arabii lan- wan understood and 
*ken in Phnoet every nea port of any note." (Robertson's Lbeient India, p. 
102.) There is rearon to believe from this circumetance, that Bengal was tbe 
seat of a colony of Mahomedan merchants at this early period. Thi  may ba 
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inferred fnnn the extensive commkce it enjoyed with countries of the weat 
from early times ; from the great value of its products, and above all, from 
the diiinct allusion made to it by the two Mahomedan travellers of the 9th 
century. I t  is mentioned by them " as the countq of a king named Rami, who 
poglessed a great number of elephants. Its exports consisted of fine cotton 
garments,* lign aloes,? sable skins,% and Rhinoceros horns, all of which were 
to be purchased for shells,$ which were the current money of the country." 

NOTE 111. 
The city of Ben@ is mentioned in the works of geogrnphers in the early 

part of the 17th century. ~ u v e r i u a  describes it as situnted on nu island of the 
river Cosmin, and as a mart from which there was exported ralunble mcrchnn- 
due, consisting of silk, cotton, civet, sugar, &c. " Urbs Bestgala ~ n n p a ,  
celeberrimo imperio insignis, in insllla puvii Cosnzin sita est. [Urbs Ben- 
gala una ex prmtantissimis India eat, ubi omnes reperiuntur delicie qws 

c d e m  optimcepossident Europe cim'tates. Hinc exportantur merces pretiosce, 
S k ,  ~ l i n u m ,  zibettum, Saccharurn, &-a, canm de Bengala, aclgo 
canna IIkpanice dicte]." Viok Introduct. ad Univers. Geograph. Philip 
Cluaetius. In the Lexicon Unirersnlc of Ilofman it is mentioned as a 
city of Extra Gangetic India, and as a large and celebrated mnrt fre- 
quented by Europeans : " Bcngala urbs Asia eum regni copornine in 
India extra Gangem, sub impm'o M. Mogolis a multis annis, ud ostia 
Cosntr'ni @i non l q e  ab ostiis Ganges. Ampla etpercekbre ab Europceis 

f i e p t a t a . "  That the Cosmin is th'e Brahmaputra is evident from the 
situation assigned to the former in the maps of the 'older geographers. Clu- 
veriun delineates it as running from the north-east, and dividing into two 
branches, on one of which he places the citiea of Bengala, aud Chatigan : the 
other branch, he represents as falling into the sea at Pegu. In a map attach- 
ed to Bernier's Travels, Cosmin is laid down in a situation also corresponding 
with that of the Brahmaputra. Dacca is placed at its mouth, where the Megna 
joins t h e m  : and Chatigan at some distance from it towards the south. In 
a map by Mandelao, who travelled in India in 1639, the city of Bengala is laid 
down in the aituation here assigned to Dncca ; viz. at the mouth of the river. 
Bengala ir described in the Dictionnaire Historique par M. L. Morery, as a city 
lying "sur l'embouchure du fleuve Cosmin, grande, belle, riche, marchnnde, e t  
comme le centre du commerce des Indes, extr&mement frequen~e par les Euro- 
fins,  Francpis, Anglais, Portugais, Hollandais, &c. qui y out tous le libre 
esercice de leur religion. Elle n'cst pas Eloignde de l'embouchure du aange." 
The author, however, concludes by stating : " Quand j'ai par16 de la ville de 
Bengale, j'ai auivi le eentiment de yresque tous les auteurs qui out Ccrit avant 

Dacca muslins. J. Aggw wood. $ Otter skins? 5 Cowrew. 
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mui : mais de nouvellea ? relatiom m'appnhent qu'il n'y a point de ville de re 
nom." The site of Ben& appearr to have been confounded with that of 
Chittagong about the Beginning of the 18th century. In  wme of the F r e d  
geographical Dictionmiea of that period, these t o m  are described m " Chati- 
gan aur la riti&re de Cosmin vis-a-vis Bengal que plu$eurs geographes con- 
fondent avec elle. Quelques uns out cru que Bengale n'est autre que 
Cbntii." Dict. de Lamartine. That they were Merent places, however, ia 
evident from the circumstance of Bcngnla, Chatigan and Satigan being sever- 
ally mentioned aa the chief emporin of Bengal. From the city of Bengala 
being described as ~ituated on an island and opposite to Chittagong, Sundeep 
would seem to be the locality that is referred to ; on the other hand, Sir T. 
Herbert mentions this island, but does not allude to any town upon it, whilst 
he particularly specifies Chatigan, Bacola, Sempre,  and Sonargong ae the 
~rincipal towns of the eastern part of B e n d .  In a work entitled "Lex 
Mercatoria," written about the middle of the last century, Dacca is mentioned 
as identical with Bengala. The mention hy Morery of the latter h a y  bcen 
frequented hy Portuguese, Dutch, English, and French, seems to countenance 
this opinion ; but on the other hand the insular situation of Bengala, and its 
being placed oppoaite to Chittnpng prove that Dacca is not the town that is 
referred to. Rennell, speaking of this city, rcmnrks "no traces of it now exist. 
I t  is described as being nenr the eastern mouth of the Ganges, and I conceive 
the site of it has been carried away by the river." 

Note on a n  Inurge of BudAa found a t  Sherghatti, &c. by Capt. KITTOE. 

I have the pleasure herewith to  transmit a sketch of a small image 
of Budha a t  this place, and said to have been brought from a hill nenr 
Gays. 

It will be observed to differ in some respects from the  ordinary form 
of these idols ; it appears to  hold s cup for offerings, instead of the right 
hand resting open on the knee, as generally found, but it is common in 
this district, as well BS other forms which I propose treating upon on a 
future occasion. 

It will be observed that on the right beneath the 'cSinhasun," or 
throne, is represented a monkey ? on his hind legs, holding an offbring in 
his fore paws ; on the left, the same animal appears to be jumping down 
a well. This I have also see11 on a fine figure of Budha at Budh Qayn, 
given in Buchanan, but badly drawn. Probably Lieut. Iatter,  who has al- 
ready olTered the Socicty some useful observations ou BudlJst emblems, 







might be able, with the help of his Burmese savans, to throw some 
light upon the meaning of this curious representation, as well as of 
others I hope to furnish. 

The workmsnship of the figure is superior to the ordinary run ; its 
material is bladr chlorite. The measurement is 15 in. x 9 in. and hes 
been wonhipped for yeam past as B h p b  by the ignorant people oP 

tom ; but this o c m  everywhere, as remarked upon by Buchanan. 
I have given the inscription in a line by itself oPibh the Deva NBgri 

context immediately above it for comparison ;* it is the mme, excepting 
perhaps orthographical errors, ns given in page 133, Vol. IV. of the 
Journal, and occurs m ahnost every image in this district, and in 
various types, down to No. 2, of the m a b a d  eolumn, called the Gupta 
by Priusep. 

I hope soon to Bave it in my power to offer the !+i further spect 
mew of hqpmta of Bud& sculpture met with in such a h d a n c e  in 
thia district, and ahodd you think them of sufficient interest, I would 
not object to draw them on transfer paper ready for printing and pub. 
bhbg in the JorPnaL 

I beg to ammunee to the Society that having lately had a few days' 
leimve I have visited several of the spots held w e d  in the vicinity 
of Gaya, and have made several curious disco& which may prove of 
&reat to those who make the former wages aed religion of thia em- 
pire a study. 

It would take much more space than I can sfford or would attempt to 
fill, in a letter which is intended as a simple announcement, to deacribe 
what I have seen, and explain the wnjectures it has led to, so as to be 
we1 undastoobsuffise it to say, I Bave found what I consider to be 
remains of the famous Chaitya, or temple raised by Asoka at Budha 
Osy. ; they consist of a n u d e r  of eolumns on which are very rude though 
intereating sculptures in baas relief in medallions. I have sketched all 
th.t seem worth recording ; the subjects are chiefly the worship of the 
Bo tree, tho lotuq the ehrine or Chaitya, a pit, a female @re with 
the herd of an are, &c. There are also winged lions, oxen and horses, 
and a centaur. The simple ball is oft reputed, and a cow and calf- 
bnrt this last rppears to be of a later d&. It is remarkable that these 
p i l h  are of the name stone as that of the A d a  columns of Dehli, 

* As them is no room to inaert this in the plate we here subjoin the Deva-n*ri 
tranrcriptio0.-Ed.. 

a+%& 3 g m n ~ i R t m w ~ i M ~ % f i i Z l g ~  
*mlmWl 
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Allahabsd and others ; and here I must not omit to mention that one 
of these, or rather part of one was many years ago set up in Sahebgunj 
as a landmark by a Mr. Boddam ; it was brought from Bukrow's (the 
site of an ancient city opposite Budha Gaga) where the lower portions 
still remain, the dimensions of this column must have been the same as 
of the others abovenamed. There is a sentence on most of the sculptured 

pillars ending with 5 I* "danam," or cc the gift of," l i e  those of the 

Bhilsa Tope in the early character, but the middle letters being much worn 
I cannot malie it out properly ; the initial letter is the same in all H the 

u 
& ; i t  scems tobe  H 4 J Y 6 , J ) y 4  f k o o ? { * A S i , L Y k ,  $da,lmnotir, 

the language seems to he Pdli or Pnlcrit and no sense can be made of 
it-but it must be the name of a person making a gift-perhaps G6ya 
may be the dative of Gaga, when it would read " the gifk to Gaya 
o f '  ?-but it is nnimportant otherwise than the characters fix the date. 

I have visited a spot called Koorkihar, the site of an ancient city and 
of a Budha monastery or V i  hence the name which has been no 
doubt corrupted from Koorka Vihara : there are innumerable idols chief- 
ly Budhas, some of great size and very beautifully executed, and well 
worth removing to the museilm and sending home. Amongst other 
thi* are a vast number of miniature Chaityas or Budha temples, from 
8 inches to several feet ; these are noticed by Buchanan when speaking 
of Gaya ; but they are more plentiful here and at Budha Gaya than else- 
where. I have collected some, but none are entire ; they will form sub- 
ject for special notice hereafter. 

There is a large Budha temple at Pornaha in ruins, but sufficiently 
entire to enable a good plan to be made of it, which I hope to be able to 
accomplish. 

I have discovered a great many inscriptione at Gays proper, and hare 
taken impressions and copies, but they are not, ns far as I can judge, of 
much interest; however they mention the names of many of the PBI rajas 
of Bengal and give dates. When I shall have prepared good copies I 
shall send them for the Society's inspection-and if considered accept- 
able I shall be happy to present duplicates. 
This province offers a wide field for research. I hare heard of several 

places worth visiting, but my time and means are small. There is one 
place called Pawnpoori which is said in one of the poorans to be the a- 
pital of Chundra Gupte ; this I shall try aud visit. 



PROCEEDINGS 

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, 

The usual monthly meeting was held on wediesday evening, the 
13th January. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. P. Grant, in the chair. 
The P- of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
Dr. Dunem Sfaowt, Presidency Surgeon, was ballotted for and duly 

elected a member. 
The f o l l o ~ g  gentlemen were proposed for ballot at the February 

meeting :- 
Captain Ousely, proposed by Colonel Ousely, seconded by Mr. Pid- 

dington. 
Captain Munro, Brigade hlajor, Fort William. 
J. Muller, Esq. Mint. 
R. Jones, Esq. Profeeeor Hindu College. 
W. M. Diom, Esq. C. S. 
Baboo Debendernath Tagore. 
Dewan Hurreemohun Sen. 
Proposed by Dr. W. B. O'Shaughnessy, seconded by the Hon'ble 

Sir J. P. Grant. 
The &nior Secretary read a Report on the part of the Committee of 

Papers on the Society's affairs. 
Resolved, That the Report be received and printed for circulation 

among the resident members, prior to the discussion at the February 
meeting of the propositions it contains. 

Tbe following gentlemen were elected members of the Committee of 
Papem to sopply vrcaneicr :- J. W. Colville, Esg. Advocate General, 

Y 
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W. Grey, Esq. C. S , Welby Jackson ,  Esq. C. S., and R. W. Q. Frith, 
Esq. 

Read translation of a letter received from Professor LMsen, as fol- 
lows :- 

Tb Dr. E. Rora ,  Co-Secretary, Asiatic Society, On'ental Department. 

MY DEAR SIB,-In conveying to the b i n t i c  Society my grateful a h o w -  
ledgments for the valuable present they Iinve favoured me with, and for their 
intanst in my pursuits, I would request you to offer to the Society my apologies 
for the delay in my reply, owing to a severe affection of the eyes, from which I hare 
been mffering during this whole summer, and whiclr prevented me from engsgiug 
in any literary undertakings. 

I mr long dnce aware of the importance, nay of the indispensability of Ra&a- 
kmt's Dictionary for my labours, without, however, seeing a chance of making use 
of it, and my gratitude to the Asiatic Society, is the more cordial and sincere, mince 
by their favour I have at last obtained nccess to this mine of Hindu learning. 

Being anxious publicly to record my thanks to the Society, I shall consider it a 
parti& favour, if you will ascertain, whether the Society would accept the 
dedication of my work on Indian antiqrrilier to them. I was by my disease un- 
fortunately compelled to desist during last summer from my labours, but I 11ope 
I shall be nble to finish the latter half of the first volume in the course of the next 
spring. 

By your translation of the Vedanta Sara, which I already knew from No. 158 
of the Journal, you have acquired a lasting merit for the correct interpretation of 
thir work, the meaning of which had been entirely misconstrued by the two former 
tmurktom. You give, I apprehend, even too much praise to the Gcnnan, by call- 
ing him a good Sanscrit scholar ; his grammar and anthology contain many errors, 
and do not speak well of the critical sagacity of the author ; his works are still 
more perverted by the circumstance, that he mixm up with 811 his labours Sehel- 
linl's philosophy which he does not even correctly understand. 

I moat sincerely thank you for your offer to hwe,  with the consent of the Society, 
some of the manuscripts of your Library copied for me, and I shnll take the liberty 
to avail myself of i t  on any occasion I may require it. The works I should wish to 
have copied. befom dl others, I am afraid, are not in the Library, at lemt not in 
the printed catalogue, vL. the PrCtiaakhyn and the works of Aryabhuth. The 
htter, I believe, are on1 y procurnble in Malabar, sincc I find only one single notice 
of one of them in the catnlogue of the Mnckenzie collection, allerc mention is made 

of a manuscript in Gnntham writing. The first title includes three works, 
m l u c r i p t r  of which are found in London, and in Chambers' collection in Berlin ; 

t b e ~  grmmalr  of the Veda dialect, more ancient than that of P h i ,  and for 
air reuon of great importance. If you wiU not consider me rude, I hall be much 
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obliged to you, if you can procure for me the two laat A d h y a y ~  of Bhnakar's 
Siddhanta Sirommi. 1 have the first two Cbaptcra, but never mcceeded in obtain- 
ing the two remaining parts. 

I am, &c. 

C. LASSEN. 

Read a letter from Dr. h e r ,  Co-Secretary in the Oriental Depart 
ment, proposi~~g the removal of the Pundit on the gouuds of iucapacity 
for his duties-referred to the Committee of Papers. 

Prcsentcd a paper on tllc Coins of the Illdependelit Mussalmau 
eovemips of Bengal, by J. W. Laidlny, Esq. 

Ditto, on the Ovis an~mol~oiJes and n new species of Tibetnu antelope, 
with drawings, by B. II. IIodgson, Esq., Darjecling. Uotli these papers 
appear in the present nun~bcr ; the d r ~ ~ h l g ~  illustrnlive of Mr. Uodg- 
son's article are in the artist's hauils and will be published with the least 
avoidable delay. 

Read the following letter from the Secretary to Govcnin~cnt, N. W. 
Provinces, forwarding drawings of some remarkable cave tclnples lately 
discovered in the Mirznpore district. 

No. 1182. 
B u m  J. T H O ~ N T O N ,  Esq. Geeretary lo Government, N. W. P. 

To the Becrelary A~iu t ic  S'ociely, Calculta. 

G a l .  Dcyt. Lieul.-Goaemor'r Camp, the 19th December, 1846. 
SIB,-The Hon'ble the Lieutellant-Governor, having heard of certaincave Tem- 

ples in the vicinity of the hi iy tracts south of Minapore, has taken steps to 
procure drawings of them through the Agei~cy of Captain S t w t ,  Fort Adjutant of 
Chunar. His Honor has now dcsired me to transmit to you a copy of a letter 
received from that Officer, dated 3d ultimo, togetber with the original plans and 

&etch= which acconlpanied it, and to request that you will place them a t  the dis- 
posal of the Asiatic Society for publication iu their Journal, or for nuch other notice 
as they may ba considered to deserve. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Lied.- Gem.'. Camp, Your most obedient servant, 

the 19th D e c d w ,  1846. J. THOENTON, 
Becretary lo Qorernmenl, N. W. P. 

(COPY.) 
To J. T n o I w m ~ ,  Eaq. Secretary to  the G o v e r n d ,  N. W. P. Agra. 

$&.,-With reference lo your letter No. 1106, of 26th December, 1845, requ&t- 
iog me to procum all the information I could regarding some Cave Temples lately 
d i r a n d  in the Hilly tracts south of Mirznpore, and sanctioning a certain amount 

of outlay, for theu preservation, I have the honor to state t h t  I have this day 

M 2 
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AwrPdsd by Dr rk  Bvlghy for mbmirdon to Hia Honor tha Lisatenmt-Ciorawr, 
P mt of p h  end chrwingr sxa~tcd by Mr. C. H. Burke, l.k of the Bermne 
S w q  Department, deputed by me to vieit the Caved for that plupors, w h i  I fed 
urmed will be conridered high1 y ~tiofactory as well aa cnditable to Mr. Burke'r 
indwtry .nd talent¶. 

2. Ths Caraa am three in nnmber, called the B d  Mandah Rownah, Mandah, 
and C h p d m e .  T h q  am dtllated in Talooqsh Shapore, Singrowlee, Purgunnah 
Burden, which at  tha period of the Bmree  ~t t lement  waa a omdl independent Raj 
bsld by a branch of the Chundcln of Agoree Bnrhur (vide Regulation 11. of 1795, 
&etion 17) but was mbwqnently absorbed into the Rewah state by an arrange- 
ment between tha Rajaha d Rewah and Burdee, the latter of whom made over hk 
raeraignty to the former in exchange for a -ion. 
1. Tha mun- near the Caved i very insccersible, being nothing but a sueccs- 

don of rocky hillu c o v d  with dense jungle, containing a few miseruble villages 
W i t e d  by wild aboriginal tribes, from whom no information of a satisfactorp 
n&ua can be obtained ; the Carw therrmelru Ire avoided with superstitious dread 
by tha f m  remahbg inhabitants, and am utterly abandoned to the wild beasts of 
the foreat. 

4. The only arnraer given to queriaa on the mbject t that they wem comtmd- 

by the Balond Rajahs, a famil y of the Klrurwar tribe, who held the sovereignty 
of Agoree, and Singrowlee, till expelled by the Chundeh, who emigrated to this 
put of the country from Mohobah, somewhere about the year 1190, A. D. and 
obtained p a e u i o n  of w r e e ,  &. by expulsion of the Balunds about 50 yuua 
Bubleqnently. 

6. Tbe represenwires of the Balund Rajaba still reside in a village of Shapore 
Singrowlee, called M i m ,  and although dispossessed for nearly GO0 years, still 
s ter t . in  a hope of one day being mtored to their poreesions. I t  is said that they 
am under a row never to bind on a turban till the day of reltoration. 

6. Soma ruins of welk and brick buildingo, as well M a Fort, are found in the 
Nilonr hilla, near a mall village called Benowlee, 1 2  mil- N. W. from the Carer, 
which b mid to ham been the ancient capital of Shapore Singrowlee, and the lart 
strongholds of the Balundr, before their final arpulnion, but no other remains are 
to be found indicatbg the former extt8noe of a people oapable of constructing luch 
atupdoor work8. 

7. A m a n  rketcb map accompanier the drswinp, showing the relative position 
of the tbres exavated B i b ,  which ue rituated from 10 to 14 Kors muth of the 
m a t  mmoto put of tbs Mimipore diatrict. 

I have, &. 
C h a w ,  3d N d ,  1846. (Signed) W. M. STUMT. 

(Tme COPY) 
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On the proposal of the Lord Bishop of Calcutta, seconded by Mr. 
Colville, Advocate General, the respectful thanks of the Society were 
voted to the Hon'ble the Governor of the N. W. Provinces for the 
valuable communication and drawings above recorded. The drnwings 
were referred to the Committee of Papers for consideration as to their 
publication. 
Read two letters from Captain Kittoe, respecting Budhistical re& 

discovered by him at Gaya. Referred to the Committee of Papers. 
Read the following letter from Captain Kittoe :- 

To the secretary An'atic Society, Calcutta. 
8herghatli, 28th December, 1846. 

DEAR SIR,--Some months ngo I submitted a pnpcr on the subject of the Kootub 
uld adjacent mins, but to this data 1 have received no reply or r~cknowledgment. 

Being desirous of altering some parts of my paper, I request the favor of its 
b e i i  returned to me. 
Aa an old member, and one who (aa long as encouragement was offered by the 

.cknowlcdgment of contributions) took much pains for the Society, I beg to pro- 
poa that for the future all communications bc formally acknowledged, and that it 
be considered a rule, secondly, that such papers as may not be deemed by the Secre- 
taries and the Committee of Papers, suited to the Journal or Researches, may be 
returned to the contributor, with a letter to that effect. 

I would, with deference, recommend that an the journal is now (I believe) published 
.r the expense of the Sociev and is much in arrears, the Numbers should be brought 
mp, if even the number of pages be reduced, for the interest in " proceedigs" is 
loat from their now a p p & n g  m e d  months d k r  datc-most contributors to 
Puiodicr3r fael encouraged by the early publicatitln of their paprm. 

I fwl mre that sucb an arrangement and the publication of the latest proceedings 
would hare a beneficial effect. I, for one, should feel ~~le tuure  in affording my mite 
of adstance in the Antiquarian, or Architectural branches, aa well as illustrations 
in  outline, sucb as I have proposed in another letter, only now forwarded, though 

mostly written long since.. 

I remain, Dear Sir, 
Yoar'r faithfully, 

If. &ms, Captain, 
Member. 

Read a letter from D. C. Mackey, Esrl. Danish Consul, forwardiug 
for the acceptance of the Society the Metnoires de la Societd Xoyale 
des Antiquaires du Nord, Section tlsiatique. 

* C.ptdn K i t h  will  be pleamd to find that his excellent ruggestiotu h v e  been 

dkipatd in the h e y ' r  recent arr.ngements.-Secr. 
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To W. B. O'SHAIJGHNES~Y, Eiq. Gecrelary to the Adatic Society. 
SIS,-I beg to hand you an extract from a letter I l~ave received from tlre Secre- 

tary to the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries of Copenllegen, and for the aid 
of your Society in their Researches I am enabled to assure you of tlreir most cordial 
co-opemtion in connection with any scientific pursuit in which their services cun be 
made available. 

I beg your acceptance of the acwmpan~ing tlrree Nos. of the R. N. A. Society's 
proceedings which hare already been submitted to yon, and when I receive lnorc 
they hall be h i d  before your Society. 

1 have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

Dairh Conmlale, D. C. & ~ A C K S Y ,  

Calcutta, 13th January, 1847. Danirh Conrul. 

Extract  from Mr. Secretary Chu.  Rqfor'r letter. 
" On the formation of an Asiatic Section in our Socicty we have had in view thc 

eluadation of the ancient monuments of Asia, which slrall be the ni~n of our ear- 
n u t  axertions. I n  connexion with this object aeveral aurLs liavc bccir already 
commenced, among which we may hcrc mention the Treatises on the wnnexion 
between Sanscrit and Icelandic (old Danish) wllereot the first part is already 
printed, and on the decyphering on the sccolid Achoemenian or Median species of. 
arrow-headed writing by Professor N. L. Wwtergaard, the author of the lladiccs 
lingate Smscritse, and the. disquisition on the wins struck by the Buids, by the Rev. 
JUI. C. Lindberg, A. M. which we lrope will meet with especial favour in Asia, in- 
aamuch as o w  Cabinet is in possession of sever111 hitherto unknown wins of this 
clam." 

Read a letter from Lieutenant Strachep, promising a copy of the 
Amatire of his recent tour to the lake districts of ManCsarowar, for 
publication in the Society's Journal. 

Mr. Laidlay read a list of coins, recei~ed by him from Mr. Torrens. 
Mr. Laidlay was requested to retaiu the coins in his charge, depositing 
a list with the senior Secretary for office rccord. 

Read a letter from Lieutenant Wrougllton, forwarding copy of au 
inscription which has beeu referred to tbc Oriental Sub-Committee 
for examination. 
Read the accompanying note from Mr. Heatly, forwarding letters 

m ~ d  publications from the Statistical and Ethnological Societies of 
London. 

lb W. B. ~ ' S E A U G H N S ~ S Y ,  Eaq. Secretary, Asiolic 8on'ety. 
MY DEAR SIB,-1 have the pleasure to place in your hand two letbra from Mr. 

King, tionorrry SecreluJ to the Ethnological Society, and Aseirhnt Sccrstor). to 



Ihe Statisticnl Society-together with a packct of publications from tllosu hasocia- 
tims, cntalogued in the eccompayning lists. The lntter are a donation to the 
Asiatic Society and intended to open friendly relations between the donors, and the 
cnltirators of similar pursuits in this country. 

Your's sincerely, 
S. G. T. HEATLI. 

Rtm Prcrr, 13th January, 1847. 

Statistical Society of London, 
12, ST. JAMES' SQUARE, 

22d October, 184G. 
SIR,-I am instructed to forward to you a complete set of the Statistical Society's 

J o n d ,  a Volume of its Transnc~ions and sit copies of its first series of questions, 
as well us ail the forms we have in print, us a donation to the Asiatic Society of 
Cslcolta. 

1 have the honor to be, 

Your most obedient servant, 
Rrcwaau KING, 

Aasirlanl Sectrlmy. 
To S. G. T. ~IEATLY,  Erg. 

2 i r  Sachil le  Street, 
21rt Octoler, 1846. 

SIR,-I beg to enclose n set of thc Ethnological Society's publications up to Ibe 
present lime, with the view of an exchange for those published by your Society. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Tour obedient servnnt, 

RICEABD KINQ, 

To S. G. T. HEATLY, Esq. Asiatic Gociety of Calcutta. Honry. Gccy. 
Ethnologicnl Society's Publications up to the present time :- 
I. Ethnologicnl Society, pages I & 2. 
11. Queries respecting the IIumnn Race, pages 3 to 14. 
111. The study of Ethnology by Ernest Dieffeubach, M. D. pages 15 to 78. 
IV. On the Ancient Peruriann, by Dr. De Tschudi, pages 79 to 102. 
V. On the Biiuchi Tribes inhabiting Sindh, in the lower valley of the Indus and 

Cutehi, y a p  103 to 210. 
VI. Address to the Ethnological Society of London, delivered at the annivereary 

meeting on the 25th May, 184.1, by Richard King, M. D. Secretary, pages 7 to 40. 
VlI. Address to the Ethnologicnl Society of London, delivered at the anniversary 

meeting on the 26th May, 1845, by Rear Admiral Sir Chr lcs  hfalmlm, President, 
pages 41ta 62. 

VIII. The Regulations and List of members of the Ethnological Society of Lon- 
don, 1843, 1844, pages 1 to 14. 

Raonetions of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. I Part 1, 1837. 
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Janrnal of the Stat is t id Society of Loadon. Vols. I. b X. 
First series nf qnestiona circulated by the Statistical Society of London, 1836, 

6 Copies. 
Iti Forms of Statistical Report. 

The Lihrnrinn sul,mittcd the fbllowing list of Books received, and of 
Donations to the Society's General Museum :- 

List of Books, &c. rcceircd for  the Meet ing  of IPe(lnesrEny, the 13th 
J a n u a r y ,  1847. 

1.-Meteorological Register kept at the Surveyor General's office-FROM THE 

SURVEYOR GENERAL'S OPPICE. 
2.-Meteorologicnl Register kept at Kyouk Phyoo during November. 184G.- 

FROM TEE SURVEYOR GENERAL'E OFFICE. 
3.-The Calcutta Christian Observer for December, 1846 and JM. 1847.-BY THE 

EOITOBS. 
4.-The Oriental Christian Spectator for December, 1846.-BY THE EDITOR. 
5.-An attempt to explnin some of the monograms fonnd n p n  the Grecian coins of 

Arinna and India, by A. Cunningham.-BY TEE AUTHOR. 
6.-Vedantic Doctrine8 Vindicated.-BY BABU RAJENDRALAL  MI^. 
7.-The Hindu Intelligencer, 5 Nos.--BY THE ED~TOU. 
8.--Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism, by Lieut. Col. E. Sabine.-BY TEE 

BENGAL GOVERNMENT. 

9.-The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, No. 82. 
10.-Journal of the Agri-Horticolturnl Society of India, Vol. V. part 111. 
11.--Calcutta Journalof Natural History, No. 27. 
12.-The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Pbilosophid Mqozine, No. 194. 

13.-Conchologia Iconica, from No. 13  to 36. 
14.-Thesaurus Concliylio~m, by G. B. Sowerby, Jr. Parts 4th, 5tI1, Gtb. 
15.-The Ch8icaI Museum, No. XTII. 
16.-The Annals and Magazine of Natural IIistory, No. 119. 
17.-Journal den Savans, Aout 1846. 
IS.-The Cdcutta Review, No. 12. 

DONATIONS TO TEE MUSEUM. 

1.-A Steel and Tinder-box ured by tbe natives of Lahl and Kooloo, Donor-H. 
Touarns ,  E q .  



2.-Model of a Chinese Ploqb, Donor-Major Enrs, H. M.'I. 98th h g t .  
3.-Chincss arithmetical table, Donor-Major EDIB. 
4.-Model of a Chain Pump aMd by the Natives of China, and adapted both for 

m a n d  and cattle labour, Donor-Major EDIL. 
For all the above communications and donations to the Society the 

h k s  of the meeting were unanimously voted. 
Dr. W. B. O'Shanghnessy exhibited specimens of explosive paper 

exactly like talc, prepared by dissolving the gun cotton in Sulphurio 
ether, and allowing the solution to evaporate spontaneously. He de- 
scribed also some sin+ electrical properties manifested by this 

*pet* 

REPORT. 

At a meeting of the ASIATIC SOCIETY Aeld or the 13th of Januay, 
1847, the following REPORT on the Society'r afairr was read and 
received, and directed to be printed, for diatrihtion to the resident 
memberu, prior to the dk&n at tAe Februay meeting of the revera.? 
ptopw*tioM it contains. 

In compliance with the desire expressed by several members of the 
Society at the December meeting, the Secretaries, on the part and with 
the concurrence of the Committee of Papers, submit a succinct report 
om the state of the Society's affairs, and of the views of the Committee 
regarding t h  measures they deem best calculated to uphold its charac- 
ter and promote its utility. 

The Society at present numbers 136 members, of whom 17 wen 
admitted during the last year. No record exists of the withdrawals, 
deaths or other casualties by which the number of members has been 
reduced, a deficiency the Committee of Papers point out as one which 
the Secretaries should in future supply. 

Of the 136 members there are not more than 100 who contribute 
with regularity to the Societfs income. Two members have recently 
claimed exemption from the payment of subscription on the grounds of 
haring been on the list for 20 years. As much doubt exista as to the 
expediency of admitting this claim for exemption, the Committee recom- 
mend the subject to the immediate consideration of the Society at large. 

The Committee of Papers and Ofice-bearers as appointed in March 
1846, consisted of- 

N 
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Vice-Preaidmtts.-The Lord Bishop of Calcr~tta, Sir J. P. Grant, 
Sir H. W. Seton, Lieut.-Colonel Forbes, and H. Torrens, Esq. 

Secretary.-H. Torrens, Esq. 
Committee.-Rev. Dr. Hreberlii, W. P. Grant, Esq., C. IIuffi~agle, 

Esq., G. A. Busliby, Esq., W. Tayler, Esq., Baboo Prosonocoomar 
Tagore, S. G. T. Heatly, Esq., W. B. O'Shaughnessy, Esq. hl. D., 
and Capt. Broome, H. A. . 

Of these Messrs. Torrens and IIuffnagle have permanently left Cal- 
cutta. The IIou'ble Sir H. Seto.1 expresses himself unable from the 
state of his health to take any active part in the Societ$s business. Mr. 
W. Tayler has withdrawn, and Bnboo Prosonocoomar Tagore has not 
been able to give his attendance or attention to our affairs. 

I11 accordance with the long established prnctice of the Society to 
supply ~acancies by annual election, it accordingly becomes necessary 
to elect members of the Committee of Papers in the room of hiessrs. 
Tagler, Huffnagle, and Prosonocoomar Tagore.* 

In  consequence of the resignation of bir. Torrens, Dr. W. B. 
O'Shaughnessy and Mr. J. W. Laidley were elected Co-Secretaries at 
the meetings of August and September, and Dr. Roer, a Co-Secretary 
in the Oriental Department, in November, 1846. Baboo Rajendra LA1 
nlitra was also elected Librarian and Assistant Secretary at tlie Novem- 
ber meeting on a monthly Salary of 100 Rupees, and for a probationary 
period of 6 months. 

At the Norember meeting a Sub-committee or section, was also ap- 
pointed for advice and reference to all matters connected with Orieiitl~l 
literature. Of this Sub-committee Major Marshall, the Rev. bir. Long, 
the Rev. Dr. Hneberlin and Dr. Roer were appointed members, md 
Captain Latter was added to their number at the December meeting. 

Finance and Accounts. 
The Accounts not having been published for some years, the Sec- 

retaries and the Accouiitallt have been enggcd in the laborious task of 
examining all the receipts and vouchers since 1812, aud comparing these 
with the abstract Annual Accouuts received from the late Accountant, 

* The following gentlemen have accordingly been elected at the Meeting of Janu- 
y, 1847, M members of the Committee of Puperr to supply vacancies. Mnrsrr. 
J. Coldlle, Adv0c.b Genenl, Wclby J l d w n ,  Jbq. C. S., W. Gmy, Esq. C. S., and 
B. W. O. Ftith, Esq. 
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Mr. Bolst. *This task is nearly completed and the results will be duly 
reported. Meanwhile the Committee of Papen recommend the imme- 
diate publication of the whole of hir. Bolst's statements, for the infor- 
mation of the Society at large. 

The Committee express their regret that these accounts have not been 
regularly printed in detail and circulated to the members, a step which 
would have obviated much misconception which has subsequently arisen. 

A resolution having been passed at the September Meeting, directing 
the immediate payment of the Society's debts by the sale of Company's 
Paper or other available means, the following sums have been paid ac- 
cordingly :- 

For Mr. Bird's Portrait, .............. Rs. 1368 8 9 
Mr. Blyth's Arrears of rent, .............. 440 0 0 
Messn. Currie and Co. for almirahs, &c. .... 425 14 0 

..... Messrs. Ostell and Lepage, (for books,). 122 4 0 
Mr. Piddington, arrears of salary, .......... 200 0 0 
Baptist Mission Press, .................. 4 18 0 0 
Bishop's College Press, .................. 5,867 1 1 0 
Sundries, ............................. 2,285 7 2 

Co.'s Rs. 11,127 12 11 
And in compliance with further resolutions the sum of 3,000 Rs. has 

been reserved for the payment of Mr. Ulyth's contingent claim,* making 
in all, paid and resened to meet acknowledged debts Co.'s Rs. 14,127 
12 11. 

The produce of the back numbers of the Joun~al it is expected will 
be available for the liquidation of the debt of Rupees 1,500 due to Mr. 
Torrens-for the purchase of a Stock of the Journal, to that amount. 

The Co-Secretaries having received from their predecessor Com- 
. . . . . . . . . . .  pnny's Paper, Value Co.'s Rs. 13,066 10 8 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cash Balar.ce,. 1,309 12 9 
And subsequently collected on account of 

S~ibscriptions, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  553 6 0 
And received from Government, ........... 2,228 0 0 

Co.'sRs. 17,157 13 5 
And paid or reserved as above detailed, . . Co.'s Rs. 14,127 12 1 1 

* 6rc ProcredingrJor N p w .  1846. p. lxxxviii. 
N 2 



it becomes their di~greeable duty to announce, that, restmiq 3,000 
Rupees due to Mr. B1yt.h and 1,500 Rupees due to Mr. T o m s ,  the 
actual Cash Balance in hand on the 30th of Deceanber, 1846, is Co!s 
Rs. 1530 a 6, of which 1,000 Rupees, the Government contribution for 
October and November 6 r  Oriental publications, must also be reserved 
for the special purpose for which it was granted, leaving a net balance 
of Co.'s Rupees 530 0 6 for the purposes of the Society, and which will 
be totally absorbed by the payment of the balance due on account of 
the " Burma" drmiqp. 

The Society's. monthly income proceeds from the follo- sources : 
The Gowmment allow for 

O r i d  Publications, monthly, ..... Co!s Rh 500 0 0 
Mueeum of Geology, ..................... 250 0 8 
C o n t i n p c h  06m~reum of Geology*. ....... 64 0 0 
&seum of &log,. ..................... 260 0 0, 

Specimens, ............................. 5 0 0 0 .  

Go.% Rs. 1,114 0 0 
This sum is clearly ody applicable to the special objects for which 

Government allow it-and whatever misconception or irregularity in 
this reaped may have hitherto taken place, it deeply concerns the. ch& 
racter and even the existence of the Asiatic Society to insist on the 
future application of these grants, being strictly in accordance with t b  
instructions of Government. 

The Society further receives annually from Pay- 
ing Members, ........................ 7,808 0 0 

Subscription to Journal, .................. 1,6 16 0 0. 
Average Sale of Publications according to last 

year's avenge,. ....................... 755 0 01 -- 
Annual Co.'s Rs. 10,179 0 0. 

Mmthly Income, ,, 848 5 4 
This Income is expended as follows :- 

Assiitant Secretary and Librarian, .......... 100 0 0. 
Eibmry Establishment,.. ................... 52 8 0- 
Eotablishment of Zoological museum,. ....... 138 0 0- 
Cwator's How-rent.. .................... 40 0 0. 



Contingencies, ....................a,.:.. 10 0 0 
Printing of Journal,. ..................... 350 0 0 
Xblbce- printin&. ................... 90 0 0 

Co.'s Ra. 866 8 0 
C k k  and Audit. 

The next subject to be considered is the regulation of the Society's 
espenditure, especially of suoh funds as it may hold( in truet for specid 
pnrpores from Government, from learned Societies, or munificent indi- 
.idnab. 

Recent resolutions of the Society have been p a a d  declaring t h e  
amme the Society should in future pume, but unless there be adopt& 
a regokr syetem of Check and Audit, we can never be certain but that 
h d a  gnnted for OM purpose are applie& to another, thereby leading 
to ill f&ng, disunion and consequent loss of character to the Society. 
The Committee tberefore propose that the accountant be requid 

to attend the monthly meetings with a Dr. and Cr. account, s t a b  
ment of dependencies and vouchers, and that the same be read a t  
each meeting as a regdar part of the proceedings of the month-that 
i balance sheet be published once in each year; that one period of 
pymcnt beadopted and that within the first week after every monthly 
meeting; Oh.t at the monthly meetings dl demands on the Society 
&odd be produced and the amounts if sanctioned entered on the 
proceedings, excluding of course the regular Establishments. The sign- 
% of checques as well as the general business of the Society should 
hrther be conducted by one Secretary only--the o&e establishment 
Being under his control, and in his absence by the Co-Secretary next 
iu seniority of appointment. All correspondence moreover on the 
&cietfs businees in every department should be signed or countemiped 
by the Senior Secretary and copies filed in his o h .  

The preceding summary of the accounts points out but too clearly, 
that the Socieq from its own means can at p r d  do no more, than 
maintain the Journal, and provide for Eetabliahments and Contingencies 
strictly on the foregoing A d  it seems necesaay to intimate to the 
Cmrtora md other &cem that it becomes their duty at present rather 



to preserve existing collections than to incur any a~oidable expenses in 
making additions to our Museums,-and that under no circumstances, 
short of a general vote of the Society, can the scale of " Contingencies" 
assigned by Government be exceeded in their departments. 

Under this head it seems necessary to observe that the European tem- 
porarily engnged siuce November, 1846, as a night watch in the Society's 
house, at 40 Rs. per mensem, has been discharged from the 5th inst. 
The native chokedars are retained ; the Committee are of opinion that 
when the Society's funds permit the outlay it will be indispensable 
to have a European keeper or porter resident in the premises. Such a 
man can be obtained on the guarantee of the Police Authorities for 40 
rupees a mouth. I t  should be a part of his duty to accompany visitors 
through the rooms, and he sllorlld be entrusted with the special charge 
of such coins or other moveable articles of particular value as the Society 
may possess. Had such a person been employed for the last three 
years, it is not probable that we now should have to deplore the loss 
of the fine collection of coins and the gold medal of the Emperor of 
Russia of which we have been lately despoiled.* 

PUBLICATIONS. 
We bare next to notice the important subject of the Society's Plib- 

lientiom, of which the Journal has first to be considered. 
The Committee of Papers are unnnimously of opinion that on the 

maintenance of the Journal, the regularity of its appearance, aud the 
judicious selection of its contents, depend chiefly the usefulness and 
the reputation of the Society. Recent changes among the officers hare 
interfered with its regular appearance, but measures nre now complete' 
for its issue in the 1st week of each month. The Committee append 
a list of the papers now in hand for their periodical, and the vaned 
nature of these contributions and the known ability of the authors, 
hold out most gratifying prospects of this department of the Society's 
labours proving creditable to themselves and beneficial to the public. 

The monthly reports of Prooeeding having been printed up to the 
close of 1846, but not issued since March, the Committee of Papep 
propose to distribute the whole at once this month, as a supplement to 

* The member8 of the Committee of Papem have since thin Report was drawn up 
retained at their own cont a retired European Sergeant strongly recommended to 
them by tha Deputy Superintendent of Police, and who now reaid- on the premises. 
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the Jhrnal ,  in the form of the series herewith submitted.* And in 
future they think it would be conducive to the utility of the Society to 
publish abstracts of the proceedings in the daily papers, as was done in 
former years. 

Orielrtal Publicatione. 
Por this valuable object a sum of 500 ILs. per mensem, has been 

munificently granted by Government in the year 1838, and applied in 
strict accordance with the directions of Government till the close of the 
rear 1840, and the mode of application duly reported to Government. 
Prom this period it appears on reference to the accounts published in 
18-12, for 1841, in the Journal Vol. XI. part I. p. 198, andrendered by 
Mr. Bolst, but not hitherto published from 1842 to 1846, that through 
some misunderstanding of the orders of Government, the greater part 
of the monthly grant has been applied to purposes which, however useful 
or important, were not contemplated in the terms of the grant. The ex- 
penses of the Zoological drawings by Sir A. Burnes, and of those of Dr. 
Cantor's Chusan Zoology, constitute the heaviest items of this irregular 
expenditure, being specified in Mr. Bolst's abstracts, under the head of 
K c  Oriental Publications," and amountiig to Co.'s Rs. 6833 : 14 : 9, as 
follows : 
i842. Pnid J. Bennett for Sir A. Burnes' drawings, Rs. 650 0 0 

Messrs. Ballin and Co. for do. do.. ........... 2 145 0 0 
W. Rushton for do. do. .................... 643 0 0 

1843. Paid Mr. Bennett for Sir A. Burnes' drawings,. . 200 0 0 
Drawing paper for do.. ..................... 225 8 9 

1834. Paid Mr. Bennett for Sir A. Burnes' drawings,. . 18 0 0 
Do. for Dr. Cantor's Chusan Zoology, ........ 900 0 0 

1815. Paid Mr. Bennett on account of Dr. Cantor's Zoo- 
logy, .................................... 800 0 0 
Mrs. Ballin for printing, .... ;. .............. 261 6 0 
Do. bdauce for Burnes' drawings,. ........... 68 4 0 

1846. Paid Mra. Ballin for lithographing Burnes' draw- 
(To July.) ings,. ............................... 522 12 0 

J. Bennet for Dr. Cantor's Chusan Zoology, . . 400 0 o 

Co.'e Rs. 6833 14 9 

* TI& hu ban dona d~ca the January meeting. 



During the period in question the Society has published, o? pnid 
towards the publication of Orientel" works:- 

Paid for publishing Oriental works, ................ 6,463 1 6 
Do. for purchase of Oriental works, &. ............ 657 10 0 

.................. Do. Contingent charges for Do. 56 1 15 1 1 

Amount disbursed on account of Oriental } Co.'s R.. 7,682 11 5 
Publications Prom 1842 to 1846, ..... 

Establishment for preservation of Oriental 
works, kc. from September to December ........ 272 0 0 

.......... 1846, @ 68 Ra. per month, 

Total Co.'s Rs. 7,954 11 5 
Dee. 31, 1846. 

While we hare received during the same period at 500 
Rs. per month for five years,. ....... M a  Ra. 30,000 0 .8 
leaving Co.'s Re. 22,045 4 7. 

Due by the Society ta the account of the grant in question.* 

The Committee of Papers have been led to this retrospective view of 
the subject of the Oriental publication grant by the circnmstances which 
have followed the resolutions adopted by the Society at their meeting of 
November, 1846, and which gave rise to the annexed correspondence. 

Sm-I urp d i d  by tbs A h t i c  Society of Bengal to convey through JOE 

th9 maat rapectfhl mlicitation that, in rhs futwe diapoul of the m m  plrosd in 
thak h.n& by Oorwnment for the promotion of Oriental literatore, they may be 
permitted to defray from the monthly a I l o r w  of Co.'r RE. 500, the upenss of 
printing in tbs Society'r 'Ranractions and J o ~ m l  dl p on the aubjectr named 
in ths mbjoined maolution-And also to mwt therefrom the coat of prwcmog the 
Oriental work8 now in the Library, for which a monthly allowance d 78 B.. long 
~~ by Qommment hr b m  mcsntly withdram. 

I h r s ,  ib. &. 
(Signed) W. B. O ' S a ~ n e n a s r r ~ .  

Bcriot Bmrtary, &tic 8ocicfy. 

Of which R.. 1,500, tbs mount &red an thk account dnm Sapt. 1846, am 
b hand ud arahbb for th rssrJu pupa# aaodhg to tba thvarnmsnt order. 



Beaolution adopted by a Qenenl Meeting of the Ahtic Sodety of 
BengaI, 4th November, 1846. 

RaoZued, thst Government be rcspeetloly tolidted to permit the k k t y  to da- 
€ray from the monthly allowance of &. 500 for Oriental Pnbliatlonm, fir&, the 
expenre of the cnatody of the worka now in atore (for whloh a 4- of 78 rupees per 
maumn allowed by Goremmslrt hr k k l y  beem rithdnwn) and Zd. the umt d 
pabliation in the Society's T r u t u c t i o ~  and Joarnrl of dl papers on 0rht.l litsn- 
tun?, History, Antiquities, Ckographj and kindred rabjecb of raearch. 

The following reply from Mr. Secretary Bushby, dated 21st Novem- 
ber, 1846, was received after the meeting of December. 

PROM G. A. BUSHBY, ESQ. Secretary to the Government of India. 

AJcd Z l r t  Noccrdar, 1846. Home D e p w h d .  

To W. B. O'Sarnoa~rss~, Ese. Embr  Eecretuty, A h t i c  Eociely. 

SIB,-" I am dLectal by the Hon'ble the Pmident in CoMoil to u h o o r w a  
tba receipt of your letter dated the 7th iarbnt, conveying ths solicitation of the 
Sockky, that in the fnture disposal of the meuu placed in their h.n& by Govern- 
ment for the promotion of Oriental Literature, t h v  may be permitted to d&ay 
from the monthly allowance of &.'a Rs. 500, the expenre of printing in the So- 
ciety's !Z'raasactimu and JocrrnaI, all p a p  on Oriental UMnre, Hutory, Anti- 
qdtiea, Geography md kindred snbjsets of m r c b ,  and alro to meet tbemltom 
ths c a t  of premrving the Orieohl Worka now in tbs Libruy." 

2. " In  order the be- to be able to dedde on the Sodotfa Appliation, the 
Rmident in Council muld wiah to have before him a ahtame& in dstail of ths 
muursr in which the Government grant of 500 fb. per mslwnr hr bithsrto beso 
rppropriPted." 

3. " His bonor in C o ~ c i l  remarks that the conditiom of the p o t  h r e  not 
been fnuy arried out by the Society. One of these mnditiom was tht  an Annual 
A m m t  rhonld be rendered by the Society of the manner in which the Clorernmsnt 
donation hod been expended. This seems to have been night of, for the only 
account current rendered by the Society is that fonmrdad with your letter dabd 
the 13th Jan-, 1840." 

4 .  " Again it should be shown how the + erpreassd by the Hon'ble Court of '  
DireeLom in regard to the prInthg of the text of tbe V d ,  with a commenlq, 
bn bem kept in mind, and what may be the prvpom of the Sodsty in 

to the pubbtion of tbh important Record." 
0 



5. TBs RetkWt in CamciI will  on rmipb of the at.tcmeat above arlkd tor, be 
better prepad to judge of the manner of the past appropiation of the O m c r ~ -  
mmt grant, and to decide on the prewnt application of the Society. 

I have, 6cc. &c. 
(siglled) a. A. %SEBY, 

8mWh3 1b Qf hditl. 

C d l  Ckambu, the 21rt Notwdw,  1846. 

On receipt of Mr. Bushby's letter the Secmtaries, then but weently 
elected, made the requisite examinntion of the accounts, with the resutt 
set forth in the foregoing sketch, and which correspond with the gene- 
ral statements previously made by the Sub-committee of Finance, but 
unintelligible because mcompanied by details. 

The Committee of Papers regret deeply that any portion of the 
Oriental Publication Fund should have been used for other pnrposes, 
and they consider the Society bound to acknowledge the sum so used 
as a debt to Government, but one of which the present state of their 
pecuniary affairs, renders it impracticable for them to offer immediate 
payment. In partial extenuation of the irregnlarity, the Committee 
reftr with some satisfaction to the rna@6cent Zoological collections, 
to the procnral of which no small portion of the fund has heen directed, 
to the very large contributions made to the Museum of the India House 
-and to the additions to their buildings, and the gathering t o ~ t l l e r  of 
&tPble monuments in their Hall to the p t  men by whose labours the 
Asiatic Society hae gained such fame, as the patrons and promoters of 
Oriental, Literary, and Antiquarian research. The Committe too would 
repwent to Government that for 58 years previous to this grant the 
greater part of theit funds has been expended on the publication of re- 
eearchea of the same, or an allied nature, and in the promotion of every 

branch of antiquarian investigation. IInving at least disbursed more 
than two lucks of Rupees in this pursuit, the Committee trust that Qo- 
vernment will look indulgently on the irregularity which has occurred. 
They would state that it was in no small degree mused by the indiffer- 
ence of the few Oriental Scholars among us during the period under 
review to the editing or publishing of works of acknow1edg;ed import- 
ance. They would express the resolution of the Society-to watch 
carefully over the future application of the grant, and to refer regard- 
ing this on all ocoraions to the advice of the section of eminent Orien- 
talists already appointed for the purpose. 



XeanwBile the question of the mode of plcblia$on of the Vdaa has 
been referred to the Oriental Sob-Committee, who are as yet enprepared 
with their Report. The Rev. Dr. Hebedin has recently intimated 
to the Colamiftee that he in publishing the Sum'tw under the Societfs 
aathority, sad that the whole of the grant for 1847 is thus forestal- 
led. But ae the records of the Society contain no evidence of this 
pa&a&n having been duly authorized, and rs it appeara that the 
greater portion of the Snvitdr have already been published by a Native 
Editor, the Committee recommend that the work be not further pro- 
ceeded with, until the Vedas are finiehed.* 

L d y ,  with reference fo Mr. Bashby's letter, the Corn& of Pa- 
pers suggest that, should their views meet the approbatiou of the So- 
ciety, the Secretaries be directed to d& a reply in corresponding terms 
and submit the same to the Committee for revisal, and that in this 
reply the Society should, under tbe circumstrnces now elicited, beg the 
pamireion of Government to withdraw their former applibation. 

The ihneid d W t i e s  above specified render it obviously impraeti- 
caWc to carry oat the Society's resolution to print Cobnel Everest's 
Trigoaomethd obfmvations, as  n volume of Trmsactioos. It  becomes 
m y  impossible to proceed with the " BUIWS'~ drawings. 

................................ Of these there were in all.. 1-16 
These have been lithographed and coloured, 50 

fishes,. ................... 20 
Mammalia, ................ 9 
Birda, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 
Reptiles, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 - 

50 
Those completed have cost Co.'s Rs. 5682 1 6 

.................... Paid, 5,082 1 6 

................ Due, .- .. 600 0 0 

5682 1 6 

To finish the whole as directed by the Society in 1841,t would cost 

A propositiun on Lhrs subject received from the Rev. Dr. Haberlin on the '28th . - 

Jm will be submitted to the next meeting. 
t &e V d  XLU. Put ld, Pm-, f ~ p  c. 



at least 12,000 R u p  more, a sum altogether beyond our means, or 
our muonable prospects. 

The Zoological Curator Mr. Blyth, is engaged in the MS. of the 
descriptive drawings completed, and the Committee propose to iswe the 
whole in a Portfolio to the members of the Society, as soon as Mr. 
Blyth enables them to do so. 

Begarding Dr. Cantor's very beautiful drawings, the ~eewtaries'have 
$ded to obbin some essential information, and which they cannot hope 
for, before Mr. T o m '  expected visit to Calcutta in the ensuing month. 
The Committee of Papm coddently expect that in connexion with the 
Journal nearly the whole of Dr. Cantor's d r a m  will be published by 
the Society within a moderate period. 

Blterationr in Society's rules. 
The Committee next invite the consideration of the Society to a 

proposal they regard as one of very great consequence. I t  has lately 
happened on several occasions that at scanty meetings, measures have 
been adopted and &cen elected without any previous notice or oppor- 
tunity for deliberation,-or for the expression of the general opinion of 
the members on the eeved pmpoaals. The danger to which this ex- 
poses the society, is equally serio~ls and obvious. They may at any time 
h d  a few membem voting away funds or altering their organization so 
as to favor some particular pursuit. To prevent this the Committee 
suggest that in future all proposals affecting expenditure, election of 
&cet%, changes of organization, and generally dl questions of import- 
ance, be ht duly notified at a general meeting, then referred to the 
Committee of Papers for report, and not decided on finally, until passed 
by a general meeting, (&r such report shall have been submitted,) at 
which at least 12 membera must be present. 

In%tifution of sections. 
The Committee are further desirous to advert to the strong necessity 

which appears to exiat for forming special Committern or Sections 
among the members resident in Calcutta and its vicinity, for advice and 
reference to on subjects demanding peculiar acquirements in the indivi- 
duals who are consulted. 

I t  may be said that the Committee of Papers are so constituted or so 
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intended as to r e p m t  the different objects of the Society, but experi- 
ence has proved beyond doubt that it never has so answered. The 
Committee has been at one time almost exclusively composed of gentle- 
men who deemed Oriental Literature the paramount object of the 
Society, and at another period we have seen researches in Oriental 
phi lol i i  nearly abandoned in favour of Zoology and kindred sciences. 

By the appointment of Sub-Committees or Sections, snbject to annual 
election, for advice and reference, to which their functions should be 
strictly limited, and to be referred to only through the Committee 
of Papers, as Council of the Society,-we would have the means of 
combining in one group men of similar attainments, to whom the 
Society, through the Committee of Papers, could refer their doubts 
and difficulties for consideration and adxice, and who would, from time 
to time, themselves suggest the objects to which the patronage of the 
Society might be profitably applied. 

How efljciently this plan works in the French Institute, in the British 
Amxiation, and in the Royal Society of London, the Committee need 
not press on consideration. They are persuaded it will prove highly 
beneficial if adopted by the Asiatic Society. I t  has already been par- 
tially acted upon at the November meeting, by the appointment of the 
following gentlemen as an Oriental Sub-Committee. Members.- 
The Rev. Dr. Haeberlin, the Rev. Mr. Long, Major Marshall, and 
Dr. Roer. 

I t  is now proposed to extend the plan by forming for the following 
year similar Sub-Committees. 

1. Geology and Mineralogy. 
2. Zoology and Natr~ral History. 
3. Meteorology and Physics. 
4. Geography and Indian Statistics. 
I t  ie recommended that the Secretaries of the Society be the Se- 

cretaries of the sections also. The Sub-Committees should be ex-officio 
Impectors of the Museums in their several departments, and it should - be strongly urged upon the section of Meteorology to take measures for 
seeming for the Society a monthly Meteorological Report of Baro- 
meter, Sympiesometer, Thermometer, Hygrometer, also Rain Gauge, 
Anemometer, and a Register of thunder storms on the plan prescribed 
by Amgo (v. h u a i r e ,  Art. 6 r  Tonnerre,") such as those which in the 



time of the lumented James Prinsep domed each i m e  of the J o d ,  
and provided data for Meteorologists all over India, wherewith to com- 
pare and mrred their individual researehes. 

The Committee have only further to express their earnest hope that 
the members of a Society, the oldest in India, and holding n distin- 
guiahed plsce in the estimation of the ecienti6c world, will individuelly 
as well as in cooperation with each other, make their beet dorta to 
promote the objects for which the Society haa been instituted. In 
every department for research we number members of eminent ecquire- 
ments. Those residing at distant stations will find in the sections now 
proposed representatives of their special pursuits with whom to corre- 
spond, with whom to compare, or mature the multa of their enquiries. 
The Committee trust that new and efficient labourers wil l  thus be soon 
induced to join our ranks thereby increasing our funds to suck an amount 
as may enable us with the generous aid at present afforded by Goveru- 
ment, to extend efficient patronage to every branch of research, which 
it is the provinae of the Asiatic Society to promote. 

In sabmitting the p m d i n g  w o r t  the Secretaries desire ia justice 
tu their eminent predecessor to republish here the resolution of the 
Beciety pmsed at the meeting of November, 1846, respecling the previ- 
ous management of the nwunts and expenditure. 

Extract from Proceeding8 of Nm. 184 6. 

A letter having been read from Mr. Torrens to the cb&cmtq re- . 

gd,ing the accounts and expenditrue of the Society duriug his seere- 
tariat- 

I t  was resolved unanimously and d h t e d  to be laid before the next 
general m e e t .  fm record. 

That the CommiUees beg leave to repeat prominently the previolls 
declaration of the Finance Oommittee, that theconfusion in the accormts 
of the Journal aroee entirely from an accidental omission and error om 
the part of the rcoountrut, and further that they oonsider that every act 

of Mr. Torrena, in the management of the 8dety's pecuniary f i r s  
har been done maat openly and with their full CO- and sawtion. 

(Adopted by the November Meeting.) 



The fdbrring Accounts, and documents are appended for the i d r -  
mstioo of the Society :- 
~.-MI. Bolst's abstract armual accounts, from January, 1842, to 

Jnly, 1846. 
2.---General sketch of accannt from 1812 to Dec. 1846, compiled by 

Mr. Muller, from Mr. Bolst's stntements. 
3.-Detailed account of expenditure on Orientnl publications for the 

same period. 
4.-Statement of the amounts receivd by the sale of Oriental pub- 

lications. 
5.-Statement of the Society's income. 
6.-List uf Membere, and Ofic+bcarere for 1847. 

Am'atic Society of Bengal, Janua y, 184 7. 

SUPPLEMENT TO REPORT. 

At a M e c w  of the &tic Society, held on Wednesday evening, t h  
10th FEBRUARY, 1847. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. P. GRANT, in the Chair. 

The Report submitted to the January meeting was taken into consi- 
cleratiw. 
Major Marshall objected to the mode in which the vaeaocies in the 

C o A  of Papers had been fiIled up at the last meetiug, and thought 
r hodjide annd  e l d o n  ahold take place, which he s h d  
.oco be resorted to. 

Atter some &sassion it was proposed by the Lord Bishop of Cal- 
cutta, seconded by Mr. Ward, and carried with but one dissentient vob,  
tht a hma l  election of all ot&e-bearers shoold be resorted to in future, 
leaving the present arrangement undisturbed. 



With reference to the paragraph in the Report which relntes to the 
Rev. Dr. Hseberlin's edition of the Smtitis, the senior Secretary rend 
the following letter from Dr. lhberlin, dated the 30th January, 1817. 

MY DIAP SIR,-With reference to my p r o p o d  to print an entire collection of 
the Smritis, as mbmitted to the meeting of the Asiatic Society on the l a t  of July 
last, I have the pleasure to inform you, that aobn after that date, I a d d m a 4  a letter 
to Mr. H. Torrens, then Secretary tothe Society, stating; at his request, the probable 
expense of the undertaking, and requesting to know as emn as poasible whether the 
Committee of Paperr had sanctioned the arrangement, and when I might commence 
upon the work. 

In  reply Mr. Torrens stated, that I conld commence the work whenever I p l w -  
ed. I rend for your perusal hi letter to me. A considerable portion of the work 
has in consequence of this intimation of the then Secretary, been already printed. A 
specimen of the rame I beg berewith to forwud to you. 

As i t  now appears that the Asiatic Society h seareely in a podtion to c a q  on 
thk important work, I am ready to take the entire mponmbiiity upon my& if the 
Society will rubscribe for 100 Copiea. The work will be issued in two ochvo 
volumes, and the price per volume will not exceed 10 Rupees. 

I should be sorry, if from any circumstance, the publication of this interesting 
work should be retarded. Hitherto no attempt has bean made to collect these 
scattered writings. A fnc of these Smritia only were same yeam ago .printed in  
Ben@ dmmters, and in .the fonn of the usual Native Putbis ; but these are not 

generally known, nor u e  they at  all fitted for common use. I am, therefore willing, 
with the ambtance of the Society, to bear a considerable risk myself, rather than 
postpone the publication of the work to any fntwe period. Kindly let me know, 
u noon u possible, whether this proposal meet with the approbation of the Sodety. 

Believe me,"gourr a i n c d y ,  
J. H~BBIPLIN. 

The Senior Secretary stated on the part of the Committee of Papers, 
that they recommend to the Society the adoption of the Rev. Dr. Haeber- 
lin's proposal, and n subscription to the Smtitiu for 100 copies, to be 
paid from the " Oriental Grant." Agreed unanimouely. 

Captain Broome propo~ed the addition of a section to represent 
Numianaticu and Architecturd Antiqnitieu ; this wae seconded by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Forbes, and unanimously agreed to. 

The Senior Secretary, on the part of the Committee of Papers, r e d  
the subjoined list of members proposed for the several Sections. 
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March 8tb, paid He14 Uddin for copying a Persian book, 9 0 0 
June 5th, paid ditto for copying a Persiau book, .. 3 0 0 
Ditto, paid ditto for copying a Plan of the Town of Amra- 

watti and a Sketch of Deepauldenna Amrawatti, . . 12 0 o 
Jan. gth, 1845. Paid for 1 ream printing paper for 1s t . -  

lahat Sfitis, . . \ .. 2 0 0 0  
Jan. gth, paid H a z  Ahmad ~ a b i r '  for prin&g 500 co- 

ies of Isblahkt Sdfia, .. 210 0 0 
Marc\ Stb, paid Dfunshi Hela i d d i n  for'dpying 32 

pages of Kitab Umda Darfane J d h t ,  @ 9 pages 
per Rupee, . . . . . . . . 3 8 9 

August 8th, paid Nacoo Painter for painting a ~ a ~ ' d f  
Assam, &c. er Bill, . . . . . . .. 4 1 6 6  

Ditto, paid ~ e l J  Uddin for copying an Arabic work 
" Kitlb Umcla," . . . . . . .. 9 8 0 

Sept. 5th, paid 11. M. Smith for printing 750 copies co- 
loured of the Nurbudda River, . . . . .. 136 4 0 

Nov. 6th, paid for copying Tawkrikh Dost lifuhammad, 
with paper, . . . . .. 1 1 2 0  

Dec. 30th, paid Maulu-ri Ambtu l l ah  for a ;Anted copy 
of Burhtln Qlte, compiled by Ibu Kldafut  Tabrezi 
Muhammad Husain, . . . . .. 1 8 0 0  

Ditto, paid extra hfunshi for copying the following works : 
-a copy of Pusto Dictionary, by N.?jibbudl KllAn. 
a Gulestln in the same language, hy Blir Kluhammad 
PesMwmi, and a poeticnl Urdu translation of 
Shaikh Fariduddi11's letters, Pandandmah made by 
Mai?nuddi~~ Tabrezi, . . 35 0 0 

March 6th to April 21 st, 1846. k i d  IIAfix 'Ahmad K;- 
blr for printiug 500 copies of the Taw'arikh i Niltliri 
(History of NWir Shah) 386 pages (4 2-8 per page. . 965 0 0 

July 14th, paid Persian writer for copying the Arabic 
book Nnharul F&q Sliareh Kauzud Daqkak for June 
last, . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 0  

Angust, paid ditto for translnting an Arabic work, . . 10 0 0 
Sept. 1 lth, paid Waulavi Qnrbbn Ali for cop iug the 

Arabk work Naharul P'acq Shareh ~ a n z u ~ ~ a ~ & a k  
for August.. . . . . . . .. 3 0 0 

Nov. 24th, paid XZaulavi Qurbiin Ali for copying tlie Ara- 
bic work Naharul Fdeq Shareh Kanzud Daq6ak for 
Oct. 1836,. . . . . . .. 6 0 0 

Dec. 4th, paid ditto ditto i t t o  for Nov. .. .. 4 0 0 
Dee. 18th, paid Rev. A. W. Street, Bursar, Bishop's Col- 

lege, for press work aud paper of 9 pp. 500 copies of 
Extra Title and Preface to Abdur Razhq's Dictionary 
of Technical terms, by Dr. Sprenger (i3 3-4 per 
P'We, . . . . . . .. 2 9 4 0  

Co.'s Rs. 6,463 1 G 
P 2 
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Statement of Dkhrsements on Account Purchase of Oriental 
Publications from l%9 lo 1846. 

August 8th, 1842. Paid Thacker and Co., for 5 copies 
of Alif Lailah, vol. 4th, . . . . .. 6 0 0 0  

June 25th, 1834. Paid Bhabbfchnran B6nnrji for sundry 
books per bill, . . . . .. 81 3 0 

August gth, 1835. Paid ditto ditto ditto &to, . . 3 10 0 
Nov. lath, paid hlnulavi hinsiluddin for books, .. 2 3 8 0  
March 5th, paid Dr. Roer for Sprenger's Elements of Hiu- 

du Law, Vol. 11. 8 RS. ; Crawford's History of the 
Indian Archipelago, Vol. I. 5 Its.. .. .. 1 3 0 0  

Oct. 4th, paid Dr. Roer for sundry books per vonclicrs, 8-1 8 0 
Dec. 30th, aid Maulnvi Badinlddin for a printed copy 

of ~a$e Urdu, by hlaulavi Amhtullab,  in Hin- 
dustaniPoetry, .. . . . . .. 2 0 0 

Feb. 4th, 1846. Paid James Francis Corcornn for 35 co- 
ies of the 1st part of the Urdu Translation of Xsop's 

gables, TO o o 
March aid ~h6bb~licha;A ~8na;j i  for s&dry ~ e n g %  

b ~ o f s ,  per bill, .. 1 2 9 0  
April 6th, pald ditto for a cop; bf ~htlgabat 'Git&, . . 2 8 0 
June 12th, paid Rev. J. Thomas for SO copies of Dr. Wise's 

Commentary on the Hindu Systeln of hIedicine, . . 300 0 0 
Nor. 24th, paid Ostell and Lepage for a copy of Forbes' 

Hindu Dlanual, . . . . . . .. 4 1 2 0  

Co.'s Rs. 657 10 0 

SBCRBTARY'B NOTE.- the account thus furnished the following items 
reem to be irregularly charged to the Oriental grant. 

Mr. Smith's Bill for mnp of N~uhuddn river, ...... Rs. 136 4 0 
Cmwford'e history of Indian Arcliiplago,. ........... 5 0 O 



Statement of Contingent Charges on Accoztnt of Oriental Publi- 
cations from 1842 to 1846. 

Feb. 2d, 1812. Paid Daftari for bincling Oriental books, Rs. 33 6 0 
July 2d, paid hiackenzie, Lyall ant1 Co., for advertizing 

Notice to the Purchasers of RlnhAbhtirata, .. 2 1 0  0 
August lFth, paid Bengal Hurkaru ditto, . . .. 1 0  0 
Ditto, paid Englishman ditto, . . . . .. 1 0  0 
Ditto, paid for Bellgal Ink, . . . . .. 0 1 0  
Nov. 8th. paid charges for dispatching Index to the Rla- 

h8bMrata to the Hon'ble the Court of Directors aild 
&Ionsieur Jules Mohl, . . . . . . .. 7 2 0 

March 7 t h  1813. Paid for a tin box for 13 volumes of 
Oriental works sent to the Pasha of Egypt, .. 2 0 G 

Ditto, paid for 1 quire of Balasore paper, . . .. 1 0  0 
May 5th, paid for binding books, . . . . .. 9 8 0 
May 12th, paid Allan, Patton and Co., for Bills on Lon- 

doll, on Jlessrs. Gladstone, Kerr and Co., in favor of 
J. Reynolds, Secretary Oriental Translation Fund, a 
subscription of the Society for 18-12-43, 9210 108 per 
annnm,S21@1-11gperRu  ee,* .. . . 213 5 5 

J J y  loth, paid for binding 0 r i e u d  works, . . .. 21 6 0 
August Sth, paid for 5 tin and 5 wooden boxes for the 

Oriental Publications, . . . . .. 1 5 0 0  
Sept. 6th, paid for binding Oriental books, . . .. 1 7 1 0  
Ditto, paid for Balasore paper, . . . . .. 1 0  0 
Oct. 1 1 th, peaid for Balasore paper 1, Bincling book 1, . . 2 0 0 
Nov. 3d, p a d  for bincling books, . . 3 12 0 
Jan. 9th, 1814. Paid for Black and Red 1nk ibr copy& 

N+ri work, . . . . .. 1 0  0 
May 1 lth, paid for binding Orientai'books, . . .. 4 3 4 0  
A ril 5th, 1815. Paid for paper for copying Sanskrit,. . 1 0 0 
h i y  7th, paid S. Martin for binding Persian books, . . 120 0 0 
July 4th, paid Daftari for binding books, . . .. 16 12 0 
August 9th, paid ditto ditto, . . . . 1 2 0 0  ' 

March, 1846. Paid ditto for biding a book-Life of RAG- 
mohan R R ~ ,  . . . . . . .. 1 4  0 

Ditto paid ditto sundry Oriental works, . . .. 1 0 4 0  
Ditto paid ditto ditto ditto, . . . . .. 8 0 0 
Sept. 11 th, paid ditto for binding books, . . .. 1 7 4 0  

Co.'s Rs. SG1 15 11 

This itcm is irregularly char@ to the Oricntnl put.-Sees. 



Oriental Pullications. 4c  . sold from the 1st of January to the 
31st of December. 1846 . 

Tibetan Dictionary. 1 copy. .................... Rs . 10 0 0 
BIahBbhfirata, 18 rols ............................. 200 0 O 
Index to ditto. 32~01s  ............................. 50 0 0 
Harivansa, 10 copies. ............................ 47 8 0 
Naishada, 7 copies. ............................. 39 0 0 
Wjatarangini. 3 copies ........................... 15 0 0 
Silsrnta, r01s . I . and I1 . 4 copies each. ............... 32 0 0 
Sanskrita Catalogue. 3 copies ....................... 3 0 0 
Lassen's Gita Govinda, 1 copy ....................... 2 8 0 
Fatawe A'lamgiri. vol . 1 . 2 copies. vol . I1 . 2 do . vol . I11 . 

3 do.. vol . IV  . 5 do.. vol . V . 6 do . vol . VI . 7 do.. .... 200 0 0 
Jawame Ilm Rifrzi. 1 copy. ........................ 4 0 O 
Khazanat nl Ilm. 4 copies. ........................ 32 0 0 
Tawlrikh i Nkdiri. 5 copies. ...................... 40 0 0 
Persian Catalogue. 3 copies. ...................... 3 0 0 
Histoire des Rois du Kachmir. 1 copy ............... 
Travels of Ibn Batuta. 1 copy ..................... G 0 0 
Essai sur le Pali. 1 copy. .......................... 3 0 0 
Leech's Grammar and Vocabulary of the Beloochi and 

Punjabi Langunges. 1 copy. ...................... 1 0 0 
Edgeworth's Kashmiri Grammar. 1 copy. .............. 1 0 0 
Journal of the Asiatic Society of B e n d .  84 Nos . ; G at 

Rs.2.andtherestatRs.1.8 ..................... 129 0 0 
Asiatic Researches. rol . XIX . part I1 . 2 copies. vol . XX . . . part I 2 copies. ............................... 20 0 0 

Total Co.'s Rs . 838 0 0 

Abstract of the number of books received into the Library. 
during the year 1846 . 

Works . Vols . i? Nos . 
English. .............................. 81 389 
French. .............................. 16 33 
Latin. ................................ 6 39 
German ............................... 28 56 
Norwegian. ............................ 16 54 
Sanskrita, ............................ 8 52 
Bengtili , .............................. 3 5 
Arabic ............................... 1 1 
Persian. .............................. 1 1 
Urdu ................................. 2 36 
Hindui, .............................. 1 1 - - 

Total 161 668 



Oriental Publications in store at the close of the year 1846. 

Nahtibhhta, vol. I. 177 copies, vol. 11. 193 do., vol. 111. 21 9 do., 
vol. ItT. 24.5 do. 

Index to Mah&bhbrata, vol. I. 297 copies, vol. TI. 299 copies, vol. 
111. 305 do., vol. IV. 280 do. 

Copies. 
Harivrm~q ...................................... 428 
Wjatarangbi, .................................. 257 
Naishada, ...................................... 156 
Sitsruta, vol. I.  235, vol. 11.281. 
Patawe #lamgin, 701. 1. 68 copies, vd. 11.77 do., vol. 111. 

86 do., vol. IV. 39 do., vol. V. 77 do., vol. VI. 89 do. 
M-vS, vol. 11. 21 copies, vol. 111. 13 do., vol. IV. 15 do. 
Khavrnat ul Ilm, ................................ 36 1 
Jamme Ilm RiBzi, .............................. 37 1 
Anis ul Musharrnhin, ............................ 293 
SharayaulIsl6xn ................................. 309 
Tibetan Grammar, .............................. 2 1 1 
Tibetan Dictionary, .............................. 19 1 
Points in the History of the Greek and Indo-Scythian 
G,g, ...................................... 15 

Leech s Grammar and Vocabulary of the Beloochi and ............................ Punjabi Languages. ................ Vocabulary of the Scinde Languages, ................................ Istahit  slifia,. 377 .............................. TawfuikhiNBdiri, 472 
Asiatic Researches, vol. I. 5 copies, voI. 11. 2 do., vol. 

111. 3 do., voL VI. 50 do., vol. VII. 11 1 do., vol. VIII. 
43 do., vol. IX. 10 1 do., vol. X. 53 do., vol. XI. 96 do., 
vol. XII. 33 do., vol. XIII. 33 do. vol. XIV. 57 do. 
vol. XV. 52 do., vol. XVI. 84 do., vol. XVII. 205 do., 
vo1. XVIII. 42 do., vol. XVIII. part lst, 61 do., vol. 
XVIII.part 2nd, 155 do., vol. XIX. 222 do.,vol. XIX. 
part Ist, 19 do., vol. XIX. part 2nd, 90 do., vol. XX. . 
21 7 do., vol. XX. part I st, I 1 do., vol. XX. part 2ud, 
121 do., Index, ................................ 122 

Sanskrita Catalogue, ............................ 230 
Penian ditto ................................. 220 
English ditto. 



Statement of the Amounts rcceieed b y  the Sale of Oriental Pub- 
lications. 

Sale of Oriental Publications in 1842, .............. 829 8 0 
Ditto Ditto 1843, .............. 696 8 0 
Ditto Ditto 1844, .............. 424 4 9 
Ditto Ditto 1815, .............. 1,047 10 0 

. .............. Ditto Ditto 1846, 777 7 3 

Co.'s Rs. 3,775 6 0 
Average per year Co.'s h. 7 55 0 0 

Statement showing the monthly income of the Asiatic Society, from 
Memhera, Subscribers to the Jouml, andaale of Publicatione. 

136 Members. 
83 Members paid for 3d Qr. of 1846 at 64 per Annum, 5,248 .............................. 10 Ditto (new) 640 ................... 29 Ditto who have not paid,. 1,920 

14 Ditto who will probably not pay. - 
132 - 
61 Subscribers to the Journal at 16 Rs. per Annum, 976 
40 Copies for the Hon'ble Company. .......... 640 - 1,616 

9,424 
Average receipts by sale of Publications,. ......... 755 - 

Co.'s Rs. 10,179 

Probable monthly income,. ............. Co.'s Rs. 848 



Asiatic Society. 

Calcutta, Asiatic Society, 
31rt December, 1846. } 

- 

Co.'. Ra. 8,400 0 0 I 

DEPENDENCIES AT DEBIT. 

LMbilitier to met in all 1847. ................... Mr. Blyth'r claim,. CO.'~ Ra. 3,000 0 0 
.......................... Mr. Torren'r claim, 1,500 0 0 

Mr. Muif r claim for 500 Rs. to be returned, not hav- 
ing been applied to Original purpose,. ......... 500 0 0 

Due to Oriental fund smce September, 18-16. ..... 2,000 0 0 
E d i t e d  Cost of 4 Nor., of the Journal published 

for 1846, at the monthly average of 350 ~ a .  per 
No .............................. .. ...... 1,400 0 0 

Co.'a Rs. 9,582 0 6 

DEPENDENCIES AT CREDIT. 
.................... Company'r Psper, Co.'a Rs. 3,800 0 0 ...................................... Cash, 2,230 O 6 

.................. Due from Agent in Paris my, 1,000 0 0 
Realizable by Outstancling Subscriptions, estimated 

at 50 per cent. on the amount of uncollected bills, b 
Rs. 5,104. ................................ 2,552 0 0 

1 
-i by Outstand- Unknown, the late accountant not ? 

ing to h a h g  furnished the wunts .  
the Journal. 

JOHN MULLER, 
Accountant, Asiatic Society. 



Report. 

l,Idrl' OF SUBSCRIBING BIEMBERS. 

Andersou, Major I\'. 
Avdall, J. Esq. 
Batten, J. H. 1:scl. 
Baker, Capt. W. E. 
Beaufort, F. L. Esq. 
Uriggs, Lieut. D. 
Birch, Lieut.-Col. R. J .  11. 
Birch, 3lajor P. W. 
Bogle, PIIajor A. 
Brandreth, J .  E. L. Esq. 
Buckland, C. T. Esq. 
Burton, Lient. C. E. 
Blagrave, Lieut. T. C. 
Barlow, R. Esq. 
Bushby, G. A. Esq. 
Bowrinc, L. It. Esq. 
Borroda~le, J. Esq. 
I3enson, I.iet~t. Col. It. 
Uenson, IV. 11. Esq. 
Boyes, Capt. W. 1.:. 
Broome, Capt. A. 
Cheape, G. C. Esq. 
Corbyn, F. Esq. 
Cust, R. W. Esq. 
Campbell, A. Esq. 
Colvin, J. R. Esq. 
Cameron, Iion'ble C. H. 
Cautlep, Capt. P. S. 
Colvin, B. J. Esq. 
Christo her, A. Esq. 
Connoy ! 011 Twre, Baboo. 
Colville, J. Esq. 
Dunlop, A. C. Esq. 
llurand, C ~ p t .  H. RI. 
Davidson, T. R. Esq. 
Ilodd, J .  Esq. 
Elliott, W. Esq. 
Earle, W. Esq. 
Furloug, J. Esq. 
Forbes, Lieut.-Col. \V. N. 

Frith, R. IV. G. Esq. 
Grant, Sir J. P. 
Grant, J. W. Esq. 
Grant, W. P. Esq. 
Gilnlore, A. Esq. 
Gladstone, 31. Esq. 
Goodmyn, Major 11. 
Grey, \V. Esq. 
Hardinge, C. S. Esq. 
Hodgson, B. H. Esq. 
Haunaj-, Capt. T. S. 
Hays, Capt. Fletcher. 
Hopkinson, Cnpt. 11. 
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hlcQueen, Rev. J. 
McKiligan, J. P. Esq. 
Blackey, D. E. Esq. 
alauickjee, Itustornjee, Esq. 
bluir, J.  Esq. 
hlcLeod, D. F. Esq. 
McKenzie, J. Esq. 
Mitchell, A. Esq. 
Montague, -1l;sq. 
Ouseley, Lieut.-Col. J. R. 
O'Shnughnessy, W. B. Esq. Bi. D. 
Ommmney, hi. C. Esq. 
Pourcain, J. St. Esq. 
Pratt, Rev. hlr. 
Phayre, Capt. A. 
Peel, Sir L. 
Prinsep, C. R. Esq. 
Prosonocoomar Tagore, Baboo. 
Ripley, Lieut. T. W. 
Rawliuson, Major C. 11. 
Kavenshaw, E. C. Esq. 
Ryau, E. B. Esq. 
Romanath Tagore, Baboo. 
Rajah Radhakaut Deb, Bahadoor. 
Ramgopaul Ghose, Bahoo. 
Rustumjee Cowasjee, Esq. 
Smith, Lieut. H. Baird. 

Dr. E. Roer. 
Rev. J. Long. 
E. Blyth, Esq. 

Spilsbury, G. G. Esq. 
Strachey, Lieut. R. 
Sleeman, Lieut.-Col. W. H. 
Sherwill, Lieut. W. S. 
Stephen, Capt. J. G. 
Stewart, L. C. Esq. AI. I). 
Stewart, Dr. D. 
Strong, F. P. Esq. 
Setou, Sir H. W. 
Stacy, Lieut.-Col. L. R. 
Sutehurn Ghosal, Rajah. 
Shave, J. T. Esq. 
Samuells, E. A. Esq. 
Tickell, Capt. S. R. 
Trevor, C. B. Esq. 
Thomason, Honourable J. 
Torrens, J. S. Esq. 
Theobald, W. Esq. 
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Wilcox, Major R. 
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* This clasn of ordinary member# consilts of gentlemen who are e x e m p a  from 
the payment of subettiytions.-There is nlso an Honorary clmr ch'ifly of highly 
disth~guiahed non-residents and foreigners, a list of whom will be8ubsequently pub- 
lished.-Seca. 

Jones, R. Esq. 
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Notice8 a n d  Dcscriptiona of various Nem or Little Knorr?n Specie8 of 
4 Birds. By ED. BLYTH, Curator of tlre Asiatic Society's M useum. 

[Continued from p. 313, ante.] 

Hirundo, Lin. The following are the Indian Swallows hitherto 
ascertained. 

1. H. rwtica, Lin. This I have only seen from Nepal.* 
2. H. gulluralis, Scopoli: H. panayana, Lath.; H. javaaica, 

Sparrman ; H. j m a n ,  Sykea. The most common species of India 
generally, and of the Rfalay countries. Fine specirnena only differ 
from the last in their smaller size. By far the finest which I have seen, ia 
one in Dr. Canbr'a collection from the Malayan Peninsula ; the outer 
tail-feathers of which exceed the next by two inches and a half; but the 
wing meanurea only four inches and three-eighths, or lese than in 
either of eight epecimena, young and old, from Nepal and. England, 

i now before me of H. rustica. 

During a recent excursion to the Midnapore jungles, I procured a single specimen 
of H. rurtzca, in company with H. gutturalis and H. daurica; the last named species 
much predominating, conformably with hlr. Jerdon'a observation of its haunts. Upon 
quilting the river dlnvium, a marked change in the zoology of the country became 
at  once apparent Pycnonolusflooirictw (the Criniger TickeW, nobis, xiv, 571,) ap- 
peared in abundance ; and the common Bengal Lark (Alauda gulgula) war no more 
seen or heard over the paddy-fields, while Mirqfra ossamica became replaced by 
M. &nu. In  the jungles, Palaomic torqualus wan completely replaced by 

No. 11. NEW SEBIE~. B 
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3. H. domicola, Jerdon: H. jaoanica apud Latham and Shew.- 
Neilgherries, Malayan peninsula, Java. I was wrong in identifying 
this bird with the Australian H, rPeozena, Gould, in XIV,  547: the 

r, 
latter is H. pac@ca, Lath., and H. jaoanica apud Vigors and Hore- 
field. In  a fine specimen before me, the wing measures four inches and 
one-eighth, and the outermost tail-feather nearly three inches, exceeding 
the next by a n  inch and a quarter ; whereas among eeveral specimens 
of H. domicola (from the three localities cited), the wing does not ex- 
ceed three inches and seven-eighths, and the outermoat tail-feather is 
a t  most but half a n  inch longer than the middle pair. 

4. H. filifera, Stephens: H. rujcepu, Licht. ; H. j l i cauda ,  
Franklin : Wire-hiled SmaUom, and the young-Rufous-headed 
SmaUom, of Latham. Indian penineula. 

6. H. dauriea, Lin. : H. dpebtrh, Pallas; H. erythropygia, 
Sykes ; H. nipalenuis, Hodgson. India generally ; preferring the 
proximity of jungles (according to Mr. Jerdon) : a casual and irregu- 
lar visitant in Lower Bengal ; but abundant i n  the Midnapore jungles, 
a t  least during the cold season. 
P. cyanocephalus: Bucco asiaticw (v. cyanops. kc.,) by B. aeyhnicus (v. cani- 
ceps) : and the common (;alcutta Crow ( C m r  spkndens) totally disappeared; 
its place being supplied by C. culminaktr. Pinu mahrattmFis took the place of 
P. Macui. In  lieu of the common Bparrow, the Passer (v. Qymnoru) flaaicdlis, 
with precisely the same note and mannen, abounded upon the treen even near build- 
i n p ,  but without ever resorting to the latter. In the same trees were found 
Piprisoma agde, with the mannen and note of a Dicaum; and Muocicapula 
~ k l f l d e n c a  and M. a m a w :  d s o  Alhene radiatw, but l e ~  numemuslp than the 
common Ath. brama. Phyllomw aurifrons and Ph. Jerdoni occurred, the latter 
very abundantly; the notes of both being remarkably oimilar to thwe,of the Di- 
eruridrs : and their manners at  once recalled those of lora, to which genus P&Llormis 
is considerably allied. Thamnobia cambaiensir was also common ; and the mannen 
and actions of this species revealed its affinity for the ShLmah (Krttacincla mac- 
rourus) : its tail is ~ u a l l y  carried very high, or rather over the back, displaying the 
rufoua under-coverts. The YbLmah was also obtained. Buceror albirortru was not 
rare, in small Boclo; and B. birortris (v. ginginianus), in pain:  B pica (v. malo- 
barieur) was llro to be met with. In large tracts of coppice jungle, the Taccocuo 
&nis (xv, 19,) or Hajmabl Sirkeer, occurred; and Mahcocercus? hyierythrus, 
(Franklin,) differing fmm ib reprerenlative in 8. India, was not uncommon; also a 
small Prrnia, of which the young had been previounly sent me by Mr. Jerdon. The 
Drynoica ryladica, (Jerdon,) inhabited more open  situation^. On the bare kunkur' 
soil, near Midnapore, Antkur r q f u l u  au procured, but much I n r  abundantly than the 
common Anth. mala#scuir: L o W  Hardwiekii was a h  obtained in that neighbour- 
hood, with other Shrikw: and about the pretty rocky bill of Gope, in the same 
vicinity, fEdicnemus crepituns WM particularly abundant. f i r t u r  rmegalcnsit wps 
likewise obtained there. Nor wsr thb trip 1- productive in other c l a w  of animals; 
but detail0 regarding these must be reserved. 
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6. H. concolor, Sykea Indian peninsula. 
7. H. rupestrir, Scopoli : H. rupicola, Hodgson ; H. inornda,  

Jerdon. H imalaga, Pu'eilgherriea. 
a 

8. H. urbica, Lin. Himalaya, Neilgherriea. 
9. H. riparia, Lin. Nepal, R. India. (Non vidi. J 
10. H. sinensis, Gray, in Hardwicke's 111. Ind. Zool. : H. breoi- 

caudata, McClelland, P. 2. S. 1839, p. 156: Indian Marlin Smallon* 
of Latham. I think there a n  be no doubt that both the former 
names apply to the common little Indian Bank Martin, abundant 
along all the gfeat rivers of the country, wherever the banks are sandy 
and high enough for them to perforate their nest-boles with tolerable 
recurity. The species is nearly allied to H. riparia in form, colour, 
and habits ; but differs in its smaller size, lese furcate tail, rather 

' 

lighter colour, with the upper tail-coverts somewhat albescent, also 
in the breast being much paler, and in the absence of the downy tuft 
on the tarse just above the hind-toe, which invariably distinguishes 

4 H. riparia. Length of wing three inches and a half to three and three- 
quartere, and of middle tail-feathere an inch and a half. Whether these 
birds are migratory I am unaware. I have found both newly laid eggs 
and young ready to fly in the beginning of December, and also a t  the 
end of February. The nest-holes vary in depth from a foot and a half to 
considerably more, ac'cording as the banks are more or less hard ; and 
the neat itself is composed of dry gW8, with occasionally a few feathers 
in the lining : eggs pure white, like those of H. riparia; and the young 
have their upper feathers more or lea8 margined with rufous, as in 
that species. 

N. B. The H. breuiroslris, &fcClelland, described with H. brewi- 
caudata, I have identified aa a CoKoca&a (XIV, note to p. 648), being 
the same aa H. unicdor, Jerdon. 

J Of the various groups of Saxicoline Flycatchere, one genus makes a 
considerable approach to the Swallows. This is Hernichelidon, 
Hodgson, Ann. Mag. N. H. 1845, p. 203. The bill is absolutely 
M in Hirundo; and the wing reaches to two-thirds of the length of 
the tail, having the first primary minute, the second nearly equal- 
ling the fifth, and the third and fourth equal and longest: rest as 
in Buhlis, but the tarse still shorter. Mr. Hodgson describes 
two species, H. fdiginosa and H. ferruginsa. The former is com- 
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mon a t  Darjeeling, and the latter I have not yet seen. H. fuliginosa 
has the wing two inches and three-quarters long, and tail a n  inch and 
threequartera. Colour plain fuliginous-brown above, paler below, 
albescent towards the vent and lower tail-coverte, and slightly on the 
throat: bill blackish above, the base of the lower mandible yellow; 
end feet brown. Young speckled with pale yellowish-brown, like a 
young Robin.. 

Butalis, Boie, founded on the European Muscicapa griaola. Thin 
is another good genus, the species of which are distinguished by their 
plain olive or greyish colouring. The beak is more or l ea  elongated 
and flattened, but in the Indian species ie generally somewhat larger 
than in B. griaola: the feet are small and feeble; and the winge reach 
half-way down the tail, having their first primary short, the third and 
fourth sub-equal, and the second generally shorter than the fifth. Tail 
of mean length. All have the larger wing-feathers margined with 
pale buff externally. 

1. B. terricolor, Hodgson, n. 8. Plain uniform earthy-brown above, 
and whitish-brown below: the upper mandible dark, and the lower 
whitish except a t  its extreme tip: legs brown. Length about five inches 
and a half, of wing two and three-quarters, and tail two inches ; bill to 
gape eleven-sixteenths, and tarse half an inch. The beak of this specie8 
is longer, broader, and also flatter, than in B. grr'sola. From Nepal. 

2. B, rufescena, Jerdon, n. a. Very similar to the Isst, but distin- 
guished by ita general rufoue tinge, and especially by its white leg8 
and claws. Colour olive-brown above, tinged with rufoua on the back, 
and more deeply so on the upper tail-coverts and margins of the 
caudal feathers; wing-coverts and tertiaries also margined with pale 
rufous: throat and fore-neck white, as also the anterior part of the 
lores, but a longitudinal patch of brown on each side of the throat; the 
breast, flanks, and under tail-coverts, brown, paler on the tail, and 
the belly whitish. Beak dark above, and yellowish-white below. 
Dimensions as in last. From 9. India. 

3. B. ruficauda, (Swainson), Nat. Labr., ' Flycatchers,' Appediz.  
The beak of this species more resembles that of B. grisola, but ie 

* A species of this genus (apparently) is figured in one of Dr. McClelland's draw. 
iogs of A ~ a m e s e  birds. Colour brown, paler below, whitish towards throat and vent: 
the aecondarias and tertiarias margined with white, surrounding the tipa of the IaUer. 
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longer; the feet are dusky-plumbeous; and the tail and ita upper 
coverts are moderately bright rufow or ferruginous, suffused with 
dusky on the middle pair of tail-feathere, and on part of the outer mar- 
gin of the next; rump also tinged with ferruginous; the rest of the 
upper-parts olivaceous, and the under-parts greyish, pawing to white 
on the abdomen and chin; lower tail-coverts white, tinged faintly 
with ferruginow. Length about five inches and a half, of wing 
two and seven-eighths, and tail two and one-eighth ; bill to gape 
threequarters of an inch, and tarse five-eighths: the under mandible 
of the bill of this species has little trace of whitish. Hab. S. India. 

4 B. Idirostru, (Raftlea, Swainson) : Murcicapa piionensis, Sykes. 
The beak of this species is shorter and broader than in the others, and 
much flattened. Length nearly five inches, of wing two and five- 
eighths, and tail an inch and seven-eighths; bill to gape eleven-sir- 
teenths, and tarse half an inch. Colour greyish-brown above, some- 
times a little tinged with rufescent ; lower-parts white; the breast, 

4 flanks, and aides of the throat, light greyish-brown : bill dusky, ex- 
cept the bane of the lower mandible, which ie pale-yellowish; and the 
feet are d u k  brown : wing-covert8 and tertiaries margined with light 
rufescent. Hab. 5. India and Nalay countries. 

The following are two very dietinct generic forms of Flycatchere, 
neither of which can be approximated to any other with which I am 
acquainted. 

Mwcitrea, nobis. Bill of moderate length, somewhat conical, a 
little compressed, the upper mandible obtusely angulated, with the 
curvature of its outline increasing to the tip, which overhangs that of 
the lower mandible, and is slightly emarginated; the extreme tip of 
the lower mandible also curves a little upward : gonys straight and 
~ n r c e l y  inflected: the nostrils small, with anterior oval aperture, 

b and beset at  baw with short reflected feathers and some incumbent 
baire : a few fine hair-like bristle8 also a t  the gape, of moderate length. 
Tarsi moderately slender, as long as the middle toe with its claw; 
the toea and claws suited for perching. Wings long and broad, 
reaching more than half-way down the tail, having the fourth and 
fifth primaries equal and longest, the third rather shorter, the second 
equalling the eighth, and the firat about half the length of the third. 
Tail moderately developed, its feathers of nearly equal length. Tbe 
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general plumage inclines to be dense, and is unadorned with bright 
colours and gloesless in  the only known species. 

M. cinerea, nobis. Length about six inches; of wing nearly 
three and a half;  and tail two and a half: bill to forehead (through the 
feathers) five-eighths, and to gape three-quartere : tame three.quartem 
of a n  inch. General colour ashy-brown above, greyer on the head, 
and tinged with fulvous on the exterior margins of the weondariee; 
beneath albescent, a little brown across tbe breast: bill light horn- 
mlour ; and feet have probably been bluish-leaden. From the Island 
of Ramree, Arracan, where discovered by Capt. ~ b b o t t .  

Anthtpeu, nobis. This would probably be clasaed by Bfr. Swoinmn 
with his Fluvicolince, or c' Water-chaw." Wi th  the general form of 
a Protincola, i t  combines a Flycatcher's bill, and the toea and claws of 
a n  Anthua or Pipit. Beak flattened, rather wide a t  base, and nar- 
rowing evenly to the tip; the ridge of the upper mandible distinctly 
angulated, and its tip considerably overhanging that of the lower 
mandible, and (as usual in such canes) emarginated: nostrils banal, 
nearly closed by the membrane, their aperture a narrow lateral 
fissure: gape armed with fine but  firm vibriseae. Tarse slender, 
an long a s  the middle toe with its claw : the 'toee and claws suited 
for running, an in  the Pipita ; the middle front claw greatly exceeding 
the two lateral onee, and the hind claw an long an the toe, and but  
slightly curved, an are also the other claws. Wings moderate, rounded ; 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth primaries sub-equal and longest, the third 
and seventh rather shorter, the second much shorter, and the fimt half 
the length of the second. Tail even, of moderate length, or somewhat 
short, the wings reaching half-way to its tip. Plumage full and dense. 

A. gularis, nobis. Length four inches and a quarter ;  of wing two 
and three-eighths, and tail an inch and three-quartem : bill to fore- 
head half an inch, and to gape five-eighths : tame three-quartem, and 
hind-toe and claw the same. Upper-parts fulveecent olive-brown; 
the wings and tail inclining to dark ferruginow : loree conspicuously 
whitish, continued an a etreak over but  not beyond the eye: throat 
white, forming a large triangular patch, eurrouoded by a narrow 
black border; the breast and flanks fulveecent, and middle of the 
belly whitish. Bill black ; and legs and claws pale. From Arracan, 
where discovered by Capt. Phayre. 
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The D i w p h a  8 moniliger, Hodgson, Ann. Mag. N. H. 1845, p. 196, 
would seem, from the deacription, to approximate the above species 
in its markings. 

Zanthopygia, nobis. This is a genue of Chat-flycatchera, which I 
am not aa yet prepared to approximate to any other. In the form of ite 
beak, it bear0 much resemblance to the Australian genera EopeaU~ia 
and Petroica (which branch off from Pachycephala*), and also to 
the Pratincolce ; but of the two species to be described, the bill of the 
firat is vertically deeper than that of the second, which renders gene- 
ralization more difficult, although the generic identity of the two 
birds is unquentionable. Bill of mean length, acutely triangular as 
viewed from above, or much narrower than in the more characteristic 
Flycatchers; its upper ridge angulated, and the tip of the upper 
mandible incurved and emarginated : gape beset with fine hair-like 
vibrissls. Tarsi and toes moderately small and weak, the tame aa 

long 9s the middle toe with ite claw; wings reaching half-way down 

1 the tail, their first primary short, only a quarter the length of the 
m o d ,  which is shorter than the fifth, the third and fourth being rub- 
equal and loogent. Tail of mean length. Plumage rather firm : the 
males black above, with yellow rump and under-parts, and a large 
white wing-spot From Aialaaia. 

Z. leucopiys, nobia Length about five inches, of wing two and 
three-quarters, and tail an inch and threequartere : bill to gape five- 
eighths, and tar= barely five-eighths of an inch. Colour deep black 
above, bright yellow below and on the rump; alarge wing-spot, continu- 
ed along two-thirds of the outer edge of the largest tertiary, also a spot 
before and over the eye, and the lower tail-coverts, pure white: bill 
duaky-horn or blnckieh, and legs brown. The femalet differs widely 
in being of a light olivegreen above, tinged with grey, especially 

Timizos meruloider, nobis, J. A. S. XI, 195, is Pachycephala olivacea, Vig. 
and Honf. 

t Mvreicapa zanthopygia, A. Hay, Madr. Journ. No. XXXI, 162. The above 
description of the female is from his lordship's ~pecimen;  and Lord A.  Hay's brief 
notice of the male in a foot-note, is from a opecimen in the Society'# museum, of 
which 1 hare had a description by me in MS. for two yearn at leaat. His lordship, 
by a d ip  of the pen, referred to Dr. Cantor's fine collection of Malayan birds, as con- 
lrining the male he had Been. Dr. C. haa only a female, which accords with the 
description in Lhe text, except perhapa in having the head lew tinged with why. 
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upon the head ; below yellowish-albescent, the feathere of the fore- 
neck and breast margined with the hue of the upper-parts; rump, 
towards the tail, bright and pure light yellow ; the two great ranges of 
wing-coverts tipped, and the tertiaries externally margined, with 
white : loral streak and the lower tail-coverts dull white : bill dusky 
above, below pale; and the lege pale. From 31alacca. 

Z. chrysophrys, nobis. Differs from the preceding in its more slen- 
der and depressed bill ; in having a yellow supercilium continued 
back to the occiput ; in the white wing-spot not being continued along 
the edge of the tertiary ; and in the hue of the abdomen paseing gra- 
dually to white from the bright yellow of the throat and breaat. I n  
other words, it  may be briefly described an black, with yellow rump, 
supercilium, and under-parts, passing to white on the belly and lower 
tail-coverts, and a large patch of white upon the wing. Length of the 
wing three inches. The female I have not seen, nor am I aware of 
the habitat of the species ; but have some reason to suspect Australia, 
in which cane it  will probably bear a prior name. 

A considerable group is formed by the various blue Flycatchers of 
India and blalaaia, minus the M y i u g r ~  (an exemplified by M. c ~ r u -  
ka), which I have already approximated to Tchittea (p. 290). At 
the head of them may be placed 

Niltavn, Hodgson, Ind. Rev. 1837, p. 650. In  these beautiful birds, 
the Muscicapa structure is much reduced ; the bill being narrow and 
ecarcely flattened, and the rictal bristles, though tolerably long, are very 
fine and slender. According to Mr. Hodgson, they "never seize on wing," 
but their affinities with the following groups are neverthelese obvious. 
Three species occur in the Himalaya, the two first appearing to be very 
common a t  Darjeeling.-I. N. grandis, nobis, XI,  189 (which Mr. 
Hodgson would separate by the name Bainopus, but I cannot under- 
stand upon what characters).-2. N. sundara, Hodgaon.-3. N. Mac. 
gregorii, (Burton), P. 2. S. 1835, p. 152, v. fuligiventcr, Hodgson ; 
which (as Lord A. Hay informs me) is common a t  Simla 

Cyanoptiia, nobis. I found this group on a Javanese Flycatcher, 
which is just intermediate (both in form and colouring) to the p r e  
ceding and following divisions, in neither of which i t  can be placed ; 
and i t  thus illustrates the affinities of Niltava. I ts  wings, how- 
ever, are longer than in either, and more pointed, reaching fully 
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half-way down the tail ; and the beak is rather broader and Batter than 
in N i h w ,  but vertically deep, having the tomiae much inflected: 

4 
ricbl brietles rmall and inconepicuous. R a t  an in Stoporala; the 
frontal feathers deflected from the beee of the bill, without any of the 
reflex velvety plumes conspicuous in N i h w .  

C. y a d n u r a ,  (Tem.) Upper-parta deop Pruneion-blue; the 
crown and shoulder of the wing dtramuine; and nearly half of the 
b m  of the tail pure white: low, ear-coverta, throat and bresrt, blue- 
black ; belly and lower tail-coverta rullied white ; and flanlrs brown. 
Bill black ; and leg8 dark-coloured. Length of wing three inches and 
three-quarters ; of tail two and a half; bill to hntal-fathere half an 
inch ; and tnrse nine-sixteenthe. 

SCopmaka, nobis. The type of thir marked group in St. ~ n o p u ,  
(Vigors), v. lWu8cicupa lo*, Lemon (Rev. ZOd. C$C. 1839, p. 104), 
and the female-M. thaZa&na, Swainron, Nu!. Libr. : Ywdilcr Fly- 
cakher of Latham.-A seeond rpeciea, cloeely allied, inhabita Java; 

< differing in ita smaller eke, and deeper blue colonring : length of 
wing three inches, inatead of three and three-eighths, and the 
reat in proportion.-A third, from Java, ie St. tit*, (Hod), 
which in ita white bwe of tail, the spreading of the lord black 
on the chin and h e a t h  the eye. and a little dm in rtracture, 
approximatea the Cyanoptilu.-A fourth, allied to the lut, erpeeidly 
in the white at  the bane of ita caudal fathem, and in rtructure 
much resembling the first species. in Sf. dbieawdda, (Jerdon), from 
the Neilgherries. 

Siphia, Hodgmn, Id. Rm. 1837, p. 661. To thu group may, 1 
think, be referred- 

1. S. atrophiafa, Hodgsoo, I d  %. 1837, p. 661. Himalaya. 
1. S. k r a ,  (Om.) : Soziada mhcdoider, Sgkea ; Spmmirjou- 

1 loimur, Hodgson, Amr. Mag. N. H. 1845, p. 197; M w i c a p a  paroo 
of India, apud Stmdevall : Whife -Wd Rsdbteort of Lotham, whose 
Maenlate FlycdeAer refers probably to the young. N. B.-Compua- 
tively few epecimenr of thir bird are procurable with the rufous throat. 
I t  inhabits India generally, visiting the plain8 in the cold aeoson. 
From recollection, I l o u l d  my that the E u r o p m  Mwse. porn, 
Auctmum, is very nearly allied. 

S 
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3. S. e r y h ,  nobis, n. 8. Closely allied in form and structure 
to the Iut ,  but the whole throat, brea~t, and fore-part of the abdomen, 
bright yellowieh-fermginone; two narrow whitieh h d s  acm the 
wing, formed by the t i p  of the coverts ; and the white on the sides of 
the base of the tail much reduced (as compared with the two preceding 
species), occupying only the extreme b e  of the outermmt tail-feathers, 
and succemively increesing in quantity upon the next tour: belly and 
lower tail-coverts pure white ; the flanks fulvouabmwn : behind the 
eye a whitish spot: a dight ulivaceous tinge on the upper-par@ gene- 
rally ; and the tertials margibed with whitish. Wing two inchea and 
seven-eighths; tail an inch and seven-eighths; bill to gape nine- 
sixteenths of an inch, and tame the same. The female is probably 
without the mfons on the under-parts, but would be distinguished 
from that of the preceding species by the narrow whitish bands on the 
wing, and alao by the reduced quantity of white at  the bane of the tail. 
Inhabits the Malayan peninsula 

4. S. leuwnelanura; Digenea Icueomelanura, H o d p n ,  Ann. 
Mag. N. H. 1846, p. 197. Length five inches, or a little more ; of 
wing two and three-eighths, and tail two and one-eighth ; bill to 
g a p  nine-sixteenths; and tPree three-quarters of an inch. Above 
dark slaty-srh, having a blue tinge, the forehmd and over the eyes 
vivid blue-grey; lor- and ear-coverts black ; middle of throat and 
fore-ne& white, the rest of the under-parts whitirh-grey, p i n g  to 
white a t  the vent and on the lower tail-coverts ; tail black, its brsol 
half white, except on the two middle feathers, and on the inner web 
of the next to them. Bill dusky, and feet brown. Thir bird has 
somewhat the aspect, a t  first sight, of Ianthia *ujtZcrtus (p. 138), but 
is a t  once distinguiled by its emaller size, shorter bill, duller colour- 
ing, the white upon the tail, and the absence of rufoua on the flanks. 
Hab. Nepal. 

6. S. Iricdm ; Dig- IriEdm, Hodgaon, loc. d. Length about 
four inchea and three-quarters, of wing two and a quarter, and MII 
two inchea ; bill to gape half an inch, and tam five-eightha Colour 
(of female?) olive-brown,. falveecent on the rump; and passing to 

* Mr. Hodpon nays " olive-green ;" but there ia not the tlightent tinge of green 
on the specirnem with which he h u  favoured the Society, though these may poseibly 
be femaler. 
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rnfous-brown on the wings; tail dull ferruginous : under-parts light 
brown, inclining to albeacent on the throlrt and belly: bill dusky, and 

- legs brown. Young spotted above like a young Robin, or Stonechat, 4c. 
Hab. Nepal. 

6. S. uigmto; Leiothriz a&&, McClelland and Hornfield, P. 2. 
S. 1839, p. 162, v. D i w p h a *  (alias Siphia) uun'cularia, (Hodgeon), 
J .  A. S. XII, 240. Himalaya, Aesom. 

7. S. monilQer, Hodgaon, Ann. Mag. Nut. Hi&. 1845, p. 197. 
( N m  0idi.J 

M m ' c a p d a ,  nobir, XII, 939. Thie comprises- 
1. M. aapphira, nobii.-2. M. superciliatie, (Jerdon), v. Dirnorpha 

albogukrriu, nobie, XI, 190: Ltrcknolo Flymfcher and Azure Warbler, 
Latham.--3 .M. hyperylhra, nobie, XI, 885, altered from auperctli- 
a rb ,  nobii, XI,  190, and again by an overnight to rube&, XII,  910 ; 
Dimorpha rubrayanea, Hodgeon, Ann. Mag. N. H. 1846, pi 197.-4. 
M. melanolew, (Hodg.), a name which will probably not stand, as 

f the Society has received the identical epecien from Java, from which 
part bl. Temminck also will probably have received and named it.+- 
In M. aapphira, the affinity to Niltaw, CyunopZilo, &., ia still 
obviow in the colonring; and in Siphiu signah, the general brown 
plumage is relieved by a patch of ultramarine-blue on each dde of the 
neck, M in reetricted NiUaw, (or the NeeLWma of the Nepalese.). 
M. mdamhca> m already remarked (XVII, 306), eeems allied to 
Hemipna, Hodgson. 

6. M. ammaw, (Hodgaon); Musc. p S d  apud nae, XI, 468. 
Length four inchen and threeeighthe, by six inchen and three-quarters ; 
of wing two and three-s~teenthn to two and three-eighth; and of 
tail an inch and a half to one and three-quarters: bill to gape nine- 
sixteenths of an inch; and t a m  somewhat more. Colour greyish- 

I olive above, fulveseent on tbe rump, and r u f ~ n t b r o w n  on the upper 
tail-covert8 and margining the bane of the tail-feathers; one Nepalese 
specimen has the upper tail-covertd mhy: lower-part8 dbeacent-grey- 
ieh, slightly tinged with fulvoue in eome epecimene; the throat, mid- 
dle of belly, and lower tail-coverta, dull white: asillrrien pure white: 

Difflorpha ia the name of an old genus in ~ o t a d ~ .  
t It b not rare in the Midnapore jungles; and Capt. Phayre had lent it from 

Arracan. 
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primaries dusky, the secondaries externally margined with olive, and 
the tertiaries with greyiah or whitish-grey, becoming abraded on the 
worn plumage : greater coverts of the wing whitish-tipped, forming a 
alight wing-band. Bill blackish, and legs dusky or deep brown. 
The colour of thir bird would ally it to Butah,  while its form ie 
strictly that of Mtlrcicapukr. I t  inhabits the 8. E. Himalaya, and 
Central India : being not rare in the Midnapore jungles. 

Cymw, nobis, XII, 940. To this may be referred- 
1. C. rube&&, (Vig.): Nilcaw brevip,  Hodgson, Znd. Rev. 

1887, p. 661: Etherid War* of Latham, and the female agrees 
with the ruppoeed female of his Blue Indian WorMer. Inhabite all 
northern India, viriting the plains during the cold seaeon. On the 
eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, it extends southward to the Tenoe- 
serim provineen ; but in southern India ie repreeented by the next. 

2. C. banyumas, (Horaf.) : Mwcicapa canldriz, Tem. Rab. Neil- 
gherries, Java. 

3. C. ekgaw, (Tem.,) apud Strickland : C. T i W i a ,  nobis ; MW- 
cicapa hyaeidha, apud Tickell, and the female-Mure. rubecula, 
Swainson. Hab. Central India-N. B. The Blue Indian Warbler 
of Latham would suit this rpeeiea, except that the colour of the upper- 
parts is stated to be deep blue, instead of light greyish-blue, brighter 
on the forehead and rhoulder of the wing. 

4. C. uniedor, nobis, XII, 1007. Described from the imperfect- 
ly moulted young. The adult is a larger bird than either of its con- 
geners, a male measuring nearly seven inches long, the wing three 
and a quuter, and the tail three inches. Colour a light smaltblue, 
approaching to verditer above; the lower-parts paler, inclining to 
dbescent below the b m t  : Zorehend and over the eye beautiful 
smaltblue, M is aleo the shoulder of the wing: uillaries light rufes. 
cent, and a tinge of the same on the lower tail-coverts. From Dar- 
jeeling. , 

6. C. pcrUipcs, (Jerdon), Madr. Journ. No. XXVI, 15. Neil- 
gherries. 

6. ? Probably Mwicapa w l i g ~ ~ t r a ,  Raflee, Lirr Tr. XI 11, 3 12. 
Ochrowla, nobis. Nearly allied to the last group; but the Fly- 

catcher form of bill more pronounced, and the rictal vibrissee longer ; 
tarei also rather longer, the wings more rounded, and the style of 
colouring altogether different-bright rusty, with black cap and wioge, 
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' in the only ascertained speeiea-Mr. nigro@a, (Jerdon), Badr. 
Journ. No. XXV, 266, v. M&pa rwtyida, la Fmnaye. Hab  

4 summit of Neilgherrk 
P r ~ ~ ,  Koeh. The Chak 
1. Pr. iruignu, Hodgson, s. 8. General aqect much that of Pr. 

rwbicdq fnrm which it differo in itr far eaperior eize, white thmat, and 
much larger white wing-rpot. Length six inch- and a half, of wing 
three and a half, and tail two and a quarter ; b i  to gape seven-eighthq 
and tam an inch and one-eighth. Male (in summer drew) above black ; 
the throat, udea of the neck, upper tail-ooverte, a large longitudinal 
patch on the wingr, together with the base of the primaries and greater 
portion of their larger covert4 white; breort bright ferruginous, the 
belly white, a little tinged with the eame : bill and feet blackhh. The 
female I have not men. From Nepal. 

2. R. indiaq n o b i  R. a. Cloaely allied to the European Pr. 4- 
cola, with which it bar been bitherto confounded : but distinguishable 

/ by itr longer wing, averaging two inchen and three-quartem ; by the 
greater development of the white on the rid- of the neck, whioh 
nearly p a ~ e a  round the nape, leaving a narrow dark interval (instend 
of a very broad one); and by the rufow-brown of the breast b e i i  
much weaker, and paling laterally, the flanlu being commonly very 
pale, and the lower tail-coverta pure white, or rarely a little sullied 
with bmwn : in winter drea, the dorsal edgings are very whitirh in old 
d e a .  The femalea, a h  (judging from memory of the European 
rpeciee), are altogether much paler. Common throughout India* 

3. R. aoproh, (L.) : S&kr frtcticolo, Horsf. ; S. War et S. 
+ropy& Syker; MolociLIa rylvarica (I), Tickell, 11, 675. Com- 
mon in mwt path of the country, and enteemed by the nativa ae a 
cage bird ; having a plearing song, approaching to that of an English 

I Robin, but more uniformly plaintive. It is termed by them P'hidda 
4. Pr. fmcq Hodgoon, n. a. A typical species, except that ita tail 

ir longer than uaal in thia group. Length about five inobea and three- 
qaartem, of which the tail mearum two and r half; wing two inches 
and five-eighths ; bill to gape five-eighths; and tarse seven-eighths. 
Upper-parts black, the feathers margined with ash-grey, the latter pre- 

In Ann. Mag. N. H. 1844, p. 410, Mr. Strickland har separated the S. African 
specir previously confounded with Pr, rubicdo, by the name Pr. parlor. 
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dominating on the rump; loren and ear-covertn black : throat, mper- 
cilium, and wing-spot, white; alm the fore-neck, but the rest of the 
lower-parts tinged with arhy : tail black, ita feathers narrowly mar- 
gined with white externally, and the outermost puir (which are half an 
inoh shorter than the middle onm,) for the moet part partially albes- 
cent. Female rather smaller, and wholly brown above, passing to fer- 
ruginow on the upper tail-cover@ and there ir an admixture of this 
colour on the rectrices : under-parto pale brown, mfeecent on the flank8 
and lower tail-coverts, and whitish on the throat. Bill and feet black. 
Common in the eastern Himalaya. 

S&kr [P) nobie, u. u. This bid is ereentially a 
Wheatear; but is remarkable for itr large size, long.bill, and short leg& 
Length nine inches; of wing four and three-quartera, and tail three 
and three-eighth8 ; bill to gape an inch and a quarter ; tam the same. 
Colour (of female ?) light isabella-grey above, more fulveacent ou the 
tertiarien and middle tail-feathers, which are shaded with pale dusky 
along the middle: loren, throat, and belly, whitish ; the breaet-feathers 
dusky, with broad whitish margins concealing the dark colour within : 
central ear-coverts pale, the r a t  nigreecent : wings internally white on 
the anterior half, the rest dusky ; above the primaria and secondaries 
are white at base, and the ehorter primaries are also white-tipped, 
the white increasing in quantity to the secondaries, which are broadly 
white-tipped ; greater wing-coverts also white-tipped, forming a bar on 
the wing; and the small wing-coverts margined with pale fulvewent : 
tail, except its two middle feathers, dnrky, the outermort having itr 
narrow outer web almost wholly white, and the penultimate a narrow 
white edge to its outer web. Bill pale horny; and legs alm pale. 
Inhabits Scinde (Ullah Bund), and the specimen described wan pre- 
sented to the Society by the Bombay branch of the Royal Aaiatic 
Society of London. 

Of typical Indian Wheatears, may be enumerated- 
1. S. stapazina (?), Auct. Length about rix inchea and a half, of 

wing three and three-quarters, and tail two and a half; bill to gape 
three-quarters of au inch, and taree an inch and one-sixteenth. General 
colour pale fawn (or isabelline) above, lighter below, and tinged with 
greyish on the crown and nape; throat, front and sides of the neck, 
including the lore8 and ear-coverte, black ; wing also black, the coverts 
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Arabia. If rightly identified, however, this would seem to be a very 
aberrant Wheatear; and its colouring is much as in the female Sipliia 
leucura (p. 125 an&). 

Grandala calicolor, Hodgean, J. A. S. XII, 447. This very re- 
markable and (the male) moat splendidly coloured bird, from the snow 
region of the Himalaya, appeare to me to be decidedly allied to the 
Wheatears. 

lanthia, nobie: Nemura, Hodgson (a name long pre-occupied in 
entomology), Ann. Mug. N. tl: 1845, p. 198. The birds of this divi- 
sion are closely allied to the Robins ( E ' y k a ) ,  from which they dif- 
fer in their more delicate conformation, longer wings (reaching half- 
way down the tail), much weaker bill, longer and more slender claws- 
especially that of the hind-toe, and in the sexual divenrity of colouring. 
The males (so far as known) are deep blae above, with lighter blue on 
the forehead and over the eye; and in the two fimt species (which are 
typical), this colour is confined to the rump and tail of the other bex. 

1. I. hyperythra, nobis. Length about 5ve inches and a half, of wing 
three and one-eighth, and tail two and a quarter; bill to gape nine- 
sixteenths, and tarse an inch. Upper-parts of male deep indigo-blue, 
brightening to ultramarine on the forehead and above the eyes, and 
upon the shoulder of the wing; the wingo and tail black, the fea- 
them margined with blae externally: lower-parb bright yellowish- 
ferruginous, confined to a a m w i s h  streak on the middle of the throat 
and fore-neck; the lower tail-coverts and oentre of the belly white. 
Female, a rich brown above, approaching to the wlour of E r g k  
m b d ,  or rather the feathen are merely tipped with this wlonr, 
shewing more or lere of the cinereow-dwky tint within : tail blne M 
in the male, the rump a lighter and more greyish-blue; there is alm a 
little bloe on the shoulder of the wing, and a greyish-blue sapercilinm 
brightening posteriorly : lower-parts tawney-brown, or mbdued folvone, 
except the lower tail-covertr which are white. Bill and feet dusky in 
both sexes. From Darjeeling. 

2. 1. r u e ,  (Hodgeon), and the female-Nemrm y m u r a ,  
Hodgaon, Ann. Mug. N. H. 1845, p. 198. I suspect that the female 
of this bird is also the E y h  Qth i  of Prof. Jameson, noticed 
(bat not demribed) in the ' Transactions of the Wernerian Society,' and 
also in the Edinbro' Philosophical Journal' for July 1835, p. 2 14, where 
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it is mentioned to agree in the grouping of its colours with the Robin 
of Europe, but in the form of the bill to preoent as it were a link be- 
tween the genera Eryrhaca and Phrsnicarra. The MotaciUo qmura, 

4 

Gmelin, from Siberia, may refer to the female of either this or the preced- 
ing, or to that of rome other equally allied epecies. Size and proportione 
of last, save that the tail ir a q w t e r  of an inch longer. The male 
has the npper-parts Prumian-blue, brightening and inclining to ultra- 
marine upon the eider of the forehead over the eyea, on the shoulder 
of the wing, and on the rump: lower-parts white, confined to a 
narrow streak on the throat and fore-neck, but the flanks bright ferrn- 
ginoaa : bill blackish, and leg8 dark brown. The female has the upper- 
parts uniform brown, with a trace of blue on the shoulder of the wing, 
a rnpercilium greyish-blne posteriorly, and rnnset margins to the terti- 
aries; tail blue ar in the male, and the rump lighter and more greyirh- 
blue: middle of belly, lower tail-coverts, and median line of throat, 
white; and the flanks bright ferrnginow as in the other eer. Thir 

4 ferrnginous oolour of the flanks, with the hue of the upper-parts, 
producer a certain resemblance of colouriog to the Robin of Europe, 
sufficient to have elicited the remark of Prof. Jameeon. Inhabit* the 
Himalaya generally, at lemt from Bimla to Darjeeling. 

3. f . j?uvoliuu~~~~, (Hodgson). I have little doubt that this ie a female 
bird, distinguished from the females of the two preceding species by 
having no blue on its rump or tail. The tarse ie longer than in the 
others, meaanring an inch and one-eighth ; wing two inches and reven- 
eighths; total length flve and a half, of which the tail is two and a 
quarter. Upper-partr uniform brown, the loral region and throat 
rufeeoent-white, and rest of the under-parts dilute nuty : bill dnnky, 
the bare of the lower mandible pale ; and the legs pale. Dercribed 
from Mr. Hodgson'r only specimen. 

L RwLiciUq Brehm: Plrmi4urq Swainson. The Redstarta Of the 
typical members of this genus, the European R. pira#linrrur was 
obtained by the late Sir A. Burnes on the banks of the Indus.*-2. R. 
~ ( u f m ,  (Gould.) : MotaciUo ourma, Pallar ; Ph. Rcmerii, Gray, 
dercribed in XII, 963. Inhabits Nepal and Aruun, and extends from 
tbe C a u u a a  to Japan (m I am informed by Mr. Strickland, who alro 
f a v d  me with ita qnonymes as here given).-3. R. /cucopma, 

* The other European species, El. tilN8, ir common in AfgbLtam. 
T 
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nobie, XII, 962. This Malayan Redstart hoe lately been rseeived by 
the Society from Java, two males and a female, eo that it will probably 
have been named by M. Temminck :* the female is plain brown abwq 
paler beneath, with rufoue tail. and the same great white wing-spot ss 
in the male.-4. R. carulewcplrela, Vigorn : a typical epecieq but re- 
markable for not having the tail rufoue ar in tbe others. Rimalaya.4.  
R. strata, (Latham) : the only Redstart which is d i f f d  generally over 
the wontry.-6. R. frontdid, Vigors : apparently the most common of 
the Himalayan Redstarto, from Simla to Darjeeling ; llad remarkable for 
its terminal black tail-band.-7. R. fuliginora, (Vigorr), v. pl&, 
Gould. Rather an aberrant speoies, with small rhort bill ; and presenting 
a singular divernity in the plumage of the eexeq-the male being uniform 
dneky-grey, with dark ferruginous tail and covertq-the female paler 
ashy, dith whitish lower-parte, each feather margined with the colour of 
the back, and no rufoue oa the tail, which ir white at bee,  exteuding 
over nearly the whole of its outermoat feathare, and its upper and lower 
coverts also being pure white. From the Himalaya generally, and 
a i d  to resemble the next epecies in its habits. 

8. R. kwoqhcrla,  (Vigors a d  Gonld), v. Sylvia qdrogastra, mr. 
A, Lath., is the type of Mr. Hodgron'r Chcemowlioua. The sexea are 
similar but I can perceive nu structural distinction from the true 
Redstnrta Tbir remarkable and beautiful rpecies is stated, however, 
by Mr. Hodgaon to differ considerably in habit from the latter, keep- 
ing always about mountain t o r m b ;  and Captain Hntton writes me 
word, that it is very common in thb valley of tbe Dhoon, and aleo in the 
bills along the banks of streams and riven, "flitting from rock to 
rock and stone to stone, and eternally shaking ite tail aad spreading i t  
by tarns." The laat is a characteristic peculiarity of the true Red- 
starts; and Lord A. Hay, who has obliged me with a Bimilar account of 
the habits of this bird, eeee nothing in them at varianoe with the gene- 
rio habits of other Rutidh. 

CsUi~p, Gould. The type of thir group is the very Thrush-like 
(In structure and habite) C. ctuntdatkervis, (Gm.), v. C. L d a d ,  
Gould, and Modocilkr oalk'ope, Pdlas. This bird is common in Lower 
Bengal during the cold =on, and occurs in central India. A wcond 

Unless, se is not improbable, M. Temminck considen it to be a mere 'I c l i m a d  
or local variety" of R, phmicwus. 
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specieo, with leee firm plumage and rounder wings and tail, is C. peato- 
ralis, G d d ,  tlgured by that naturalist in his Iconcs Aaium: from the 
Himalaya. A third, referred by Mr. Jerdon and myself to this group, * 
is C. cyana, v. Laroiaora cyana, Hodgson, and Phmieura supercifi- 
a*, Jerdon. A h  from the Himalaya ; and once obtained by Mr. 
Jerdon in the Neilgherrier, and once by myeelf near Calcutta. In the 
Himalaya I am informed that it u crommon. 
La+aicnrro brumwa, Hodgsoo, VI, 102, in probably but the female 

of C. ea- ; and C. orurolis, nobie, XII, 933, is a typical 
Brachypteyz. 
Tof- ~ q y ~ ,  Hodgson, Ann. Mag. N. 8. 1846, p. 198, 

and doubtfully referred to Ssriaornis of Gould, in XIV, 549, oomes 
next in order :-and then the Cyclneuufa araoico (?), or Blue-breast, 
common in moat partr of India; but whether absolutely identical 
with the European bird, I have some doubt, aa its pectoral spot 
is always rufoua instead of white. Cnn it be the species nearly 

I allied to nreoica mentioned by the Prince of Canino, in Lin. Tram. 
XIV, 754  ? Cyanccvfa has been merged in RIJieiUtr f o. P h h r a )  
by umny authors, rhough it h u  little in common with that genus 
beyond the r u b  on its tail. The typical Bedstarb are sylvan 
birdu, freqaeating high trees, apocially in roaky p h w  or about 
buildings, and fond of singing from tbe topmost epreys; but which 
oeoarionallp dwoend to the ground to feed, hopping about in the 
manner of 8 Robin. The. Blue-breorts, on the contrary, deot  
the opem amtry, where there am no trees, and eepecially reedy 
ploeer, or plantatiaor of sugar-cane, or growing corn or high p e r ,  
or g d  covered with the broad leaves of olcnrbit.ceolur plants; 
and there they ore reen generally on the ground, running with 
alterwe rLep like a Pipit or Wagtail, and occasionally spread- 

i ing wide h e  tail, displayi~lg itr rufour boae to advantage; seldom 
perchiog, but fliuing before you as you advance, and dioappeu- 
ing among the low cover; but eooo aoming for& wben all is rtill, yet 
w i t b a t  abrolntely quitting the shelter of the herbage by going more 
rhn a few paoea from it. In Lower Bengal, these birds are extremely 
common in suitable situations. The Indian species is the B f w -  
necked Warblcr of Lathem, and hia Sylvia rperata, var. A, is pro- 
bably the female. 
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The following three genera are closely allied. 
Sylvania, nobis. General charactere of CaZfene (formerly C i d -  

dium, nobiq XI, 181.) ; but the bill much aleadere; and straighter, 
resembling that of Calliope c a m b ~ ,  whereas the bill of C a l k  
more reeembles that of Copychus, and especially Notodckz 

S. phmicum'deb, (Hodgeon).t Length about seven inchem and a 
quarter, of wbich the middle tail-feathere measure three and a 
quarter, the outermost nearly an inch lees; wing two inches and 
seven-eighths ; bill to gape seven-eighths ; and tame an inch and one- 
eighth. Upper-parts uniform dark cyaneone, or deep daty-blue, lesr 
deep however than in CaUmc fionhlu, or Brachypteryx montuna ; 

the lower similar but rather paler, parsing into white on the middle of 
the belly ; the winglet feathers are also tipped with white : tail black, all 
but its middle pair of feathers ferrnginous for the basal half: bill 
dusky; and legs brown. Female rather smaller, and wholly brown 
above, paler brown below, passing to albescent along the middle of 
the belly; a alight tinge of rufous, but undefined, at  the base of the 
caudal feathem. Inhabits Nepal. 

Callene (olim Cinciidivm) frontalw, nobir, figured in XII, 1010. 
This form differs from the next in its larger and etronger bill, more 
developed tail, and the somewhat scale-like character of itr plumage;* 
but in other respects is hardly separable. 

Brachypteryx, Horsfield. The Society having been favoured by the 
Natnral Ilistory Society of Batavia with specimens of Br. montona end 
Br. sepiaria, Horsf., of Java, I am enabled to approximate very clmely 
to the former species (which is the type of thir genuq) the CaUiopc? 
cruralb, nobiq XII, 933, wbich merely differs from Br. rnonhffa in 
its somewhat smaller size, the absence of the mars of erect soft blackish 
plumelets on the forehead, and in the concealed white streak over the 
eye being continued forward to the nmtrila. A llecond Indian species 
exirlr in the P h n i c u r a  major, Jerdon, of the Neilgherries, which, 
however, is less typical, and hae the tail conriderably more developed. 
BT. @run, Horrleld, pertains to my genw Akippe, as suggeeted in 
XIII, 284, and is very nearly allied to A.poiocepliaZa, (Jerdon), and some 

The name Cinclidium waa pro-applied in Botany to a genus of moues. 
t Mr. Hodgron refem thh bird to Bradytcrrw of Swainson. 
$ Even thb, howevor, occun on the under-puta of Br. c m a l u .  



otherr. Laetly, Mr. Eyton, a8 noticed in XVII, 10, haa recently aerigned 
three Malacca epeeiee to Brachyptmyx, all of which I had previouely - described and referred to n'malia, in which genne I would etill 
decidedly retain them ; and another of my Timalia he har classed in 
his Yakhcopterom, while he refere aleo to Malacopteron an nnqueetion- 
able Bulboul, my I d i a  yanivmtri8 : Br. nigrwopik;rta, Eyton, 
P. 2. 5. 1839, p. 103, hae more the technical featnres of true 
B r d p t q y z ;  but itr affinitier would aeem to be rather with the 
M&cop*rron series. 

To Bmohypbryz must also be approximated the curious little birdr 
fimt classed by Mr. Bodgeon under hie Tasia, and of which he har 
aince made two genera-Pm-pyga and Oligura, in Ann. Mag. N. 8. 
1845, p. 195. These I have aleo treated of in XIV, 586 ; and if the 
two nub-group are to be separated, the name TerM mast be retained 
in lieu of Oligura for the one saction (this containing the species a t  
the head of those first described under that name), while Mirroura of 

l Gould (unleee pre-occupied)* mast rtand for Pm+yga, Hodgeon, in- 
armuch ae it waa long previouely applied to the same special gr0up.t 
Three of the species referred to PnoLpyga by Mr. Bodgeon are merely 
rarietiee of one species, as ebewn in XIV, 586. 

T. (v. Oligura) auricepa, Hodgson, n. 8. f Non vid i  J " Above 
flavemnt-olive, below pure deep elaty ; the cap golden-yellow : bill 
coral-red below, dusky above : leg8 dueky flesh-colour. Length three 
inches and a half; bii six-tenths of an inch; tail nine-tentbe; wing 
an inch and two-tenthe; tam an inch ; central toe and nail seven- 
tenths; bead five-tenths. Hab. Bikim. The bill of this bird ie de- 
premed ; rictna hirpid ; lateral toes unequal, the hind large ; and nails 
acute : by all which markr, in common with T. cyaniventm and [cas- 
rpmw-conmata, v . ] ~ v i ~ ,  the type is proved to be different from 

b [Microura, v.] W p y g a . "  Hodgeon's MS. 

It i, I find, pro-occupied by Ehrenberg, for a genus of Yemu. 
t Aipmttmicl 01 Swaioson, dercribed in the Appendix to Vol. I1 of the Fauna 

Amuricana-borralir, certainly refen to t h a e  birds, comprehending, I think, both 
p u p s ;  and it u 01 prior applicrtion by many y m  to the other names : but which 
of the a u b - p o p  it ahould be retained lor i uncertain, u Mr. 9. refen to undeacribed 
apeciu only. Tericr of Hodgron, u originally propwed, would in ~ u c h  a t e  be quite 
aynonymoua; and if Aipmumia be restored, it might therefore be subntituted for 
Tufa in the more limited aelue of the lrttcr appellation. 
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Whether the genus Eoraicsr, Hodgaon, should accwmpany Tario and 
M i c w w a  in the approximation of these later to B M C ~ ~ ,  will 
admit of considerable d o u b ~  
From the B r o c ~ x  aerie& we might now p w  to what have been 

called the Myiotberine b i ;  and thence by the vast reria of form 
comprised under Swaineon's C-: but some important group 
mwt intervene; and, first, the four following allied genera- 

NocodsZa, Iseeon. Thii I very atrongly suspect, iu identical with 
Mwcisylvia, Hodgsou, Ann. Mag. N. 8. 1845, p. 197.' The beak, 
and e v a  the oolouring of the head, of the Himalayan species very 
clorely reeemble those of C4Clmc fd ; but the reat of the etruc- 
tare approximata these birda to the Dhyals (CqwycRvr), and even 
the beak merely dSem in being smaller. To particularize further, 
the general atmotare m that of Coprycliur, but l e a  robust, with a 
nearly quare tail, of wbioh the ou tmoa t  pairs of feathers graduate 
but slightly : the bill is smaller, and the tarsi and toen are more 
sbnder, t b  in Copyduo, with iooger and more gracile claws, a p e -  
dally that of the hind-toe : wings reaching half-way down the tail, and 
having tbe fifth primary longest, the first about two-fifths the length 
of the fifth, and the second, third, m d  fourth, graduating in a suc- 
d d y  decreasing mtio. If correctly brought bgether, two epeoies 
will have been uoartabd 

1. N. dicraa, IAWOD, Zool. du V~yclgs ds BI. Bcbnger : respotin6 
which I quote the following from my no- not baring the work to 
&to. Leqtheightincbes; billtogapeeightliner; and tame teo 
limes, Pbmrge desp bromish-blue, relieved on the forehead by a 
rriny- white a m a ~ t .  From Pegu. 
2. N. buart.6, (Hdgaon). Length about reven inchen and r half, of 

wing t h e e  and threequarters, and tail three. and a quarter; bill to 
gape seven-eighthe, and t a m  an inoh; bind-toe three-eighths of m 
inch. General colonr dark blackiuh indigo-blue; the forehead and 
over the eyen, and the shoulder of the wing, bright malt-blue; alam 
a d  a d d s  dull bLak, except the h l  portion of the arternd web nf 
the three tail-feathsrs on each aide next to the oatemmat feathere, the 
quantity of this white increasing outwardly : a concealed white spot on 
the aides of the neck in the male : bill and feet black. Acoording to 

Thir nune is, bsridsl, too like Mtocyh of Lentm. 
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Mr. Hodgrron, it "inhabite the mountains eolely : is chiefly uboreal : 
and feede on oaterpillaro, g r u b  and mft ineecte, and equally on pulpy 

'L 
berries." 

CqpsycAtu, Wagler ; Bahila, Hodgson. The D'hyala. Of thie 
genus, the Bengal and common Indian speaier im GryUioora i w -  
&a, Swainam, and DaAih docidis, Eodgmn, Ae. Res. XI% 189. In 
tbim the females ham, constantly, the whole upper-partr g l o q  a& 
eolonr, blackening on the middle tail-feathers ; while the fernalee of 
the two following have, as invariably, the upper-parte glony M d ,  
though lee6 intense than in the male, and pawing to blackish-aohy on 
the forehead ; now this latter ogre- with Edwnrdr' dmription of 
tbe female of his ' Little Indian Pie,' which, however, he add& war aent 
from Bengal ; and upon Edwarde' figure ie founded Gr& rcrrlorir 
of Lienaeua Perhapa, therefore, it will be aa well to condder the Ben- 
gal bird a8 C. s a e h k ,  (Lin.), in conformity with recent qrtematiata 
The Ceylon D'hyd would ream to be G y k o m  b r w i r o m ,  Sw., 

I having a rather unaller bill than that of oontinental India, and the 
malea of both have the four outer tail-feathen on each side white, the 
fourth, however, having commonly some alight admixture of black, 
while in the famalea the fonrtb has, generally, even more black than 
whits. Tbe W a y a n  D'hyal in Gr. mqniro8hu, Sw., having a oon- 
rpieaoualy larger bill than in the o t h e r  and never more than the tip 
of the fourth tail-feather white, ood a good deal of black oftea on the 
third. I t  will range aa C. mindmen&, (Gm.), v. Twrdur amww~, 
Holaf., and Laniw mtuiclu, Rafeea Mr. Swainron alw describer a 
Gr. tpm; rarrpectimg whiah Mr. Strickland writer me word, aftar . 
examining Swainron'e original rpeaimen, that i t  "ie oerhidy only C. 
crm* (v. wuzgniraem, 8w.X with plumage slightly .Loinad by 
rome mfour material, probably the red soil of rome locality." 

C . . 
z i b a n c h  mqmaru, (Om.), 6ould: GtyUiuora bngicauda, Swain- 

-. The 8bh.h. Thir eplendid singing bird w m s  to be am- 
moa in the hill janglw of Central India, md thow, at the foot of rbe 
H i d y e  ; a d  it is especially numerous in the temtoriee e a s t 4  
of the Bay, and in the Mday countries g e a e d y  : but in the muth of 
India i t  is somewhat rare. 

Tkmnobi4, Swainwn : Sarzicoloidsr, L~essoe. There are two epe  

c i a  of r h h  genus : that of Upper India, Th. canobaisrpoia, (Lath.), the 
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female of which is 6. eythrvrw of Leaeon, har coortantly the head 
and upper-parts of the male olive-brown ; while in that of Southern 
India, the head and upper-parts of the male are shining deep black, 
the name ar the under-part%--this latter being MoftzciUc fulicah, 
Lin., &tan& ptygmatura, Vieillot, Th Icucoptara, Swainson, Rw- 
ty-vented Thnuh, and the female-Sylciafuliwtrz, var. A, of Latham. 
.The females of the two speaia are, however, undintinguishable; and 
I have observed that the younger mdes of Th. fulicda have the upper- 
parta more or leas brown, aa in the northern epecieo, the head more 
eopecially ; but the d o r d  plumage (m fur ae I have men) ie alwayr 
shining black underneath, and the brown edgings are eart after a while, 
leaving a more or lesr perfect black rurfce. The northern s p d m  on 
the contrary, has no black on the interior of its feather& This bid 
ir the Motmillo fuliwro of Tickell's list, and it abound8 in all Uppar 
India : I have never wen it from below the Rajmahl hilh in Bengal, 
but it i n  common in the Midnapore jungles. 

We may now venture on the great mr ia  of Indian Thrasher, which 
an, aa follow : 

Z o o ~ a ,  Vigon, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1831, p. 172. 
1. 2. nwntiwla, Vigors, ibid. ; Gonld's ' Century,' pl. XXII. The 

Bgure cited of this bird is faulty, making the body appear much too 
large ; the legs and toes are alm r e p m a t e d  too stout and terrene in 
their character ; and even the beak is incorrectly drawn, being too deep 
at bore, ioetesd of the cnlmen riring from the bare and becoming 
deepert about the middla In the young, the bill ie not longer than 
that of an ordinary Thmh,  but there are indioatioos of its futare form ; 
and the plamage of the neatling much rerembles the corresponding garb 
of an English Blackbird. In fact, the Zoothem is merely a stout Thrurh 
d i e d  to the Or-nclQ of Gonld, with a strangely overgrown bill ; but 
thu could never be inferred from Gould's flgure of it. A specimen 
from Arracan is perhaps dirtioct, or it may be only the ordinary female : 
it differs from several Darjwling specimens (males?) in its rather emaller 
sire and less developed bill, in the olive-brown hue of its whole upper- 
parta, in having a distinct whitirh loral streak and much intermixture 
of the same upon the ear-coverts, and in the feather8 of the under-parta 
bebg whitirh with a broad olive-coloured border, rurronodiog the fea- 
ther more or lers according to the part. Inhabirr the Himalaya ; and 
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if &at of the Arraerm mountains prove identical, as ir most probable, it 
may be expected to occur likewioe in thore of Auom, Munneepore, 
Sylbet, k* 

OMOEifiOllL, Gould, P. 2. S. 1837, p. 146. The more characterirtic 
wier of rhi group make a very close approach to the preceding, 
i n m u c h  that there ir hardly any differenoe between the bill of the 
Arrrrcrrn specimen of presumed Z. mo~cioolo above described, and that 
of a Neilgherry near ally to 0. nark, except that in the latter the 
ualmen w~mely ucteodr from the baee, while in other rpecimene of 
Orsociral. i t  distinctly arcende. Again, 0. maerorhyncha, Could, 
(P. 2. S. 1835, p. 145), fmtn New Zealand, ie demxibed to be nearly 
allied to 0. wria, from which it differs *'in the much larger size of the 
bill, and in the deeper black oolouring of the marginr of the feathere ;" 
ro that it ir even probable that the dividing line cannot be drawn 
between the two groupe, especially as the black margins to the feathere 
of the upper-partr, which are especially charocterietic of mort of tbe 
Otroaincle, do not occur in all of them, as for example the rpecies 
which I introduce next. 

2. 0. driuitaa, nobio, XI, 188: 0. ro8truta, Hodgma, An* Mag. 
N. E. 1845, p. 326. Ia some specimen8 of this bird, the beak appeare 
abnormally grown out, and altoge~ber coarrer than in that which I 
originally dararibed; and Mr. Hodgson'r 0. rodraCa is founded upon 
an example of the kind: but I have recently examined a fine series of 
s p i m e n r ,  which has rhewn their identity beyond a doubt. They com- 
monly plearare from ten to eleven inch- in total length ; and rome 
have the wing-covertti broadly tipped with pale fulvoue of which no 
trace m u n  in 0th- Common in the vicinity of Da jeeling. 

3. 0. rreilghmimuh, nobis, n. r .  This epeciee war originally sent 
me by Mr. Jerdon ar the Turdw variw of his catalogue, wlrich latter 
he has lately referred to 0. dauma (Madr. Journ. No. XXXI, 127); 
bat he has oince obtained additional examples of the present epecien, 
which ir conrpicnouely dirtinct from 0. douma. From the Javauese 0. 

A ~ c o n d  specimen from Arracpn aceorb with the above description, except that 
its lire is fully equal to that of the Himalayan bird ; its beak, however, being rather 
smaller. This dinpaw meto h e  opinion that it is distinct, in which care 1 propore 
for ~t h e  nune 2. marginalo. One or the other of there bird8 WM procured by Dr. 
McL'lelland in Anam; apparent1 J the Armcan specie#, to judge frum Lhe drawing. 

U 
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varia, it diffem (judging both from recollection of Javanese rpecimens 
and from compariron with Dr. Horefield'r figure,) in having much 
rhorter and rmaller tarsi. The plumage would, however, appear to 
be the name: and the beak is particularly long and coarse, baving 
absolutely the character of &&hero but little rubdued. Length 
about ten inches, of wing five and a quarter, and tail three and a half; 
bill to gape an inch and a half, and terse but an inoh and one-eighth ; 
middle toe and claw one and a quarter: the f int  primary an inch and 
three-eighthr, and the m o d  three-eighths of an inch shorter than the 
third, fourth, and fifth, which are equal. From the Neilgberriea 
0. varia, (Horefield,) Lin. 7'renr. XIII, 149; ZooL Rsr. in Java, 

with coloured 6gure. Malay countrim. 
4 0. dauma,* (Lath.), Strickland, in GpirtoU: Tsrrdw White& 

Eyton ; 0. pawiroutris, Gould, P. Z. S. 1887, p 186 (a small female). 
From the nnmeronr rpecimenr which I have seen, I feel convinced that 
Mr. Gonld'r 0. padrosh.ir may be referred ar above. The specia 
appean to be common in the Himalaya, and can hardly be conridered 
rare in Lower Bengal during the cold seamn, when i t  ie generally met 
with among bamboos. I t  also occurs in central and muthern India: 
and, as r rare and accidental straggler, har been met with in South 
Britain and Ireland, and some other parts of the w a t  of Europe. 
The beak of 0. dawa is that of an ordinary l'"urdw, and ite colonr- 
ing only refere it to the present group. 

5. 0. qdopkrto, nobis, n. 8. Length about eight inches and a half, 
of wing four incher, and tail three and a quarter: bill to gape above an 
inch, and tame an inch and a quarter. Colour uniform rich olive- 
brown above, inclining to tawney ; below white, with black spots nearly 
rerembling thoee of the Misrel Thrnrh : middle of throat, lower abdo- 
men, vent and lower tail-coverta, rpotlers: wing-covertr black, mar- 
gined more or lem with the hue of the back, and each conrpicnourly 
tipped with a pure white rpot. Bill blrckirh, and very robust: the 
tarei brown and rlender. Inhabite Ceylon. 

Turduu, L., as restricted. 
6. T. viceitronu, Lin. The European Miesel Thrush ie common 

i l l  the N. W. Himalaya 

Intended for Ddma, the Hindoostanee equivalent for T h s k .  
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7. T. otrogularir, Tem. : T. Naumanni apud nos, XI, 189 : Ryclrifl 
Thrwh, Lath., the female. Common in the Himalaya, nod I have also 

I seen it from Tippernh. 
8. Z! Naumanni, Tem. A very rare specier in the Himalaya The 

following appear0 to be the female. Length about eight inches and n 

half; of wing five inches, and tail three and a half; bill to gape an 
inch and one-eighth ; and tarse the same. Upper. parts mddy-brown, 
the crown and ear-coverts dneky, with a whitish supercilium as in T. 
iliocw ; throat and middle of belly white, the feathers of the rides of 
the throat marked with a dnsky medial line, and the breast arid flanks 
brown, with a pale margin to each feather; sides of the neak below 
the ear-coverts whitish ; the under-rurface of the wing chiedy bu$ with 
the fore-part and the axillaries ferruginous : bid1 yellow with dusky 
tip ; and legs brown. From Chumn, where collected by Dr. Playfair, 
Burgeon of the Phlegethon War Steamer, and prerented to the Society 
by Dr. IcClelland. 

t 
9. T. mjPcnUir, Pallas. Nearly allied to T. atr-, from which 

i t  d i e m  in having the fore-neck and breast, mpercilim, fore-part of 
the under-rurface of the wing, and the tail except partially at tip, fer- 
ruginous ; lores, nnder the eye-streak, doaky ; and under-partn below 
the breast white, a little rallied with light brown. In what appear 
to be the females, the throat is albescent, with rufous lines, and striae 
of dusky spots on each side ; the eye-streak also is whitish ; the fern- 
ginous colour of the breast weaker, with pale terminal margins to the 
feathers; and there is more dnsky and l eu  rufous on the tail. Bill 
dnsky, with more or less yellow at the b ~ e  of the mandibles, the lower 
being mmetimes chiefly of thin hue: and legs pale brown. Length 
abont ten inches, of wing five to five and a half, and tail four incha;  
bill to gape an inch and one-eighth, and tarw one and a quarter. In- 

I 
habits the Himalaya. 

Z'! jatxmicus, Horsfleld, Lin. Tr. XIII, 148 : T. concolw, Tem., 
p. 0. Java  This and Chwcincla aariu, are the only true Meruline 
species included in Dr. Horsfield's long list of Javanese Turdi. 

10. T. rrfilur, Drapiez, Diet. Clasr. d'Rbt. Nut. XI 443 : T. 
~ o f h h i 8 ,  Eyron, P. 2. S. 1839, p. 103. Length eight and a half to 
nine inches, of wing four and a half to five inches, and tail three and 
a quarter to three and a half; bill to gape an inch ; and tarse one and 
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a quarter. Upper-parts greenish olive-brown, with a doll whitish 
rapercilium ; chin, and generally the medial portion of the throat, with 
the belly and lower tail-covertr, white; brewt and tlonkr brownish- 
fulvous, brighter in old males ; the throat and fore-neok strealred 
laterally with olivaaeour, which in some epecimens cmsses the b m t  
above the fulvonr hue, and is more or lese ashy ; othen agaio, evidently 
the old maler, have the entire crown and neck all round, of a dusky-ash 
coloor, mingled with while on the middle of the throat. Bill dusky 
above, the basal two-tbirdr of the lower mandible yellow ; and legs pale 
brown. The wings of this epeciea are firm and acaminate, and the tail 
also is firm. I t  inbabita the erstern oomt of the Bay of Bengal, from 
Arracan to the Strait8 of Malacca, becoming more numerons routh- 
ward ; and M. Drapiez mentions having received it from Java, wkre  
it is a periodical viritant, and named (as he informs w) S M .  

11. T. unidm, Tickell, J. A. S. 11, 677 ; alro of Gonld, P. 2. S. 
1887, p. 186. Length about nine inch-, of wing four inchw and five- 
eighthr, and tnil three and a half; bill to gape above an inah ; and tame 

e x d i n g  an inch and one-rixteetlth. M o u r  uniform dark .shy above, 
paler below, and panning to white on the belly and lower tail-coverta ; 
a tinge of mfrma on the fore-part of the wiog underneath. Bill yellow ; 
and legs duller yellow. C e p ~  Tickell dewribes the female to be 
"dirty-grey, mixed on tbe baek with olive, tinged on the bead with 
brown. Wings and tail brownirh ; covert8 of tail iron-grey ; b r m t  
imbella-grey, belly white." What Mr. Goold describer as the young, 
appean to me to be the female of tho next speeiea : and be alro statno 
the bill and legs to be livid fueoous : the length of wing be gives, " three 
inches and a quarter," must be a misprint for five and a quarter ; though 
that would exceed, by more than half an ineh, tbe length of wing of the 
only specimen bafom me. The speciea inhabib the Bimalaya chiefly, 
but occurs sometimes in central India 

12. 2'. diuimilia, nobis : T. u u h h  et T. nwkrtus, nobis, pcurim, 
.s in XI, 460, 8cc. : CalcuUo T h d ,  Latham, the fsmale. This 
bird, as well as the preceding one, is very cloaely allied to the suo- 
ceeding group, GmeielUo; and the matnre male of the present epe- 
ciea baa the whole under-partr from the breast, except the medial line 
of the belly and the lower tail-coverts, which are pure white, of the 
same bright ferruginous colour ar in G. cicrinw, G. cyamw,  &c. 
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An approaeb to the same oolouratioa is exhibited by old maler of 
T. +us. The female, however, shews no sign of tbis except on 
the axillaries, and on more or lers of the under-surface of the wing : 
yet, before obtaining the male, I had perceived the &oily of this 
apeaim for the G d a :  and i t  is curiom that I procured m e  
eight o r  ten in tbe famisine plumage (whether all femaler, however, 
I cannot ray, for some were only skins), before I suaoeeded in get- 
ting a male, rhioh, a s  I all along mrpeoted, proved to be alad is 
not qaite so homely a garb as  his mate. The  male i q  indeed, rather 
a handwme Thmrh. Length nine inshen, by fourteen and a quarter 
in spread of wing g oloeed wing four and a half i tail tbree and one- 
eighth ; bill to gape an inch and one-eighth ; tarm the artme. Coloar 
of the upper-parts plain olive-brown in both w e e ,  witb arhy beneqth 
the d a c e  of the feathers, tending a little t o  predominate about the 
m m p ;  throat, middle of belly, and lower tail-coverta, white; the 
mden of the throat with doaky linear spots, more or lesr d i E o d ,  
and some often appearing in tbe middle; breaat light olive-brown, 
with a few dusky spots, lometimer small and triangular, nometimea 
larger and more linear; end the k n k s  s p o t l e ~  olive-brown in the 
female, and perhaps in the jnveneaaent male, bnt in tbe old male 
bright ferruginwe, spreading to the white medial line of the abdo- 
men. Beak dnrky, witb generally some intermixture of yellow; and 
legs bright yellowieh-brown. As in the Gwuichla, the bill of a frerh 
epecimen of tbir species is usually much clotted witb mud ; and the 
bird, like them, is mostly seen on the ground, hopping about among 
the underwood. I t  is not rare in Lower Bengal during the cold rea- 
ms. Mr. Jerdou has lately obtained i t  in the math : and it often occurs 
in cdleotions from the Eimalaya. 

GmciaMo, Kuhl. 
18. 0. yamtw, (Jardine and Selby), Ill. Om., 1st rerietl, pi. 

XLVI. Common in the Indian peninsula. 
14. 0. citrku, (Lath.) : n r d w  illatxi, Vieillot ; T. lividur, Tickell, 

J A. 8. 11, 577 ; T. rubecuia apud Hornfield, P. 2. S. 1839, p. 161. 
Sengal, Nepal, Assam, Arracan, Central India. A very common ape- 
ciea The  young, reoeived from Darjeeling, has the upper-parts dull 
olive, with a pale mfement central rtreak to each feather; head and 
neck dull rufous, the feathers centred brighter, except towards the fore- 
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head ; under-parts light rufemnt, deeper on the brenrt ; and wings 
and tail as in the adult, but the feathers centred and margined with 
rafona. 

Q. in&@ nobis, n. r .  Reeembles G. Eibirra, but has the fer- 
mginons colonr of the head and under-par& and the ash-colour of it0 
upper-par& much more intenee ; no white npon the wings ; and the 
lower tail-coverts only (not the vent) are white. From the Malayan 
Penineuls What I take to be two femala of the wune species, from 
the Nicober Islanda, have the throat white, and some white a t  the 
rides of the vent ; the wings, romp, and tail, only, are deep ashy, the 
back and ~tapalaries being olive-green, maoh as in the female of f3. 
*IUI. There u e  alro smaller than the Malayan bird, the r ing  being 
but fmr  incher, and the rest in proportion; wherean the Malayan (sup- 
posed) male h u  the r ing  four inchea and a half. Bbould the Nicobar 
bird prove dirtinot, it might stand ae Q. a l b o g ~ ,  nobis. 

Q. rubemlu, Gould, P. 2. S. 1836, p. 7. It is not very clear, from 
Mr. Gould's description of this Javanere specieo, in what it differr from 
Q. cihjno except that he states the tarm to be en inch and a half 
long, instead of one and a qaarter, and that the tail is but two inchea 
m d  a half, instead of three inches ; but from the differeoce of locality; 
it will most likely prove to be distinct. Four well marked specier of 
this group are, as Mr. Godd informs ua, in the Zoological Society's 
Mueeum ; and T. . U f o b ~ c r h u ,  Drapiez, Dicr. C h .  &Hi&, Nut. 
X. 465, would seem to belong to iL 

Merulu, Ray. 
1 5. M. Wardii, Jerdon, J. A. S. XI, 882 ; Jerdon's I N .  Ind. Om., 

pl. VIII. The bird described and figured an above, ir the male. The 
female is very differently coloured, end a specimen was sent by Mr. 
Hodgmn by the name O r e ~ l a P  m i c r o p .  The Society has alm 
since received a female from Southern India, and a male from Almorah ; 
so that all doubt is removed concerning the identity of the Himalayan 
bird with that of Travancore, &c. The sexm of this speciea present the 
usual divereity observable in most of the black Merler, (as tbe Bri- 
tish dl. vulgaris, &c), ooly nomewhat further carried out; and 
this particular difference of the mxea confirms the propriety of its 
allocation in Merula, which group, as I formerly remarked, it tends to 
connect with Oreocincla. The male is black, with white e y e - r t r d  
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and under-parb from the breart, exoept the feathers of the Banks 
which are only margined with white ; and, besides a white wing-patch 

4 
under the scapulariee, the wing-coverts and tertiarier are tipped with 
the name, and the secondaries and middle tail-feathers, with the upper 
tail-coverts, more slightly, the remt of the tail-feathers being succec 
sively more deeply so tipped, increasing in amount to the outermost. 
The female has the upper-parts brown instead of black, with slight 
whitish tips to the upper tail-coverts, and lws white on the tail-feathere, 
which is alao lees pure; the wing-coverts are each tipped with a 
triangular rpot of fulvons-white, and the tertiarier more slightly ; the 
supercilium is also fulvous-white, and the entire under-partn, except 
the lower tail-coverts which are purer white, a little variegated with 
d u t y ;  while the feathere of the throat, breast, and flankr, are eaoh 
tipped with a transveroe dusky spot, more or less triangular on thorn 
of the breast ; axillariee chiefly pure white : bill and legs yellowish. In 
fact, if we except the eye-streak and the mottlings of the wings and 
tail, and alrw, its smaller size, the femde of this species rmembles a 
good deal a pale and spotted-breaated hen English Blackbird. I t  aeemr 
to be far from being a common species in this coltntry, though met 
with from the Himalaya to Travancore. 

16. M. boulbouC; Laniur boulboul, Lath. : lbrdur @optenu, 

Vigors, P. Z. S. 1831, p. 54 ; Gould's Century, pl. XIV. The black 
of this specier is never ro uniformly deep as in the European Black- 
bird, the under-pa* of the old male being more or leas brownish : in 
younger males, there is also a brown tinge above; the rump and upper 
tail-coverts incline to why, and the lower-parts may be termed furcous- 
brown : the wing-mark, too, is more albeecent in old birds, thus con- 
trmting stronger with the black of the reat of the plumage; while in 
younger rpeeimens i t  ir much browner. The brown colour of the 
females is more uniform than ir reprerented on Godd'r plate, and the 
wing-mark is certainly never of the decided rufous hue which is there 
laid on, having but a faint mfeclcent tinge, with the margins of the 
outer coverts doll albewent to a greater or lees extent. In the spotted 
nertling garb, the oexes are already easily distinguishable, from the much 
darker tone of colouring in the males : besides that, in all the Thruh  
tribe, the great alars and aaudals 8rrt put forth resemble in colouring, 
size, and firm texture, those of the adultr, being not shed a t  the Brat 
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monlt. Thie ie the common Himalayan Blackbird of the lower rmges, 
or what is termed the sub-Himalayan region. 

17. M. albocincta, (Royle) ; figured by the name albiooilu on Royle'd 
plate, which name was previously applied by Vieillot to a Brasilian 
species : Turdus collarir, Sorel, Rev. Zool., 1840, p. 2. Size and pro- 
portions of the last species : the male black, tinged with bmwn nnder- 
neath; throat and fore-neck white, snrrounding the ear-coverts, and 
forming s broad collar round the neck : bill yellow, with dasky tip ; and 
lege yellowish. Female brown, paler below; the collar greyish-brown, 
and throat white with some dusky spots, and a line of the name from 
the corner of the loner mandible. The White-collared Blackbird is 
confined to a greater eletation on the Himalaya than the preceding 
species. 

18. M. migropilcru, (de la Fresnsye); deaaribed in M. Adolpbe 
Delessert'e Souotnziru d'un Vquge dd PI&, PI. 11, p. 27. Length 
about ten inches, of wing five, and tail four; bill to gape an inah 
and a quarter, and to forehead an inch ; and tane an inch and three- 
sixteenths. Cap, inclnding lorea and cheek% black ; chin warhad with 
the same : the badk and rump, wingo, and tail, dark fuscour-anby, tinged 
with brown on the interscapnlarier : the neck all round, and the nnder- 
parts, ashy-brown, paler on the belly, aud p s i n g  to whib at the 
vent : under tail-covert8 mingled white and uhy  : bill, and apparently 
round the eye, yellow; and legs yellowirb-brown. Female altogether 
paler, the white of the vent spreading over much of the abdominal 
region, and the oap durky-brown instead of black. Inhabits the 
Neilgherries, and is oocasiooally met with on the eastern ghate. 

19. M. &*us, nobisr Bbd-croumed Thm& Latham, from 
Ceylon. Thie bird is almost exactly rimilar to the female of the ]ant, 
except that the dark cap is less pronounoed, and the abdominal region 
and nnder tail-coverts are merely pale: but the tarse is remarkably 
short, not exceeding an inch; and the tail ie perfectly squared, whilst 
in M. migropilea its outermoat feather8 are three-eighths of an inch 
shorter than the middle ones. Ttrese two characters are so marked 
that 1 bave rlo doubt of its distinctnew. It was obtained, I believe, in 
[he Neilgherries, by Mr. Jerdon. 

20. M. simiUima, (Jerdon), M d r .  Journ. No. X X V ,  253. Smaller 
tlran the English Blackbird, with longer bill, and yellow legs : the 
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black of the male much lese deep, and tinged witb ashy ; and the lower- 
parts paler and brownish. Female paler and browner, as usual, passing 
to aeby on the rump and upper tail-coverta, and with the lower- 
partr still lighter-coloured. Proportion8 of M. nigrqilmr, but the 
tail-feathers broader and considerably less firm towards their tips ; the 
beak is also conspicuously longer, measuring to gape an inch and three- 
eighths: and the colouring is much the same ar in M. nipapi&, but 
the contrasting ashy and brown are roftened down almost to homoge- 
neity. Inhabits the Neilgberries ; being the species referred by some 
authors to the European Blackbird, which it resembles in its song : the 
latter species is common in Afghanistan. 

21. dl. costanea, Gould, P. Z. S. 1835, p. 185. Length about 
eleven incheq of wing five and a half, and tail four incbes 1 bill to gape 
one and a quarter, and tarse the same. Colour a bay-ohesnut, darkening 
on the interscapulariea, and paler below ; the head and neck grey, darktw 
on the crown, and albescent on the throat and fore-neck ; wingr dusky, 
the tertiaries partly margined witb brown ; and the tail blackish, itnlower 
wvertm mingled deep black and white: bill yellow, and leg8 yellowil. 
The female hee all the colours lese intense, the wings and tail brown, 
and the lower tail-coverts mingled brown and white : bill chiefly dusky. 
Himalaya. This rpecies is nearly allied to M. albocincb. 

22. M. leucogaattr, nobie, n, 8. I only know this from a well executed 
drawing prepared by the late Dr. Griffirh, during his journey from 
Aerarn to Ava, and now in the pose~seion of Dr. McClelland: there 
can be no doubt of its distinctnear as a species. Colour slaty-black, 
the lorea, throat, fore-neck, and breast, deep black, and the belly dull 
white. Length about nine inchee and a half, of wing five and a 
quarter, and tail above four inches ; *bill to gape an inch and a quarter, 
and tarre the same. 

Petrocincla, Vigors. Rock Thrushes. 
23. P. eqdrogasfra, (Vigors), P. Z. S. 183 1, p. 17 1 ; Gould's 

' Century,' pl. XI11 : P. ru$uenh.ir,* Jardine and Selby, IU. &a, let 
series, pl. CXXIX. The two figures here cited shew what different 
representations may be made of the same species, provided the true 

There ia also a firduo rufiwnl&, Vieillot, from Brazil. 

X 
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colouring be not rigorouely adhered to : thus Mr. Gould has coloured 
i t  with a black throat and fore-neck, adding a alight glosn of blue ; and 
the other naturaliete cited have coloared these parts entirely blue, with 
a white margin separating them from the blue of the rest of the neck. 
Now the true colouring of the throat and fore-neck is a dull blue, with . 
occaeionally a medial rufoue patch on the latter, and the feather8 being 
margined with pale greyish; the latter accounts for the white border as- 
eigned by Sir W. Jardine and Mr. Selby: again, the latter naturaliete 
have coloured the tail much too blue, and have also exaggerated the 
edgings of the wing-feathers, which edging might indeed be erased 
altogether : the back, too, should have been rendered much darker and 
more dingy than the head and rump, which, with the shoulder of the wing, 
are alone bright blue ; and the lor% ear-coverte, and sidea of the neck, 
are black, contnreting with the blue of the crown, and passing into the 
dueky-bluish of the foreneck. The femalee vary a good deal, but have 
alwaye a much greater admixtnre of black on the lower-parts and eidee 
of the throat, than ie shewn in Gould'e figure of this sex; the ground 
hue is often, but not always, much more rufoue; and though there is 
generally a pale mesial space on the throat and fore-neck, even this is 
in some epecimene wholly variegated with the black margins to the 
feathem The sexes of the young are conepicuously different in the 
nestling plnmage, from the young males having the wings and tail blue, 
which in the femalee are brown, as in the adults respectively ; and the 
pale central epots to the clothing plumage are alm much more rufee- 
cent in the young malee, and albesoent in the young females. Common 
in the Himalaya. 

24. P. longirostris, nobis, n. s. This species I only know from a 
female, presented to the Society by Captain Boye, who procured it on 
the march from Scinde to Ferozepore. I t  ie remarkable for the length 
of its bill, aud for the pale greyieh coloar of it8 upper-parts, which 
would indicate that the blue of the male is coneiderably paler than in 
the three following epeoiee. Length about eight inchee and a half, of 
wing four and a quarter, and tail three and a quarter ; bill to gape an 
inch and three-eighths, and tame an inch. Upper-parts light brown- 
ieh-grey, browner on the wings, and greyer on the tail; the lower-parts 
pale fulveecent-grey, obscurely marked with dueky ; bill blaclrisb, and 
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legs brown. Very distinct from the females of the three following 
speaies.. 

L 25. P. ofink, nobis, XII, 177 (his). Rare at w e e l i n g ;  but 
common along the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, from Tipperah 
and Arracan to the Tenasrerim Provinces. The males of this species 
have generally mme intermixtnre of rufoue about the vent and lower 
tail-coverts, varying in qaantity, but wldom nearly so much as in P. 
manillanai; whereas in P. pa*, I believe there is never a trace 
of this ruf0us.t The female8 are altogether bluer than thore of P. 
pardoo, especially on the npper-parts ; and the under-parts, the feathers 
of which are margined with black as in the rest of the group, have the 
ground-tint more or lees descent. I t  is decidedly a distinct speciea 
from the next. 

26. P. pandoo, Bykee, the male ; P. m a 4  Sykee, the female : Turdus 
wlira'w, var. A, Latham. Inhabits central, weetern, and eouthern 
India The general plumage of this species is always less distinctly 

f 
mottled than that of the preceding one, both above and below ; thie 
distinction being very obviour when neveral specimens of both are seen 
together: and in P. manillemis the feathers are much more mottled 
than in P. a@ia. I allude to the margining of the feathere, which 
have sobterminal blackish bam, edged with whitish; but which in 
P. pandoo are eo slight ee to be a r c e l y  noticeable, while in P. manil- 
bAsir they may be mid to ocellate the whole plumage more or lesg 
and in P. afilIM they are oonstantly intermediate. P. manillenrb ie 
dm of a lighter blue than the two othera. 

P. manillen& (Cm.) Inhabits the Philippinee and China. The male 
of this species appears to have constantly the whole abdominal region 
deep rufo-ferroginone, the feathers margined as above deecribed ; and 
the female baa the pale rufewent hue of the lower-parta more predo- 

I minaot, with a slighter dusky margin to each feather: tail perfectly 

Can thia be P. cyanea of Europe Lord A. Hay has procured a ~pecies in 
Kashmir, which he thinks i~ the European one; and various other European birds occur 
there, as Cormu mrmedub and Coradw p a n d a ,  which ( u  hi8 lordship inform8 me) 
a h n d  in the valley of Kuhmir. 

t A Tenasserim specimen just rseeived has much more rufou8 on the abdomen than 
1 ever obwrvad before in P. &nis; but ib distinctnem from P. maffiUanrir is never- 
thelen obvious. Thia bird likewbe inhabib Assam ; and the Society has just received 
a specimen of it from Goolpara. 
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squared ; whereas in P. pan& the outermost rectrices are a trifle 
shorter than the rest, and in P. o$inis they we a good deal shorter, 
the penultimate and ante-penultimate also graduating. 

dle~icdq Brehm : P#rqpkala, Swaineon ; Oron(cs, G. R. Gray. 
27. ill. dnclotkynchu, (Vigors) : 0. qanomphlo, Swaineon : 

BkrcR-mUad T h w h ,  var. A, Latham. The members of thir group 
are of a shorter make, and more Chat-like, than thoee of the preced- 
ing one, with greater variegation in the colonring. The Indian spe- 
aies is perfectly true to the type of the European Bl. mxatilib, which 
is the standard of the dfvieion. In thir bird the sexes, as I bave been 
informed, reaembb each other ; but such is not always the care, for a 
female in the Society's collection is very similar to the female of M. 
sazatilb, though differing of course in not having the tail mfous, nor 
the illdioation of the white mark on the croup of the male M, saxatilis, 
as alm in it8 under-parts being less mfeeoent. In both epeoiee, the 
female plumage is of the same general character as in the female Pe- 
t ~ ~ m k e .  The young also are similarly much spotted with pale ful- 
vacent ; the young malee of M, dmlorligmha being distinguished 
from the other sex by poseellsing the white spot upon the wing, the 
same a8 in the sexes of the Btone Chat (fiatincola rrkla) ,  while 
also in nestling plumage. The present species is a hill-but not a 
rock-bird, frequenting tbe tops of trees in the forests: and it extends 
ita range to all India in mitable localities ; being met with accasionally, 
but rarely, in the plains during tbe seasons of passage, at wbich period 
(that of vernal migration) I once obtained one in the vicinity of Cal- 
cutta, which I kept for some time alive. Itr long is sweet, plaintive, 
and tolerably loud ; delivered in the manner of a Robin's song: and itr 
manners are very like those of a Stone Chat. 

The firdew eremita, Gm., founded on k, Y6*k, sditairs de Men& 
of Buffon, would neem to be the female of a species of this divirion, 
and not (as I suggested in XII, 182,) that of Petrocinch manihr i s ,  
botb sexes of which are figured in the P h c k s  EnluminBss. 

From the Thrushes, we may paes to the Myiotherine birds of Swain- 
son, leading to his Tiramnophilinre: a great wrim of form% more 
especially developed in South America. In India, we have 

C k I w ,  Beabet. The Dippere. One speciea, confined to the Hima- 
layan torrents, and wbich was originally discovered in the Krimea,-C. 
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P&i, Tem., 6gured in Gould's Century.' Allied to thir is C. ameri- 
c a w ,  Say, of the Rocky Mountainr of North America. Of the third 

6 and well known European epecies, C. aquaricare, found also in Wertern 
Asia, Mr. Yarrell stater that the sexes are alike in plumage; but in 
specimens of this bird in the Society's Museum, from England and 
Normy, there h a very marked sexual diversity, such ar dacribed in 
Fleming's British Animals.' 

Brdyurus, Thunberg: Picta, Vieillot. There are at least four 
marked sub-groups comprehended uoder thir genus, as follow :- 1. P a -  
krdicda, Hodgron ; a name pre-occupied for a geour of reptiler. To 
thin murt be referred Myidhera muleu,  Raffles, v. Pitta gigm, Tem., 
from Malacca and Sumatra : and Pal. nipalenois, Hodgron, from Nepal, 
Darjeeling, and Arracan.-2. The group exemplified by Myiotircra 
@t&, Homf., v. Pirta cyanura, Tem.; to which, an an aberrant 
w e e ,  may be referred P. cyanur, nobie, XII, 1008, from Arracan 
and Tenaaerim. The affinity of theee two rpecies is more obviooe in 

I 
the female sex. Fine'specimens of Br. y a w  are more brilliant than 
those formerly dearibed from, each feather of the breast and belly 
being of a beautiful light blue, with a round rubterminal black spot 
and ban above this. The female is blue only on the tail, but with 
an admixture of this hue on the dull greenirh back.--& The form of 
P. granulimz, Tem., v. -w, Eyton : with very l a g  h o e ,  short 
wings, &.A. The ordinary Bmdyuri ,  of which three species are 
admissable into the Faunr  Zntiicrr : vix. Br. t+iOofegw, (Sparrman), 
r. malaccawis,* (Scop.), v. mperciliarie, (Wagler, after Soonerat, Voy. 
acrz In& Orim~, pl. 1 lo), alro abdonu'rurlis, (Wagler, after Edwards, 
pl. 324), and Pitta bracbyura spud Vigors, Gould, and others, which 
m e  applies to an allied rpeciee from the Philippines. This in the com- 
mon I d i a n  species, and the only one fonnd generally over the country 
from the Himalaya to Ceylon, and which is occasionally to be obtained 
near Calcutta, ae in the Botanic Garden ; but I hare never eeen it from 
the eastward of tbe Bay of Ben@.-Br. cyanoptmu, (Tern.), v. me- - apud n ~ ,  XII, 960 : common in the countriea eastward of the 
Buy, from Arracan to Malacca :--and BF. carculhfur, (Hartlaub), v. 

This specific name has the priority; but as tbe bird doel not inhabit the Malayan 
Peninsula, it is a misnomer that cannot be retained. To Mr. Strickland I am indebted 
for nveral of the above cited s y n o n p e ~  
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nigrimllis, nobis, XII, 960, and ralogaster, Hodg., W. (the young) : 
found in Nepal and Assam, as well as in the vicinity of the Straits. 

Myiophus, Tem. Two Indian speciee, both figured in Gould's 
'Century of Himalayan birds.' M. Temminekii is indeed common 
throughout the Himalaya, frequenting the beds of streams in the lower 
ranges ; and its musical whistle (according to Mr. Vigne,) is the sweet- 
a t  note heard in the hills : but M. Borsfildi is confined exclusively to 
the monntainous parts of Southern India. Two other species occur in 
Java, M. yancus, (Horsfield), v. glaueinrrs, Tem. ; and M. javiros- 
trw, (Horsfield), v. mecallicw, Tem. A fifth would seem to exist in fe 
Merk bleu de la China of Sonnerat, v. Graculo crelulea, Bcop., and 
Turdw viokroacs, Lath. Mr. Swainson also mention8 M. nitidus, Gray ; 
but this is probably one of the two Indian species already referred ta 

The great aeries of South American Myiotlim'nre seems to grade 
completely into the Tiramnophilinre or Bush, Shrikes of Swaineon, in- 
habiting the same regions ; but presents eome forms which certainly 
approximate the Brachpri of the Old World and Australia; and 
others again grade into the Wrens (Troglodytes), aleo chiefly an 
American group, but which comprises a few Old World speciee, among 
which are two from the Himalaya described in XIV, 589. I now add 
a very distinct form, by the name 

Rimator, nobis. The species upon which this division is founded is 
a very cnrious little Myiotherine bird, the immediate a5nitiee of which 
are not obvioua Bill longer than the head, compressed, a little iucnrv- 
ed, the curvature increasing to the tip where the extremity of the npper 
mandible passes and bends over that of the lower one, but without any 
well defined emargination ; culmen rounded for the terminal two-thirdr 
or more, but becoming angulated towards the base ; and the tomiae but 
little inflected : the nostrils pierced in an ovate b a d  membrane, their 
aperture being a little removed from the bane of the bill : gape extend- 
ing to beneath the fore-part of the eye, and unarmed, or having but a 
few short and inconspicuous hairs : legs moderately strong, suited for 
progreauion either upon the ground, or up the slanting bough of a tree; 
the tame nearly as long as the middle toe with its claw, and hav- 
ing four long scum to the front, and two shorter ones below: toes 
rather long, the outer a trifle more so than the inner, and reaching 
to the bane of the claw of the mid-toe : claws not much curved, that of the 
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hind-toe large, being twice the size of the middle front-claw. Wings 
much bowed and rounded, the first primary reaching to but half the 
length of the fifth, which equals the two next, and a little exceeds the 
fourth and eighth. The tail short and weak, its feathers slender and 
flexible, with soft tips a little pointed. Plumage lax, being excersively 
so and very copious over the rump. 

R. malacoptilw, nobis. Length five inches, of which the tail mea- 
s u m  one and a quarter, and the bill to forehead an inch; wing two 
inches and a quarter ; tarse seven-eighths ; and long hind-claw about 
three-eighths. Colour of the upper-parts deep brown, with pale shafts 
to the feathers, forming a central etreak on those of the nape and 
back ; scapularies and interecapularies black on the inner web, and 
brown on the outer; the mass of loose feathers on the rump brown, 
with light shafts more or less apparent; and the tail and large wing- 
feathers uniform deep brown with a slight ruddy tinge: under-parts 
pale brown, lightest on the middle of the breast and on the throat, 
and becoming whitirh towards the chin ; a black streak borders each 
side of the throat, which has also a few dusky specks; and the breast- 
feathers generally are margined, the lateral more broadly, with olive, 
which colour prevails and is tinged with ferruginous on the flanks ; the 
lower tail-coverts being dark ferruginous. Bill dark horny, mingled 
with whitish; and legs light brown. From Darjeeling. 

Another very distinct genus of the great Myiotherine seriea appeare 
to me to exist in 

Enicurus, Temminck. At least eight species may be enumerated, 
four pertaining to the Malayan fauna, and four to that of India* 

1. E. +u@aapillw, Tem. : Turdw an& (?), Gray, figured from 
a bad native drawing in Griffith's ' Animal Kingdom,' VI, 530. Inhabits 
Java This fine speciee, while pre-eminently typical of its group, 
strongly exhibits in the form of its bill, and in the rufous colouring of 
i h  head and nape, the Myiotherine d n i t i e s  of the genus, upon compar; 
ing it with such birds as the Ponniolln'w cuyenncnsu (Bodd.), v. 

dlyiminch colma, Swainson, & The bill is considerably longer and 
more slender than in the figure cited in Grifl3th's ' Animal Kingdom,' 

MotaeiUo madaraqwana (nee ma&raspatcMir) of Lotham i probably a 
ninth apecies. I t  ir re~arkable that none has hitherto been observed in the muth of 
India 
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with the upper mandible conspicuously hooked over at tip: much ae in 
Cinclus, minus the hook and nareal orifices ; and it is also the same 
form of bill which reappears in that very curious Malayan bird, the 
Eapeks marrocernu of Temminck. From the figure referred to, it differs 
in the white of the face being confined to a frontal crescent, each horn 
of which reacher to above the middle of the eye; in having narrow 
white tips to the tertiarier ; and a forked tail of moderate length, with 
itr two outer feathers on each side wholly white: the rufous of the nape 
should also spread a little lower down ; the black of the fore-neck not 
so far ; and beneath this, the pectoral feathers are each margined with 
black, ae rudely represented in the figure of Turdw aoensir. Length 
of wing three inches and a half; of outer tail-feathers three inches ; bill 
to forehead above three-quarters ; and of tarse an inch. I t  is a pecu- 
liarly interesting species, as indicating, more than either of the others, 
the affinities of its group. 

2. E. diadrmatw, Tem. Of thin speciea, from the mountainous 
interior of Sumatra, I have no description. I t  is probably ideutical 
with the only species I have yet seen from the Malayan peninsula, and 
which is remarkable for a triangular frontal crest of white feathen, 
evidently erectile, and thoee forming the apex being longer than the 
black coronal feathers they impend. Rest of the plumage black, with 
white lower abdomen, wing-band, rump, and two outermost tail-feather8 
on each side, the other tail-feathere white-tipped. Dimensions as in the 
preceding species: the young having the frontal crest much reduced. 
If distinct and new, E. fd, nobis. 

3. E. @w, (Eorrfield) : E. monufud, Tem. Inhabits Java 
4. E. oelatua, Tem. Inhabits Java. 
5. E. mculahrrr, Vigors ; figured in Gould's ' Century' : E. fulw- 

noms, Hodgson, As. Ru. XIX, 190 (the young). A specimen for- 
warded to the Society's Museum by Mr. Hodgson with the latter 
oame, I consider to be decidedly the immature dress of the present 
speoies: differing from the adult in the flimsy texture of its clothing 
plumage, in having the dark portion of its upper-parts spotleas fuligin- 
ow-brown, with indistinct pale merial liner, passing into white on the 
belly : wings as in the adult; tail wanting in the specimen. 6. nracu- 
lahcs appears to be a very common Himalayan species, and occurs 
rarely in Arracan. 
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6. 6. imm)acuIahrrr, Aodgson, As. Her. XIX, 190. This resembles 

the next rpecies, except in having tho upper-paru deep black, where 
L the other is slaty, and the tail seems to be eon8tnntly shorter ; its outer- 

most feather8 not exceeding four inches and three-quarters in any that 
I have men. wherear (bore of E. cchis&cetu masure commonly five 
inch- and a half. A very rare spectiee in Nepal ; but common in 
Arracsn. 

7. B. dutacm~, Hodgron, As. Rcs XI& 19 1. A commou epecier 

in the eastern Himalaya, and found likewise in the Ten~~aserim pro- 
vinces.' 

8. &. Sc&, Vigors ; figuted in Gould'r Century'. Himalaya ; 
rarer to the westward. Remarkable for the shortness of it8 bill, and 
for having the lhil scatbely hteate. 

#Msh Paridida, or DivMion of Language. A logical Treatise, trans. 
Iatedftom tha Sanrcrit, by E. Rotta. 

In the followiag introduction to a translation of the Bhhha ParichMa, 
one of the most celebrated work8 of the Ny6ya philosophy, it han been 
my endeavour to subject the logic of the Nfiya. an well an the leading 
ideas of thia and the Vbishbhika systems, to a critical review, in order 

1 
to bring the d i i a i o n  about the merita of the philosophical researches 
of the Hind- more to a point. Colebrooke's expi t ion of the NyBya 
and Vbishhhika system, though founded on the ableat and moat exact 
researches, an well in a philosophical an in a critical point of vier, does 

It u probably Dr. W. Jpmwon'm nappored new npecisr, noticed in Cak. Jwn. 
Nat HW. 1646, p. 360. 1 doubt whe~her many of that gentleman'm Thibetan mimala 
wdl prove m~ new u be imagines: a. g. bia Marmot (p. 361 j, and the Lcrgomy: (?) 
manrioned with it, &c. kc. 'L'he large Hare in doubtleu & out& (v. tibrtamu) : 
and I cao already pronounce Olrir amnm to be dintinct from 0. mbnlana. 
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not suffice for this purpose, as it  is a mere abstract from the works of 
those schools, and does not enter upon the discussion of the position 
they are to hold as systems of philosophy. 

I t  is perhaps not imposaible to write a history of Indian philosophy, 
if i t  be limited to the taak of tracing the gradual development of philo- 
sophical principles and modes of thinking, without reference to a strict 
chronological order; but as yet many more materials are required to  

complete a work, beset with so many difficulties. At the same time we 
must admit, that even in this attempt, with more ample materials, we 

can only partially succeed. The doctrines even of those who are consi- 
dered as the founders of the different schoola, bear the marks of a far ad- 
vanced progress in systematical discuasion, and must therefore have been 
the result of a long series of preceding philosophical enquiries. Hence 
i t  would be preposterous to expect, that we should be able to discover 
the first steps of their researches. W e  cannot, however, deem this a very 

great loss, aa we have the first philosophical attempts of the Greeks, and 
we may safely aflirm, that a great similarity muat have obtained between 
both of them. We,  however, decline here embarking upon any historical 
research, believing, that under the present circumstances, it is more 
important to  place an original work of Hindu philosophy before tbe 
public, and to examine the principles under which it has been con- 
structed. For thie end we consider the Ny4ya in that ahape, which i t  
has acquired by its amalgamation with the doctrines of the Vbish&hikas, 
since we are of Colebrooke's opinion, that both sprang from the same 
root, and are but branches of the same school ; the one being directed 
more to  the explanation of material, the other of logical forms.* O r  t o  
state i t  more exactly,-to the Ny4ya belong the logical doctrines of the 
forma of syllogisms, terms and propositions ; to the VdishChika the 
syetematical explanation of the categoria (the simplest metaphysical 
ideas) of the metaphysical, physical, and psychical notions, which 
notions are hardly touched upon in Godtame's (the supposed founder of 
the Nyftya) SGtrae. They differ in their statement of the eeveral modes 
of proof; the Ny4ya asserting four modes of proof-from perception, 
inference, analogy, and verbal communication ; the V4isheshika admitting 
only the two first ones. 

Vid. 'Colebrooke'a Slueell. Emys,' Vol. i. p. 161. 
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The name of logic, usually applied to the Nytiya, does not correctly 
define it. It does not treat of the theory of syllogisms and the notions 
connected with them, as ita direct object, but only aa a component part 
of its investigation. It rather aspires to the distinction of giving a 
complete system of philosophy, baaed upon the most elementery meta- 
physical notions, and the division dedicated to the explanation of syl- 
logistical forms, is not even more explicitly treated than other part0 of 
the system. To call the Nyfiya logic, would be the same as to assign 
this name to the philosophy of Aristotle. There is no doubt, however. 
that the Ny4ya has firat among the philosophical systems of the Hindus 
examined the art of reasoning, and shaped it into its present form. This 
is generally acknowledged, and it has gained by this such ascendancy 
among the learned Hindus, that all of them refer to it as to their stan- 
dard in logic, and however they may deviate from other doctrines of the 
NpBya, they deem ita study necessary for the purpose of giving a firm 
basis to their reasoning. 

It is indeed one of the principal merits of the Ny4ya, that its progreaa 
M marked by an admirably exact division of the topics, discussed in it. 
and in this respect it is not only superior to all other system8 of the 
Hindus, but even modem philosophy might, with advantage, study 
it on account of ita clearness and exactness. Though none of ite inves- 
tigations have been camed on to a satisfactory end, the Ny4ya has, with 
the means at ita command, fully described the circle within which it 
moved. We must at the same time bear in mind, that notwithstanding 
its exactness, there is one inherent fault in its exposition. viz. the neg- 
lect of all analytical method, a fault of all systems of the Hindus, which 
has perhaps, more than any thing else, contributed to the narrow limit8 
of their mental horizon. Thin fault, however, it shares with many 
other expositions of philosophy; for instance, to mention a celebrated 

1 name, with Spinoza's system. I t  ia a fault rather of exposition than of 
the system itself. No syntheab (in science) is possible without analysis, 
and having well understood the leading notions of a system, we can 
easily trace the analytical way by which they were obtained. This ab- 
sence of analysis in the construction of the philosophical systems of the 
Hindus is the reason why so many enquirers have done injustice to their 
philosophical talent. For want of a clear analysis, unable to andentand 
the aphorisms of the Hindu schools, composed in a language as well in 
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farm aa in thought, foreign to them, they thought the philoaaphical 
productions of mauy centurier and of an ingenious people, a web of 
either abstruse or puerile notions. On a c l w r  examination we shall 
come ta a j u ~ m  opinion of them, and although we find a limit an well in 
the range an the depth of their enquiries, we shall come to place them 
among the natiom which advanced the intellectual progress of mankind. 

That Hindu philorophy will, however, have any influence npon the 
development of European philosophy +nd lpediately of European civiliza- 
tian, must be denied. Why should this be the case ? Although we muat 
admit. th@ the philqophical results of the &due are an worthy of at- 
teation aa thoee of * Greeks, e$ll it is at the h t  glance evident, that 
& works of the Hindus are unfit to be traaaferred to another poil while 
t h w  of the Qqeets wil l  have always the same ipfluence upon every 
rbipg geneqtion in every clipr~ and oga This difference, however, 
lies not M) muoh in the development of t$e ryst,an ar in the form. You 
are compelled to think by reading the works of the Qreekr, they intro- 
duce you into the procear of their thoughts, and by tb, force you to 
accompany them with y w  ourn thoughb, until you arrive an i t  were by 
b a r  own mind a t  the principles of their systems, from which p b t  it iE 
cary either to look back npon the way you have q d e  or to advance 
M h e r .  Thq Hindus, on the other hand, are dogmatical; i t  is b- 
ppqai& for asy one to un&rstand thew writingo who has not preview- 
ly. @, B, canaiderob degree, beea praotised in phidosophid enqu i rk  
Thur prpst of intereat felt in the study gf their M g s ,  in the 
pmiahme~t of wystery apd qcluebn. The name doctaken whioh wight 
Laye been bttnmental, ia enlightming thousands, am now forgotten, 
w ip tbe p o d o n  pf 4 few vlpo are h d l y  able to comprebead them. 

4moog the general qtqbysicr3, notions, the notion of subetanoe k 
2he most ipmtmt one, as upon it dl other notiona an either founded 
or ore c l d y  opnnected with it, and whatever may be the wolution of 

a 9 t h  ~ 5 y W  problsme, tbep Vlupe be b4uwcrd by the notioa 
of $b.tasne. 

Subatancea am awarding; bo tbQ NyBya, the d r t r e t n  of qwlitier aod 
gotiwa, a Wid rhi& is the right one, as t,he basis of f i r t h  iauea- 

&otiw-it ia, the rigbt OM. h w  founde,d oq esperienoe. Substance, 
we 44 ir in lo far the substratum of qualities a& sctionr, an the 
axhtepce of quaJitig and actiorw depends upon the exbteaee of sub- 



stance; if quality were independent of another, it could not represent 
another, whcwe qnalitp it is. The exbtence of substance mwt therefore 
be absolute, that ir to soy, not dependent upon the existence of 

c 
another; for in this care. it would not be comprehended by the notion of 
subrtance, but by that of quality. And consequently, to think the idea 
of substance by any notions including dependace, ie a contradiction. 
Thir contradiction (of comprahending su'btance under the notion of 
quality, and therefore) was committed by the Nfiya hy ita distinction 
between eternal and non-eternal substaucea, because the exiatew of 
the latter ia not independent. In the notion of eternal rubstance, how- 
ever, the m e  & i o n  of nubstance ia iocluded, which ia to be independent 
of time and cause. 

Another queatjca ie, how a substance h united with its qualities? 
That a substance should have qualities, appeers a matter of coune, and 
to question it, &owe a vast progress i t i  metPphyaioel thinking. Al- 
though the NyBya entered not expressly into the diecussion of this spb. 

r ject, i t  mrut have felt its weight, as they found it necemqr to invent a 
contrivance for such a connexion. A aubsksce h, according to them. 
united with ita q d t i e s  by a relation, called intimate union, which ir 
something real, and in neither in rubrtances, nor qualities, nor actione. 
We do not intead bere to d y z e  this notion any fwther (-ti%, how. 
ever. that cbe difEouky h sst d y  rcnw~d by it,) Bat we turn to a 
third point in the notion of substance. Subsfance, according to the 
Ny6ypc ir not only united with ite qualitieq by the mlation, iast mention- 
ed, but all rub- are united with the general notion of substance, 
aad single sustancea in the mame way with the notion of their OWXI 

claas. Thia notion rathar ie a common property; for it docs 
exirt, i~depp Jw of the mind, in the s*tanm (also in qualities and 
wtiona) themrelaee, and L even eternal ip etesnal substancee, not eter- 
nal in hPPsient wbatantm. This notion exactly mrreapondn with that 
of the no-called dhta among the W t i a  pbdowphere, who main. 
tained the reality of general notions. Duns Scotus, for instance, asserted, 
that general properties (notions) w m  not only in object. yotmtk, but 
acfe, and that generality was not only formed by the understanding, 
but that it e t e d  previously to the mental conception per oe as a reality. 
viz., The quiddity itaelf, which was indifferent to general or individual 
exirtence. A cause, however, was required to remove this indieereoce, 
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viz. Another more extensive quiddity, closely united with the first, and 
with the principle of inviduity (afterwards called haecceity).* Substances, 
as before said, according to the Mphya, are either eternal or non-eternal. 
Eternal are space, time, ether, soul, and the atoms of mind, earth, water, 
6re, and air. Non-eternal are all compounds, or the things which we 
actually perceive, and which must have a c a w  of their existence. Thna 
substances are divided into those which are without canse, and those 
which have a cause. 

There are three causw ;- 1. The cause of aggregation, or material 
cause, as yarn in the material c a m  of cloth ;-2. The proximate cause, 
or the actual union of the parts which are to form a compound;-and 
3. The instrumental canse. viz. the cause by which this union ie effected. 

This in similar to the doctrine of Aristotle, who admitted four causes; 
a material c a w ,  a moving c a w ,  a formal cause, and an end cause. 
The instrumental cause includes Aristotle's formal, moving, and end 
c a w s .  

The notion of causality ie certainly well considered, and infinitely su- 
perior to the notions which other Indian systems formed of i t ;  for there 
are already made some steps in advance towards the proper discussion 
of thii notion, if a difference in cauaes in acknowledged. In the enume- 
ration of causes-the cause of motion appears to have been omitted : it 
is, however, contained in the notion of instrumental causality. All ac- 
tivity according to the Nydya in limited to movement, acta of the mind 
being considered by them as qualities, and as all actions abide in sub- 
stances, we must consider every snbstance as a cause of motion. They 
did not, however discuss, whether motion was necessary to all sub- 
stances, or only to some or to one, that is to say, whether there is a 
primma -bile or not ; they did not discnrs the question whether 
different motions do not require different cauas ;  nor did they lastly 
enter into an explanation of the notion itself.? They appear in fact not 
to have been aware of the intrinsic difficulties of the idea of causality, 

Vid. Tennemann'a Gaebich~e der Pbilmphic. Kerte Aud. p. 156. 
t The contradictions which Zeno found in the notion of movement, are well known, 

and without fully acknowledging their weight, it ia impossible to obtain a correct notion 
of it. Arirtotle war well aware of this, and endeavoured to remove Zeno'a objections 
to thu notion. How important, however, it is, correctly to define this notion, u 
evident even from the influence, which it exercued on the NyOya, where motion @ 
conaidered n# an act, and even as the only act. 
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which undoubtedly is one of the most d i c u l t  metaphysical notione.* 
The contradictions in the notion of cause and effect appear with especial 
force to apply to such causes. by which a change in the qualities of a 
sub~tance is effected, as chemical, animal, and psychical effects. Such 
effects are, however, denied by the Ny4ya. Material causes muat be un- 
dmtood as only the substrata, or the materials for a new union, as for 
instance, the two halves from which a pot is produced, are the material 
cause of the pot. There are therefore no real changes, but only changer 
of the accidental form, which substances may assume in their connerion 
with others; and there should not be changes at all we add. Every corn- 
pound substance, according to the Nylya, is ultimately produced from 
h p l e  subetances. Simple substances, however, are eternal, and all their 
qualitiee are also eternal. If this is the case, there M also no change of 
qualities in any compound substance, because by any connexion between 
them, different from an accidental relation, they would aasume changes, 
contradictory to the notion, under which they are conceived. As the 
Ny6ya, however, admits an actual change in compound substances, in 
which qualities, not to be met with in the simple subetances, are pro- 
duced, and moreover admita a compound, in which there is a compara- 
tively firm connexion of the parts with each other, it has deviated from 
it. notion of causality, and ie hence guilty of the contradiction which i t  
first endeavoured to eacape. Notwithstanding these deficiencies of the 
Nyfiya, we still maintain, that i t  approached nearer than any other 
Hindu system, to the true notion of causality, causality being, accord- 
ing to Pantheistic, not lean than to sceptical idea, a product of habit in 
the asnociation of our ideas. 

In passing from the general metaphysical (ontological) to more 
special investigations (comprehending natural philosophy and psycho- 
logy) we may firat observe, that the llame clearness obtains in the latter 
as in the former. Existence, or rather to use the Greek term 70 ZV, 

Vide Sext. Emp. Adv. mathem. in Ritter's History of Philos. Vol. iv. p. 339. 
That muse could not be later than effect, is evident; but dlo the effect cannot be Iatcn 
than the mure ; for if lo, the cause, being antecedent to the effect, would be without 
effect, and a cauae without effect, ia a contradiction. And if the effect would be conte- 
quent to the cauae, it would be, when the caure ia no more, therefore 111 effect without 
cauae. Both therefore mlut be necasurily together. If thin be conceded, then there L 
the difficulty, why the one more than the other u producing (or cause). T h u e  are 
only part of the dimcultisr, and without solving them, the objection8 nude againat 
c rud i ty ,  am quite just. 
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in i b  mnnexion with material and immaterial phenomena, is much mom 
distinctly cmceived than in other systems of the Hindus. We find in- 
deed the name material elements aa in other systems ; viz., earth, water, 
light, air, and ether with the same qualities ; but while in all others they 
are only generally described, here there ia made an attempt to explain the 
special phenomena ae well as the sources of our perception of them, or 
in one word, we find here the basis of observation, and of the fimt 
lineaments of the consequent reflection upon the results of that ob- 
aervation. We meet here also the &at remarks about space and time, 
and even some correct notians about their nature, and althollgh bath bf 

them are placed among the substances, we must not forget the inttindc 
difEculties of thin subject; which in our times only has been mats 
satisfactorily itlteatigated by Kant. Fichte, and Herbart. The ermt of 
considering space and time as substances, ia a consequence of the 
notion the Ny6ya had formed of substance, viz. aa the substrate of 
qualities and aotiona. Thin idea muld, indeed, hate been a o m t ,  had 
the notion of esbtence been preserved. The VBd6nta certainly had 
a much more eraat idea of existence, maintaining, that what &to 
(ro Gvrcu~ 4v)  must be simply &tent, without any attribute what- 
ever, and should strictly not be even considered by a plurality of no- 
tione. The V6dhta, however, by denying the reality of phenomena, 
hod nothing to explain, while the Ny6ya. retaining the crude notions, 
given by obseroetion, had no principles whereby to explain them. The 
most interesting point in this part of the Byatem is the investigation 
into the nature of matter, an investigation which was indeed entered 
into by other Hindu epteme, although not with the enme success. 
The VBd4nta for instance, reduced the objeata of the senses, or the things. 
composed of the gross elements, to elements, which are finer and imper- 
ceptible to the aenses, undoubtedly for the same reasons ae the NJ6rya. 
viz. becanae the origin, the changes, and the destruction of the material 
things compelled the mind to fix the notion of existence upon some 
other natures, not affected by those conditions. But d g  to the 
V~Sdtinta, the aimpler elements ate only simple, because they are hnmixed 
with others. As regarda, however, space, no reduction waa made, and 
their view on this point ia very like the doctrine of Anaxagoma. who 

started from an original homogenousity of the elements. The 
VBdanta indeed did not confine its thoughts to those elemento, but 
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proceeded to the supposition of a substance, in which there is no differ- 
ence whatever, but for what reason this supposition wae here made, it 

4 would be difficult to give a satisfactory reply, and ae regards the princi- 
pal point, space filled out by matter, it wm not even touched upon. The 
Nybya, on the other hand, has examined matter under thia point of view, 
and arrived at the theory of atoms, in the same way m Leocipp and Demo- 
crit. I t  proceeded even further than either. With Leucipp and Demo- 
crit atoms have some, though imperceptible, extent, and also different 
fignres and motions, while the Nytiya held them to be absolute units of 
space without any dimensions and motions, that is, mathematical pointe 
as regards space. They are eternal and unchangeable, and while they 
are without cause themselves, they are the causes of the material uni- 
verse. They are imperceptibre to the senses, and their knowledge is 
obtained by inference. 

The eame clearness and to a certain degree comprehensiveness is met 
with in their psychological enquiries. The faculties of the soul and its 

< relations to the material things, and other objects of knowledge, are 
methodically described. The Nytiya draws a marked line between matter 
and spirit, by distinctly stating the notions, under which either is per- 
ceived. 

The soul hae, according to the Nybya, qualities, opposite to the quali- 
ties of the substances, perceived by the eenses, and is therefore distinct 
from these substances, that is to say, m regards special qualities; for 
as to qualities, ascribed to subetances, as far as they are substances, 
both must of course agree. Qualities of the soul are the emotions and 
desirea, volition and aversion, etc., and knowledge. Knowledge is pro- 
duced by intellect, which is one of the (facultiee) qualities of the soul. 
Intellect ia again fourfold, it is perception, inference, analogy and verbal 
knowledge. Perception is the source from which a11 other knowledge 
flows, or rather, without object. of perception the other faculties of 
intellect have no materials to work upon. All knowledge, that is per- 
ceived, is perceived through a medium, throngh an instrument, by which 
the mu1 M in communion either with objecte from without or from 
within itaelf. External objects are perceived through five external senses, 
these being in contact with the mind, while internal objects, and by 
them the soul, are directly perceived through the mind. The doctrine 
of the communication of the ~ o u l  with external objects is very curious 

z 
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and interesting, not only becaw it is original, but becam it shown a 
remarkable acuteners in overcoming difficulties, met with in every 8y8- 
tem, which considerr aubstancee not only as individual beings, but also 
as a common essence that exaiab, although dependent upon the indivi- 

dual substances. To perceive individual e x t d  rubstances, and their 
properties in common with others. it is nmrsvy that the internurse of 
the senses with the external objeots should take place accordingly, 
that is to my, that individual substances should be perceived by the 
connexion of the sene8 with these individual substances, and the com- 
mon properties by the connexion of the sensea with there oommon pro- 
perties. Gubatances are then perceived by the soul as in their different 
relations, viz. fist, as in relation of this individual substance and thir 
individual quality, of this individual subrtmce and this individual act, 
further, as in the relation, which this individual substance haa with ita 
claes (general esaence) or with ita generality; and lastly, aa in the 
relation, which this individnal quality or this individual act of this indi- 
vidual substance  ha^ with its class or generality. 

This, however is not su5cient; for a full comprehension, there are 
required also general notions, corresponding 6 t h  those relatione. A tree 
for instance would not be perceived, without the generalnotion of a tree. 
by which a tree at any place end a t  any time is perceived. This general 
notion requires again a kind of special knowledge, by which the general 
notion of a tree is referred to a certain tree. This kind of knowledge, 
though corresponding with the relations of dl substances, which have 
both general and special properties, end though it is (implicitly) con- 
tained in every object of perception, still diflkre from the general properties 
of the things. I t  is a conception of the soul, produced by its own activity. 
This knowledge then is internal perception, that is to my, it is not pro- 
duced by inference, or analogy, or verbal communication, but it in imme- 
diate and complete, ae all knowledge by perception. Every perception 
then, according to this exposition, is baaed upon two elements, on external 
and an internal, or as these expressions do not exactly represent their 
notions, an immediate and mediate, an objective and ideal knowledge. 
In the same way are the objecb of the soul perceived, viz. ite di-nt 
qualities, as awnion, volition, &c. are called. Though the soul is the 
object of the mind, it is not directly perceived by it, but it is inferred 
from its qualities. It is not necessary here to explain the other faculties 
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of intellect, viz. inferena, comparison, and verbal communication, ar they 
are diacueaed in another part of thM paper. We here only add, that they 
muat be conaidexed ar part4 of the quality of knowledge, or, ar we would 
express it, as modified operatiom of one and the same mental activity. 

The mind, by which all knowledge M perceived, is not a quality or 
h l t y  of tbe wul iW, but it ir an independent substance, atomitic 
in ita natlua. Hence only a single perception or idea u at one tinre 
perceived by the soul. 
The soul itaelf is eternal. and therefore ao also are its qualitiee, we 

should say, a h  its knowledge, dthough thii knowledge be not perceived 
by the soul itself. It M at the m e  time every where, not, however, ar 
an indnita wul, u the univmal soul of the VbdBnta, where all things 
coxwitate the parding soul, be it even a piece of matter, though 
bound by ignoranna to a state of appuent m a t e d  existence, but 
according to the Ny6ya them are injnitr wilr  of soul every wbere pre- 
rent, through all the worlda of material creation. There is a general soul, 
and there are individual d. The general d haa the same qualitbe 
with the individual soda. with the exception of avereion, pleasure, pain, 
merit and demerit, becaose thase quahlies would involve imperfectio~. 
The individual soul is subject to the law of transmigration, and happi- 
man and misery are the consequencea of ita good or bad actioru. It is, 
however, pomible for the individual soul to emerge from the Picisrituder 
of worldly erktenca by the attainment of true knowledge. 

It would be aoperffuons to point out the marked distinction, drawn 
bere, between body and soul. Though a higher development of philoso- 
phy may destroy the diotinctione between mu1 and matter, that ia. 
may reoogniea nutter, or what is perceived as matter, as the mme with 
the r o d  (as for instance Leibnitz did), it is nevertheless certain, that no 
trns knowledge of the soul is poaible, without first drawing a momt 
decided line of demarcation between the phenomena of matter and of 
the mul. In the NyQa there is even an approximation to the doctrine, 
that soul and matter are as to their principles one and the m e .  viz. in 
the theory of atoms, nocording to which atoms are the negation of apace. 
From this notion we may draw the inference, which has not been drawn 
by the Nyiya, it is true, but which would have been only a necersluy con- 
sequence. from the p r e h ,  that matter, being a compound of atom, is 
only a phenomenon, as regards its extension through space. ,Where then 
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is here shown the diierence between the soul and the true substratum of 
matter ? Let us see then, what k the soul ? The soul in different from mat- 
ter, as thin last is perceived by the senses ae extended through space. This 
distinction is true, but further to conclude, that the soul k also different 
from matter in its real nature, where matter is not extended, is certainly 
hasty, and does not follow from the premises. What then is the soul ac- 
cording to them ? It k all-pervading, infinite, like ether, space and time. 
This anewer, though far from satisfactory, shows, that they felt the diffi- 
culty in determining the notion of the soul, when their other notions had 
undergone a decided alteration. The most peculiar notion in their psy- 
chological theory is the eriatence of the mind independent of the soul, 
although moet intimately connected with i t ;  for through the mind only 
the soul perceives, as well its own qualities, as the qualities of extend 
substances. How could the Nyiya have made a supposition in which 
the contradiction is so evident? For i t  is easy to conclude, that if the 
mind in independent, its perception is also independent. If the mind 
perceives, this perception is not in the soul, and if this perception is in 
the soul, i t  is not perceived. The soul then has knowledge, which is not 
real knowledge, because not perceived, and the mind has no knowledge, 
though it perceives. 

We may solve this Mcul ty  at least in some way. The mind wae 
firet undoubtedly considered as an internal sense according to the ana- 
logy of external senses, in order that there be a unity of perception, and 
also that, ae the external objects are perceived through different medii, 
so the objects of the soul be peroeived through an analogous internal 
medium, a supposition, which has also been made in modern (Englil) 
philosophy. So far the Nydya might have ale0 considered the mind aa 
an internal sense, but they met with a difficulty, which was not felt in the 
same intensity by modem philosophers. If the knowledge be perceived 
by the soul through the medium of the mind (the internal mnae). why 
in knowledge not always p m n t  in the mind ? why does it disappear and 
give place to other objects of perception ? Locke was surprised a t  the 
narmwnem of the human mind, without being able ta account for i t ;  
the Nfiya in endeavouring to account for it, invented an independent 
substance, the mind, which ie an atom, and according to its atomistic 
nature is only able to repment or to perceive one object at one and the 
same time. 
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This, I think, is the solution of the Wcnlty,  and though it ie cer- 
tainly only an evasion, because ita supposition ereates greater di5cultiea 
than the former one, it still gives evidence of a spirit of enquiry in the 
school. 

In comparing the psychological theory of the Ny6ya with more 
modern doctrines (with the exception of the latest period) we must 
admit, that in a metaphysical point of view there is no great difference 
between them. The name objections are to be made to either. The 
doctrine of faculties being involved in the name contradictions as that of 
qualities. In either case, if you are to explain, what the soul b, you 
have to state, what it b, independent of ita -qualities or faculties, and 
also to enumerate the latter. Your explanation will thus point out a 
quale, which is not a unity, but something defined by a variety of no- 
tions. This, however, is not the place to diacuss the matter and we 
wiahed only to show, that modem philosophy in this respect cannot 
boast to have advanced one single step beyond that of the Hindus, that 
b to say, in the metaphysic of the aoul, although i t  would be absurd to 
deny, that modem psychology, as to the observation of psychical pheno- 
mena, has made rapid strides, towards perfection. 

In passing over to the strictly logical enquiries of the NyBya, we have 
to premise, that we cannot view them with the same aatiafaction, and 
although we make ample allowance for the different forms of language, 
in which they were explained, we are compelled to confew, that they 
are neither exact nor complete. 

The Mytiya has treated the logical topics in the inverw order of that 
adopted by us, viz. h t  inference, then ideas, and lastly propositions. 
This order b followed, not in consequence of a different method of ar- 
rangement, but in consequence of the subjects being based upon different 
grounds, and flowing from different sources. Logic might undonbtedly 
be treated analytically and commence with the expoeition of syllogisti- 
cal f o m .  Considering argument as a fact, we might analyee variow 
wgumenta, and proceeding to their elements, that is to propositions, 
gradually arrive at ideas or notions. But the Ny6ya, far from following 
such an analytical course, holds inference to be a quality, different from 
the qnality of forming names and notions, and discusses inference before 
verbal knowledge, evidently with the purpose of showing, that the latter 
in some way depends upon the former. 
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We, however, treat these doctrines in their common order, with no 
other intention than to make oumelvea better understood. 

Verbal knowledge is one of the divieions of intellect. The first act 
or the first condition of understandiug w o h ,  is the forming of the 
name ! A name is corresponding to a certain object, and this object is 
connected with the name by the power of the name. A name which has 
such a power, is a word. The clear and ditinct knowledge of what is 
implied in a word, is produced by a third act, and is the meaning of a 
word. Thin latter is in fact identical with idea or notion, no is evident 
from the examplea given, w for instance, a tree is a thing which hag 
root, stem, branchea, leaves, etc. 

Here again is the order perverted, the name is certainly not. the 6rat 
operation, and the object to be named, the second, but just the reverse. 
There must be objecta to be named, and though we may &it, that the 
clear idea of a rubject often succeedr a name, atill the object, of which 
the notion is formed, in the first, and we must aaaert, that what precedea 
the notion, a h  precedw the name. 

The enquiry, how ideas are formed from a variety of like objects, 
belongs to psychology, and however interesting this question otherwise 
may be, logic hno nothing to do with the psychical process, by whiqh 
ideaa are produced. If this were the care, we might sti l l  have to wait for 
a logic, no a psychological theory haa not yet been established to general 
eatinfection, while logic as a rcience has been completed for more than 
two thonsand years. By considering the names and afterwards the 
corresponding notiom, the real character of a notion has been at least 
obecnred. From the given examples we reel that a notion, instead of 
b e i i  dedned by the genus, under which it is contained, and the specib 
difference, is explained by a genus, which is diitant from it by a number 
of intervening notions (for instance, genus of tree=thing) and by a 
specific diffuence, which besides its own difference, enumerates properties 
which it partakes with others (for instance root, stem, leaves, etc.=speci- 
fic difIerence.) 

The meaning of a word or idea, ought to have been considered in i b  
connexion with other ideas, as made up by genus and dserentia specifics, 
the co-ordination and subordination of id-, M their compatible, contra- 
ry, and contradictory opposition. Here, however, are genus and species 
raised to categories under the names of generality and particularity, 
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being there the common properties of substances, qualities, and acts 
while the opposition of idem is treated in the seventh category, *. 

6 that of negation. There are notions, which, according to our view, 
in contrary opposition, placed under the head of absolute negation 
and notions, according to us in contradictory opposition, in mutual 
negation. 

From this arrangement then did not only result an imperfect exposi- 
tion of the logical relations among ideas, but an important metaphysical 
error, by which logical relations of idem are considered as real proper- 
ties of substances. 

In ! indig the logical treatment of notions by no means satisfactory, 
we may at  the same time observe, that there are many valuable remarks 
about some psychological and grammatical relationa of ideas which we 
do not recollect to have found elsewhere. These we have given in o 

note to the text, where this subject is explained. 
A proposition to convey a diitinct meaning, must, according to the 

r Nfiya, have four qualities : 
1. Contiguity, which; according to some, is the uninterrupted succes- 

sion of the words pronounced in a sentence, so that for instance, the 
first word of it be not pronounced in the present moment, and the next 
half an hour afterwards, aocording to othera, the arrangement of the 
words according to their grammatical connexion. for instance, that a 
preposition be placed together with the word which depends upon it, 
and not with a word, to which i t  does not refer. 

a. Consistency, or the mutual agreement of the worda, according to 
their sense. so that contradictory terms be not connected. 
3. Structure, or the grammatical (terminations) forms of the worda. 

which correspond in their meanings (for instance, that the verb agrees 
with the subject in number and person.) 

4. Intention. that is, the meaning which the speaker wish= to con- 
vey by a sentence. 
There again the logical characteristics of a proposition have been 

omitted. m d l  those points, with the exception perhaps of c o m ~ c y .  
belong to the grammatical struaftve of a sentence. 

The logical explanation of propositions, an a matter of coume, pasaea 

over any grammatid form a proposition may m a m e ;  it treats only 
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of the relation between two ideae, and its simple question is, whether 
two ideas can be connected or not. 

It is evident, that in this way neither quantity, nor modality of pro- 
positions could have been discovered. We might, however, dispense with 
them, as these forms are not strictly logical ; but not even the division of 
propositions according to their quality has been made by the Nfiya. 

The theory of ideas and propoeitions is the weakest point in the logic 
of the NyBya; they are more successful in explaining the form of argu- 
ments; for though the theory of syllogism is far from exact and com- 
plete, we must admit, that they understood the general character of a 
syllogism. 

G6utama. the founder of the NyBya, thought, that a complete syllogism 
ought to contain five members (propositions) ; viz. 1, the propoaition. 
(that is, what is to be proved by the argument ;) 2, the reason or argument; 
3, the instance ; 4, the application ; 5, the conclusion, for example- 

This hill in fiery 
For it smokes. 

As for instance a hearth. 
Thia hill smokes 
Therefore i t  is fiery. 

We need not expatiate on the five members, although it may indeed 
create some surprise, that philosophem, who gave an analysis of syllo- 
gism, should not have immediately observed the superfluity of two of 
these members; in more modem times the syllogism was reduced to 
four members (by others to three), of which we now give a descrip- 
tion. 

The firat act is the statement of a fact (or proposition minor). For 
instance: this hill smokes. With the idea of smoke is associated the 
idea of fire, as we know from a former observation, that smoke is con- 
nected with !ire, ae for instance, fire on a hearth. Smoke is therefore 
the argument, and has the predicate, that fire is to be inferred from it 
under similar circumstances, as those which were observed concerning 
the 6re on a hearth. The second step therefore ia, that the argument 
(smoke) recalls its connection in a former time with another idea. Thi 
second act ie called conaideration, or to give it in a sentence, 

Where there is smoke, there is fire, as for instance, on a hearth. 
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The third step is, that such a smoke from which f ie  is infemble, is on 
the hill: and the fourth step, the actual connexion of the fire with the 
hill, that M, the hill is fiery. 

The error in this exposition is the confounding logical correctness 
with truth. The N@ya perceived very well, that the terminus medius by 
itti beiig separatedly connected with two other idem or denied of one, 
connected or separated thesa two ideas,-which is the real operation in 
arguing; but at  the same time they wanted to guard against false pre- 
m& or a false conclusion, and for thin purpoae they required a conri- 
deration, which was to establish the truth of the preposition major by a 
reference to an instance, in which the truth of thia premise was exem- 
plified. Their investigation wee therefore not only directed to the logical 
operation of arguing, but also to the truth, which may result from it, 
and both the truth of the conclusion, and the correctness of the argu- 
ment, should be the result of one and the same operation, which of 
c o w  M impossible. We would not so much object to thii process on 
the ground, that i t  is tedious, and useless, as regards the eyllogiem 
itself (for it may be good to draw the attention of the beginner not only 
to the special connexion of the idem in the syllogistical form, but also 
to the truth of the premiaea) but on the ground, that i t  is considered 
only valid by giving an instance. Hence arguing M not allowed, where 
no instance can be given. by which not only an undue restriction takes 
place, but also, in some casm at  least, four ideas are introduced. 

Another error b, that by inference not only a new connerion of ideas 
ia to be given, but also a new atmociation of an object, which M perceived. 
with wmething, that is not perceived, as for instance rmoke, which ia 
perceived, with fire, which ia not perceived. Here then, i t  appears, is 
inference limited to objecb, at  present in our perception. Though thii 
in denied in the later expositions of the Nyhya, and is expressly stated 
a an error of the earlier philoeophers of the school, still perception is not 
omitted as a necessary condition of inference, which must of course 
confine ~ y l l o g h m  to a much narrower circle than M according to their 
aahue. 

The third error, which has a clone communion with the first, is the 

mnfomding of the logical relation between argument and conclusion. 
with the relation between aauae and effect. All the examples given to 
illrutrate rpllogi~ms, do not represent a connexion between ideas, in 
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which the relations are those of notions, that is to say, either excluded 
from each other, or contained in a higher one, but in the relation of 
came and effect, and vice v e d ,  which may certainly be expressed in a 
syllogism, but only in one kind of syllogism, viz. in a.conditiona1 one. 
That this error is not owing to the examples, but to the doctrine itself. 
is proved by OoGtama's division of syllogisms, which are either pansing 
from the cause to its effect, or consequent, passing from the effect to its 
cause, or from general notions. An inference of the first kind is, when 
rain is inferred from a collection of clouds, of the aecond, from the 
increase of water in a river to rain, of the third, from the notion of earth 
to the notion of a substance. Thii latter would indeed answer a rela- 
tion in the notions themselves, but it is of minor importance, and it has 
been even omitted in later treatises. 

If even the nature of a syllogism be not expressed in its preciee logical 
form by the NyBya, we much less can expect to find here a complete 
enumeration of the various kinds of syllogisms. Oo6tama's divirion 
of syllogiema has been just adverted to, and it is hardly neceaaary to 
remark, that this division is not logical. In later treatises of the Ny6ya 
syllogisms are divided into positive and negative ones, and from the 
examples given in illustration i t  appears, that the two-fist syllogiatical 
forms are repremnted by them; here, however, is their theory finished, 
and we find no trace of'the different moods the syllogistical forms can 

enter into. 
I t  is a remarkable circumstance, that the general form of a syllogism 

should have been found by the Hindus, and yet that they still should not 
have diicovered the different forms and moods, the diversities of which 
are the resnlt of a mere combination. This is the more remarkable, M 
in their philmophical argning we almost invariably find a rpllogbm 
expressed in an enthymematical form, where the conclusion and the 
terminus medius am given, by which the force of an argument is not 
only forthwith apparent, but even a certain elegance produced, and this 
even without referring to an instance. We think, that this deficiency 
wae the conseqnence of two causes especially-ht, they were unable 
to disengage themselves from the grammatical form in which human 
ideas are expressed, as shown by their technical logical language, which 
though as precise as pomible, b not clear but c u m b r a  and not com- 
prehensive, and secondly, from their pious regard for every thing tmdi- 
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tional, be it in political institutions, in religion, or in science. The 
SGtraa, in which their ancient system are expreaaed, have always n- 
mained text-books, and any discovery that had been made in theory, did 

I 

not prompt them to attempt a new expoition of science, but gave only 
occasion to a new interpretation of the ancient doctrines of the school. . 

A comparison between the logic of Arietotle and that of the Hindes 
would be neither interesting nor instructive, and we therefore beg to 
decline it. With the Hindas, logic is a fist  attempt, marked with the 
vest@ of rude workmamhip and conception, while with Aristotle it 
rpringa forth perfect at once. 

Tha Bhtirha Pat icUa itself is cowidered as a text-book in the 
Brahminical achools. There is no Pundit of any repute who does not 
know it  well, and many know the whole work by-heart. And indeed it 
is admirably adapted for the purpose of introduction into the study of 
the Nfiya and Vaishkhika philosophies. It is a succinct exposition of 
the principal topics of the whole system. and may easily be committed 

r to memory. It is written in the well-known Anustabh S16kae. The 

style, however, is not poetical at all, but that of the most sober prose, 
and nowhere is the attempt made to combine the graces of imagination 
with philosophical method. The language is as simple as po~ible,  and 
osntly different from the language of the commentary, which is extremely 
difficult to understand,.not only because i t  expresses the simplest ideas 
in the most abstruse language, but ale0 selecb terms, which either belong 
to the Nytiya philosophy alone, or have a diierent aense in other systems. 
The difficulties a European first experiences in understanding a work of 
this school, are leea in the subject than in the mode, in which it is 
treated, so remote from European ideas, and in fact it is only by tracing 
the connexion of all the ideas that any one wil l  be able thoroughly to 
understand it. The commentary is certainly a valuable asmistant to the 

L understanding of the work, and I have made ample use of it for the 

interpretation of passages, which I generally did through the very words 
of the commentary. 

The co- followed in the work, is very simple. The author gives 
first the leading ideas of the system, that is, the highest metaphysical 
notiow, which are gradually to be explained in his work. These are 
the notions of substance, quality, action, generality, (class) particularity, 
(rpeciea) intimate union and negation. 
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He then enumerates the various substances, qualities, actions, etc., 
after which he explains the properties, common to all categories, and 
then those, common to more or lese of them. After tbb exposition the 
different substances in their relations to themselves and to other sub- 
stances ae well aa to their qualities and actions are explained. 

In the same way the author discusses the qualities of the substmcen, 
and his work in W e d ,  when he haa treated on the last quality, enu- 
merated at the commencement of his treatbe. The other categories are 
not especially inquired into, which indeed waa not necessary, M they 
are dependent upon snbstancen, qualitier and actiom, and their applica- 
tions have been fully given, whenever the relations of the categories 
required it. 

The first edition of the Sanscrit text of the Bhasha Parich* appear- 
ed in 1827, under the auspim of the Committee of Public Iwtruction. 
The S w c r i t  text in Bengalee charactera waa nometime a fk rwda  
reprinted with the addition of a Bengalee translation of the text, ar 
well aa of the commentary, of this latter, however, with considerable 
alterations. On the merit8 of the Bengalee translation I am unable to 
express an opinion, aa I MW this edition but once, and did afterwards 
not succeed in getting a copy of it. The tramlation, which I offer to 
the public, is made an literal aa the idiom of the English language 
would admit, and although it was my endeavour strictly to adhere to the 
English idiom, I was.sometimea forced slightly to deviate from it, in 
order to convey more precisely the meaning of the original. 

In concluaion. I cannot omit gratefully to acknowledge the liberality 
of the Asiatic Society, which enabled me to add the Sanscrit original 
to the translation. This text ia a mere reprint from the Calcutta 
edition, free, however, from the few errata found there. There b no 
manuncript of this work in the Library of the Asiatic Society with 
which I could have compared the Calcutta edition. I believe, however, 
that such a comparison would have been quite unnecemary, M an 
incorrectness of the text must disclw itself in a philosophical work like 
thin by the want of connexion, and can therefore be easily rectified. 

(To be continued.) 
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bienrmanda on Etploa've Cotton, by w. B. O'SHAUGENESSY, M. D., 
F. R. S., Co-Secretay, Aa'atic Society of Bmgal. 

Having been permitted to publish the results of some experiments 
which I have recently conducted by order of Governmeuf with the 
object of testing the vdue of explosive cotton for Military purposes, I 
tmst the details I proceed to submit may not be altogether devoid of 
interest. 

Soon aRer the first accouuts arrived from home regarding Schoen- 
bein's discovery of the new explosive, a small portion of his preparation 
was received in Calcutta, of which from two sources I obtained altoge- 
ther about a grain in weight. There was at the same time received 
from Professor Schoenbeim a kind of paper, perfectly transparent and 
colonrless, the preparation of which was believed to be in some manner 
connected with that of the explosive cotton. 

Minute as was the quantity of the cotton I received, it was still 
sufficient to afford a clue to the nature of the preparation. A particle 
exploded over mercury in a glass tube, dippeared without residuum 
4 n d  gave a transparent and colourless gas, but slightly soluble in 
water and giving red fumes by mixture with common air, and a whitish 
precipitate when agitated with lime water. The microsoope further 
showed that the structure of the cotton was unaltered by the preparation 
it nnderwent. This was suflticient to prove that the exploeive cotton 
contained nitrogen-and rendered it probable that it might be prepar- 
ed by the action of nitric acid on the vegetable fibre. I t  recalled to 
mind too the experiments made by Pelouze in 1833, who found that paper 
immersed for a moment in the strongest nitric acid, then thoroughly 
washed with distilled water and dried, became exceedingly inflammable, 
being transformed into a substance which he named Xyloidim. 

Working upon these data, 1 succeeded late in December, in preparing 
an explosive cotton, and about the same time my friend Mr. Siddons, 
by independent experiments, arrived at the same result. 

That the explosive cotton we prepared is identical with Schoenbein's, 
seems to be proved by the following cinnunstances. 1. On microsco- 
pic examination there is no perceptible Merence of structure. 2. On 
explosion they yield the Bame gaseous mixtureand lastly, by immer- 
sing the best kind of the Calcutta cotton, in pure sulphuric ether, it-is 
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dissolved aud the solution evaporated spontaneously on a flat sudhce, 
dords  a transparent, colourleas, glass-like paper, exactly the same in 
appearance and properties as that which accompanied the specimen of 
Bchoenbeiu's cotton aent to Calcutta. 

Reserving for a moment tbe description of the process fallowed by 
Mr. Siddons and myself* as soon rs a sdcient  supply was obtained 
for analytical experiments, I ascertained that the cotton which in its 
natural state is a compound of carbon, and the elements of wafer, had 
by immersion in a mixture of equal measures of strongest nitric 
and eulphuric acide, parted with its constituent water, and that in 
the place of this had been substituted one of the series of Nitrogen 
and Oxygen compounds. The use of the sulphuric acid is simply 
by ita powerful &ty for water to withdraw thia from the carbon 
of the cotton; no portion of this acid or its constituents enters into 
the composition of the new explosive compound. Ultimately the 
explosive cot- was found to be a compound of Nitrogen, Carbon, and 
Oxygen, isomeric with (or of being the same ingredients and pro- 
portions as) the old and well known fmlminie or cynru'e acid, the active 
principle of the fulminating silver, mercury, kc. But here as in many 
other isomeric compounds, numerous differences in properties became 
mrnifert, depending ahiefly on the mechanical structure of the merent 
forms of the preparation. I have not as yet completed to my own 
utirfsdion a d a i c n t  number of exact d y e e a  to warrant my exprese- 

' 

ing the mdta in agures, but the numemu facts which I have obeerv- 
ed, tend to the conclusian that $1 the isomeric varieties of cyanic acid 
us represented in the explosive cotton, passing into each other under 
the idhence of sligbt and often inappreebble circumstances, the general 
event baing the formation af a substance bearing a close resemblance to 
Cyawwlidc (C. 2.0.2 + N. H.) being white, neutral, insoluble in water 
and acids, d h l v e d  in aqua Potaaaii ammonia being set free, yielding 
mlphate of ammonia when heated with strong sulphuric acid while car- 
bonic acid escapes. Tbi description applies e q d y  to Cyaflcclide and 
to the bast explosive cotton. (See Uregoty'r Orgcrnic C h i . J r y ,  

a 995.) 
Without entering u p 1  elaborate chemical detailn unsuited to the 

object of thb paper, it will suffice to say that we found the prepared cotton 
to be increased ilt weight by 20 per 100, insoluble in water, unchang 
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ed in composition or properties by immersion or eveti boiling in d t  
water, insoluble in dcohol, oils, acetic acid, ammonia, weak acid and 
alkaline solutions--such as solution of carbouate of soda or of potmh 

u 
or lime water. When very well prepared it is entirely soluble in anhy- 
drona dphuric  ether, and the solution when evaporated yields the 
glase-like paper. If the ether contains alcohol or water the paper is 
opaque and porous, like ordinary filtering paper. 

The cotton thus prepared may be exploded over gun powder withmt 
igniting it. I t  explodes by a violent blow on an anoil with the sharp 
ring of percussion powder, but the explosion only affecta the particlea 
immediately struck, and does not ignite the rest, but if gun powder be 
mixed with it the whole is fired. 

I t  does not explode by the electric spark, or by the diecharge of a 
single Leyden jar. 

I t  explodes on being heated to 375' of Fahrenheit. 
I t  does not explode by friction between wooden or metallic surfma 

c till the temperature. of these rises to 375" ; neither does it explode by 
compression in powerful screw presaea. On the contray, comprersion 
exercises some singular decta  on ita explosiveness and combustibilitp 
The very most explosive kind twisted into a tight cord burnu like qnick 
matoh, and a tight ligature of wire or twine round a portion of this in- 
tercepts the ignition. In the same way when compressed into the 
touch-hole of a cannon it is fired with the utmost difficulty, so that it 
cannot he used for priming; accordingly in the ordnance trials at Dum- 
Dum the cotton charges have been always fired with qnick match or 
powder priming. 

Exploded in a loose heap its force appears to be exercised almost 
altogether in the lines of least resistance ; thus on two occasions nearly 
two pounds weight while being dried on a water-bath exploded a d -  

b dentally on a thin copper tray, which was not injured or displaced--and 
on both these occasions the plaster of the roof and the loose tiles of 
a shed within three feet of the cotton remained undisturbed. A man 
standing close to the tray wns uninjured, and several test glasses ranged 
on a party wall within 44 feet of the explosion were not moved or bro- 
ken or their contents spilled. 

Regarding the results obtained by my first experiments, in connexion 
with the valuable properties ascribed by general rnmour to the explo- 
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sive cotton, to be of sufficient importance to warnut more extensive 
trials, I reported them officially to Government, and iaas immediately 
directed to prepare a sufficiently large quantity of this cotton for a 
a e r k  of ordnance trials at Durn-Dum. With the valuable assistance of 
Mr. Frewen of the Mint Assay office, I have accordingly had manufm 
tured over 100 pounds of the explosive cotton, and the experience thus 
gained regarding ita preparation and properties enables me to state such 
fsde as may enable othera to form a more correct estimate of the degree 
of practical value of this preparation, for Military proposes, than can be 
obtained from experiments on the manufacture and properties of a few 
ounces of the explosive. 

PREPARATION. 
In the experiments carried on at the mint, 100 tola weight (3 and 

+th troy pounds) of cotton was operated onat a time, the cotton having 
been previously cleaned and loosened out by the native boastring 

apparatus. 
The acid mixture consists of equal meaeurea (in all 336 fluid oiinces) of 

rulphnric acid, Sp. gr. 1843, and nitric acid, Sp. gr. 1460. The sulphuric 
acid weighs 840 tolaa=to 21115s av. and the nitric acid weighs tolas 65 1 
=to 17 av. %s. fractions omitted. The mixture when cool is placed in a 
large shallow porcelain basin, so situated as to permit the fumes to be 
carried off by a current of air. The cotton is introduced with iron tongs in 
small portions at a time, pressed under the surf808 of the acid for about 
two minutea and moved to the opposite side of the pan. This is conti- 
nued till 50 tola weight is introduced. Whm the last portion haa been 
immersed for about three minutes, the cotton should be lifted out, by 
the tongs, quickly transferred to a screw-press of iron or stone and the 
excess of acid pressed out. This is continued till the 50 tola weight is 
pressed. The cake is then rapidly removed to a large v w l  of com- 
mon water, torn asunder by hand, washed and squeezed and thrown 
into a second vessel of water ; again washed and squeezed, and the 
masaea thrown into a vessel containing a solution of 1 pound of carbo- 
nate of soda in 20 gallons of water. Well washed here the mass is 
placed in a large screw-press-the pressed cake again washed with water. 
I t  is now fit for dying, which is beet done by solar heat on a dry t e m  
over.@rpaulin or sheeta of iron, taking the utmost caution to avoid the 
possibility of explosion by accidental sparks. 
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!I'wo days' elrposure are sufficient in the month of February, to bring 
the cotton into as dry state as is required for its use with ordnance or 
small arms. 

Steam or hot water heat may be used for the drying with perfect 
safety with suitable apparatus. But unless this be in every respect 
properly constructed, the danger of making a large quantity of cotton 
is too serious to be t d e d  with. I have also dried cotton s u ~ f u l l y  
in vacu& and by the immediate contact of masses of quick-lime,: but 
it is needless at present to occupy the pages of this Jo~~rnal  with de- 
scriptions of the arrangements, by which these facts can be practically 
applied. 

When dry the cotton is next to be carded; or loosened out by the 
native bowstring apparatus. 

The expressed acid may be used for the remaining 50 tolas of the 
100. I t  will however be generally found that after 40 tolas have been 
immersed, the acid begins to corrode or pulp the cotton, producing a 

t new series of compounds, chiefly oxalic acid, formic acid, and sugar. 
The same series of operations above described is gone through with 

the second acid, and the resulting cotton kept apart. 
After drying, it is found that the 100 tola weight of cotton has 

increased to 114 to 120, according to the care with which the process 
has been conducted. 

The process thus performed affords two qualities of explosive cotton. 
The first 50 tolas may be desijpated 1st or best quality. 
The product of the 2d expressed acid and the second 50 tolas of 

cotton should be marked 3d or worst quality. 
If these be mechtanically mixed by carding or the bow-string, the 

mixture may be called 2d quality. 
The acid mixture which after cooling was Sp. gr. 1667 before use, 

b after once having been used is of Sp. gr. 1687. Twice used its density is 
1691. The acid once used measures 180 fluid ounces and by distillation 
yields $ its bulk of nitric acid, Sp. gr. 1480 ; the acid twice used yields 
)th its bulk of nitric acid, Sp. gr. 1400. By prolonged boiling in platinum 
or glace vesselq the pulpy cotton in the mixture is decomposed with 
copious derrescence of carbonic acid and nitric oxyde gnses ; when this 
terminates and the acid in the boiler begins to blacken, the concentra- 
tion has proceeded far enough, and on cooling the original sul~huric 
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acid is recovered with little diminution either of strength or quan- 
tity. 

The washings in the several tubs being neutralized with carbonate of 
soda, yield ou boiling down, a large quantity of mixed sulphate and 
nitrate of soda, which may be used for the economical manufacture of 
nitric acid, so as materially to diminish the cost of the process. 

Reserving an account of the cost of manufacture, 1 proceed now to show 
the properties and effects of each of the three varieties of the cotton 
above described. 

Beat Quality, No. 1. 

Snow white, explodes without leaving the least residuum or dampness 
d o e s  not fire powder if ignited over it. Flashed on the hand causes 
no pain ; is almost entirely soluble in sulphuric ether. One ponnd weight 
avoirdupois can easily and safely be compressed into the space of 128 
cubic inches* without diminishing its explosive power for ordnance or 
small arms. 

Exposed to the air in a large room, protected from dust thia quality 
of cotton (dried by solar heat for two days) fluctuates in weight accord- 
ing to the hygrometric state of the atmosphere--the maximum increase 
having been 1.34 per 100, as shown in the annexed Table of obser- 
vations continued during 26 days. 

At this maximum of absorption no diminution of projectile pow- 
er was experienced in trials made with an eprouvette mandril gun, the 
invention of Colonel Forbes, especially suited to these experiments.? 
But when the quantity of moisture designedly added exceeded three 
per 100, the explosive power fell rapidly, but was regained altogether 
by redrying the cotton. 

With this quality of cotton trials were made at Dum Dum on the 
19th and 25th of January, and 24th of February, with the results shown 
in the accompanying Table. 

* Tbe bulk of 4 pounds of ordnance gunpowder. 
t Of which I hope to be permitted to give a more minute account in a future 

number of the journal. 
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Dux DUM. 
Ordnance Experiments with Qun Cotton. 

The ranges above exhibited are as nearly as possible four times as 
great as those given in the Woolwich tables of mortar practice in 1838, 
etrength of powder from 21 to 2%&ths. With this powder an 8 inch 
mortar with 46 pound shot gave with 154 ounces a range of 700 yards 
which was in all the above trials exceeded by 4 ounces of cotton. 

I n  two trials made of some cotton'prepared by Mr. Siddons, coms- 
ponding ranges were obtained with the 8 inch mortar and 6 pr. field gun. 

Lastly a sample of cotton sent to me for trial by Mr. Scott of the H. 
Co.'s Dispensary tested by the mandril eprouvette gun gave a range of 
1 l O*,feet against 1 1 1 of my first quality. 

These experiments with cotton made with the utmost care by three 
Merent persons, show an extraordinary uniformity in the quality and 

* Rwmt on the 19th Jmuuy-Lie.&.-Col. Lawremon, C. B., Capts. White- 
krd, Br0000, DoclgLu, and other d a m  d the WQT m m t .  
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power of the best articleand show that this quality is obtainnble 
despite of difference of manipulation in the process, and that it is depen- 
dent on the definite chemical composition of the compound itself. The 
fact is one which affords the most encouraging prospects to those inter- 
ested in developing the qualities of the article. 

The trials made with this variety of the cotton with small rnns have 
been very numerous and satisfactory. The ratio of superior power to that 
of powder, is evidently much greater than in the cannon and mortar 
practice, but as the experiments are not capable of being expressed in 
figures, I will not dwell on them in more detail. 

In all the ordnance experiments above narrated there were remarked- 
1 .-Entire absence of smoke. 
2.-As far as could be judged very trivial heating of the guns. 
3.-Entire absence of dirt or wetting. 
The report, recoil and time of flight of the shot and shells seemed 

eqaal, as closely as could be estimated, to these dects from the charges 
of powder required for equal ranges. 

I t  should further be observed that of this quality of cotton from 6 to 
7 ounces on two trials burst an 8 inch 46 lb. shell, but it should be 
stated that it was with considerable difficulty this quantity of cotton 
was forced into the shell. 

2d and 3d quality of Cotton. , 

The 2d is prepared as above described, by mixing together the whole 
of the 100 tola weight manufactured from the quantity of acids above 
specified. No. 3 or worst, is the product of the last 50 tolas of cot- 
ton and expressed acid. 

I t  was with the 2d quality my first experiments were made ; 4 ounces 
tried at the Eshapore powder works by Major Anderson and myself 
gave, with a 68 pound shot, a range of 461 yards, thus :- 
Best quality, 4 oz. 68%. shot, range 839 yards, tried at Dum Dum. 
2d quality, ditto ditto. ........... 46 1 ........ Eshapore. 
3d quality, worst. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  250 . . . . . . . .  Durn Dum. 
H. C.'s powder, best ordnance quality 189 ........ Eshapore. 

The effect of the mizture or quality No. 2 it will be observed is 
inferior to the arithmetical mean of the two forces, the range being 
461 instead of 544 yards ; but this variation may have proceeded from 
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the mutnre on trial having been made with cotton of two different - 

days' manufacture. 

The preceding experiments show that the worst cotton is superior to 
the best ordnance powder in the proportion of 250 to 189 in the trials 
under description, and that the 2d quality is superior to powder in the 
proportion of 2.) to 1. But other. considerations arise regarding 
these inferior qualities which we have found to have fanlts which mow 
than outweigh the value of the superiority of range. 

The inferior kind of cotton is of yellowish colour, insoluble in 
e t h e ~  hygrometric that it absorbs from 5 to 10 per 100 of 
moisture from the air in 24 hours. I t  soils and wets the guns md 
leaves in them a body of wavering flame and large quantities of half 
ignited cotton, a source of the most formidable danger to the gunners, 
and likely to lead to explosion of ammunition in the vicinity. I t  is 
rendered useless by being compressed or men tied in a cartridge bag. 
In several instances while the loose cotton of this quality gave a very 
respectable range, an equal quantity tied up in a cartridge bag, scarcely 
expelled the ball from the gun. 

But the most fital objection to the use of this inferior mrt is, that 
stored even in hermetically sealed ammunition chests, lined with copper 
and without the contact of the air, it changes composition, and in lees 
than six weeks becomes totally inert. Thus a box proved at Dum 
Durn on the 19th January, of which 4 oz. threw a 68% shot 250 
yards from an 8 inch mortar, was re-opened on the 27th of February, 
and the same quantity barely threw a 46fb shot a few feet from the 
mouth of the mortar. 

The canse of this change is the same as that which affects so many 
cyanogen compounds, especially the hydroeyanic acid. The cotton 
under descriptiou was most carefully prepared, and every trace of 
acid left by the process well neutdued and washed out. Still in 
six weeks it had changed its composition and become entirely useless, 
and when the chest was opened there wns perceptible a strong smell of 
nitric oxyde gas. This Eact is sdcient  to show that i t  iu only tlis 
very beat kind of cotton which can he depended on for axy military 
we. I t  next r k n a  to be considered whether to this kind also there 
may mt exist such objectim as may counterbalance the very great ad- 

2 c 
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rantages which in point of range, cleanliness, lightness and absence of 
woke, I have shown it to possess over ordinary ser~ice powder. 

I t  has been stated that the low temperature at which this cotton 
aplodes would render rapid firing impracticable in consequence of the 
heating of the guns. Now the true exploding point is 375' Fahrenht. 
Under this, whatever may be asserted to the contrary, the best cotton 
-ot be made to explode. Now whether it arise from the greater 
qnickness of the explosion, or the inferior degree of specific heat in the 
mate&& the fact is certain that it would take a greater number of 

of the best cotton than ever could be fired in the sharpest action to 
bring the temperature of the gun so as to approach the exploding point. 

I n  one set of experiments instituted on this question, 80 rounds of 
cotton were fired from a gun metal cone of exactly the weight of the 
whole of the cotton used. The interval was but ten seconds between 
each round. When the last round was fired, a piece of the best cotton 
was firmly pressed against the sides of the metal cone in every direction 

without ignition taking place. On repeating the experiment and taking 
the temperature of the cone it was found to be below that of boiling 
water ! 

The next objection made is the assumed probability of qontaneoua 
combwtion. Now the combustible mate* in this compound being 
already combined with all the oxygen it requires, I a n  see no reasonable 
cause for the apprehension of the spontaneous heating, which in raw 
cotton arises from the absorption of the additional oxygen with which 
its carbon and accidental oily matters have a tendency to unite. 

This process I hare most carefully studied with reference to an attempt 
made some years since to fire the arsenal in Fort William, on which 
occasion a Court of Enquiry, of which I was a member, had satisfactory 
proof before them that spontaneous combustion was not coucerned in 
what took place. The esperiments then camed on led to our being 
enabled to produce this kind of combustion with perfect certainty in 
masses of tow, cotton, cloth, &c. duly prepared for the purpose. Such 
experiments I have repeated with the gun cotton, but I have never 
detected the least trace of heating. The objection nevertheless is one 
which time alone can dispose of effectually. 

As to danger in the process of preparation, I do not deny that there 
ir some risk. But this, I know by sufficient experience, isinfinitely 
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less than that is attendant on the manufacture of gun powder. In 
the preparation of gun cotton there are but two periods of risk- 
the first is while pressing the cake still full of acid. On one occasion 
this caused an explosion, but of too trivial a nature to be worth deserip 
tion, and moreover the accident is one which cannot cause injury with 
a press properly constructed. 

The last stage of drying unquestionably demands every precaution. 
In my late experiments, a stray spark ignited at once ten ponnds 
of cotton which scorched more or less severely two men who, contrary to 
orders, were quietly seated in the middle of the mass. Had this hap- 
pened with the same proportionate quantity (4Ofbs.) of powder, there 
an be no doubt what would have been the result to the lives of the 
men, and to the premises where the accident occurred. 

I repeat that during the other etages of the manufacture exploeive 
cotton is prepared with the most perfect safety. While it contains as 
much moisture as can be perceived by the touch, it may be put into 
a red hot crucible, or penetrated by a red hot poker with absolute 
impunity. The hiss of steam and a few sparks are the only phenome~ 
observed. 

I have next to deal with the cost of the beat kind of cotton, and 
here it is that in a mil i taypint  of mew the chief objection arises to 
its use. The annexed estimate shows in detail that to prepare gun 
cotton from acids aa sold in Calcutta a t  present, 1 pound of the beat 

kind costs about 10 Rs. But being fourfold the power of powder, this 
may be considered as 2 Rs 8 as. for the corresponding quantity of 
cotton. Now this is at least 8 times the price of ordnance powder, 
range for range. 

But on the supposition that Government made their own acids, using 
nitrate of soda, instead of saltpetre, economizing the washings, recon- 
centrating the mlphuric acid, &c. the cost of the preparation would be 
reduced so considerably, that allowing as above for superiority of power 
the cost of cotton would be 2Rs. gas 6pie per av. pound, being within 
a fraction of double the price of powder, wing quantities of equal 
power.* But this statement of course must be regarded as one resting 

* 10 as. 4 pie for range which would be procured from a pomd of powder value 
5 PI. 

2 c 2  
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an views which further experience may modify or disprove. I t  would 
be presumptuous to advance a positive opinion that the process may not 
be cheapened and improved. Professor Schoenbein nuy have a method 
of greater simplicity and economy than those employed by the numer- 
ous experimentalists who have followed in the track of his brilliant 
discovery. I have already tried many modifications of the acid method 
but without wccess.* One plan still remaim for experiment which pro- 
mises better than the rest, and which I shall bring as soon as possible 
to the test of a conclusive trial. I allude to the employment of nitric 
acid previously or simultaneously submitted to the influence of a power- 
tW voltaic current, sufficient to decompose the constituent water of the 
nitric acid, and thus render this more suited to the conversion of the 
cotton fibre into cyanic acid or cyamelide. 

I have to add that I have been enabled by the kindness of Mr. 
Rogm and Mr. Blechynden, to make adequate trials of the Akundoo 
and Simal fibre-Manilla and other kinds of Hemp--Jute--*- 
Plaintain and Aloe fibre ; and that I have given fair trial to every kind 
of cotton I could procure. I have also examined the explosive com- 
pounds made with wood shavings, sawdust, unsized paper, &c. The 
general result is that cotton affords the best prepantion--md the better 
the ordinary quality of the cotton, the stronger aud more permanent 
is the explosive it afforda. 

I have also tried (but merely for trial sake) the finely divided char- 
coal obtained by igniting cotton in close vesse lwf  this carbon 100 

parts of the best Banda cotton yield 17* to 18. As might be inferred 
from the theory of the process, no explosive compound wae generated- 
no constituent water having been associated with the carbon, no substi- 
tion of a nitrogen componnd could take place. 

An economiod mode of manufacture once discovered, which would, 
bring cotton and powder to equal prices, range for range,--and the use 
of the new explosive confined strictly to that of the very best kind,- 
there remains lu, objection which I have heard of-no fault which I have 
myself observed, which may not be fairly found with the best kinds of 
powdcr also. Meanwhile although the gun cotton be too costly for 
military use, and f d e r  experiments are required on the effects of l o q  

' UW for h h n m  Anbydroar nitrous acid, prepared by diatilling :the dded 
nitrate of lead-mixtwea of dried sulphurour add md nitric oxyde g a ~ .  
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storing on the powers of even the best kind, 1 confidently recom- 
mend Mr. Siddon's preparation to the sportsmen of Bengal. Those who 
once try the umokelesa cotton in a tiger encounter will not readily fore- 
go its use for this and similar purposes. I should add that it is not 
suited for the patent breech, but it answers admirably in the military 
two-grooved rifle. I have no apprehension about its alleged hursting 
properties. I have now used it with pistols and rifles, and witnessed its 
use with cannon and mortars to such an extent, as to warrant my expres- 
sing the most decided opinion, that regarding the best k i d  of cotton 
as 4 times the strength of powder all ordinary proportional charges 
may be used with but the same risk aa would be attendant on the explo- 
sion of powder. The extraordinarily effective use of cotton in mining or 
blasting has been already proved by the extensive trials made in Europe. 
Here again cost is the only objection to be vanquished. 

I should not conclude however without stating for the consolation of 
the powder interest that for the manufacture of rockets the cotton is 
appareutly useless-neither would it produce the effect of powder if 
fired in bags against a gate, as in the memorable instance of Ghuzni ; 
nor can it be used in the loading of Shrapnel1 shells. 

I have now endeavoured to give an impartial account of the merits and 
defects of this new exploeive. In the hands of the Artillery officers at 
Dum-Dnm it could not but have met a candid and liberal trial-and al- 
though the Select Committee with myself may be but of one opinion as to 
the present inapplicability of gun cotton to military purposes, all must 
participate in the feeling that the utmost credit is due to Professor 
Schoenbein for his most interesting and promising invention. 

TABLE 
Of obueraatioru on Aygmetric propertier of the best kind of Gun 

Cotton. 
The cotton wed was of the finest kind, 100 grains were dried till it 

ceased to loose weight, were placed in the left pan of a Kater's balance, 
s e ~ b l e  to & of a grain. The frame of the balance was perforated so 

as to allow the air to circulate freely through it. 
6th February, 1847. 4 p. m. grains 100.00 Remarks. 
7 t h  .. .. .. .. .. .. noon. ,, 100.40 

2 p. m. ,, 100.23 
4 p. m. ,, 100.20 
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8th. ............ 
9th, ............ 
1 Oth, .......... 
Ilth, .......... 

Remarku. 
8 a. m. ,, 100.47 
44 p.m. ,, 100.25 
-) p. 7 a.m. ,, 100.60 Night cloudy, W. S. 
.5 p. m. ,, 100.44 
f-p. 7 a.m. ,, 100.67 
4 p. m. ,, 100.74 Clouded all day. 
7 a. m. ,, 100.84 
8+ a. m. ,, 100.94 Very cloudy. 
5 p. m. ,, 100.54 
9 a. m. ,, 100.90 
5 p. m. ,, 100.64 
7 a. m. ,, 101.14 A thick mist. 
1 p. m. ,, 100.80 
5f. p. m. ,, 100.60 Day bright. 
7 a. m. ,, 101.20 Thick mist. 
noon. ,, 100.90 
2 p. m. ,, 100.74 
5 p. m. ,, 100.63 
5jt p. m. ,, 100.43 House opened up a few 

minutes previous to ob- 
servation. 

7 a. m. ,, 101.07 Thick fog. 
+p.Sa.m.,, 101.20 Somerainat9a .m.  
4 p.4 p.m. ,, 100.43 
7 a. m. ,, 100.97 
8 a. m. ,, 10 1 .OO Sky overcast ; Therm. 74O. 
9+ a. m. ,, 100.95 Occasionalshowers all day. 
4-) p. m. ,, 100.83 Ditto. 
5-) p. m. ,, 100.93 Ditto. 
7 a. m. ,, 10 1.23 Clouded all day. 
8+ a. m. ,, 101.33 Ditto. 
9 a. m. ,, 101.30 Ditto. 
5 p. m. ,, 100.80 Ditto. 
7 a. m. ,, 100.63 Sky bright., W. N. W. 
8 a m. ,, 100.55 Ditto. 
5+ a. m. ,, 100.40 Ditto. 
9 a. m. ,, 100.23 Ditto. 
+ p.9a.m. ,, 99.96 Ditto. 
5 p. m. ,, 100.30 Therm. 74". 
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94 a. m. 
noon. 
2 p. m. 

100.50 Sky overcast all day. 
Therm. 72" 4 p. m. 

100.50 Ditto. 
100.30 Ditto. 
100.40 Ditto. 
100.74 Sky bright. Wind N. E. 

Therm. 64". 
100.54 Ditto ditto. 
100.54 
100.44 Scattered clouds. Therm. 

74O. 
100.34 Ditto ditto. 
100.14 After opening of the win- 

dows of the house. 

100.24 
100.44 Sky bright. W. N. E. 

Therm. 63O. 
100.40 Ditto ditto. 
100.20 Ditto ditto. Therm. 73". 
100.50 Sky bright. W. N. E. 

Therm. 64. 
100.40 
100.10 Them. 740. 
100.90 Cloudy. 
100.23 Clear. Therm. 76". 
100.39 Ditto. 
100.59 Thick fog. Therm. 72". 
100.53 
100.23 Bright. 
101.00 Fog. Therm. 73". 
100.63 Bright. Therm. 81". 
101.20 Fog. Therm. 74". W. 8. 
100.73 Bright. Them. 83" W. S. 

doors and windows open- 
ed just aftor observation. 

100.63 Being a loss of 00.10 in ' 
25 minutes. 

101.13 Fog just cleared of. 
101.20 Bright. 



8i)a.m. ,, 101.10 Them. 73". 
lo* a. m. ,, 100.50 
11 a. m. ,, 100.40 Them. 80". 
12 ,, 100.30 
2 p.m. ,, 100.30 
+ p. 2. ,, 100.34 
5 p.m. ,, 100.30 
6 p.m. ,, 100.24 .. lat March, 1847.. . 7 a. m. 100.70 Partial clouds. w. 8. W. 

Them. 73". 
) p. 8. ,, 100.60 Ditto ditto. 
4 p. m. ,, 100.00 Ditto N. E. Them. 84O. 
6 p. m. ,, 100.20 Ditto ditto. Therm. 84". 

2d, ............ ) p.8 a.m. ,. 99.80 Bright. N. E. strong 
breeze. Therm. 74'. 

11 a. m. ,, 99.40 
5 p. m. ,, 99.56 Ditto. Thkrm. 84". 
6 p.m. ,, 99.70 

3d, no observation. 
4th, ............ 6 p . m .  ,, 99.50 W.N.E.Them.84".  

fitimate ahorring the actual coat d n u n d c d d n g  S Ibr. of Gun Cotton, nitsd 
quality. Adds at Calcutta prim.- 

DsrcriptionofArtic1w.l Quantity. I Cost. lTotal colt in Co.'aRs. 

-- ~ 

Eqd to Dm. 7uu. 8 p. per Ib. miad, = to 10. 15. 4 for 1 Ib. of ths bett kind. 

~ 

Nitric Acid,. ....... .... Sdphuric ditto, 
Ban& Cotton,. ..... 

An &mate to mmdacture I t  Ib. of bwt Gun Cotton, assaming that the cost 
of Nitric Acid ought only to be 3 u. per b. and that of the ~ c i d  a n  be nco- 

~ - 

T o h  651 5 17flbs. 
Ditto 840 = 21 Ibs. 
Ditto 100 = 3 lbs. 

12 u. per Ib. t 2 ar. per lb. 
16Rs.per md. 

mred by re-distiltation, lher me. The Sulphario Acid not to be charged, M nearly 
the whole of it k recornred by reconcentration. 

Ra. A. P. 
13 2 9 
2 1 2  3 
0 8 0  

Total. .... 16 7 0 

DewriptionofArticIes. 

...... Nitdo Acid.. .... Sulphuric ditto, ..... Ban& Cotton,. 

Eqd b 2 m. 9 am. 6 p. per lb. 

Quantity. Cwt. --- 
Tolar 651= 17flbr. 
Ditto 840 = 21 lbs. 
Ditto 100 = 3 Ibs. 

Total oort in Co.'s Rs. 

Ra. A. P. 
3 4 9  

Nil. 
0 8 0 

.... Total, 3 12 9 



Examination of rome dttnarpheric h t  from Shanghae, forwarded to 
the ABat ic  Society of Bcngal by D. J. MACGOWAN, Eaq. M. D. 
Ningpo Hospital, by ~ I E N R Y  PIDDINGTON, Curator .&hideufn of - 
Economic Geology of India. 

SHOWER OP ARAES OR DUST. 

To H. TORRENS, Esq. Vice-president and Secretary of the Asiatic Society. 
Ningpo, June 5th, 1846. 

81u,-I beg to enclose for the Meteorological annals of the Asiatic Society, 
the subjoined communication from Mr. Beilott, thc scientific surgeon of H. M. 
Ship Wolf. I have been unable to obtain any information from men, or 
books, m relation to showers of ashes (such thinga readily escaping the notice 
of Chinese observers) thongh from the pm~imity of this part of the coast of 
China, to the volcanic chain which ,$s the eastern and southern shores of 
Asia, and the force of the N. E. &Ionsoon, phenomena of this description 
might be occasionally expected. I have however learnt from Dr. Robertson 
of H. C. Steamer Nemesis (stationed at this port) that on the day in question 
(&. 15th Xnrch,) he and some other officers noticed similar appearances to 
those described by Dr. Bellott, vegetation being covered with m d ,  and parts 
of the vessel, and the atmosphere misty. Wind was N. E. At the time I waa 
h t  at Chusan, where I am not aware that any sand or dust was perceptible. 
If I may presume on an opinion I should refer the phenomenon to volcanic 
action, and probably emanating from Mount Fd, on the island of Niphon, the 
chief of the Japan archipelago. The altitude of Mount Fusi is about 14,000 
feet, and it is regarded by the Japanese with awe, and wonder. Krempfer rays, 
that "Poek cannot find words, nor painters skill and coloure sufficient to 
mpreaent it aa they think it deserves." It  is subject to frequent eruptions, 
accompanied with earthquakes, which have destroyed vast numbers of dhp. 

- In the eruption of 1707, cinders were carried ten leagues, and ashes fell ~ v e -  
d inches thick at Dezima. The phenomenon referred to, although occurring 
in the xwmotest field of the Society's domain, is not; I think, without m e  
degree of intereat. I forward the  mall packet of rand transmitted to me by 
Mr. Bellott. 

Yours very huly, 
D. J. Macoowm. 

Copy ofa ktturfrom h B e l l o t t ,  Esq. S u r g m  R. N., F e l h  4 t h  Royal 
Colkge qf Surgeons, to Dr. Macgowm. 

H. M. SHIP WOLF, Shyhue ,  March 16th, 1646. 
MI  PAR SIR,-I transmit an account d a deraaat of h e  umd that 

o d  at thir plece yesterday. On the lbth, the wind a m  N. N. B. in 
2 D 
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force, No. 1 ; N. E. No. 2; E. N. E. No. 3 ;  N. E. and calm at daybreak; what 
wan considered an ordiliary mist was observed ; but those officers who walked 
on shore at that time, noticed their shoes and trowsers dusty. This also I 
experienced in the afternoon. After 8 A. M. dust was perceptible on the 
guns, on the upper works, and other polished surfaces on deck. I collected as 
much as possible ; on gathering the dust on the finger, and holding it in the 
rayn of the sun, which consequently shone nith half its brilliancy, the par- 
ticlea glittered, and the sand although impalpable between fiuger and thumb, 
was gritty between the teeth. The sand passed the ship in light clouds, when 
the light airs freshened ; it was something like smoke, but not of a blue co- 
lour. At 2 P. M. I walked three miles into the country, the whole atmosphere 
appeared to consist of a light brown dusty colored mist ; this wan the uniform 
appearance the whole day. The plants were covered. The sun net, a p p -  
rently more diminished in his diameter than on a frosty evening, and of a 
pale white, sickly hue. At 10 P. M. I spread two large newspapers to catch 
the  and ; they were kept spread until half pnst one medid nocte ; yet plthough 
the sand descended and lay on the guns, none fell on the paper; whether 
from electric attraction or not I do not know. The stnrs, although the sky 
was cloudless, Ursa Major in the zenith, were dimly visible. The moon three 
days past her full was partially obscured, and cast a very faint shadow on my 
hand; at one medid nocte the moon and stars resumed their usual appearance, 
and at half-past one the Quarter Master observed " it all over." The Baro- 
meter 29.88, from 30 inches.* If you breathed it through the mouth the sand 
gritted between the teeth. The entire nurface of this district is alluvial clay. 
without pebble, or sand; the nearest sand (coarse and shelly) is 12 miles 
distant. I t  was said tliat the merchantman Denia fell in with this descent of 
rand 308 miles from any land, in the direction of Loo-choo, and also pumice 
atone was floating. As I did not see her log, I do not certify this fact. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. BELLOTT. 

D. J.  Macgman, Esq. M. D. N i n p .  
P. S.-I forward a little of the sand. 

I should premise that the entire weight of the minute specimen of 
this dust forwarded to us did not exceed 1+ grains, so that all the ex- 
periments are performed with less than pin-head specimens, but che- 
mists well know the accuracy with whicb' these microscopic experiments 

can demonstrate the presence or ~bsence  of certain elementa, and from 

So in MSS. I presume that what is meant is, that the Baromem fell to 29.88 from 
ao.00 ?-H. P. 
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the details can judge at a glance if they have been correctly and care- 
fully performed. This is necessarily mentioned because I could only 
sacrifice such exceedingly minute assays, and have thus been obliged to 
refrain from further researches, as for example its specific gravity, the 
proportion of animal to mineral matter, and the hygrometric qualities of 
the dust, all of which, with many other points, it would be very satisfac- 
t o y  to know. I am in hopes however that I shall receive a report, with 
specimens, under the Admiralty order to H. M. Ships on the Eastern 
Station to report on Storms, in which other hieteorological phenomena 
are I presume included. 

The dust is an olive grey powder, cohering much together, like the 
scrapings from a paper filter, and when viewed with the magnifier is 
evidently mixed with something like hairs of two kiuds, black and ra. 
ther thick white ones. Under the microscope it is evidently acongeries 
of very short transparent white, black and brown hairs or fibres, with 
some reddish, strait spines, and grains of pellucid quartz-like sand 
adhering amongst them. There was one small grain like a seed, but 
hard, which when viewed carefully appeared to be an earthy concretion. 
I unfortunately lost it and could not thus try it at the blowpipe. 

I t  just 'gn'ta' under the nail on glass, and rubbcd between two glass 
surfam scratches them but very,faintly, felting into a smooth mass from 
the quantity of fibre. I think the taste is slightly saline, but in the very 
minute quantity taken cannot be sure. Moistened on turmeric paper 
it distinctly reddens it and is thus alkaline, and contains probably he 
sub-carbonate of soda, the commonest of the alkaline salts. 

Blowpipe Examination. 

On platinum foil : held over the lamp it flames up, the fibres are 
burnt with a strong ammoniacal odour, and a grey coherent powder, like 
pumice, remains. * 

2. On platinum foil alone : before the blowpipe; this powder fused 
in the reducing flame but at one point only* and not at the detached. 
portions. The fused part is a bottle-peen glass, and when detached is 
found to have made a little circular hole in the platinum, undoubtedly 
from an alkali contained in the aseap. 

Probably at one of the minute concretionr noted above, and which are not 
remrrked by the naked eye. 

2 ~ 2  
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3. Th Jbres, which oue would assnme to be capillary obsidian, if 

we supposed the dust volcanic, are not so, but apparently animal ! burn- 
ing up with the common ammoniacrrl smell and smoke of burnt hair or 
feathers. 

4. On dataoal the assay bums up as before, leaving a coherent, 

efive-grey, qanda r  mass like pumice, which is iufusible. 

5. Wi'th Soda on charcoal this fuses to a reddish, dark grey, opaque 

pearly bead with violent spitting and throwing up of little globules. 
6. m e n  to this bead iu added an e p t n l  quantity of Borax, it fuses 

on Platinum wire to a transparent bright and colourless, but c rmkb 
glass, which is slighily greeu wllile cooling. 

As far then, as physical and chemical characters are concerned, w 
may call our dust a congeries of light downy fibre or hairs with silex 
d e r i n g  to them and an adlrrivture of an alkaline salt ! I t  appears from 
Dr. Maegowan's and Dr. Bellott's letters that the misf and dust cer- 
tsinly extended ou the same day from h'ingpo iu about 30' N. Lat. ; to 

8 b g h a e  in 31+" N. (I use round numbers here) which gives 90 miles 
of difference of latitude, and that it was noticed with light miuds from 
N. N. E. toE. N. E. from8A.M. to 1 A.3f.or for 17 hours. Nowif 
we take it to have moved only at the rate of 2& miles per hour, as " the 
u n d  passed the ships in light cloiids," says Dr. Bellott (and this is the 
glewest rate we can assign to moving clouds,) this would give 17 x 2+ or 
42 miles in length for it, and without noticing the difference of longi- 
tude between Ningpo and Shanghae, which are nearly N. W. and 5. E. 
of each other, we may say that the difference of latitude, 90 miles, waa 
the breadth. We haye thus 90 x 42% or 3825 square miles for its extent ! 

Where could a cloud of 3800 square miles offibres, alkali, and sand 
ffw this it was by the specimens before us) come from ? 

We have seen that it is not in the least volcanic, its animal nature 
putting this wholly out of the question, and all the volcanic dusts upon 
record are for the most part fusible and pulverulent (like pumice or 
obsidian) while the residuum of ours is perfectly illfusibl-for the 
little globules are, as I have stated, properly the only fusible parts, being 
the alkaline concretions. I shall now proceed to show that though the 

wind wasfrom the N. E. and the phenomena occurred while the N. E. 
mo11600n was Yet bloffing, that in all meteorological probability the 
dust did not come from the N. E, but from the N. W. or Mr. N. W. 
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For it is now a well recognised fact that the higher currents of the 
atmosphere are north, my at the polar circles, and become north- 
westerly and gradually westerly as they approach the equator, although 
the trades are easterly and the monsoons dte~vating in their direction, 
and we know also that volcanic ashes and other light matters are often 
carried from the west to the eastward by this great upper stream of 
westerly wind. The fall of the ashes of the volcano of Cosseguina at 
Jamaica in 1835, 800 miles to the North-East of it and consequently 
directly agaimt the tradewind, is a deoisive instance of this* and I do 
not mention others for brevity's sake. 

We are assured moreover that our dnst must have come from the 
land by its semi-animal constituents, and that it must have come there- 
fore originally from some quarter to the westward of the meridian of 
Ningpo, for to the eastward is the ocean, and as i t  was brought down by 
a north-easterly current below, that it must have come ftom the north- 
ward. In  the north-west then seems the most probable direction to 
suppose it was originally carried into the atmosphere, as I shall pre- 
sently show, that it is improbable it could have come from Corea or 
Japan. We may also note here, that Dr. Macgowan himself certifien 
that no dust fell at Chusan; where he was ; Chusan lying north-east of 
Ningpo. Hence it was either too high to fall there or it came at leaat 
from the north-west. The report of the ship I do not notice here, 
her position being uncertain, and no time given, and Loo Choo beam 
about South-East from Shanghae, which would make the dnst come 
from the N. W. 

The volcanic ashes and dust are, it is always supposed, and this is 
most probable, projected far enough into the atmosphere, or carried up 
by the whirlwinds which volcanic eruptions undoubtedly create, high 
enough to enter the upper currents of the wiuds, but volcanic action 

p is out of the question here, slid we must look for other causes. 

Frogs, fish, seeds, pollen, (kc. are well known to have been carried 
up by whiilwinds and horizontally to great distances by curreuts of 
air before their fall, and on a larger scale we have the fine dust of the 
Sahara, which is often carried up and falls far out at sea about the 

Aaher from the same volcano fell also on board H. M. S. Conway, in the 
Pacific, 1200 mi la  to the westwardnf it. Jorullo, Toxth a& St. Vincent, are csaea 

Ooo -11 known to be detailed, of when carried to the N. E. 
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Cape de Verd Islands. There is nothing extraordinary then in sup- 
posing that this dust was originally raised by some such cause as a 
great storm or whirlwind, and that it might be carried by the superior 
current to a very great distauce before it fell. I t  was probably also 

raised in a very dry state, and one cause aiding its fall might be tha 
absorption of the humidity of the air as it approached the ocean, hair be- 
ing highly hygrometric, and hence the dificulty of supposing it to have 
crossed any great extent of sea, as it must have done to come from Corea 
or Japan. I t  is evidently, by Dr. Bellott's description, so light that 
(which appeared to him very unaccountable), it  obeyed strictly, like a 
part of the atmosphere, the laws which regulate the deposition of dew ; 
for it was deposited on the guns and other quickly radiating bodies but 
" would not settle" ou his newspaper ! He forgot that the paper, being a 
non-conductor of the highest order, prevented the radiation from the 
deck in that part, and thus keeping it at a little higher temperature 
prevented the depositing of the dew, which in this crtse was carrying 
the dust with it. 

I t  is a startling thing to say, and I do it with all caution, but it is 
quite within the limits of possibility, if not of probability, that this dust 
came originally from the steppes of Tartary ! and the presence of an 
alkaline salt in it is no small addition to the probabilities. The 
nearest part of Mongolia without the Great Wallis only about 675 miles 
from Shanghae, a distance to which a light mass, half dust m d  half fibre, 
might easily be carried, especially if ra i~ed as it would be there, in a 
perfectly dry state ; the dry winds of Tartary, and the Pak-fung or 
dry north wind of China which splits and cracks up in an hour the most 
seasoned wood work, are well known. 

P. S.--Since this paper was written, the dust has, through the kind 
assistance of Dr. Cantor and Mr. J. W. Grant, C. S. been examined by 

much more powerful microscopes than I possess, and these gentlemen, 
together with Major Munro, pronounce the fibres to be Confervse, gnd 
not hair. Some of these bodies may afford the ammonia in combus- 
tion of which the smell is so strong and distinct an to lead us to sup- 
pose, without this correction, that the fibres are hair. 

Assuming then these to be Conferme, we have to the North-East- 
ward as before, Japan and Correa; and to the Westward and North- 
Westward the Poyang, Tai-you, Hong-tze and other great inland lakes 
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of Chum, some or most of which are shallow fiheels?) and might 
furnish vast quantities of remains of confervse on their inundated 
banks and hts. 

t 
In a paper by Mr. Darwin in the Journal of the ~eologfcal Society for 

1 1845, on the fall of the Fine Dust in the Atlantic, which had escaped 
my notice and which Mr. Laidlay has been good enough to point out 
to me, mention is made not only of small bnt of coloured parti- 
cles of stone -" of an inch square, with some few a little larger, and 
much fine matter; but all the dusts examined by Mr. Darwin fuse 
under the blowpipe. Professor Ehrenburg finds that this dust contained 
no less than sixty-seven forms of Infisoria, that is of their siliceous 
tiseues, but none of the soft parts remain. We may observe too that 
the whole of the dust falling on the Eastern side of the Atlantic comes 
from the neighbouring shores of Africa. 





PROCEEDINGS 

ASIATIC: SOCIETY BENGAL, 

The usual monthly meeting was held nt the Society's h o w  on Wed- 
nesday the 10th of Februuy. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. P. Grant, in the chnir. 
The minutea of the preceding meeting having been read by the 

Senior Secretary- 
Major Marshall objected to the manner in which vacancies in the 

Committee of Papers had been filled up at the last meeting, and maid 
that election lists for all office-bearers ought to have been distributed. 
He then moved for a new election of all officers of the Society. 

The Senior Secretary stated that it had been the practice of the So- 
ciety for the past twelve years to do as had been done at the last meet- 
ing. 

Major Marshall still pressing his propition, it was moved by the 
Lord Bishop, seconded by Colonel Forbes, and carried with but one din- 
sentient voice, that at future annual elections lists for all office-bearers 
be distributed according to the early practice of the Society. 

The minutes of the Januaty meeting were then confirmed. 
The following gentlemen were ballotted for, and duly elected mem- 

bers of the Society :- 
Cnpt. W. Munro, Brignde Major, Fort William; Capt. Ouseley, As- 

sistant Political Agent, N. W. Frontier ; Bnboo Hurreemohun Sen ; R. 
Jones, Esq. Hindu College ; J. Muller, Esq. Mint ; Baboo Debendernath 
Tagore, and W. M. Dirom, Esq. C. S. 

The following gentlemen were proposed as candidates for election at 
next meeting :- 

The Rev. William Kennc, A. M. of Emanuel College, Cambridge, 
p ropod  by the Lord Bishop, seconded by Dr. O'Shaughnessp. 

2 r 
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H. Thornhill, Esq., C. 9. proposed by G. A. Bushby, Esq., seco~ided 
by Col. Forbes. 
H. Newmarch, Esq. Professor, Hindu College, proposed by Mr. 

Heatley, seconded by Dr. O'Shnughnessy. 
E. Linstedt, Esq. p r o p o d  by Mr. Blyth, seconded by Mr. Laidlay. 
Baboo Dwarkanath Bow, of the Royal College of Surgeons of London, 

proposed by Dr. Stewart, seconded by Mr. Blyth. 
W. Ken, Esq. Principd of the Hindu College, proposed by Dr. 

O'Shaughnessy, seconded by Col. Forbes. 
Lieut. Douglas, Bengal Artillery, proposed by Captain Broome, 

seconded by Dr. O'Shaughnessy. 
Baboo Debendernath Tagore, proposed by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, 

seconded by Mr. Laidlay. 
Rev. A. Sandberg, of Benares, proposed by Rev. J. Long, peconded 

by J. Ward, Esq. 
The Senior Secretary handed in the accounts of expenditure, and 

receipts, with cash vouchers fof the month of January, which were 
directed to remain on the Library table for general inspection till next 
meeting. 

Read the following letter from Capt. Righy, Bengal Engineers. 

To the Beeretory of the h a t i c  Bociety, Calcutta. 
Cutlack, 26th January, 1847. 

SIIL,--I have the pleasure to enclose copy of an inscription from a stone ex- 
h-ed, few &yo since, from the rnioa of the stone revetment against the 
Kajoony ruin, alwork to which the city of Cuttack owes ita coatinuance, for a pe- 
riod probably but little short of that of ita existence. 

Tbe work was so seriously damaged during the last rainy season, as to render 
necessary the preparation of an estimate for-a new line of works, giviog temporary 
repairs merely to the old one ; and it was in clearing away the minu for the latter 

purpom that the stone came to light. From ita position when dimvered, it would 
appear to have been concealed, by a facing of stone given mhsequentlj to the 
work in which it had been b e d  as a record. 

I may add that the letters on the stone (a basalt) ore ns sharply defined as if cut 

Y~WY. 
1 rban be greatly obliged by your favoring me with a translation of the inscrip- 

tion. 
I remain, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 
H. Rrorrr, Capt. Engineerr. 
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Ths foandation of t b  building WM hid at the clore of the reign of the Ltng of 
heavenly court, Noomddeen Mohummnd Jehangeer Badrhah. May sanctity attend 
his rsrting place ! and it WM completed during the commencement of the reign 
(may it be perpetual) of the Ling of the world, father of victory, star of religion, 
Mohnmmod, second h r d  of felicity, Shah Jehan Badrhah Gari, in the year lOa7 
Hijri, by a servant of the court, Mohummud Biiker Khan Kojumu~mi,* inhabi- 
tant of the city of Bikel$bd,-Architect. 

Read the following extracts from a letter ftom Capt. Kittoe, to the 
Senior Secretary. 

'' Skgkalti, 29th Jammy,  1847. 
" By this day'a &wk I have foraarded a packet of impregions end c ~ p k  of 

inmiptionr to Mr. Buhbyer ofice, M, pray send there for them that they may be in 
time for thu  meeting. I have kept back a good many, nirhing to p r s p ~  them 
properly. 

" I have 1 hnd, fonr of ths moat anciant insariptio~, more thanhad hitherto been 
noticed, h& three from one p b  and three from another ; the 6mt thneonly differ 
in the initial name ; the next u e  a pair (with the same difference) and the third en. 
tirdy no. They am all anluckily matilted ; the pair have the eame thns  lettars 
strack out of each, and the quaint sentmce ' Bodhat likha' in an a n h t  San- 
rerit type. This has been translated by Priosep as Bodhiwl q m .  I t  is certainly 
M like tbe one M the 0 t h  ; my version u ' Writing of Budhisb'-Ids ' the root of 
the Bo-tree ;' in another sense the ' root of knowledge,' the letters of the ancient 
writing have evidently beeo hammered out purposely. I have satirfactorily made 
out M) much of the wnteoce, 'The beloved raja in the 12th year of his rsigD 
u o ~ d  thin cave,' kc. &.., hut I am fomtalling a long article 1 p r o m  
editing on the caves. Soffice it to my that I am inclined to give far more remote 
date to these inscriptiom than has been hitherto accorded. I believe the 
' Dasarath' named to be the identical pemn  of ' Pnranic' fame, the father of 
h, and that ' Devanam-pip-dasa raja' is only a title common to the Guph 

n j ~  and those preceding. Oh, that poor Jam- Prinmp were alive 40 enjoy the 
discoveries I have made, how we codd have helped each other. 

* " A  wcond Luminary." 
2 3 2  
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I am preparing tinted drawings on a good-sized a l e  of all my Budhirt souiptuns. 

I t  ia however bard work. l o  sketching very fast, I draw more in one day than I caa 

copy and tinish up in threa or four. 1 go to the caved again to-morrow ; it  is 3fi 
miles hence. I hope to have all ready for Xlarch meeting,when 1 b a l l  be in Clllcutta 
m p l f  in all probability.'' 

The inscriptions and paper were laid before the meeting and referred 
to the Committee of Papers for examination. 

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Melvill. 

No. 73, of 1847. 
Rwr P. MBLVILL, Erg. lb the Secretary to the Asiatic 8ociety. 

Fott WiUiam, the 2311 January, 18.17. 

Sls,-I am directed by His Honour the President in Council to transmit to you, 
for such notice M the Society may deem it to merit, the accompanying copy of a 

Journal of a S t a m  trip to the north of Bagdad, by Lient. J. P. Jones of the Indian 
Nary, together with the rketchra therein alluded to, which you will have the good- 
nsrr carefolly to return to thu office. 

1 hare the honor to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

P. MELVILL, 
wcicllin# U k - B r c r r t a r y  to Gwtrnacnt qf India. 

The document and drawings were referred to the Committee of Papers. 
Read a letter from the Secretary to the Superintendent of Marinr, 

forwarding Meteorological registers from Kyook Phyoo. 
Read a letter from the Rev. Dr. Haeberlin respecting his edition of 

the Smritis now in course of publication. 
(See Report on Society's afairs inserted in Jan. number.) 

The Senior Secretary having communicated a proposition fmm the 
Committee of Papers recommending that Dr. Haeberlin's offer be 

-pted, 
I t  was resolved nnanimously that the Asiatic Society submibe for 

100 copies of each Vol. of the Smn'tis, the amonnt to be paid from the 
Oriental Fund. 

Read a letter from the Baron Melvill de Carnbee, dated the Hagr~e, 
2 1 st Deoember, forwarding eight numbers of the Moniteur des Indes 
for the Society's aoceptance. 

A M o h r  Ie #rcre'lsire & la An'alic 8ociely de Calcutta. 
M O N S I B U ~ , - J ~  ma rappelle toujours avec pk is i ,  Moasieur, qne lore de mon 

court djour i Calcutta, de M u r  1645, j'ew I'cxtdme honneur et avantage dc fsira 
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votre connahancc. J'Bt.is alorr en i o p g e  de Java en Europe, et je me mr& 
an& plus longtamp8 en Bengale pour dm mchercher Scientifiques, si le cholira 
ne m'eut fait changer mbitement de plan. A p r h  avoir 6prouvB une attaquc 
de cette maladie at avoir perdu mon domestiqua europken, j'avoue que je 
me comptais t r is  heureux de m'embarquer, win et sauf, h bord de 1'Hin- 
doatan. Cependmt, avant mon depart j'aiois eu le temps de m'acquit- 
ter d'une commission dont j'ktois charge par la SociktB des Arta e( dea Sciences de 
Batavia aupres de la Societe ~ i a t i q u e  de Calcutta, ayant pour but de nouar d w  rela- 
tions Bt d'etablir une corraspondenca entm lea deux SociBt& ci dessua nommkr. 
Je fua assez heuieux d'emporter la conviction quel'on partageait Calcutta no8 
vues quant h lJutilit6 d'un tei rapprochement, et cela me Kit conjectuzer que mes de'- 
marches dent  eu le rbultat eapkrk. 

Quelques mois ap& mon retour en Hollande, Btant plack au Minist& de la Ma- 
rine pour achever mon ouvrage sur I'hydrographie de lJArchipelago indien, j'ai fond6 
en m h e  temps, de concert avec M. d e  Siebold, auteur de differens ouvrages w r  le 
Japan, un journal, traitant dm wlonea NBetlandaiiea au Ade et en Amkrique, wns 
Ie titra de Monilcur dm I*, etc. J'u l'honnear, Monsieur.de vom taire y e .  
air par le p&t 6 1  k huit premiere numkroa de ea journal, e s p h t  q w  vow 
daignem b i n  les presenter, de ma part, B votre Sociit.6 wmme une faible temoig. 
nnge de ma profonde estime. 

Je serais heureux Bi le but et l ' exh t ion  du dlonileur der Indcr pouvent obtenir 
lea suffrages de votre Soci6t6 et que dans ce cas EUe voudroit bien, par rn pubante  
influence, m favorher le suceer en engale.  

J'd I'honneur d'ktrc, avec une parfafb d i m e  Monsieur, 
Votn devoid semibur, 

BAUON MELVILL ~a CABNBBB. 
Hollrmde, La Haye ce 21 Dkrrmbre, 1846. 

The Sc~lior Secrehry submitted the mlexed recommendations by the 
Committee of Papers. 

The Committee having considered Dr. Roer's representation of the 
total incapacity of the Pundit, recommend his being dismissed. 

With reference to a letter from H. M. Elliott, Esq. desiring to have 
certain MS. from the Library sent to him to Agra on depositing the 
value thereof. 

The Committee deeming it impracticable to assign a value to MS. and 
considering these exposed to grent risk of loss or injury in transit, regret 
they cannot advise compliance with Mr. Elliott's wishes, but they will 
gladly direct any assistance to be given at the Society's cost by having 
MS. or extracts therefrom copied by the Library estnblishment for 
his use. 
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The Committee submit a proposal from Mr. Frith for the patronage 
of the Society to a projected work by Mr. Donbleday on Diurnal Lepi- 
doptera, and recommend that the Society subscribe for two copies and 
advertise the work gratuitously on the cover of the Journal. 
Mrs. Ballin having applied for orders to colour 14 sets of the Burnes' 

drawings already lithographed and which Mrs. B. states are ul danger 
of spoiling-and it having been ascertained that the cost of colouring 
the said drawing8 would be Rs. 1,379 12 annas, the committee advise 
that no further outlay be made on this account. 

All which propositions were l~nanimously agreed to. 
The Report on the Society's affairs, read at the January meeting and 

subsequently printed and circulated to resident members, haviug been 
brought up, was briefly discussed, and a few verbal or typographical 
alterations having been suggested and agreed to, the Report was unani- 
mously adopted and the propositions it contains thereby voted as d e s  
of the Society. The Report is published in the January number. 

The Librarian submitted the usual list of donations, purchases and 
exchanges. 

PRESENTED. 

1.-Metcornlogid Register, kept at the Surre yo? General's O5ce during the month 
of Deeembar, 1846.-PROM TEE Snnvrvon GENEML's Orrrcr.  

2.-Meteorological Registsr, kept at Kyouk Phyoo, du r iq  December, 1846.-Br 
T a r  ~UVPRINTPNDANT O F  MAPINL. 

3.-The Hbtory of the Britbh Empire in India, by E. Thornton, Esq., vol. VI. 
-BY TBB B ~ N O A L  GOVBPNMKNT. 

4.-The Calontta Christiaa Obmrver for February, 1847.-BY THE EDITORS. 
5.-Report of the Managing Director to the Board of Directon, &c. of the East 

lndh Rnilwq Company, with a map.-BY rag COMPANY. 
6.-Theodori Gulielmi Johannw Jnynboll, Commentnria in Hbtoriam Gentis Sama. 

ritananae.-BY rar Cunrrons o r  THE -\CADMY OF LEYDEN. 
7.-The Bank of the B h g i t h i - B Y  T a E  Rrv. J. LONO. 
8.-Analyoia of the Abbk Dnboii' DemipHon of the chuhk, mcmnsrr, md  

institution# of the people of Indim-BY Tar REV. J. LONO. 
EXCHAN~PD.  

9.-Journal Aaiiqne, qnatricme aerie, Nos. 35,--6 and 7. 
10.-The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magaaine, No. 195. 

11.-The Qurterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, No. 8. 
P u n c n ~ s ~ o .  

12.-The North British Review, No. XI. 
13.-Joarnrl der Sarans for September, 1846. 
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14.-The A d s  and M w i n e  of Nataral History, No. 120. 
15.-The Shah Nameh of Ferdlui, in Oordn verse, by Muamhi Moulcl~und Luck. 

mvi, 4 copies. 
.+ 16 . -4mje  Knbii, or an Oordu version of the Akhlak Mohnaeeni, 4 copies. 

17.-The Akhwiu ul sail% in the original Anbic, 4 copies. 
18.-Ditto in Oordu, 4 copie~. 

Read the subjoined report by Mr. Laidlay on the investigations refer- 
red to the Society regarding the Ajunta caves. The Report was direct- 
ed to be submitted to the Committee of Papers. 

Report upon the Committee qf Antipitier. 

Having been honoured at the meeting of December with the command of the 
Society to report upon the proceedingr of the Committee of Antiquities, I loat no 
time in mrching for mch docnmmta and compondence conneoted with the sub- 
ject, M might be available : hut great delay having occurred in obtaining these, it 
WM not till a few &yo rgo that 1 WM in a podtion to form apl estimate of what 
that committee had done. 

The Committee of Indian Antiqnith war appointed, M all present are donhtlm - 
aware, in cooaequence of a communication from Government requesting the rssist- 
ance and nygslltions of the Society in devising the beat mans  of prcgerving and pnb- 
W n g  to the world the inkrating monuments of Antiquity scatkred over India 
generaUy, but more apacially and immediately the invalnablepaintings and W p -  
tioua in thecaves of Ajunta, which from theii peculiarly peridtable ahuacter, claim- 
ed the e r r l i t  aor ta  to m m e  them from impending deatmdion. 

Thir communication from M, high and influentid a qturter, WM hail4 with mthu- 
siprm by the Society, as prwenting not memly the high& encowagement to conti- 
nue and extend a fivourik pursuit, which had already rdecled great lnatre upon ita 
+ hislor)., but .Ira as a rare opportunity of doing so under the anspiced of 
~orernment, pledged, in a manner, to asristance and co -opdon .  The Committee 
in qnastion WM appointed accordingly, and i b  member#,-+ch at l a t ,  M like 
Meum. Webb, Hatby,  Kittoe and Latter, felt earnrat on the subject,--entered at 
once upon their functions with udow worthy of the Society's bed &yr. The 
means of preeerving andof delineating the preciow mrnains of Ajunta, were dirollss- 
ad in a ssrla of most able minntar, in which,-each member viewing the aubject 
through the medium of hh own predilactions-r mw of varied and instructive matter 
waa thrown together, whiah it were well to preserve for the guidance of all auch .s 
have kindred mmmh to proaccnte. 

But here, 1 q n t  to any, the labours of the Committed appear to have termi- 
nated I I have not bean able to diecover that any active m m r e r  were ever founded 
upon the auggeatiour offered in these minuks, or indeed that the Committee 
ever even met to adopt theae or my other means of fulfilling the object of their 
appointment 1 
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How deeply this indifference is to be deplored may he gatbered from a dllgle 
recorded by Dr. Allan Webb, that the invaluable remain1 of antiquity s t  Ajunta are 
daily, nay hourly, being lost to tlie world, not merely from the inevitable effeck of 
time and exposure, and from the abrence of all meaaurea to preaerve them, but from 
the worse than Gothic barbarism of casual visitors, who wantonly destroy the fresco or 
remove it in fragments for the gratification of the most idle and depraved curiwity ! 
'' Whole yard-lengths of the painted or written inscriptions, says Dr. Webb, were 

lying in water on the poor, but were still legible when I visited these templa in 
1836. If therefore written records be moat valuable, IU the Vice-president and 
Secretary of the Asiatic Society leem to consider them, how important to lose no 
time in securing these precious records ! The rude boar rpear of the hunter, or the 
Oothic curiosity of some caaual cN'mtor will strip whok walls for rome one famurile 
kcad ! I haocfound in Bombay whole group8 that had thtu been derpoiled !" 

Painful ss it is to linten to ~ c h  details ar h e ,  it is yet more so to reflect that 
on their wmmmicntion, no active mwurea were taken by the Committee to 
stay the work of destruction l The montha of the caves are stated by Dr. 
Webb, to be nearly cloaed wite ~ b b i i h ,  which both direck the water into them and 
prevents its exit ; and the removal of this at once wan strongly urged IU the hrst 
measure of preservation that &odd be recommended for the adoption of Govern- 
ment. I am not aware, however, that even this suggestion was acted upon ! 

Let ar not however, dwell with vain regret upon time and opportunity lost, but 
rather vonw our energico to immediate exertion worthy of the Society that har 
already achieved so much in I n d i i  archaeology. The question for ur this evening 
to consider is, what can be done a o w  ? And tho@ for the most part made in 
reference to the peculikr eare of the Ajnnta caves, t h e n  u e  suggestions in the 
minutes of the Committee which, I humbly conceive, th,e Society omnot do better 
than act upon at once. Amongst thew. the recommendations, that a duly q d e d  
p m o n  be deputed by Government to make accurate drawings of the pa inhg ,  
seulptnre, inscriptions, and other remaim of antiquity mattered throllghont the 
county, and to adopt such me- aa may seem essential, for the better presema- 
tion of swh object6 hencelorward, ia one so o b r i o ~ s l ~  approprLte that the Sooiety 
wilt, I think, concur in approving it. This point haa been very full J considered in 
an able minute by Captain Kittoe, who I need not remind the Society hu alrady 
d i a t i n g a W  h i d  by hi# zealour and inddtigable antiquarian researches, to which 
the past volumes of the Soaiety's Journal bear ample and lading testimony. This 

oaiwr aonoludes an excellent minute evincing great knowledge of the subject combined 
with untiring zed, by proferring his personal services through the Society to Go- 
vernment, for the investigation and delineation of all objects of antiquarian intereat 
wberever found; a field too v a t ,  perhapa, as sketched by himwlf, for any 
single individual, homrer mergetic ; but to a portion of which his talents and zed 
might undoubtedly be directed with the happiest results. 

m a t  Captain Kittoe's offer nnn not acted upon, arose I believe, in p u t  from the 
circumutance of that gentleman having been appointed soon after to a very imprlant  
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offia, and in part from a feeling of deli- entertained by the Committee in inter. 

f e ~ g  in any way with the patronage of Government. But certain it ir that it  we^ 

no easy matter to find a person better qualified by taate, experience, and skill for 

the congenial task he here volunteers. Whether the wrvim of this gentleman ue 
P still available, I have no means of knowing : but if so, it may be I& to the meding 

to consider whether a representation to the foregoing effect should &till be rubmitted 
to the Government, or what other measures should be adopted to carry out the wuhca 
of the Hon. Court of Directors as expressad in their letter to the G o v m r  General 
in Council, 29th May, 1844. 

The cavea of Ajuntn are now indeed, under the orders of the Mrdrar Govsmmeot, 
being ~ l k t k e t o r i l j  il~vestigated ; but the field is yet vast, and with the Society will 
remain the c d i t  of having improved, or the discredit of having negleated ro fair an 
opportunity of promoting at once its objects and its reputation. 

Bafon concluding this report, I may be allowed perhaps to obmrve, that the pre- 
sent neglect of Indian Archceology may in a very great msaaum ,be arcribed to the 
interrupted publication of the Society'# Journal. For many month  little h u  been 
known of our proceedings beyond these walls : not to the publia only, but to distant 
members and contributors, have these been a sealed book; a cirmmntance emi- 
nently u~~favourable to prvsuita such as our's, mainly depeadent m tbcy am, upon 

Y the free-will orerings of widely-diaperred contribntom. TLis defect will, it  L hoped, 

be remedied henceforward : the arream of the proceeding8 have d m d y  been brought 
up, and we may hope to be able in a few wetks to produce a monthly nnmber of tha 
Journal with tolerable rsl;ularity. 

J. W. LAIDLAT, 
Co- E m l a f y .  

10th February, 1847. 

Mr. Blytll subnitted the followilig Report on the progress ot' the 
Zoological department during the preceding months. 

J&porlJir the m k l h .  of December, 184G, and January and Pebrnary, 1847. 

SIB,-Having bean absent upon an excursion to explore tbe jungles N. and W. 
6f Blidnayore, at the period of the Jannary meeting of the Soaiew, and the pros. 
sure of bwineas at  the Dccember meeting having necenitated the portponemeat 
of the reading of my report for that occasion, I l~ave now to bring before you the 
reaults of three months' gatherings, and cau scarcely, within moderate cornpaw, do 
justice to the contributions of our numetoas mpportem. 

. 1 From the Barrackpore memagene, I have to .drnowledga having redved  the 
carcaw of a putbnLulj fine female GiratTe, the &in of wbich ir in pro- of b d q  
act up u a U e d  rpeaimen, while the skeleton hr likewise been p ~ e d .  A h  
that of a Kangaroo, that b u  in like manner bem prepared u stuBsd &kin and 
& d e b .  

2 F 
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7. From Capt. Phayre, the Society has been prenented with a large cal~ecdou of 

Armcan specimens, chiefly birdr, of which the most remarkable is a very large 
s p e a k  of Iora, in all probability that alluded to in Vol. XlV, p. 602, of the Socie- 
t y ' ~  Journal. .- 8. Major Jenkins h a  obliged us with numerous specimens of reptiles, insects, 
drc. preserved in spirit, from Assam. 

9. Mr. T h o r b m ,  of Goalpara, has p w t e d  the Society with a collection of 
birda, reptiles, flshw, &. from that vicinity. 

10. From Dr. B. Templeton, of Colombo, we have received a fourth care of Cin; 
ghalem specimena of mammalin and birdr, comprising various objects of much inter- 
ent in thow classes, and several novelties which I intend to treat of elsewhere; 
merely mentioning now that Dr. Templeton has sent a second and new species of 
Jungle-foal from that island ((3allur linccrltrs, nobis), additional to the G. Staleyi 
of Hardwicke's illustrations-which latter has, I believe, been first verified from an 

actual specimen, previously transmitted to the Society by the same gentleman. 
11. Cnpt. Boys left with as, for the Society's museum, a few specimens of bir& 

procured on the route to Calcutta from the Upper Provinces, and the skull of a 
Qcmidi8 from the Ibvee river, flowing into the Indue. 

12. Mr. Birch, of the Pilbt serfice, continues to collect for our museum such 
specimens of bshes, crustacea, mollueca, &. as  he cnn procure in the course of  
hia professional trips to and from the Sandheads. 

13. Mr. T. H.  Dnncan, bas sent to the museum a living specimen of Blrix 
flammea. 

14. Dr. Gnrnq Tnmer, of Midnapore, obliged me, when I visited that station, 
with some Hornbiis, makes, &.for the Society's maseum. 

15. 0. W. Malet, Eaq. Magistrate of Midnapore, also favored me with amagniii- 
cent pair of Saumer horns, from Cuttack. 

16. From Sir William Jardine, Bart., the Society has received a small collection 
of Britbh bide, including lome that .re very aeceptnble ; among which I may men- 
tion the common English Sparrow, which I had long wanted to compare with its 
Indian representative. 

And 1 may conclude by remarking that d u r i q  the month that I was absent 
from the museum, I collected above 60 skins of mammalia, (including of courw the 
small species,) 273 of bids, and numeroua reptilea, &. ; many of which are either 
quite new to the musenm, or have replaced very inferior specimens of the same. 

To trest in detail of these various acquisitions, would require more time and lebum 
than I can at present command ; but the resulb I hope ta embody in future contri- 
bution#, and indeed hare already incorporated lame of them in papers whiob are 
awaiting publiutiou. 

I h i e  the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient nnmt, 

E. B L ~ ,  
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P. S. The luge  amount of duplicates that have accumulated during the last 
few months, have for the moat part been distributed in collectious now ready to be 
forwavded to the Hon'ble Company's Museum, to thet of the Christiania University, 

that of the Society of A r b  and Sciences, hc. of Boston, United SStotes, and that of 
the Mancheater Iustitution. 

I have the ylensure also of presenting, on my own account, some purchnned 

spccimena of rare Himalayan mammslia and birdr, of species which 1 have long 
required for examination 111111 frequent reference. 

For all tlie above commu~~ications s l ~ d  donations the tliarlks of the 
Asiatic Society werr ur~a~~imously voted. 
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On the Ruins of Anrradhapara, for~jlerly the capital of Ceylon, by 
WILLIAM KNIGHTON, author of the " Hidtory of Cylm" m d  
late ~ e c r e t ; ~ ,  Ceylon Branch Royal Asiatic Sonsfy.  

The ruins of the former capital of Ceylon are sitluted in the northeru 
province of the island, about midway between Aripo and D s m h l ,  on 

the road or trace which unitea the two. I t  is distant from Aripo about 
45 miles, and from Dambool not quite 48. On both eider of it the 
road passes for many miles through a desolate and unhealthy region, 
anvariegated by any scenery of interest to take from the monotony 
of the journey. But a few native huts are now in existence on the site 
once so densely populated, and were it not for the existence of a Die- 
trict Court, and a Government Agency there, it would probably be 
entirely deserted. Dense masses of juugle now surround the monu- 
ments of ancient civilization, amidst which are to be seen in all directions, 
granite pillars, varying in height from fifteen to twenty-five feet, and 
occurring so frequently as to give rise continually to the thought, what 
could have been their use? But before entering particularly upon 
any description of the ruins, it may not be amiss to take a brief review 

of its foundation and history. 
Anuradhapura was founded about five hundred and forty years before 

our errr, by Anuradha, one of the followers of Wijeya, who had shortly 
before invaded the island. I t  is thus coeval with the earliest authen- 

tic facts in the history of Ceylon. The iliahawanso in noticing it9 

No. 111. NEW SLRIES. 2 G 
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foundation merely relates that it was theu but a village, though sub- 
sequently a city, and that it wrs founded on the banks of the river 
Kadamb., the present hlulwatte Oya. The village thus early formed 
appears to have remained in its original obscurity for upwards of one 
hundred years. It was then greatly enlarged and improved by the 
usnrper PanduLabhayo, who, in 437 B. C. made it the capital of the 
island. His improvements would appear to hare been very extensive, 
inasmuch as the city was divided under him into four parts, over each 
of which an officer was appointed as conservator. A body of five 
h ~ d r e d  h d n l a q *  we are told, was appointed to be the sorvengers of 
the city, two hundred to be nightmen; one hundred and fifty to be 
carriers of corpses ; and the same number were engaged at the ceme- 
tery. For these chandalas a distinct village was appropriated to the 
north-west of the city. We have here sufficient evidence that at this 
early period the city was already rapidly advancing to that degree of 
p a h e m  which it subsequently attained. 

We next hear of the advmcbgpatnees and extent of Anuradhapura 
in the reign of Tim the 6 n t  (surnamed Devananpiatisso), on the own- 
&on of the transportation of the sacred %tree of Gotamo from the 
banks of the Ganges to Ceylon ; (B. C. 307,) where it WM deposited 
in the M.ha Wiham, and where, if tradition and the priests are to be 
behed, it still exists. In fourteen days, the Mahawanso informs w, 

the pious Tisso had the branch of the sacred tree conveyed from the 
port at which it landed to the capital. " At the hour when shadows 
u e  most extended," proceeds the S iha lese  historian, " the monarch 
entend the superbly decorated capital by the northern gate, in the act of 
mPking offerings ; and passing in procession out of the southern gate, 
md entering the Mahameyo garden, hallowed by the presence of four 
Buddhas, he, with d e n  princes raised up the Bo branch upon 
the spot where the former Bo-trees had been planted." From this 
account it would appear that the Maha Wiharo was at that time without 
the city, although certainly not so, afterwards. From this period till 
the reign of Dntuyaimono, and in fact till about the period of the 
Christian era, it would appear that the city gradually advanced in sixe 

and importance, till it bemane the extensive and remarkable place which 
its rnins at the p m n t  day attest it b have been. 

Low oub people. 
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That the thne centuries preoeding and the three succeeding the 
Christian em, were the years during which Anuradhapm flourished 
most, is proved by the fact that dl the great buildings whose remains 
at the present day astonish us by their massiveness or size were erected 
within that period. The remains of the walls of the ancient town, 
which were erected about sixty years after our era, prove by their great 
extent the space which the city then covered. They were sixteen 
miles eqaare, and were built due north and south, east and west, 
thus enclosing a space of two hundred and fifty-six aquare miles. 
Within this vast space, however, we must remember that there were, 
besides the streets and buildings, extensive gardens, and watercoarses, 
which must have occupied a very considerable extent. I t  would be 
&tile to endeavor to discover the amount of the population of Anura- 
dhapnre at its most flourishing period, no data being afforded in the 
.native histories by which it could be judged. That it must have been 
.very coneiderable is evident, as well from the accounts given as of itr 
importance, aa from the ruins which even now exist. 

The first blow to itr prosperity appears to have been given by a 
wavering monarch named M h n ,  who reigned in the third centtuy, 
and who, at first becoming attached to a smnll and heterodox Buddhistic 
e, employed his power in the destruction of the great buildings o m  
pied by the more numerous and more orthodox community. At a later 
period hie opinions having changed, he endeavored to restore what his 
fmdcism had formerly defaced. In the fiRh century a st i l l  greater 
oh& to ita prosperity was inflicted by a protracted struggle between 
several Malabar invaders and the royal race, in the course of which the 
capital fell, sometimes into the h a d  of one party, mmetimes into that 
of the other, and as the struggle lasted for a period of twenty-four years, 
we wil l  not find it di!Scult to picture to owselves the injury which the 
-dty must have anstained in the conteat. T m d s  the cloee of the same 

b 

.century it WM deserted by a usurper for the rock $eegiri, mentioned in 

.my h e r  paper, md from this period till its final desertion by the 
royal line, A. D. 769, it appenm to have been gradually deoreasmg 
nearly aa h t  M i b  r i d  Po~onuuwa was advancing in extent, in p o p  
M o n  and in wealth. In the eleventh mtury one more attempt WM 

nude by a Binghalese monarch to the former capital, but with- 
out ruccess, md Pttat this period, the notices of it by the native hirto- 

2 a 2  
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rims are few and far between, till we reach the period of the a m 4  of 
the Portuguese under Almeida in 1503. Indeed for so long a period 
re two hundred and fifty pears previous to that event, I can tind not 
even a passing allusion to it in the chronicles of the island, a proof, I 
imagine, either ofits utter desertion or of its extreme inJikificanca 
about that time. Towards the latter end of the seventeenth century it 

would appear, from &ox's relation, that when he paesed through it he 
found it completely deserted, and nothing left but the mina of its once 
magnificent buildings to prove its former greatness. 

The reception of the branch of the sacred Bo-tree by Tisso, three 
hundred yenrs before our era, and its plantation at Anuradbapura, h u  
already been noticed. To attend to this, the chief object of Buddhistic 
worship there, a college of priests was established, for whom a suitable 
building, called the Maha Wiharo, was raised ; of this there are now b d  
few remains, the name having been transferred to the Bo-tree itself attd 
to the pile of building or platform by which it is supported and encom- 
passed. This platform is a square erection about twelve feet high, from 
the summit of which the various branches of the Bo-tree appear issuing, 
and has nothing about it worthy of particnIar notice save the sculpturn 
on the steps leading to a rude and recent building, through which the 
visitor passes in going to the sacred tree. I know not how betm to 
describe the platform by which the Bo-tree is surrounded than by 
likening it to a gigantic square flower-pot, from the earth in the centre 
of whiih the tree springs. The sculptures to which I have referred a n  
exceedingly interesting as a monument of the state of the a rb  in the 
earliest ages of Ceylonese greatness. They were evidently a part d 
mme other building long ngo destroyed, and replaced by the rude 
wooden structure to which allusion haa been made. On one of the 
atones, a large, flat step, a number of concentric semicircular archw 
.have been deeply cut in the spaces, between which are admirably rep+ 
.sented in deep and bdd cutting, the horse, the buffalo, the elephant, 
the lion, together with birds and flowem. I .was surprised at the ex&- 
lence of these sculptures, having seen nothing before of Singhdw 
workmanship, at all equal to them. Their spirit, worltmanrhip, dcmip 
a d  execution prove inconteetibly that those who execnted thdm m u  

have been fh indeed from barbarism. They are u superior to the 
d i v e  sculptures which I had seen elmhem nn the massive rukrs of 
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Anudhapura itself are superior to the paltry remains of Cotta or of 
B u t q d e .  

The earliest building whose remains still attract the attention of the 
I visitor, is the Thuparamo, or Thuphunmaya dagobah, erected by the 

pioar Timo formerly mentioned, three hundred and seven yearn before 
our era. The spot on which it was erected was raid to have been 
hallowed by the prenence of Gotamo himself, and the purpose of ita con- 
struction was to emhrine the right collar-bone of that prophet. Consi- 
dering the peat  length of time during which it has stood, (upwardn of 
two thouslnd years) it is in excellent preservation, and the piety of the 
present high-priest has lately re-erected the spire which had fallen, 
without taking from the appearance, or adding anything foreign to the 
oriejnal design of the structure. It is situated a short distance to the 
north of the road by which Anuradhapura is usually reached, that from 
Dambool to Aripo. The approach to it is along the ancient north 
and south street of the city, a broad and well-defined road, now cleared 
of jungle. On each ride of this street large trees and low brushwood ' 
atend over the greater part of the adjoining lands, amidst which hun- 
dreds of square granite pillar8 lift their heads in lonely desolation, the 
den t  witnesses of the present desertion, as they once were also of t b  
busy multitudes who thronged these streets. Masses of stone cut into 
the forms of bullocks and lions are also seen lying numerously about, 
together with the fragments of sculptured columns, and the blocks of 
irregular and regular stone, usually seen on the site of deserted habita- 
tions. But one object cannot fail to strike the most inattentive in tra- 
versing the great and now ps -grown street by which he is led to the 
Thupharamaya, that is, the towering mass of the Ruanwelle dagobah, ria- 
ing on his left hand like a pyramidal hill overgrown with trees and bushes. 
A W e  further on he croeses what now remains of the esst and wwt 
street, rttnning at right angles to that on which he stands, and of e q d  

C 
dhenbns, both being quite as broad as the widest streeta of London 
or Paria at the present day. Near a bend in the road which leads the 
ridtor in a north-westerly direction, standa one of the m m  extrrordin- 

uy monuments of royal Singhalese reflwment. I t  consisb of an enor- 
mous trough, oompoMd of a single block of granite, about ten feet long 
at the top, fire broad, and in depth four feet--the excavation meawres 
niPls feet by four, being .Isa two and a half feet deep. The tradition 
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is that it was ordered by Dutuyaimono to hold his elephant's food when 
feeding. I should imagine that six elephants could hare fed from it at 
once without incommoding each other. 

The Tlmnpharnmaya is certainly the most elegant structure at Anu- 
rsdhapura, and exceeds in beauty all the others. The rough sketch of 
it which I annex may serve to give some idea of its present appearance. 
A very elegant and well-executed view of its aspect before the restora- 
tion lakly effected by the high-priest may be seen in Major Forbes' 
account of Ceylon. The dagobah itself consists of the usual semicircu- 
lar mass of masonry standing on a square platform of flagged brickwork, 
and snrmounted by a tapering spire. The entire height of the building 
above the plain on which it is situated, and including, of course, the 
platform on which it stands, I estimated at 6fty feet. The columns 
surrounding it are exceedily graceful-long, sleuder and well pro- 
portioned as they are, they may give us a very fivorable idea of the 
taste of the artists by whom they were designed. They consist of two 

'dietinct blocks of granite, ope forming a square base and octrgonal 
shaft, both together being twenty-two feet loq-the second forming the 
capital richly or~llunented with small human figures standing round the 
10-r port of the projecting ornament, which may be seen at the summit, 
and adding about two feet to the height of the pillars. OrighUy there 
were one hundred and eight of thew p i b  divided into four rows, stand- 
ing round the dngobah and issuing from the platform on which it stands 
-many of them are now fallen down, some have been removed and 
others lie in the positions in which they fell. 

Six hundred years &r the erection of the Thupharamaya a tempk 
wan built beside it to contain the oelebrated D.kQ, or tooth-relic, 
then first imported into Ceylon. The remainn of this temple are still 
visible, without having any thing about them greatly to distinguimh 
them. 

On looking at the Thupharamaya, the qaestion is 1111tumlly s# 
to us what was the object of thooe p i l h ,  and for what purpose were 
they intended ? To thin question I could never get a aatidhtoy wwer.  
My own impression, however, is, that if not intended as onumenta, they 
were designed to support a roof which should atretch from the summit 
of the spire to the outer line, so as to protect the dagobah from the 
influence of the weather. I t  4 however, equally true that such a .roof 
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w d d  also protect them !hm the gaze of the worshippers, and t h t  it 
would require only one line of pillars instead of four to support it. 

The Thupharamaya, we can easily believe, would follow the fortunes 
of the city in which it stood. The unbelieving Malabars would show 
it little respect, althongh they might consider the trouble too great of 
levelling it with the ground, whilst the Siihaleee monarchs would 
restore it at intervals to its first condition, or leave it to its fate, as 
piety or indifference had the ascendancy in their minds. 

The ruins which usually strike the eye of the traveller on first enter- 
ing Anuradhapura from the southern side, are the remaids of the nu- 
merous p i l h  which formerly supported the Lowa Maha Paya, or brazen 
place for the prieats. This building, one of the largest that ever existed 
in the east, was e d  by Dutugaimouo, a hundred and fifty yearn 
before our era. One hundred and fifty years before that again, its 
erection, S i a l e s e  tradition assures us, had been prophesied by Na- 
hindo, the great priest of Buddhn, who arrived with the Bo-tree in the 
time of Tieso. Dutugaimono, haviug heard of this prophecy, the 
Mahawanso informs us, searched for a record of it said to have been 
deposited in the palace. This record, with the assistance of the priests, 
he at length found iu a vase, inscribed on a golden plate. I t  mentioned 
his own name we are told, and gave a brilliant account of the palrce he 
should build for the priests. The monarch, unauspicioue of deception, 
was delighted at the heavenly warning, and assembling the priests in 
his garden, many of whom were donbtless laughing in their sleeves at 
him, informed them thnt if they could but 6nd out what kind of a 
palace the devas or heavenly spirits had, he would build them one like 
it. Nothing was easier for the priests than this ; so sending oiT eight 
of their number (rrall sanctified characters," reverently observes the 
Mahawauso) to the other world, they told them to bring back a draw- 
ing of the palace of the devas. It  would seem that trees grew in the other 

C 
world also, for the eight "sanctified characters" returned with a sketch 
of the palace of the devas drawn on a leaf, with a vermilion pencil. 
The monarch seems to have asked no impertinent questions as to the. 
rond they took or the reception they met with, but at once proceeded 
with the erection of the Lowa Maha Paya. I t  was one hundred cubits, 
two hundred and twenty-five feet square, and the same in height, being 
dupported on sixteen .hundred stone pillars, having forty on each aide. 



There with afew exception8 are d s t s n d q  at present, but not in their 
origina oondition, many of them having been split to forward the 

schemes and lersen the trouble of future monarchs. In the centre the, 
are generally twice the thickness of those on the outside. They ue in 
general about twelve feet high and were midently intended for beby 
built on-the spaces between them being too small to admit of beinS 
mparate apartments. As at first erected, the Lowa Mnha Papa nrs 
nine stories in height and contained in each story one hundred apart- 
ments. This number seems large, but it will be found on calculation 
that one hundred apartmellts (supposing them all of the same sue) 
eaah twenty-two feet square, could be constructed in the apace given, 
and the cells usually occupied by the priests are much smaller. k 
the centre of this palace there was a large and splendid ivory throne, on 
one side of which stood a representation of the sun in gold, ou the 
&her a similar emblem of the moon in silver, md above shone the rtur 
in pearl. The account of this building as given by the Chinese Bud- 
dhists who visited Annradhapnrn three hundred years afterwards, oon- 
firms the description of the Mahawanso. Such was the finit of the visit of 
these eight priests " all sanctified characters," to the deva-loka. When 

dretched upon his death-bed, Dntugaimono, anxious for his future 
welfare, asked the attendant priests respecting his hopes of happiness 
in a future world, particularly reminding them of the palace which he 
had built for them, and on the ground of this, and his other merito- * 

ious works he was promised an immediate entrance to the dcva-lolts, 
wh- he was doubtless received into that palace, the architecture of 
which he had copied on earth. The name of the c 6 b ~ e n  palace" 
wow from its having been roofed with sheets of metal, and not with 
the ordinary tiles. 

Soon after its erection, or in the thirtieth year aRer the Christian 
era, the Maha Paya required considerable repairs, but it was not till 
hiahasen's reign in A. D. 286, that it met with any very serious dis- 
aster. By thnt apostate monarch the entire of the nine stories were 
swept amp and nothing left but the pillars which had supported it in 

the centre. To repair this destruction his son and successor Kitsiri 
MJWM in A. D. 302, was obliged to split many of the pillars in two 
in order to complete the original number. The palace was subsequently 
reduced to f i ~ e  stories, and gradually fell into neglect and decry until 
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$he removd of the semt of governmeat b Pollanunwa, which completed 
iLs denortion. 

The &JIM pillars on which it stood are a little to the north of the 
Maba W i h ,  on the santh side of the trace leading to Aripo, and 

r 
wat them, u e  shewn the tomb of Gaimono, and the mound of earth 
oa which the Ling$ were usually bmnt. A little to the south of the 
Mahr W i  a d  about five handred yards from the remains of the 
braten palace, a mound of earth, formerly a small dagobah, points out 
the place where the action between Gaimono and the usurper Ell& 
eommsnced, as aho the spot on which Ell& tell. 

On the r o d  to the Tbaphammya dagobah I have already men- 
tioned tbat the visitor sees oh his left hand the conical mass of the 
RnurnweUe dagobah rising like a mountain near him. The entrance to 
this, a to most others of the ancient buildings, is through an erection 
of modem stmature, chiefly formed of wood. The site on which it in ' 
urected is said to hate been hdowed in various ways, and the prophecy 
Co which I Lave referred in the case of the Maha Pays, also mentioned 
$h& D u t x @ m # ~  should construct a Maha Thupo, or great dpgobsh. 
A bug and tectirms mamnt is given in the Mahawanso of the miracn- 
bua manner in which the materials for this erection were formed and 
procured. When every thing had been obtained which was requisite, 
the mopuch commenced the structure by digging a foundation which, 
tradition tells us, was a hundred cubits or two hundred and twenty-two 
feet deep. This is most probably exaggerated, yet aa the dimensions 
ue in general given with great exactness, I should hesitate before pm- 
wuncing it &. Certain it is that the stone platform on which it 
stands is massive and of enonnous dimensions, being five hundred feat 
square, thus giving ua a superficial extent of solid masonry of 250,000 
sqnve feet, or upwards of 27,000 square yards. This plstfom is EW- 

mded by R fosw seventy k t  broad. On the sides of the platfom 
L a~ sculptures representing the heads and fore-parts of elephants M if 

in the act of emerging from the mass. Unfortunately Dutngaimono 
did w t  8urvive to see the completion of the dagobah which he had 
spared no pains to erect, and in order that he might have some idea d 
what it would be when finished, he had a spire of wood placed upon it 
of a sirnib form with that intended to be subsequently ddbd of more 
durdble materials. He is said to have expired in the act of gazing om 

2 H 
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this building, and the spot on which His Majesty reclined is still pointed 
out. At mne distance on the other side of the ancient street is r 
hrge s h e  slab, which it is said covers the entrance to the interior of 
the dapbab. Ce?loneae history records its having been t- pent- 

5 
m k d ,  once by miraculous power invoked by faith, and on a n h e r  
eccosion by the sturdy arms of an usurper's mldiery. I t  is now nearly 
completely overgrown with jungle, as will be seen in the accompanying 
sketch-the original brick-work of which it is composed being only 
visible in a few detached places. The squared platform on which it 
stands and which is still well paved with slabs of granite, has been 
e l e d  of the brushwood with which it was overgrown by the high- 
piest, and lying on the southern side of it is to be seen a broken statue 
of Batyatisso, who reignedfrom B. C. 19 to A. D. 9, "and appears," 

J observes Major Forbes, to have been one of those persevering 
lsrrlots who ' hope to merit heaven by making earth a hell.' " On the 
grroite pavement are pointed out indentures said to have been worn 
out by the knees of Batyatisso during his frequent and lengthened 

pmyers. The RnanweUe dagobah appears to have suffered more from 
the ravages of Magha, the usurper alluded to, who forced a paserge into 
it in the thirteenth century, than from any of the other revolutions to 
which the capital was subjected, and it does not appear that any 
attempt was ever afterwards made to restore it to its former condition. 
It WM originally two hundred and seventy feet high, md would appear 
to be now decreasing in elevation with the rains of every successive 

)rear. When Major Forbes visited it in 1828, he states it to have been 
one hundred and eighty-nine feet in height, whilst now (in 1846) it ia 
bat a hundred and forty-having thus lost forty-nine feet of elevation 
ih 18 yearn. 

The invasion of the >lalabars and the flight of the king Walagam- 
babu, has already been noticed in the account of the caves of Dambool. 
I t  would appear that his first act on his regpining his throne was the 
erection of a stupendous dagobah as a monument of his good fortune. 
Thin he called the Abhayagiri a title compounded of a snrnme of his 
own-Abhap-and the name of a 1Iindu aect. I t  was originallp a 
hundred and eighty cubits, or four hundred and five feet high, and 

an a mano of masonry of even larger dimensions than that parti- 
mluly noticed M forming the foundation of the RuanweUe dagobah. 
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Prom the great size of the Abhayngiri drgobah, together with the 
numerous other erections of Wal-bahu about the same period 
(87, B. C.) it would appear that notwithstanding the recent invreion 

T of the - Malabars, the kingdom must have been in s very prosperous 
and flourishing condition. To the Abhyagiri d w b a h  a s s  attached a 
wihare and priests' reeidence, which would seem to have been for a 
long period the centre of the Buddhistic hierarchy in the island. At 
length a schism arose in the third century of our em; a small part of 
the Abhayagiri priesthood joined the heretics,-the king Mnhwn 
favored them, expelled the orthodox followers of Bnddhu, and spared 
no pains to raise to eminence and popularity the sect whose principles 
he had embrad.  This was the period of the greatest splendour of 
the Abhayagiri, but it was destined to be but of short continuance. 
While the monatch's partiality for the sect continued, however, the 
spoils of the Lows Maha Papa, the Runnwelle, the Maha Wihare and 
the Tbnpharamaya, all went to decorate the Abhayagiri and enrich the 
ochismatics. Rut Mahasen soon found that whatever respect the people 
might have for his person, they had a greater for their religion, and a 
popular revolt which ensued on these changes, warned him not to 
persevere in his schemes. He accordingly gave up the minister (by 
whose advice he pretended to have been guided) to the fury of the 
populace, and by his death diverted the torrent of indignation from 
himsekf. The unconscious dagobah and wihare shared somewhat of the 
fate of its supporters, and though not utterly destroyed, they were yet 
very much reduced in maguiticence and importance. ARer this period 
we still read of the Abhayagiri wihm as u common resort of the priest- 
hood, till the removal of the gent of government to Pollonamwa, when 
it is of course to be supposed, that the ancient capital would lose the 
greater portion of its sacred inhabitants. There is little to distinguish 
the dagobah in its present condition: overgrown to the very summit 

i with jungle, it affords, like the Rurnwelle and the Jaita~~nar$maya, 
but a glimpse here and there of the brick-work of which it is construct- 
ed. In form it more approaches to the Jaitawanatsunaya than to any 
other of the ruins, a small portion of the spire being still apparent. 
The Abhayagiri lies to the east of the Ruanwelle and Thupharamapa, 
being about a quarter a mile distant from the latter. I t  is at present 
about 210 feet high 
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The only remaining dag~bahs of which I think it necessary to s p d  
puticularly, are the Jaitawana-aya uld the Sankdmaya, both of 
them lying to the north of the ancient city, at a considerable distance 
ftom the others. The sketch opposite represents the Jaitswum&mya 
in its present condition. In the ma haw an^) it ie rtyled the Jetaa~nno 
ksgobah, which aa the shatter name, although it is now b&ter known 
by the former, I shall adopt. The Jetswanno was commenced by 
Mahasen as a measure of retribution to the orthodox for the desbuc- 
tion which he had before caused. I t  was originally three hundred and 
*n h t  high, and is still upwarda of two hundred and forty. I t  ia 

enormous solid mass of masonry, and some idea of its aize m g  be 
Qbtained by reflecting that ita cubic contents are upwarda of 456,000 
p h .  Yet so inferior was the J e t a m n o  aonridered when compared 
with the more imposing buildings at AnuradhPpnrq that the Singhlcre 
h M a n  pansen it over with two slight noti* w h  of a single line's 
leogth. The Jetawanno does not appear ever to have atbined any 
conaidemble distinction either aa the scene of any remarkable events, 
or aa a considerable resort of the Buddhiitic prieathood. The ereatim 
ia its neighbourhood would appear to have been at one time highly 
onuqnented from the profnsion of cawed stones which lie omtiend in 
its vicinity. A massive square pillar lies by the side of the path at 
some distance from the dagobah, which on b e i i  measured, proved to 
be twenty-six feet long and a yard square, being cutout of a single 
block of granite. I t  must be borne in mind that dthough compowd 
of brick, these dagobahe were originally mated with a white cement. 
which, when polished, as they were, would give them all the appearance 
of marble. There can be little doubt that originally they WORM hart 
a ve y imposing effect, and that espedslly an seen from a disknee they 
must have added great beauty and grandeur to the dirknt r imof 
Anuradhapura. 

Of the present condition of the Lankarhnaya the accampanyiq 
sketch may afford some idea. I t  was erected by the e n t h d c  and 
wavering Mahasen between the years 276 and 302 of om en.  There cre 
be little doubt that it was modelled on the plan of the Thuphanu~uyr, 
but although apparently built of m6n durable matmiah, it does not at 
dl approach the original in t4e proportions of its columns or the ex& 
knee of its carvings. The Lankarhnaya stands, like dl the other 



dagobahs, on an elevated platform, paved with granite slabs, and imme- 
diately in front of it stands a stone nltar about five feet high, which 
there can be little doubt w u  intended for the reception of the offerings 

5. of the fithful. The Lankar4mayn stands between the Thuphammaya 
and the Jaitawmuhaya, a little to the enatward of both---the Ninr of 
a priest's n e i b  are in its immediate vicinity, but of a chamtar w 
common u sot to need my particular remarka. 

Otber dagobaha there u e  in the vicinity of Anumdhpun, but gr&. 
ly intirior in size to those whiah I hare endeavoured to demribe. The 
Mirisidlia, the hilp Chritya ~d the Ellala Dsgobah, with many 
othen of leua note, ue but shapeleas h e q s  of ruins overgrown with 
jungle, with bnt a few pillars, or carved stones to mark their former 
importance. Aa I have raid before, one of the most extraordinary 
chamcteirtics of the ruins of the city is the immense number of stone 
piIhm, generally aqnare, which pnsent themselves in every diredian 
in which the viaitor may turn his steps. These, with the l q  masses 
of the remaining dagobaha, and the immense quantity of carved stmes 
that lie about the paths in all directions, will convince the most rap. 
tial that he is treading on the ruins of a once great and populous city, 
and that thore who inhabited it were to a very considerable extent 
&bed md dined. One peculiarity, if at d l  observant, he annot 
hril to wties, the great superiority of the mom ancient to the more 
modern struchrretia superiority as decided and unquestionable u the 
grerter excellence of Grecian sculpture in beanty and sublimity to tho 
massive but rude mmm of Egyptim a m h i i u r e .  

In  canclmion, let it be borne in mind that great as must have been 
the expenditure of labour and power to erect the Lows Maha Pay4 or 
the Ruanwelle, there rue monuments of ancient h k a  and its people 
still mars demonstrative of their former gt.8atness. I refer to the em- 
bankments of the varioas tanks scattered in such profusion over the 

L north of the island, and especiany in the immediate rioinity of Ano- 
radhpurr. To there I would point u the m a t  conclusive evidences 
of what the p l m r  of the Singhalese monarchs once was, and I can 

only regret that my own obaervationr have been too limited to allow of 
my en* upon the subject in a manner likely to be sntisfactory 
either b my mdera or myself. 
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AToteu of nn Excursion to the Pindree Glarier, in September 1816. 
B y  Capt. E D .  - J ~ A D D E N ,  Bengal drtil lery. 

September 10th.-From Almorah to Sutralee, 13 or 14 miles, which 
wxupied us (my companion, Captain Hampton, 31st Regt. N. I.) 
from 6 till 11 A. M. our progress at first being much impeded by a 
heavy fall of nin, the termination aa we hoped, of the season, but 
which ~ I I  hct proved to be only a shadow of what was in store for us. 
The road lies over the mountain called Kaleemuth, 6,300 feet high, 
md so alled, the Almorah people my, from a coarse kind of black lead 
which abounds there: the summit is of mica slate and gneiss, in 
horizontal strata. 2,300 feet below, to the west, is Hawulhagh, now 
famoua like Almorah and Bheemtal, for its thriving plantations of 
tef ; the Giter however, will be disappointed who expects anything 
picturesque in this cultivation, any more than in the vineyards of 
France; the shrubs being generally llnder four feet high, and ruiy- 
thing but elegant in form ; the tea is made in spring ; the plant dowen 
hers at that season, and notwithetariding the extreme plucking it under- 
g o ~ ,  produces a profusion of seed in October md November. I t  may 
be satisfacto y to Drs. Royle and Falconer to know that even at Almorah 
the plantations suffered not the trace of injury from the snow storms of 
Jan. 26, and Feb. 2. 1847, the heaviest known to the oldest inhabi- 
tant of Keemaoon, when about 2 feet fell at  Almorah, and lay for many 
days. Hamlbagh takes itr name, " The garden of mist," from the 
heavy clouds which rest over it almost every morning during the cold 
ssaeon, at about 4500 feet elevation ; the Kosilla runs about 200 feet 
below the station, which has a greater extent of level ground than any 
other in the N. W. mountains. The river is invariably known to the 
mountaineers as the Koaee, which H. H. Wilson derives from the San- 
writ Kansika, a sheathe, probably in allusion to its generally deep 
and nurow glen; the Hindustani name Kosilla, may be from the 
Srnxrit Kausulya, " good fortune." It  has become an axiom in the 
Geography of the N. W. Himalaya, that the Giree is the only river 
which does not rise in the snowy range : but the assertion is equally 
true of ,the Kosilla, and western Ramgunga of Knmaoon (the latter 
known also as the Ruput in Gurhwal) ; while the Su j o o  and easteru 
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Ramgunga originate in branches of the snowy range which for many 
months in each year are completely denuded of snow. 

Opposite Harmlbegh, at Kutarmul, there is a very large temple dedi- 
cated to Aditye, the sun ; it is surrounded by a multitude'of smaller ones; 

7 

but all is now forsaken, the main pile having been so shaken by earth- 
quakes as to be dangerous. Many of the large terminal ornamental 
' I  Turk's cap" stones have been turned half round. The view from the 
summit of ELaleemuth is very fine and extensive ; to the east, are the 
dark ranges of Binsur and Jugesur; to the south and south-west the 
lofty Gl~agur completely excludes Kumaoon from any view of the 
plains ; from north-east to north-west extend the snowy range, of which 
the view given in Dr. Royle's illustrations was taken from this point. 
As might be expected it fa& in conveying any just idea of the g m -  
dew of the ncene, and is moreover not very correct, most of the group8 
and peaks b e i i  misnamed. What is called the K A t h  cluster, is 
really the bastioned mass of Budreennth ; his " Juwahir closter" is 
properly named "Triaool;" and the peak called Nunddevi, is in fict 
one to the east of Pindree, commonly known to Europe- in Kumdoon 
an Nundakot, No. XV. of the map. The true Nundadevi, most con- 
spicuous in nature, wan perhaps clonded when the artist took his view, 
being either s n p p d ,  or very imperfectly delineated by the peak 
marked XIII. which is really the eastern shoulder of the Trisool. 
Looking at the snowy range from this and similar points, it appeum 

a matter of no di5culty to reach it ; an impression produced by the . 
almost tdal suppression in the view, of the great spun and aecond41.p 
ranges sent off to the south and south-west from the main range ; all 
these, being seen in the direction of their leugth, preaent comparatively 
mal l  poinb ; and it seems to be for this reanon that the mountains as 
seen from S e h n p o o r ,  Urnballah, &. have the appearance of thres. 
or four long ranges, saccessively rising; but the moment we gat 

i amongst them this apparent regularity is lost, and the mountains ap- 
pear tobranch in every direction. 

In common with the vicinity of Almorah in general, Kaleemnth is 
too well grazed by cattle to d o r d  much room for v&tation. In t h ~  
spring a shrubby Dipaaous, with lilac blossoms, is common; and in. 
rntumn the warmer declivities abound with the beautiful Osbeckia 
stellata, the Kookurmakree of the nrtives. The Scilla indica, Auqdlr- 



ria idica, Curdgo orcbioideq and Fdlaria  Thomsoniana, all reneb 
up to this point, and are abundant. I 

v 

Hence, the route follows the neck which john Kdeemuth with Bin- 
rru ; about two. miles' on, a Cairn, called " Kutputiya," o c m  on thb 
lea hand; these heaps of st- are raised where three ways meet, 
many of the people condaring it meritorions to add a stone ; a ms- 
tom well known to this day amongst the Celtic tribes of western 
Europe.* Soon .Rer passing the Cairn, the road quits the Binsur 
mute, and .&r passing Jak villrrge, craeses by a rocky ascent the 
w e a t a n  spw of Binsur, d e d  Bhynmree Cheena; the northern ' 
upect of this is covered with pretty thick woods of Rhododendron, 
Androm* 8c. through which we descended to a glen, extensively 
cultivated, where a stream from Binsnr joins the Takmla from Ounna- 
nath. The united stream in 8 rapid bum, which joins the Koeilla above 
Bswulbagh : our mute lay someti- on one, sometime8 on the other 
hk, aad not dkequently in the stream itself. Bice is abundantly pro- 
dnced dong the banks, and the Kodah an the higher grounds. This 
is a lats crop, a d  suffere much from the bea ; it is now infested by 
a csasiderable number of locusts, which we f b ~ d  dsiFy hence to the 
m. 

Bnt& the name of 8 &ct be)orrgin% to the aetmlogenr d 
Ahnonh ; and in the midst of abdanae,  the traveller flnQ himaelf 
l ib  8 d o  Pany in danger of st* ; for these gods of the earth" 
ar infinitely more lib& with their horoscopes end predictions 
d @ weather and fortnue than with their soppKea of gra8d, 

ghee, .ad flour. We mcamped in a eonfined but pretty spot, 
rarroanded by woody s p m  t h m  B i i u r  and Gunnamath, neihet d 
whioh is risible ; a rivulet fmm the former has cut a deep perpsndicuhr 

in the roc%, on the brink of which are -me d d  templeb dedi- 
ded to Umba Debee, &om whom the p b  is called Umkfioke. A 

* Om L mnstmtlj atruck in India with the identity of the custom md i d e ~  
of itm popuhtb with thoa of Europe, moisnt and modem. A few yeara mnca at 
tbs Jaypoor D u b ,  the sitting WM prolonged to so late an boar that it became ne- 
cunary to introduce lighb, on which all the chisfa got up and lalated each other, 
u if they had met for the Ant time in the morning. Onp of them told me I t  wras 
eommoo eartom. ThMwdl incidentdl1 J mentioad thd very name re having bdsn 
wud r o a g n t  the mcient Ormka. 



few cedars overnhdow the temples, which are not r e ~ k a b l e .  Water 
boila at U)P, or with comction of thermometer, at 207p, giving about 
4700 feet u the elevation. The pretty white W e r i a  diohotomr, the 
Photinia dubii ; a shrub which I took for L @ t r q ~ ~  Nepalense ; and 

t Kdsu.m pmpinqua, " Sindrain," are common 0s the h l k s  of the 
Takoola. 

The mountain of Gunmath, near this, is said to be very beautiful ; 
the Ghoorlcaa had a stockade there ; urtl on the advance of our troops 
t~ward Almonh in 1815, they were *tacked fro4 this point by a 
body of men under the command of Hustee Dhul; he was killed by a 
random shot, hi men retreated, and the fate of Kumaoon was decided. 
This chief ww unaleco the *ah of Nepal, and had beellemployed in the 
a d d  attempt on Bot Kangra. The contrast of our speedy 
capture of that celebrated fortress, is to this moment very unpalatable im 
Nepd : and the story g0e.s that fakeere and other travellers are warned 
under penalty of a mere beating, to conceal or deny the fact of Lahorq 
being now a British Garrison ! 

Along the borders of the fields here, M at Almorah, the Perilla 
ocimoides-" Bhungera," is extensively cultivated for the snke of the 
oil expnesed from the seeds : it is now in flower, md will be ripe in 
October .nd November. 

Septdsr 1 1 fA.-To Bagesur, 12 miles ; at one and half miles, up a 

pretty valley, by an easy ascent, but over a rocky road, we reached the 
crest of a ridge, called the Kurnpl ka Cheena, which separates the d u -  
mta of the Kosilla from Lhooe of the Sujoo. I t  may be about 5,500 feet 
high, and like all the hills in the neighbourhood, is well clothed with 
Pines, (Pinus longifolia,) aa the north side is with Rhedodendron, Cor- 
n u ,  &.-The Q u m n s  annulat. Funiyat," (the " Banes" of f4iimlah9) 
ia a common tree on the ascent, and is large and abundant on the Surjoo 
above Bagesur, mixed with trees which one scarce expecta to find 
with w oak. Pro111 the Kurngal Pus, a steep descent through ehadj 
4, brought us to the beautiful valley of Cbonna Biree, watered 
by a large bpmk, the Jynghun, whbh flm round the north side d 
Binsur ta the Surjoo. Bilorec, a pntty M e t ,  with a small temple 
midst a clump of firs, on a conical knoll, much resembling an Irirb 
RotA, lies to the right of the rood, and a short diitance above, to tho 
I& is Cho~~na, another village, near which is a group of the Chcoom 

2 r 
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tree--Bslsia butyraccq which does not appear to extend more to the 
north-west. I t  is common at about 4000 feet elevation, near Bheem- 
td, and on the br joo near Ramesur ; and I have even found it on the 
low outer range of hills to the north-west of Kaleedoonghee : the seeda 
f inish the so called butter, or Phoolel, of Almorah. Near Biloree never- 
al large specimens of the Castanen tribuloides-'< Kutonj" or Chestnut, 
wem in full flower ; this tree is another instauce of the approximation 
of the vegetation of Kumaoon to that of Nepal ; it occurs sparingly 
in the glens of Binsur, and becomes abundant east of the Sujoo, but 
is unknown I believe in Gurhwal, &c. 

At Chonna Biloree the soil and rocks are deeply colored with red 
oxyde of iron : here the road quits the Jynghun, and turning to the 
left, soon reaches &e base of the " Ladder Hill," eo called from a good, 
but long and steep flight of steps constructed nearly to the summit, by 
Toolamn, the T m k r  of Almoreh. The total ascent is about 800 
feet, 150 or 200 short of which we halted to breakfast, at a spring 
called the Bhoomka Panee. This pass is known as the Palree or 
Kurrei Cheena, and may be about 5,500 feet in height ; on the left 
the ridge rises many hundred fket higher in a bold rocky bluff, on 
which is a temple to the Mychoola Debee. Close above to the east is 
the rounded " Nynee" summit. With the exception of a little alay-slate, 
tbe whole range is of limestone, and stretches far down to the south- 
east, crossing the Sujoo near the Seers Bridge, and every where pw; 
senting to the south-weat successive tien of cliffs. Thin limes- 
forms the glen of the Surjoo up to the Sooring, where as at Landour, 
it is capped by a granular quartz. The view of the Himalaya from the 
top of the Ladder Hi is considered one of the finest in Kumaoon ; 
but was entirely eclipsed to-day by dense clouds, which bestowed some 
sharp showers on us while at breakfast. An easy descent of three 
miles hence brought us to the Dhurmsala of Mehdee, near the w e  
Wtulee, erected by one Debee Sah, the brkhrnan in charge, being en- 
dowed with a monthly salary of less them three rupees ;-this he ekea 
out by the cultivation of a garden, which he entertained a not ill-found- 
ed fear would be plundered by our followers shoidd he Bccompany me 
to the Soap-stone quarries about a mile distant ; this difficulty overcome, 
we started, and after a slippery walk from one temce to another, reach- 
ed one of the five or sir quarries in this vicinity. So far as I conld 
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observe, the rock lies in large detached masses, but the mine had been 
apparently neglected for several years, and was choked up with rub- 
bish. The steatite is called " Khurree ;'' and at Almorah is turned into 
a variety of cups, LC. less durable and useful than if of wood. h m  v 

the Dhurmsdh to the Surjoo, the descent is very long and steep, through 
woods of superb pine ; the soil is a red clay, which with the fallen pine 
leaves, we found so slippery as with great difficulty to keep our feet.. 
At the base the Cheer Gun@, a rattling stream, flows to the Sujoe, 
along the right bank of which liea the rest of the route, about 2+ or 3 
miles, to Bngesur. The Suqoo is here a large and rapid river, the 
water of a whitish tinge, and perfectly impassable except on rafts sup- 
ported by gourds. Wilson gives us the etymology of the name from 
mi, to go : Gunga, from gwm, to go, to gang ; and Pindur, pmbsbl~ from 
pud, pundute, of the same import ; so strongly must the primceorl 
Hindus have been struck by the extreme impetuosity of these riven.* 
The elevation of the valley here is between 2,500 and 3,000 feet ; it ia 
narrow, with here and there a partial expansion, carefully cultivsted with 
rice. The scenery is exceedingly diversified and verdant. In such a 
valley to the north-weat, as that of the Sutluj, we should have little 
but arid rock ; here all is'gras~, wood, and swelling hills of the d e e p t  
gwen and moat beautiful outline. As a drawback, the climate b oon- 
sidered very unhealthy at this season, and in the months of May d 
June the winds are said to be nearly as hot as in the plains. The 
vegetation is nearly that of the Tarai and Dehra Dhoon. B o b i  
macrophylla, (Gonjh,) Rottlera tinctoria, (Rolee,) P h y h t h u s  emblicq 
(Amla,) Pavetta tomentow (Pudem,) Murlea begonifoh, (Toombrei)&- 
piadus acumi~&, (Reetha,) Mucuna atropurpurea, (Buldaka,) Zicyphaq 
(h,) Sponia, Toddslirr aculeata, (Khuseroo,) and a species of Adelia, 
are common M trees, with the Photiuia dubii called Gur-mehul or 
Boond, which is dm found north-west of Kumaoon ; where it occupier 
a zone reaching from 3,000 up to 7,500 feet. Among lesser planb I 
obrerved Centranthem hispida, Ipomaea muricata and pes-tigridb, the 
Lygodium or climbing fern (abundant in all the valleys of Kummoa), 

The word Pindur .1.o dmotd. feeder ; while Pindrl u a bridge, a cawway, 

a porng. over rivar or ravine, &c. and might refer k thir raw to wme euly  
rlnrcture at Kwnprrg to f d t . t a  the p a a q c  of piLgrimr to Bud-nth. 
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Costur speciosus, Ziti@& capihtnm, Cumma aagbstifalia, and muat 
abnndant in the meadows the '' beautitidy blue" b u m  tetragollllm, 

Tettkkhana." 
We fonnd the heat in the valley oppreadive, nnd were elljoymg the 

idea of shelter in one of the deserted houses of B ~ s u r ,  now at haml, 
when to our diemay, we reached the right bank of the Gaomutee 
Qudga, which here join$ the S u j ~  from Byjnath, and was so swollen 
a d  rapid from late heavy rains as to be perfectly unfordable. While 
crouching under some thickets to avoid the nun, and most sincerely de- 
&ing that the onginal Pontifices maximi, Sia and Death, who built the 
first bridge, aceording to Milton, had exercised their Art  pontifical" 
at Begesur, we perceived certain naked savages appear on the oppoaitc 
bank, armed with a multitude of gourds, (toombas,) wbich they forth- * commenced futcning in rows about their w- and then com- 
mitted themselves to the deep, as buoyant an so many corks. A s d -  

cient m b e r  being attscked to our charp.ees, we were ferried over in 
wnrity, but not very pl-tly ; oar very undor-like rofte sink m 
deep that it became necessary to strip. The p m  of cnwsing is a 
simple, but m y  tedious one, and above two hours elapsed before our 
scanty baggage was psesed over. We afterwards saw the men plunge 
rifh perfect indXerence into the "augry flood" of the Sujoa M, 
.nd "rternmi~lg it aside with heuts of controversy," reach the 
opposite shore with ease, but with great 1- of distance. They even 
promised to couvey n4 over, an offer which was dhlined. Falstd justly 
abhorred a watery death, even in the placid Thames. The town of 
Bagear stauds immediately beyond the Qaomatec, on the right bsnk of 
tate Swjoo, in a very ooafhed spot, b e i i  c k d y  backed by a preeipit- 
o w  hill. I t  consists of two or three irregubr Iines of houses, om of 
them now washed by the river, and about 200 yards in length, some of 
the homaea are very respectable, adorned with taabhlly cuvd wood 
work ; but the plece is a mere d e w  where in the cold sereon the 
Almorah merchants, who chidy own the houses, resort to t r d c  with 

the Bhotteahs, who meet hem for this purpose. This, rather thalt 
any particular hdubrity,  seems the cause of the town being desert- 
ed at other oemo11s ; it has no other resources. True, we Europeans 
fouod the ternpentwe dhgreeably warm, but the site did not seem 
~ ~ ~ u a ,  and there waa little fever amongst the few inhabitants. The 
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rrsss however were more nuuierou on our return, and it is certain the 
mountaineers look on a residence here with dread. 

At the junction of the two rivers are a couple of stone tamples of 
Wee. where B b  a h  is adored mb k a t i o n e  Bngesur, Sm- r 
Icrit Vagemmr, the Lard of Speech, d givea his name to the tom. 

There is an inscribed slab at one of these temples, in a character not 
seemingly very ancient ; the import I understand is given in one of the 
J d s  of the Society. The brahrnuns have a legend that the Sur- 
joo corlld not find its way through the mountains till the present ehan- 
n 4  a devious one enough, was opened by a Rishi ; m r  since which 
time buthing here is justly considered nearly 8s &caeious in removing 
sin as the pilgrimage to Budreenarain itself.* "Bagesur" was per- 
haps in the h t  instance indebted for this title to the Tigers which 
abound in the rdlq ; the brahmuns give both etymologies; these 
brutes (the tigers), roam up M high as Booring, but f&m numerws en- 
qniriea I am induced to believe that Bishop Heberm mbkformsd 
whm Be told that they habitually frequent the snows. They are ex- 
tremely destructive in the district of Qungoke, along the Su rjoo, S. E. 
d this, where during the present autumn and winter, 25 persons are 
#aid to have been destroyed ; this with an qd number of victims in B e  
Bhnmouree Pass, leading from the plains to Almorah, forms a serious 
item in the Kumaoon bills of mortality, and goes to prove that th 
Mosaic penalty of blood for b lvd  is no longer in force ; indeed a cele- 
brated writer o b m e s  that "the lions, the tigers, and the house of 
Judah" scarce ever observed this covenant. The mountaineers are 
h l y  persuaded that the worst tigers are men, who trnnsform themselves 
into this shape by means of the bl~ck art, the better to indulge their 
malice, envy, and love of r 0-h diet. The superstition reminds one 
at the Iycanthmyy of the old Greeks, and the Louf-garon of the French 
in modern days. 

L * It ia an extraordinary inafance of M attempted fusion of the creeds of Bnhms 
~d Muhsmmed, that thu brahmuns of Eqpur in relating this legend, identified 
Mubdw with "Baba Adun," and hi wife Parrutee with " Mamu Hhuwa," or 
Mother Eve. Th-y were probably indebted for thi curioru aaewiation to the dr- 
cumstnl~ce of " Adim" denoting "' tint" iu Sanacrit, w that " Baba Adam" b 
" Fint Path." Had they nlecbd Brahma, who us Vinj, divi~led himself inlo 
malo and feDub for tbe pruduction of mmkind, tlte pdkl would hare bean atill 
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. We were told that up near Sooring a tiger wm killed within them 
few years by a pack of the wild dogs, here called Bhonsla ; but even 
OPT informant seemed to doubt the truth of the story. Of the bold- 
ness of these dogs, however, we had no doubt ; they are considered to 
ba Bhugwan's* hounds, and no Shikaree ever thinks of shooting them. 

%. Lushington, the Comniissioner of Kumaoon, has a bwgalow 
on the bank of the Su rjoo opposite Bagesur ; a little nbove this, the 
mountains on that side recede in a deep bay, leaving a spacious tract 
of level ground, on which the fair is held in January, at which perid 
the whole of the Bhoteeah pergonnahs are deserted by their inhabitants, 
who descend with their flocks to the central portion of the province for 
warmth and pasture. These people in mien, make, and features, bear 
a striking resemblance to the Chinese. I t  is a curious feature in the 
agricultural economy of Kumaoon that during the same season, almost 
the entire population of the mountains between Almorah and the 
plains, descend to the Tarai, where they have cleared very extensive 
tracts, which are carefully cultivated with wheat, barley, mustard, LC. 
irrigated with no mean skill and industry by cuts from the varioua 
torrents which there debouche on the plains ; while the foresb swatm 
with their cows and buffaloes, which supply them with vast quantities 
of ghee, the sale of which greatly overbalances the occasional loas of 
their cattle by wild beasts. The presence of these herds in the forest 
may be .said, to form a sort of safety-valve to the botanist or other 
explorer of its solitudes, the tigers seldom molesting man when he can 
~btain  beef. The appearance of the young leaves on the Seesoo in 
April, is the wgnal for the mountaineers to ascend to their natural 
homes, where they arrive just in time to cut second rubbee crop, sown 
in November ; the only instance within my knowledge of the same 
farmer enjoying the advantage of two harvests in one seaeon. 1 may 

* If the mere Eugliah m d e r  should u k  " who ia Bhugwan," he will not bs 
mom in tlre dark than was om of the Secretaria to a certain Board in 1824. Cu.  
riage and supplies were required for the troops ia Arrnkan, and a native dignitary 
in Ben$ aas rcquind to my bow much would ba forthcoming from his district. 
" A# muclt u it pleases B h u p ~ "  wan the reply. '' Who u Bhog.rur," writ- 
the Secmtuy. "You will be pl-d tu inform Bhugwan, that if he withholb 
the requisite aid, he rill incur the car- of Government, and asmredly be 
put down." 
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remark here that the Gooya or Gweeya of Mr. Traill's Report, which 
be calls the Sweet Potato, is in fact the edible Arum or Colocaaia. 

Ssptmber 13th.-To Kupkot, 144 or 15 miles. The river above, 
Bagesur bisecta the open tract of ground before alluded to ; and then 
till within two or three miles of Kupkot, wiuds its impetuons way 
through a gigantic ravine rather than a valley, the entire floor being 
frequently occupied by its bed, now reduced to half the width it has 
below. This narrow channel ia exceedingly deep, and in some places 
the waters flow more quietly for a space, in black pools, the whole not 
a little resembling the Findhorn in Morayshire. Over one of thew, 
three or four miles from Bsgeanr, a single spar is thrown for a bridge, . 
from which the passenger, at a depth of 30 or 40 feet below him, may 
see the water swarming with large Muhaseer.* The river flows in a 
channel of live rock, from which the mountains rise precipitously; 
and in one place the road has to be carried for a hundred yards or 
more, along the face of thecliff; in general however, the rise is that 
of the river, only interrupted by the many feeders from the mountaitu 
to the lea ; on which occasions, for some unknown reason, the Puha- 
rees always mnke a dip, involving a troublesome ascent on the other 
side. At three miles, we crossed one large d u e n t ,  and at about seven 
n second, the Kundilgtuh nudee, a furious torrent, which a few days 
rince carried away its bridge ; this was only replaced yesterday, which 
compelled a reluctant halt of one day at B~gesur, where Messrs. Hort 
and Powys, H. M. 61st Regiment, overtook us in the afternoon, from 
Almorah. We found the glen of the Sujoo here almost without 
habitation-wholly given up to jungle, luxuriant grass, deer, and 
tigers, the latter much dreaded. On the opposite bank, II little above 
the Spar Bridge, the. river receives a hrge tributary, the Balee Gun& 
and, two or three miles short of Kupkot, ceasing to rage through the 
narrow gorge which contracts it below, pursues its course along some 

L open, but strong and unc~lltivated dells, covered with dwarf Zizyphus,t 

The presence of a large fish, apparently of the Shark kind, im well attested, in 
the Swjoo, from Bayunr doaowsrds ; reported to grow 6 feet long, to be devoid of 
scaler, and to haos teeth like those of a dog. 
t The famoom shrine of Budumnatb deriver itr name from this ahrub, the 

Bud- (now Ber) or Jujube, Virhnoo being there invoked, like an apothecary, as 
the " Lord of Jojubu." All tbe aponymw, Budureoril, Budureebun, I' the 
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to these soon rucoeede the beautiful glen of Kupkot, splerulidly culti- 
vated with rice, mundooa, kc. in the centre ofwhich we halted at noon, 
in a grove of tall Silung trees-but had u d  time to pitch our tents, 
or put the camp kettle in trim for breakfast, when the exceedingly 
vultry forenoon wru, succeeded by a heavy storm of wiud and rain, 
which poured down fw two hours, and made us excessively uncomfort 
able, the ground beink already swampy from the rice fields close by.- 
When the clouds cleared off, we found ourselves in a most romantic 
little vdley, the B i w n  of the Surjoq from one half to two milea long, 
and about hdf as wide, from 4,000 to 4,500 feet above the m~, enclosed 
by a bat  of gently rwelling and diversified mountains, covered with a 
beautiful vegetation, the Cheer Pine feathering the mmmits. The village 

is on ita western edge, cloae under the sloping mountains, about 150 
feet above the river and half a mile from it ; several smaller ham- 
lets are scattered over the +, each with ita groves of trees, among 
which the plantain is conspiouous, producing large and excellent fruit. 
The more solid supplies are also abundant ; and the people, the most 
civil and obliging in the U s ,  instructed by the example of Chintamua, 
the old Putwaree, a more perfect gentleman than whom it would nd 

be easy to find. The climate he represents greatly better tbm at 
Bagesur. A bold peak called Chirpnt, raieea ita head on the nolth side 
of the valley, on this bank of the S j o o ,  and to the right af this, 
up the glen of that river, the& is a near view of several snowy pe& 
tbe most prominent among them being the so-called Nunda Kot, erst 
af Pindree. The Bujoo, now falling, ass rather muddy. On our 
return though unfordable, ita waters were clear as crystal, blue M 

sapphire, and ~parkliag in long reaches under a brilliant sun it 
seemed the most beautiful as it is one of the most sacred of Himdnynn 
rivers. 

rock, for& of &r," point to the same fact : but M no Zuyyhus could exist in that 
climate (they rcarre rePcb Almomb), the spiny tmn, Hippophe dicifolia, may be 
iutendcd : or the name b been altered from Bhudr ; " Happinem, pmperity. 
MI. Memo.'' I once suggested them difficultira, with my own nolutionr, to a 
brahmun r h o  had visited the spot. Ha honestly avowed, that w f u  from Bcr 
t r m  growing them, them wen, la Far 81 he raw, no heer or b u l k  of any kind ; 
but with M ortltodoxy worthy of a bet* u u r ,  be inrLted that the p n i n e  Bar 
must be there, r i m  the Puorans s*d lo, to doubt whioh would be Nutikee 
(Atheism). Tbe drcciven have merged into the decdred ! 



The roek between Bagem and Kupkot is b t  exdusively lime 
stone, here as elsewhere, forming the most bold and varied aoenery : 
md bearing a most exuberant forest, festooned with i n n d e  
alimbers. A gradual change may be perceived in the nature of the 

pls~~ts, and M we approached Kupkot, the Orignnm and white tho- 
C- crenulata, "Geengaroo," indicated a l a  tropical climate. 
Lower down the dwarf date tree springs from every clifl. The tejpat, 
Cinnamomum albiflornm, called kirkiria, abounds in the shady g l m .  
The Didymocarpm macrophyh, Loxotia obliqua, &. cover the drip- 
ping rocks; a 0-h-colored Aqyreia, and the Cucumis Hardwickii 
"air-aloq" climb over the bushes, with Tricossnthes palm " Indra- 
yun," rud its brilliant-red, but fetid fruit. Coix lacryma, Loochoo- 
sha," '< Job's Tears," grows by every stream, and m several plaoea I 
observed the w e t i e  indica. The pretty lilac Osbeckia angustifolio 
is very abundant amongat the graas, and Clerodendron serrata, ternifolir. 
and pta,  amongst the thickets, M is the " Poee," k h m e r i a  to& 
sima. The splendid Abelmoechus pungene, grows in abnndsnce on the 
damp shaded slopes ; it is called " Hou" or " Kupusya ;" the fibrim 
d o r d  a good cordage. The more common treea are the Photinia and 
Quercns annnlata, Kydia calycinq Puta," Ehretia tierrata, "Poonya," 
Dalbergia Owinsis, Sanun," Terminalin bellerica, " Byhura," Orislea 
tomentom, Dhaee," Flemingia semi-data, Wendlandis cinema, 
Callicarpa mamphylla, Ghiwalee," SsnraujaNepalensis, Gognda," 
Engelhardtia Colebrookiana, ." Moua," Bauhinia variegatq " Kweiral," 
and Bauhinia retosq Roxb., "Kandla," this last b e i i  identical with 
B. emargkta of Royle. Lastly comes a most abundant shrub of the 
~n~horb-, a species of Sapium apparently, called Phootkia" by 
the natives, who occasionally employ the root as a cathartic, but de- 
&be i b  effect as dangerously violent. It grows from 4 to 10 f a t  
high, with tender green foliage, which bas, on being cruahed, a dir- 

L .greeobly mar odour ; like all or most of the plants just mentioned, it 
accompanied ua to our higheat point m the valley of the 8urjoo. At 
Kupkot I h t  (on our return) met the Silung tree in h e r  ; the 
treee quite covered with the small light yellow bloasoms of the moat 
exquhite fragrance, which is diffuaed (with the lesst wind) several 
hundred yards, the mountaineers say a kms. I t  gram to be a large 
umbrageous tree, and appears to be the Olea grata of Wallich. In thir 

2 K 
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prioce it is commonly found near the temples snd on the m o ~ t a i n  
passes, ealled Benaiks, where a few stones are piled and rags tied np 
in honor of the Deotahr. I t  ia most likely the tree called Olea fm- 
e s  in the Dejwling Guide : no notice of it occurs in Dr. Iloyle's 
fiuatrations. 

~ u p k o t  is the first village in the pergunnsh of Danpoor, which 
indades the remai~der of our route ; aa comprising Nunda Devee, 
(he loftiest mountain on the globe hithem accurately measured ; it 
would probably now have occupied the niche- in the Temple of Fame 
a e d  by SPnb Fe de Bogota, Popayan, LC. had Humboldt carried into 
effeot his plan of investigating the Natural History and structure of 
the Himalaya. That his attention wan diverted to the Andes must ever 
hrm tbe subject of regret to the Anglo-Indian. 

Wten~ber  14tA.-To Sooring or Sring, 11 miles in 53 hours, includ- 
ing much delay in paseing above and through a spot where a great 
h d & p  of white talcose calcareous slate, due to the late rains, had 
unnihileted the road, and nearly obstructed any M h e r  advance. 
mt at this spot, the rock on this day's route consisted chiefly of 
the d stratified limestone, forming many abrupt brows and lofty 
walk and sometimes contracting the Surjoo to a few yards in breadth. 
The river ia now reduced to a mere torrent, and from Sooring appears, 
ak a ppfound depth, a narrow streak of foam. Its source ia on the 
south faoe of a huge spur from the eaatern precipitoun shoulder of 

Nundn Kot ;" this spur forks to south-west and south-east ; the 
mth-weat range separating the valley of the Surjoo from that of the 
Pindur. At this fork there ia not a vestige of snow in September and 
October. 

Our path kept to the right bank of the river, with much mom 
ascent and descent than heretofore. I n  one place a cliff is passed 
by d o l d i n g ,  with the Burjoo perpendicular beneath, altogether 
romewhat diilkult for pouies (which are of little or no use beyond 
Soaring to a @ pedestrian), and rather trying to nerves which have 
not been cese-hardened in Kanawar and the Bhoteeah pergunnahs. 
Four streams large enough to require b r idp ,  oocur in M y ' s  me&, 
b d e a  an infinity of rivulets, often oonver!ing the road into a swamp, 
where the leeches were moat numerour and voraeioua. I picked 16 otT 
mr feet at once, and found the bites not a little venomous ; it moreom 



requires all one's rpsdution not to scratch them, as in that case tbey 
ue apt to form tmd sores. The only security against these pests can- 
siets in soaking tbe stockings in brine ; but where one wades for miles 
through e6fresh-water formations" the d t  is Boon washed away. The 
idea prevails in the mountains that these leeches possess the power of 
springing on their prey : this req&s verification, but ia not altogether 
improbable. I t  is only too certain that by getting into the nostrils of 
sheep, goats, ponies, &c. they do much miacbief by keeping them lean 
and unhealthy. We alao found the amdl round 037 or gnat very trow 
bleaome here : they give no fair notice of their approech aa does the 
mosquito, and U i c t  a very irritating bite, for which death ia a poor 
revenge. 

About three milea above Kupkot, there ia a god SIllga bride oE 
b o  plankas 66 feet long, across the Sujoo, leading to M o w g s k ,  
Milum, and the Oonta Dhoora h. The river here m i v e s  a hrge 
(gauent on each bank. At one and Mt miles fmm bring, the path 
quits it, and mounting 800 or 1 OW feet, we found ourselves at our eunp 
with, M at Kupkot, a number of convenient sheds f a  the servants cod 
aoolies,amost w e h e  piece of hospitality d e d ,  I think, to Kum.ooo, 
but well worthy of introduction elsewhere. Our camp occupies an apeu 
spot above Elooriag, and below a village called Lobagaon. As water 
boils at 200; the elevation is somewhere near 6,700 feet above the les. 

A colony of agricultural Bhoteeabs is established in the mountains, 
which rise steeply above this to the west; unlike the rest of their 
race, they never quit their villages, and h d  never even cleaeeded te 

Bagesur they told us. gg The world forgetting, by the world forpp," 
their talk ia of bullocks and bears ; their only vimter is the tax-g.thern; 
w h  feneta out the most determined hermit ; bat in this respect the 
k d e n  of the K- is light. 

The mney acrm the Su joo ia h e .  The Lahour Ira Dhoara, so 
C armed fnnn a rillrge visible to the north-east rather higher than Gooring 

i s  bold, lofty, green, and wooded to the summit ; it extends from north 
to south, and beyond it is the valley of the hmgunga. From two r. M. 
M smart showers for a couple of hmm, with a drirrling dowdy 

&moon, and mole rain at night. I t  is wondem how a Kt& 
ex- La Himabysm meteoro1ogy opnn the underatandmg with 
re@ to ee&n doctrines of Hindu Theology : e. g. Vishnu rkcps 



on tlk serpent &sho during the rainy season ; but the s h ~ t n s  
which affirm the fact, omit the reaaon; this can be no dher than 
that the earth is concealed from the skies by eo denw canopy 
of clouds that even the Lotus-eyed himself cannot pierce it; and 
hence, unable any longer to observe and preserve his acry peculiar 
people of India, he wen goes to sleep like Bad of old, letting every 
man go to the devil his o m  way. So also it wodd appear that their 
rspreaemtations of Kylas, Bykmth, Uluka, and Soomeroo, glittering 
with'gold and preciow ston-, are derived from the glorious tints 
which 4 h t  up the Hemakoot, or '' Peaks of Gold," when the god 
of sheds his parting rap" on its snows; aided perhaps by 
the reality that gold, rock-crystal, kc. are fonnd there, especially neav 
tha sacred U e a  of Muw~rowur, the mghbowrhood of which ir now 
u m t a k d  by Mr. Straehey actually to originate four great rivers, 
dowing to the cardinal pomb, vir. the Sanpoo, east ; Sutluj, west ; 
Inha, north, and Gogra, (Knmalee) south. Lastly, the shartM 
d&m that the Gangea, &. fall Prom heaven, and, just touching the 
cnste of the Himalaya, flows along the earth : a representation not 
ro utterly ridiculo~u~ to those who have seen the sounm of these rivers 
chiefly fed by innummble cascades, pouring down their sheets of 
water APm the unseen plateaux above the glens. But enough of 
Hindoo Gleography ! 

I mode some inquiries here concerning the Ma-murree, a very W y  
fsrer, which annually devastates whole villages in north-west Kmnuwm 
and routbend Qurhwal, but though the reverse is believed at Almod,  
d d  not hear that it bad ever penehated to my p b  in oar line of 
route. I t  is chiefly prevalent in the hot season, and is accompanied 
by buboem under the ears and armpits, and on the groin, d y  as in 
the pkgne ; attacking for the most put the population clad in w o o h a ,  
and unquestionably originating in the extreme f i l thkm of their per- 
m s  and villages. The dkaee is mentioned as typhus fever in Mr. 
Traill's report ; aiul has htely excited a more lively interest from its 
hvbg lrst waaon approached within 14 kros of Almorrb, and included 
the cotton-weavers amongst ib vietima &I& is the comternrtioP 
orrwd by ib appearance, that the village is immedhtdy deserkd, and 
the patient l& to shiR for himelf, which, conaidezing the Sangdo 
&np&Gt.y of native prereriptions, such as violets in cholera, Bre. m y  
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perdunce deduct little from the otherwise small hope of recovery. The 
rank cultivation of hemp close to the doors of the houses, may very 

' 

likely be connected with the or& of this pestilenee,.which should 

I be investigated. As to goitre (gega) the people of Kumaoon appear less 
&ckd by it than those of Biseahur, and amongst the Bhoteeahs it 
appears to be unknown ; a fact, if it be one, strongly corroborative of 
the opinion now received in Switxerlsnd, that it has nothing to do with 
snow or other water, but is induced by the infected air of cloae valley8 
liable to abrupt transitions from heat to cold, a removal from which 
is often followed by cure. The people of Kummn employ a remedy, 
sold in the Almorah b a r ,  and called Gelur-ka-puta ; on procaring 
a bit of thip, and steeping it in warm water, it speedily developed into 
an unmietakeable fucus or sea weed ; a fact on which Dr. Royle 
(IHnatrations, p. 442,) expresses m e  doubt, and desires information. . 
All that the druggists of Almorah know is that it comes from the 
we&, and is taken interatally. I t  may be assumed as ah illnstration of 
the rmdl intercourse between England and Switzerland (at all events, 
its interior), in the age of Shakspeare, that the poet makes G o d o  
aak in the Tempest-" When we were boys, who would believe that 
there were mountaineers, dewlapp'd like bulls, whose throab had 
hanging at them wallets of flesh 1" and then proceed to adduce as equally 
authentic, the I1men whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders ;" 
not yet discovered. 
The vegetation between Kupkot and the base of the &wring Hill, 

though less luxuriant than yesterday's route, exhibited most of the 
m e  forms, but aa we rose, the Anemone vitifolia, Berberis lycium, 
11 Kilmora," Erythrinr, arborescens, (coral-bneh,) "Roongura," and 
latterly the Pvochetus communis and Quercus iucana, become the 
subrtance of things hoped for in the way of a better climate. In Don's 
Prodromne we find this last tree, the " Banj," (Bsn of Simlah,) con- 
founded with the Reeanj, or Quercus lanuginom, which is vey dia- 
tbd, the latter, common on the Ghagur range, ie unnoticed by Dr. 
Royle, aa well as the Quercus annulata, common everywhere. Another 
plant common along the Surjoo today was the a m a n t h e m  p y -  
pin% abundant a h  on the hills between Bheembl and Muloor Tal. 
and very remarkable for the dense, thick, and pure white coat of 
tomentum which investa the branches and stem ; it is called " Jounde- 



la." Beea are said to he particularly fond of the honey aiTotded by the 
towers, and to make it in large quantities when these are moat plenti- 
ful. On the sunniest quartz rocks above Sooring, the Vitis macro- 
ghylla? creeps along with ita stems 5 or 6 feet long, and great cordate 
leavea from 18 to 20 inches each way. The people call it " Umlee," 
" h n j e e , "  and eat the fruit in November : it is not uncommon neu 
Almod,  and Dr. R q l e  mentions it as climbing over trees at M n s m  
ree ; where, however, I never saw it ; nor if this be bis macmphylla aa 
it should be, has it at all a climbing habit. 

Suptender 15th.-To ILhstee, 1% miles, over the Dhakree (or 
Thakooree) B e n d .  There is a bitter proverb that if yon want to know 
the value of money, try to borrow some ; so to realize the height of these 
mountains, you must walk up one of them.. Such an experience will 
also go far to reclaim one from the intellectual systsm of the most 
honest, able, d amiable of bishops since Synesins, Berkeley, who 
endeavours to reason us out of our senses, and persuade us that dl 
which we see, bear, feel, touch, and taste has really no extend eriet- 
d that we perceive being only ideal---and existing therefore 
only in the mind. The brain itself, as a sensible thing, exists only in 
the mind, and not the mind in the brain, as the mrteri$ista vainly 
allege : if frill of such sublimated cobwebs, one commeneeJ mch an rscent 

as Mfs, he speedily begina to waver ; what, have all there rocks, 
forests, torrents, snows, this " brave o'erhanging firmsmmt"--gc im- 
mense, beautiful, glorious beyond expression, and beyond thought ;" and 
still more, these wearied legs and craving stomach, no absolute being ? 
If m, it is quite surprising how these two latter ideas are burnished and 
stimuhted by other idem, such as an easy chair and a pleasant glass 
of ale. The higher we mount into the atmosphere, the lower we fall 
in the region of metaphysics; and on the summit of the mountain 

genarlly in practice be found pure materialists, adopting with fell 
amviccien the moral enjoined in the apdague of Meneniue Agripp. 

We left k r i n g  at 6 : 20, and reached Tantee, a chAlet, about 200 
feet, below the Dhakree B e d  Pass, at 10 : 10. Here we breakfasted. 
Wrter boils at about 19a0,  giving the elevation about 10,700 feet, and 
tbe &MI ascent 3000, not half what one has to climb on many other 
I.6ntes. The path rim at once from Sooring, and is in parts very steep 
a d  rocky, intenpersed with occasional undulating meadows. The 
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p& are inconsiderable, but a iarge one, rising between the 
prss, and the Chilt kr Dunda flows down the spacious wooded glen on 
the light hand towards the Surjoo, and in one spot forms a 6ne water- 

* firll. The limestone rock ceaees at Sooring, and in replaced by qnsrtcow 

rocls, and finally by gneiss. The views across the Surjoo are vCrJ 
g m d ,  and from the pass we enjoyed, not today, but on our return, 
a near and +cent, though contracted prospect of the snowy range : 
--extendq from the Nunda Kot Peak on the erst to Mauntolee ke 
Dhoora (Trisool) on the west. The eastern peak of the Trisool (No. 
XIII. of the map) faoes the west in a great bluff (which our guides 
&rmed to be Nun& Devee), from which a long easy ridge, presenting 
to ns an unbroken aheet of enow, slopes down to the east, connecting 

. the Trisool with the Nunda Devee clnster. Strange to say that here, 
within 20 miles of the two great rocky peaks of this clwter, and 
elefoted 10,800 feet, they are invkible, being concealed by the ho 

M a 1  pinnacles of pure snow, which from Almorah, &c. are seen 

to be merely the abrupt terminations of two immense spurs, the eastare- 
-t of which, apparently with a large L o p  stone on ib summit, 
is there known as Nunda-khat, Devee's bed." Prom this point of 

rim it rises into m fine and lofty a upire that our ignorant guider 
insisted it wan the Darcmla (Panch-choola). In the hollow between 
the Trim1 and Nunda groups rises the Soondur-Doongee or Reding 
river, which flowing nearly south down a narrow and most profound 
glen, joins the Pindur a little above Wachnm, affording probably the 

and easiest route to the traveller desirous of penetrating to the 
core of the Nunda Devee mass. This stream, we were aaeured, haa 
ib murce in a glacier like that at Pindree. East of Nunda Devee, 
in a deep coZ is " Traill's Paw" supposed by him to be 20,000 feet 
high, leading NOBODY to Milum ; its eastern portal formed by the 
N. W. shoulder of "Nmda Kot"-which mountain closes the vim 
m a coloed rectangular summit of pure snow, with the glen of the 
Pindur e d y  made out. The line of perpetnd or at all events of 
unmelted snow, was very well defined along the whole extent of the 
rcmge, certainly 2000 feet below the crest of Trailre Pass. I t  is 
unfortunate for the hurried tourist that to the errst of the Dhskree 
Benaik the range gradllally rises, and three or four miles distant, in 
the Chilt ka Duodo, a bluff woody summit with a temple to D m ,  
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attains fhll a thousand feet additional elevation, completely exeluding 
the Panch-choola, &c. from the prospect. To reach this point whi& 
probably commands the loftiest peaks of Nundn Dwee, would require 
a whole day, which we could not spare. The path is very practicable 
aecodiq to Pnhsree l o g i o "  our goats traverse it," a consolation we 
received more than once. On the whole, I would say, let no one who 
baa no other object, faah himself by coming so far to look at the snowy 

range. Partial masses are indisputably very grand, but far finer in 
my opinion is the main l ie ,  stretching from Jumnoo tree far d m  
into Nepal, as we see it from Binsnr and the loftier pointe of the 
Ghagur-always indeed, excepting one snowy range seen from another ; 
e. g. the Rnldung gronp from the Roopia Pass. 

We remained nearly two horn  at Tantee and then continued our 
march leisurely towards Khathee, where we arrived at four P. M. md 
found M e m .  Ellis and Corbett encamped, employed in bear-shooting, 
affer a very pluviose visit to the glacier above. The Mohroo (Tilungr) 
and Kmhoo oaks are abundant on the eastern exposlue of the D M -  
me Benaik, but no pines. The deacent on the weatern aide is rapid, 
h a t  through Kurshoo, which soon becomes blended with abundance of 
Pindrow (Ragha) fir, forming boundless forests on this fine range. 
Below these, we paased down, through luxuriant meadowss nearly to 
the Pindnr, opposite to a large village, Wachum. Here a path strikes 
off to onr let€ to Chiring; and when passable, which it is not now, 
enables one to vary the retum route to Almorah. This long, but m 
general not very steep deaamt, led us to a torrent, from which the 
mad again ascends considerably  toward^ Khathee, three miles or so 
thrther, the road lying amongst h o d e a t n u t ,  Maple, Sumach, 
mountain Bamboo, Banj, &c. Mohroo oak, Hornbeam, (Carpinus, 

Geesh,'*) Ash, &. The last hour we walked under a heavy fall of 
min, which continued d r i d q  more or less dl night. 

Khathee has no permanent village, and at best only a few miserable 
sheds ; the only cultivation half a dozen fields of Chooa, (Amaranthus 
uur&uu ;) supplies must be obtained from Soopee, six kros distant, on 
the upper Ein joo, a tlourishii village, under the Pl~twaree Mulkoo. 
Tbi gentleman forwarded none till the afternoon of the 16th, which 
aompslled us to reat bere for a day. 

ghatha colvlists of some beautiful, open, and errelling lawns, closely 
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hemmed in by e x d n g l y  steep and lofty mountains, either covered 
with gram or enveloped in dark forest. On the N. W., about 300 feet 
below, the Pindur nwrr along its m w  gully, up which, whenever the 

# clouds cleared a little, several high snowy and black rocky peaka of the 
great range appeared close at hand. Water boiled at 19N0, m a l r i  
the elevation about 9,000 feet; but as the thermometer gave the same 
result at Diwslee, 10 mileu up the valley, and certainly 500 feet higher, 
8,500 feet is perhaps the true height of Khathee. The place is a per- 
fect bear-gazden ; we had not been an hour in camp, before one apperred 
on the opposite bank of the river, feeding quietly on the locuats. 
Messrs. Ellis and Corbett have seen half a domn daily, and on the 
afternoon of the 16th bagged one of them about half a mile from camp. 
The mountaineers hold them in great dread and are unanimous in 
asserting that they not only devour sheep and goats, but even their 
own species when found dead. They are very fond of the mountain 
Ash, or Rowan fruit. 

The species fomd here is the common black bear, called indifferent- 
ly Bhaloo and Reech, t ern  which Mr. Ogilvy (in Royle's Illustrations) 
is inclined to think mark two kinds. 

Tbe argus and other pheruurb are also common in the mods. 
The vegetation on our route this day, and about Khathee, is wholly 

different from that which we have just parted from in the valley of the 

Sujoo. About 500 feet above &wring, the Hemiphragma heterophyl- 
la began to show itre& scarcely as long as its own name ; i b  godfather 
was fond of such, and Don obsenes justly of another of his appellations 
*' Nomen Spermadidyonis nimis rruris terrib.de eut servandum." My 
friend Pilgrim waa not so fsr out, botanically at least, when he compar- 
ed the Nynee Tal mountains to the Himalaya On Cheena we find the 
Kurahoo oak, (Qnercus Semicarpifolius,) and on the flat summit of 
the mountain, this very Hemiphragma ; lower down the P p  baccata 

1 is common by streams, aa it is about Khathee and in the B e a ~  coun- 
try, everywhk under the same name, Bun-mehd, or wild pear. As 
we advance to the S. E. in these mountains, the v u i m  plank, &. 
seem not only to occur at lower elevations, but to appro& the plains 
more and more, till in Assam, some of them descend to the valley. In 
the mountains of Busehur, this Hemiphrrgma is scarce found. under 
10,000 feet ; here it is common at 8,000. Primula dentidata and 

2 L 
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Quercus dilatata, both comparatively rare at Simlah, abound on the 
crest of the Nynee T d  range almost overhanging the plains at the foot 
of these hills, reaching to Kdaputhur. We find the Bengal M d r ,  
Calotropis gigantea, both the purple and white varieties, in profusion ; 
while, as Dr. Royle obeerves, the C. Harniltonii only is found to the 
N. W. It is curious to mark the exact line of demarcation between 
Merent species : the Tree ferns reach to Burmdeo, where the Kalee 
leaves the hills; flex excelsa, unknown in Gurhwal and Sirmoor, is 
common in Kummn, where also I lately found many plants of the 
Chammrops Martians on the Ghagur range, two or three miles 9. E. 
of the hmgurh bungalow, at about 5,500 feet elevation. The Thalril, 
a mountain 8,000 feet high, near Petorahgurh, takes its name from this 
palm. On the Ghagnr, Binsur, LC. we also meet as a timber tree, a 
Michelii perhaps the Kisopa of Nepal, and in the Dikkolee and Bhu- 
mouree Passes, Didymmrpus aromatig called Puthur-loung" 
" Rock-clove," by the natives. But, probably owing to a milder or a 
damper climate, not only do plants grow lower down, but also much 
higher up, in Kumaoon than to the N. W. Thus the Rhododendron 
arboreurn (Booms), and Andromeda ovalifolia (Uyar), which in Bu- 
sehur we lose at about 8,500 feet, flourishes in the valleys of the Pindur 
and Goree fully 2,000 feet higher, reaching the lowest limit of Rhodo- 
dendron campanulatum, and flowering till June. On the west side of 
the Dhakree Benaik we first meet the Rhododendron barbatum, about 
the came eize as the latter, or rather larger, and known by the same 
name Chimool ;" it is common above Didee .  Here also occur Pynw 
Isnata, '' Qulion," crenata, " Moul, or Moulee," and folioloea, " Sulia, or 
Hulia ; " the Moulee" is now ripe, and, though small, is the sweetest 
wild h i i  I know of. At about 7,500 feet, on the eastern side of the 
mountain, a procnmbent species of raspberry, perhaps the Rubus 
foliolosun of Don, made its appearance, and gredually became more 
abundant, covering every rock, bank, fden  tree, &c. and reaching up 
to within three or four miles of the Pindur glacier. I t  has large white 
flowera and excellent orange f i t ,  here called " Gungoor ;" the Sinjung 
of Beane. Should thin be identical with the I' Ground Raspberry" of 
Darjeeling, it affords another instance of the approach of species to the 
plains as they extend S. E. dong the Pindur above Khathee. Another 
Rubus, the rngosus of Don, grows to be s large and very h ~ d e o m e  shrub, 
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a&rding copious panicles of large and excellent blackberries. R. con- 
color is found above Diwalee. The Viburnum nervosum and cotinifo- 
lium, " Ginnia" and " Gween," Millingtonia dillenifolia, " Gwep," Coto- 
neaster affinia, " Rous or Reooush," with black, not bright red fruit, which 
Loudou gives it in the Arboretum, a smaller shrub, with fruit of this 
color, is common, and is called " Koocus," the C. acuminata ? the 
Elaeagnus arboren, " Gheewaee ;" the Kadsura granditlora, I' Si l lungb 
tee,': Panax decomposita, Sabia campanulata, Rhus Teeturee, Fraxinua 
floribunda, Ungou," the h e s t  I have met, Acer villosum and cultratum, 
the Alder, Alnus obtusifolia, Ooteesh," Cornus macmphylla, Ru- 
chin," Betula cylindrostachya, " Haour," or " Shaoul ;" and several more 
trees and shrubs, abound on the mountains of Khathee : with the planta 
(faultheria nummularioides, " Bhaloo-bor," Anemone discolor, Kuk- 
reen," Parnaesia nubiila, Strobilanthes Walliihii, Euphrasia officinali~, 
Geranium Wrrllichianum, Veronica chamcedrys or Teucrium, Hdenia el- 
liptic. Pedicularis megalantha, Sibbaldia procumbens, the beautiful club 
moss, Lycopodium subulatum, "Toola-rnookt~,'~ 6 to 10 feet long, 
Roscoea spicata, Hedychium spicatum, Spiranthes amclenq kc. kc. 

The Paeonia Emodi abounds in the woods and glades here and higher 
~lp,  and has as o h n  two carpels as one ; the natives call i t  " Bhooniya 
madeen," ('gYetghas" of the Bhoteeahs,) to distinguish it from the 
" Bhooniya nu," Lilium giganteurn, common in the forests along the 
Pindur ; these being considered the male and female of one species ; a 
very humble approximation to the Linnaean spltem ! Among the bushes 
opposite to \Vachum there is abundance of a twining campanulate plant 
called Gol-ghunnn,"* with large greenish yellow and purplish blos- 
soms, which, as well as the capsules, are eaten by the inhabitants ; it is 
a species of Wahlenbrgia or Codonopsis. 

September 17th.-After rain all night, and fresh snow on the moun- 
tains above us, we left Khathee at 10.) A. M. and reached Diwalee, about 
10 miles distant, in four and quarter hours. A drizzli~s rain fell nearly 
the whole way, rendered doubly disagreeable by the dripping of the thick 
forest, and especially the luxuriant and most abundant Nigala bamboo, 

All there words are spelt according to Dr. Gilchrist'n qstem nearly, which 
seemn beat adapted to the Engliuh reader ; one mart protest, however, against its 
being introduced into names intended for Latin, where cc for a, and uo for au are 
horribly bubuoru. 

2 ~ 2  
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(Amndinaria fakata,) which, from 20 to 30 feet high, overhangs the 
path in the most graceful but to-day unwelcome clump ; it reaches up 
within a few miles of the glacier, and is also common on the western 
fm of the Dbakree Benaik ; it-is very g e n d y  in setd, now ripe and 
ripening. The mountaineers assert that this only takes plnce every 
twelve years (a mapicions period), and that then the plant dies. Tbey 
u e  certainly so far borne out in this that all the fruibbearing specimens 
do seem fading may, and that for several years pa& I have in vain 
tried to procure the seed. The Nigala is of infinite use to them for 
mate, baskets, &c. some of which are very neatly and strongly made. 
Our mute lay first on the left, then for a short distance on the right, 
and finally returned to the left bank of the Pindur, keeping nearly its 
level, with the exception of a few short but steep ascents and descents ; 
the two bridges good. The scenery is of the sublimest deecription- 
tbe valley somewhat of the character of the upper Roopin, except that 
it ia much more narrow, the mountains rising like wells to a vast Bei@;bt 
on each side, broken into great buttresses, and universdly invested 
with the densest forest. Three or four beautiful caseades poured down 
their boiling water from the woody heights, their volume dmbly aug- 
mented by the lnte and present rain, but one can sauce appreciate the 
beauty of these things when wet and hnngry, and all around with 
faces expressive of despair. The last of these falls, nearly in front of 
Diwalee, pours down amongst the ledges of slate rock from a maidan 
or table-land, which m u t  reach up close to Nunda Devee, and is n 

hvorite beat of the Shikarees. Thar, (wild pt,) moonal, argus, phea- 
sant, &c. Sing ingreat numbers. Diwdce, perhaps named from the 
wall-me diffs of the Pindur just above, stands in the angle where that 
river receives on its left bank the Kushinee or Kuphinee river, a 
stream M large and turbulent as itself, rising in the south-east recesses 
of Nunda Kot ~nountain. Their waters are of a dirty milk colour, and 
the bed of the combined stream is obstructed by some great boulders, 
againat which the waters dash at the pas de charge. We found a 
good spot for our tents in the angle between the river ; above this are 
several successive terraces, dl well adapted for the same purpose, shaded 
by yew and sycamore trees, but tlie forest soon terminates upwards in 
the great bluff snowy spur which separates the rivers. The left or south 
bank of the Kuphit~ee is formed by the " Kotela" mouutain, the 
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summit of which, far above the forest region, commands the Pindur 
from this to its source, and communicates by a goat-path with the 
Dhakree Benaik. 

We were accompanied here from Khathee by Ram Singh, the acere- 
dited guide to the glacier; an athletic mountaineer of Soopee, with the 
limbs of Hercules and the head of Socrates, but scarcely his honesty : 
this laet quality having been perhaps sullied by a three years' abode at 
Almorah ; we found him bowever, with some disposition to make the 
best of them, very useful in our subsequent difficulties, and ultimately 
parted well pleased with each other. 

The trees, LC. on the route to-day include all thoee near Khathee, 
except the Bmpalr ; to these may be added the Elm, Ulmus erosa? 
'I Chumburmaya," ofgreat dimensions ; Juglnns regin, " Akor," Cerasus 
eornuta, Jamuna," Spircea Lindleyana, Leycesteria formosa, " Kul- 
nulia," Hippophae salicifolia, a Dhoor-chook," the '' Turwa-choolr" 
of the Bhoteeahs, in abundance all do~g the banks of the river from 
Dewalee to Khathee. Ampelopsia Himalayans, " Chehpara," the climb- 
ing and the arborescent Hydrangea, the latter called " Bhoo-chutta" and 

Bhoojhetta," the hazel, Bhoteeah-budam," and Kapasee," Corylus 
bra, Piptanthus Nepalensis, uShulgurree," on which the Thar is 
mid to feed in preference : Rib- glnciale md aeuminata, black and 
red currants, " Kokulii ;" Berberis Wdlichii, and the only fir, Piw 
Pindrow. Picea Webbiana is pretty common above D i d e e ;  both 
known as "Rugha;" but not a vestige of Pinus excelsa (which how- 
ever, Mr. H. S t h y  found common in Beans) nor of Abcis Smithiana, 
which from Captain Raper's accoout, is not to be met on this side of 
Joseemuth. There is a thick undergrowth with the above, of Strobilan- 
thea, B a l m s ,  Rubus, Cucumis Himdensis, Cuscuh vermcosa, Poly- 
p u m  m n ~ u m ,  molle, and others. Oxyria elatior, Tricholepis 
nigricanj (Edgeworth), Senecio nigricanq alata, canescens, and chry- 
santhemifolia ; Aster fcrrugiueus (Edgeworth), a shrub which also occurs 
in Kuntrwnr, Aster alpina, Inula Royleana (Aster indoides of Don), 
Jrssilap, very abundant on rubble, &c. Doubtless these form but a 
moiety of the vegetable riches of this region, which I could only partially 
examine from under the anspices of an umbrella. 

On amvd at D i d e e  we seized the opportunity of a partial cessation 
of the rain to pitch our tents ; but it soon recommenced, and continued 
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to fall from this time for no less than 75 hours without a break ! This 
deluge came from the east, and prevailed over all Kumaoon, and uo 
doubt much farther ; it made us prisoners in our narrow tent ti11 5 P. M. 
on the 20t11, when tlie clouds cleared away before a west wind. During 
this period, the smallest rivulets became unfordable, and the Pindur and 
Kuphinee were swollen into tlie most turbulent, turbid and ungovern- 
able torrents. Up near its source I afterwards observed that the for- 
mer had risen from 15 to 20 feet, and lower down where the bed is 
more contracted, and had received countless accessions, it was probably 
double this ; accordingly at 2 P. M. on the 20th we were not surprised 
by a shout from our people that the Kuphinee bridge was swept away ; 
and in a few hours, o w  worst fears were confirmed thk both bridges 
over the Pindur had shared the same fate, after standing uninjured for 
the last 4 or 5 years. This Ram Singh was pleased to call " burra tum- 
dm," but it was death to some of us, and would have placed us in a 
most serious dilemma as to provisions, had not a 0ock of sheep and 
goats, returning from the summer pastures, been fortunately arrested 
in the same spot as ourselves, utterly cut off from any escape to the 
south by two savage rivers, and with no means of advance to the north 
except over the hopeless pass to Milum, barely practicable in the beet 
weather. I t  was an unlucky emergency for the flock, as during our 
imprisonment in thia slough of deepair, we and our followera ate six, 
and the bears seven of them. The destruction of the bridges isolated 
our party in three distinct groups : one in the peninsula, a second on 
the left bank of the Kuphinee, while the third, drivin thence on the 
night of the 18th by the waters invading their oodiyar or cave, had 
crossed to the right bank of the Pindur, and taken rip their residence 
in a cave between the two bridges. These, when the bridges went, 
were intercepted from all aid; those across the Kuphinee were snp- 
ported by fids" of mutton and goat flesh, which we flung over ; but 
without salt or flour ; this food disagreed much with all our people, 
and when supplies reached us, it was curious to observe how every one 
eagerly demanded salt. On the 21st, the eight men across the Pindur, 
contrived to clamber down the right bank, till at a spot about two miles 
short of Khathee, they found a place where its force was somewhat 
diminished by the current being divided into three streams : these, 
four of them determined to cross, and had actually got over two, but 
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the third and last separated them, and three of the unfortunates were 
instantly carried off and drowned ; the fonrth, a very stroug swimmer, 
reached the bank, but was so bruised and chilled, the water being at. 
42", that he could not lay hold of the rocks, and was rapidly drifting 
aRer his luckless companions, when Mesan. Hort and Powys, ignorant 
of the fate of the bridges, came to the spot at this critical moment, on 
their way to Khathee, and dragged him out. Mr. Hort m'yht have 
addressed him in the words of Pythagoras, 0 Genus attonitum-gelide 
formidine mortia, Quid Sty& quid tenebras, quid nomina vana timetis ; 
Materiem vatis, falsique pericula mundi? but he did much better : hc 
clothed him, and restored the circulatiou by brandy, and had him canied 
back to Khathee. For having his life saved by this unlawful medicine, 
the poor man soon become an outcast, and it required all my persna- 
sion, and not a f m  menaces, to induce his accusers to make the 
amende, on onr return to Khathee ; this was only accomplished by the 
chief of them publicly drinking water from his hands, which was not 
done without much hesitation and many a grimace. 

September 21at was a glorious day, and was passed in various 
devices to throw a plank over the Kuphinee, to expediate Itam 
Elih to Khathee, to which, once over this torrent he said there was 
r track p s a b l e  for goats and Danpooreee, but all onr inventions and 
exertioos failed for want of a felling axe and some thirty yards of 
strong rope, without which no one should intrude into these regions ; 
during the course of the nest day, however, we received a communi- 
at ion from our friends below, with some supplies ; and what was better 
r detachment of the bold Soopee men appeared on the other bank of 
the Kuphiiee, and with some assistance on o w  side, soon laid a tree 
or two over that stream, which by noon on the 23td were so secured 
and planked as to be passable to IU ; and our rmlies being so starved 
and paralyzed as to be utterly useless, we sent &em all back to Khathee. 

L By the 24th the upper Pindur bridge was partially restored, but as 
there appeared no probability of the lower oue being completed for 
some days, I determined to make a push for the glacier. 

We had smart rain from 2 till 6 P. M. on the 23rd. The Pindur 
river, about 60 feet below us, was invisible from our tent during our 
csclose arreat;" not so the Kuphinee, which, though actually ae far 
down, was right before us, and bounding down its inclined bed at such 
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an angle as to threaten us with apparent destruction. So great 
was their combined roaring that d conversation was kept up by 
shouting, and with the pnrty over the water by gesticulations only. 
At night, one could not help fancying one's self on board a colossal 
steamer, ~ t h  the thunder of the machinery and the incessant of 
the paddles deafening one ; but there all is guided by skill and design : 

here the aild war of the elements seemed to terminate in destruction 
They afforded a fine study for the action and resistless force 

nf lsrge bodies of water in motion down steep planes. Everywhere the 
lateral torrents had heaped up on each of their banks enormous bun& 
of mud, gravel, and huge rocks. When we passed, the waters of course 
had greatly subsided, and perhaps in their utmost force could uever 
move such blocks ; these must be owing to the landslips and grest 
debacles of mud, in which the specific gravity of the stone. is reduced 
almost to nothing. When subsequent rains have washed away the 
mud, there remain those immense code& of rocks so prevalent along 
the mountain slopes as we approach the Himalaya. 

September 24th.-With Ram Singh aa guide, one of my okn follow- 
ers who wished to see the glacier, two Danpoor coolies, tea apparatus, 
and a column of ready-made chupatees, I started at 10 : 20 A. M. for 
Dooglee, and reached at 1 P. M. distance about five miles. l'he rise 
is gradual but continuous, and except near Diwalee, though the r o d  
was much cut up by the innumerable torreuta and rivulets still m h -  
ing across it, I did not experience much difficulty ; thee, one or two 
formidable landslips had fallen, which compelled ua to rise and get 
round them-not very pleasant work, when all was still tottering. The 
crstill-vexed" Pindur raves close on the left hand during the route, 
and at about two miles from Diwalee becomes most savage, leaping 
down its rocky bed and among the birch-covered boulders in r series 

of the most Cambriasr rapids and cataracts. I t  flows from 150 to 200 
feet below Dooglee, whence, and indeed from the glacier, its course to- 
wards Diwalee, is nearly straight, and due south. At about one mile 
from the latter place, there is, across the Pindur, a very finc waterfall r 
and higher up, on the same side, where the crags fall precipitously to 
the river, three or four more, all equally beautiful, fed by the suows, 
and trembling over the bleak bare rock above the line of vegetation in 
copioua sheets of spray. On the left bank the cliffs and shivered pin- 
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m l e s  are more remote, and rise from a tract of uildulating grouud 
strewed with great rocks and covered with forest and brusliwood. At 
two miles from Diwalee passed a hut and grazing ground, called Toon 

v Paehurree, a' little to the east of which a superb cascade falls frorn 
the heights in three distinct leaps. One advantage of the late rain and 
snow is that these falls are now in perfection. 

Approaching Dooglee the glen becomes very narrow, and the wild 
crngs and bluffi above the forest across the river, uow ~nailtled in an 
tinbroken sheet of suow, are but n few hundred yards distant ! The 
accommodation provided here by nature for tlie wayfarer consists of a 
most enormous mass of mica-slate, a little above the r o d  to the east : 
its western face projects pdua l ly  so much aa to afford a tolerable shelter 
ill the worst weather, as I had soon an opportunity of testing; for the 
heavy clouds drifting up the valley turned to rain at 3 P. M., which 
continued for an hour and a half; but though it was bitterly cold, the 
Oodiyar remained waterproof. Several similar rocks are grouped here 
and there in the vicinity, on which the spreading Juniper grows freely : 
the site also being just at the highest verge of the forest, must be 
about 11,500 feet above the sen. The wild goat is said to be very 
numerous l~ereabouts : and I noticed several flocks of the "Sn3w 
Pigeon;" higher up, amongst the cliffs at Pindnree, the Chough is 
common. The vegetation towards Diwalee comprises the trees before 
specified, with Silver Fir (Picea Webbiana and Pindrow) ; Birch (Betula 
Bhojpatrn), Rhododendron arboreurn and brrbatum, Maples, Jamunn 
Cherry, with coppice of Viburnum nervosum and cotinifolium, Rosa 
Webbiana and Sericea, " Sephula" of the Bhotiahs, Berlteris brachys- 
tachys (Edgeworth,) Jasminum revolutum, Syringa Emodi (c6 Gheea,") 
Lonicera obovata and Webbiana, several sallows, the red and the white 
fruited mountain-ash, Pyrus foliolosa, '' Sullia," " Hullia," (the letters 
s and h are interchangeable here, as in Latin compared with Greek ;) 
nnd extensive thickets of Rhododendron campanulaturn ; while the pas- 
tures and streams abound with alpine plants, such as Spirea Kamt- 
chatkika, Cynoglossum uncinatum, " koora," aplotaxis aurita, Carduns 
heteromallus (Don), " Sum-kuniou," Swertia perfoliata, " Simtirin," 
Cyananthus lobata, Impatiens moschata and Giganter (Edg~wortii,) 
Rhodiola imbricatn (ditto,) Saxifraga parnassiefolia, Calthn Himalen- 
sis, Elshottzia polystachya and Strobilifera, Podophyllurn E~nodi, Sal- 
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via Moorcroftiana? Delphium veatitum. At Dooglee, the Potontillr 
atrosanguinea, " Bhooi-kaphul" commences, and is common towarda the 
glncier, and near the latter only, occurs Aconitum heterophyllm ; 
" Utees ;" both plants being-common-on .Muhasoo at Simlah, at about 
8500 feet. .4re these anomalies of the retreat of the alpine plants and 
the advance of the temperate ones, in these vallies, to be explained by 
the fact of their tborough exposure to the sun, from their nearly exact 
north and south direction? Amongst the rocks above Dooglee I 
found a shrub which the people called, from i b  bright red berries, 
" Dhoor-baak,"mounba'n arum : the Triosteom Himala yanum, I believe ; 
and if so, the most north-weet locality in which it has yet been found. 

Either from the hardnear of my bed and "dampera," or the wild 
sublimity of the scenery, and perpetual war of the d m ,  #'deep 
calling unto deep, at the noise of the waterfalls," finding sleep impos- 
sible, I passed a good portion of the night in conremation with Ram- 
singh and his companions, and amongst other things endeavoured to 

convince them, but without much even apparent &mt, of the propriety 
of eating beef; not all their deference and adulation could make them 
admit its innocence ! and yet they are well skilled in the most ready 
flattery. When we first met Ramsingh, we asked him wbether he had 
ever been to Budreenath, and his reply was-" No ! why should I ? 
you are my BuBeenath." Enquiring now a little into his history and the 
affairs of his village, it soon became too evident that even in them 
sequestered glens-where one might expect to discover an breadin-the 
very same bad paasions are at work as in the nether world,-enry,hatred, 
malice, jealousy ; in short the complete " Black Battalion'* of human 
frailties and passions. If my informant spoke truth, Mulkoo, the Put- 
waree of Soopee, by the grossest oppression, had despoiled him of house, 
lands, and flocks ; while, according to Mulkoo, Ramsingh, by engroaning 
the glacier as hie peculiar property, robs him of his lawful quota of the 
rewards which accrue from the visitem. W y  of all "the fables of 
the ancients" that of the Golden age appears to be the most unnatural 
and incredible. " Croyez-vous, dit Condide, pue les hommes se soient 
tonjonrs netnrellement maswcds, comme ils font mjowd'hb; q'uils 
aient tonjoors ete menteurs, foiubes, perfidea, ingrab, brigands, foiblee, 
volages, khes ,  envieux, gourmands, ivrogneq avares, ambitieux. 
wguiaaires, calomniateurs, debauch& fanatiqueu, hypocrites, et sob  ? 
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Croyez-vow, dit Martin, que les dperviers aient tonjours m a n e  des 
pigeons quand ile en ont trouvd? Oni, sans doute, dit Candide. Eh 
bien, dit Martin, si les dperviers out tonjours en le m@me caractere, 
pourquoi voulez-vonssque les hommes aient cbang6 le leur ?" My com- 
panions, however d c i o u s ,  were intelligent enough, and listened eeger- 
ly to my details of railways, steam-vessels, electric telegraphs, &c. the 
last a difficult matter to explain to them ; they were also very curious 
to know what the Sahib-log" did with the sacks and boxes of stones 
which they carry down to the plains with them! They must surely 
contain gold, silver, precious jewels, or very probably the Philosopher's 
stone, in the reality of which they implicitly believe, may be amongst 
them ! In the usea of plants they are more at home, but as to anything 
beyond tangible and present utility in the way of food or medicine, 
every man of them is another Jeremy Bentham. Rameingh informed ma 
that if the honey of the upper Himalaya be eaten fresh or unboiled, it 
produces continued intoxication, severe griping, &. Can this be caused 
by the abundance of Rhododendrons, and the bees feeding on their 
flowers? The Teu Thourand in Pontns were apparently affected from 
th* cause. 

September 25th.-Clear morning and the snows of Pindree in !idl 
view ahead, called two pukka krae, about four miles. Leaving Dooglw 
at 6 A. M. I reached the base of the glacier in two hours ; the ascent 
very gradual, and for the most part over sloping lawns, bounded on 

the east by high crags, and covered with Geranium ,Wallichianum, 
Potentilla atmamguhea and other species, L i i  arnicoides, Morina 
longifdia, Prim& glabra, Pamchetua communis, Cyananthus, S d r w  
spinuloaa, Polygonum Brunonis, and others, Sibbaldia procumbens, 
Ephedra Gerardiana, several species of Gentian and Pbdicularia, &. The 
only bushes beyond Dooglee are the Rhododendron campanulstum, Lo- 
h a  obovata, Willow, Birch, Rowan, all diminutive, and ceasing wholly 
ubout a mile short of the glacier, except the Juniper and the Cotoneaster 
microphylh, both of which flourieh on its edges ; the latter hardy little 
shrub seeming equally at home here as on the hottest banks at Al- 
m o d .  The west b k  of the Pindur is precipitous for about two 
milea above Dooglee, where u Gopha or cave is pointed out, mid in 
days of yore to have been tenanted by the Pandoo, Bheemsing, not, 
however, till after the manner of St. George and St. Patrick, he had 
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exl)etled arid slain certain dragons and serpents, the original 
Above this cave, the right bank also becomes undulatbg, m d  exhibits 
the trnce of a r o d  wliich formerly led to the glacier, till the bridge 
WHS carried away; the slopes there rue covered with low thickets, 
probably of Rliododendron lepidotum, but the unfordable river for- 
bade all esnminntion. In the north-west Himalaya, the passes, con- 
t r a ~  to the fact here, rue all gained by the north-west banks of the 
streams ; licre in general the eastern bank ia most accessible. One 
circumstance remaius constant, which is the comparatively level bed of 
the river below the glaaier ; from its source to the cave nearly, the 
Piudur flows along a wide channel, overspread with gravel and stones, 
the product doubtless of the glacier, which has no termid moraine ; 
its waters are exceedingly turbid, and though diminished above by the 
doeelis of cascades, which of all sizes, and at all distances, rush down 
from the snow, are quite impassable. The spot called Pinduree is rather 
an open, undulating piece of ground, covered with graer, docks, and the 
ubiquitous Shepherd's Purse, in an amphitheatre of crags, with many 
snow-beds along their bases. Here I found the remnants of a hut, 
wliich supplied fuel, and at 10 A. Y. started for the head of theglacier 
mid the source of the Pindur (this last about 10 minutes' walk distant, 
but visited last,) which took me exactly three hours to accomplish. 
From the breakfasting ground the ascent is rather steep, over rough, 
.od occasionallp pasture land, covered with Sibbnldia, Salix Lindleyana, 
a low shrubby astragalus, tlie yellow aromatic Twacetum, the dwarf 
white Helichrysum, an Iris ? a garlic-like allium, and two most abun- 
dant and beautiful blue Gentians. The glacier lay to the west, and be- 
tween US and it, rose a lofty moraine, along the hither or east bnse of 
which lows a considerable stream, the source of which is much more 
remote than that of the Pi~idur, which it j o b  one or two hundred 

g a r b  below its exit from the ice. Having ascended perhaps a thou- 
sand feet, we struck off to the left, and crossing the morai~~e, which is 
here about 150 feet higli, descended to the glacier, and with infinite 

* During the heavy snow which fell in Komaoon in February 1807, from -10 to 

bO K ~ k r u  m reported to have taken refuge in a cave n u r  Loha, nbeo tbry were 
killed by the peasantry. Had the bad weather continued, and these deer bean 
 tarr red, we ahould probably have one illustration of tbe manner in which Bone 
Cavenu have b a n  atocked. 
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difficulty, advanced a few hundred paces towards its head, where it com- 
mences in huge broken tiers of the pureat snow. The glare from this 
was intolerable, and the warnith of the sun now beg11 to tell on the 
snow ; the consequences soon made themselves heard and seen in the 

I 

avalanches which, one in about every three minutes, commenced falling 
from the lofty crest on our right-thc northern shoulder of Peak No. 
XV. generally known as Minda Kot or Nunda Hosh. The ridge of this 
was capped by a wall of snow, apparently 40 or 50 feet thick, from 
which stupendous masses were constantly detached and fell with the 
noise of thunder, spreading out in their descent like a fan, and tumbling 
in p t  blocks to the base of the moraine. Though perfectly safe 
where we stood to gaze, my Almorah servant was terribly frightened by 
'I Devee's opera." Having crossed the glacier we kept for a short dis- 
tance along its western side, as I hoped to reach the source of the 
Pindur that way ; and return to the camp by crossing it at its source : 
both objects Ramsingh assured me were now impracticable ; and as 
heavy clouds began to collect to the south, any delay became danger- 
ous ; and therefore returning to the glacier, we mdearoured to steer 
d m  its centre, so M to look down on tbe river from the southern 
escarpment ; but this was also impossible, from the tremendous fissures 
(the veritable Davy's locker) which crossed our path. Nothing re- 
maiued but to regain the moraine, which we only did by paasing along 
some very awkward isthmuees between these fissures. The moraine 
is constituted of gravel, mud, and blocks of stone imbedded in ice ; the 
stones much smaller than I should have expected. I t  conducted us, 
latterly by a very steep descent, to where the river issues from a awe 
in the face of the glacier, about 20 feet high, by perhaps 90 wide ; the 
impending roof is riven into four or five successive thick ribs of ice, the 
lower members of which promise a speedy fall. I found the water ex- 
tremely cold and muddy, and, as my guide had declared, too deep and 
impetuous to be crossed. Mr. Hort found the water to boil at 190?, 
which, allowing half a degree too high for the error of his thermometer, 
would make the elevation very nearly 12000 feet. 

I t  is most surprising that with such a beautiful and unquestiollable 
example of a glacier within seven marches of Almorah, the existence of 
this phenomenon in the Himalaya should have been considered doubt- 
ful ! Having within these five years visited the Mer de Glace and seve- 
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ral of the glaciers of Switzerland, I ca11 most confidently state that there 
is not in Europe a more genuine instance, and Mr. H. Strachey, after 
much more experience, in Gurhwal and Komaoon, assures tne that it is 
by no means a singular one. Captain A. Broome many years .ago 

penetrated to the cave source of the Bhagimthee, which he found to 
be formed of pure ice ; so that little doubt can remain of the enormous 
'' snow-bed" at the head of that river being also a true glacier. Captain 
Weller, who traversed the glacier near Milum (J. A. S. No. 134, for 
1843) was struck by the fantnstic castles, walls, kc. of ita higher por- 
tion ; this appearance would denote the junction of a laterd glacier ; 
but in no part of of his journal does he appear to be aware that at 
Milum there was such a thing as a glacier ; at least he never employs 
the word. Certainly the recent heavy rains had thoroughly washed 
the Pinduree glacier, and its surface exhibited a sheet of the p n w  
ice, except on and near the terminal escarpment, which G i g  coveted 
with rubble, resembles, at a short distance, a steep bank of mud ; and 
such, I hear, is the appearance in May and June of the Milum glacier. 
But to make quite sure, I carried a hatchet, and frequently broke off 
fragments, which eweywliere were perfect ice, the only diierence per- 
ceptible, or that I can remember, between this and the Alpine ice, being 
a coarser granular structure here. It is intersected by the same fissuns, 
has the same ribband texture, and from its origin in the snow to its 
termination above the cave, falls in a series of the most beautiful curves, 
which appeared to my unscientific, but nnbiassed eye, a striking illus- 
tration of the truth of Professor Forbes' Piscow Thewy .  -That the mam 
is moving downwards seems confirmed by the form of the snow at its 
head, viz. a succession of terraces, with steep walls, just such as clay, 
&c. assumes on ita support being removed. The Bhotiahs of Mil- 
a@rm that their glacier has receded from the * two or three 
miles to its present sik, and Ramsingh assured me that the same is 
true, in a less degree, at Pinduree. The glacier may be about two 

miles long, and from 300 to 400 pards broad, and probably occupies the 
interval between the levels 12000 and 13000 feet above the sea; owiq 
its existence to the vast quantities of snow precipitated from Nunda 
Devee and the other lofty mountains above, which, melted by the noon- 
day sun, is frozen at night. I t  must be observed too, that in spite of 
theory and observation elsewhere, the perpetaal snow appearcl here to 
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deecend to the level of 13000 feet : for from the head of the ice to the  
c m t  of '* Traill's Passv-the e d  which may be considered as the root 
of the glacier,--there is an uninterrupted surface of snow, and t b t ,  
from its low angle except for the lowest thousand feet, evidently in 
situ. In short no one in Kumaoon cnn doubt the existence of prr- 
m a m t  snow, when he contemplates daily the faces of Trisool, Nunda 
Devee, and others, exposed to the full blaze of the meridian sun, and 
yet preserving in many spota, and those by no means the highest, 
spacious fields of snow without a speck or rock. 

None of the culminating pinnacles of the Himalaya are visible from 
Pidree; though the great Peak, No. 1.5, 22,491 feet, is i m d i u t s l y  
above on the east-but its northern shoulder, a massive snowy mom- 
tain, forms a grand object to the north-east, and this, passing the 
depression forming Traill's Pass, is continued in glorious domes and 
peaks to the left, where a beautiful pinnacle terminates the view, appa- 
rently the easternmost of the two lower peaks of Nunda-Devee. The 
adytum of the Goddess herself is utterly concealed. By many she is 
irreverently confounded with TEE BULL of Yiva ; but H. H. Wilson 
gives us Nunda and Nundee as epithets of Durgh, the inaccesrible 
goddess." The largest temple at Almorah is dedicated to her, and 
though several hundred years old, is there very generally believed 
by the credulous mountainears to have been built and endowed by 
Mr. Tnill, t b  late Commissioner, in gratitude for his recovery from 
temporary blindness from the snow glare, when crossing the pass now 
named from him. An equally lying tradition purports that, like Helio- 
doras, he was struck blind at Almorrh for forcing his way into her 
temple, and only restored on endowing it handsomely. These legends, 
credited against all evidence on the very spot and in the very age when 
and when they were invented, reduce the value of tradition, and even 
of contemporary testimony, unless asaured of the witness' judgment, 
considerably below par ! Amongst some great rocks on the east of the 
moraine, I found numben of the curious 8aussures obvallata, here called 
the " Ku~wul," or Lotus of Nunda Devee ; near it grew the D o l o m h  
mscrocephala, another aacred plant, bearing the strange name of Kala- 
Tugur," or Black Taberneemontann ; and the common Rhubarb, Rheum 
Em& here called " Doloo." The rocks in situ about the glacier 
u e  mica-Ate and gneiss, but on the moraine, the fragments cansiat 
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also of crystalline and slaty quartz, the latter often conaiclernbly colored 
with iron between the layen ; horneblende rock is also common ; and 
masses of the same granite which forms the great range at least up to 
Gungootee. Though it exhibits quartz, felspar, and mica, the felspar 
is in snch excess to the other minerds, and large crystals of black 
schorl are so abundant, that Captain Herbert probably did not recognize 
it to be granite, and hence his denial that this rock is found in the 
snowy range.-It certainly differs much in appearance from the more 
nuthentic granite which we find north and south of the Great Chain, in 
Kunawar and Kumaoon. 

My investigations were cut short by the very threatening appearance 
of the weather, and to his great relief, I at last commanded Ramsingh 
to retreat. At one period, he had evidently lost his way, and become 
confused on the glacier, and on quitting it, he turned round, joined 
hia hands, and made a low reverence towards Nunda Devee; on the 
intensitive principle invented by Puff in the mitic of firing six morning 
guns instead of one, I own I was strongly tempted to imitate and even 
s u r p s  my guide by making six vows in the same direction, but there 
was no time for formalities, and the goddess who is pacified for a million 
of years by the sacrifice of a man, is not to be bearded with impunity 
in her own den ; so, without further ceremony, we started, and passing 
Dooglee, in one hour reached Diwalee, in an hour and a half more, under 
pelting showers the whole distance. Messrs. Hort d Powys had 
arrived from Khathee an hour before me. 

The existence of alternate diurnal currenta of air to and from the 
Himalaya, the first of which I experienced today, resembles in its 
regularity, the land and sea breezes of many tropical coasts, and is a 

fact which all travellers in these mountains must have remarked, though 
none that I am aware of, has recorded or attempted to explain it.* 
All along the exterior ranges we find that during the warm season, at 
least, about 9 or 10 A. M. a strong gale sets in from the plains, well 
known at Mussooree as the " Dlloou Breeze," and equally prevalent and 
grateful at Nynee Tal, &c. from 2 to 3 P. M. ; it reaches the snowy 
range, blowing violeutlp up all the passea from the Sutlej to the Kalee ; 

* Mr. Battrn informs me that the Rev. J. H .  Pratt 118s written an essay on 
this subject in a literary Journal of Cambridge ; which I have not bad the adrant- 
age of consulting. 



and no furious in Hoondes and upper Kunawar as to prrclnde the use 
of pitched roofs, and to render it necessary to secnre the flat ones 
by heavy stones. On the other hand, along the base of the mountains 
at Hurdwar, Dikolee (on the Kossilleh), Bhumouree, and Burmdeo, 
we find, so far as my own experience goes, that from November till 
April, from perhaps 2 till 7 or R A. IU. a perfect humcnne nlshes down 
the great vallies p o r n  the mountains, and being greatly cooler than the 
surrounding air, and soon followed by an oppressive calm, is perhaps 
the cause of much of the insalubrity of the tarai ; as the reverse gale 
probably originates m u d  goitre in the mountnins. The explanation 
which suggests itself is as follows : Sir J. Herschel states that at 10,600 
feet about the sea, one-third of the atmosphere is below us, and at 
18,000 feet, one half. For the sake of round numbers, let us assume the 
attenuated stratum of air resting1 on the Himalaya and Tibet, to be 
deficient by about half the weight of the whole atmosphere; during 
the day time, owing to the heat reflected and radiated from this elevated 
plateau, and the rocks and snows of the Main Chain, (a source of 
heat wanting of course to the corresponding stratum over the plains,) 
thii is further expanded or rarified, so that it becomes specifically 
tighter, and ascends. Hence, owing to the great presslire of the whole 
msw of the atmosphere incumbent on the plains, the air thence is forced 
to flow upwards, to fill the comparative vacuum, and the current is 
generated, which commencing at the outer range, reaches the higher 
one in the afternoon, laden with vapor, which is there condensed hy 
the cold, and astonishes the traveller by those storms of rain and snow 
which succeed, and are indeed a necessary result of the serene morn- 
ing. I t  is for this reason that the guides are always so anxious to set 
out betimes, so as to cross the passes by noon. I t  may he objected 
that as the process of rarefaction commences at the summit of the 
mountains, and muat be gradually communicated to each stratum beneath, 
where it comes in contact with the heated ground, the current should 
begin instead of ending at the higest elevations ; but it would appear 
probable that the movements of the air from this cause is t r i f i g  ; the 
main agency being the pressure of the atmosphere on the plains, which 
necessarily commences its operation with the outer ranges. During 
the night, the atmosphere, like Penelope, undoes what it did by day. 
From the absence of the sun, the mountain air is cooled and candeneed, 
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a d ,  recoveriug its former bulk and weight, descends, to restore the 
equilibrium by forcing the aerial invader back to the plains, the process 
being no doubt greatly aided, or rather caused, by gravitation as well 
as by the expansiou and consequent diminution aud negation of pres- 
sure which the plain atmosphere has itself experienced from the intense 
hest of the earth and sun's rays by day, the former of which is dispersed 
into the air during the whole night, and till about sunrise, when the gale 
from the mountains attains its maximum of intensity. 

Both "up and down trains" must be much modified and complicated 
by the direction of the mountain ranges and great vallies ; these last 
determine of course their usual route, and by their narrowness and 

depth tend greatly to augment the force of the wind. At Bheemtal, 
12 miles from the plains, its effect is but too ~ensible; but at Ram- 
gnrh, as much farther in, it  is unknown ; the Ghagur serving as a most 
&cient screen in this direction. The entire career is run out in about 
100 miles ; this distance is so short, and the anomalies from the ir- 
regularity of the ridges so great, that the effect of the earth's rotation 
may be unappreciable ; if not, the dny breeze coming from the south, 
where the velocity of rotation is greater, ought to blow from the south- 
neet and the night one from north-erst : and this is certainly true at 
Almorah of the first.* 

* The climate of Ludakh, 11,000 feet above the sea, as observed by Maorcroft, 
fully beam out the above theory. Frost and snow continue from the beginning d 
September till that of May. " In  May, the day8 become warm, dtbough s v l j  in 
the morning the rivuletn not unfrequmtly present a coat of ice, and thii may b. 

obrerved in some spots even in June, whilat on the loftiest mountains, snow f& 

occrssiooally in every month of the year. During the summer months, the sun 
hiin- with grent power, and, for a short part of the day, his rays are inten.wly hot. 
At U, on the 4th July, the Thermometer in the sun rose at noon to 134O, and on 
tba march to Piti, it stood ten degrees higher. At night the tempemtare wsr 74 
dqrax. Even in the depth of winter, the heat of the sun in very considerable for 
an hoar or two, and the variation of temperatnre is conrequeutly extreme. On the 
30th of January, the thermomefer shewed a temperatnre of 83O at noon, allen it 
Fa# only 12f0 at night. The great heat of the sun in summer compensatu for the 
ahort duratiou of the mason, and brings the grain to rapid maturity. Barley that 

rru mwn in the ncighbourhood of LB on the 10th of May, was cut on the 12th of 

September ; and at Pituk, five miles from L6 and about 800 feet lower, in a ahel- 
tared angle of the vallq. the name grain is ready for the uckle i n  two moatha from 
the time of rowing. (Travels, 1. 268 ) Mnch further eartward, C.p& Welbr 
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The trade and similar periodical winds are of no mean benefit to the 
navigator ; the use of their mountain counterparts is unknown, unless 
it be to scour the deep vallies of their malaria. One abuse of them mu 
too evident ; the locusts were everywhere taking advantage of them to 
penetrate into the mountains, and were in considerable numbers, 
l i v i ~ ,  dying, and d m 4  at the very head of the Pinduree glacier. 
How strong must be the instinct of wandering and self-preservation in 
these scourges, when, in search of sustenance (which they would scarce 
find in Tibet,) it thus leads them, as the moth in the case of light, to 
their own destruction amongst the ice and snows of the Himalaya! 
But so long aa rational men are found to resort to Sierra Leone, &c. on 
the same errand, and with the same fate, though from an opposite cause, 
we have not much room to boast of our superior discretion. The natives 
of Kumaoon consider that the flights of locusts, which have in late 
years, done immense damage to their crops, are produced from the 
sea. I KNOW them to be produced in Rajpootan~ ; on our return to 
Almorah on the 2nd October, we found vast swarms of them settled OII 

the fields and fresh ones coming from the south and south-erst ; for- 
tdnately the harvest was too advanced to admit of much injury. 

September 26th.-Walked to Khathee in a hours, with soft showera 
at intervals ; and heavy rain from 4 to 6 P. M. ; at one of the bridgea 
we met the Putwaree Mulkoo, or Mulkih Singh, a regular short, thick- 
set, mountain savage, not unlike one of his own bears. 

September 27th.-To the Tantee ch(Uet (now deserted) on the Dha- 
kree Benaik, which we walked in 3+ hours. From half-past 12 till 6 

ru told that in May and June "it in hot below Dhapa (Dabs,) that sealing wax 
meltr if oarried on the peraon during the day," a significant hyperbole. Moor- 
croft su!Td severely from fever in the same district, probably from tbew rapid 

extremes. 
the runy Muon of the Indian Himalaya, the prevalence of douda and 

rnobtrue, by equlliring the temperature, must in a considerable degree, neutralize 
t h w  ecurcnb : but to solve the problem ~tisfactorily, careful and extended obser- 
vatiom are rqaisits, with the comments of an experienced meteorologist ; aeved  
necerrar~ elements, evaporation, eleetricity, &a. probably playing no mean rBle iu 
the phenomena. 

I n  the Arctio regiom, Dr. Richardson found the radiation of heat from the snow 
h rp* to a o e e d  greatly that from the mil in summer: and ia the Himalaya, 
Lhe " Dhoom Bresle" h most regular and powerful from April till June. 

2 ~ 2  
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P. M. we endured a heavy storm of rain, hail, and thunder, from the 
wed, followed by a dear and very cold night; our tent, which with- 
stood the 75 hours rain at Diwalee, leaked in half a dozen phce~ a t  
snce to-day, such was the deluge that fell. Our people fortunately had 
she h u b  to shelter them, for, notwithstanding every precaution, se- 

veral fell sick every day with fever, so that our march resembles the 
retreat from Walcheren. 

Scptmrber 28th.-Afler enjoying the view from the PMS, we dea- 
rnnded to Sooling in 23 hours ; slight rain in the evening. 

Scptembct mth.-To Kupkot, in 4+ hours, breakfadug at a hamlet 

A u t  half way, called Dooloom. Some very large species of orchid- 
pmbably Dendrobium, Phaius, U o g y n e ,  &c. grow on the rocks and 
tre- in this stage. The road at the landslip not yet replaced ; but after 
the paths above, it was trifling ; one's feet seem gradually to acquire 
sixth sense from practice over dangerous ground ; a portion of the mind 
descending and taking up i ts  temporary abode i ~ r  the toes ; as the bat 
is said to have a sensibility in its wings which enables it to avoid walls, 

&c. in the dark. To-day was fine till 4 P. M. when a strong cold win& 
blew down the valley accompanied with light showers for about an 
hour. The rice-crop is now being cut here. 

September 30th.-Walked to Bagesur in 5+ hours, breakfasting half- 
way at the Afundilgurh Torrent, where we met Messrs. Norman and 
Weston on their way to Piuduree. The Puharees are quite aware of 
the value of a mid-way meal. A friend once asked one of them how fat 
such and such a place was off; and the reply was--" Two kroa if you 
have dined, three if you have not." 

The Surjoo has falleu six feet since we left Bagesur ; the temperature 
of the town is considerably lower, but the people look sickly and aal- 
low from fever. No raiu to-day, for the first time since we started, 2 L 
days since. 

October 1st.-To Sutralee in 4q honrs, of which 2 t  were expen&& 
in reaching the summit of the Ladder Hill, exclusive of a full hour's 
delay in crossing the " infamous" Gaomutee, now just fordable, monnted. 
on a ferryman's back, who was obliged to have a second men to steady 
him. That such an obstacle on the main l i e  of commerce between 
Kumaoon and Tibet should remein_ without a bridge, is accounted for 
by the circnrnstanae that little commnnicatim takes place iu the rainy 
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season ; and that during the rest, the stream is only ankle-deep ; but 
when the iron-mines and foundries of the province are once in opera- 
tion under the management of the new company, let us hope the travel- 
ler wil l  be expedited on hia way to Pindaree or M u m  by one of the 
Snspension Bridges, the glory of Kumaoon above all the rest of the 
Himalaya taken together.* 

We breakfasted at the Dhnrmeala, under a very elegant arbor of 
Jessamine, but clouds again disappointed us of the desired view of the 
snowy range. Noticed the Vitex negundo in various places to-day ; 
mdeed it is common in Kumaoon, as in all the outer hills, and is here 
d e d  Shmalee. An intelligent br4hman of Almornh assures me that 
Tme is the Sephalica of Indian poetry, and brought me the Amurkosh 
to prove his point, where it certainly was explined by " SoovnhaN- 
"Nirpdee" and Neelika ; with niwar as the Hindee. Por Nigoondee, 
H. H. Wilson gives us cg Vitex negundo," and " another plant, Neel- 
sephalica," hut does not say what this is. " Neelika" though denoting 
fgblue,'' he foflows Sir W. Jones in explaining by Nyctanthes arbor 
tristis, though no Mue Nyctanthes was ever heard of. Sir W. Jones 
wes assured by his Beng~li pundits that this tree was their Sephalica, 
though he quotes the Amurkosh as stating " WREN the sephalica has 
white flowers," &c. which the N~ctanthes always has. It grows wild 
abundantly in Kumaoon, but Roxburgh could never find it 80 circum- 
stanced in Bengal; the original name is therefore more likely to be 
preserved in the mountains, where so far as the brihmans are concerned, 
Pa j a t  is the only one extant, and this also Sir William Jones was 
aware of in respect to other parts of India. He also gives Nibaree as 
the vulgar (Bengal) term for the Nyctanthes; but in Dr. Voigt'e 
catalogue, this is annexed to Cicca distichs. The Puharee " Shiwalee" 
i s  an easy and regular corn~ption of Sephalica, and Sir William des- 
eribes it in terms which might well attract the praises of the poets-- 
" a most elegant appearance, with rich racemes or panicles (of odorifer- 
ous, beautifully blue flowers, Voigt,) lightly dispersed on the summit 
ef its branches." Sooruha" 'bearing well,' may allude to these, or to- 
the aroma of the bruised leaves ; but the experinentum crncis of trp- 

* Thw bridges an constructed of iron manufactured in Calcutta, and probably 
welted in England. The mbutmenb of one over the river Khyma nar NJIK. 
Td am mhlutely built on an iron-mine ! 
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ing whether the bees sleep in the flowers"-for that is the signifia- 
tion of Sephalica, remains yet to be made. 

October 2nd.-To Almorah in 5$ hours : total hours from the gla- 
cier 32 ; road distance 83 miles, (in a direct line 52,) giving an arerage 
rate of walking, 2 miles and 5 furlongs. 

In the preceding notes, the popular name of each tree and plant, 
where any certain one exists, is commonly added, with the view of 
enabling those who visit the same or similar localities, to acquaint 
themselves, if so disposed, with the more prominent characteristics of 
this department. "The naturalist," says Sir William Jones, "who should 
wish to procure an Arabian or Indian Plant, and without asking for it 
by its learned or vulgar name, should hunt for it in the woods by its 
botanical character, would resemble a geographer who, desiring to find 
his way in a foreign city or province, should never enquire by name, 
for a street or town, but wait with his tables and instruments, for 8 

proper occasion to determine its longitude md  latitude." 

Account of the process employedfor obtaining Gold fiont the Sand of 
t b  River Beyas  ; with a short account of the Gold Mines of Sibm'a; 
6y Capt. J. A B B O ~ ,  Boundary Commissioner, &c. - 

I t  has long been known that the sand of the river Beyass yields 
Gold Dust to the sifter. A description of the process and of the 
value of the produce may possibly be interesting ; and if it should 
lead to search for the original veins of this precious metal, the result 
may be valuable as well as curious. 

From the mountain district of Teera to Meertl~ul, where the Chukki 
joins the Beyass, and the course of both is nearly southward, gold dust 
is f m d  in the sands of the latter pretty equally distributed. The 
boulders and pebbles in the river cllaunel from Ray to Meerthul (the 
grater portion of this interval) are generally siliceous, quartz, por- 
phyry, sandsto~~e, gneiss, with occasional granite-and oftener pebbles 
of jasper. These appear to be debris of the Brisna cliffs and hills 
bordering the river, with exception perhaps of the gneiss, which I 
suspect is carried down from the older formations. My impression is 
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that the gold is originally deposited in the gneiss end quartz rock, and 
separated with the sand itself by attrition of the boulders together. 
This would account for the extreme minuteness of its particles, which are 
literally dust. A 11 my enquiries however failed to ascertain the discovery 
at any time of a particle of gold adhering to any fragment of rock. 

At Teera the course of the Beyass lies between mountains. At 
Ray it emerges into the plain, having hills on its north-eastem brink. 
Here it divides into mmy streams scattered over a cultivated channel 
more than a mile in breadth. The gold finders are a few poor natives 
who have no more lucrative subsistence. The labour is severe and the 
profits poorly remunerate them. 

Proeesa. 
The spot selected for the washing was close to the main stream of 

the Beyass. The larger boulders and fragments being thrown aaide, 
the coarse sand to the depth of a foot is abraded and carried in 
baskets to a trough upon the brink of the stream. This trough, 
which is a hollowed block of timber about four feet in length by a f'oot 
in depth, and a foot and four inches in breadth, is made to slope toward 
its outlet in front, a deft an inch wide, extending from top to bottom. 
A seive of bamboo staves is laid over the posterior-portion, and the sand 
is laid npon the seive ; water is then poured upon the heap, which the 
pourer stirs about with his hand, until all the sand has been carried 
through the seive into the trough, when the remaining coarse parti- 
cles are rejected. Thh is repeated until the trough is nearly Wed. 
Water is then poured into the sand, which is agitated by the hand. 
The water carries off the lighter particles. The mad who stirs the 
sand, rakes it back inoessantly with his left hand, whilst he p u n  
npon it water with his right hand. In about half an hour there 
r e h s  only 1+ or Bibs. of black sand, very fine and sparkling. This 
appears to be either the hornblende, from granite and gneiss rocks, or 
~ ~ m d u m .  It  is used by cutlers in conjunction with lac or rosin or 
pitch to form the wheel with which they sharpen tools and weapons. 

This black sand, which is very heavy, is found upon examination to 
contain a few small particles of gold dust. I t  is carefully scraped out 

of the trough in its wet state, placed npon a plank one foot quars 
N I ~  slightly hollowed. Mercury of the size of a Luge drop of rain is 

poured into it, and the whole is carefully kneaded with the hands for 
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twenty minutes. More water is then added, until the mass is fluid. 
I t  is shaken with a circular motion, which causes the water and lighter 
particlea to fly off at the circumference.. This process is continued, 
with the continual addition of fresh water until only a small heap 
remains in the centre, in which the gold and quicksilver appear together 
an a small globule. This is washed, takeu out and put upon a piece 
of ignited cowdung. The mercury flies off m d  leaves the gold yellow. 
I n  order however that the utmost weight be given to the mass, it is 
taken from the fire before the whole of the mercury is evolved. 

The quantity of gold olitained from a trough half filled with sand, 
and containing therefore about 2# cubic feet, is about 1$ rutties. This 
employs nine men for about 45 minutes. I t  is obvious to me that much 
gold is lost in this imperfect and expensive process. For the outlet 
of the trough extends to the very bottom, without any 1- to anent 
the heavier particles. 

Any enterprising native who would work these sands upon a larger 
scale with machinery turned by the river current, might find it pay 
handsomely, but only by personal supervision. 

I have the pleasure to forward a specimen of the gold duet collected 
in my presence, and also of the sand previo& to weatling, and the black 
sand in which the gold is ultimately found. This still containa ib 
gold dust. 

I t  strikea me that as an accompauiment to the foregoing descrip- 
tion of the process of washing for gold in the Beyass, the parti- 
& of my visit to the richest gold mines in the world, (those 
namely, of Siberia) may be acceptable. And as, in Siberia, a particular 
succession of strata is considered presumptive evidence of the presence 
of gold, the same phenomena may possibly prove of similar significance 
in the regions lately added to our empire. 

During my mission to Russia, I wrs detained at menburgh awaiting 
an answer to my despatches. General PerroBoki, the enlightened 
governor of the province, anxious to amuse me, afforded me the means 
of visiting the celebrated fabric of Mines at Zlataoost and the gold 
and platinum minee of that neighbowhood. 

As far as Ufa, a collsidemble town of a military station, the road 
Ly over an undulating steppe, and at that season of the year the jour- 
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ney is delightful, the horses cantering lightly over the springing turf, 

a ~ ~ d  the temperature by day and by night being equally pleasnut. But 
aRer quitting Ufa, the nndules 'swelled into hills, generally of easy 
ascent, partly forest and partly cultivation, aud over these we had reached 
the summit of the ridge of the Oorahl mountains, without any of the 
appearances of rock, ravine or precipice, whioh so usually token the 
proximity of any considerable mountains. From this height we de- 
scended a few hundred feet to the valley, and pretty little artificial lake 
of Zlataoost, celebrated for its fabric of arms and for the gold mines 
in its neighbourhood : but much better remembered by myself, for the 
courtesy, the kind hospitalities, the engaging manners, and traits of 
patriotic feeling which distinguish its inhabitants. 

From Col. Anosoff, a practised geologist and a man of science and 
sagacity, I gathered the following particulars, which may form a useful 
introduction to my visit to the mines. 

The gold mines of the Oorahl mountains are very different from our 
ordinary notion of metallic mines of any kind. For they are not ex- 
cavations of the rocky strata of plain or mountain, but mere exfoliiions 
of the superficial soil, varying in depth from one to four feet. Their gold 
is unmixed with any matrix, being almost pure gold in its metanic form. 
There is nothing in the appearance of the valleys yielding gold to diitin- 
guish them from such as yield none : and the first discovery of the mines 
was purely accidental, grains of gold having been washed down by the 
torrents. But by a careful comparison of phenomena, a geologist 
may now seek them with increased certainty, for, in every case, the 
gold is found to occur under the following succession of strata, which 
presents a Geological section across the Oorahl range at Zlataoost.* 

The morning after my arrival I mounted the vehiclc prepared for 
nie by the attention of Col. Anosoff, and in company with his whole 
family proceeded to the gold mines. We passed through a forest of 
small firs and cedars feathering the high ground above the lake, and 
after coursing over some 8 or 10 miles of undulating steppe clothed 
with rich grass and beautiful wild flomrs, entered a very extensive but 
shallow valley, bounded on all sides by scarcely perceptible acclivities 
of the s m e  stpppc. The abundance and beauty of the wild flowers 
enmelling the turf redeemed the  non no to no us character of the landscullc. 

* See plate. 

2 0 
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It  was one of the poetical phases of the steppe, oftener spokeu of 
than encountered, and probtlbly never seen south of the Oomhl river. 
At some distance onward we came upon a party of diggers for gold. 

There was nothing in the spot they occupied to distinguish it from 
the steppe around. It  w& covered with turf and wild flowers spring- 
ing from a black vegetable soil. I t  was not even the bed of a water- 
coarse ; although such are very generally eelected, owing to the gold 
being there brought to light by the action of torrents. The workmen 
dug away the superficial crust of black soil, working very carefully as 
they neared the bottom and leaving a layer about three inches thick 
~mtouched. When a considerable space had been thus prepared, they 
commenced excavating the soil to be washed for gold. This was done 
by digging through the thin layer of black soil not hitherto disturbed 
and to the depth of about one foot into the substrntum, which is a 
hard table of clay and sand with fragments of schists and serpentine. 
The gold appears generally to lie upon the surface of this, but is some- 
times found beneath. The whole of the earth now excavated is carried 
in barrows to the washing-house, where seives of different degrees of 
fineness are shaken by water-work under the current of the stream. 
Prom the residue the gold is carefully extracted. It is generally of 
such size as to need no aid from mercury. The mnchiiney appeared 
to me simple and well adapted to the p r o m .  It  was not W b l e  for 
me to make notes: but my impression is that the profits amount to 
about 75 per cent. in these the good washings : and the small price of 
labour, and the richness of the masses exhibited, as that year's collection, 
made me easily credit the account. These are the richest gold mines in 
the world, and appear to he inexhaustible, every year leading to the dis- 
covery of fresh riches, although they are supposed to have been worked 
from very ancient days ; the name Zlataoost signifying mouth of gold. 

The phenomena of these golden debris (for mines they can scarcely 
he called) are peculiar and lead to speculation. The gold dust so often 
found in the sand of rivers, streams and torrents, is generally attributed 
to some rocky veins in the higher sands. Here, there is no appearance 
of such an origin. Previous to the growth and deposit of the present 
black vejp?table soil, the gold seems to have lain strown like pebbles, 
over the surface of the had clay and schist stratum : not particularly 
in the channels of torrents, but as if it had m e n  in a general shower. 
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The higher sands are very remote from the spot. The ascent to them 
is scarcly perceptible, and at the foot of those heights are valleys and 
ravines which wodd have caught and detained an? debris washed 
down from their aides or summits. 

The gold itself is of almost virgin purity. A small quantity of 
silver alloys it. I t  lies in granules, precisely similar to those formed 
by pouring upon water molten lead ; and immediately suggests the idea 
of having bwn cast molten upon the hard stratum on which it is found. 
The strata however, hereabouts have no volcanic character, and it is 
evident that the gold has been cast in its present position, since the 
deposit of the clay on which it rests ; its own great specific gravity 
otherwise giving it a lower rest. 

When the gold has been worked it is laid up in heaps, which are 
transmitted to St. Peterburgh. The average size of the grain is that 
of a barleycorn : but massea of the size of pistol and gun bullets are 
not uncommon, and much larger masses are occasionally found. The 
appearance of all will be familiar to any one who has thrown fused 
lead upon water. When the late Emperor Alexander visited these 
mines he turned up a spadeful of the earth by way of example. We 
had scarcely quitted the spot, when an immense mass of gold, larger 
than a man's foot was found beneath the imperial footprint. The 
very genuineness of such a nnturnl nlnss in such s position becomes 
doubtful. 

Severnl of these gold mines are the property of or farmed by indi- 
viduals who sometimes make immense fortunes upon the profits. 

Col. Anosoff qloke confidently of the uniform succession of the 
strata on which gold is found, and as gold occurs in many and distant 
portions of the Oorahl chain, this circl~mstance is very remarkable, 
there being no imnginablc connection between the gold itself and any 
of the substrata. 

The supply does not seem to cease with the Oorahl mountains, for 
at  the north-west foot of the Altai range it is gathered in consider- 
able quantities. There however it is found in quartz, which is pulverized 
fbr its extrication. If I recollect right a few of the masses of gold of 
these washings was found adhering to fragments of quartz. 

After exnmining these works we proceeded with fresh horses to Mias, 
where there are other gold mines. Platinum was here shown me UI 

2 0 2 
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the form of R black flattish grain, bearing the pure metal slightly cor- 
roded. It occurs here, but more commonly at Ekaterinburgh. Not 
having witnessed the search for it, the particulnrs are less fresh in my 
recollection. I was told thnt i t  was found under much the snme 
circumstances. Platinum coin is  commonly current in Russia for 
about half the value of the same weight in gold, although it can be 
obtained cheaper. Of course the circulation is limited to the Rrlssinn 
Empire. But the extent of this is so p t  that not much incorlveni- 

cnce accrues. 

Notea on the Pihatas and Chaityas of Behar, by Capt. M.&TTOE, 
6th Kegt. N. I.  

The perusal of notices on the Buddhist annals by IIodgeso~~ and Tur- 
nour, and of the inscriptions so ably trtuislated by Prinsep, ns well n s  

my own observation of the many curious things I have occasionally met 
with, particularly in the viciuity of Gyah, have afforded me m r d ~  room 
for reflection and speculation. 

Although no benefit to science may be derived hy search for, or dis- 
covery of, the ruins or sites of the 18 Viharns mentioned in the R l i  
Buddhistical annals of Ceylon, nor of the 83,000 Chaityas which the 
Bunnese believe to have been built by Asoka, still our interest or cliriosi- 
ty is excited in the search, and if snccessful in any degree, it must he 

. - 

dmitted that a greater ~ a l u e  becomes attached to these records than 
they might otherwise seem to deserve. 

Partial success increases our desire, and in following out one resenrch, 
others suggest themselves, light is thrown on what formerly seemed 
darkness, truth on that which appeared but childish fable, and when 
such is the case, it must be accorded that history has gained a prize, 
hence it is that antiqunrian research is not altogether an useless or 
idle one, it becomes interesting and instmctive ; acting upon this reason- 
ing, I have taken advantage of my leisure after two years' hard though 
ill-requited labour in an official sphere, to drown unpleasant reflectious 
thereon by resnming a study I hnd been obliged entirely to sacrifice to 
the calls of duty, and great will be my gratification if the res111t of my 
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travels prove interesting ; at any rate I feel that I am partly carryir~g 
out the wishes of my lnte amiable and learned patron, James Yri~~sep, 
who oft expressed a wish that I should ramble over the district of 
Behar and cater for him. To be thus able (even at this late pcriod) to 
carry out the views of my benefactor, is in itself delightful, but I hope 
that I am at the same time partly meeting those of the Honornble 
the Court of ~irectors,  and of the Royal as well as of the Parcnt 
Asiatic Society. I however labour under great disadvantnges, viz. want 
of means and want of an establishment of good drrltsmen and a good 
pundit. I have only one of the former and of the latter none. Accllrate 
drawings :occupy much time, and a single idol will require a wholc day, 
n group will take more, for all those which are worth drawing hate 
most elaborate ornamental details. A complete and interesting port- 
folio could be filled either at Gyah or Bodh Gynh ; to copy these again 
fairly, takes an equal if not longer time, indeed I have in a few days 
sketched more than can be reduced to order in as many weeks. 

To enable me to do the subject of this paper justice, it  would be 
requisite to visit the whole of the county included in ancient Behar 
or " ITihara,"'for the name has undoubtedly been derived from the 
numerous "Viharas" or Monasteries of which the present town of 
Behar, was probably the principal, though Bodh Gyah was perhaps the 
most sacred of the whole on moun t  of its being the site where Snkya's 
miracles are s~ipposed to have been performed; the term of doubt I 
apply to the miracles only, for, that such a lnwgiver ns Sakya existed, 

1 I see no reason to question, the accounts of his life and death when 
sifted of their fabulous interpolations ; are too circumstantial for us to 
take a different view, and of such the Ceylon books seems particularly 
free-in this respect the Budhist works are far better thnn the Brill- 
m h i i d  ; the best of these perhaps is the Mahabharut, which if likewisc 
parted from its impurities, would prove a history of real and great 
events of however less remote date. 

In page 517, Vol. VI. of the Journal Asiatic Society, in Turnour's 
examination of the P d i  Budhistical annals, mention is made of a 
dispute about the repairs of the a eighteen great Viharns eurround- 
ing Raja-grihn." The question is, where were these mid Munas- 
teries, which, from their requiring repnirs, may be supposed to have 
existed for a long period, even before the advent of Sakya himself, 
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5liortly after whose death this took place? This is what I shall t~ to 
show. 

Within a circle of 30 or 40 miles round Gyah, I have traced the 
followiilg, of what I suppose to be the remains of Viharas, viz. Nagar- 
juni, Koorkihar, (Bodh Gynh,) Bukroilr, (Gyah proper,) Murghat, Chil- 
lor, Booraha, and Gooncherit, Pnwapuri, Burgaon or Koondilpoor, Behar, 
hja-griha, Gliryek, Patna, or ns I find it cnlled in an inscription, #' Pata- 
liputra," Poonaha slid Dharawut : here are seventeen, of these places 
1 have visited eleven ; the great antiquity of five of them is unquestion- 
able; of those named which I hnve not seen, there are five, also doubt- 
less ; therefore we may assume that we know of ten out of the eighteen 
of Sakya's time. 

Behar, or more properly speaking G6 Magda," is acknowledged ever 
to have been the chief sent of the Buddhist religion, and of its heretical 
offshoots ; the exact extent of this kingdom is nnknown-and I fear 
must ever remain doubtful, thongh it would seem to have included (to 
the north) Benares, Allahabadand Ajudhia (or Oude) and to have ex- 

tended to Ganjam, (Kalinga Desa) to the south, and Arracan to the south- 
east, at least the inscriptions, cave temples and the mention made in 
the Buddhist works would seem to warrnnt such a conclusion, though 
the former clearly point to the king of Mag& having supreme power 
orer all India from Caubul to Ceylon. Such must have beell the cnse 

in Asoka's time and in that of Chundra Guptn. The 83,000 temples 
supposed to have been built by the first named were scattered all orer 
India, and raised or repaired by command at one and the same timr, 
upon the occasion of his conversion to the Buddhist faith. Of these per- 
haps the Tope of Mhnikyala, the cnres of Bamijan and of western 
India formed part ; however I have here to treat of the " Vihnrs around 
Raja-griha," ten of which I have shown to hnve been traced with toler- 
able certainty. 

I have given the names of seventeen sites : I will now describe those 
I have visited. 

First of all Bodh Gyah. The extensive mound of brick, mud and 
h e m  stones bear evidence of there haring been perhaps more than one 
establishment, and that a great Chaitya or tope existed, the masonry 
of which was of brick and stone, the lnttcr from t l ~ c  same quarry as 
d l  tlle pillars, bearing inscriptions in the ailcient Plli, and supposed to 
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be the work of Asoka, though I think there is reason to assign even s 
much earlier date to them. Oue of these formerly stood at Bukrower, 
the site of another city, and of a Vihara directly opposite to Badh 
Gyah, likewise on the banks of the Lellajtm, on the neck of lalld above 
the junction of the Mahai~a or 'c Mahanadq" between both rivers ; 
part of this pillar is set np in the town of Sahebgnnge (Gyah) and two 
fragments remain at the original spot ; of a fourth fragment, containing 
the inscription, various stories are told, but sufice it to say it is missing. 

Proceeding further down the river, we mmc to Gyah proper ; that 
this was originally a p lye  of Buddhist and JIain worship, I believe there 
is little room for doubt, and that the worship of the Linga or Siva at 
this and all the Viharas, was practised for ages in conj~inctiou with that 
of Budha, I think is equally clear froin the iuiiurncrable Linga stones of 
every shape and variety found scattered about. I could wish that I had 
time to draw the whole variety, from the simple round stone to the rich- 
ly sculptured four-headed kind cnlled " the Chowmoorti," and c 6  Chow- 
mookhi" Mahadeva, though some would be unfit for our pages. 

Still following the river, which is now called the Phulgoo, and at a dis- 
tance of 15 miles, we reach Nngajuni hills, the site perhaps of the 
chief Vihara or of several, for we read in Turnour that after the deatlr 
of Sakya, the first great convocation was held before the Sutta 
punni (Sutgurba)? cam on the south of the hill, &c. which I think 
there is every reason to believe was the very spot now d l e d  Barabur 
as I have attempted to show in my notice on the caves. Ou the north- 
west end of these hills is Dharawut, and Chundowk tank, also the site 
of a Vihara. 

Crossing the river and proceeding some 12 or 14 miles to the south- 
east, and after passing the range of barren rocks which extend from 
near Gyah to Giryek and Raja-grihq we come to a vast mound of bricks 
and rubbish,called Koorkihar, undoubtedly the site ofa great monastery 
and large town, indicated by the potsherds and the many fine wells and 
tanks. Koorkihar is perhaps a corruption of " Korika," and Vihara 
the ancient name, is said to have been Koondilpoor, but this honor is 
claimed also for Burgaon, the site of another large city and monastery, 
Chaityas, LC. to the north of the hills, distant 10 or 12 miles. 

The outer enclosure appears to have been 180 paces square ; the wall 
(of bricks) was about three feet in thickness ; there must have been l u ~  
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inner inclost~re half the width and considerably less in length ; tlle court 
pard thus formed appears to have ~ L T I I  filled for ages with Chait)lrs or 
Budba temples of every dimension, from 10 inclles to perhaps 10 or 50 
feet, and to have been built one upon the other, the first being buried 
or terraced over to receive those of later date. There are great varieties 
both in form, size and materials, some of granite, others of h a l t ,  pot- 
stone or chlorite, also of plain ground bricks. 

There have been several rows of large images (and I should think 
of trmples, covering them) of the Gyani Budhas, alao of female figures ; 
all have the creed " Yb Dh2rma hbtu," &c. engraved on them ; some of 
the sculptures are very beautiful and perfect, and of colossal size; the 
whole country is strewed with images and fragments : excavation and 
search in this mound would enable us to fill our own and other museums, 
m d  no doubt lead to some rational conclusion as to the progress of Bud- 
dhism up to its annihilation, for whilst digging out a miniature Chaitya 
I found the plynth of one with an inscription (No. 3 of my late notice 
of Inscriptions) which proves it to belong to one of the Pgl I ta jd~s  of 
Ilengal who were known to be heretics. Buchanan and other travellers 
have noticed these innumerable small temples or models (figs. ) heaped 
under every fig-tree throughout the district, the like also occur (though 
belonging to the Jains), at Agrahat in Cuttack, but for what purpose 
they were intended no one had ventured to conjecture ; chance however, 
a t  this place, has discovered the secret. The inscription abovenamed m 
well as other brief sentencee I have found, show them to have heen 
funeral monuments,our learned fellow-member Mr. Hodgeson of Nepaul 
has kindly communicated much valuable information to me, which llas 
served to confirm my views ; he mentions that in the valley of Nepaul 
these numerous small Chaityas, surrounding a larger, is by no means 
uncommon. If again we look to Rangoon, we find the same to exist, but 
I s l i d  advert more particularly to this subject in a separate paper and 
give some illustrations. 

Quitting Koorkihar to return towards Gyah, and after travelling threc 
miles to the south-west, the hamlet of Poonaha is met with, sitlinted 
between two rocky eminences, and having a large tank to the north ; to 
the south of the villnge is a handsome Budhist temple, the most perfect 
ot' any 1 have met with ; indeed the only one save that of Boclli Gyah 
which is of comparati\elp modern date, it possessed the most striliing 
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picture of the style, viz. a solid round tower with a niche to each of the 
d i a l  points, formerly ornamented with figures of four of the five 
Budhas, fragments of which are strewed about, and there are likewise 
many others and mnch brick rubbish, deuoting the existence of some 
large building in former times ; on the roek to the west is a fine shaft 
of granite, in the north face of which is an empty niche ; there appears 
to be no inscription. 

Taking Gyah again as a starting point and proceeding to the sonth- 
west four miles beyond Chirki, and on the right bank of the Morhur, 
we come to the site of a large city and citndel, &c. and no doubt of 
Budhist and Saira monasteries, on the two hillocks or rocks by the 
river side, which are covered with bricks, this place is called Mnrhut. 

After crossing the river bed and directly opposite, is a high mound 
called Chillor, on which is a mud fort ; this mound is the site of an 
ancient city of great extent ; a quarter of a mile to the muth are several 
mounds of earth and bricks ; two are very conspicuous ; one seems to 
have been a Dagope, the other has lately been opened for the bricks 
and several Budhist idols of beautiful workmanship found ; one of Siva 
is of great beauty, large dimensions, and quite different from any other 
figures I have ever met with. I hope to give an illustration of this 
figure hereafter; it took me many hours to draw. There are other 
mounds which it would be well worth wide to open. 

About two miles to the north is a small hill called Matks," where 
there are the remains of a Chaitya; it was from this spot, I am told, 
that the small image of Budha, I sent a drawing of last month, was 
I~rough t. 

Proceeding due west for four miles, we come to a place called c'Boo- 
ral~a." Here are several sites where there have been Chaityas, and a lwge 
Viharn, there is a natural curiosity which has no doubt been always 
a placeof sanctity. There is a hollow spot beside a nullah where there 
are many powerful springs of apparently mineral waters, which come 
up vertically through the mil and discharge gas, the same as hot 
springs ; the ternperatnre of these is said to vary, mnch as well as the 
volume of water and gas discharged. 

Two miles or less to the west of this place is a small cluster of hills 
called Manda, around which pottery and bricks are strewed for a great 
distance; this is the site of another large town. There have been 

2 P 
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Budha and Siva temples on the rocks, of \vhich traces only are left ; 
under a tree are heaped fragments of idols of all ages, amongst them 
were two small figures of sows with seven sucking pigs on their hind 
legs ; one of these sculptur~s I have secured for the Museum. 

Laving Manda and proceeding south-east towards Seerghatty for 
three miles, we reach a place called " Goonerria," the site of a largc 
town and of a Vihara, the name of which appears from inscriptions to 

have been formerly " Sri, Gooncherita." There are numerous small 
Budhn and Siva idols collerted around a very fine figure of Budha of 
large size, on the throne of which is the annexed inscription plate.* 
In  the same plate I have given some shorter inscriptions from smaller 
idols : there has been a fine tank to the north of the town and several 
Linga temples near it. 

One of the inscriptions is written on the lotus leaves of the throne 
of a Budha; it seems to be what is termed a Muntra, and reads 
perhaps three ways. 

From this place we return to Seerghatty, which is six miles to tlie 
south-east, passing on our way a large tank and mound called Kurmaine ; 
a mile further south of which are two other mounds ; one is very exten- 
sive and elevated, but there is neither name nor tradition to guide us 
to any conclusion. 

Such are the sites I have visited. I must here remark with reference 
to ancient sites, that it is much to be regretted that when the revenue 
surveys take place accurate notes should not be made of all the sites of 
ancient towns and villages, the high mounds of which are every where 
to be seen in India-this province in particular, where the most impor- 
tant events of early history have occurred. 

In  the north-western provinces above Agra, and as far as Labor, there 
are many remarkable spots, but of all of these some legend more or less 
absurd, though instructive in a measure, exists. In  the Jallunder 

Donub might not this plan be adopted as a survey is being made ? 
Before I conclude this brief notice, I must not forget to mention 

Pawapuri, which I am told is the site of a very large city. The present 
village is inhabited chiefly by S~wawucs or Jains, who claim the place 
as a seat of that sect ; according to a clever Bengslll pundit, Pawapuri 
was the capital of Magda in Chundra Goopta's time, and it was here 

We have been obliged to omit this inrription in the plate for want of apace. 
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he received Alexander's ambassador Antiochus ; this is strange, and if 
correct, we shall again be at fault as to Asoka and the pillar inscrip- 
tions. I beg to invite attention to this subject. 

I shall never feel satisfied till I shall hare seen Pawapuri, Burgaon, 
Giryek, Raja-gnha and Behar, and several other places which have been 
pointed out to me. I hope the time is not far distant ; until then I must 
take leave of the Viliaras. 

Geological Notes on Wllah Shahabad, or Arrah.-By Lieut. 
W .  S .  SHERWILL. 

The southern portion of Zillah Arrah, or Shahabad, is occupied by 
an elevated plateau of table-land, forming the eastern extremity of 
the Kymore range of sandstone mountnins. From whichever side it is 

viewed, it presents a series of high bluffs, or precipices, similar to those 
so often seen on sea coasts ; these precipices, varying from 300 to 1500 
feet in perpendicular height, are supported by bulging buttresses cover- 
ed with almost impenetrable bamboo forests. The summit of this 
extensive plateau is covered with forests of Ebony, Saloogunje, a few 
Saul, and a variety of other trees, and has several ranges of low hills 
traversing it in various directions ; many rugged and deep valleys indent 

the northern face, which is of a much less elevation than the southerlr 
face. These valleys, extending for ten or twelve miles into the body 
of the table-land, gradually contract in width from one mile to a few 
hundred yards, similar valleys branching off from them laterally. The 
ends of these valleys terminate abruptly in mural precipices, down which, 
during the rainy season, mountain streams are precipitated with a deaf- 
ening roar. These valleys present to the traveller views of exceeding 
beauty : in many spots where they happen to be only a few hundred 
yards across, the deep shade nt mid-day caused by the dense foliage 
m d  perpendicular walls a thousand feet in height, is quite a phenome- 
non for India. The most extensive of these valleys, or as they are styled 
by the natives k'hohs, is that through which the Doorgoutee river 
flows ; a more beautiful spot it is difficult to imagine ; at the spot where 
theDoorgoutee falls from the table-land, the valley named Kudhur-k'hoh, 
is only 8 fcw hundred feet in width, dark, deep sad cold ; immediately 

J r . '  
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below the falls the valley is darkened by an immense grove of mango 
trees, which extends for two miles along the bosom of the vnlley. Pro- 
ceeding to the northward the valley deepens rapidly from 700 to 1,000 
feet, sometimes expanding to a m.ile in width, sometimes contracting to 
a few hundred yards ; diverging fiom this valley are numerous splaller 
k'hohs, almost impenetrable to man, but all affording excellent shade and 
pasture to large berds of buffaloes, which help to supply the Mirzapoor 
and Benares markets with Ghee. After having traversed about eight 
miles of this valley the Soogeea-k'hoh strikes off west and extends illto 
the mountains for about ten miles ; i11 this valley are situated the extra- 
ordinary limestone caves, a surveyed map of which appears as a vig- 
nette on the accompanying map. 

Scrnddtone.-This mined forms the grand mass of the table-land, 
and I am inclined to think overlies an equally extensive bed of moun- 
tain limestone. I t  is to this sandstone that the mountains owe their 
grand appearance, displaying as it does the most tremendous precipices ; 
it vuiea in color in almost every specimen ; it is exceedingly hard, 
strikes fire with a steel readily, is ponderous and tough, fracture con- 
choidal; that it is of a durable nature is proved by the buildinga at 
Sasseram, Rho- and Shergurh. The sandstone in some of the bni1d.w 
in the two last named places cannot have been quarried and used for 
building less than 800 years ago and yet is atill as perfect as the rock 
from whence quarried. I t  is universally quarried wherever a t o m  or 
village requiring stone happene to be near the hills. The colors an, 
principally white, red, pink, striped and grey, and is used for d l  sorts 
of building purposes, handmills, sugarmilla, pestles, mortars, steps, 
door-posts and a variety of other domestic purposes : to it, the fortree- 
ses of Rhotas and Shergurh are beholden for all their palaces, and bat- 
tlements ; Sasseram for the greater part of its city, the tomb of S h n  
Shah is built of it, tu, also the bridge over the Kurrumnassa river at 
Musehee ; on the northern faca of the table-land it is of a softer tar- 
tnre ; here it is extensively quarried for a vuiety of pnrposee. 

The v& precipices exhibited in this sandstone admirably dieplay the 
horizontal formation of the mass ; one of the precipices i11 the fort of 
Rhotas I found by measurement to be 1,.300 feet, a sheer mam of Btone 

without a bush, or tree on its eurface ; it Fs situated cloee to an over- 
hsnejng maas of building known as the Hujjam's pakce, a f m  minutes' 
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walk from the gateway leading up from Rajghat. The echo at this 
spot, which is a complete amphitheatre ofprecipices, is very distinct and 
grand, gi* seven distinct responses to several syllables ; the report of 
a gun reverberates like thunder ; the sandstone at this spot is of a dwk 
red, m overhanging rock at this spot enabling a person to look over and 
to fully contemplate this fearful abyss. At the foot of a small detach- 
ed hill at Sasseram a very curious apparently horizontal column, or 
formation in the sarldsto~le appears, which has been described by me 
in the 163d No. of the Jourilal of the Asiatic Society at pp. 495- 

497. 
Mountain Limestone.-Next in order, is the limestone, and from the 

fact of its appearing in so many places, though far apart, sepmted even 
for many miles and yet always appearing of the same structure, I am 
inclined to think that it penetrates in an unbroken stratum under the 
sandstone. Start, for instance, from the eastern face of the table-land, 
where the limestone forms an unbroken bed from the foot of the For- 
tress of Rhotaa b the village of Dhowdand, a distnnce of 30 miles north, 
and proceeding in a north-westerly direction at the distance of thirteen 
miles we meet with the same limestone in the valley of Soogeea-k'hoh at 
the depth of a thousand feet helm the munmit of the table-land and in 
company with the limestone Oupta caves ; nine milea further in the 
same direction, it again appears at Buranoon in two low detached hills, 
much lower than their sandstone neighboon ; four miles further north 
it again appears in a low hill at Nowhutta, then turning nine miles to 
the west, it again appears at Musehee ; beyond that, I loat all trace of 
it, but I have little doubt that from the fragments that are washed out 
of the numerous k'hohs, that it wil l  be shown to erist wherever the 
sandstone haa been deeply penetrated. To the west of Rhotaa limestone 
appears cropping out as two small hillocka situated in the forest under 
the lofly sandstone precipices bounding the southern f w  of the moun- 
tains. It also appears at the foot of the sandstone at the western 
entrance of the large valley named Dmmur-bar, on the northern face 

- of the hills about 12 miles south-weat of the town of SPeaerrun. This 
limestone is extensively q d e d  wherever it appears, and from Tilo- 
thoo on the banks of the Sone, large quantities are burnt for lime and 
taken d m  the river in boats to Dinapre, Patna, Arrah, Chuprr and 
to other large towns. 



Specimens of this stone were sent by me to Calcutta in December 
1844, hoping they would prove useful as Litl~ographic stones, but they 
were declared to be too siliceous nnd too thin for nny practical pur- 
poses ; but I feel convinced, that any one who could command time 
and had the inclination, would be rewarded by finding some good and 
serviceable beds of this most useful article. 

In  the valley i~amed Soogeea-k'hoh, iii a juiigly and wild spot, are 
situated the Gupta limestone caves, which penetrate to a great distance 
into the mountain ; the hill Khyrwars insisted that the low passages 
which are met with after pelletrating the hill for about 300 yards and 
through which it is almost impossible for a human being to penetrate, 
communicate with the other side of the spur of the hill, which is about 
half a mile broad, (vide map) and upon going round to the eastern side 
I saw tlie opening, but masses of rock fallen from the roof having 
blocked up the entrance, I was content with viewing it from the dis- 
tance of a few hundred yards across a deep ravine. The cave is about 
ten or twelve feet in height, eighteen or twenty feet in width, and has a 
few stalagmites nnd stalactites, worshipped by the Hindus at particular 
periods of the year. I penetrated these caves for about 500 feet. The 
strata of limestone in the caves are very narrow and flinty, much waved 
and contorted, and in some parts of the roof appear to have been forcibly 
torn asunder, or as if the sides of the cave had sunken into the earth, 
the roof splitting in the middle to allow of such an arrangement. 

The general appearance of this limestone is of a dnrk blue slate color, 
fracture conchoidal, strikes fire, difficult to break ; when burnt fonrlrr 
the best lime, is quite free from any animal exuvire, and impalpable in 
texture. In a few cases it is nearly black, also of a pale yellow or buff; 
the latter appears to be in a state of decay and is not burnt for lime. 
' 

Chulk.-Associated with the limestone, chalk is found in r great 
many spots ; wherever known to exist it is extensively quarried and 
exported. By the natives it is known as Khan Muttee, but is very 
difirent from the English chalk. I t  is found in thin strata of a few 
inches thick, is unctuous to the touch ; has a shiny appearance, but soils 
the fingers ; a small detached hill at the foot of Rhotus is composed 
almost entirely of this mineral. 

Horntone.-This mineral is found in several spots underlyirlg the 
sandstone ; it is met with at a waterfall named Tootnla Koond, on the 
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eastern face of the table-laod, four miles west of Tilotboo, also ill the 
Sone river, eight miles west of the Koel river, where jutting illto the 
river its causes rapids ; and again at Jadonathl~oor, four miles from the 
Minapoor and Shahabad boundary. 

Iron Ore.--This is found in large quantities at and near to Soorkee 
or Sirkee, so named after the red appearance of the soil, which for miles 
round about is highly impregnated with the red oxide of Iron, alid 
which is situated on the southern edge of the table-land. The ore lies 
scattered over a large surface of ground, extending for about four miles 
east and west, what may be under the surface remains to be seek). 
The principal manufacture of iron from this ore is at Sunda, a village 
two miles from the edge of the table-land. Specimen I15 is the ore 
pounded mid broken ready for fusion ; 11 6 is the iron as produced after 
once smelting, in which state it sells for its weight in rice ; 1 17 is the 
ore three times smelted, and now sells for one and a half ana for a ku- 
cha seer, or three anas for a pukha seer. Iron ore appears scattered all - 
over the table-land but in small and ir~significant quantities generally. 
At A spot named Sulya, at the head of the Mukree-k'hoh valley, are im- 
mense heaps of iron slag, scattered here and there amongst the hills 
and in the jungle, and by the hill men said to be remnants of the exten- 
sive iron founderies in the days of the now almost extinct races of Khyr- 
wars and Cheema, a peculiar and now scattered race, but who profess 
once to have been a powerful people, having their own kings and princes 
ruling over them ; in appearance these men are very like the Kols, 
Bheels m d  Gonds of central and western India ; in their customs, religion 
and roving habits they also resemble them, and living in the same range 
of mountains, the Vindhyan range, as their confrkres, there is little 
doubt that they are one of the scattered remnants of the races who 
formerly inhabited the Gangetic plain long since driven from that fertile 
tract by a more civilized race. 

Indurated Reddle-Geru, (Hindustbi.) 
Large beds of this mineral are situated on the summit of the tahlc- 

land, the principal ones being at Mundpa and Chutl~ans ; great quan- 
tities are carried away by the Pussarees on bullocks and exported to 

Benares, Patna and other large cities ; it is used in dyeing, as a pig- 
ment, and for a rariety of other purposes. The beds exte~ltl for about 
two miles north ant1 soutl~, and the spots fro111 wkenre extracted are 
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usually six or seven feet below the surfnce. The value of a bullock 
load at the spot costs about three anas. 

Laterite.-Large quantities of this curious mineral are seen scattered 
about on all parts of tlie table-land, but nowhere did I find it forming 
strata or beds. 

Alum ore-~lfartial pyrites--Sulpliate of Iron- Potatone. 

Beds of the above mentioned minerals, occur associated together in . 
fire different spots in the hills, viz. two mines in the Koriyari-k'hoh, 
under the Fortress of Rhotas, one a t  Telkup four miles north of Rho- 
tns, one in the valley of the Doorgoutee river, and one in the Soogea- 
k'hoh ; these two last mines, I believe are totally unknown to Europeans, 
and would be well worth exploring. A description of one mine will 

suffice for the whole, as neither in quantity, quality or relative situations, 
or in arrangement of strata do they differ in any one respect. At the 
foot of the sandstone precipices, from eight hundred to a thousand feet 
in height, these mines appear as dark burnt masses of horizontally strati- 
fied rocks, of several hundred feet in length and from fifty to two hun- 
dred feet in vertical thickness. The arrangement of strnta is as Mows : 
sandstone a thousand feet, indurated potstone thirty feet, dark schistose 
rock or ore of alum ten or twelve feet ; what may be under this, remains 

to be discovered. The ore when exposed to the air becomes covered 
with a yellow spongy dorescence, which has a small trace of sulphur 
in its composition ; associated with this ore is another, mostly in small 
irregular masses, similar to the odds and ends of stone lying about a 

stone cutter's yard ; it is a black, heavy martial pyrites or sulphuret of 
iron ; the saline crystals on this ore, some a quarter of an inch in length, 
are of a beautiful pale blue color, deliquesce upon the slightest exposure 
to moisture, and when shut up in a box or bottle, the crystals dissolve, 
and re-crystallize into soft and light masses resembling snow, which 
t~nder a lens display a most elegant assemblage of delicate and perfectly 
formed white crystals. These crystals dissolved in a decoction of gall- 
nuts or black tea make an excellent clear writing ink. 

These mines are not worked to any extent; only a few maulnds of 
sulphate of iron, under the native name of Kussis, being made during 
the year and exported to Patna and Dinapore, where it is used as a dye 
for Cdico, and in the manufacture of leather. 
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I was informed by the zemindars at the mines of a curious circum- 
stance connected with this ore, which is, that the ore never looses its qua- 
lities of yielding the sulphate, though washed and rewashed year after 
year, during the process of extracting the salt ; like the Soda lands in 
Behar, it  appears to have the power of re-producing what, to all ap- 
pearance, had been expended.* 

Potstone.-Large quantities of this useful stone are found associated 

. with the alum ore ; also in spots where the alum does not exist. At 
the village of Pitteean, on the northern face of the hills, a very fine 
potstone of a dark blue colour is quarried and exported to Benares for the 
manufactore of Linggas, images, pestles, mortals, bowls, &c. I t  underlies 
the sandstone, and extends for about two hundred yards along the base 
of the hills. In the valley of Boorgawtee I picked up a considerable 
quantity of dark black stones used by goldsmiths as touch-stones 
in testing gold. 

Queries on the A r c h l o g y  of India.-By the Rev. JAMES LONG. 

'1n my occasional researches into the Archseology of this country, 
the following subjects have frequently presented themselves as requir- 
ing elucidation-perhaps through the medium of this Journal light 
may be thrown on them by correspondents in various parts of the 
country-some of them may afford a very useful theme for Essays. 

1. What are the grounds for belikvin* that the aborigines who now 
occupy the Hills of Birbhhm, Rajmahal, Shergatty, &c. ever lived in 
the plains of Bengal ? 

2. Any historical documents giving a description of the cities, popu- 
lation, &c. formerly in the Sunderbunds. 

3. When was the temple of Kali Ghat built ? What eircumstancee 
led to its being established in that particular locality? 

4. What accounts are there of the condition of Dacca in the time of 
the Romans ? 

* This admits of easy explanation. Tho one u s rulphnret of iron, which by ex 
po6urc to air and moisture, gredaally abmrbs oxygen and is partially converted 
into h e  sulphate. On wanhing out the latter, the remaining insoluble aalpharet, 
exposed to the same ioduence, will continue to yield repeated supplies of the ml- 
phata till the whole be exhausted.-Em. 
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5. What was the state of Bengal about the commencement of the 
Christian era ? 

6. W h y  waa Nudiya selected as a seat of Sanskrit learning? What 
accounts have we of it before the time of Lakhman Sen iu the 13tb 
century? 

7. Tamluk was a seat of Buddhist learning in the 4th century-have 
we any other traces of Buddhism in Be@ proper at that period? 
Waa Buddhism then in the aecendant at the court of Gaur? 
8. The causes by which !llr&lit became euch a seat of learning? 
0. What were the ressons of the degeneracy of the Bengal brshmrru 

before the time of Adisur ? Wna it in any d e p  owing to their being 
infected with Baddhist notione ? 

10 What language was spoken at the Court of Gaur p r e h  to 
the Mnnalnan i n d o n ?  Was it Hindi or Be@ or Sanskrit ? 

1 1. What is the earliest authentic account we have of Bengal? 

Specinan, of the Language of the O h  as spoken in the Dwtrict of 
Seonee, Chuparah ; compria'ng . a Pocabula y, Grammar, &c., by 
0. ~ N G E R ,  Eq., Ckd Surgeon, Seonee. (Commricated by k t -  
C'ol.  LEEM MAN).* 

* A short voaabulary of the Ooond language was published in the Journal, No. 
CXLV; but the preaent M much more copions and valuable. I t  is greatly to be 
dunired that gentlemen engaged in ethnological researcbea among the Hill Iriber, 
w W h r  of Central Indii, or of our Northern or Ea&c.rn frontier, would concur in 
the adoption of a uniform and well rsbctsd vocabulary of E n g h h  words for tmu. 

& h a  into the lslyagun of thm iatamhg peopk. This w d d  writer gnat ddi-  
t i o d  value on mch collections, which would thna admit of rudy w m p h  oar 
with another ; w h e n u  from the abmaca of any mch y&m,  it ia often no q 
matter to 6nd in m y  two i n d e p d e n t  vocrbnlarier half a doren worda that admit of 
aoll.rion. We prvpan pnbliahing a vocabulary of the kind for circdatb .mow 
such am have the opportnuity of pm8ecuting W r s r e u b ,  the value of which a n  
amrwly be o r e d ,  and &all be thankful in the muntime for any hinb upon the 
mbject that we may be f.roured with.-Enr. 

EngluA. Goondi. 
Head, ~11118. 
Forehead, Kuppar. 
Eyebrows, Kunkdnda. 
Eyelids, Mindi. 

English. Goondi. 
Eyes, gunk. 
Nose, Muss6r. 
Earn, Kohi. 
Cheeks, Korir. 
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Englwh. Ooondi. 
Lips, Sewli. 
Mouth, Tbdhi. 

t "fowe, Wunja. 
Teeth, Pulk. 
Chin, TOWTWII. 
Throat, Gbnga. 

. Neck, Wumr.  
Shoulders, Sutta. 
Nails, Tirrfs. 
Armpit, K6ukli. 
Stomach, Pir. 
Loins, Nunni. 
Entrails, F'uddG. 
Bmk, MtirchGr . 
A r m s ,  Kayik. 
Th"8h Kbrki. 
Navel, Mbd. 
Knees, Tbngrd. 
Legs, Potri. 
Feet, M. 
A male, Mhdsa. 
A boy* Perga. 
An infant, Chon.  
A young man, Pekbr. 
An old man, k. 
A woman, Maiju. 
A girl, Pergi. 
A young woman, Rayah. 
A married wo- } Luqp.ar. 

man, 
A obalah, Said6rl. 
A tom, Pinka. 
A hrmdi, Kduai. 
A ghurra, p h h .  
A cup, Mdch.6. 
A chumcha, &k%Gr. 
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EngliaA. Goomii. 
Fire, Kis. 
Firewood, Buttia. 
Huldi, KGmka. 
Salt, Sowur.. 
Oil, Ni. 
Ghee, Pblni . 
Milk, Pa. 
Butter, Nenb. 
Mare, Knip. 
Cow, Mbra. 
Heifer, Kullor. 
c a  Paia. 
Bullock, Koda. 
Udder, Tokur. 
Horn, Kor. 
B a %  Urmi. 
Horse (large), Perr61. 
Tat tu, Chbddb. 
Wheat, Gohuc. 
O w  Pindi. 
Bread, Gohuc sari. 
Sujee, Jowha. 
C henna, Hunnain. 
Do& Kbsseri. 
Rice, Paraik. 
Cooked rice, Gbto. 
Water, Er. 
To drink, Udexlk 
Bring water, Ertera. 
To bathej Erkiana. 

ha*) ,. 
lad fat, 

To eat, l ' iada~. 
Msla bedo,  Urmi 
Female Malo ,  Bodb. 
He goat, Buckd. 
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Englid. 
She goat, 

A dog, 
A cat, 
A wild cat, 
Fowls, 
Cock, 
Chickens, 

Eggs, 
Mice, 
Serpents, 
Fish, 
A. tiger, 
Come hither, 
Stop, 
Sit down, 
Go on, 
Go, 
To kneel, 
To go to bed, 
To walk, 
To run, 
To laugh, 
To sing, 
To dance, 
To speak, 
To fight, 
To beat, 
To weep, 
Bamboo. 
Buckul, 
Grass. 
Leares, 
Posts, , 

A tree, 
A mot of a tree, 
A flower, 

Goondi. English. Goondi. 
Peti. A mango flower, I d .  
Naie. i . A  mango tree, I d  mmarra. 
Bhongd. i A bear iree, Ringa. 
Wurkar . j A tamarind tree, Chitta. 
Kbr. 

I 
Gun&ri. 
Chiwar. 
Mesuk. 
Ulli. 
Turrtis. 
Mink. 
WUi6.I. 
Hikk6 wurra. 
Udds. 
Ud chihun. 
Dut. 
Hun. 
Mbrsha. 
Nurmha. 
Takiina. 
Wittiha. 
Kowha. 
Whdna. 
Yendha. 
Wfinkana. 
TumtBrm. 
Jit tba.  
Urthna. 
Wuddh. 
Murr6s. 
Jari. 
Aki. 
S e d k .  
M u m  
Sir. 
Flngar . 

I Sagun tree, Teka. 
Peepul, Ali. 
Not, no Hille. 
Yes, Hing6. 
Near, KurrGn. 
Before, Nunn6. 
W i t h i  Rupper. 
Between, Nuddtim. 
Behind, Pija. 
Above, Pum. 
Beneath, Sldi. 
On account, Lane. 
Hither, Hikkk. 
Tbither, Hukk6. 
Now, Ind6k6. 
When, Boppk. 
Here, Iga. 
Thw, ltal W. 
Daily, Dink. 
One, Undl. 
TWO, Rmd. 
Three. Miind. 
Four, Nalo. 
Five, Snipan. 
Six, Sh in .  
Seven, Fro. 
Eight, Armtir. 
Nine, Urmah. 
Ten, Pudth. 
Twenty, Wisa. 
Fifty, P u n n k  
Hundred, NCr. 
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Singular nouns form their plural by the addition of nk-as, 

Kora, a horse, Korhk.  
Konda, an ox, Kondhk. 
MGm a cow, MGI.6nk. 
M4nda, a man, M h d s a n a  
Maiju, a woman, MaijGnk. 
Neli, a field, Nelnk. 
RGn, a house, Ronk. 

Gender.-There is nothing to distinguish the genders except that 
the females of certain animals have a different name from the males- 
as 

BIlQ a she cat, Bok41, a tom cat. 
Yeti, a she goat, Buckrill, a he goat. 
Pnddhi, a sow, Ikundd, a boar. 
Kor, a hen, Gogorf, a cock. 

Nouns are thus declined. 

Singular. Plural. 
Nominative, Kora, a horse. Korhk,  horses. 
Genitive, Kormay } of a horse. Korhkna, of h o w .  

or, Korada, 
Dative, Korit, ) to a horse. ~ o n i n ~ t i o ,  horns. 
Accusative, or, Korfitlin, 
Ablative, Korfitshn, by R horse. Kol.bnksdn, by horses. 

2d Declension. 
Nominative, Gohk, wheat. 1 
Genitive, Gohkna, of wheat. i No Plural. 
Dative & Accusative, GohkGn, to wheat. 
Ablative, Gohkslin, by wheat. J 

3d Declension. 
Nominative, Pindi, 0th.  1 
Genitive, F'indina, of 0th.  
Dative & Accusative, PinditCln, to otta. 

}No 1,. 

Ablative, ~ i n d i t s h ,  with otta. J 
Adjectives and Participles are indeclinable. 



PXRSONAL PRONOUNB. 
Singular. 

N6;k or nunna I, Imma thou, WGr he. 

Nowa my* Niwa thy, Wunru' his. 
Nakun me, Nik6n thee, WGnk him. 
Nbkadn by me, Nikdn by thee, WGnksiin by bim. 

Plural. 
Mbk we, Imet you, WClrg they. 
Mowan. our, Miwan your, WGmrn their. 
Mttkirn u% MekGn you, W b r r h  them. 
Mdkslin by us, Mikadn by you, WCdnsGn by them. 

Demomtrative. Interrogative. 
Singular. 

Yirg this, Biir who. Ud he, #he, it. 
Yenna of this, Bona whose, . 
Y enk thih, Bonk whom, Ten him, her, it, 
YenksCln by this, BmGn by whom, T h e  J them. 

Plural. 
Y irg these, BGrk who. 
Yir~an of these, Boran of whom. 
Yirk6n these, Bonk whom. Tunna his, hem, thin. 
Yirnlnsdm by these, Bonshn by whom. 

Indefinites-Bore, some one, Bara, something. 
Siula~-Bors, what ? Plural Bamuk, what ? 

VERBS. 
Imperative, Wunkn 
Infinitive, 

*. 
Wnnkunna to speak. 

Present Part. Wunki speaking. 
Past Port. Wunkthr spoken. 
Conjunctive Part. Wunksi having spoken. 
Present Tenae. 

Nunna wunki, Ispeak. 
Imma wunki. t h m  speakeat. 
Wiir m k i ,  BQ rpeaks. 
Me wunki, W8 @. 
Imar wunki, Ye @- 
WGrg wunki, t% @. 
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Imperfect Tenae. h h v e  Port. 
S i .  

Nnnns wunkund6n, 

1 C 
Nunna, d a i  bore, 

Imma wunkundi, 1 was speaking, &c. Immq wunksi how% &e. 

Wnr wunkunddr, u m e  far d penonc. 
Plural. 

Mar wunkundhm, 
Imar wunkundir, I shall have spoken. 
Wurg wunkundhrg 

Perfect. 
Singular. lmperatioe Mood. 

Nunm nonkCBn, I spoke Wunka, spesk thou. 

Imma wadti. 
W6t m r .  

P l d .  
Mbr m k t h .  
Lnar d t i r ,  
Wtirg d t @ .  

PIupsrlceC. 
Singular. 

Nnnaa wunksi 
1mma d, 
Wdr, 

P l d .  
Mar, kc. 
Imar, 
wurg, 

Future. 
Singular. 

Nunna wnnkfka, 
Imma wunklki, 
Whr wankanbr, 

P t d .  
Mar wunkikdrn, 
Imar wunktkir, 
Wdrg wunkankg, 
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Future Indejnite. 
Singular. 

Nnnna d u n &  howe, 
Imma w u n h d i  howe, 
W6r d u u d d r  hove. 1 shall be speaking. 

Plural. 
Mbr wunkundir howe, 
Wdrg wunkunddrg howe, J 

Second Ezample of a Verb. 

t Jim, beat thou. jimpt, beat ye. 

Jha ,  to beat. 
JltGr, beaten. 
Jla, heatbig. 
Jisi, having beaten. 
Nunna jla, I am beating. 
,, jindh, I wm beating. 
,, j i w ,  I beat. 
,, s ,  I have beaten. 
,, jeka, I shall beat. 

,, Jlnddn howe, I shall be beating. 
., Jisi howe, 1 shall have beaten. 

The verbs seem to be conju- 
gated alike, whether transitive or 
intransitive, and to have no pas- 
sive voice, nor is there mything 
corresponding to the HinduatP- 
nl particle Cr j .  No aorist tenses or 
subjunctive mood. 

Mowa Dowit51 budrut purro mudar-ward ; Niwa purr01 dhnnn6tmU 
Oarr Father heaven above inhabitant ; Thy name hallowed 

aie. Niwa r$jpBt waie. N i d r  bichar i t d  budrit purro mundar at.4 
be. Thy kingdona come. Thy will as heaven above iu, JO 

durtit purro Bud. Mowa pihlda sarin neut m ~ k  punkiut : unde 
earth on be. Our daily bread to-day to ru give : and 

bah611 m 0  u p n h  reina dherr6m kisia-turrhm, atal imma mak d h e r h  
as we our de6tora forgive, ro thou to us treapaswr 

kfsiut, unde mBkGn miwa jhara-jherti te niuni d t d t  unde burrot. 
forgive, and us into thy t e m p t a t i o ~  do not throw, and from m'l 

mak pisihht, hBrike niwa r;Zip&t, unni nlwa bul, unni niwa dhurmttt 
us deliver, for thy kingdom and thy power and thy glory 

mal sudda mund ital ttnd. 
eatablirhed remain, .so be it. 



TEE TEN COMMANDMENTS. 
Purrnestit i t d  iltdr. 
Ood t h  sp.b. 

1. Kodawund p i n  Punnedr nunno 6ndtir, nuntinne niwhr Deo bod 
The Lord tAy Cod I am, bedtw me thy gods not 

bill6 audirr. 
any shall be. 

2. Apun 1840 kit61 penk, bore budde ai jius i budr6te 
1'0 yolcpselves graam images, any sort of creahrrs rueh as in b m  

ouni d h d e ,  unni yet4 m&, at4l miuni kemdt im6t wtlrea k 4  
and on earth, end in sea are, sreh do not m a k e - - p ~  t h  fm t  

minni kurm6t, unde w h h  h a k i s n i  mimi kern& ; iden labe lain6 m a  
do not embrace, d their obeiaaa do not p a f m  ; baaawe to me 

4n m d w ,  J d e  douram p6p6n rPta I r d n  purro sbiut dnsbktona, 

j r a h q  is, a d  father's airu for children on, puniak-t M o t ,  

nati unni punti-lor .purro, wurg admirun bor nawa 

grand children and great-grand cnildrm upon t h e  me* m b  ,ny 

bairi munda, und6 m8t aw+m6n sun BY.r6a n&n mi& 
encrolim are, d I f rom among t h e  a thowanti ( w b )  mq u 

pbndattirg, unde nowa wunk th  purro taki-twg, nmna rumin 
o f i d  take, and my commanth according to walk, I on tAem 

p u m  durmi kia tom. 
my rkdbwa throw. 

3. Punneshrda put01 labarit purr0 minni yeum6t, tin-hinun papi 
W r  name k fala& do not t d e ,  fw g d t y  

.iocin wtirg t;d b6r Pnnnerdr-da pamol labarit purro 
a' l l  be that man w b  W s  aanu in f a k a M  

yasnlir. 
d a l l  take. 

4. h r m e d r d r  pi61 purr& unde tan s d f  init d n  p a t  bumi 
G d a  day remembur a d  it Aoly keep ; sir &ys daily 

btita kimpt, unde sub rniwa b kimpt, 6t ernhda pi41 Purmeshrda 
work do, and dl thy lobourperfmu, but seventh day Cod's 

2 R 
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pid mundur, ud pid, irnnla buttiai k h  kemut, imma 
day is, that day t h  any kind of work do not make, thou 

unni niwa pergsl unni niwa perg61, unni niwa r6tkawd unni niwa kbnda, 
and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy servants, and thy cattle, 

unni niwa pownallir rlin mundGr ; tin laine PurmesGr.sarbn pialk 
and thy etranger (thy) house dwelliny ; because God uix dcys 

n6 budra unui dherti unni sumd6r unni cheitkwn6 jinsk i d e  
in, heaven, and earth, and sea, and e a d  creature in t h  

mundath, awCn kitur, nude yernin pi6l r im  tlir, Tuilaine id pbiltbn . 
eristing, them made, and seventh day rest took, therefore that day 

Purmesbr dhurmht-ma1 tane kitbr. 
God hallowed establiuhcd. 

5. Imma upn6n babonna unni awunna sewa kimpt, ten 8611 niwa 
Thou thy father's and mother's u&e perform, t k c f w e  thy 

yarbGl durtit purr0 PurmesGr nlkhn sitbr, p d  aud. 
lye, the land u p ,  God to thee hau given, prolonged may be. 

6. Imma m4uwh minni jukm4t. 
T k  a man not kill. 

7. Imma p6p minni kema. 
Thou adultery not do. 

8. Imma kulwein minni kema. 
Thou theft not do. 

9. Imma upn6n biganbn purro labari gohai minni sena. 
Thou thy neighbour agairrst falsc witneau not give. 

10. I m m  upnon b i i b n - t a  rota lob mimi kema. Imma upn6n 
Thou thy ncighbour's h e  covet not. Thou thy 

biganhn-ta ma+$-na lob mind kema, bnde wunna 1.btkaw-61 tfnde 
neighbour's mye cmet not, and Aia hne-uervanta, a d  

wunna khda,  innui wunnal guddal unde buttikjins, upnon biganbn-na 
hw ox, a d  hia aw, and any thing, that thy wigh6our's 

mundar tan purro lob mind kema. 
i s  it  upon coaeto~mteus wt make. 
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Sandsumjee-na &a kuyht, n, B h h ,  
S a h m j e e ' s  eong hein., 0 Father. 

Sark ask kitur, Sing-Baban h i 6  pGttdr, 
Six wive8 he took, Sing-Baba not born, 

Yim'tn ask kltbr, a d #  Sing-Blbh auhrietlir. 
Seventh mife took, by her Sing-Babn wnr cortcrired. 

A u k  y 6 t . a ~  Baban phnwakt!. 
Of  her pregnancy Father was not informed. 

Taksitbn Baban, tunwa pari sumptd kiL1C 
Departed Father, Aia kinsfolk being maembled togethrr 

Barikd bouke nie penk putta sika. 
For tAM r e a m  to rorne one it happened to ofer a aamyce to a God. 

Hikkt! Sing-Baban putti-16-ni Intur. 
Hereupon Sing-Baba began to be born. 

Loro askna sowati, sadn  muttrr. 
Small soife was sleeping, the other air were there. 

Iwltun, koti aunlt4 tulln dhrissi, "assun inga chamn putti," 
Said t h y ,  grain Laakct'a mouth into, her head let ua introduce in oitr 

house child is hor~., 

Ud it, ah6 kint annh# tullatdn dumthn, 
So said, so done, into t t w ~ t h  her head intrOdYce~I, 

Iinni Sing-Babm phrtiir, 
dnd Sing-Raba waa born, 

S ig -Bahm techi urmi snrt6 michftun, 
Sing-Baba having taken up, into Rufaloe'a atable threw, 

Unni nai-plla tauiga dussithn, 
And a puppy inqtead placed, 

Unni ittirr, nai-j6la wnttoni, 
A d  said, a puppy iu born, 

Nai-pllla misite ; tank k a d  k6d4 kitit4 tar6 k i t h ,  
A puppy hawing brought forth, thence c r o w  to frighten they act her, 

2 R 2  
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Sing-Babsn, urmi ittbn, M yenk bo& m i d  j e d t ,  
Sing-Baba, b u f i e s  said, that him let rone hwt ,  

Na tokar j6mtit, mi tor& psi p6rsi ten 6hBt. 
No+ blow st*, and into his mouth nnnnIk ha* poured hiin arckled. 

An sarbng6 fisk whbr setdn, pistdr ka dtbr ? 
The siz wivw said, let ua go and see Aim, is he living or dead 1 

Sing-Baban gurs~mdfir. 
Sing-Baba waa playing. 

Angrul find6 &hi mGra na mukt4 nuchikm. 
Thee indeed having taken him into cow's s t d e  threw. 

MGrai ittbn Sing-Babm bod jamiut 
TRc said Sing-Baba lef no one hurt 

Natoku jemit tord6 p61 pimi beP 6h& 
Or b h  strike, into hw mouth m-lk poccriclg him ~~, 

Agra kubb6.t tullick &tiin, satur IPe @Bn? 
!&l%?f~e ~R~M*IMM tfhJ to & k lim'w W &d ? 

Sing-Baban gursundbr. 
Sing-Baba rwa playiug. 

A@ teehi k u 6 ~  mpp whiten.  
T h e e  having taken well into threw. 

T i m  a hur &tGn, s a k  ka pistur? 
On the third day having p e e  do rec, is he I- or d d . 7  

Siug-&ban aga bnd6 guraunddr. 
Sing-Baba there indeed war playing.. 

dnd6 tGmi p6U-M mmt purro. 
Tircnce indeed hwkg taken, w a  patk upom. 

Nuchlchi sitnn, P611i6l fisk m h d d  wan* ; 

They threw him, IPigds f m k  and mole ao t?~  coming ; 

Sing-Baban na arana kiichturg. 
Sing-Babds cries they he&. 

Pullial mian tl$s lakt, naur mum abdbr, 
ligrers empasapasam felt, '' my child i t  k" 
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Ingi techi y6t, Tunwa r h d  wet .mi tuuwa pilbusim niam Lrt, 
Having said ao, took Aim away. Their d&t eene k and their pup* 

apart ~ t ,  

Khandk tullana tan- pilQnh thitrna 
Meat bringing their pups to feed 

Pillsn hotits, pB1 Sing-Babh nhnud 
Their p u p  weaning, with milk Siv-B& oaeklrd, 

The kba klna k6, ginB-hbnn h M i  atur. 
So continuing to do, Sing-Baba grao up. 

Undl d i h  wdnaa a d  tram p i h h  
OM day RM mother her w&Zp 

M W  k W ,  unni pihtin indalrt 
Together h o t g A t ,  and to  wk+ +an to my 

I~arerqsmmaeahrriadtminai 
Youreelues among togeiher s h ~ j 9 h t  mt. 

n#lscli.d~Bahn~Pre,nrmajraiaMt. 
The third day Sing-Baba .Mid, my body ir nakd 

Makun pntnhial, h r ,  pBeb t a b  
To me a dhoty, dohur, andpugrey giue. 

Adungl hattdm surde ucchi r d  
She going Basar road seated remained. 

Punkatur unni marratur ~nrvalnr agdol , p r a i t q  
A ntuslin-maker and cloth-make that way came 

Techi wit, wurg tun- guthi p6hi nuchi surritarg 
Havaomng got up ran, tbey their kndlea Auving t A r m  away pd, 
Ud Whi tucchit, Sing-Baban tunai h i  y6tdn 
She Am'ng taken up brought Sing-Baba took ond put on 

Unni tunwa awarinna kgl kurtirr, 
And hw mother's feet h e d ,  

Munna munnak6 6nd6 d h  unde indalatur 
Staying staid t h m  one day i n M  begwr to my 

Ki nak gGll6le tucchib nd k h d  
That to me a bow give. She again 
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Ucchi raimtlt, WdrrGr sipahi gullele-wad agdol pussitdr 
Seated remained a sepoy armeil with a low that way came. 

Ud vit ktissi, Gfill6le nuchi sunitfir. 
8he ran having cried out. Bow thrown away, he j ed .  

Ud techi urriwat Sing-Baba sit ; 
SAe hawing it came and to Sing-Baba gave ; 

S i B a b s  tunna tummdr singnh gursi latur, 
Sing-Baba big brother little brother t o p t b  played. 

Pittun pdddr t u ~ a  tummur tAn tinddr 
B i r h  sAot big brother little brother to them gave to eat 

Th6 kina kina ke, Sandsnmjl niga sub6 d t G r  
So continuing to 30, Sandslltn$ home returned with &fnrm& 
IJnni Sandsumji nida latur penk bonk wandum ? lour ehat 
dnd Sandsumji began to say hau any one become inspticd, kt him m b e  ; 

Penk Muk6 waiyun? aga Sii-Babe dmh6n Utun 
God into any om not entered ? Then Sing-Bda irocrpiration rueitmi. 

Sing-Baba taksitdr tunna tummur sungue mutti~r 
Sing-Baba war coming, big brother little brother together were 

Waai authr, uddam atur w h d r  Bummena 
Coming came, in the mi&t waa a braman 

Wdu Sing-Baha teta latur, Wur teddr ; 
Him Sing-Baba required to get up, he refused; 

Tunnarb guasalekt wur Bummen61 tingietdr 
Big brother Became angry, the brhhman eat up 

Sing-Baha penk techietur. 
Sing-Baba the imaye took up. 

Slibe indalatdr ke imma boni andi? 
All began to say, that you who are you ? 

Wur ittur ke immer i~rmidun unni mhnundr keat 
He said that you the Barfaloes and cma aak 

ITnni tunwa tummh indalatur, hun dsin k&i terah 
dnd to his little brother said, mother go and call. 
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Wur vittar keei tuttur. 
He ran and called. 

Yen mhnt4 jins unde punchatit4 p u d  atur 
These three species befwe the punchaite wernbled came. 

Jub Sing-Baba indalatur k6 iw6n puche kimpt 
Then Sing-Baba said that them qucstion, 

Awen sun pi~che kin1 latur, yir bGr budhr? 
Frotn then they mked, thM one who ir he ? 

Mdune urmi wunktun yir Sandstimjehhr muni wdur. 
Firrt the bufaloes said this Sanduuq'ee's rcm ia. 

Wdrg indnlathr, imma bane putti ? Awittdn 
T k y  said, you holo understand? T k r e  said 

Maiga rundidian mungi muttdr. Bahnr mungi muttur 
I n  our bwe two dayr staid. How did he remain ? 

Awittdn uiwa sarGnge ask tuttchi maiga pikkll6 nuchi angi 
T k u e  a d  thy & h e r  having taken into ortr bwe to kill threw 

Unni igga hill4 eaihr, to murana sarte nuchiche sitdr 
And there not injured, then cow'a Aouue into threw 

.\wen phche kid athr, Maiga Baban kt ? 
Fron these aaked, How into your Aozqe Baba came ? 

Mhraitbn k6, Maiga rund dian mungi muttur 
The cows said, A t  our houue two days stayed. 

Awen d n g i  ask agral wosi k68nte uucbi sitdn 
These & wives thence hamng taken into well threw, 

Aga hnd6 hille saihr. To agrul tunsi k6jane bewatun 
There indeed not injured, t knce  tak iw  I know not w h e  took. 

Sing-Babsn phcht5 kial athrkt5 a g d  imma behuth ? 
Sing-Baba t h y  questioned that thence you went where ? 

W6r ittur id nowa awan pdche kimpt 
He raid of my mother ask. 

Wdnna a d  pilllian phch6 kia latur 
Dcy mother-tigrew asked 



Imma bugga punnd m8ti ? Ud it 

You where found ? She said 

Mowa surde awe muting6 ask muchiche muttr 
On my road these mk wives threw m a y  ; 

Nunna techi um waun, nowa pil6n notita 
I Raving taken b m g h t ,  my whelps weaning, 

R l  ydn h h t h h  unni hinda htinda bala buttir 
Milk him acekled and here there with p r y  

Nowa chowentin theCBn sube j b k  pdllibna 
My:young fed. All-unckrstood, tigress' 

I(bl ktirtlir unni t h e  penk thaira klthr. 
Feet embraced, and h a  a Cod estabtirM. 

Unni aw6 sar6ngd asknln tiden pdllibn sitlrg. 
And t k s e  siz wive8 to thiu llgr.ess gave. 

Udneti tAl Sing-Bah  puttAl attir 
TAot duy Sing-Bda iUusttiolu became 

Unni pullibl nGd6 penk thairi mat 
And !Egress indeed aa a God es tabhkd  became. 

Sandsumjee B a h  id saka tiud 
Of S A r r j e e  Baba thi mag iu, 

Bhim b6ns-Bhirri-ta saka bud. 
Of Bhiny  bamboojungle Bhim' tAe aong is. 
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Journal of a Steam Trip to t k  North of Baghdad, in Aptr'l, 1836, 
with note8 on the aarkwu object8 of intereat met mith. By Lieut. 
JONES, I. N. (Fonoded by P. MELVILL, E8q. O@ciuting Under - 
Seeretavy to the Goaerorment of India.) 

Three years having elapsed since our former ascent of the Tigris 
above Baghdad, and anticipating from the early rise of the water a 
more favorable season md better success than we experienced before, 
arrangements were made accordingly for ascending the river early in 
March, but the presence of the vessel beiulg again required at Basra, 
our departure was delayed until the 2d April, when the river hnd be- 
come considerably more rapid from the high rise having already set in. 
We however leR Baghdad on the above day, with one month's provi- 
sion, 12 tons of coal, and 9 tons of fire-wood fuel. Draught of water 
with the above stores on board, 3 feet 10 inches, aft, and 3 feet 5 inches 
f m r d  ; weighed from our moorings at 9-55 A. M., with two bosh in 
tow, nnd pwing through the Bridge of Boats, reached Triunba and 
&themein, the former at 30-35, the latter at 10-55. 

The banks of the river at this time present a beautiful appearance, 
the gardens exhibiting a diversity of trees of variously tinted foliage, 
and a delightfhl fragrance pervades the air from the now opening orange 
Llossoms. The day is cool and pleasant, but a moderate north wind, 
though very refreshing, somewllat retards our progress. The river too 

is rising. At 1-45 arrivedat Sheri at el Beitha on the right b~nk-2-33 
No. 1V. NEW SERIES. 2 s 
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Tel Goosh,* a mound on the right bat~k, bore west. The county to 
the north of Tel Goosh between Khkn Suweidiy&and the river, is known 
by the same name as the Khhn, but the Khan is also sometimes termed 
Tarimyeh, from a lake situate in an old bed of the Tigris d e d  Shltaitha. 
This is now dry and is reported to be of the same width as the present 

river. 5 P. M. Kh6n Suweidiyah bore west, and Jedidah E. N: E. 
Many mounds of considerable size are to be seen south of Kh4n 
Suweidiyah, probably the Tel Kheir of Lynch's Map, but I searched 
in veip for the south end of the Sh'taithat (or ns it is misprinted in 
Arrowsmith's copy of Lynch's Map, the Shat Eidlia) which is repre- 

I 

sented to join the present river near this spot. I am informed however , 
that it is lost in the desert near this. Arrived at the Kh6u of Jeddiah 
at 5-3, but finding the stream very rapid near it, proceeded on for 20 
minutes m d  anchored near the old Kh6n of the same name. The 
gardens to the north of Baghdad terminate abruptly about two miles 
above Kathemein on the right bank, but on 6he left, after leaving 
Mkdhem, scattered villages and date groves are seen, as high as Tel 
Goosh ; from whence to Jeddiah the country, at present, is highly 
cultivated with wheat and barley.$ On both banks, mud enclosures 
are met with every two or three hundred yards, iu which the cattle used 
for the purposes of irrigation are kept, and numerous round isolated 
towers affording shelter to the cultivators from marauding parties, attest 
the imbecility of the present Government. The old adage of the aword 
in one hand and the plough in the other is here literally verified. 

Several mounds and lines of canals exist in this neighbourhood. According to 
Baillie Fraser, Mr. Aimworth conceives that he hns discovered in them the site of the 
Sitace of Xenophon. Major Rawlinson however, deems the present suburbs of Baghdad 
on the went side of the Tigris, to stand on a part of the uncient Sitace ; indeed the recent 
d i v e r y  of large masea of brickwork on this spot, bearing the Babylonian cuneiform 
ehamcter, in October last year, when the river was lower than it was ever remembered 
to have been, would seem to identify it ae the site of some very large city. The great 
extent of the ruins, the eize of the bricks, the great depth at wliich they are found (24 
k t  below the surface of the soil) justify, in my opinion. Major Rawlinson's conclueions 
and above a11 the cuneiform c h m t e r e  on each alternate layer of b r ie l ,  point out, 
clearly the pains taken in the construction d the buildings, reoderiug the supposition th.1 
they had been bwuglit originally from Babylon highly improbable. 

t Could this name, although at present an Arabic term signifying the "old river," be 
a mmption of tbe early Arabs, from the name of the Town or dktriet of Sitace ? 

' 

t The land adjoining Jedidah, Iiowekh, MmnGriyeh, Wiyeh  end several other vill.sm. 

although washed by the Tigris, is irrigated by cuts from the Khali  canal. 
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Received a visit this evening h m  the Governor of SbmMBh,who 
haa been summoned to Baghdnd on business, but has obligingly given 
me a letter to his vakeel. 

Strength of the current where we are at anchor was found 24 knota 
per hour, though a few hundred yards lower down it probably amounts 

1 to double this rate. 
April 3d.-Left our auchorage at 5-38 A. M., the river having risen 

d u r i n ~  thr nic l~ t  H incbcs, witit n colt1 northerly wind. Therninrnet~r 
.I:<"; pmsed t l ~ c  villaqa of H o w e i ~ l ~  nnrl hfnnsilriyeb, tile former clt 6- 
40, tllu lntter nt H-l .i, when it hore east on tlrc r i ~ h t  bank ~11~1 w ~ t  of 
5Tnnshrirrlt ; the T a r m i p h  nncirnt cnrrnl lrares t1lc Ti&, and mnther 
lnrge cnnnl benring the snmc nnme, and snirl to be o f  more a l d e n t  (late, 

i s  seen nhortt one nnd R h a l f  milcs below. This hns now hren long dry, 
but the n o r t l ~ ~ r r l  csnal, {luring tlre hig11 stnte of the river, still rrccircs n 
prtion of the Tiqri5 nnd is lost in tlls mnrshrrr wrat of Knthemein. Its 

rlirpct ion by comlrnsr W R ~  olnenecl to he 2 1 1'. The river ucnr 3tnnsfiriy~11 
i s  r r v  hrclnd. 11r1t I)mken hp is lnnd~. A khiynt* or mll is 5 i t t l n t r  a 

4 
little to the north of the 1Tpprr Tnrrniyrh, hnrin: nn olcl K11hn in r l l i n s  

close to  it. 9-1 1 passed S a ~ l i p ~ I ~  villnye ~ n d  grorc o f  dnte trrm ; tlw 

cnlrnfrp c v q  mile I~rcoming mnrc rlrrnted, nnd tlir r n l l e y  of ?lie Tiqrir 
1)eginnirtg to nssumr R distinct form. Rcwhcd tlie r i l l n ~ f  o f  S i t ~ t l i y n l l  nt 

10-3.7 and wrciv~rl 12 11o11rs' ftrrl. I<rmnined llerc uutil   lo or^ to oh- 
tnin ohscmntinns, whir!! plncc tlie village io Lnt. 33' 50". Tllr 

ml~olc of the p r d m s  nnrl rlnte tpnvcg, from Jeddinh to this plnce nre 
i rr i~ntml  I)? the li ,nl, nhich nnd the Drjc~il, nrr the only canal* 

o f  i~npnrtnncc t l ~  ~rhnlic can IIOW bnnst of. d sntl ~rictrtrr. for 

rnnnv ril11 

. .mi* is t rpmmtt,,  *, .--,,.,,line thehr l r~ l i  pidtl '1 Yirllrrld, nr 3 l d l n n  Wn11, In mrr. 

+tti~ction. It i q  r i , ~ t ~ . ~ l  t . \\'.111~ction nnd tn 111. lnir i n  thc nturlrr* rtcur A i r -  

li~~f. 8 llrrnk 11 vcbw p I rlra irrfr)rmnlion nbt~~inrd, t l ~ n t  mlny r*li* of 1110 sarnr 

i r l~wr ip t i t~n  rr* thut " p I." trrrnrql " lh r  3lr4rnr1" wrll lm Ibun<l to c.x~,l ill IIII* 

nnrt o f  the covntrv. 'I Irc tprm I\IIITII~ or " linw" i s  Irr-rc nnivmnllvemployc~l for" rnm- 

l l y  from t l la  rlopled in rckn.nrc to rannli. 

tml n1m1 nor ~t.rrforc the most ~rnporlnt~t. 

Iivkln whmrr, rot1;.11 tllc I lnrnnn mnprs. 1( 

,,.,,..,,, , ,,. ., . . ,..,,,. . ..,.., , ...-. nntv nnrtlr nt rnrl ntsnrlv llnmllrl lo 1111. rrver 111) 11ln . 
rtlvl art i t*  I,ntt&~ nnll nr nrc wntenql 11). 11 

.r(s, which rn,ra,tvt* ttq * 'r n v.vrnq wrn1e.r 

(I 98 I 4 v ?  rn r r r ~ n t r r ~ r  1 vr11, l Inn41r tv  11, 
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contemplation is afforded by the remains of so many noble works of the 
m e  order lying scattered around neglected and abandoned ; showing 
at a glance without the aid of history, the once flourishiig state of this 
Clarlsical province. 

Left Sindiyah at 12-10 P. M. and at 1-35 observed it to bear 137". 
At this spot the high cliffs fonning the valley of the Tigris abut on 
the left bank of the stream, and the large canal Nahrwh is seen above 
them about half a mile distant, bending to the S. eastward. From this 
point the river rnns in a more westerly direction, and at 3-10 passed 
some high cliffs (assumed at 50 feet) on the summit of which a part of 
the lJahnv6n is observed to have been cut away by the force of t h  
current e n c r o d b g  on and undermining the soil on which it stands. 
The clifis fonning the right bank of the river are distant from this spot 
about five miles. A long alluvial Hawi* projecta from them to within 
100 yards of the left baal. This space only is now occupied by the river. 
The tomb of Imam S y d  Mahomed bears from this point 262". This 
also M the e n d  direction of the river to the mouth of the river Ath&m. 
The N a h d n  is also kncm here by the name of El Dojin. 3-35 a~ 
chored off a rmall branch of the Atheim to obtain obserpqtiona.t The 
W- btanch is larger, and is two miles distant from this. I t  now 
*pears a midemble stream, but when I passed it in March 1843, it 

Alluvium deposits in the vdley of the Tigris are thus styled. 
t The western or lorgar month of tbe river Atheim is 7' 9" neat of Bagbdd by these 

obnematioo.. Its mu- u e  in the Seghimeb rrnm of K d i  mountains l%e K i  
K d u k , t h e  aweam at'Cb6 and the SaMrud unite their waters in about Lnt. 3d0 

4(Y north, and in the meridinn of Baghdad from whence, under the name of the Atheim 
it puraues a course a little to the wetward of south, through the Hamria mnge, and final- 
ly falls into the Tigris in Let. 540 W 80". Where the Atheim b d  through the Hunria, 
the remains of a stmng I' S i d "  ex&, of great antiquity. '1'hia *' Sidd" formerly blockad 
np tbe a u r a l  c o n m  of the &wm, diverting it mto two ancient anals, named the 
Nahr B.tt to the north, md the Nahr Rnthkn to the soath. Them canals irrignte the 
ermntq between the Hammol md the NahraLn, and contribute rns(eriidly to swell 
the mtm of the latter. 

There an be little doubt, but that the Atheim ie the P h y m s  of Xenophon, but the 
poaition of ib junction with the T i  in the dun of the learned Greek, must be nought 
far, I think to the h e t h  of its premnt confloeoce. A line carried nouth little w-rly 
from the prenent delta of the Atheim, to the dry bed of the Sh'taitha, would in d l  pro- 
b n W y  ngt on1 y murk the die of i e  f o m r  aonflnence with the Tigrie, but might paw 
over, or oeu to m e  exteRsive ruiw, in which might be lraeed eamc fentares that 
would identify then1 with tip lost Opio. 
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deserved little notice, but the heavy rains experienced this winter 
throughout the Pachalic, have increased its importance. After pasait~g 
the Atheim, the river becomes more tortuous, a long reach extending 
to the S. W. leads you to an opening of considerable extent, which I 
am told is the mouth of the Sh'taitha, and supposed to be thc old bed 
of the Tigris (see note of April 2nd). We pnssed it at 6-15 and stood 
towards Khh Tholiyah, in a northerly direction. Anchored for the 
night at 6-32 near two islands which here b i i  the stream. 

The alluvial soil now gives place to banks of pebbles and shiile,  
occasionally mixed with conglommte masses, but the high cliEs still 
exhibit alluvium, mixed with many strata of sand, and in m e  places 
red clay. A salt stratum is observed near the present margin of the 
skesm, in which sprigs of the Tamariak flourish, but the rest is bare 
and much eroded, not ouly by the Tigris, but fkom the numerous tor- 
rents that find their way from the high lands contiguons to the Hamreen 

range. The Hawis, or alluvial deposits, formed in the valley of the 
T i i s ,  are now in a high state of cnltivntion. Obtaioad observations 
both for longitude and latitude, the latter deduced h m  the M. A. o P  
Adares was fonnd to be 34" 00' 19" N. 

Sunrise, April 4th, from the masthead observed the true bearing of 
Khh Tholiyeh to be N. 00" 45' W. At the same time the following 
angles right and left of it were taken by sextant ; angle right, high peak 
of Daltihee on the great Lagros rnnge 14" 25# ; angles left of the Khb,  
Minaret in the village of Beled on the Dejcil87" 32' ; Malwujeh, or 
spiral tower above Samarrah 53' 16' ; Tomb of the Imams in Sarnarrah 
55" 54'; Khan M m k j i  63" 21'; Imam Syed Mahomed subtended an 
angle of 43" 3 4 ~  left of Beled, and the Minaret of Sumeichah village 52" 9'  
left ofSyed Mahomed. From this station,? the mouth of the old bed of 

* Both Dr. Rms and C a p t  Lynch place the northern mouth of the old bed of the 
Tigris about 20 milea furtber to the west ; but I am ~ssu red  f k m  very good authority, 
tlut its m e  position is where I assigned it. There may however have been a branch 
further to the westward. mod it is hazardous to differ with two ouch observant travellern 

those I have quoted, but B e  nature of the mil chnnging from had snndrtone to allu- 
vium in Ibi vicinity, it is natural to infer that a deep and rapid atream like the T i  
would aelect the first yielding soil it met with for m bed to convey its pent up waters to 
the ~ e &  

t Obnerrahos  (for longitude) of o Ononis, place lhis station 11' 16" west of Baghdad, 
and an KhLu Tboliyeh bore nonh, it plro liewon the mme meridian. 
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the Tigris or El Sh'taitha bears S. S. E. one and half miles distant, which 
would make the bottom of the reach south of K h h  Tholiyeh, in latitude 
33" 59' nearly, consequently if my latitude be correct (which I have no 
reason to doubt) the delineation of this part of the river in Lynch's 
Map is scarcely carried far enough south. I t  is di5cult however to 
speak with certainty, as the map in my possession is on a very small 
sale, deduced by Arrowsmith from Lynch's original of 12 inches to a 
degree. Capt. Lynch's fixed statious are however very accurately 
determined. During the night the river rose 8 inches, occasioning 
the banks to fall in with loud reports. Thermometer 420 at day- 
break. 

Left our anchorage at 6-9 A. at. and crossed over to the IIawi oo 
the lefk bank and received some fuel ; completed at 9-15 and pnrsued 
a northerly course towards K h h  Tholiyeh.' I may here menti011 a 
trait of Arab rapacity and geueral character. Some of the Jebour had 
been assisting un in carrying our fuel, and I presented them with some 
b.ll eutridge in return ; scarcely however had they reached the party to 
whom they wen to have been presented, when one and all  made a gene- 
ral scramble.-The permn to whom I entrusted them finding it now 
i m m l e  to dintinpiah those who had enrned the cartridges, threw 
them down, and such a scene ensued as could only be told by any 
unfortonate traveller who might fall into such hands, as asauredl~ his 
gannenta or any other property he might possess would be thus con- 
tended for ; swords were drawn, and sticks of no ordieuy dimensions 
whistled through the air, and when we left, the excitement appeared as if 
it would last the entire day. 

The stream is now becoming more rapid from the increwd declivity of 
its rhingly bed ; as we approached the neighbowhood of Kh6n Tholiyeb, 
our progress therefore was proportionably slow. At 9-50 the KMn bore 
N. E. one and half miles. From this the river pursues a westerly direction 
to Khau Marrakji, and from thence to El Ghaim,? a little more northerly. 
At noon, Beled on the Dejil bore 182', Tholiyeh Khh 89'. At lh. a 
tomb in the body of N-, called Imam Syed H e ,  bore north 
m e  nod half miles distant. A small branch of the Nahrwb is .Ira dled 

A anvanammi on h e  md to S a m u d  from Baghdad. 
t Properly El KLim, but ir pronounced m I have written it. 
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here Sib1 el Azeez ;* at the above time Beled bore 16g0, and Tholiyeh 
99". Khan Mazrakji, a place of accommodation for pilgrims on the road 
to Samarrah north, and at 4 P. M.-N. E. This is the nearest point to 
the Khali Sid'l Nimrud or Median Wall. I visited it in 1843 br~t it is 
so well fixed and described, both by Capt. Lynch md Dr. Ross in the 
Journab of the Royal 0cographical Society, that I need not further 
allude to it. 5-45 came to an anchor for the night in exactly the same 
spot as we spent the night on three years ago. I was not sorry when 
the declining rays of the sun obliged us to stop, for I felt much fatigued, 
having bean on my legs the whole day ; indeed nothing but the greatest 
perseverance and attention to the steerage of a steam vessel through 
such intricnte navigation as we have had to-day, could ensure ber 
making any progress. From Khan Tholiyeh, the bottom has changed 
to a hard shingle, over which the current runs, by trial, at the rate of 
6+ geographical miles per how. The bed of t h a  river is full of 
unmerous ishnds and shingle flats, and as there is in this season of the 
year, but one channel of sufficient depth which receives the whole stream, 
it oocasions, where it is thus confined, a considerable fall or rapid, some 
of which, notxithstanding, a heavy S. E. wind set in, enabling us to 
make sail, we could scarcely surmount. The engines indeed appear to 
be ptdized, when on the summit of a rapid, as the revolutions decrease 
fmm 29 to 23. This I can only account for by the weight of the 
veseel in her went, acting against the momktum of the paddles ; in 
fact the small diameter of the wheels is not calculated to iift, an well as 
to propel, the vessel up nn inclined plme. 

The country passed through to-day has been beautiful in the extreme. 
The undulating hills forming the valley of the Tigris are now clothed in 
their spring garments, waving gmss intermingled with flowen of every 
hue, forms a rich landscape, which the eye is unaccustomed to meet in 
the alluvial plains below. Perpendicular cliffs, composed of masses of 
conglomerate, laid bare by the abrasion of the stream, seeming to 
threaten the destruction of the vessel should they fall, are happily 
contrasted with their carpeted snmmita. The Hawis of alluvium pro- 
jecting from the various points of the valley of the Tigris are highly 

* 'I'b is the south branch or feeder of Lhe Nshnvftn. It is now much broken by the 
encroochmenta of the nver. I beve throughout erroneously termed the bronc11 at El 
(ihsim the south branch. 
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cultivnted, by the Jebour Arabs on the east and Mahjamma 011 the 
west. Obtai~ied the following hearings and angles from the masthead 
when at anchor. True benri~ig of the Maluryeh nenr Samarrah 328". 
El Ghaini,* nt the head of the south branch of the N a h d n  19" lefi 
of the Maluryeh. Tombs of the Imams at Samarrah 3" 20' left. Khan 
Mnzrakji right 1 10" 40'. S. W. angle of the old fort of QBdhiyeh left 
15" 33'. Shortly nRer sunset the south wind fell and heavy rain fol- 

lowed with thunder and lightning, but before morning the sky again 
became clear. 

At sunrise, on the 5th resumed our route, contending against a heavy 
stream of 6 knots an hour, and occasional slight rapids in the narrow 
channels. Renched our fuel at Q4d6siyeh at 7h. 48m. 

While tnking in wood I visited the remains of the old fortress and 
city of QBdBsiyeh,t situate about one mile from the river. I never had 
so agreeable a walk. The country is literally covered with wild grass 
of every description ill full blossom. Flowers of every tint and hue 
were crushed beneath our footsteps, and the very air was impregnated 
with their odour. I t  is of an octagonal form, with round towers at  each 
angle, between which 16 buttresses or bastions arc placed, 37% paces 
distant from each other. A gap exists in the centre of either side, 
which no doubt, held the gates of the fortress, but all tracea of them 
are now gone. The wnll by measurement was originally 50 feet in 
thickness, and is at preseut about 25 feet high. Its interior face must 

hare comprised an entire range of vnillted chambers, one of which is 
still entire and affords a good specimen of the whole structure. I t  is 
built of sun-dried clay bricks 18 inches square and 5 thick. No build- 
ings, at present, exist withii its area, but on minute examination, at 
one-third the distance across the interior from its western side, I 
discovered the traces of a wall, which extended from the southern 
ramparts, in a line due north, for 1210 paces. This line of wall at 

See note page 305. l'hii I have erroneously termed the wuth branch instead of the 
one referred to io page 305. t A rough plan nccompanies these notea 

t Fraser in his Meeopotamia and Assyria, deyoribes the distance as 10 to 12 pnls. 
tlow he llas fallen into this error 1 am at a loas to eooeeive. If l i i  dintaoce were w m t  
the circumlercncc of the \valls of t l i i  large furt wonld be, in mund numbem, but 1400 
yenb, al~creas from actual measurement by yaciog, 1 made its diameter alone 1500 
yards, ils circut~~fcrence tl~erefore as a regular oclspon would amount to nearly 4!j(M 
yonls, o r ~ b o v c  two rind half Enylwh miles. 
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the distances along it of TOO and 790 paces, and at its termination, 
had other walls connected with and extending from it, at right angles, 
or due east, for 450 paces, where they break off abruptly, for I could 
trace them no further. A perfect oblong enclosure of 250 paces long 
from north to south and 100 broad, occupied tlle space between the 
llorthern parallels. A high mud rampart appear8 to have surrounded 
the town, leaving a space between it and the outer defences of 70 feet 
wide. The great canal of the Nah- is seen stretching far to the 
eastward and passiq within 200 yards of the northeast angles of the 
fort. A mlal or cut from the Nahrwh, about one mile north-west 
of the city, watered the country between it and tlle Tigris and rau 

along the west face of the fortification, throwing out a branch in a 
S. 9. E. direction at a short distance below its junction with the 
NahrwBn. This offshoot entered the fort at its N. W. angle and ran 
in a S. S. E. direction to the angle of the city w d ,  where it bifurcated, 
one branch passing along the north face of the city, whiie the other, 
running parallel with the western wall for 640 paces, suddenly turned 
to the east through an opening in it. After supplping tlle town, 1 
presume, both this and the northern branch must have been employed 
in irrigation. I t  is probable indeed, that the whole space between the 
walls of the city and the outer defellces contained gardens, for no 
mounds of any size or extent are to be met with which could lead us 
to conclude that buildings of any importance existed there. 

From the S. W. angle of QjWsiyeh* observed the following bear- 
ings. Malwlijeh Tower 3289 KhLn Biazrakji 979 Ghaim Tower 30i0,  
Istabolat ruins and mouth of the Dijeil canal 267O. There be no 
doubt, I imngine, thnt this city was one of importance during the %our- 
ishing period of the NahrwBn, and probably owes its decline and subse- 
q u a t  abandonment to that vast canal being allowed to fall into decay. 
A small oblong enclosure, termed El Sanam, existed too on the summit 

QhdCsiyeh is Ui' 27" west of Uagl~dad. Mr. Rich, in iris Kurdiitan and Ninevch, 
quoting from Gibbon, imngines this to be thc Asayrian ~ i t y  of Cadesin, but Col. Taylor, 
8 pmfotlnd Arabic mbolar, deems it the rite of an earl J Arab town. Mr. Fraaer in 
dladiig to it in hi Mesopotamia and A m y ~ ,  wrongly terms it a Septagon inatead of 
an Octagon, and h~ uwcountably p l d  it on the west Bide of the TI*, whereas it ir 
on the east bank. I m u m a  him to have confounded lstabolat, which is on the west 
bank, with Qbdkiyeb, though hid descriptioc~ in otl~er respecm oerhnly appertain8 to 
the latter. See his work, p. 159. 

2 T 
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of the cliffs, now washed by the Tigris, but half of it at present remains, 
the river having swept the remainder away-the wdls however on the 
face of the cliffs are plainly distinguishable, Ind unlike &bd&iyeh 
itself, are built of h e  kilndried bricks, but bear no inscription or cha- 
racters. The lower half of a statue (whence its name) of black stone 
similar to those of Egypt, WRS found here some years ago, and is now 
in the possession of Dr. Ross. Lnt. of &an&iyeh by a meridional 
obsenatiou of the sun, 34" 4' 38". 

On the high laud forming the western valley of the Tigris and 
irnmedintely opposite, or due west of QbdtGyeh, the remains of a ueat 
square town of some extent are met with. I t  is called Istabolat. The 
streets and buildings can be traced by a multitude of mounds and 
broken brick walls in well designed order, running parallel to, md at 
right angles from each other. A ruined wall of kiln-dried bricks and 
a ditch surround it. I had not time to visit thia interesting spot, but 
the note here given is from memory, having previously examined it in 
1843. The Dijeil* canal leaves the Tigris close to thia. The northern 
and more ancient mouth is now dried up. This canal pursues a 
9. E. direction and passing the end of the Median Wall, the villages 
of Harbah and Sumeichah, is finally lost near the Tarmiyeh water. 
The country is now considerably more elevated. 

Having obtained the noon observation, continued our conrae at 12 
horn  15 minutes, @sing the head of the Dijeil and Istnbolat, and 12- 
45 El Ohaim,? a solid quadrangular tower situated at the head of the 
south brauch of the Nahrwh. I t  is certain that this magnilemt 
canal had two large branches from which it received its supply of 
water, and by some it is imagined that a smaller canal, called the Nahr 
HafG, having its mouth at the foot of the Hamrin range, where it is 
severed by the Tipis, might be called a third. The Nahr Haf6 how- 
ever, is much smaller than the other two branches. I t  joins the centre 
one near the Knntara el R.esasa$ from whence this main branch pur- 

The Dijeil and the Kh& tue the only 4 s  of importanoa now exiting in the 
Baghdad P d a l i c .  They exhibit i luneotnbla contrast with the numerous catalogue or 
antiquity. t See nub, p. 306. 

$ Tbia -tic d bu long since fillen to decay. It can dU be LRoed for 300 
miles, md the miw of former cities, met with on ite margin. attea the flwrishiog atate 

of I d  during ia e.klenoe. Vwt s w a m p  and extensive Ues, in dl probability origi- 
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sued a S. E. direction, meeting the branch from El Ghaim which 
flowed in a more easterly direction, a little above the junction of the 
Atheim with the Tigris. From this spot they became one united 
stream, considerably more elevated than the surrounding country, and 
pursuing an uninterrupted course to the 8. eastward over the ccAtheim," 
the Diala and the present bed of the Tigris, it formerly fertilized the 
immense plains of Irak by its many ramifications to the neighbourhood 
of the Persian Gulf, and opening* to the south of El Ghaim, I have sinoe 
heard is a duct of this splendid work. In March 1843, I visited the 
spot marked out as the junction of the two larger branches, where the 
remains of a " aid" or " band," still exist. A town must also hnve 
stood on this site formerly, for the ground was strewed with the remains 
of buildings, glass and pottery.-Opis is represented by some to have 
ompied this position, but I hardly think that opulent city could 
have left no further traces of its exi~tence than the insignificant remains 
to be here met with at present. 
F m  El'Ghaim to Gamarrah the aeceut of the river is very difficult. 

The fdl or inclination of the eurface of the stream is plainly distin- 
guishable to the eye opposite to El Ghaim; a single fall took us 40 
minutes to overcome, and I fear, had we not been assisted with a 
westerly wind which enabled us to make sailJ our further progress 
would have been stopped. 

Reached Samarrah,? April Gth, at 7 A. x. and remained until 9-35 
to arrange about our fuel. I did not however receive any more on 
hoard as the vessel is already much too deep, purposing to llse coal to 
the next station at DGr, when the fuel we have at present on board is 
finished. 

The modem town of h a r t a h ,  situate on the cliffs forming the left 

nnlly c a u d  by its own decline, surround i t  in every direction, converting tbm once lux- 
uriant and highly cultivvted province into hot beds of malnria add fever. 19 dry bed 
ia now used an a high mad by tnvellers and caravans on account of the protection af- 
forded in the mcema of ite mutilated hnlrs, from any of the numerous parties who may 
be out in search of plunder. 

Sidet Aziz. See note, page ,305. 
t I n  the ninth century Sumere or Samarrah h m e  wit11 a slight change of name, 

the myal residence d the Khalifs of the house of Abbas. Gibbon, Vol. 3, p. 225. 
The Roman anny under Jovinn encamped bere after marching and fighting a long 

summer's day .-lbitl. 

2 x 2  
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bank of the Tigris, is now encircled by a strong wall bnilt at the e x p e w  
of the influential ShiBh population of Indin. When I visited it in 1843 
this wall was juat begun. The town was before open and suiTered much 
from the demands of the Bedoins. They used to encamp outside and 
threaten to pillage the plnce if their demands were not complied with. 
It however is now secure and free from such ~ s i t s .  But a great over- 
sight has been committed in not extending the walls to the margin of 
tlw cliffs overlooking the rirer, for the Bedoins could at nny time destroy 
the aqueduct which conveys the water to the town, nnd thus by cutting 
off the supply of this necessary article, compel the inhabitants to come 
to terms. I t  is however on the whole a miserable town and owes its 
importance chiefly to two handsome tombs;* surmounted by cupolas, 
the larger being that erected over the remains of Imam Hussain Askari. 
I t  has recently been repaired, and, I believe, was formerly covered with 
gold similar to the cupolas of Kathemein, Kerbella and NejG, but is 
now perfectly white, the present funds not being sufficient to give it its 
former splendour. The smaller cupola, or that of Imam Mchdi, is a 
very neat cupola, beautifully enamelled with yellow and white flowers 
on a bluish green ground. Imam Mchdi was the last of the Imams 
revered by the S h i s ,  and is said to haye disappeared from the earth 
at this spot. A large hole over which this edifice is erected points out 
the locality, and from which it is believed he will nt some future period 
present himself. I t  is therefore much venerated by Mahomedaus, 
epecially by the ShiBhs. Pilgrimst from all parts of Persia resort to 
this place annually. I am informed that 10,000 is the yearly average 
of the number of devotees to this sacred spot, but am inclined to 
believe this amount is even now under-estimated. No tax is here levied 
on the Pilgrims, but the proprietors of the K h h s  and houses in which 
they reside, pay to Government 2 Riego Piastres for each individual. 
The modern town comprises about 250 houses, with a Sunni population 
slightly under 1000, who possess among them barely 100 stand of arms. 

See &etch accompanying theae notes. 
t Since the occupation of the holy citiee of Kerbella and Nejof, by the Turks in 1843, 

the influx of pilgrims into the Baghdad Pachalic hlu much b r e d .  The security 
PB;orded at present by the mild government and tolention of Nejib Pasha, will however 
loon restore the confidence of the Persian devotees. and moreover materially add to the 
annual revenue of the province, which diminiahed cowidembly utter h e  supposed ill- 
timed policy of the Pasha. 
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The town is farmed by Government this year to the present Zdbit Seid 
Ifussitin, for 280,000 Riego Piastres, or n sum nearly equalling to &660 
sterling. 

To the north of the modem town, about half R mile, a cllrious spiral 
tower is situated. I t  is called the Malwipeh.* Ascertained its height 
to be 163 feet, ns near as possible. From its summit a fine view of the 
extent of ancient Samarrah is obtained. Heaps of bricks, glass, pottery 
and scoriee are strewed in every direction, and the alignments of many 
edifices are plainly distinguishable from this commanding position.+ 
The former town is said to have been watered by a tunnel cut under 
ground, having its mouth in the neighbourhood of the Hamrin. Traces 
of this tunnel are still to be seen in  the remains of wells, (named Kan- 
nata or Kharees) descendiug into it. Both the Malwiyeh and the 
remains of an oblong building (the Jamu>ali or Medressah) close to it, 
are built of fine brick, with R neatness not to be equalled in the present 
day. The Medressah is about 810 feet in length and 490 broad, hav- 
ing 12 buttresses between the corner bastions on its N. W. and S. E. 
faces, and 10 on its N. E. and S. W. side. The great entrance faces the 
IIebla and shows at once its hlahomedan origin ; a fouutain appears to 
have existed in tlle centre of its area. The walls at present are about 
30 feet high, and on tlie S. W. side the remains of Gothic windows are 
discernible. To the N. N. W. of the Mnlwiyeh, about two and half miles 
distant, are the remnins of the Iil~nlifa or Palace of Motassem, the 8th 
Khaliph of the Abbasides.$ The entrance is now all that is left standing. 
The ruins around occupy a large space and have vaulted chambers beneath 
them ; many an idle tradition is attached to these subterranean apart- 
ments by the Aral~s, and moreover " Beckford's Vathek" owes its origin 
to this locality. During our visit to it in 1543, we descended into the 

See sketch of thii town and the modern Samarrah, with a bid'a eye view of the sur- 
rounding ruins. 

t A spiral road on the outs~de of the tower conducts to its sumniit. Fraser, in his 
deecription of thii tower, states the existence of a stairrase in the interior of the building. 
I think however be is in error, as I deem it, fmnr close scrutiny, a solid ma* of brick- 
work. Large holes, similar to those observed a t  the Bin, Nimrud and the Nujelibe, perfo- 
rste the pile a t  right angels, but for what purpose unleas for vrt~tilation I am ignoreilt. 
All  the Babylonian ruins indeed, are thus pierced through. and the architect of the 
Khalifs in ths pecullrrity, appenw lo have ropietl the more ancient mo~lcls. 

t H e  ql i tkd Baghdad on acrount of ~ I IP  re l~l l ious  disprmit~on of its inlsbi~aot*. 
Xote in Rich, Vol. 2, p. !251. 
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vaults by means of a rope and block much to the dismay of the 
frightened natives, who would not trust themselves near the spot, but 
awaited the termination of our enterprize with a superstitious dread. 
They firmly believe that a Lion has chosen this place to hold his court 
in, and when we again made our appearance on " terra firma" scsthless, 
they thanked God for our deliverance. The vaults are of some extent, 
and are cut out of the limestone rock, but have brick mfa. A few 
scraps of old and much rusted iron and a fathom or two of decayed 
rope rewarded om labours. 

The site of the ancient Samarrah was undoubtedly well chosen. The 
broad and rapid Tigris bounded it to the west, the main branch of the 
Nnhrwan extending from the Kantaratel R e d 4  to the river ccAtheim," 
on the north ; and the south branch of the Nahrwh extending from 
El Ghaim in an easterly direction to its junction with the north branch, 
on the south ; thus enclosing a triangle of rich land, whose longest side 
was 35 English miles and the remaining two 20 miles in length. Many 
towns occupied its area, and the numerous can&, offshoots fmm the 
great Nahrwin, crossing it in a diversity of lines, attest its former ferti- 
lity. At this time not a blade of grass or a single tree breaks the mono- 
tony of the extensive view from the top of the Malwiyeh. A death-like 
silence prevails around the fallen city, interrupted only by the howling of 
a jackal, who has just issued from some of its deserted vaults. 

W. by N. of the Khalifa and on the undulating mounds forming the 
right boundary of the valley of the Tigris, another ruin, apparently of 
the same order and date is seen. The buttresses which are met with 
at regular intervals along the wall, are partly standing, giving to the 
whole ruin, when viewed at a distance, from whatever quarter, the 
resemblance of a group of pillars. These buttresses are circular or 
square pedestals, and are nently built of fine brick work. I t  is called 
6 g  Ashik, or the Lover." Some high mounds about half way between 
the Khalifa and Ashik, or near the latter, in the valley of the river, 
mark the site, I think, of some very old ruin (probably Babylonian) of 
much earlier date than thnt above mentioned. The Arabs however 
d l  them " Mbhuk, or the Beloved," and a bridge over the Tigris is 
said formerly to have connected them with Ashik, notwithstnuding 
which, tradition assigns to this place a tale, similar to the well known 
but doubtful feat of the Leander of Uellespontir notoriety. 
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At 9-55 A. M. April 6th, left Samarrah, and had hardly proceeded an 
hour before we grounded on a shingle flat. From Samarmh to this 

place we had been struggling hard against the violence of the stream 
and had nearly surmounted a fall of water over a shoal spot when tile 
engines losing their power, the vessel's keel touched the ground md in 
an instant she was thrown on the bank, with her port broadside expos- 

compelled to encamp for the performance ofthe ioviolable rites of the " f u n u ~  publicum" 
over the corpse of the departed Julinn. This may reasonably, I think, be inferred ; for 
any delay, otherwise than on an occasion like the present, would not have been resorted 
to in the d i t d  position the army then occupied, and moreover, at such times, we are 
informed a total c d o n  from business was enjoined (called Justitium) which wlls wu- 
JIy ordrined by public appointment. The soldiers were then freed from their military 
duties even, (Taciturn. I. 16--82 ; I,. W. I?(. 7) and in this case no doubt enpyed a 
repose they had long b&n strangers to. 

I t  may be said that the act of  embalmiog the body on the night of his death implied 
its removal into the Roman territories; but it can hardly be supposed that snch an idea 
was ever contemplated by a famished anny surrounded and harased by barbarians at 
every mile, and amid such distreee as Gibbon states, slrortened the moments of grief and 
deliberation, even did the fiarce heats permit such a proceeding. 

The cilbumstantial detail however, of the funeral obsequies of Julian, which took place 
a h a &  at  Tarsns, as related by Gibbon, if literally true will, I confess, invalidate all 
that I have advanced, for he W e t l y  states in Vol. 111. p. 236, that the c m p ~  of Julian 
wan -ported from Nbibiis to Tarsus in a slow march of fifteen days ; but again in the 
next page, in speaking of the sophist of Antioch, he esteems hi genernl zeal for the cold 
and neglected "arhu" of hie friend, Lhis in mme measure leading us to conclude that the 
body wan previously burnt Whether this was the caw or whether the heart alone suf- 
ficed for Jovian to batow the Illst honoum tu the manes of the deceased sovereign, wiU 
for ever perhapa, be attended with some doubt ;but we cannot s t  the same time, reconcile 
Gibbon's dmription of the great distreas of die army, Lbeir famished and wearied wndi- 
don, the factions existing amongat them, the anxiety of euch individual to secure his pre- 
sent safety at the passage of tile Tigris (where the loss of the army is stuted 88 equalling 
the a m a g e  of a day of battle), the subsequent sufferings both from hunger and thirst on 
theu d n w y  march throngh the wildec~ew of Nwpotamia, when the beaste of bnrtben 
were rhughtered and devoured and the wma and baggnge of  he soldiery atrewed the 
d m  for want of strength to carry them, with tlre statement that his cutpw reached the 
frontier town of h'ieibii ; indeed, t11c elow marc11 of fifteen days which were occupied in 
tmqor t ing  the remains of Julian from Niuibis to Tanus will not, I think, coincide with 
the geogmphical diitance between the two places of 403 Roman, 366 English, or nearly 
'25 milea daily march, ond that too, through the hilly country sitnated at the foot of the 
Taum.  
These b p a n o i e a  oertsinly affurd grounds fur suspecting the general wuskftency of 

the historian, even did not the stern fact, which I have previously advanced of the a h c a t  
impossible h w t i o n  of carrying l e  c o w  for suoh a distance over the doxvsely heated 
and s u l w  p1Pin.s of Mewpotamin, negative such a procedure. 
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cd to a abeam running nearly seven geographical miles per hour. I have 
been many times aground both on the upper Euphrates and on this 
river, but a worse position than this I scarcely ever occupied. The 
rhore was 290 yards distant, and the dropping of anchors in the stream, 
from long experience, was known to be useless, as from the hard nature 
of the bottom they came home with the slightest strain. After s k  hours 

L 

hard labour we succeeded in getting an anchor buried on shore, and a 
I think therefoni we may fairly infer that, either the body of the apostate J ~ l i . ~ ,  or 

the funeral pyre in which it was consumed, formed the " Nucleus" orthis antiqualed pile, 
and that either hi heart, or his ashes conveyed in an urn. teerived the "last honoun of 
Jovian and the mournful lamentations and clamorous insults of the hoatile factions" on the 
journey to Tarsus. The stately tomb erected to commemonrte his virtu-, on the banksot 
the Cydnns, hus long ere chis peaeed away ; but the imperhble  monumentof earth r a i d  
by a devoted army over the remains of u beloved general, on the margin of the Tigris, 
will endure for alps yet to come. 

For an interesting dewription of Yet Alij or Wdijah, consult Dr. Ross's p w r  on a 
journey to Apia in the Journal of Roy. Geo. Society, part 11. vol. XI. act IX. p. 121. 

He deseribea it .s about 100 feet high. but I consider it at least 150. Its preaent singular 
appearance may be occounkd for, by subsequent rulers having fotti6d its summit M a 
place of refuge from rudden at:& during the ever-varying and disturbe-d stagw 
which have swept over the country. 

The Arab tradition in itself, is nol a little curious, end shown that a large body of troop 
were employed in the constmction of the mound. 

In Gibbun's Decline and Fall, \'ol. 3d, p. 325, we find in a note that M. D'Anville b.r 
demonstrstdthe precise position of Sumero, Carche and Dura I have not M. D'Anville'r 

by me, uor am 1 acquainted with the situation he assigns to Curche. From my own 

o&rvations however, I am inclined to identify thii spot with the position the Hor~~an, 
army encamped in,under Jovkn, the night previous to ib reacl~ing Dur. The'' lofty dikes 
of the river" can k no other than the high a m h k m e u b  of the -tie Mahmun, .nd 
by " the hills from which the archers of P e n h  insulted and annoyed the w e v y  legion* 
rie)" I presume it meant the high conglomerate c l i i  which hem bound the east vdley 

l 9 ,  l'igtia These are divemiGed into a multirude of heape c n l ~ l d  by torrents fmm 

the highlands forming deep rrvines (" sequestered vdlep" of Gibbon) on their passags 
to the 'I'igris ; unlm it b as I have pmieed, it is certain that no otber" Hills" exiat with- 

1 in 35 milm of this vicinity. l'ha eye wandera over u raat and magnificmt plain, reline 
ed only by the twin monumente of antiquity known M the Zellal Benat and Alij, which 
in all probability, were not only erected by the &itreseed legiomriesover the uhes of t l i r  
late Emperor and w m d e s ,  but mn~rin to thii &y a 4 memorial of the aufferinga they 
a n d u d .  

The geographical diuanoes of a o h  day's marc11 will be found to correspond with the 
movemenla of a large army. aud the precim #pot on which Julimn fell must be looked for 
#bout 10 miles to E. N. E. of the a~icient Samarrah. The true bearin9 of the variow 
objects of idcrest in thii neighboorhood will be found in another part of this Journal. 
t.Lm frum the mmmit of the Maluryeh, on the dtc d thr ancient town. 

2 u 
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ehrrin of 150 fathom attached to it, brought oft across the h v y  stream 
to the vewel. We now thought the hearing off certain, and were con- 
gratulating ourselves on our snceese, when the chain snapped in two and 
the vessel swung round with a heavy crash, as if her bottom was stove 
in, her head dorm and the starboard broadside now receiving the whole 
weight of the stream. Tried in +sin to connect our chain again during 
a heavy aquall of thunder, lightningand rain, and desiated for the night. 
During the night the stream forced the lee-side of the vessel higher up 
on the bank, while the weather-side heeled over to starboard, into deep 
water, occasioned by the heavy current acting against the vessel, cutting 
or abrading away the bank below us. At daylight the port side of the 
veaael war nearly dry, while the water was within 18 inches of the star- 
board mttlee, and had we remained much longer in this position she 
might have turned over or perhaps filled when the water reached them ; 
at day dawn, however, we were again at work and happily succeeded iu 
connecting the chains. Prom thia time till lh. 20m. P. M. on the 7th 
we had at intervals a heavy strain, by which the vessel righted and 
eventually came off the ground by allowing the stream to catch her on 
the opposite quarter. Employed the remainder of the afternoou, after 
secnring ih a good berth, in picking up our anchora and cables. Had 
we grounded on the lower Tigris a few minutes would hare sufficed to 
have again set us in motion, but on the upper Tigris and Euphrates, it 
ir the labour of hours, if not of days. 

Part of the Shammar Arabs under Nijiris are roaming about this 
put of the country, M are the AP Bu Hamed. Large herds of their 
camels are grazing around and enjoying the rich grass which abounds 
every where at this season. Some of the tribe approached the veml 
when wound, and a Bedoin I have with me was sent to them, to 
offer no moleatation to our crew, while burping the anchore on shore. 
' h o  of the party were present at the affray in which Sdiman Mi= 
lost his life, and in which our friend Timour was severely wounded by a 

spear through his I m p .  They inform us that the pereon who slew 
Suliman M i m  by severing his head from his body at one blow, met his 

*h a few d a ~  ~ f m r d s  from an Ajail Arab, when they attmked a 
caravan. They alm profess to regret the circumstances attending the 
attack on the princes, and 'say they have not knolrm good" since. 
"Their chiefs bare been killed d thejr e b  have died; thdr 
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favorite mares are barren and suffering from disease, and happiness has 
left their homes." Some English iron, I believe belonging to Maws .  
L p h  end Co. of Baghdad, wpa offered to us for sale, for a mere nothing. 
This had been plundered from a caravan a few ulonths previously, and 
a common bottle taken from some of Sulimm Mina's party was tender- 

L ed for the exorbitant price of two Ghazeea.* The former d e r ,  I replied, 
I could not accept, as I toq had iron for sale, and pointed to the 91b. 
shot, which Syed told me caused aome amusement. The latter, I did 
not want and offered them as many as they wished for, which soon 
lowered the price of their commodity. These people appear to be the 
terror of the Jezim from their lawless habita. The Shammar, though 
feared, are much less dmded. 

dpril 8th.-River rose three inches laat night ; weighed at 6h. with 
doudy weather m d  a south wind which, should it freshen, may assist us. 
At 7-17 Ashik bore west three quarters of a mile distant, Cha'afel Kelbt 
some b g h  mounds south of Asbik 201 t. Sammariah 137t. Mahirgeh 129t. 
with the mounds of ~MiishGk nearly in a line with it, Khalifa 112t. The 
dver from this bends more to the N. E. for a short distance along the ,, 

eliffa, forming the east boundary of the valley of the Tigris, thence north 
to Shinas, some modern ruins which extend a considerable.distance to near 
Abri Deli!', a miniature resemblance of the Maluryeh, which we paseed at 
1 lh. a moderate south wind materially assisting onr p r o p s .  At ~ h .  
1 Om. arrived opposite the mounds of Mehjir and the Kantarat el Restis& 
or main branch of the Nahlaan already alluded to. The former is the 
scene of a great action fought by Omar, Pasha of Baghdad, against the 
large tribe of Majainmah (Dr. Rosa's J o d  Boy. Geo. Society, Vol. 
IX.) on the east side of the Tigris, about two miles inland from this, to 
the eastward is the upper " Sidd'' or " band" across the Mahum, 
constructed of large massea of stone, held together by leaden clamp 

{ From this it derives its name Kantarat el Ws8s8, liFrally 8-8 
the bridge of lead," and although not actually a bridge in our accep 

tation of the term, but a dam to confine the water in the low stmoo, 
it might have amwered both purpases, or with more probability, the 
name may be modern and come into use only since the decay of tlre 
canal. 

About 8 shillings. 
t Mounds of the kven  Sleepers and their Dog. 

2 u 2 
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Paesed many encampments of tlie Shammar on the right bank near 
Haweisilat. They extend nearly up to Mosul. These p p l e  are how- 
ever, migrating towards Baghdad, as Suffok, the c l k f  Sheikh, advances 
to the south. The parties of Nejiris and Suffok, are now not on friendly 
terms owing to Nejib, Pasha of Baghdad, having invested the former as 

Sheikh of the tribe, while the latter clnims it as a right. Ahmed d 
Kode (a connection by marriage of Suffok) informed me this morning 
that the ALzirl once possessed the whole of Northern Mesopotm&, 
and that the present Shammar usurped the county in rather an origi- 
nal way, but a way nevertheless adopied even by more c i v i l i d  nations 
than the predatory Arab races. He says " Two Shammar families with 
their tents originally wandered from Nejd, and a&r aome time encamp 
ed with the Abeid. Among the chattels of the new comers a wooden 
bowl of extraordinary dimensions was observed, but it excited no fur- 
ther curiosity until the atrangers invited some of the then holdera of 
the soil to a feast, when the bowl was set before the guests, filled with 
the carcaases of sheep, butter, and the usual ingredients of Arab-fue. 
The dinner was duly dismssed and the Abeid on returning to their 
tents were talking of the munificence of the strangers and the unuanal 
diiensiona of the wonderful bowl. A grey-benrd of the tribe, who 
had not been at the feast, listened in silence for some time, and starting 
up to the dismay of his Kends, demanded that the newly arrived 
rtrangers should be immediately put to death, adding with the air of a 
prophet, that the famous bowl told a story in itself, and that ere long, 
many strange fingers wonld be dipped into it. I t  literally happened 
as the old man had foretold. His voice was overruled in the assembly 
and the strnngers' lives were spared. A few months afterwards, Sham- 
mar after Shammar arrived and feasted from the much dreaded bowl. 
A few years sufficed for the total expulsion of the Abeid, andfrom 
being lords of tbe soil, that once powerful tribe became fellahs and 
slaves to the formidable Shammar." Such was Ahmed's account of the 
origin of the Shammar in Mesopotamia, but nevertheless the Abeid are 
still powerful enough to render themselves obnoxious to the Govern- 
ment. They at present occupy the country opposite Tekrit and, I 
believe, now never cross into Mesopotamia. 

At 3 hours 15 minutes the tomb of Imam Mahomed Dur at Dur* 
Dun WM a fortified lace in the wars of Antiochus .grinat the.reWs of Mdia  and 

Perrir Note in Gibbon krn Polybiw, Vul. 3, page 226. 
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bore east. In shape it is a cone similar to that of the tomb of Zobeidi 
in Baghdad, on a square base. The village is a collection of miserable 
houses on the undulating mounds forming the east margin of the 
valley of the T i s ,  and boasts of a small minaret. Rich appears to iden- 
tify this spot with the "plains of Dnra" of Scripture. The river opposite 

h the village is disposed into numerous channels, much contracted, through 
which it flows at a very rapid pace.* Having with difficulty ascended 
beyond the numerous islands, came to an anchor above the village about 
one mile to receive our fuel which is piled on the bank awaiting us. 

The inhabitants soon collected. Tile Pasha's letter was presented 
and received with every mark of respect. After a short consultation, 
a boisterous fellow was called for, with hands stained with indigo, and 
who followed the calling of a dyer as well as Moollah and teacher to 
the young ideas" of Dur. The letter was handed to him to read 
aloud for the eatisfaction of his auditors, who formed a circle around. 
Diving his right hand into his pocket, which was capacious enough to 
hold any one of his scholars, he produced a pair of barnacles, and fixing 
himself in a commanding position, vociferated forth the contents of the 
missive, at the full pitch of his stentorian voice. When he concluded a 
buz of applanae signified the approbatik of the sssembly, and their 
willingness to act in any way I might require. 

To the east of Dur, about one and half miles, a high tumulus nsmed 
Tel Bellat? or the "girl's mound" is situated. I t  is similar to the Tel 

On the fourth night after the d e a l  of Julhn the army under Jovian encamped at 
thin place, and experienced much difficulty in vain nttempb to crow tbe T i  The 
ignominous treaty between Sapoor and Jorian was h m  concluded. l'he impmgrabb 
fortress of Niibim and the stronghold of Singam, warn q u i d  by the Persian# in 8 

single article and dhgmcdul paoe of ( h i  m' duntion consented to by the 
"obroum domestic," M Gibhon term8 the newly elected emperor. Gibbon, Vol. 3, page 

228. G&difficulty wodd no doubt be met with at the present time in cmdng a large 
m y  at this p d c u l a r  spot. The River ia here more than w d l y  mpid h.om the w t  
declivity of its bed. 

t Thim reambles Tel Alij m appearance. It is about the u m e  height, and evidently of 
equal antiquity ; much ara baa bmn taken in its construction and the remains of aditch 
and c o v d  m y  areaill d i i h l e .  The " tnmulus" ia ao'doubt of Roman o*, 

and copper ooiw bearing Roman characters but too much corded to render them 
de-cyphedle, were found in ita neighbourhood. We know that both the Oreat. and 
Romans erected cwspicuom mounds or piles over the nshea of their celebrated G m d ,  
and it L presumed they would h v e  mwrted to (hi mode of burying their illu&us 
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Alij, and can be seen some distance off from its isolated position on the 

plain. Between it and the village are many lime kilns. Lime ia here 
found in great quantities, and Baghdad is chiefly asupplied from tbia 
place. It is conveyed in rafta down the l'igris.* I remarked that the 

dead in a country where stone M not available for monuments. The cacred n.ture of 
the tomb amon@ the nations of antiquity which preserved these structum inviolate in 

. fonnar ages, hu e q u d y  defeuded tbem from tbe rnthlem band of tbemtpmatk i~~~~ Amba 

Tjxlle Jlo, in- of demolishing adds to a bhlic dtlri nature, mevery Mmtofwindtb.t 
sweeps over the desert, carries with it clouds of dust which sccumulatea on and e n l m  

. the original atructum, rendering it the most durable and imperishable of d l  monumeute. 

If Tel Alij be odmittad as the tomb of the ill-fated Julian, we may conclude thU Tel 

1 
B e ~ t  covers the remaim of the lefjknorieD who fell in the ~peoted attach made by 
Persians, and of the many who loor their lives in the ill-conducted .ttamptl to cross Lhr 
1 - i  I* thi s p r  

The mfrs in u- on the Tiris at the present day have in no wise dtered since the 
days in which Herodotus, the author of the Annlyeb, and the I i is torh of the Empemr 
Joviau, compiled heir works. They are composed of the braache8 of besr aupprtsd on 
the idated &M of sheep. and are crpble  of carrying a lord of from 30 to 40 tow. Tbere 

admimbly adapted for the deecent of the upper Tigris. Posewing but a mall  
dra(t of water, they are enabled to float over the numerous dikes and shdlow spots met 
with in itn coum to Baghdad. F l d n g  with the stream, two or four paddles, according 
to the size of the rafc, are capable of retaining it iu the fair c h n u d ,  and accidents tbera- 
fore very rarely occur. On the nh being nnl.den U Baghdad the timber it is C O Q ~  

of is sold for what it will fetch, and the skins after being dried are conveyed b.ck to e i h  
Tekrit or N d  by land. I n  thiu manner the whole of the immeme blocka compr&g 
the Kh01s~bad marbles Lately excavated from a village of that name in the neigbbourbood 
of M d , b y  Monsieur Batta, the French vice-consul, at the expenas of hi Gwernmtmt, 
were conveyed to Baghdad and there shipped into native boats for Bawa, where the 
national brig Cvmwraut WM in readiness to Mceive and finally convey them to P m n a  

Travelling by raft an matter of eoovenienca, m fu preferable than by the land 
journey f m m  Nosul to Bagbdul. A tolerableizad tent mfficieut to protect o w  from 
llrc m u o  a n  be pitched on Ihi or&d conveyance, and a few books, with the varying 
wrenmy, r i l l  rend to while away the few days, (not e x u d i n g  air and sometimes only 

two) that may be oocupied in the descent of the river. I t  is however not at d times 
a mfe route, for when the Arabs u e  in a bgonlad state, consequent genenlly on 
lome ill-timed mePwrer resorted to by the Government for their coercion, they fail not 
in stopping and plundering any Rfis or that may cbmce to come a i h n  
reach of them ; indeed. I w idomred, that on one ocaabn, a Rriticlb officer h a p p e d  
tu be journeying in thin nrunncr and was Lbus wayhid ; my informant added th.t mt. 
witbnanding the ovw-confi&~it iodividual was armed to the h t h ,  llnd had hinted a 
deterolill~tiun not to be tnken dive, be was stripped of every thing he pop&, even 

to hi n e h  g9rm4llh. I have sinee met some of the party wbo helped to denude the 
u n f W ~ ~ U 8  hve lbr .  It WW bolh l u d i u r  and musing tD wiheee the delight with 

, which they imitated hi piteous supplicatiow to be aUowed to retain only his shoes. 
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inhabitants here generally appear sickly, and sore eyes aeem to afflict 
the greater part of the community. Some of the women were very 

pretty and fair, and evinced no altum at coming near the vessel. 
Having completed wooding by 7h. 45m. April gth, we continued 

our ascent. The river above this is new to us, the vessel not having 
reached beyond Dur when we attempted the ascent in 1843. Indeed, 

This wps however denied, and he was compelled to walk barefooted through the prickly 
camel thorn fmm the encampment back to thc raft. Hin gait and gestures under this 
~ndigaity were inimitably personified by hi ruthlens capture. I have since heard that 
had it not been for the vauntiug dimplay of so many weapom by a single individual, 
h t  he would here met with better trentment, nnd been allowed to retain hi habilhneuta 
h k a d  of baing forced to appear " m purie naturalibus." 

The display and injudicious use of anns iu a ease like this cannot be too strongly repro- 
baed : a single pistol or a &ord is sufficient to intimidate a few petty robbers, but with 
the lawlecstriiea of the deeert, who attack generally in overpowering numbem, the 
exhibition of offensive weapow by a d i t y  of force, serves only to irritate and in likely 
to lead to bloodshed which the Arab in most caws wishes to avoid. Blood however 
being once drawn, the result in easily conceived. The rate of Mwsra Taylor, A~periall 
and &water, is fortunately I believe a eolitary instance recorded of messacre having 
hllowed the rash act of injudicioueb u inq  arms, amongnt Europeans; but such occur- - races are frequently heard of os happening to the natives of the country, and indeed 
the " law of blood" univarsally admitted in the Arab code, in some measure sanctions 
the indircriminate taking of life am an indemnification for the loss of either friends or 
relatives by strife or feud. This law, though powsing  its disadvantages, is morally a 
good w e  mongst the barbarous tribea of Ambiia, for murders would become of more 
f ~ q u e n t  occurrence did not the fear of revenge teud to restrain the animal p- 
A f&dy having whaiin termed " Durn" or " blood" on its hands,n genernlly rhnnned by 
the reat of the tribe, who dread involved in it8 consequence. The same rule 
affects individuals. The penalty however of " blood for blood" can be commuted for 
a sum of money paid by the oirender to tbe lribe of the injnred party, only a part of which 
the. ktter ahpres. I t  is cdlected from the whole tribe to which the culprit below. 
provided he in too poor to pay it himaelf,and the offence is not of a very aggravated 
nature. The " price of blood" varies in different parts, and is moreover not at sll times 
accepted. In the towns, a small sum, according to the degree of the party, suffim, and 
may be reckoned os about f20 to SO. Among the desrrt tribea it is much more, 
amounting in some cuaea to neuly double thew rums, paid pvtly in &a, and partly in 

! cam&, o x a ,  or sheep On aeuling thew a h  a good d d  of form is gone through. 
The heads of the tribe and the r e l a t i o ~  of the parties wncerrwxl ~ssemble at a fixed 
spot, and after payment of the penalty, w i t n m  are called to wear on the Koran to the 
nature of the settlement ; a hole h then dng m the grand,  in which the fend is w l p i d d  
to be bwied. I t  h them filled up .nd a cum pronounced oo tbe head of any party who 
might happen to revive the quarrel. Tbe parties then separate. l'hii contract is not 
however at all times bindidiog ; in a few sea r thirat for rerettgu predominates. and whole 
m i  are then involved by the breach of faith of a aiogle m u  
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had we not h e n  favored with a strong south wind, I fear our present 
attempt would have been attended with the like disappointment. At 
10h. 50m. a small enclosure in the Hawi on the left bank bore enst 

two milee. I t  is called K h h  Jozani, and affords protection to the cul- 
tivators when threatened by plundering parties of the Abeid or 
Shammar. The tomb in Dnr bore at the above time 157". The river 
from Uur, to this is known by the name of the Khan, aud is much cut 
up into islands, rendering the main channel extremely sinuons. Our 
ascent to this has been one continued struggle against a heavy stram, 
and a rapid every half mile, which the vessel barely manages to over- 
come. Progressing steadily against the difficulties, arrived opposite 
Sheri at el Aouja, a landing place formed by a gap in the clifts on the 
west side of the Tigris. From this Dur bore 1490. Caravans here halt 
to water. At the time of our passing, a G h u  or plundering party of 
the Shammar were lying in wait for any opportunity that might present 
itself, of enriching themselves at the expense of others. Long before 
we reached Tekrit, the inhabitanis had turned out and the adults of 
the population even met us several miles below. At four P. M. anchored 
a t  Tekrit, and received a visit from its Governor, Mustafa Effendi, who 
put the resources of the town at our disposal, and rendered us much 
service by placing at our command several Cavasses without which we 
could scmcelp hope to complete the vessel with fuel, the crowd around 
being so great. 

In the evening, I walked to the top of the cliff on which the old 
citadel stood. I t  bears evidence of former strength and, being naturally 
nearly inaccessible, must have been entirely so when fortified. The 
front facing the river is quite perpendicular, and exhibits horizontal 
strata of stiff clay, red earth, fine sand and conglomerate in successive 
layers from the water's edge to its summit ; indeed, this is the general 
formation of the cliffs bounding each side of the valley of the Tigris 
from Samarrah to Tekrit. This isolated cliff is about 130 yards long 
by 70 broad, and in height 86 feet* from the water's edge, but the debris 
of the former buildings scattered over its summit increase it to a huu- 
dred in its highest part. Large massive bastions of lime and pebbles 
faced with solid brickwork, abut around the cliff, between which the 

Rich, in his work, estimates the height at 200 feat ; be is boaever in error, for 1 be- 
slc~wed some rare on ils meaaumment. 
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wall once stood. On the south face between the citadel and the 
modem town, and half way down the cliff, two buttresses of the same 
formation as the bastions, point out the situation of the gate-way. 
The bricks which faced them hare been carried away for other build- 
ings. A deep ditch about 30 yards in breadth, but now filled up with 

I rubbish, conveyed the waters of the Tigris around the base of the 

citadel, thus completely insulating and rendering it impregnable, before 
cannon came into use. South of this on another isolated hill, stands 
the modem town, formerly girt in by a wall which has fallen to decay. 
I t  contains at present about 300 miserable houses and 1000 inhabitants, 
but the space formerly occupied by the ancient town is of great extent. 
Some ruins, called the Kanisah, or Church," are still shown. A few 
years ago, when Suffok, the Shammar Sheikh, invested the town, a 

trench was dug by the inhabitants for defence. From it many curious 
urns of pottery and sepulchral vases were exhumed, one of which, in 
the possession of a Moollah Rajib, spoken of by Dr. Ross in his journal, 
I with difficulty procured from the owner. I t  is surrounded with 
fignres of men and birds, of a curious, but rude execution, and is 

T 

probably Babylonian.* The modem town llas two mosques but nd 
minarets. The streets are kept free from filth, and altogether bear an 
aspect of cleanliuess and order seldom seen iu eastern towns. 

I am told on an emergency 400 matchlocks and guns can be collect- 
ed for the defence of the place, and am inclined to believe this is rather 
under, than above, the true amount. I t  is howerer, certain, that the 
Tekriths have mniutained their position against the Arabs, and eved 
compelled the powerful Sheikh of the Sliammar to relinquish his 
intended assault on the place by the menacing attitude they assumed. 

Mr. Rich, in speaking of this place in the flourishing times of Daood 
Pasha, states that it was then farmed for 22,000 conl. Piastres allnually, 
and that it boasted at that time of 600 houses. I presume this must 
be a mistake, for at present, though its dwellings are but half that 
number, and its population proportionably sniall, from tlre effects of tlle 
plague and other causes, the proprietor or farmer, pays yearly to the 

* It ia now in the possesston of hlajor Rawlineon, C. B., the Pol i t id  Agent in Turkish 
Arabia, and the learned and indefatigable author of a work which is now in the p r e ~  
on the cuneiform inscriptions of the East. To his other and varied accornylishrnenta he 
adda, that of a keen and persevering antiquarian. 

2 x 
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Government of ~ n ~ d n d ' a  sum three tinies as lnrge as that mentioned 
by 3lr. Rich. For 68,000 conl. Piastrcs, or a sum equnl to about 
S600, it is farmed this year. The IIakim or Governor is Mustafa 
Agha, an Agent or Vakeel of the proprietor, who resides in Baghdacl. 
I paid him a visit at his house, if such a wretched dwelling cnn be 
called one. He received me very politely, and taking my seat among 
the elders of the place, various topics were discussed. The Governor 
paid us the utmost attention, and to show his breeding and lulowledge 
of the world before the motly assembly seated around, asked if I 
preferred coffee after the European mode, with milk and sugar or 
" Al'aral." Not to put him to any trouble, I meutioncd the latter, but 
he would not be gainsaid, and after many instnlctions and lessorls on 
the art of making it, his servants produced a tolerable bcveragc. Great 
complaints are made by the Tekritb agaiust the Gover~lmeut, and at the 
present unsettled state of this part of the country. Fear of the 

Shammar on the one side, and the Abeid on the other, have prevented 
the townspeople from extending t l~eir  cultivation to its usual limits, 
and the consequence is, the rich laud laying between Tekrit and the 
Hamrin, is now a perfect waste. The inhabitants are all BIahomedans 
with the exception of one solitary Jew, who is on the staff of tlie 
Governor, and whose life is not to be euvied. To the question of what 
have you in Tekrit ? One barren date tree and an infidel Jew," was 
the reply. 

During the night obtained a meridian altitude of a Scorpii from which 
I deduced the latitude 340 35' 45" N. ; and from the citadel* I obtained 
the following benriugs. True bearing of the tomb at Dur S. 27' 8' 

I have searched in vnin for any ancient notice of Tekrit. Naturally strong and rendered 
in a measure impregnable by artificial works whose remains are still plainly distinguish- 
able, it is not a littie curious that it has es yet, 1 believe, remained unidentified with 
mme of the strongholds of antiquity. Both Rich and Fraser, though frequently men- 
tioning it in connection the geographiccrl description of upper BIwpotamia, fail to 
attach any historical record to this locality. In an old atlaa I observe Birtha is marked 
as situated on this spot and having no works in my possession that allude to it, I am 
compelled unwillingly to remain in ignorance. Birtha is however generally regarded 
as identical with the modern Bir, or Birehjik, a small town occupying an ancient site 
on the upper Euyhratcs; and the uear resembllrnce of the ancient to the modern name 
would seem to justify the concluaion. 

I am inclined to regard it as having been at one time a Christian town. The Arabs 
have atradition to tllat effect, and the term " Khanisah" only used todenote a "church," 
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E. Magnetic hearing of t l ~ c  same S. 2 1" 30' 15. making the variation 2" 
38' W. Tcl Benat near Dur, 150; Khan Jozani 1.18; Arnin, on the 
opposite side of the river, called Kamsah, 1 10," opening in the Hamrin, 
where the Tigris breaks through, callrd " B Tet'bl~n," 348i0. A ruin 
of an ancient nunnery tcrlnrtl Dnrcl Bcnnt* or t l ~ e  cc Girl's Residence," 
stands about one and half milcs to the S. W. of the citadel. 

I I ~ ~ i 1 1 g  obtained observationst for the chronometer aud despatched 
a messenger to ?tiosul with letters to the Vice-Consul, and with in. 
structions to communicate with Suffok, to whom I addressed a con~pli- 
mentary epistlc, me left Tekrit at 9-40, A. M. A new Pilot, or rather an 
old one (for I believe he is upwards of 70 years of age) was shipped 
for the river al~ove this ; in fact he is the same individual who conducted 
the Euphrutes under Lynch seven years since. He declared after having 
becn on board an 11otlr and witllessed the performance of the vessel 
against the current, that she could not pass the rapids which the 
Etq)Rmtes found difficulty in ascending ; indeed, what he s a ~ s  I fear 
will proye true, for our progress to-day has been considerably slower . 

than yesterday, and in many places nmounted to almost a stand-still. 
At 4-1 5, P. M. having a long reach full of difficulties ahend and no 
hope of passing them before night comes on, brought to an anchor ill 
the only secure spot to be met with in the neighbolirhood. 

Prom Dur, the principal channels appear to he confined to the west- 
ern part of the rrrllcy of the Tigris, but below that place the main 
body of the strca~n attaches itself to the western cliffs. 

The latitude was observed this crcning I)y a meridian altitude of 
Dubhe 3.1° 41' 52': thus making our whole day's progress of 6+ Ilours' 
steaming equal to 6' i" of northing only.$ 

would w m n t  the supposition. Three ancient edifices iu the modern town and a ruin 
on the opposite bank of the Tigris, are 1hu.s de:ignntml. 

Siltce writing the above note, I observc !hat Mr. Ainnrvorth, ill his Asia Minor includes 
Tckrit ( T w i t )  in Ilk list of Chdtlean Kihoprics, Vol. 11. p. 276, horn a Catalogue 1,ub- 
tiahed by Amru in the twelfth century. 

The existence of Uabylonian relics nmonpt its ruins, however, woultl refer i t 3  origin to 

R date anterior to christinnity, but under what appliation it was known by, or lrom 
whence it derived its present name, I am at a low to conjecture. 

Probably rr nunnery whcu Tekrit wn* n (Illriiti~rn Bieho1,ric. 
t T h w  obwrr nti011$ ~ I a c e  Tebrit 4.2' 16" west of I1ngl1rlnrl. 
: A aingular cavc in t l ~ c  cliff' furll~ing ~ h c  right mavin of thc river, i -  jllst below our 

2 x 2  
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April 11.-At 6h. 14m. A. M. weighed, but in easting the stream 
caught her bow qnd there not being room from the confined space the 
river %ows in, to bring her head up stream with the helm, dropped an 
anchor in the hopes of checking her, but without effect, from tlie hard 
pature of the bed of the river. Drifted down a considerable distance 
before we could get her head round, and did not reach the place we 
etarted from, until 6-45. The anchor too, on hea~ing it up, was 
found minus the stock. Sent the boats with a party of hands to track 
up while the vessel ascended the rapid, which she did with tolerable 
ease. Steamed up to a bluff point of the cliffs on the west side of the 
dver called Abd'l Kerim* from an old Immam now in ruins standing 
vn its summit. Hauled alongside the bank to wait for the boats, which 
came through an inlet or Khnlidj, observing n party of Shammar 
horsemen making towards the boats sent nn armed detachment to 
prevent them molesting the trackers, on which they retreated. The 
boats having joined at 9-20, steamed on. The river rose 17 inches 
between sunset and daylight, causing a greater rapidity in the current- 
I t  is hereabouts divided into many channels and well woodedislands. 
12h. 20m.-Reached Gubah on the left bank, near a high mound? in 
the plain, and the first tamarisk grove met with, north of Baghdad. 
Our wood is deposited here. Completed wooding by two P. M. and stood, 
on. The channel is very tortuous to Kaleh Abr~ Reyyash. 

At four P. M. the Knleh bore west. I t  is a ruined enclosure on the 
cliffs, with a fine plnin or Hawi extending to the eastward; from it a 

present anchorage ; the Pilot termsit " E Seliva," or tlie Siren." The Kelleckcl~is or 
raftmen have a peculiar dread of the spot, and will never stop in this vicinity, believing 
the interior of the c W  to be the habitation of a pleasing but seducing race, who lure 
but to destroy. ? 

This k the burial place of a son of the Imam Mum, the seventh of the 12 I m a m  . 
revered by the Shihha He was born in the year of the Hejra 128, and was poisoned at 
Baghdad by order, it is said, of Harun El Rashid. Jle is buried at  the village oi  Ka- 
themem, on the right bank of theTigris, three miles above Baghdad, and the Persians 
have built a handsome mosque over his remains the cupolas of which are covered with 
beaten gold. Ricll's Kurdistan and Nineveh, note to page 144, I'ol.2ud. 

t This mound is of great antiquity, and as its name signifies in Arabic a " Chamber or 
Temple," I think it might be identified with some of the last positions. Ipomm neither the 
time nor learuing for such researches. \\'ere the mound excnvoted it would no doubt 
afford sume interesting relics. Its situation iy about N. by W. from 'I'eltri1,and isin Loti- 
tude 34O 47' N. or 11 Geographical miles distant from the town. 
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large encampment of the Shammar now occupy this magnificeut plnin. 
They are of Mejris' party and of considerable strength. Nejin is the 
name of the Sheikh, indeed the margin of the river from Tekrit to 
Kh6n Kharneinah is now entirely peopled by the Shammar, and all 
~mmuuication between Tekrit and Mosul is in consequence stopped. 
The? have vast herds of camels and sheep, which are seen gazing with 
their beautiful horses on this rich plain dotted here and there with 
black tints, &ording a pleasing picture of pastoral life, did not the 
character of the tribe contrast sadly with its primitive habits. 

At six P. M. brought to for the night on the east bank. Our whole 
progress to-day, as deduced from the latitude obtained from an dtitude 
of Dubhe, 34' 49' 43,'# has been but 7' 51'' to the northward. The 
river rose three inches during the night. 

Aptil 12.-Left at six A. M. and struggled hard against the rapid 
stream until 9h. when we were opposed Iby a fall. The ascent of this, 
uot 100 feet in extent, occupied us  until 11 h. 20m. I t  was only over- . 
pome at last by a south wind springing up, e n d i n g  sail to be set, and 
by sending our boats to trnck up in shore. 12h. 301x1, passed a ruined 
K h h  named Kharneinah,* situate under the cliffs on the west side of 
the valley. These cliffs now diverge considerably more to the wesL 
ward, while those forming the east boundary of the volley of the 
Tigris, tend inore to the eastward, leaving abrupt and broken anglee 
at Kharneinah on the west, and at a point called Leg Leg 011 the 

east. Immediately north of Leg Leg about three miles, thc remains of 
Nahr El&, or upper branch of NahrwBn, is seen. I t  is said to have 
conveyed the waters of the Ti@ under the cliffs, through a tunnel, to  
the main branch at Kantarat el Ressssi ;t another small canal or feeder is 
situate about two miles south of thg same point. From the diverging 
points described above, the country is more open and undulates in 
gentle slopes to the foot of the IIamrin range. From Kh6n Kharneinah 
the river is very tortuous and is divided by numerous beautiful islands, 
covered with every species of wild grass, as well as with the tamarisk 

A caravanserai now in ruins. It stands on the high mad to Mosul, and was much 
frequented when the kafilas pursued the route by the Jozira. The encroachments and 
increasing power ofthe Arabs rendering travelling by t h i  mute u n d e ,  c a u d  i b  aban- 
donment. 

t Ancient Cucbe. 
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and poplar ; some of the latter hrrre obtained to considernBle size, 
affording a precarious livelihood to tlie inliabitants of l'ekrit, who rnft 
i t  to Baghdad for sale. After leaving Kliarncinnl~ onr progress was a 
little more rapid, owing to the fine southerly wind which continued till 
sunset, when we made fast for the night at an island abont three miles 
below " El Tetthq" or the #' opening," where thc Tigris breaks throuph 
the hills. The  htitudc obsc~rcd hcre was 3-1' 56.57"and the northern 
mouth of the N a h r w h ~  bore N. E. one mile distant. The continuation 
of the Ifamen on the west side of the Tigris, tcrmed J e b d  Makhal, 
is now end on, and bears N. N. W. half W. The eastern ridgc, or that 
tcrmed Jebal Hamriu, extends from a little nbove this point to the 
eastward, aud is an incongruous heap of barren mouods, composed of 
sandstone and pebbles without a blade of vegetntion. Both the IIam- 
rin and the J e b d  Makhul are alike in formation, alld may be reckoned 
about 500 feet high a t  thi; spot, t h o r ~ g l ~  their altitude decreases as 
they advance to the S. E. The rich plain at  tlicir base is in plensing 
contrast with their desolate summit. During the night the river fell six 
inches. Thermometer at  50° to 85O in the shade. 

April 13th.-Left a t  5h. 45m. and not being farored as yesterday . with the  south wind, advanced a t  a snail's pace to our wood, which we 
reached a t  7 A. M. I t  is cut in a small tamarisk grove just above the 
mouth of the Nahr Haffu, and covered in with branches io  prevent its 
being fired by the Arabs. Here we remained wooding and despatching 
answers to  letters just received from Baghdad until 9h. 30m. Made a 
fresh start a t  this time, bnt as I hnd anticipated, after receiving our 
fuel, with little or no success, struggled hard ngainst the stream, which 
here breaks through the hills with much force, until 1 lh .  20m. when 
we were brought to a stand-still without any hopes of accompIishing 
our object, and on considering that our success hitherto had been mainly 
attributable to fresh S. E. wind, and that obstacles of a much more 
formidable nature than those we had ei~countered awaited us, besides 
the risk we ran of grounding and eventual detention, should the water 
fall after the high state the river had risen to, I reluctantly determined 
on retracing our steps to Bnghdad, and nccordingly put thc hclm 11p. 

Tllc last day's journey 11a.s been througll a rich country teemiug with 
wild plants of nearly every desrription ; r~nd~~ltiting slopes of an emerald 
green enamelled wit11 flowers of every hue are spread before theeye like 
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a rich carpet, at every turn of the stream, and uothing is mauting but 
the hand of man to turn such a profusion of nature's gifts to account. 
Hut all is a vast solitude. Tlie sile~lce is un1)roken except by the rush- 
ing of the torrent pnst, the time-eroded cliffs, or by the screech of all 
owl, awnkened from his lethargy by the flnp, flap, flnp of our paddle 

L 
wheels. When Mr. Ilich passed this spot some 'LO years' ago, all was 
bustle ankctir i ty.  Arab tribes were located on the banks of the river, 
n~id the beautiful isla~ids, rich in their spring garmeuts, forlncd the 
abode of the peaceful cultivator. The vthless Eharnmar have since 
then, by the weakness of the Government, spread devastation wherever 
they pitched their tents, and, thiuned by the plague mliich assailed the 
Pachalic in 1831, the former population have been obliged to flee to the 
more secure districts in the neighbourhood of Kerkuk. 

The rapidity with which we are now descending after our hard strug- 
gle upwards, appears to gain fresh impetus at every mile. Rocks aud 
islands, steep cliffs and shingle banks, quickly succeed each other. Cattle, 
tents, and men are reached in n single hour, and the silent desolation of 
yesterday is exchanged for the noise and activity of animated nature. 
The following places were passed at the respective times found opposite 
to them, viz. K h h  Kharueiuah OOh. 521x1. Place anchored at on the 
evening of April l l th ,  lh. 15m. Kaleh Reyyash lh. 30m. &ached 
Tekrit at 3h. 20m. P. M. thus performing the descent in 3h. 50m. 
wliich liad occupied 11s 30 liours steamiug on the jour~icy upwards. 
Between Abdel Kerim and Kaleh Reyyash, a small stream or torrent 
fall into the Tigris on the left bauk. I t  is named Nahr Milha, and is 
said to be of considerable size duriug the winter months, when swollen 
with the torrents from the IIamrin range. . 

April 14th.-Reached Samarrh* at 9h. 9m. A. M. Remained here 
during the day to make arrangementa regarcling the despatch of our 

i .  overplus fuel to Baghdad by raft. 
In  the erening visited the Maluryali, from its summit I obtained the 

following true bearings as deduced from magnetic by a prismatic com- 
pass. Minaret or tomb of Imam Mahomed Dur at  Dur 342" 45' ; Khan 
Tholush 119' 30'; Khan Mazrnkji 132'; El Gliairn, tower at theentrance 
of the south branch of the N h B n ,  lGj0 30'; ruins of ~lshik,  on the 

By good obeenahns fur latitude and loagtitude, 1 place Samamh in 34O Ilr 
33' North, and 32' wmt of Bael~dod. 
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right bank opposite, 29g0 30". Tel Benat or the c r  girl's mound" near 
Dur, 315O 30'. Tel .4lij or the " nose bag mound" 18O 301. Khalifa 
or old palace, 3.11' 00.' QBd6siyeh old fortress extending from 1470 
to 157'; Istabolat town 1G70 ; variation of the needle 2" 5 5 ~  west. 

April 15th.-Left Snmarrah at Gh. 21m. and steamed down the river 
against a heavy south wind, which in the reaches directly opposite to it 
raised the waters of the Tigris into a considerable swell. Pased QBdC- 
siyeh at 7h. 25m. ; Kh&n Mazrakji 8h. 10m. ; K h h  Tholiyeh 9h. 3m. ; 
moutl~ of the Atheim 10h. Om. ; Sindiyeh, where we stopped for fuel, 
at I lh. 52m. ; Jedidel rillage 3h. 7m. P. ai. and anchored off the gnr- 
dens of Trumbee in a h e a y  squall of thunder, lightning, hail, and 
rain at 6h. 20m. The next morning took up our old berth at B~ghdad 
after passing through the bridge of boats. 

Prom these observations it will be seen that the journey northward 
against the stream occupied 864 hours steaming, while the dc- vent  was 
performed in the short space of 19 hours. 

I much regret the termination of our trip, for I had flattered myself 
that it might not only prove useful in a geographical sense, but also 
both instructive and amusing. I had contemplated, cou~ld I hare only 
reached the neighbourhood of Mosul, n visit to that town and the 
adjacent ruins of the Assyrian cities of Nineveh, Kltorsabad and 
Wimrud,* as well as a minute examination of the interesting A1 Hadhr, 

A large and very ancient mound, I believe fitst dexribed by Mr. Rich in his Kurdistan 
m d  Niniveh. He  identifies it with the Larissa ofxenophon. The learned Bochnrt in allud - 
ing to this spot, remarks the improbability of a town with such a name existing in this 
partof the world previous to the conquests of Alexander. I l e  therefore conjectures 
that this city is the R e e n  mebtioned by Moses in Gen* r. 12, and imagines the name 
Larissa to have been applied to it by Xenophon not only from tlle attachment of the 
Greeks to this peculiar name, but from its resemblance to the Hebrew Laresen " of 
Resen," which no doubt suggested itn being corrupted to Larissa. H e  concludes by ob- 
serving that it'is easy to imagine how thiv word ( L a r m n )  might be wftened by a Greek 
termination and made Larissa 

Mr. h r ,  in hi work on hlesnpotamin nnd Assgrin, states it is also known by the ap- 
pellation of A1 Athus or Asshor, from which the whole country derived its name. Be 
this aa it may, there can be now no doubt of its great antiquity, for the enterprizing and 
intelligent Bukhtyari truveller, Mr. Laynrd, so far back as lrwt November, succeeded 
in discovering with little labour some beautiful npecimenn of sntique rrtatuary, in very 
high relief, aM1 large slabs covered with the Assyrian cuneiform writing. He is now 
actively employed in extensive excavations since he obtnioed the Finnan fro01 the Porle, 
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so graphically described by my friend Dr. Ross, and I feel the diaap- 
pointment the more, an I have M y  been six years in thin count& 
without ever having had such an opportunity, my duties not permitting 
me to absent myself from the vessel for a length of time, such as 
would be required to perfom the journey by land from Baghdad. 

1 
The failure of thie attempt is not to be attributed to any severe 

obstacles met with in the navigation of the Upper Tigris, for to a 
verrsel possessing the power of those now running on the Thames of an 
average speed of 10 knots per hour, such difficulties as the Nitoctir 
experienced would be deemed of minor importance. The Nitocris 
indeed under the most favorable circumstances in still water, cannot 
exceed the speed of 8 knots per hour, having a wheel of 12 feet dia- 
meter only, and a short stroke of 30 inches, more cannot be expected of 
her. By some miacalcuktion of the designer of the vessel this diameter 
of 12 feet M further reduced to 11 feet 4 inches, from b e i i  obliged to 
reefthe paddle floats; as when carried out to the full extent of the 
circumference of the wheels, experience has proved, that she is much less 
effective than in her present state. The engines are in fact either 
placed too low in the vessel, or when launched the hull mr~st have drawn 
more water than WM calculnted upon. 

It is true that the Euphrates, built tinder the superintendence of 
Col. Chesney ; ascended to a much higher point when commanded by 

a d  I am informed h u  realized in hi d i i v e r i e ~  all that an d e n t  antiquarian can aish 
for; indeed Nimrud is mp~sented M inexhrustible. I t  m pmbble that Mr. L.y.nl'r 
fimt cargo of " m l q u d  have e n  this, reacbd Baghdad, thua far on its way to England, 
and it ir hoped, if the Government do not undertake the further excavation of thm inter- 
-ti- m o d ,  tbt mme pablic body will lend its &voam to facilitate Mr. Wrd in 
the objeata he baa in view, and thw -re to England arich mine of antique specimeor, 
uniaae of their kind, which will afford muter for enquiry and further mearch into the 
I& field now opened to a# in Mesopotrmh. and without doubt tend to eludd.te and 
G d y  brighten the few glimprer .Rotdad us, into the hitbe* M of 

m. 
L The nntirmg and ardent mind of Major R a w h n ,  I think, first euSgared the idea 

of srruvatiag on thir site, UMI the be.nciqm+n eammnnity of Europe ue not only indebt 
sd to him. bat to Sir Stndord Canning, H. B. M. Ambusdor at Con6tantinople, who in 
&ition to opening the mound. undertook, with a manificeam ruely met with, to d v m m  
lrom him private puma the nemaswy fun& for oommencing the opemtionr on an extemve 
d o .  Hm d n g  exertioar too, with tbe m i n i m  of C o ~ C ~ ~ t i w p l e  to m u m  by 
Fbwun, the right of explomtion on Mi mil, without which Mr. Layard's exercMnr 
would bare proved froitlean, must c l h  for His Excsllency the gratitude of the Britblr 
p u k  I t  only nnuino now for tbe Qovmment to aontinua a h t  hu thua been m 
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Captain Lynch ; but in dl respects she wns a suprior resael, though 
drawing a little more water than the Nitoeris, and carried her paddle 
shaft at a considerable height above her deck, thus giving a diamekr 
bf wheel of nearly one-third more. To the above cauaes then must k 
imputed the inability of the Nit& to perform the ascent of the Upper 
Tigris, as I have said before, that under the most favorable circumstan- 
ces (without either fuel or provisions) her speed does not exceed 8 
knots, it cau hardly be deemed a matter of surprize that she shouId hare 
failed to contend against a stream of 6+ geographical miles per hour with 
occasional falls, when it is considered that she carried above one month's 
provisions and 18 tons of fuel, besides tbe gnns, material and men, on 
the present expedition. 

When I left Bnghdad I hoped for, but did not anticipate success ; 1 
im therefore not disappointed. We have at all events to congratulate 
ourselves having ascended to the Hamrin, whereas our former journey, 
having the same objects in view, terminated at Dur from an insufficiency 
of water. 

The bearings throughout these notes are true, excepting where 
expressly mentioned by compnss, mid are reckoned from north to the 
right; east being 90°, south 180, west 270, and north'360°. 

Note on the Seulptvres of B6dh Gyah, by Capt. M. KITTOE, 6th N. I. 

Often has it occurred to me that if those who could draw even toler- 
ably, would make rough outlines and send them to our Society, very 
great benefit might be derived, not only would the fast mouldering 
and vanishing relics of byegone dnys be preserved to memory, but 
we should have the means of comparing graven records fiom all parts 
of India, and perhaps be thus able to set many disputed points of his- 
tory at rest, particularly as regards the habits of the early races, their 
objects of worship, their costumes, implements of husbandry, and of 
warfare. The few opportunities I have enjoyed of examining a tithe of 
the curiosities in this presidency, couvince me of the justice of a remark 
of James Prinsepss on the subject of the art of painting and sculptur- 
ing practised by the early Buddhists, (see Note, p. 687, Vol. VI. of the 
Journal,) "it explains the practice equally, nnd teaches ~s how we may 
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wocessfully analyse the event8 depicted in the drawings of Adjunta, 
perchance, or the sculptures of Bhi1sa."-What would not our talented 
and ever-to-be-lamented friend have given to see the clumsy though 
interesting objects, the subject of this paper ? In these we find the wor- 
ship of the Dagop and the Chuttur, of the Sun and of Pire, of deities 

, 

hitherto unknown to us, but which appear to have reference to bramani- 
d creed, and point to Egyptian origin. 

As the best way to induce and encourage an undertaking is to set a 
good example, I now lay before the Society a portfolio of rough 
sketches of some of the curious sculptures of unquestionable antiquity 
found scattered here and there at the former parental aeat of Buddhism 
-BMh Gyah. 

I t  will be seen that these bassreliefs are in medallion, they form the 
ornament of posts or pillars which, from the elliptical sockets remain- 
ing, show them to have supported a nuling similar to that still existing 
around the Tope or Chaitp at Bhilsa, and represented in the very 
sculptures themselves, not only around the Topes, but forming enclo- 
sures for the sacred Trees and Chutturs" (Umbrellas), &c. This 
pattern, which I shall call the rail or bar pattern," I had years since 
remarked as a peculiarity ; it is to be found in the present sculptures, in 
the caves of Western India, Mahabullipore and Amaravatti, in the 
caves of Kundgirri and the Tope of Bhilsa, in fact it may be considered 
as the certain and indisputable mark of early Buddhiat works. We have 
a sqaare pillar with similar sockets in our museum, on one face of which 
is the figure of a priestess holding a bird cage, and on the other probably 
the elephant and Maya Davee, illustrative of her dream related 4 the 
Pa annals ; it is in Agra red sandatone, and I betieve was found at Mut. 
tra and deposited in the m w u m  by Gol. Stacy ; I invite the attention 
of my Calcutta brother-members to this curiosity, which has no doubt 
originaUy formed part of a similar work to those described. 

By the foregoing it will be seen that from these sculptures we l& 
the peculiar style of architecture prevalent in the country two thousand 
five hundred years ago, at least of religions buildings, and from the, 
Bhilsa oculptures we find that of forti6cations. 

We next see that the leading objects of worship were the Chaityq 
and the B8 tree, of which so much mention is made in the early Budhist 
works. 

2 ~ 2  
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Again we find that the implements of warfare were bows and arrows, 
spenrs, double-edged swords, precisely the shape of those still wmmon 
iu the Cu jnts or petty states of Orissr, d l e d  " Khandas," and that 
stones were hurled from the walls of their strongholds. 

From the B8dh Gyah sculptures we find that all the Bcelles me laid 
amongst the rocks ; that such were the most favorite localities we have 
ample proof from most of the hnown sites in Behar, and of Western 
India, Cuttack and Ceylon, and the very remote antiquity of the prac- 
tice is again confirmed by Herodotus and by holy scripture itself, as 
relates to Western Asia and Egypt, from which it may possibly have 

been borrowed. 
The sculptures of Cuttack and Gyah represent the same style of dress 

and of coiffure, the men wearing a short, tbe women a long Dhotee, t k  
upper part of the body remaining bare in both, with Eew exceptions ; 
the hair of the men wound up in a knot on the mown, and that of the 
m e n  both on, and behind, the he&. The ears of either sex having 
extended lobes h m  the apparent weight of the great ring and h o b  
in them similar to those,worn by the Khphutta sects of monks (votaries 
of Siva) in the present day, and I should observe that the wstumea 
h e  described closely resemble those still worn by the Knn& and 
Boomirhs of the Orissa mountains, the Chotya Nagpore districts, the 
headdress in partic& ; the broad uecklaces and anklets are nn e q d l y  
pruminent feature. 

In the description of preparations for the great convocation in Magda 
rRer the death of Salrya, mention is made of the nature of the orna- 
ments, amongst which were representations of festoons of flowers, kc. ; 
now this ornament is of repeated occurrence in the sculptures I an, 
treating of; garlandsare represented as suspended from the Chutturs 4 
the 38 tree, and from poles both on and beside the Topes or Chaity6a ; 
angels are seen flying with them over the object of worship ; and from 
the fragments at Gyah and Barabar, it would seem that this w a s h y s  
a favorite ornament ; here then agrin we have the correctness of a de- 
acription contained in one of the most ancient writings extant, amiirmed. 

Of all the subjects, t h t  of the hand issuing from a rock or a cloud, 
md holdixq appuently a flame of fire, which is again snrronnded by 
other ilames, with a bwoonme of peaple in the act of worship, is the 
aort curious and interesting ; it will, I think, explain the allusion to 
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Agnni," in the pillar inscriptions which Prinsep could not account for, 
therefore considered the passage doubtful. 

The next which occurs on the same stone ia a young male figure in a 
chariot drawn by four hones and attended by two amazons with bows 

and m w a ,  which 1 take to be meant foru Surya" or " Myha,"  the 
Sun, d o s e  emblem is ofk repeated in the shape of the chakra or wheel. 
This again explains another doubt in the name reading, aa well as the 
emblems on the early ooins. 

A third sculpture exhibits a temple with the Monogram (on an altar) 
so common in the coins, likewise surmounting the standards represented 

in the Bhilsa sculptures, which I think may be considered to repre- v 
sent both the Budhist and Hipdu Triad, as the tristil and the mystic 
syllable " amn" combined ; taking the figure as it stands, it forms the 
trfslil, if separately, we have the H b and 8, of which I consider it to be 
a combination, but if the second letter is objected to and I u be required, 
the I verticle line below the circle at once supplies it ; if again the y ia 
preferred, we have it in the upper half thus W, and I think that I shall 
not be taxed with too great a stretch of imagination in offering this 
solution of the problem. 

Assuming the foregoing to be correct, I must beg permission to digress 
a little and offer a few words on this curious emblem to show its connec- 
tion with the present idol and worship of Jugannath, and the once famons 
&mnath ; first then let me invite the perusal of Patterson's able paper 
on the Hindu religion, to be found in the 8th volume of the Asiatic 
Researches, under the head Jnggannath ; he attempts to show, and I 
think successfully, the origin of the idols and worship of Juggannath ; 
b considers those wooden idols to be an ingenionr personification of the 
triliteral and mystic word aum" itself, held in reverence not only by 
the three great sects of Hindus, but (as I have shown) by the Buddhist 
likewise. Mr. Patterson imagines that the device was to render the 8 

temple an object of worship for all sects, the surest method to draw a 
large revenue from pilgrims, he was led to this supposition from the 
similitude betwixt the mitten synable 8 and the shape of the logs or idols 

which (it wil l  be observed) still more closely resemble the 
symbol of these sculptures ; supposing then these inferences 
to be eorreet, we come to the conclusion that the ohject of 
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worship at Juggannath was in fact the Supreme Being, " Jug-nath," 
s' Lord of the universe," in the sign triliteral syllable representing His 
three attributes " aum." 

That Somnath, the great pagod of Western India, was dedicated 
also to the Supreme Lord of the creation under the same symbol Aum, 
I think there can be no doubt ; both temples are alike situated on the 
border of the ocean, where mortals at a glance could see the three 
great elements themselves, viz., the Heavens, the Earth, and the Waters 
the mightiest works of the Creator. 

The word Somntlth may be composed of two syllables, Som and 
Nbth, the latter meaning Lord, the former, either a way of expressing 
S I ~  in the dialect of the gulf or of an abbreviation of the words Sri 
and A m ,  or thus Sri-Aum-Nhth. The mighty Aum, the Lord, 
which latter I consider to be the most probable; the first conjecture 
merely arising from the fact of " Som" being an affix to other names in 
that part of India, such as Som Meanee for instance, and others I cannot 
at this moment call to mind. I am nevertheless aware that Som wm a 
name for the moon, also an emblem of Siva. 

I believe Juggannath to be of comparatively modern dnte ; the present 
temple is more recent than that to the Sun at Kanarac commonly called 
the black pagoda, and neither are above 600 years old. I think it there- 
fore not improbable when Somnath was destroyed Juggannath was esta- 
blished on the opposite coast in a remote spot less likely (as it has 
proved) to be molested by the Moslem usurpers of India's thrones. 

I have snggestcd that the objects represented in the Gyah sculptures 
point to Egyptian origin ; perusal of Mr. Patterson's treatise a b o ~ e ~ q u o ~  
ed will show that the idea that India borrowed her mythologp from 
Egypt is not novel. Capt. Burr, in his Journal of the Campaign in 
m t  in the same volume has thrown out hints on the subject ; nor are 
these gentlemen the only perso1111 who have brought forward strong a r p  

ments in favor-of the supposition, I therefore invite particular attention 
4 

to this point and to the drawings,* in which will be found the figure of 
a female with the head of a horse or an ass, another of a goat on a 
pedestal or altar,-the water jars, the three figures, two female bnd one 

The Lotus ofi repeated, and again the couple caressing each other, 
beside whom water jars are placed. The centaurs or minataurs, the 

1 h o p  to bs able em long to supply copier of t h e  dmwinga to the SoeisQ. 
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winged oxen and horses, and the spl~y~lxes, all are objects at once 
curious and instructive, for which reason 1 have taken the drawings I 
have now the pleasure to lay before you. 
As I am always asked by those who have beenat B8dh Gyah, where 

thew curiosities are to be seen, I will explain for the guidance of future 
travellem-first then, to the right hand facing the great tower within 
the quadrangle, is a miserable modem built mut or temple, containing 
five Budha images shown to the visitors under the name of the Punch 
Pandus ; beside this is another with a kind of porch supported by eight 
or nine flat octagonal pillars ; on these many of the sculptures are to be 
seen, also the sentence H ,f&+ 1 i~ $1. The gift to Oyah of Ajaya - 
the? The meaning of the word + I I cannot make out ; it may be - 
Kdrd, and if so, it will read "of the invincible Kilni ;'I there we other 
fragments built into the ceiling of the little temple in the centre of the 
square, also in the great temple itself; further sculptures of the same 
kind are to be seen in the colonade of the Mahunt's mut or monastery, 
where there are five more octagons and one square pillar of the same sort, 
on which latter the most curious subjects are found. There are a num- 
ber of other pillars there, of the same shape and dimensions, but of 
a different material (granite), date and style of sculpture, the most 
interesting specimens of which are here represented, tinted blue in con- 
tradistinction to the others, which are of a redish yellow hue.* 

I have been unable to find any of the eliptical connecting bars, but 
several portions of the upper rail or capping are to be seen; many 
stones have been.carried away, others are built into the walls of the 
mut and many still lie buried beneath the rubbish behind the great 
temple, where the rest were found. 

There are many idols and fragments of former buildings well wortb 
drawing, and I hope I shall be some day enabled to add them to the 
large collection I already possess and to d e r  a few remarks on them, 
my present notice was intended to apply only to the more ancient 
Budha sculptures; I shall now therefore take leave of my readers, on 
whose patience I must have already tresp~ssed too long. 

* This dm to the admirable dnwinga exhibited at the meeting, and on the 
ooouion of Cayt. Kitta's interesting lecture nn the Buddhist antiquities of ayah. 
-En& 
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The rock templer of Dambool, Ceylon, by WILLIAM KNIGHTON, Eaq. 
author of the cc Hiatoy of Ceylon," and late Secretary to the 
C y l m  Branch, Royal A&atic Society. 

The large maas of rock which goes by the name of Damboolla-gall., 
'is situated about forty-five milea to the north of Kandy. I t  is of pri- 

mitive formation, being chiefly composed of gneiss d mica-schist, and 
is in many places rapidly advancing to disintegration. There can be 
little doubt that it has either been elevated to its present position by 
successive upheavings of its mass, or that by the action of the eer when 
it was at the surface of it, or on a level with its bed, the surrounding 
earth Imd been washed away, leaving its naked masa prominently and 

permanently elevated. 
At the village situated at its base, four lines of roads, or more properly 

traces, diverge in various directions. One rnnning in a north-westerly 
direction through Anuradhapura to Aripo and Manaar, another in 9 

north-easterly course to Trincomde, a third in a southerly direction to 

Knndy, and a fourth south-westerly through Kurneyalle to Ambapusse, 
where it meets the great r&d from Colombo to Bandy. To this cir- 
cumstance, and to the existence of a tappal-station there, the village 
owes its origin, and as the traffic on these various lines of roads increases, 
there can be little doubt the village will increase likewise. A large and 
commodious resthouse is already in existence, and requires but a greater 
number of visitors to become much more comfortable than at present. 

The accompanying rough and badly executed sketch, may give some 
idea of the appearance which the rock preseuts on its northern side as 
seen from the verandah of the rest-house. Somewhat of the shape of 
the hinder part of a gigantic human skull, it raises itself bare and 
naked, unvariegatd over a very considerable extent, by a vestige of 
vegetation. To the south it spreads out illto a less elevated and naked, 
but more extended mass, affording an easy access to that part hollowed 
out by religious zeal or fanatical enthusiasm into cave temples. Imme- 
diately above those temples the rock rises ill a perpendicular mess, 
probably to a height of one hundred feet more, and affords by means 
of a disjected ledge, a dangerous and fearful road to the highest summit. 
The excitement of climbing blinds one at fint to the d%culties of 
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this expedition, and it is not till he turns to descend that he becomea 
filly sensible of 1Js danger. Arrived at the summit, a height of about 
five hundred and fifty feet above the smunding  plain, a wide aud 
interesting view of the level country beneath repays the adventurer for 
his toil. In the east, rising in the distance to a considerable height, 
wil l  be seen the rock Seeqiri (pronounced Heeqiri by the natives) to 
which Kassapo, the son of Datusens, fled to fortify himself against his 
brother, after he had murdered his father and usurped the kingdom, 
A. D. 477. The hill called Dahiakande, near the rock last mentioned, 
points ont the position of the fort of Vittapoora, visited and described 
by Major Forbes and Mr. Turnour, and memorable for its eeige by 
Gaimono the first, in the second century before Christ. To the south 
may be faintly distinguished the outlines of some of the Kandy hills, 
whilst to the north a wide and level plain extends itself, bounded by the 
rocks of Miwara Kalawia. 

On the summit I saw the remains of an edifice whih formerly existed 
there, consisting of stones and bricks, and on examining the vkinity 
for some other indications of human labour, 1 found a hole cut in the 
rock, one foot square and about a foot and a half deep, into which I 
imagine the beam or pillar on which the building rested had been in- 
serted. 

The entrance to the caves is as I have said, about one hundred feet 
below the level of the highest summit of the rock, and at the distance 
of about a mile from the village to which the rock gives ita name. A 
rough tiled building, built principally of wood, affords a passage to the 
more immediate precincts of the caves, and on entering this the visitor 
finds himself standing on a ledge of rock covered with a slight coating 
of mould, out of which a few cocoanut trees and many shrubs glean a 

scanty supply of nutriment. To the right rises the perpendicular 
mass of the rock, which to a height of about thirty feet, has been exca- 

vated, partly by human labour and partly by nature, a wall being built 
up iu front of the caves, which reachee to the overhanging mass of mck 
above. To the left the hill descends very steeply, covered with herbage 
of various kinds, amidst which hundreds of monkeys disport themselves, 
secure from the violence of man in a scene hallowed by the temples 
and images of the bloodless prophet of Maghada. The ledge of rock, 
covered with a alight mould on its eastern siile, 011 which I am now 

2 2 
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supposing the visitor to be standing, runs in front of all the caves, a 
distance of about five hundred kt, varying much in breadth, but p- 
dually becoming narrower towards the western side, where are situated 
the two clmth or new caves. In front of dl the temples a narrow 
t m d a h  extends, which projects from their front wall, and above which 
may be seen the marks of the wedges used in excavating them. 

I hare said that the rock temples of Damboo1 are partly natural and 
partly artificial. So long ago aa one hundred years before our era, 
they had eewed as a refuge to a Ceylonese monarch when escaping 

.from the Molsbrrs, who had invaded his kingdom, and in gratitude for 
his deliversnoe and for the shelter they had sfforded him, Walngambahu 
piously increased the cavea to a muoh huger dimension, placed in them 
images of Budh, appoiPted priests to take charge of them, and dedi- 
cated certain lands for their support. The invasion of the kingdow 
by the natives of the continental ooaat, the flight of the monarch, and 
his subsequent success, are thus related in the Rajadi.* "After hi 
(the previous king's) death, Walagnmbahu Rajah succeeded to the 
throne. When he had reigned fim months, seven Malabar chiefs with 
seven thousand men from Sdlee, made a deeoent on Ceylon, and drove 
Walagambahu from the throne, and one of the Malabars taking tho 
king's wife, went away with her. Another of them seized the patrya 
cup of Budha, and likewise went away. The other five Malabar chiefs 
remained, and succeeding one mother in the government, reigned as 
kings for the spaoe of thirty years." (The Mahawanso, with more proba- 
biity, computes their reigns at fourteen years in all) ; " about the expira- 
tion of which time the king, Malagambahu, who had been living amorigst 
the rocks in the wildernew, left his solitude, raised an army, and attack- 
ing the city of Anuradhapura, destroyed the Malabars, e n  ascended 
the throne, and caused the houses of stone or caves of the rock in 
which he had taken refuge in the wilderness to be made more commo- 
dious." In the Mahawanso, as translated by Mr. Upham, the caves of 
Dnmbool are particularly mentioned as having been constructed by 
Wdagambahu, although in Mr. Turnour's version, which is generally 
60 much fuller, strange to say, this notice is altogether omitted. 

The next notice which Ceylonese history affords us of these caves, 
i s  in the account of the reign of Kirti Nissanga, A. D. 1187 to 1196. 

* Pm 3, p. 22.3, in Mr. Upham's translation. 
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The hjavnli,* after informing us that that prince went, with many 
followers, to Adam's peak, and worshipped there the print of Buddha's 
foot, adds that " in order to perpetuate his name in Ceylon, he mused 
the dagobah at Dambool to be built, and having gone there, c a d  to 
be made 72,000 6gures of Buddha, end the said place he called by the 
names Rathinda and Boolhinda." 

The word thousand, in the above extract, is probably an embellish- 
ment of the historian's own, seventy-two alone being mentioned in the 
incription on the rock, which records that monarch's betrefactions, and 
of which we shall now speak particularly. 

The visitor h a  been supposed to stand on the ledge of rock imme- 
diately in front of the caves, aRer having passed the mugh building 
which serves as an entrance. So situated, the 5rst object which presents 
itself to him is this inscription on his rip;ht hand, deeply graven in the 
rock in the old Cinghalese character, differing but little from the chn- 
racter now used. The inscription itself occupies a space about six feet 
b d ,  and four in height. I t  commences by describing in the usual 
eastern style the monarch whose nctions it records, Kriti Nissanga. He ,J 

is stated in it to be "an invincible warrior," to be endowed with 
"might, majesty and wisdom," and to be "like the placid moon, 
radiant, with cheering and benignant q~lalities." These necessnry preli- 
minaries being ended, it proceeds to inform us that his suhjects having 
been impoverished by inordinate taxes, he enriched them by relinquish- 
ing his revenue for 5ve years, and by granting to them lands and 
cattle. I t  then asserts that besides all this, he rendered all those who 
cultivated jungle, and thus increased the quantity of cleared land, 
exempt from all taxation for a considernble period-+ pmvision strik- 
iugly wise and excellent. The remainder of it, ns being less tedious 
and redundant, I shall quote entire. " He (Nias~nga) also made it a 
rule that when permanent grants of land may be made to those who 
had meritorious services, S U C ~  behests should not be warn- 

mnt ,  like lu~es drawn upon water, by being inscribed on leaves, a 
material subject to be destroyed by rats and white ants, but that such 
patents should be engraved on plates of c o p p ~  so to endure long 
unto their respective posterities. 

#(Thrice did he make the circuit of the island, and having visited the 
' Part 4, p. ,265. 

2 s 2 
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villages, the towns, and the cities, and having explored the p l m  diffi- 
cult of access, the fmtnesses surrounded with wnter, the strongholds 
in the midst of forests, and those upon steep hills, he had rts pr& a 

view of the whole as if it was an adaca  (a kind of prism) on the 
pahn of his haad, and such was the security he established, as well in 
the wilderness, as in the inhabited places, that even a woman might 
traverse the country with a precious jewel, and not be asked, whet is it ? 
When he had thus ensured safety in the island, he longed to engage 
in war, and twice dismayed the k i q p  of Paandi,* and having accepted 
the royal maidens, and also the elephants and horses, with other tributes 
of homage which they sent him, he formed friendly allia~ices with such 
of the prinoes of Ch& of Gowda, ruld of many other countries as 
duly appreciated his good will, but by his personal valour struck terror 
into those who esteemed not his friendship ; aud he caused princesses 
Q be brought to him from each of those countries, with other tributes 
of homage, and as thcn there remained no hostile kings throughout 
Dambadiva to wage war agai~~st  him, he tarried at  Rammisseram, where 
he made donatione of balanced weights, consisting of valuables, and 
thus enriched the poor and satisfied the needy. He then caused obe- 
lisks of victory formed of stone to be set up as lasting monuments, and 
having built a devale consisting of five divisions, departed thence flrith 
1Js army, compoaed of four regular bodies, aud returned to Ceylon. 
Then reflecting that albeit he had no enemies here, he might possibly 
encounter ellenties hereafter, he caused alms-houses to k erected ill 
many p k  in DmbaJiva, as well as in this island, nud caueed alms 
to be distributed constantly. He also caused gardens and fields to be 
cultivated and dwellings for priests to be formed upon the hill Rrulko- 
hokdooheene, wherein is situated the cave of Dambula Sena. 

6 6  Having a perfect knowledge of the doctrines of Buddha, he pro- 
moted the cause of religion, and also the interests of sciencc ; he restored 
the mined fanes, and the roads which were destroyed in consequence of 
the calamities whioh hnd befallen the land, during former reigns, and 
rebuilt the wihares ,in the city of Anumdhapura, in Kelanin, Mewoo- 
yone and many other places ; he expended vast riches, and within this 

he caused to be made seventy-two statues of Buddhu, UI the 
recumbent, the sitting, and the standing posture, and having caused 

* An ancient k i i d o m  on the Coromandel coast. Its cnpital was Madam. 
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them to be gilt, celebrated n great puja at the cost of seven lakhs of 
money, and as is thus recorded upoil this stone, gave to this cave the 
name of S a o a n ~  Giriguhnaya," (i. e. tlie cave of the golden mountain.) 

Such are the contents of the lengthald inscription which prominently 
strikes the eye of the observer nn first ndvrulcilig to the caves of Dam- 

L bool, and the picture which it gives us of the government of Ceylon ill 
the twelfth century is far from ccilltemptible. The caves themselves 
are five in number-the first three stretching from east to west, are t l ~ e  
older, and the more laboured structures, the rernail~ing two, formiug an 
obtuse angle with the others, being much more receiit and cornparntivel~ 
insignificant. The excavations are separated from each other pr t ly  
by remaining portions of the rock, and partly by artificial walls, and 
h e y  stretch into the heart of the mountain to various distances from 
fifteen to one hundred aud thirty feet. The ground plnn of them which 
I annex will perhaps give a better idea of their relative positions tllau 
a mere description. 

In height they vary from ten to thirty feet, being generally more 
lotty at the entrance, and gradually decreasing in height as theyadvance 
into the rock. The cave usually called the first, 8s being the first the 
&itor reaches, is also the most easterly, and is but a few yards distant 
from the inscription just treated of. I t  is called the dl&-Dma-Dmle, 
(the temple of the great god,) the title not referring to Buddhu, of 
whom there is a gigantic colossal statue in the cave, but to Vishnu, 8 

statue of that deity also placed in it being considered of superior sanctity. 
On entering the Mnha-Deva-Devale, the visitor at first sees but little 

between it and the interior of the other wihares scattered in 
over our island. I t  ia not till his attention is directed 

to the fact that the gigantic recumbent image before him ia a portio~~ 
of the rwk around that he becomes sensible of the peculiar uature of 
the mvity in which he stands. The figure of Buddha is forty-seven 
feet long, hie head resb in the d manner on his right hand, the 
right arm being bent beside him, the hand again re* on a pillow, in 
which ia apparent the impression supposed to be made by the weight of 
his head and arm-the whole being cut out of the solid rock around, 
t e e h e r  with the bed on which he lies. Being rather doubtful of this 
fact of which the priest had just informed me, and being anxious to be 
certain about the mntter, in a moment of thoughtlessness, I knocked 
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pretty sharply the massive elbow beside me to test its truth, when 
the priest raised a cry of horror at my temerity, and seizing my a m ,  
would have put me from the sacred edifice ; I, of course at once apda- 
gized for my wnnt of thought, as I was far from inteuding to wound his 
feelings, and I soon fomd that a few rupees, added to my explanation, 
made mntters perfectly satisfactory. I had the pleasure of muring 
myself by my profanation, however, that the image actually is of stone, 
and that there is no deception about the matter. Besides these two 
statues-the colossal one of Buddha, and the smaller one of Vishnu, 
there are four others of the Maghadie prophet, of about the natural sire, 
and of the Kid  so common in all the wihares of the island. 

Leaving the Maha-Deva-Devale, and proceeding to the weetaard, the 
visitor ascends a few steps, and finds himself in front of the M h  
Wihare or Great Temple, by far the largeat of the five. In front of 
the Maha Wihnrr, or as Major Forbes d s  if the Maha rnja Wihare, 
the temple of the great king, and near the small wall that borders the 
steep side of the mountain, rises the Bo-tree, from beneath which a 
view of the exterior of the second, third, fourth m d  6fkh caves may 
be obtained. The accompanying sketch, imperfect as it is, may afford 
some idea of their appearance. To the right the h t  temple str&hea 
in a l i e  with the second, but hid by intervening trees; and to the 
extreme left are seen the two smaller and more recently excavated caves, 
forming an angle with the others. The projecting iuclosure to the 
left, of which two walls are seen, represents the tank, which it will be 
perceived is laid down in the ground plan. Immediately above both 
entrances to the Maha Wihare, marks of the wedges with which the 
rock was split are very appmnt-evidences of the labour employed in 
the construction of the caves. 

On the massive doors and small windows of the Maha Wihare G i g  
opened, the visitor sees before him a large spacious apartment, the floor 
of which, that is, the rock beneath him, is quite level, whilst the roef 
gradually dexends from the entrance to the fnrther side, being twenty- 
one feet high near the front wall and only four at the opposite quarter. 
Immediately in front of him (supposing him standing at the door) he 
sees a line of statues representing Buddha, either in the &ding or 
sitting posture-some plain, others ornamented with an arch like 
canopy snrroaudig his figure. On his right hand the same line coati- 
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nues uninterrupted, m a k i i  a right angle with the former oue, but ou 
the left, where a similar line also extends, his view is intercepted by a 
well proportioned dagobah, the top of which touches the roof above. 
The sketch beneath may give some idea of its proportions. 

The Maha Wihare is upwards of one hundred and seventy feet long 
by mnty-five feet broad, and contains within its spacioile dimensions 
forty& images of the prophet god, none of them beiig smaller, and 
the majority much larger than life. Besides these, which stretch in 
the manner described round the care forming three sides of a parallel- 
ogram, there are also statues of Walagambohu and Kirti Nissanga, the 
two great benefactors to the caves-the former the excavator of the 
6rst a d  second caves (the Maha-Deva-Devale and the Maha Wihare), 
tbe latter the embellisher of the "great temple," and the excavator 
of the third. K i i  Nissanga appears also to have been the restorer 
of the first two caves to their original conditio~l after they had been 
pillaged and d e f d  by the Malabars. In one corner of the Maha 
Wihue there is a depression in the floor of the cave, about two feet 
deep, into which water is continually dropping from the rock above. 
This water is considered sacred, and is used only for sacred purposes. 
A few young cocoanut trees in jars are placed around it, which present 
r yellowish, sickly appearance from the want of light. 

One can hardly walk through the spacious mvity of the Maha Wihare 
without feeling involuntary awe at his situation. The great eiee of the 
cave itself, the strange echoing of his footsteps, number of gloomy and 
shadowy statues with which he ia surrounded, the gentle dropping of 
the water in the distant corner, the noiseleas tread of the yellow-robed 
priest who attends him, with the death-like stillness that pervades 
all around, are calculated to impress upon him a kind of religions or 
superstitious awe of which he may in vain endeavour to divest himself. 

The entire of the roof of the Maha Wihare is covered with cloth, on 
which are represented countless images of Buddhu with a few attempts 
nt historical painting. The latter I consider mwh poorer than Major 
Forbes' description* led me to expect. I could not perceive my 
superiority in them to the various Ceylonese paintings I have aeen in 
other parts of the island. In paiotiog, the ancient Ceylonese seem to 
have been very imperfect, and although we occasionally find a eorreot 
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outline or a well proportioned figure, we seldom see a poup represented 
without some absurdities that violate all onr notions of congruity. 
I had formerly considered the Ceylonese attempts at painting as about 
equal to their musical performances, and I saw nothing at Dambool to 
make me alter my opinion. We see there kings praying at the Ruan- 
welle dagobah in Anuradhapura, (which was originally 270 feet high, 
and stood on a square mass of building 2000 feet in circumference,) 
whose bodies are represented as being larger than the +bah itself, 
and whose towering crests overtop the building before which they bow. 
Again, in an attempt to delineate the landing of Wijeya, we have a 
ship sailing on an ocean filled with fish as large b d  larger than the 
~ r s se l  itself, and into whose enormous mouths, had the animals but 
held them open, the luckless adventurer with all his crew might have 
passed unwittingly until he should find out the difference between a 
fish's stomach, and the throne which he doubtless dreamt of in Ceylon. 
Nor is the attempt to delineate the combat between Dutn-Gaimono 
and Ellala, the Malabar invader, which occurred in the second century 
before Christ, much more rmccessful as a work of art-the dart which 
the usurper hurls at his aspiring adversary being in proportion to the 
monarch's body what the maintop-mast of a vessel of 500 tons would 
be to one of us. Bat if these paintings a? ridiculous in anartistic 
point of view, they are, on the other hand, extremely valuablc as con- 
firmations of the ancient history of Ceylon. If such an invader as 
Wijeya never landed on its shores, whelm came the record of his 
expedition contained in the Mahawanso, the Poojavalli, the Neeka- 
manga, the Raja Ratnacari, and the Kajavnli, or if these be all fictitious 
whence came the paintings on the rock of Dambool, with the tradition 
connecting the name of Wijeya with it. And so of all the rest. Yet 
though the proofs of the truth of that history are scattered all around 
'us in the island, more especially in the region round Dambool and 
Aouradhapura, there are those in tbe island itself who l a ~ ~ g h  at these 
tales, "as old wives' fables," and there are pretended aaonm in 
England who would reject them also, because they never heard of them 
before, and the re fo~  will not take tlie trouble to it~vrstigle them. 

On leavi~ig the Maha Wihare t l ~ c  riitor finds little in the three 
remaining caves to excite his wonder or ad~niration. They are so 
inferior in size, and in the execution of the works of ~ r t  which they 
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contain, as to excite little but contempt for them &r having seen the 
great oue. They may be taken as emblematic of the power of the 
various monarchs who formed them, and of the state of Ceylon at the 
period of their excavation-the second fonned about 100 B. C. infinitely 
superior to the third, which was excavated in the twelfth century 

i after our era ; the third surpassing the fourth, which was coustructed in 
1750, and the fourth surpassing the fifth, which is still more recent. 
I shall therefore content myself with mentioning their contents, leaving 
the rest to your imagination. 

The third is styled the pasrpilame or western wihare, and contains in 
addition to fifty images of Buddha of all sizes, a statue of Kirti Sree 
Rajah, who reigned about the middle of the last century-the last 
Ceylonese sovereign by whose exertions the caves of Dambool were 
embellished or enlarged. Although there is a greater number of 
figures in this cave than in any other, yet from its small size in com- 
parison with the second, they do not produce any remarkable effect. 
The passpilame wihare is seventy-eight feet long, and varies in breadth 
from thirty to sixty feet. The fourth and fifth caves are called the 
aZtitA or new wihares, in reference to their age, beiug, as I have before 
remarked, much more recent than any of the others. The fourth was 
constructed by the monarch last named, Kirti Sree; the fifth by a 
Kandian noble in the latter part of the last century. The first of these 
is forty-two feet long by thirty broad, aud projects about fifteen feet in 
front of those formerly mentioned ; it contains ten images of Buddha. 
The last is also about forty feet long by twenty broad, and contains 
a gigantic image of Buddha in the recliuing posture, nearly twehre yards 
loog. Besides this there are in the same CaVd eleven other statues of 
smaller dimensions. 

Snch are the five cave-temples of Dambool, lasting mouuments of 
rnistaken zeal and wasted labour-vidences of the religious devotion 
of those who excavated them, and evidences also of the implicit reliance 
once p h d  by the natives of Ceylon in the faith of the prophet of 
Maghada; but that faith is now on the wane-nay, its light is nearly 
extinguished, and but a solitary pilgrim or a pry@ antiquarian is 
now found to resort to those temples where thousands formerly wor- 
shipped and where kin9 once prostrated therneelves. 

I t  may not be out of place if I add to these notes that about twelve 
3 A 
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miles from Dambool, on the road to Anuradhapura, or rather to the 
eastern side of the road, I accident* met the ruins of an ancient 
native road, which tradition asserts once united Pollonn~n~wa with R 

dagobah in the vicinity. A bridge of massive grnnite over a rivulet, 
now dry, first attracted my attention. I t  was composed of apright 
blocks of granite about eight feet long, supporting other horizontal 
blocks about four feet broad, seven feet long and a foot thick. On 
each side of this bridge the rond might be traced for a considernble 
distance by its elevation above the plain around. The new road to  
Anurrrdhapurn cuts through it, and on each side it presents of course 
merely the appearance of an ordinary mound of earth. 

Some further Xotice of the Species of Wild Sheep, by ED. BLYTII, 
Curator of the Asiatic Society, &c. &c. 

No great while ago," writes Mr. Hodgson, (J. 8. S. XV, 342,) 
only two or three species of wild Sheep were recognised by men of 

science. But Mr. Blyth has, all at ouce, produced a splendid cornuco- 
pia of species, founding many of them, however, upon an inupectio~ 
of the honm solely. I question the possibility of so establishing spe- 
cies or genera in this group ; and, as a proof of the necessity of 

examining carefnlly the entire rttucture of the animals, I need merely 
refer to Mr. Blyth's signal error, already adverted to, in reference to 
the organization of Capra or the domestic Goat, and to an over@: 
equally important to be mentioned presently.'* 

The signal error" adverted to has not, however, been yet set right 
by Mr. Hodgson. I t  is true that I did follow my predecessors in 
atating that the Goats are devoid of the suborbital m d  interdigital 
pores which occur iu the Sheep ; and I have since stated (in XV, 154,) 
that the abseuce of the interdigital sinus affords an easy method of 
distinguishing a leg of goat mutton from one of mouton pmpremmt dit. 
But Mr. Hodgson states (XV, 337), that " Goats hnae interdigital, 
though not lachrymary, pores; and consequently Mr. Blyth's suggeeted 
g e a u  dmnrotragw is based on misconception, though accidentally true 
to nature, at least in my view of her, and without reference to systems. 
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But, however falsely used heretofore," &c. &c. Now I had several 
times even pointed out, to different friends, who have accompanied me 
to the Calcutta b w ,  how to distinguish legs of Sheep mutton from 
legs of Goat mutton, by the invariable token here alluded to ; and 
I therefore felt some surprise at Mr. Hodgson's assertion: but as he 
recommends me to " look at nature, instead of books," and as some 
tame Goats were immediately at hand, I of course had them caught 
and examined them; wheu I found that they do possess interdigital 
pores on the forsfeet only-not on the hind-feet,-a piece of informa- 
tion which I infer to be as new to Mr. Hodgson as the existence of 
pores on the fore-feet proved to myself. But I say nothing about an 
" important oversight," on his part, in having (when once about it) 
overlooked the circumstance of the non-existence of interdigital pores 
on the hind-feet of the common Goat : but will merely remark on the 
probability that A m t n o t r a p  was not so " misdiscriminated by Mr. 
Blyth," aRer all, but that it will be found to differ from the Goats in 
having, like other Sheep, interdigital orifices on all four legs. 

We next come to my " oversight equally important," in the fact of 
my not having mentioned that 0. burrhel was deficient in the subor- 
bital sinnses, any more than Mr. Hodgson mentioned the same defi- 
ciency in 0. nahoor, in his elaborate and latest description of the latter 
species, published in X. 231 ! To be sure, Mr. Hodgson alludes to my 
being <' a professed naturalist :" but at the time I drew up the Mono. 
graph of the species of wild Shwp,' I was surely, in every respect, quite 
as milch an amatenr in the matter as himself, either then or now, and 
was very considerably his junior in such investigations. The different 
new species described in that paper are, indeed, the first novelties in 
the class of mammalia which I ever published !* Nevertheless, I can- 
not think of admitting the implied distinction between an amateur 
naturalist and a " professed" one. Whoever undertakes to describe new 
species of organized beings, by so doing professes himself a naturalist I 

* And, therefore, I maintain that the somewhat lrarsh (not to say captious) tone of 
Mr. klodgson's remarks on this labour of mine is altogether uncalled for, under tlla 
circumstances. Cun Alr. H. cite a piper of hi awn which shows, on the face of it. 
anything appmacl~irl~ to the same amount of +eseurcb amongat the labours of his 
pwdectt~~om? Or one that could haw cost himself more labour in other respects? Or 
that 1103 utlded more to the previous knowledge of the subjwt 1 

3 A 2 
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and credit will of course be given him for having duly studied the 
writings of his predecessors, or he is unqualified for the task, and 
should be content to borrow the assistance of those who do profess to 
have done so. 

But I am pleased to see that Mr. Hodgson now admits my Oai. 
burrhel, as a good species : because, not very long ago (in XI, 283), 
he stated, positively, that " Mr. Blyth's Oois burrhel is no other than 
my mfhhr. Mr. Blyth's" (i. e. the Zoological Society's) specimen of 
which was dyed brown by a preservative lotion that was applied by the 
killer and curer of if Lieutenant Smith, 15th Native Infantry! !" 
(%de also note.) Captain Smith has lately farored me with sundry 
items of information respecting Himalayan mammdia ; comprising a 
notice of 0. krrhel, nobis, as distinct from 0. mfhcior, which I shdl 
presently have occasion to cite. 

In the course of a note which I appended to Mr. Hodgson's above 
qnoted remark on my 0. burrhd, I took occasion to observe (XI, 
284, and there is another reminder in XV, 153), that " With respect to 
0. ammonoideu, Hodgson, it will be remenibered that I had dedicated 
this animal to Mr. Hodgson himself, terming it Hodgumii, some time 
before the of the name ammonoideu," i .  e. hi the Proceedings 
of the Zoological Society' for July 1840, whereas Mr. Hodgson's paper 
descriptive of 0. ammonoideu, and published in the Society's Journal 
for 1841, p. 230, bears his own date of March for that year. I cannot, 
therefore, understand upon what principle Mr. Hodgson adheres to 
the latter appellation; and the more especially as he is known to be 
particularly tenacious of his own nomenclature.* 

On the same occasion, I pointed out that Captain hut ton'^ Ovw ycloceros had been 
priorly named by me 0. Vigrui: and Caybin Hutton, accordingly, adopts the latter 
name in preference to that of his uwn coining, in XV, 152. Nor is the above the only 
instance of the kind I have reson to complain of, on the part of Mr. Hodgson, who 
must show a little more reapect for the clain~s of othem if he expects his own to be up- 
held. For example, some time ago Mr. 11odgson will remember sending me a b i d  by 
the name Chrlidorhynr clrrywrrhirtus, which I informed him that I already hnd in priot, 
by tbe name Rkipidura h y p o r m l L ,  XII, 935 : and in correcting the proof, I inserted an 
acknowledgment of the receipt of Mr. Hodpn 'a  specimen (in the following page), 
adding that 1 then adopted hi genua Chslidorhynr ; which, however, has eince proved 
to be true Hhipiduwz, as oppoeed to L a r c o c r r ~ ,  Swainwn (vide X V ,  290). Yet Mr. 
Hodgson had no compunction in publishing his Chslidorhyttz chry~lchir im an a I- 

rprciu in the ' Proceedings of the Zoological Society' for 1845, p. 32 ; and at p 26 L 
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And I must further take the liberty of recalling Mr. EIod,pon's 
remarks (in X, 9 15), concerning a critique on his own labours. c r  It 
is well known," writes Mr. IIodgson, that when Mr. Ogilby wrote, 
several successive catalogues of mine, embodying the improving results 
of new information, and greater skill in the appreciation of it, existed ; 
and had Mr. Ogilby consulted the whole of them, according to their 
dates, he might have spared a great part of his cursorinus remarks." 
Thus, with regard to tame Sheep with naturally short tails, Mr. Hodg- 
son will find, in XV, 153, my priuted statement thnt-" The fighting 
rams of India seem to me to be of a race descendecl from Ooie ripti, 
of which they preserve the crescent horns and short tail :" and in the 
following page,-" Whether any long-tailed Sheep, with l i o r~~s  describ- 
ing more than a spiral circle, could have dcscerldcd from the cresce~it- 
horned and short-tailed 0. muaimon (which is closely allied to 0. 
Vigncr], is extremely doubtful." Mr. Hodgsorr might, therefore, to be 
consistent with himself, have qualified a little his remarks on this sub- 
ject (in XV, 343). 

We would now return to the paragraph which I commenced by quot- 
ing, and m i u e  whether really I founded " many species" of wild 
Sheep upon an inspection of the horns solely :" but I will first remark 
that Mr. Hodgeon hsu himself founded various species of mammalia 
upon what I consider much less satisfactory data than those afforded 
by the h o n ~ s  of different wild Sheep, which, in general, (as must be 
admitted by all who are acquninted with them,) supply exceedingly 
good specifid distinctions. 

Marleu (I) tufms, H. (XI, 281). " Have several fine skins from 
Lassta and Seling, but as they want the teeth and talons and tail, I 
can but conjecture from information and the specimens as they are, 
that the animal is a Marten. Thus judging, I should say that the 
T e e  has much of the size and proportions of the last or jarigula, 
but its pelage is much richer and sofidr. * * * Probable length from 
snout to vent 20 to 22 inches, mean height 7," &c. NOW there is a 

Tibetan Marten which I have lately had occasion to describe, which 
I feel very confident to be this M. tufieus : but its size does not exceed 
that of the two European Martens (to which it is very nearly allied), 

gisss, .s ~ W I I K ~  new species, Dimorpha 7 ruhrocyurn, H., which I likewise diainctly 
informed him WM my Mtrrcieupuiu hypcy thra  (vide p. 127, ante) ! I ! 
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being considerably smaller thu$aaigula ; and I iufcr, therefore, that- 
the dimensions nhove given are those of exceedingly stretched skins. 

'< Musteln (1) cafotua, 11." (Calcutta Journal of Natural History, 
11. 22 1, and pl. 1X ; a figure which I, for one, would certainly never 
have ventured upo*i publishing). I can give no opinion of my own re- 
spcctiug this a ~ ~ i n ~ n l ;  but i n  blr. J. E. Gray's ' List of Specimens of the 
Mammalia in tlie British 3iuseun1,' (p. 139,) 1 see " itiuatela calotus, 
Hodgson," placed as a synonyme of Sciurus europma ! ! !* 

In XI, 286, two Tibetan animals are enumerated as-rr 39. Epus ,  
wild ; E. kinng, JIoorcroft ;t E. hemione" (qusre hemionus ?), " Auct ? 
Found ,yenerally througllout Tibet: I have no specimen."-" 40. 
Asinus equioides, mil~i. Species want verification, spoken of by 
Moorcroft and others : called wild Ass by the Tibetans, and said to be 
common on the plains of Tibet. Possess no specimen." Mr. Hodg- 
son, neverthelcus, does not hesitate to give a name to the latter animal, 
which I am satisfietl refers to E. hmaionua, or the Kiang (vide XV, 
146) ; while the other is, I suspect, the same wild type of Equus 
caballus as was descnhed, and the foal figured, by Pallas.$ 

Mr. Gray's note of interm~ation refers obviously to the work in which N. calotw 
i s  published, not to the identification of the animal. 

t Vide Moorcroft's l'mvels. I, 312, nud 442, and other noticas in the same work. E. B. 
$ While thm article was proceeding through the press, the 28th No. of the Cakutto 

Jotrntul of Xcrrsral H u k w y  camc to hand, containing a paper by XIr. Ilodgeon, entitled 
" Description of the Wild Am and Wolf of 'I'ikt," in which he now slates-" There is, I 
believe, no speciea of wild Horse in Tibet, and only one species of wild Am, viz., the 
Kiang:" and though fully aware that niwrcroft had named thin m i m d  Egulir kiang, 

and that he had himself termed i t  Ariirus equioides, it is now a third time wantonly 
named Ari~ors y,~lyorf~~n ! l'he last nume, too, being founded on the mistaken supposi- 
tion that the little prremolar in front of the series of upper grinders in the Kiang is 
peculiar to that animal ; whereas ( i t  is needless tu remind the generality of Zoologists) 
thie tooth is normally present in the Horse and Ass ( ! I ) ,  if not in every other species of 
the genus ; but is subject to be occasionally lost, when it3 socket becomes gradually 
filled up, and dieappears totally. Referring to 6ve skulls of H o r n  in the Society's 
Museum, I find this toot11 or it3 socket present in three of them, but lost and the wcket 
completely atrophied upon one side of one of these three ; and irt an Ass's mkrlll I find it 
on both aides, as in Mr. Hodgwn'a figure of the series of upper nlolars of the Kiang : 
PO much, then, for the natne (dr  ratl~er synonyme) polyodon ! With regard to Pallas's 
as~ertion (as  quoted by l'enttant and Shaw), that the hemiontrs has only 38 teeth in all. 
or two fewer t l l ~ n  in the Ilomc! and APJ, it is difficult to imagine which are here meant 
as being deficieltt, in dtlition to the two ltltle upper pr~emolars ; and I coniese to enter- 
tainiug doubu on the subject. 'I'l~e colour of the Kiang, 1 con afe ly  a s w t  to be ab- 
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Mr. Hodgson's subgenus P a e u d o - r m s  (X, 911, and XI, 281). 
refers, in my opinion, decidedly, to a young truly elaphine Stag (Certwus 

Wallichii, Duvaucel), of the third year; the horns of which had  rot 
attained the size and figure which they would have exhibited ill the 
n~ature animal. It is most probably identical with the great truly 
elnphine Stag of Kashmir. So much for this alleged aubgertue !* 

Indeed, Mr. Hodgson should be the very last person to cornplnin of 
cr in~lnmerable vague and shadowy species" k i n g  "the plague of 
Zoological science," (vide X\', 335,) inasmuch as he has burdened 
science with a frightful list of cumbersome and useless synonpes (vide 
for instance, those reduced in my papers on birds), based upon no dis- 
tinctive characters whatever. Witness his catalogue of Nepalese Mynahs, 
(V. 77 1 :)? and even when convinced of error, instead of hesteniug to 

rolutdly similvr to that of wveral specimens ~ h i c h  I have seen alive of Equus honiorrur : 

the Society's skin of the former is in summer garb ; and I have repeatedly witnessed, in 
England, the seasonal chunges of the kernionus, which are just as Mr. Hodgson haa 
described those of the Kiang. In  fact, my opinion remaim unchanged that the Kinng 
will prove, upon actual comparison, to Im identical with Equw hsmionur. 

Mr. Hodgson's Lupus loniger is another familiar ncquaintnnce, of which he m i ~ h t  
have seen three fine mounted skins, in differnot states of pelage, when he visited the 
Society's N w u m  : but I cannot accede to hie opinion that it has any claim to be re- 
garded as a peenliar rpeaies, after what I have seen of the vaMtion of Wolves of dif- 
ferent countries, and even of the same wuotry ; but I muet reserve the diseueiun of lhi 
subject for a more convenient opportunity. t 

Some remarks on the transveme shoulder-stripe incidental to the Asinine s u b p u p  of 
Equur ,  will be found in a note to vol. XI ,  p 286 : since writing whiih, I have observed 
a domestic Am with a aecond transverse stripe, and another with four (!) tlnd not sqri -  

distant crone-&pea, varyiug too in length, and the lPst crossing the loins. Buchanan 
Hamilton, I think, soolewhere states that the Asses of hIadrw are sometimes without 
any nosy-stripe : and finally, I may remark that those of h w e r  Uengal are very 
commonly more or less b a d  with black on the limbs, at all ages. That the supposed 
E ~ U U I  asinus ( f e w )  of Prof. Gmelin was an individual variety of hsmionur, with 
m a l l  crm-stripe on the shouldem, I scarcely feel any doubt whatever. 

I have indeed been assured that Mr. Hodgson's CT afinis, or great elaphine St* 
of the Nepal shl forest (X,  7211, was founded on a skull and horns purcllased from a 
ship in the port of Calcutta by the Nepal Vakeel, Luekman Pardia, who p m n t e d  it 
to the then prima minister of Nepal, Bim Sen, by whom it wrrs presented to Mr. 
Hodpon. I t  certuinly would nppear that nlr. If. has never since been able to pro- 
cure another specimeu. 

t " \Ye have seven species," writer Mr. H o d e n ,  " all abun lant in Nepal.-I. re- 
1igiosa.-2 crirtdlluiha, (nab.)-3. Triscuider, (nub.)-4. syluestrw, (nab.)--5. AJinir, 

(nub.-. Cummunu, (nab.)-7. T c r r i c l ~ ~ v ,  (nab.)-And Mr. Hodgsor~ has since 
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relieve our catalogues of the incumbrance of fictitious species, h l o -  
gists have great reason to complain that he suffera the misleading 
synonymes of his own imposing to remain permnnently uncorrected. 
Thus, when I ~rivately informed Mr. H o d p n  that his Auk? i d i i w  

termed another-" Gregicolw, (nab.)"-In all r w s  new RMIU (to pa%9 over the ex- 
traordinary wnstruction of mmc of them) ! 
" Of them," it is added, " 2 and 3 are nearly allied to crirtatclln and frirtir ; 4 nnd 5 

to pagodarun and malakviro. The 6th inclintr much to S t ~ c m w  ; and the 7th. a very 
oseulpnt species, has a very wnaidemLle resemblance in the fonn of its wings, L.il and 
legs, to Cinclornmu," (indeed it has no mrt of relntionahip with the Rlyuahs). 

Not one of these names hns since been rectified, except by myself; though referrir~g 
to some of the commonest birds of the whole Bengal Presidency. Thus, Religiosa is 
the common Hill Mynah, so often aged, and now standing as Graculu oflnia, A. Ha,y, 
(XV ,  32.) Crir trhidu is another species first distinguied by Lord Arthur Hay. (vide 
XV, 33,) from Acri&thsrcscrututelltcr, (L.), of China ; and it now stands as Am. gr-,, 
(Horsfield) : though Dr. Iiorsfield wus not juatifird in changing the name of his Java- - bird to grirsur, since he believed in itJ idautity with the Chinese crirtutallw. Tris- 
toidea Lthe cammoo House Mynah, Acr. trutir, (L.),mahnndant throughout the country. 
Grsgicolw is Acr. gilyiniunw, (L.),or the common Bank blynah. Cmaunia  is Sturnw 
contra, Auct ,  now termed Sturmpaslor ( m n h u )  by bIr. Hodgaon. Syluutris is Shmtiu 
pagdurum, (Gm.), v. mslonocephulo, (Dahl). Afi~ris i St. ~~uluburica. And Terr i coh  
is the ' Umwn lndiin Thrush' of Edwards, first identified us such by myself, and also 
fimt distinguished by myself, (not by MI? Hodgeon, whose name I have nevertheleer 
adopted,) from the nearly allied Illa4aeocn.c~ r t r h t w ,  Swainson, of Ceylon. 

Now, what h f i t  to science, it may well be asked, accrues from this random appl!u- 
tion ofa host oinew names ; without so muchas a clue to the particular speciesthey refer 
to 1 O r  what skill is required in the manufacture of such names? I t  in true that they 
are not binding in the leaat, unl- some kind of intelligible description, or  dintinctly re- 
mgniaable figure, ia attached to them ; but even in the lotler case it is acarcely fair that 
those who first really discriminute species from their a%inen should be deprived of the 
right of naming them, because they had previously heen dwribed perhaps at random, 
"&out any tmuble having been taken to determine whether they m l l y  were new-or 
perehPoce even familiarly known, rs were most of Mr. Hdgson's hl ynahs just referred 

to. 
There is an old story that the most unskilful marksman may hit his object occasionally 

by flinging a handful of missiles at it together : and so by affixing new names to a mul- 
titude of species thus a t  random:and describing them at a venture, the merest tyro may 
chance to have hi vanity gratified, sornetirnes, by seeing hia name quoted as the de- 
scriber of an actual novelty, regurdless of the number of synonymes to which olso be 
finds his name attached, and of the confusion which be thus oftentimes.introduces. 

I t  would be a beneficial rule if the merits of a describer of new species were to be  
estimated by the uumber of those which he succeeds in establishing, minus or deduc t  
ed by that oithe synooymes which hc hap applied to pmviously known species, or at leant 
of such OJ remuin uncorrected by him after n given period : and the permanent establish- 
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had heen previously named Faha ttwirgatnr by Temminck, that pn-' 
tleman replied that he had been long aware of it ; but he has certainly 
never given publicity to the information (as I hastened to do, in XI, 
5). As hir. Hodgson has not scrupled to refer to my unpublished 
opiniou (of which more presently), respecting Antilope gutturosa (XV, 
.335), there can surely be no occasion for my refraining tcr pub lid^ what 
I have just stated of Astar trimrgatw,* 

But enough of this tu plroque style of argument : thoqh  a little 
rebrtting is fairly allowable in a contest wherein rams' horns are con- 
certed l My paper on the wild Sheep was originally published in the 
* h e d i n g a  of the Zoological Society' for July- 28, 1840 ; was repub. 
fished in Taylor's * Annals and Magazine of Natural History,' Vol. VII, 
pp. 195, 248, with a few ndditioud notes, and a plate r~presenting the 
horns of some of the species 8 and was again republished, with furthef 
additional notes, in the Society's * Journal,' X, 858, to which last rer 
publication I shall refer, for the convenience of most readers in India. 
Let ua see whether '* mnny" of the species were founded " npon an 
inspection of the horns solely." 

1. ODis Polii, nobis, Fotinded on a magnificent fruntlet rind hornj 
brought by Lieutenant Wood ftom the Pamir steppe ; wmbiied with 
the notice quoted from Marco Polo, which refera lindeuiably to the 
same animal. Of the distinctness of this superb species, there ean be 
no doubt whatever; and the frontlet is fipred in Taylor's plate, figs. 
1 and 2. 

2, 3, and 4. 0. ammon, Pallas ; 0. montann, ~esmafest ; add 0. 

ment of a doubtful 6peciea named by another, or the reduction of such to the mnk of 
synooyme, should be. re& as a Inlmur ofequal or even higher merit than the pmrnul- 
gation of a specie4 previowly undescribed. Such a rule would furnish a criterion 
by which to apprecmm the labourn of u natunrlist in this line, by enabling us to mike a 
ba~anc~ between the amount of goed he ma). have effected by adding to the of 
knowledge, and that of evil which he hos int la lucd in the shape of confusion. It 
would check much recklesswas in the imposition of mew names which now unhappily 
prevails in several quartem. 

I t  i true Lhat the name Artnr iruficws WM published dn0nyrn0llsl9, id the * B e w l  
Sporting Magazine,' and therefore the only legitimate sponsor thdt can be quoted for it 
i the editor of that periodical for the time; but it has neverthelemr bee11 repentedly quot- 
ed M Mr. Hodgson'e species, and llas been nck~wledged ss such by him, and therefore 
it surely behoved Mr. Hodpan to uet mattera right witl~out delay when he lwrned that 
it had k e n  deacnbed by Temminck. 

3 a 
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nddeola, Eschscholtr. Tbe first of these I had never seen, and could 

refer to merely : the second I ma well scqnainted with : and the third 
I only knew from M. Eschschoh's work, but referred also to a notice 
of it in taaa narrative of gottebue's voynge. The Suciety's Museum 
now boasts a very fiae specimen of 0. ammon,* which I am enabled 
to assert, positivdy, is distiact from 0. montama of North America : 
and I incline to refer to it, though with considerable hesitation, the 
horn in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, London, (vide 
Taylor's plate, figs. 3 d 4,) for which I suggested the pnwiui01~l 
name ueulptwwm; d without any hesitation Mr. Iiodpon's large 
species, f ist  proaiaiondy named by me Halgaonii upon Mr. Hodg- 
eon's description of the horns in the ' Asiatic Researches,' aud subse- 
quently by him 47mmmduu.t Pallas's tipre of 0. arruon, copied 
into various works, though sufficiently rude, indicates certain characters 
which are at once recognised in the Society's specimen ; such as the 
lengthened white hair on the foreneck and breast, the correappnding 
hair in 0. -tuna being blackish ; and there is no reddish-black tinge 
on the face of 0. ammm : the horns are badly represented ; but, with 
a specimen for comparison, it is readily seen that the e m r s  are due to 
want of skill in the daughtsman. These horns are considerably less 
massive than in 0. montarrq and their section is Fey different, and 
especially the view of them as seen from above : but they are more 
prolonged, in an inverse ratio to the decreased bulk towards the base. ; 
though considerably less prolonged and thicker at base than in 0. 

Presented by G. T. Lushiigton, Enq.. whoh.s annonnced to methe despatch offour 
more perfect &ins : we have also an imperfect nkull of a young male. TO Mr. Lushiog- 
ton the Society is likewias indebted for a akin ofthe Kiang received, and for mother and 
more perfect specimen now on its mote ; with numemus othw valuable contribntiona. 

t Mr. H. even confounded 0. ammm with 0. n a h ,  in As. Rar. XVIII, pt. 11, 135; 
m d  tile mietake w.s first pointed out in my paper: but IM he described the horns of 
quite a young ram (vide hi plate) as'' accurately triangulsr" (i. e. equilolcrally ?) 1 
did not feel justified in identifying the species with 0. am- : dating that even the 
" Rocky BIountnin species would, at the same w, have much comprrssed born, far 
from atlPioiug to an equilateral triangle;" to whioh I addad tht-"Shaald a troe 
species be bere i u d i d ,  an is not improbable, distinct from 0. ammon, I propose that it 
Le dedicotcd to that assiduous investigator of Nepbleae Zoology, md be occordmgb 
termed 0. fludgamii !" My opinion ww, that it is, poeitively and decidedly, identical 
with 0. ammola, will of coum be rewived quantda m h ,  iu oppmtion to that d Mr. 
llodgnou; who, however, b~ not advanced a mingle reuon for supposing otbemk. 
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Pdii. ' The most marked contrast from those of 0. nwatara consists 
in the fact that the great bulge in the upper portion of the posterior 
surfnce of the horn in 0. montana (which I refer to from memory only, 
though with the utmost confidence), is compadvely little more than 
indicated in 0. arrrrpron ; sad the rugse are particularly large in the 
h r  species. Comparing the Society's stuffed specimen with Mr. 
Hodgson's figures and description of his (so called) 0. amm&t, 
the specifid identity is beyond d q d n  ; and it foIlows that, as k 
0. uwntana, some individual variation occm in diiTerent specimens, 
Thus, the horns of the Society's specimen are rather more bulky than 
those fignred and deaeribed by Mr. Hodgson, (though, by his own 
showing,* he h a  represented them too small in his plate 111). In the 
Society's mima], the horns had aboat completed their fifth year of 

g r o d  ; and measure round the curve (following the upper angle 
from the basowhere the two are nearly in contact), thirty-three inches 
and a palf, of which the yeare of growth are snecessively seven inch* 
eight and a half, nine, five and a half, and the basal (perhaps ineom- 
plete) fonr and a half; the cironmference at base is eighteen inches, 
width of anterior plane at base fonr inches, and depth at base poste- 
riorly six inah- and a half; greatest width apart of the horns, men* 
sured &emally, twenty-three inehes ; the tips eighteen inches apart.? 
Length of ears fonr inches and a half; and of tail underneath (where 
nude of hair) fully three and a half, exclusive of its upper vesture. The 
total length of this specimen, when fresh, would have been fully 8ir 
feet ; but as none of its bones are preserved,'eacept the horn-cores, I 
will not (with the example of Martea h c f w  before me) pretend to 
give the minutire of its admeasurements. 

5. 0. eal$kniane, Douglas. Description cited from ‘Zoological 
Journal ;' and the horns fully described by myself, and figwed in Tay- 
lor's plate, fig. 5. An unquestionable species. 

" Head, to base of horn, one fwt. Length of horn, by curve, three feet one inch.* 
These proportiom am not p ~ s e ~ t ? d  in the plate, e a p e d l y  in the latemi view of the 
had. How m it, too, h t  the cauhl disk ia not mpreeented in the 6 y m  of the female 7 

t In h e  skull of a young ram, with horns in heir third yar of growth, t h e  cnwe 
round outwards to the tip, w h  t h y  commeaee to gym f o r a d  and even wmewhmt 
inward, an in the other, the tip ultimately turning outward in the d d  animal. In thm 
specimen, each horn masurea imhm mund the curve, and them tips are that diatlaes 
apart: the first year's growth mewuring llh i n c h ,  and the second year'# only five inch-. 

3 ~ 2  
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6. 0. n a h r ,  Hodgson. Described from specimens, amongst which 
was a hornless female 8 and first clearly established as distinct from 0. 
ammm !* 

7. 0. burrAoC, nobis. Described from a fine male; and the horn 
of a still older one. It  would seem, however, that I was wrong ia 
assigning to it a loftier altitude of haunt than that of 0. ~ l i o o r .  Capt. 
Smith illforms me that 0. liurrhsl and 0. ndoor keep 81-p in sepa- 
rate flocks, and are never seen on the same feeding-grouud ; the Burrhel 
seldom ascending above 16,000 feet elevation, while the Nahoor goes 
much higher. Both bleat like domestic sheep. Near the Boorendu 
Pass, the Burrhel is much more plentiful than the Nahoor; but the 
httter is far more extensively diffused over the HimaPya generally. At 
the 01- of summer, when the snow is nearly melted away, a very 
nutritious grass grows abundantly under a thin ooating of snow, and 
both species become exceeciigly fat by feeding upon it, i. e. in the 
months of August, September, and Oatober. At this time they can 
only be mmpared to the prize animals exhibited at the Smithfield 
shows, and they run with considerable difficulty, though still being far 
from easy of approach. In winter, when snowed in, they actually 
browze the hair off each other's bellies, many together having retired 
under the shelter of some overhanging rock, from which they come oat 
wretchedly poor. They produce one or two young' (commonly two,) itl 

June and July. In Taylor's plate, the representations of the horns of 
tbese two species were unluckily tmmposed ; vo. 6 referriag to 0, 
hrrhel, and No. 7 to 0. n a h r .  

8.  0. cylindricomia, nobis. This is the least satisfactorily eatct. 
blished of all the species in my monograph : it resting on a communi. 
cation h m  Col. Hamilton Smith, relative ta a species which must 
bgve been very different from either of those known to me, though 
described from memory only by Col. H. Smith (oue of the most ex. 
periesped of ZQologists in the history of the Ruminantia.) 

I may t b d o m  legitimately claim credit for being tbe 6nt to dirm'mhtu, in print. 
not o d y  the thres Himdayan, but d l  the A ~ t i c  speoka of wild Ocru kwwn np lo the 
present time : u b  0. n i v h h  of KuntdarLa be ooaridered M exoeytion, tbaugb M. 
Erchseholtx doer not explain in wbst nspeeta thii diem lrom 0. a m r m  and 0. ~ n r a r o  ; 

from h latter d which it would seem only to dm& in ita inferior eke, and in s.oling 
the pale n u d d  dlat ? 
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9. 0. hel ini ,  nobis. Described from very fine specimens of the 
male, f a d e ,  and young ; and identified with a species long ago rudely 
figured by the younger Gmelin, and the horn by Pallas ; and Gmeliu's 
description of the habits quoted, with further original information. 
Head figured in Taylor's plate, No. 8. 

10. 0. Pignei, nobis. Described from a coloured figure taken from 
life, and fnrm two pairs of horns, the distinctness of which from those 
of all the other species is most obvious : vide Taylor's plate, fig. 9. A 
ekin of this animal was described by Pennant as the '' Bearded Sheep," 
but was confounded by him with 0. tragelaphua (vide X, 877) ; and 
there is a brief notice and very passible figure bf the species, taken 
from an animal killed in the vicinity of Persepolis, in Lieutenat Al- 
exander's ' Travels fmm India to England,' &kc. (1 1327.) I t  win  
appears as the Wid Sheep of the Hindu Koosh," described by C ~ p t .  
Hay, J. A. S. IX, 440; and as &M gcloceros, Hutton, 'Calcutta 
Journal of Natural History,' 11, 514, and pl. XII, being again noticed 
by the latter gentleman in J. A. S. XV, 152. I t  may be observed that 
Capt. Hay remarks this species to differ from 0. tragelaphua c8 in 
ha* a lachrymary sinus ;" and Capt. Hutton also describes "a 
moderate-sized lachrymal sinus, which appears to secrete, or at d 
events contaius, a thick gummy substance, of good consistency, and of 
a dull greyish colour. The Afghan and Belooch6 hunters," he adds, 
" more especially the latter, make use of this gum, by spreading it over 
the pans of their matchlocks, to prevent the h p  from injuring the 
priming." We may, therefore, rest eatisfied of its existence in this 
species, which is nevertheless most closely allied to the next.* 

In a atllogue of Mr. Hodgson's collection presented to'the Britiah Museum, 
prepared by Mr. J. E. Gny, who has obligingly presented me with a copy of it, just 
received, I find 0. Vignsi, Blyth. aet down .so syoooyme of 0. a w n o i d u .  Hodwn,  
and 0. Hadgwnii, nobii, rbo cited, either of which names has the dvanlage of priority 
over that of a m . & .  suppOBiog the htter to refer to a specjes d i t  fmm 0. ammn : 

but Mr. Gray might as well identify 0. mudrnon or 0. trogehphtu with 0. ammonoidea, 
and reduoe dl the wild speoiee of Ouir to om, as bring together two such widely 
daemnt sp&w eahe has h dona He might just as well unite Ceruw coprwlw with 
C. ah+ or C. tarandus ! 

So, in his qnonymea of P-tb d w ,  he not only errolleollsly refers Pr. schuta- 
-8. Hodgem, to Ihb B e n d  uhd,  but the much more different Pr. hypolcucm, nobii, 
peeulur to Malabar and Travurcore, and which Mr. Martin introduced na a variety of 
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11. 0. mu&os, L. Described by me from lik, and a further notice 
given in J. d. S. X, 878. " The Argalis and MoufHons (not to men- 
tion the !l%agela@i),"* writes Mr. Hodgsan, '$ seem to form two strik- 
ing groups among the wild Sheep : our Nahm is a complete M d o n  ; 
hence it occurs to me to ask, if the Corsican animal is, like the Him* 
layan, devoid of suborbital sinuses ?" To thii I can reply, that the 
Prince of Canino states that it is so devoid :t but however this may be, 
if Mr. Hodgson wishes to subdivide the group of wild Sheep, he is 
altogether wrong in approximating the Naboor and Burrhel to the 

Pr. Jnhnii! This, too, is done without so much ps a note of interrogation ; while to the 
considerably more nearly allied Pr. otichiscs, Elliot, he does nffix a mark of doubt-it 
being, bowever, with Pr. priomw of. the Coromandel cooqt and Ceylm, distinct also. 

With equal podiveaess, in hi ' Catalogue d the Species of Nsmmatia in tbe B r ' i  
nIuseum,' Mr. Gray identified Baa gurrrus and D. f r t ~ ~ ~ t u l i r  (not to cite other instances of 
like precipitancy) ! But he has now Mr. Iiodgson'a specimens of skulls of these two Bovu, 
and, M a matter of course, enumeratea them as wparate species. So, with adequate 
data to form an opinion upon, will he by and bye admit &+a V b c i  a d  the different 
Mdnkegs alluded to ; for 0 imagine otherwise will then even appear prepoekrws ! 

I t  will be newsary for me to go critically over this cntalosue of Mr. Hodgsou's 
species, upon which I have more than a few remarks and corrections of nomenclature and 
of synonym& to offer; but I shall confine myeelf lrere to one further remark, relative 
to the particularly d manner in which A l l r h u r m i d a h u ,  Blytb, is placed as a synonyme 
d A. ratfaemu : the fact being, that my dewrigtion of A. atrioktur is not even yet pub- 
lished, and the name could o d y  have trans* through Mr. Jerdon's bare mention of 
it, in the' Madras Journal' No. XXXI, p. 136; unless, indeed, Mr. Jerdon has himself 
forwarded specimens of this rnre Indian Pipit to Europe, in which caw I do seriously 
object to provisional and unpublished names of my mining being thus introduced to the 
world a% empty q n w y m e r  

Mr. Gray ha, in fact, placed mt a few rrynonymes to my credit (or diseredit) in this 
catalogue, of which I shall hasten to disuvow the paternity ! 

What does Mr. H. mean by theTragelaphi ? Tragelaphtu, Ham. Smith, stands for a 
gcam of Antdopea, ofwhieh the Guib d Bdbok and Ruppell's Ike& .re the t y p .  
I f  he wants a subgo& mme for the Afrian Wild Seep, he u perfeatly amam 1h.r 

I have termed it Ammotmger. How would he q r o v e  of his PaeciLu being thue c m -  
templuoudy p.ased over ? 

t Vide J a d i ' s  ' N a t u d i '  I.ibrug,' A h  Moui lh .  I k v e  mme impmsiao, 
neverbeless, d having observed small ones ; whiA is Mbcr wf r m d  by Mr. Ogiiby's 
remut, in him ' Mammalogy d the Himalaya,' (vide Rcyle's W B ~ ,  k c . )  that " 0. 
d m r  m intermediite in & m k r  between 0. muriman and 0. tragdophur, rhioh htter 
speaies it rosemblea in the form of the horn" ( I ) ,  " and in the vlreeuce of the mloanr, 

or wpitcr, ubich dirlmgrirh tbt  rmt of thr gmuc." Now s speoimen of 0. m u r i m  
was mt up in tbc museum of the Zoobgiosl Society, u the time that its then Swm?tary, 
hdr. Ogilby, indicbxl the remark here quoted. 
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Mmfflon of Corsica. These two Himalayan species, instead of being 
"complete hIoufflons," are (so far At l a s t  as their horns are concerned) 
moot particularly i d k c  0. musimon, and form R little group per se, 

unless 0. cylindn'cornis should prove to range mith them : and the 
M d o n  is quite excluded from his definition of "round-horned" 
Sheep, fm which group I presume the appellation P~llrloia is pro- 
posed. Their beiug " hrnished with a well dereloped tail," (really 
there is 10 such marked difference in this respect,) will not exclude the 
Californian Argdi, the tail of which is described as '' eighteen inches 
long!" Yet the horns of this animal are most typically those of an 
Argali (vide Taylor's plate) I Mr. H~dgson s ~ ~ g e s t s  6' the generic 
appellatian P~mdoia, lest.," he adds, " as hwi too often happened to me, 
some closet systematizer, who never was at the pains to examille 
natnre for himself, should step in to ' name and classify,' (the work of 
a moment, as ordistan'ly done,) my discoveries."* But if m y  discovery 
is claimed in the present instance, i t  remains to show in what it con- 
sists : for Mr. Ogilby long ago remarked the absence of stlborbibl 
sinuses in 0. nahoor ; and the group formed by 0. nafroor and 0. 
burrliel was distinctly indicated in my mouograph (ride J. A. S., X, 
867), being eetimated there, as I still t L k ,  at its true value. Mr. 

By the way, how is it thnt these complainls, 80 many times rcpeated, and hrder iug 
somewhat on the querulous, should be altogether peculiar among present cultivators of 
Zoology to Mr. I - i d g ~ o n  1 Does Rlr. H. coml~lain of my having chanced to anticipate 
him in the publication of Hkipidura Rypmn,ifha aud Murcicnprla hyperythra ? O r  in first 
discriminating in print the Ovis nuhwr from O.amnws ?-Or, supposing that 1 knew of an  
animal of which I was well aware that hlr. 1-1. pogsesaed the female only, and that he was 
waiting to procure a ~nnlc  in order to satisfy himself whether or not it differed from a 

cerlain other species ; supposing in such a case tllut I were to intercept the male which 
otherwise would have been tranrmitted to him, and immediately rush into print with a 
description of both sexea and a " mihi" attached, and in that description were even to 
refer to hlr. Hodgsun's unpublished opinion respecting the species, which opinion he had 
h a  cautious not to commit to pritlt !-Mr. Huclgson ntightperbaps be justified insay- 
ing that I had been guilty of much discourtesy towards him, and have forfeited my 
claim for conrtesy in return? Even suoh, mtat i r  muhndis,  is the history of Asti111p ( Pro- 
capro) picticuudab, Hodgson ! Br.Campbt.ll kindly forwaded the female ofthis snimnl 
some timeagoto the Society'aMuaeum, and hoped soon to be able to procure and send a 
male ; but Rlr. IIodgsnn happened to be a t  Dar j~el ing when Dr. Cnntpbcll succeeded 
in procuring two mnles aud a female, and has nsuredly taken due (orunduc) advantage 
of the accirlent of his local poition ! Wbo l ~ e m  " 9teps in to name and clsssify" 
k c .  &c. ? 
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Hodgson will find it necessary to become familiarly acquainted with 
mnny more Species of wild Sheep, than those found upon the Himalaya, 
if he thinks of subdividing the series otherwise than most crudely and 
unsatisfactorily; and when he haa properly studied the whole genus, 
even as now known, he will find its subdivision considerably more 
difficult than mag seem to him at present, and he will then be able to 
declaim with a better grace on the short-comings of others, who 
may have opportunities and local advantages which he has not, as he 
likewise enjoys some which they would assuredly not fail to turn to due 
account. 

Should it prove that 0. muaimon is really devoid of the facial cavities, 
the value of this character would fall to a mere specifical distinction ; 
for however the wild Sheep may be arranged into minor groups, the 
0. Vignez' (which has the sinuses) could scarcely be placedin a different 
subdivision from 0. mua'nwn. And to the &me group must be referred 
0. Gmelini aud 0. ophion, though together perhaps forming a subsec- 
tion of it! Both in 0. Gmelini and 0. Qmei, we find indications of 
affinity with the African 0. tragelaphuu. 

12. 0. ophion, nobie. Founded on the mloured figure and de- 
scription, by M. b1. Brandt and Rawburgh, of a specimen in the Berlin 
Museum. 

13. 0. a]-ies, L. The domestic Sheep. Several wild types, & I 
still strongly suspect : but none of those above enumerated ; unless, to. 
a partial extent, 0. PigRei, though even this very doubtful. 

14? 0. (?) Ixalw probaton, Ogilby. Described from a hornless 
specimen, which is at least closely allied to OOM. 

15. 0. tragelaphuu, Pallas. A well known species. Described 
from specimens, observed both alive and in museums. . 

The reader may now judge of the data upon which I founded my 
various new species of wild Oois ; and equally of Mr. Hodgson's dis- 
paraging assertion of my " founding many of them upon an inspection 
of the horns solely." Such assertions, if not promptly repelled, as I 
trust this has been, are calculated to damage the reputation of a work- 
ing zoologist, who should endeavour to do the utmost that is fairly 
practicable with the means at his disposal ; but who should know . 

better than to transgress the bounds of moderation in these matters, 
as by publishing such a name as Amnus epioides to the world, upon 



the data on which thnt Iiame is sought to be established, arid then 
lndicrously complain of "innumerable vague aiid shadowy species" 
k i n g  the plague of zoological science." 

Finally, respecting Antilope pictieoardata, Hodgson : having only 
the skin of a female to judge from, I consider myself perfectly justified 
in having provisionally regarded it as Antilope gutturosa of Palks, 
although 1 did not choose to go the length of publishing that opinion, 
as Mr. Hodgson has done for me. In  the first place, both animals 
are from Chinese Tartary ; secondly, both differ from every other 
known Antelope, excepting the Prong-horn of North America, in 

having R white caudal disk, as in the Argali Sheep, various true 
elaphine Stags, &kc. ; thirdly, the rest of the colouri~~g of the Society's 
specimen corresponds with the described summer dress of A. gutturosa ; 
fourthly, their short tails are similiar ; fifthly, the females of both are 
hornless ; sixthly, as regards the size of d.pictieaudata, how was 1 to 
know that the female in the Society's museum was full grown, it having 
no skull to guide me; seventhly, A. yuttvroea is 'described to liave 
slight tufts of hair on the knees, scarcely sufficiently long to deserve 
the name of brushes; and though I co~ild scarcely make these out 
distinctly in the Socieby's specimen, I thought they might perhaps be 
more developed in another ; and eighthly, the subor1)ital sinus ill A. 
gutturosa is described to be small, and I could merely distinguish a 
s m d  bare place in lieu of the sini~s on botl~ sides of the face of the 
Society's specimen ; moreover, we know tlrat this sinus becomes more 
developed at the rutting season, and at other times it may he so slight 
as to become obliterated iii n dry skin. As for the swoln larynx, it is 
as much peculiarto the male sex, as aretlie horns and prrepntinl gland ; 
and even the laryiix would, I doubt not, as in A. cerricnpra, be much 
more developed at the r~itting senson than at other times, and probably 
the preeputial gland also. I sho~ild therefore hnve considered myself 
altogether disqualified from assumi~ig the tone which I now feel myself 
entitled to hold, if I had added to the "innumerable vague and sha- 
dowy species" which Mr. Hodgson so consistently denouiices, by de- 
scribing A. picticaadafa as a species distinct from A. gutturoaa, of 
which, indeed, I am still very far from being satisfied, as I think it yet 
requires to be examined in the recent strte, and the males daring the 
height of the rutting period. 

3 c 
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To  concl~tde, if Mr. Ilodgsoii 11ad  reserved the arncniticn of fair . 
rrnd nmicnble discussiml, in his various depreciatory rcmarks, 1 sllould 
have forborne, as hitherto, from calling special nttention to certain of 
his own very marked inconsistencies, to use the mildest expression ; 

and should have even passed quietly over his appropriation of tlle I 
Tibetan Antelope (if it really prove new) : but in disregarding the rules .-, 
of courtesy towards me and others, he has invited a plaiu-sppkell' 1 .. 
rejoinder, which I have reluctantly felt myself compelled .. to issue 
aine nwrd. i:t' f 

P.  S. I t  is due to Mr. Hodgson that I should here notice, and I . 
have unfeigned pleasure in doing so, that I hare just received from 
him a communication (dated March 21th,) iu which he has, in the '8,. 

most handsome manner, spontaneously tendered his regret, if, in the hrnt 
of composition, he may have penned aught thnt I might consider as dis- 
courteous ; and I rejoice that it is in my power to append this trait of 
@ feeling on his part, which I am sure that he will have thc gelle- 
rositp to exhibit ft~rther, should he haply think my reply at all arritno- 
~lions, or written under excited feelings.* 

X I,tsfnrctio?~s lroo to tnke Correct Facsd~nilrs of I1~,2scrG~tions, I,y ('npftri~r 
KITTOE, Gfh 5;. I. < - '  

To tnke correct fwsimiles without reversing the writing which the 
common method of damping and prcssiug the paper on them, or of 
blnrkening the stone produces, the followi~~g method is recommended. 

Heat in a Idle ,  ~ n d  mix, equal parts of spirits of turpentine, linscsed 
oil and bees wax, with sufficient red lead or ochre, ground as fine as 

and let i t  cool. Then rub this iuto fiue Sernmpore or baznr 

We wawt  thnt  3lr. lslyth hmdt3emed it ncccssry to cotlch his defence in tennu of 
asperity. A s  his  opinion^ s.ere impugned in a recent paper by Mr. Hodpon,  he llns an 
undoubted right of rejoinder, for the tone of which be is of c o u m  n3ponsible. l jut we 
protest againat the repetition ofsuch jousting in h e  Journal, ~ h c  high character and ~ligui- 
tied position of which nre iu  no small rncaaure attributable to the nb~ence of every sen)- 
blance of personality from ib p a p a  ; a circutnstance luwt hot~ornLle to the c ~ l l t ~ v s l ~ r s  . 
of srience in this couotry,nnd not en-ily parulleled in t l ~ c  l~ihtory ol' ttny E:uroj)t,t~n Jour- 
nal. Our conlributors will, we frwl aasured, concur with ur Illat thi. I ~ i y l ~  c l~n rn r~e r  t~lunt 
on no considcmtiou be compron~id. -Eo~rous .  
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pnper with a rng, so as to color it uniformly, more or less, according to 
the nature of the stone on which the incriptions are cu t ;  if the surface 

is very su~ooth, the thinner the color the better, and vice verd. I t  is 
1)est to keep a few sheets ready prepared of different shades of color 
on !I*.. These should be rolled on a light roller with a sheet of 
blottiirgor unsized paper between each, to absorb all superfluous greasy 
qatter.  Paper prepared with ochre mixed in water answers, but is apt * ''to &literate. # 

, 
. . . 'yo take off impressions, first of all damp your plain paper slightly, 

aud with little wnfers of bees was fasten it tightly over the inscriptiou ; 
,.r~ext cut a slip of prepnred (colored) paper the width of two or three 

lines, according to the size of the letters, and when very large, of one 
line only ; nppiy the colored face to the white paper, and wit11 a nlullcr 
~nadc  of hard wood, rub the paper longitudinally and vertically until all 
tile lctters appear as clear they will, m o v i ~ ~ g  the colored paper onwards 
ns the impression comes off: the color becomes transferred by this 
rnrnns into all the raised surface of the iuseribcd stone, leaving the 
cavities or letters white. This will be more or less perfect accordi~~g 
to the nature of the stone, the srnoothest giving the best inlpressious. 

I t  is better in large inscriptions to cut your whitc Ijnper also ill 
strips and to number the lilies as you take them off to ennble poll to 
a d j ~ ~ s t  them nltcrwnrds. 

When the irnl~ression has been thus taken, it should I)e most carefully 
rolnl)nred, letter for letter, with the original, and indistinct lctters sllo~lld 
I)(- supplied in pencil ; it will be found that rongh surfaces require this 
i~lvnriably, illdeed some inscriptions cannot be fairly imprinted with ' 
tlie color; howel-er, it is best to make the nrost of it and make t l ~ c  
Icntters distinct wit11 a peilcil as suggested. 

For correcting, the light a t  sunrise and sunset, nlso strong moon light, 

or by torcl~ a t  night is best ; letters that are invisible a t  other times 
1,ecoiue distiuct then ; the surface should be looked at  obliquely, and 
illdeed from every poilit till the eye catches tlie form of the letters ; 
of course this will be easier to one accuslorned to the different alphabets 
and wlio map be able to read RIICI comprehend them. 

In  scnrching fur i~~script io~is  parties should practicrrlly, never " leave 
R Ytolie u~!turued," for thcy often orcllr in the most milikely localities, 
IISIIRUY a b o ~ c  doors or within their jaurul~s, or i l l  soruc cinrk corlicr 

3 c. %\ 
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within, and above all things, never believe it when the iuhabitants wy 
tliere are Iioue, but search yourself for them. 

I would lay ulueh stress upon one point calculated to aid parties in 
their search for antiquities, it is this. Never neglect visiting every 
clump of, or single Peepul or Banyan trees, and particularly if high 
mounJ or by water, for a practice exists all over India of aollecting 
fragments of stone of all kinds, scnlptured or inscribed under such trees. 

Whenever a high mound is seen in a flat p ~ r t  of corntry, depend 
upon it, it is the site of an ancient city. Those who have travelled in 
the I'unjnub, and in the Cis-Sutledge territory, will not have failed to 
remark this. Witness all the pkces the names of which end in put" 
and " linua," Pnneeput, Son-put, Cong-put, Sam-hantt, Pud-liana, Src. 
kc. but there are very m n y  mounds in the other and distiuct uanies 
such as Kupoor, Mumdote, Kunnoje, Kurra, Jlauicpoor. 

I t  would be very useful it' in the different revenue surveys attention 
were paid to those mounds or sites of old towns, aud that they should 
be eutered in the maps, the names carefully recorded in the dialect and 
written character of the country. , 

Ilintr on the Ena'est Method of takiny andprepnring Draaoi~gs for 
~itho~r&h,'&y -. -. 

Several years ago I proposed Contributing (monthly) specimeus of 
sc~~lpture, but various impedimenta have been opposed to the f'ulfil- 
nient of the promise; na I think that the subject is still wortlry of con- 
sideration. I would suggest your inviting contributions, to faciliinte 
which, both as to execution and economy, I would offer the follou~ug 
hints. 

I n  the first place, the more simple the drawing the more correct the 
idea conveyed of the object to be represented and the less the trouble 
of execution, both for the draftsman and the copyist, whose charges 
must be regulated by the extent of work ; a plain o u t h e  drawing is 
sufticient, and should be reduced to the size required for the Journal. 

There is a method by which much accuracy is attained and trouble 
and expense spared. 

The drawing should be first carefully riduced to the size required 
upon s t 3  paper, and the outliues boldly done with Indiau ink ; this 
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should be ngnin traced on that description of C ~ ~ I I R  paper cornmo~~ly 
used in Calcutta for lithographic purposes, with a medium pencil, 01. 

better still in lake with a pen, and be then cnrcfully rolled and packed 
to prevent its being in the slightest degree crumpled or soiled ; equal care 
must be observed whilst drawing, that neither greasy particles nor 
perspiration touch the paper ; such drawings cnn be easily lithogrnphed 
even by hldiffereut native draftsmen, for all that remains to be done, is, 
to apply the yellow transfer mixture over the pencil drawing, and when 
ready ibr use the whole has merely to be drawn over (traced) with the 
pen or brush and lithographic ink. Many of thc plates of my Illus- 
trations of Indian Architecture were prepared in this manner. The 
outlinea should be exactly of the depths required for the shading. 
This plan is applicable to representations of any objects in outline and 
for facsiqiles of inscriptions in particular, and will be found much safer 
tlinn the actual drawings, with the chemical ink on the transfer paper, 
which are always liable to injury aud never certain of success. Drawing 
the outline in pale red ink or lake is betbr than pencil, as the latter 
being dark, is apt to be overlooked in the tracing. 

For drawing sculptures, bc. bc. a frame divided off iuto three inch 
squares, :with thick white cotton twine well stiffened ; the centre per- 
pendicular and horizontal thread being red for easier guidance, is strong- 
ly recommended ; the paper must be divided also into squares. The 
frame is placed at a convenient distance from the object, when all that 
is requisite is to keep the same position whilst drawing, and this is 
easily done by marking a dot on the object, cutting the crossing of the 
red threads ; g r e ~ t  accuracy and facility is attained by this method. . 

I t  should be borne in mind that clear, bold outlines are far more 
valuable than indistinct sketches, however bcai~tifully colored, which 
are indeed of little use. 0 
Notice of TREMENHBERITE, a new carbonaceous mineral, by ~ I E N R Y  

PIDDINGTON, Curator Museum of Economic CCO/O~Y. 

This substance was sent to the Museum from Tenasserim I)y Capt. 
Tremmhecre, B. E. as Black Wad, but it contains no trace of Manga- 
nese. 



I t  is, when fresh, in masses of a scaly s t r ~ ~ c t n r e  all(\. of a deep I~lack 
colour, with a higllly ~netallic lustre, muell rrsetnhling conrsely foliated 
grnphite ; after a few months it partly falls to powder, or rather illto 
scaly flakes, evidently frorn thc decomposition of pyritcs, of which it  
contains about three per cent. I t  powders easily, but tllc powder is 
always scaly, soiling, greasy, and glittering, like grnphite. If the pnl- 
verised part be wasl~ed and ground, the tongher metnllic looking scnlcs 
rernain as a black micaceous residuum, and it  is only after long r111)binp 
and washing that they also are pl~lverised, showing grcnt tol~gh~icstl in 
the compacter and Inrger scnles of the mineral. I t  soils much hut is 
too soft to mark with, nor can any very determined strenk be made ; 
what is so is of a deep black. W l ~ e n  heated a little tlrllphur sl~blimc~s ; 

the mnss burns but very slowly indeed, reddening ollly a t  first and for 
n long time like some varieties of grnl)l~ite, nnd reqr~iri~lg n good s u ~ ~ p l y  
of air to the crucil)le and constant stirring to effect its combustion. 

With patient attention the whole is burnt, with the exception of a 
small residuum of a very ligl~t, and bright fnwn-colo~rred powder, wllic.11 
i s  n mixture of oxide of iron and silex. 

I t s  composition is found to be in 100 parts, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Carbon,. 85.70 

Water alld Sulphur,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 

Peroxide Iron, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.50 

Earth, chiefly Silica,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . 5 0  

99.;0 

Water and loss,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SU 

100.00 

This mineral then differs from the nnthrncites in its high lust,rq scaly 
structure, and ready pulvcrisntion, by which it al~proaches the g n -  
phites ; a s  well na by its iron and very slow combllstiou ; but then f ro~n  
these it differs by its streak, and lligll combustibility with nitre ; for, 
like coal and the anthracites, wllerl l~rojected 11pot1 nielted nitre it defla- 
gates ,  llCatiIIg the crucible i~~s tan t ly  to reduess, wl~ile the grnpllites 
not only boil but heat tllc crucible also, nut1 swm but partly and ver;r. 
slowly to part with their carbon till n much higher heat is glven. 

Tllis distulction I have not get f o u ~ ~ t l  lloticed in any chemical or 
mineralogical work, but it  seenis to me to be no bed test 11y which to 
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separate tlrc graphites from the anthracites ; namely, thnt with nitrr, 
a t  a 11mt a little nl~ovc its melting point o ~ ~ l y ,  tlie former melt and are 
consumed, wl~ile the latter dcdngrr~tc and nlmost exl~lode. hly trials 
were made wit11 graphite from Borrowdale, from Cochin and froin the 
Ilimakyn, all of which, as nbove stated, diffi~scd then~selves over the 
nitre and were consumed gradnally, wl~ile Newcnstle Coal, American 
Anthracite and our present ~ninernl deflagrate smartly. 

I t  is us~~nl ly  taken, on the nntl~ority of Berzelius, fot~nded on Kar- 
sten's researcl~eki, that the iron in grapl~ite is n Inere fortuitous mixtnre ; 
but Beudar~t acutely says* alluding to this, that " when the iron is 
w a n t i ~ ~ g  we have no graphite, and when this substance is fonnd ill our 
fiirnaces, the proportions are sensibly the same," i e. about 8 per cclnt. 
which he seems to think may be the true proportion. I do not advert 
to Kirwan's experiments, which were merely relating to coal nr~d not to 
ronl and graphite in comparison with eac l~  other. 

111 Professor Vanuxem's cxperirnents (I'llil. Jfng. for Septeniber 
18 1.i) the c1unntity of manganese a11d iron in nnthrncitcs is. stnted to be 
from 0.2 to 7.10 per cent. nnd the wnter from 4.90 to 6.70. l u  the 
grn1)hitc.s he fom~d from 1.40 to 3.60 per cent. of oxide of iron and 
marlgnnese in the prlrc, and 20.00 per cent. in tlie impure kinds ; and 
of water from 0.60 to 1.23 in the prve and 5.33 per cent. in the impure 
kinds. 

I t  inay tilen be a mooted point to which of these two clnsses of the 
a~~thrac inea t  our mineral belongs, but as I have found nothing of tlre 
kind described before I hnvc given it  n distinguishing name, to be 
adopted or rejected, as better authorities sl~nll determine. 

OIL (4 new kind of Coal, beilrg YOLCANIC COAL, from Arracan, by 
the ea~ne 

This coid wns sent us  from Kyook Phyoo by Major Williams, as OIIC 

of the products of the ernption of the Mud Volcano at  t11at stntion, 
descril~ed in his letter in the Proceedings for Noven~her, 18-16. 

I t  is ill two I~rmps, which look externally like rolled boulders of Coal, 
r111d fc.el greasy on the ontside likc graphite. 

HI.II~III~IL Rl~nrrolopiv, p. 404. 
t 1 USE 11t.n: Mr. L):~n~t'?i terltl for tl~rs order. 
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I t  is highly sectile 011 the outside, being easily cut or pared without 
)breaking, like soft plumbago. Iuternally it is a little more brittle, but 
still very sectile. I t s  smell when cut is very peculiar, being highly 
sooty, like the smell of n foul chimney in wl~ich a fire has uot being 
made for a long time. When breathed upon the smell is very earthy 
niid " hitter." 

The internal structure is in one direction highly foliated, or scaly, and 
sonlewhat curved, with a semi-metallic lustre ; a t  right angles to this 
it is granular and glimmering; the fracture partakes of both. In  its 
general appearance it reminds us  much of coal altered by dikes cutli~ig 
through it. The streak is highly metallic, and the miueral very soft. 
I t  writes well and of a brown colour. 

I t s  specific Gravity is 1.28. 
In an impure part of the specimen there are minute white veins, which 

are Carbonate of Lime. I t  burns and swells up like Newcastle Coal, 
but its smell when burning is more that of Cannel Coal. This is doubt- 
less from the nbsence of sulphur of which there are no traces. I t  coaks 
per f t~ t ly  ; swelling however to a mass four times the original size, while 
the best Newcastle only increases to  about double its size. 

I t s  composition is in 100 parts, 
Water,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.00 
Carbon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  63.60 
Gaseous matter, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18.90 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  Earthy r e s i d ~ ~ u m  Iron and Silex, 16.50 

100.00 
It gives of Coke per cent. by an independent ex- 

periment on a solid lump, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75.75 
Newcastle Coal from the Percy High main seam 

gives per cent. of Coke, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  78.8 
The mean of Cokes from English Coal by Dr. 

Ure (Dicty. Chemistry) is, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  65.0 
We have here the fnct that there must exist a seam or deposit of very 

fine Coal not far from the site of the Mud Volcanoes, and though at 

present all we know of the Arracan Coal is unpromising on account ot 
t i ~ r  thinness of the srams, yet as nothing but surfwe examinations have- 
yet tnkeli place, nud these not by professional millers, we lnay hope for 
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better results when due research shall have been made. The alteration 
of the coal by the steam of the Mud Volcano cannot be great, since it 
preserves so large proportion of its bituminous matter. And coal like 
this if attainable, and in quantity, would be very valuable. 

The per centage of ash in English coal is I see* only 7 or 8, at the 
highest, and more often far less. The mean of 13 specimens is 2.8 only, 
but one would suppose some error here. 

Since this paper was written I have received from Major Williams a 
further supply of specimens collected at the Volcano, of which he says 
that there is no doubt about the coal's being the produce of the Volcano, 
and that the hardest specimens seut are those from a former eruption. 
Some of these are exactly our Volcanic coal, others approach more to 
Jet, and some which are intersected with Carbonate of Lime make very 
pretty specimens when polisbed. 

Hinta to Studmts of Arabic ; extracted from a letter hy Col.  LOCKET^. 

I have to apologise to you for not writing sooner, but I haye been 
w much engaged with the public examinations in the College that I 
have really not had time. 

I f  C. has made no progress in Arabic, he should commence with 
Bayley's Tables, which he will master in a week. He may then read 
attentively the Murt Amil and Shurhao Murt Amil, two works on 
Arabic Syntax, which will give him enough of grammar. I have 
translated both these works into English, and it will be of use to him, 
as there are many easy Arabic stories in it with translations. He can 
get a copy from Yhe College Library on application. He must then 
begin to read some easy Arabic work to give him words and a know- 
ledge of conetruction. The Arabian Nights Entertainment, and the 
Ikhwan-oos-sda, are the easiest books and best adapted for that pur- 
pose. He may read about 200 pages in each. Then he may com- 
mence on Mahommedan Law in Arabic. 

Thew are three text books of the Nnhommedan Law, all contailling 
tests or simple rules on the same heads, but expressed in different 
words, supposed by the writers to be more explicit or comprehensive. 
The most ancient and authentic is that of Kudooree. The Wokayah 

Prinoep'e Table, Jow. : Vol. VII. p. 197. 
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and Kuw-ood-dukaek are the others ; but they are but copies of the 
former with the change of style or phraseology I have mentioned. 
Then comes the Shurhw or Commentaries on these. The Hedayah is 
a Shurhu of the Kudooree, with an amplified text, but the whole of 
Kudoorees text verbatim et literatim is found in the Hedayuh. This 
the Kazees and Mooftees and Moulavees in Calcutta were not till lately 
acquainted with. Captain Galloway, who has translated, but not pre- 
pared for publimtion the Kudooree, found part and explained it to 
them. 

The Hedayah is an invaluable work, but then it is fnll of disquisition 
and subtilty of argument which would not be much to the taste of a 
beginner, and this has given rise to fifty different Hasheeah or annota- 
tions on the Hedayah. There is a commentary on the Kudooree, the 
Sumj-ool Wrhallj cl~3JI ~tp, but that 'is also a voluminous work. 
The Shurh Wukayah, a common work, is a good one. There are indeed 
several Shurhus on that text, all easy and good, by Abool Mukarum 
Birgundee, Cc. and the Jaeemeea-ooz-Rumooz. Of the Kunz-ood Du- 
kaek, the Aeenee is a good and easy shurh and a good book for a 
beginner, as well as the three last mentioned. Then there are the 
Futawahs, or collections of supposed cases and the opinions of the 
lawyers oil them. These puzzle a beginner because he seldom 6nds 
a decided preference expressed for any opinion ; but this wears off by 
a little acquaintance with the books and the celebrity of the lawyers who 
have expressed the conflicting opinions, and the increasing strength of 
the reader's own judgment ; and if after all he find the opinions heavily 
balanced, he knows he may then adopt whichever his own mature judg- 
ment may think most suitable to the equity of tlie case. This is 
supposing him to be a Judge and that he had to decide a case in real life. 
The style however, of those Futawahs is quite simple, as well indeed 
as of all the Law Books, like that of books of science in all languages. 
Technical phrases are to be learnt of course. I n  short, the dryneas of 
the subject is the only difficulty a student of Mahommedan law has 
to fear, but the HAJEE will encounter the Desert. Let there be a 
motive and the task will be overcome. C. should read Harrington's 
chapter on Mahommedan Law in the 1st ~olume of the Analysis, and 
provide himself with Hamilton's Hedayah. 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

ASlATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, 

The usual n ~ o ~ ~ t h l p  meeting of the Asiatic Society was held on Wed- 
l~esday evening, the 10th March. The Lord Bishop in the chair. 

The mi~lutes of the preceding meeting having been read, 
Major Marshdl stated that in the financial report lately submitted, no 

notice was taken of the debt of aE150 incurred by the Society to the 
Ilon'ble the Court of Directors in 1810, for the passage to this country 
of Mr. Blyth, the Curator of the Zoological Museum. 

Dr. O'Shaughnessy, as one of the Secretaries, observed that he was 
not aware of the existence of this debt, but due enquiry should be made, 
and the result reported at the uext meeting. 

The proceedings of the February meeting were then uuanimously 
confirmed. 

The accounts of receipts and expenditure for the preceding month, 
with cash vouchers were laid on the table, for perusal of members 
cluring the ensuing month. 

The following gentlemen were the11 balloted for and duly elected 
members of the Society. 

H. Thornhill, Esq. C. S., proposed by Mr. Bushby, secoudecl by 
Lieut.-Col. Forbes. 

J. Newmarch, Esq., proposed by Mr. S. G. T. Heatly, seconded by 
Dr. 0' Shaughnessy. 

Lieut. Douglas, Artillcry, proposed by Capt. Uroo~ne, seconded by 
Dr. O'Shaughnessy. 

Baboo Debeudernath Tugore, proposed by Dr. O'ShaugLuessy, se- 
couded by Mr. Laidlay. 

E. Liustedt, Es~. ,  proposed by Mr. Blyth, sccollded by Mr.  Laidlay. 
3 D 
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Baboo Dwarknnauth Bose, M.R.C.S.E., proposed by Dr. D. Stewart- 
seconded by Mr. Blyth. 

Rev. A. Sandberg, Benares, proposed by the Rev. J. Long, seconded 
by Mr. J. Ward. 

Rev. William Keane, M. A., Enimanuel College, Cambridge, pro- 
posed by the Lord Bishop, seconded by Dr. O'Shaughnessy. 

J. Herr, Esq., Hindu College, proposed by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, se- 
conded by Lieut.-Col. Forbes. 

The following gentlemen were proposed as candidates for elcctiori :- 
The Rev. S. Slater, proposed by Rev. J. Long, seconded by Rev. J. 

H. Pratt. 
Count Lackersteen, proposed by Mr. Blyth, seconded by Mr. Laidlay. 
D. Money, Esq. C. S., proposed by Dr. O'Shanghnessy, seconded by . 

Mr. Welby Jackson. 
Lieut. Staples, Be@ Artillery, proposed by Mr. Laidlay, seconded 

by Dr. O'Shaughneasy. 
The subjoined letter from Mr. Carre Tucker should have appeared 

among the proceedings last month. The box of shells and bones to 
which it refers wan exhibited at the January meeting. 

To the 8ecreta1-y of the M a t i c  BocieIy, Calculla. 
&a,--l did myself the pleasore of s ~ l d i n g  you a few days ago, a box of bonen, 

f m d  at a plaoe called Umhut, on the IC&a Nuddee, which Bows from Oudh, aud 
join, the Gogm at Goldpore. A bridge is b u i l d i  near the a p t  ; and tbe con- 
vict, in diggiog for K*, a m e  upon what would a p l m  to be a l i t  filled with 
s W ,  deem' home, and all  sorb of b o w .  I t  appears to be about 12 or 15 feet 
deep. The ske in not ~ e t  known; but man7 thousand maundd of &ells hare 

already bean dug out for lime. The termination of the bed of shella, where we 
hare come upon it, in perpendicular, like the side of a pit. The aite is nome jungle 

close to the high bank of the Nuddee. 
No one iu the neighboorhood can make even a tolerable how thin immense 

mass of ahella and bones oould have come where we find them. There la no vilhge 

my where near. Some of the people think that rome gr& man in former day8 

muat have intended to build a bridge where mine in now building, and have collected 
the shells for lime. Others, that a mahajun may have collected them for export- 
atioo ; but neither of theae hyl~otheses will account for the large quantity of horns 
and bonen found amongst the shells. Perhaps the most general belief in, that an 
Aaur lived there, and that he was ie  the habit of chucking into thin pit the b o w  of 
the men and animals he devoured, as a h  the heells of the fish be was forced to eat 
when he wuld get nothing bettnr to devour ! ! ! 
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1 l~nve little doubt the collection is artificial-bat I am quitr at a Iws to imagine 

how. and by whom, it could have been made. .. 
A s  a matter of cnriosity,.l have thongbt it right to send you.6bme of the shells, 

b ~ ~ n e s  end horns, with the above brief acconnt. The discovery harr;been a fortunate 

one for me, in supplying me with an enormoun quantity uf the @at lime for my 
numerous briclgea. 

I- 

I have the honour to be, Sir, ,. 
Yonr obedkmt Servant, , 

H. CAURE h r c ~ r u .  

Magwlr,&8 a d  Collcdor. 

G o r n e k p n ,  g6fh J a r w r y ,  1817. 4; 

Letters were read- & From the Secretary to the Superintendent of M ne, forwarding 
Meteorological Registers kept at Kyook Phyoo. 

From the Society of Antiquarians of London, presenting,ihe 3 1 st vol. 
of the Archaeologia. a i 

From Captain Kittoe, respecting his lii~8inventigati~&'&he Bud- 
dhist remains in the Gyah district, and a!idouncing d e s ~ i c h  of several 
sculptures and inscriptions. .A 

To t h  Becrelsrder ,of !he Aha@ h'onety. 

DZAB GLNTL~YLN,-I had intended being present at this meeting but am 

prevented, and aa I had reserved my different pnpep M well aa edlec t i~~n of Behar 
Inscriptions for the aame occuion, they mast also 'stalld over for the next meeting. 

The papers I have prepared are as follows :- 
1. Notice of the Ruins and Temple of 0omgqr$a? Sherghatti, and inscdptions 

(kc. / i 
f 

2. Notice of the Viham and Chnityaa of Behay/ 

3. N o t b  of the Buddhist *culptures at B8dh 6yllh. 
4. Notice of the hills, caves and inscriptiuns, &c. of Barnbar neat Oyah. 

With illastratiom on a wale suited to the Journul, and ready for lithographing 
emording to the plan mggeated in n late. leUsr to you on that subjsct. 

I have the plea8ure to state that 1 have despatched aeveral cart loads of rcelp- . 
tures, &c. for our M w m ,  PI well aa a few Geological spscimens. 

I beg to invite the attention of the Grologid branch or department to the sub- 
ject of tba m i a d  productionr of the wuntry sonth of Hazaribaugh, which 1 have 

lately panned througb. The v d e y  10 miles wuth of the Dornnda road, the s t t a m s  
of which mn westward exhibits the sandstone of the coal formation to a great 
rxtant ; it waa in this vdey  that coal was found six or seven yearn back. Above 
the rock and on the hilb which separate it from the valley of the Deo Mad or 
L)eurourla, in a vast deposit of iton ore wbiuh supplies the province of hhar -  

3 u Z  
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Gnelss ? make its appearance on the higher land and the sandstone again appears 
on either side of the Damwda valley ; nu doubt coal would be fouud in abundance 
in all these tracb. 

Sandstone of a less decided kind ia found in the valley of the Bamknr,  cloae to 
the great hunk road, where I quarried a large quantity for the public works, still I 
am of opinion that i t  belonp to the coal formation. 

I have picked np rolled fragment8 of coal in the Mohans, which crosses the trunk 
road beyond Dunwa. I intended to have traced this coal, bnt public duties have 
ever prevented me. I believe coal would be found in the upper valleys of all the 

Large rivers flowing from the Vindhia hills. 
Having noen the ' Burdwan fields and those further west, which follow both tllr 

Barrakur and Damooda, an well aa those just mentioned, I should lay great stress on 
the suhject of the Orissa coal fields. I therefore now beg to assert that I feel a)n-  
fident that an extensive field exists in the valley of the Mahanuddee close to <:nttuck, 

(below the surface,) and that the field I first brought to notice in 1837, called the 

Talcher mines, is fully as extensive as at first supposed by me. I can now safely say 
that the coal could be worked close to the river side (Brahman's) as low down nearly 
as Kurngpnrsad, below which the river is navigable the greater pnrt of the yenr. 

I would suggest that the valley of the Byturnee be also exumined, though I cnn- 
sider the Bmhmirn's coals to be the most vnluable on account of the immense suliply 
of iron ore of excellent quality found in the same locality. Now that we are about 

to have rail roads with the consequent demand for iron, the subject of iron and 
coal fields becomes of first importance. 

I must beg indulgence for thia rambling letter ; the will mast be taken for the deed. 

f um anxious to convey as much intdlelligence even of the slightest imp~~rtance as 
chance throws in my way, with a view to stimulate others to do the Mune ; perchance 
1 mny convey some useful hint among the many. 

M. KITTOR. 
The marked thanks of the Society were directed to be conveyed to 

Captain Kittoe for this communication. 
From Babu Debendernath Tngore, recommending that pundits from 

Ilennres should be employed in thc publication of the Vedas. 
Minute on the intended publication of the Vedm by the Amatic Roeiety. 

'1 Chaturtlla Arunya Gana. 
2 Chandnggya B&mmana. 
3 Agni Brbhmmnna. 
4 Atharva Veda Brihmmnna. 
6 Atharva Veda Sanghita. 
6 Anwlitutra. 
7 Athana PrattangirR Kulpa. 
8 Athorva Rshhya. 
9 Atharva Snngh~ta. 

10 Arunya. 
1 1 Arunvako~iuniabad. 

Thongh there are, as will be seen on 

perusing the list of Vedaic manuscripts 
specified in the margin* sufficient ma- 
terials, in the library of the Society. 
wherewith to commence the intended 
publications, yet I nm of ol~inion thnt, 
for the reasons mentioned below, without 
the osnistance of Vedt~ic Pundits who 

12  ~ r s h i a  ~;&lhmmana. hare studied the Vedas regularly as who- 
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13  Rig Veda. 
I .i Riz Veda Prothamitstnkn. Irrs, this very imporlant and vnlunblu 

15 ~i~ Veda H&hmmnna punchikfi. undertnking of the Society cannot be ex- 
16 RigVedaBr6hn~manbt?h Puncl~ika. e r u t d  to our entire satisfation. Rsn- 
17 Rip Veda Soonta Sorton. 
18 Kallistal Sunghita. son 
19 Gopatakha Brithmmana PurvRrdha. ls t ,  That frequent errors in copies 
20 Gol~atakl~a Brdhmmana Prapatakha. are the invariable concomitants of ma-  

i 21 Ditiya Anoostatra. 
22 Ditivo Amnva Gana. nnseript preparation of works. ~ O I I  

23 ~ r a t b a m a  ~ e d a  Galla. 2nd, That though a multitude of co- 
24 hladdhaudina Sntpatha Brithmmnna 

Svasir*htnkn Pra~m~~chika .  pies of the Vedaa be procured for pur- 
25 ~ a G r ~ a n i  ~bkhk.' poses of collation, yet the dialect in 
26 Moitra Baruna S6khh. 
27 Yajur Veh Maddhundina S.ikhA. which they were written having in a great 

28 Yniur Veda Sutpatha BrU~mmana. measure become obaolete and difficult to 
be understood even with thr assistance 
of commentaries which are often no less 

32 s A ~  Vedhdna B I  4hmmana. obscure than the text, the collation can- 
33 S6m Veda Uhagana. not be properly made, as its e~ec tun l  and 
3.1 Sbm Veda Chhnndasa. 
35 sdm veda 'l'raysbingsati propat&,n. fmtisfatory execution depel~de entirely 

36 Sbm Veda Pancbabingsati Pmpa- upon a profound, criticill, nnd scholatic 
takha. 

37 GopAtakha Brdhmmana of the AthRr. acqw~intance with that dialect itself. 

va Veda. I am therefore deddedly of opinion, 

that Vedaic Pundits should be procured from Benares, if obtainable there, and 

employed at  fixed salaries, in order to asaist in the intended publication. 

DEBENDERNATH TAGORE, 

Member of the Orienfal Grcfion. 

From Dr. E. Roer on the same subject. 

I take the opportunity alm to  report my proceedings with regard to the Vedas. I 
would have sent in my report concerning them long before, had it not been my wisl~ 

to furnish the Society with a correct statement of the collections of the Verlss in Cal- 
cutta, which I could not aa yet render complete, not having examined the MSS. 
of the Sanscrit College, to wl~ich I could not obtain access, the Library of the 
College being closed until Monday next. T h e  Vedaic collections of our Library 

are very defective, and from the accompanying letter of Debendernnth Tagore, you 

will perceive, that he believes we cannot procure parts of the Vedas in Calcutta, 
an opinion, which is alw held by Radhnkant Deb. There is however, a c ~ n p l a l e  

a d  mficienlly correct MS. of the Sanhits of the Rig or first Vedm (the first 
two parts are now with me) in t l ~ e  Library of Bishop's Cullegc, which has been 

placed at my disposal, and 1 would proyose to print this Sanllita, if we can obtain 

the commentary, together with the commentary; if not, without it. With this 

view I will without delay employ a pundit, who under my superiutendenm, is to 

make a transcript of the MS. in question. With regard to the difficultier attand - 
ing such an edition, as alluded to in Debendernath's letter, I believe, they are 
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overrated. We ahnuld be nble to do this here with almwt the +me rnccar ts in 
Europe, and I will take it upon me to bring t h i  edition through the preaa, if the 
Society wil! avail themselves of my services. The language b antiquatad only in a few 

grammarienl forms, and there are some words ont of oae. at present ; but the lan- 

guage at the saltle time is simple ; (it reminds one of Homer) and very far from the 
elaborative mode of grammatical ~trnctnre, uned at a more r e a n t  period. The mg- 

gation, however, of employing a ~ u n d i t ,  who bar studied the V e d ~  at Benarea, is 
a good one, as this will much facilitate the work. 

E. Rorn. 

Both these letters were referred through the Committee of Papers 
to the Oriental Section. 

Prom Colonel Sleeman, forwarding a Grammar nnd Vocnbulary of 
the Goond language. 

From Lieuteirant Briggs, Seonee, describing m extraordinary rent ef- 
fected in a hill in that district in the month of May last, apparently by 
volcanic agency. 

To the Secretary of the A~ia l ic  Society, Colculta. 

SIR,- In hopes that tire following m u n t  of an earthquake, or eruption, which 
occurred in the muntb of Way h t ,  near to the ancient fortrass of Moodelah, on 
the banks of the h'erbndduh, may be worthy of perusal, I have the pleasure of 
sending you a description (al~hough a very imperfect one) of what appeared to me 
wortliy of remark, after visiting the Bcene of the phenomenon. 

About the end of May last, my friend Captain Skene, the Deputy Commidoaer 
of the district, received a petition from the T h w l d n r  of Mnndekh, s h h g  that 
during the night of the 27th May, the inhabitantr of the villagsl dttmted at the 
foot of the moantPin called " Dhllmlh Phai" had been thrown into a state of p t  
a l ~ ~ r m ,  by a tnmendons noise and rumbling in the hill above them ; which lasted 

the greater part of the nigbt, and that in the morning they funnd that the hill " had 
o p e d "  and " that trees of Immense stature had been engulphed." We were by 
thi. m u n t  much inclined to believe that all thin had been merely the effect of a 
landslip, but circumsbncea putting it in o w  power to visit the bill-we did M- 

and found our p n v i o d y  formed idea quite erroneous. 
The Dhnmah Phu, (which literally trrnalated ohotrld msan the rmoky monn- 

tain) is about 500 feet above the level d the plain--rather rteep in asan t  
and covered with a thin atratom of earth, with nnmerona boulder8 of rock# 11roject- 

ing beyond the inclined plrlie of the hillside. Although we made everJ enquiry 
with the object of discovering whether any previotu volcanic eruption had been 
the cause of the hill receiving the m e  of " Dhumah" we could not 6nd ~ l t  such 

had bee11 the cane. no tradition of the sort being known among the ~ t i r u  ; and 
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some thereforeinclined to believe, that as the Goonds are in the habit of giving 
every eminenre a name, this h~ by chance recrived the term above mentioned. 

On examining the hill we found that the ernption extends from the bottom to 

about three parts up. The effect of the shock har been to tear out, and push to 
either side, enormotu m- of rock ; (many, of which have been aplit by the con- 
v ~ ~ o n )  and turn over tteee of large size-conveying to the eye, the exact appear- 

Y ance M if a long mine had been so laid, that when exploded it had completely 
cleared a road-way of about 30 feet in breadth, and five or six in depth, leaving 
merely the bsre surface of the rock composing the hill itself, expored in many 
p h  ; or, as if a gigantic plough had been passed down the mountain ovemetting, 
tearing up, and pushing to either aide, every obtacle that opposed it.-Rocks of 

. from 20 to 30 feet in circumference, are wen split in half and rwnoved to either 
ride the line of eruption, not by any meanr arhibitinz a tendency towards the foot 
of the hill, but appearing ss  if torn from their original poeition, and forced to the 
right and l e k h o w i n g  that the direction of the shock was from the interior, and 
not the upper part of the hill, as would have been the effect of a landslip. Indeed 
the porition in which treer of large size are found, many of them with their m o b  
uppermolt, and branchen entirely buried in the debrie, clearly show that their din- 
placement rss occasioned by a more than n a h v a  cause. As many most respectable 
nativea testify to the truth of the tern60 noires that were heard during the night 

of the 27th May, we an have no naron to doubt t h b  fact. 
However with the moat careful m c h  I could find nothing of a volcanic nature 

apparently of a more w e n t  &te, than much apecimenr an am found all over this 
part of Central India. And now Sir, without intrndiig any idea of my own, ss 
to the nature of the c o n ~ i o n ,  let me begyour eeriotu (?) consideration of the 
following conclusion at which the learned Thuaeeldar has arrived : viz. That the 
earth having become much heated, by the foregoing hot weather, had got fever ; but 
having here opened, the bad matter had bean didmrged," and there was every 
likelihood of her doing well again ! I 

Your'r very truly, 
D. BPIWB, Lieut. 

8ypt. kbblapors and Kamptee Rosd. 
Gem%, 25th Pebnrary, 1817. 

Papera were p m t e d -  
By Mr. Blyth on the species of Wild Sheep. 
By Dr. W. B. O'Shaughnessy on explosive cotton and the results of 

the Artillery trials at Durn-Durn. 
By Captain Madden, Bengal Artillery-Visit to the Pindree Gla- 

cier. 
Reports were submitted by the Curators in the Geological and Zoo- 

logical Departments. 
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Report of the Curator, Mweum r f l  Eeonortuc Geology, Dece~ttber to 
Febnrat-y. 

I have received, through the Secretary to the Superintendent of 
Marine, the following very curious accottlit of a phenomenon seen at 
sea. I t  were to be wished that we had many more such observers as 
the intelligent young officer who has givcn us this interesting note, for 
there is no doubt that these appearances are either indications of some 
extensive action going on, volcanic or electric, or of remarkable abuo- 
dance of luminous nnimalculae, and of which, if any of the water has 
been preserved, we may obtain some indices by. chemical cxaminatio~i. 
I have written to Mr. Pearson and to Captain Bideu, Master Attendant 
of Madras, requesting both to use their best e~ideavollrs to obtain for 
us specimens of the water, for I should suppose it impossible that some 
has not been preserved, since the ship must have carried a Surge011 who 
certainly should have done this. 

No. 2310. 

To 8. PWDIN~TON, fiq. 

SIB,-I have the honour by direction of the Offg. Superintendent of Marine, to 

forward for your information, the accompanying copy of a letter from Mr. George 
F. Pearson, Cadet of Infantry, Madras Preuidency, dated the 2ith ultimo, and of my 
reply thereto dated yesterday. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

JAS. SUTEEILLAND, 

fir; William, Secretary. 
Marine Guydt.'~ Ofice, 11th June, 1846. 

Ship Hmhemy, May 218t, 1846. 

MY o r r u  SIB,-In Lat. 37' 42' South, Long. 2 8 O  48' East, being on board the 
barque H m h y  bound from London to M a h ,  we fell in with the following pbeno- 
menon in the sea, which perhaps may prove of some interest to you. 

On the 17th of April in tbe abbve Lat. and Long. about 9 brs. 45 min. (civil 
time) P. Y. the surface of the aea became covered with what appeared to be a thick 
foam of a sparkling white appearance. This continued, being at intcrvala more or 

leen bright and sparkling till near midnight. I t  seemed to exist in large patchen 

over the sea, and when the appearance was  at ita height the pussage of the vessel 
through the water could be compared to nothing else than if it  were being borne 
through beds of driven snow. 
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D~iring thc phenomenon the Bammter ass depressd & of w inch, and a 

thick black cloud hung over the vessel, which &cumstancca will 1 thmk iudiate 
tlre presence of a large body ofelwrtricity in the atmosphere. I should likewise men- 
tion that tbe wind, which for two dnys had I~een very light, indeed at times almost 

calm, tlrrre quarters of an hour before the first appearance, shied from N. N. E. 
into N. W from which qnarter it blew a steady breeze till morning, when it died 
away into a light air. 

O n  the afternoon of the aalne day several parsons had perceived and d u a l l y  talk- 

ed about a dry kiml of mlplrureons smell in tha atmosphere, wondering from whence 
it could procoed; was it net v i b l e  then that as tiis appearance was very much that 
of n gaseous vapour r i A g  t l l rou~h the water, it  might hnvs been the d e c t  of some 

sub~nari~re Volcano, the foaming appearance being c n m d  by the fumes of sulphur 

rising through the anter ? 

I had a bucket hll of the water drawn np, eome of which I put in a tumbler and 

tasted. I t  had a very bright sparkling nppcarance as of the pnreat spring water. 
but I could not dianrn any difference in ih taste from cnmmon sea water. 

In M l n g  over H m b n r g h ' ~ ~  work I pcraive that vesseb hare d n n l i y  h l h  
Ln with a dmilsr appearance, though if I could jndqe from his account, on a smaller 

wale. S m l y  i t  must have been mmeth in~  of this mrt wl~ich v d a  have mistaken 
for shoal water eve81 wlrec tlley could obtain no soundiop. Hence the Telemrchru 

Shoal and many other8 whose existence appears very doubtfd. 
Knowing the interest tlre Marine Board lake in circumstanoss ofthii kind, i t r u e  

the extraordinary and interesting nature of this phenomenon may be sufficient apo- 

logy for the liberty one. who is about ta enter mother profession of a very different 
natam, now takw in addre-sing you. 

I remain, &c.. 

(Signml) Glio. F P I C A E ~ O N ,  
Cnrlel of Iqfunlry, 

Palmeram, Mq.27Ih.  1816. Madraa 1'rer.idmcy. 

Major D. Williams of Kyouk Phyoo has sent to us a small box of 
the minerals and earths ejrcted by the recent eruption of the hLud 
Volcano near the station. Upon exnmi~iatio~~ 1 find them to consist 
exactly of the sane kind as before. (Procndinge of October 1843). 
namely, grey indurate~l mud and shale, with black shaley masses, carbo- 
alate of lime fibrous and semi-crystallised, and Iron Pyrites. 

Our active contributor Dr. Spilsbury, sends us from Bnndlecnnd 
12 Specimens Trap Rocks of various kinds. 
1 Of the Copper ore from Sahghur reported 011 before. 

20 Specimens of fossils of vorioiis kinds. 
5 Specimens of the fiue con1 from Lameter Ghr3. 

3 r 
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We have received from our able contributor Lieut. Shemill, of the 
Shahabad Revenue Survey, his splendid map of that district, which fully 
equals tlie former one, and he has added to it also some notes which, 
together with his magnificent collection of specimens (noticed in report 
of November 1845, when the present map and notes were promised), are 
like the former on Zillah Behar, unequlilled by any contribution yet sent 
to tlie Society, as the fruit of the labours of a public officer in a most 
active department, yet finding time to combine with them, and to add 
so highly to their value, such researches. In reference to these maps I 
have to submit for the orders of the Secretary and the Society the fol- 
lowing letters. 

No. 61. 
!i% H. PIDDIN~TON, Bag. 

Sln,-A# I am dwirous of having ths Geological maps of Zillah Behar, md ths 
loahern portion of Zillah Shahhad lithographed in the Government P r a ,  .nd 
as the original of theas record8 are in your p o h n ,  I ahall feel obliged by your 
making them over to me, at your ~ l i ~ t  convenience, for the parpow specified 

above. 
2nd. One lithographic impredon of eaah map rill be ddy  made orw to you 

when reoeirad h m  the prerr. 
1 have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your momt obedient Servant, 
H. L. THUILLIB~ ,  

o!g. D e w y  8 u w y w  General. 
Supt. gf R m m e  Ruwty'r OdOw, 

Calcutta, the 6th A f ~ r ~ h ,  1847. 

(!apt. H. L. T ~ U ~ L L I E R ,  Ofi. Deputy Srweyor G ~ a l .  
SIR,-In reply to your letter of thii date, 6th 1 bag to ray that the mapa in qnu-  . 

tion are presented to the Asiatic Society for the M w u m  of Economic Geology. 
2. Major Wrougllton took a copy of the Qec~logical map of Zillab Behar, which 

is no doubt in your office. 

3. That of Zillah S h h b d  rill be submitted to the k i e &  at its meeting on 

the loth, when I will not fail to 'take the orden of the Secretary and the Society 

concerning it. There an be no objection, but on the contrary great advantage in 
having thew val~uble labom of Captain Sherwill'r made as public as pomible, but 
the originals I apprehend must eventually remain with w. 

I have tbe honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Smant. 

(wen) H. P I D D K R G ~ N ,  
M u r a m ,  8 t h  March, 1847. Cur. M w .  Em. Geology. 
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No. 63. 
F r ~ n  Lien!. H. L. THUILLIRB, Qfg. Deputy 8rrwyor Qemral, 
To H. P I D D I N G ~ N ,  &q. b r a f w  Mwnrac Economic Qeobyy. 

SIR,-I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 8th 
inst. and with reference to the 2nd Paragraph, beg to state, that a Copy of the Geo- 
logical Map of Zillah B e k  k in my office, but, a# it is nsaecgory whenever any 
map k to be lithographed, to take the exact impredon from the o r i g i d  if possible, 
i truat the Society will not object to my being supplied with both the maps, execut- 
ed by Captain S h e d ,  for the purpose above speci6ed. 

2. On the Maps being lithographed, the Originah shall he returned, together 
with one Colored Impression of ench of the Ditricb. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

H. L. T H U I L L I ~ ~ ,  

6upt. Revenue Buwey'n Q&a, Qfg. Deputy Surveyor General. 
Calcutta, 9th March. 1847. 

I have put into the form of r paper for the Journal the examination 
of a new Carbonaceous Mineral, which I have named Tremenheerite. 
It is a variety of the Anthracine but neither Anthracite nor Pl~unlago, 
and is thus well entitled to a separate name. 

(Sigoed) H. PIDD~NGTON, 

&r. Mw.  Em. Oeology. 

Report of the Curator, Muaeum of Zoology. 
Report for this evening's meeting is more brief than usual ; and 

so much time has been expended duri~lg the past month in setting up the 
skill of the G S e ,  that I have but a small collection of other mounted 
specimens to exhibit. The donations for the museum are as follow :- 

1. G. H. Bushby, Eaq., Secretary to Government. A living specimen of a 
Marmot (Arclomy8 bobac, Pally, v. tibelmru, Hodgoon), from Sikim. Tbi little 
animal ia not more than a third grown, k quite tame, and w m s  likely to bear the 
difference of climate, as it  does not appear to be incommoded by the heat. 

2. 0. T. Lushington, Esq., of Almorah.Two akin8 of the Tibetan Fox (Vu'ulpu 
nipalewin, as erroneously &inatad by Mr. Gray). 

3. D. C. Money, E q .  A specilnen of a Nilotic Crocodiie (Crocodilw milgarb), 
taken near Thebes, and qnite distinct from &. palwtrir, hen, of the Gang-, &c., 

which is regarded as a mere variety of the same by MM. Dumeril and'~ibron.  The 
length of this specimen is 10 feet ; and we have stuffed exnmplw of Cr. palwtrir 
and Cr. biporcatw, of the same length, from the neighbourhood of Calcutta. 

Also a mummied Ibis, the skeleton of w h i  will perhaps bear setting up. 

4. R. Templeton, Eeq., M. D., of Colombo. A further wllsction of Cinghalesr 

3 E 2  
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birds. comprising a new Tephrodwnb, and a Phyllornir which 1 cannot satisfactori- 

ly dekrmioe. Ph. Jerdeni is eommon on the inland, and I lately obwwed tbii species . 
in considerable abundance in the Midnapore jungles ; as .bo Pyn6crohu poeitiehu, 
wbfch is another a m m o o  inhsbitant of Ceylon ; but neither of them inhabibthe 

valley of tbe Ganges.* In thin c o l k d m ,  I may notice also P a n u  circmu, Vidl- 
lot (v. driecpr, H o d . ) ,  identical with specimens from Java, the Himalaya. and 
from central and southern India; and Bweo r n b r i ~ p i l l u ,  Gmalin, Wnct f m n  

the common B. indiew, and mom war1 y allied to the Malabar spcciea mkrred t e  
B. barlicnlw, Cur., in XV, 13, but which 1 now think d i W ,  urd h i e  tsrmed 

B. nalabaricw. 
5.  R. W. G. Frith, Esq. A huge specimen of the variety of tbe annmoa domcatk 

foal, known M GaUwr pipanleu; a specific name which, I think, & inadmissible. 
Also tbe skull of a Dolphin taken on the voyage out to India, which ia a11 

t h ; ~ t  I have been able to learn of its history. I t  ugrees with the figure of Delphirw 
ddpi ir ,  Linn., in the ' Omemem Foeriles,' except that them is no trzm of lateral 
constriction towards the base c~f the upper maxilla, and the taeth sxoad 6fty on 

each side above (amitnnting to fifty-three on the right side), and may be put down 
M fitly on either side below ; this exceeds the extreme number hitherto observed in 
D. de!phir (verns). and in no other species of true lklphinw dercribed by M. Fred 
Cnvier, are the teeth nearly so nnmerous.t 

6. C. S. Bonnevie, Esq., of ltnngpore. A large collection of Lhrjaliny bird., 
from which 1 have been permittrd to select any required for the marwm, and - 

the m t  are tu be for ra rdd  to that of the Christiania University. Among 

those selected for our own collection may be meotiood &rrbnjra pun'llo, 
Tchilrra nflnir. Murricapula McCreyorie, (Burton,-the female of which is 
Lciothrir rignafa, M'Clelland and Humfield, and Nillam amrimbi t ,  Hodgaon), 
M. rapphira. foem., Zmclhia Jaaaliuacaa (p. 133, ante), PnoFpyga rqwmala, T e k  
cyanioenlst (var. ocrriccp., Hodg., p. 137. ante), T. carlanee-coronala, Culicipeta 

(sen A h m u )  poliogcny8, I. r., Dynroica brem'caudala, 8. r., Blachyru ruficpr, 
r. r., Iamlur oeeipilalir, Mi& cinema, a. 8.. Propaw chryrolu (it should be 

chryroylmcs,) m. and f., Myzotlir p y w h r a ,  Erpornu ranlholcuco, and Cct- 
thia discolor,-for the most part, particularly five specimew $ Also a collection of 
Da rjeeliog Lepidoplera, from which a few good specimens have been wl~cted. 

Oriolttr mslenoraphnlttr, m very common in L)er~gal,seemstobe equally m in Ceylon, 
tl~ough in most parts of the peninsula of India, I klieve it ia of rare occurrence. Many 
other spc&a are equally common in Ceylon aud Lower Uengal : and lC1ulacoeer cus tcrri- 
cnlm of Mrngd. A m ,  Nepal, and O r i a ,  in barely separable fmn~ M. striutus, Yw., 
of Ceylon. Indeed, coupling it with the fact of the deep eolouring of Acridorhersr trulir 
in Ceylon ( XV. 314), and that of the representative of Corvur rpbndcnr being there black, 
tl~ough direring in no orl~er respect, 1 questioo whether wc are j d k d  in considering 
M. u r v l c o l m  lo be really dimewnt from M. ~lriutur. 

t Iu XV.368,fur" Uclphitwhytichnr n,strutw, F. Cuv."md " L). frontcrlitr. F. Cuv." 
$ 'l'he uuve1t.k iu thhl collectiun have k o  dwrihed and are iocorl,~ratcd in tbu con- 

tinualiou of my papcr on ' P4e.v and 1,ittlc Known Species of Binl.al 
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7. Mr. E. Lindstedt. Several specimens of snl les  
8.  Mr. T. C. Madge. A specimen of tbe common hammer-headed Sbark of the 

mouth of tbe river. Sph- Blochii, (Val.), r. Zygmta lat icys ,  Cantor. 
9. Lieut. Blagrave, 26tb N. I. A few bird skins from the Upper Provinces. 
10. W. C. Hurry, Esq. A number of Living beetles, wlrich, at tbis season, nre 

extremely destructive lo rarioua flowers, &c., in the gardens around ('shutto. T b a  
4 species is widely distributed over the coutrtry, and ia nearly allied to the well known 

Turnip-fly of England (Haltica nemotarnr) ; but I have no immedinb means of de- 
termining it more exactly. 

Among the few stuffed specimeus, will be qbserved a Monkey from the Cape cle 
Verd Islands ( C ~ r c y i t h e e w  raleus) : some andescribed Squirrels, and wit11 them 
the 8. triitriatw, Wnterhonse, whicb I found in .the vicinity of Midnapore, and 

have since received from Ceylon ; the voice of tbis little nnimal being extremely 

unlike that of Be. palmarum, which I found inhabiting the same place#. Also a 

new Jungle-fowl, from Ceylon, Gallw linealw, nobis: end a fine Cobrn, 9 feet 
long, the Hamadryor hannah, Cantor, As.  Kes. XIX, 87, (1836 ;) being also Lbe 
H. ophiophagw, Cantor, P .  2. 8. 1838, p. 72, and Naia ailtala of Mr. Elliot, 

Afadr. Journ. .No. XXVI, 39, as identified by that oaturnlist with Dr. Cantor's 
reptile in the foUowing No. of the same Journal, p. 390. 

March 91h, 1847. E .  BLYTH. 

B w h  reeeked during the month qf Peb. for the meeting qf the 10th March, 1847. 
PPESENTED. 

Meteorological Register for January, 1847.-Faou THE S ~ P V E Y O P  GPNXRAL'S 
OFFICE. 

Ditto ditto, kept at  Kyouk Pllyoo during the month of January, 1847.-PROM 
T H E  SPCRPTARY TO THE SUPERINTENDANT OP MAPINS. 

The Horn Book I I ~  Storms, for the Indian and Cl~ina seas, third Edition.-BY 
H. PIDDINOTON, ESO 

Journal of tbe Royal Asiatic Society, No. XVI1.-BY Tea SOCIETY. 
Archaologia; Vol 31.-BY TEE SOCIETY OP ANTIQUARIES OF LONDON. 
Historia Abbsdidarum ; Praemissis Scril~torum Arabum da ea Dynastia Locis 

nunc. Primum Editin. Auctore R. P. A. Dory. Vol. Prias.-BY THE C ~ R A T O P S  

o r  THE A c ~ n r a r v  o r  LEIDEN. 
The Oriental Christian Spectator, Vol. VIII. No. 2nd.-BY THE EDITOR. 

The Calcutta Christian Observer, for Marcb, 1847.-BY THE Eolmas .  
R. GriLn & Co.'a Catalogue of Books and Stntiooary.-BY R. Gnlrb-IN & Co. 
Statement of Facts relative to the transactions between the writer and the late 

British Political Mission to the Coart of Sboa, in Abyssinia, by C. T. Beke, Esq.- 
BY T H E  Aureon. 

A grammar of the Tahitian dialect of the Polyneeiaa Lngua;;e.--HI. T H R  

Rrv.  J .  LONO. 
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Biblical and Theological Vocabulary in English and BengOli.-BY THE SAME. 

. Dr. Carny's grammar of the Burman Language.-BY THE SAME. 

Bhngavat Gita, textum recc~ui t  at notationm criticas et interpretationem Lati- 
nam adjecet G. Schlegel ; Editio altra auctior et emendatior c u n  Christiuni Lasseni. 
-BY r a a  Enrroa. 

Kal'ha, Kena, Pmna, Mundaka, Mandnkya, Aitareya, and Vajsaneya Oopani- 

shds.-BY BABLI RAJENDRALAL M~rraa .  

EXCHANGED. 
The London, Edinhnrgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, Nos. 196-7. 
Transactions of the Geological Society of London, Vol. VI1.-part 3rd 

PUBCEASED. 
Journal dm Savanr, Octobre 1846. 
The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, for December. 1846. 

The Lord Bishop having retired and Mr. Bushby taken the chair. 
Mr. Hume rose and said there was a passage in the report lately 

published to which he wished to call attention. "Regarding Dr. 
Cantor's very beautiful drawings, the Secretaries have fkled to obtain 
some essential information, and which they cannot hope for before Mr. 
Torren's expected visit to Calcutta in the ensuing month. The Com- 
mittee of Papers confidently hope that in connexion with the Journal 
nearly the whole of Dr. Cantor's drawings will be published by the 
Society within a moderate period." He wished to ask if the iuforma- 
tion alluded to had been obtained. Further, on turning to the accounts 
he found that 2561 Rs. had already been spent on the Cantor draw- 
ings. He supposed that the accounts published with the Report were 
passed and beyond discussion, but he desired to be informed how niany 
of these drawings were actually completed, and whether vouchers were 
forthcoming for the sums paid. Re wanted a direct answer, a plain 
yes or no, to these questions. 

Dr. O'Shallyhneuuy, (Senior Secretary present) replied that had Mr. 

Hume given any notice of his i~itention to ask these questions p d s e  
answers would have been in readiness. He regretted Mr. Hume had not 
started the discussion at tlie meeting reglilarly fixed for the considem- 
tion of tllc. Report. Ilc ol~jrcted to Mr. IIurne's categorictrl mode of ques- 
tioning, as one uiicalled for and unnecessary among aSociety of gentleme~i, 
whose only desire collld bc to aid eacl~ other ill every el~qiliry cdculatcil 
for the Society's bcnefit Dr. O'Sliaughnessy procecdrd to obser~e 
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that the accounts were now printed for the first time since 1842. They 
were printed for general information, and although they had doubtless 
been submitted to regular meetings every year by his distinguished 
predecessor, still the Society at large had had no opportunity of examin- 
ing them, and he considered every item fairly open to investigation. 
As to the number of Dr. Cantor's drawings completed, he believed it 
to be 13 or 14. Mr. Muller, the accountant, could say whether vouchers 
were in existence or not. He however begged permission to disclaim 
all responsibility for himself or his colleague Mr. Laidlay for any of the 
expenditure on account of the " Bornes or Cantor drawings," all of 
which had been entered upon previous to hi election, and all further 
outlay upon which had been stopped on his suggestion, on his taking 
charge of the office. Mr. Piddington was at the time tile executive 
officer of the Society in the arrangements made, and that gentleman 
could of course give any explanation required. IIe had only to add 
with reference to the intention of the Committee to publish the Cantor 
drawillgs in wnnexion with the Journal, tirat it wns illtended that any 
such cost should be included in the sum of 350 Rs. monthly set aprut 
for that periodical. 

Mr. Muller stated that on bis being ~ppointed accountant in July, 
in succession to Mr. Bolst, he found the papers of the Society in such 
confusion that he had the utmost difficulty in bringing them into any 
order. The vouchers he received were all without number or classi- 
fication. I ie  could not s p e d  positively as to the existence of vouchers 
for the payments now under discussion, but at the next meeting he 
would be prepared with every information on this subject. 

Mr. Blyth, Curator in the Zoological Department, begged permission 
to disavow all responsibility regarding the publication of the Burnes' 
drawings, which he looked upon as equally discreditable as works of cut 
and in a scientific point of view. He had never been consulted as to 
their publication, although from his office in the Society his advice might 
have been naturally looked for. 

Mr. Piddinyton, on being called upon, said that the history of the 
Burnes' drawings was, briefly, that being sent to the Society from Go- 
vernment, their publication was determined upon by the Society at a 
regular meeting, nnd a Committee named, of which he had been Secreta- 
ry, to superintend the work, he k ing  at that time only a member and not 
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Rn officer of the Society. The estimates and report of that Committee 
were doly sanctioned and approved of by the Society, and reports of 
progress were from time to time mnde and confirmed; all of which 

would be found in the proceedings of those years. The eoloured plates 
were also exhibited with these reports, and unequivoclllly pronounad 
to be most creditable to the nrtists, as exact copies of the drawinings, 
which together with the determination that the whole of the dmwings 
were to be published, and not a selection from them, wee the principle 
adopted by the Committee and confirmed by the Society. Whatever 
then had been done was the act of the Society and of no one individual. 
With respect to Dr. Cantor's Chusru~ drawings, the superintendance 
of part of these also had fallen under his management when Sub- ' 

Secretary. He was unable to say by what authority this undertaking 

llad been commenced, but he received orders from the late Secretary, 
Mr. Torrens, to obtain estimates, and no bargain was concluded without 
his full knowledge and approbation ; it  being simply hi8 (Mr. Pidding- 
ton's) duty to carry OIL the Society's work as  ordered by the Secretary. 
Dr. Cantor, himself a first rate artist, had pronounced his hiihest ap- 
probation of the style in which his work had been so far reproduced aa 
exceeding any thing he supposed could have been done in Calcutta, as 
had also the late Dr. Grifiiths. With respect to the charges, it was 
impossible for him to do more than to stnte generally that the colouring 
of plates of drawings of Natural History, was always most expensive, and 
that all other accessaries also were required to be of the first rate talent 
and quality procurable, and to this was to be attributed the high c h a r g ~  
for these works, if they really were high, which he did not think they 
were. As to the gross amount charged in the account, of that he could 
not speak, having, as he desired expressly to state, no control whatnoever 
over the expenditure or payment, farther than to audit bills, but the whole 
of the estimates and every paper connected with these pul~liccltions had 
been specially and most carefully made over by him to the late Secretary 
in March last, and these, together with the accountant's vouchers for 
payments ought to be forthcoming. 

The originnl drawing and sets of the lithographed copies were now 
produced by the Librarian and handed round for examination of the 
incmhers. 

Mr. FI~rme the11 observed thnt ex~mination of the drawings and 
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lithographs confirmed him in the belief that the funds of the Society 
had been most improvidently wasted. The seta of Cantor's collection 
had cost Rs. 256 1, being 183 Rs. each set-now he had much experience 
in the expense of lithographs, and would pledge himself to produce 
plates infinitely superior to those now before the Society at the cost of 
from 5 to 10 Rupees per 100. Whether vouchers were forthcoming or 
not was now of no consequence. The money had been irrecoverably lost, 
but to guard against future extravagance of thii kind he proposed, that, 

no future outlay take place for drawings of any Kid  without regular 
estimates being in the Grst place submitted to and approved by a general 
meeting." 

Dr. O'SAaugAnesay having seconded the reaolution it was unani- 
mously carried. 

We must not allow the present occasion to pass without adverting 
to the highly interesting lecture on the Buddhistical remains of Gyah 
and its neighbowhood, delivered in the Society's hall, on the 31st ult. 
by Capt. Kittoe. As the substance of the lecture is contained in the 
various papers handed to the Secretaries by that gentleman for publi- 
cation in the Journal, it is unnecessary to give any more extended 
notice of it here ; but we may mention that there was a goodly attend- 
ance of both membere and strangers, who appeared much gratified 
with the instruction and entertainment of the evening. We trust that 
Capt. Kittoe's good example will be followed by others whose researches 
admit of communication in the same agreeable form. 
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Am Account of the Temple of Triveni near Hugli, by D. MONEY, Eaq. - 
R q a l  Ciml Service. 

I As in architecture the superstructure depends upon the foundation, 
so in examination of ruins that time has made and spared, and in the 
attempt to elicit something of their earlier origin and history, how 
dependent are our conclusions upon the data that present themselves, 
and how difficult where these are slight and imperfect to form n antis- 
factory opinion ! 

The Temple of Triveni is shrouded in mystery, which legendary , 
tale in the absence of historical fact cannot solve. Of its early date 
we know nothing. I t  is perhaps the most interesting ruin in Bengal, 
whether with reference to its present appearance or its past associations. 

', 
About five miles from Hugli it stauds on the most elevated spot in the 

neighbourhood, commanding a view of the river, which winds at a 
little distance beneath it. The temple originally must have occupied 
a large space and consisted of 3 or 4 Courts. On ascending two or 
three broken steps to the first Court you perceive on your right a part 
of the original temple, conaistingof two rooms, of which there remain 
only the masay walls that enclose them and the doors hy which you 
enter. You are struck at once with the solidity of the nlasonry, which 
but for Mahornedan aggre~sion and Mrhomednn sncrilege would have 
No. Y. NEW SERIES. Y P  
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defied till now the ravages of time. There is something Egyptian in 
the appearance of the doon, the sides inclini~ig a little inwards towards 

the top, bnt this has been caused I think by a displacement of the 
stone-work. Each side is formed of one stone about 9 feet high4 with 
a serpentine anaglyph running down the centre. From the first room v 

a window looks out towards the river, on the outside of which there is 
little ornamental engraving very light and chnste. A Mahomedan 

tomb desecrates one of the rooms, the inscription on which presents a 

passage in the history of the temple. Separated from the Court at a 
little distance is another Ruin of the original Temple of a different 

character. Here as in the other the hand of the invader aud destroyer 
has been at work, and the demolition and displacement of the original 
masonry, the subsequent patchwork, and the superadded dome, are 
evidences of the ruthless and fanatical spirit, which marked in every 
clime and through every era, ere the power of the Crescent waned, its 
desolating course. The original Peelpye pillars in this temple are 
standing, and some of the stones in the outer walls have the appearance 
of an earlier date. On one of them is an inscription iu Devanagree, 
which could not be decyphered. Mr. Marshman thinks this temple 
WRB built about 300 years ago by a Raja of OrissB, Mukuud Deb. I t  
is with great diffidence I would venture to dissent from so good an 
authority, but there are facts which go far to show, a~ well as the 
appearauce of the ruins, that its erection must have been at a much 
anterior date. I have alluded to an inscription upon a Mahomedm 
tomb. In  this tomb was buried Zafir Khan, called by the IIindus 
Darap Khan, and the inscription which I annex with the translation, 
gives tbe date Hijeerah 713, or A. D. 1297. 

I' By the order of the titled, beneficent, most worthy, bestowing good 
rewards, the protector of the &Inhornedan faith, the most famous among men, 



a bright star of justice and religion, the defender of Kings and Princes, the 
protector of the faithful. Khan Mahamad Zafir Khan. God grant him vietory 
agaimt his enemies and bleas his Race on the let Mohurum seven hundred 
and t h i n  Hijeerah." 

~ h l  following is a translation of the Wurseenamah preserved by the 
Khademe attached to the tomb, two of whom are appointed as Noh- 
wulees by the Court of the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut and hold Rent- 
free landa in Nuddea and Hugli. " Shah Zafir Khan Gauzee, accom- 
panied by his nephew (sister's side) Shah Saofee, leaving his connections 
at Mundgaun, Pergunnah Konwar Portup, Chaklah Muksoosabad, came 

. to Ben@ for the purpose of converting infidels to the Mahornedan 
faith. Having made a proselyte of Raja Man Nriputi, he was killed in 
a battle fought with Raja Bhoodev at Hugli. His head was left on the 
field and his body was buried at Triveni. Ugwhan Khan, son of the 
aforesaid Shah Znfir Khan Ghazee, having marched against the Raja 
of Hugli in Sircar Srtgram, conquered him, converted the infidels to 
Mahomedanism, and married his daughter. Atter some time Ugwhan 
Khan also died at Triveni. The descendants of the Khanzadeh are still 
in existence. The title of Khan was conferred by Feroze Shah." 
At Pundooa there is a mosque or monument of Shah Soofee, who 
wan nephew of Feroze Shah of Delhi, and the Aymadars claim the 
Rentfree K6sbah as descendants. They hold a document from which 
it appears that their title has existed for 500 years. This corresponds 
a i th  the date of the inscription on Zatir Khan's tomb and is good 
&dence that Zafir Khan and Shah Soofee were contemporaries, Hb- 
tory is d e n t  as to the professed object of the visit of these two con- 
nection~ of the royal family of Delhi to this part of Bengal, and the 
c- is not supplied by the following legend. A Mahomedan subject 
of a Hindu Raja on a certain festival in honor of hia son used cow's 

\ 
flesh. The Raja slew the ~3on. The father resorted to the Court of 

Delhi and told tale to Peroze Shah, who immediately sent an army 

to Bengal @st the Fhja, commanded by Zafir Khan and hie nephew 
&fee. The Raja's name mu Bhoodev Nripnti, with whom a 

battle was fought at a place called Mahanud near Satgram, about 8 
mile6 weat of Trivenl, where Zafir Khan's army was victorious. There 
is another curious legend connected with Za6r Khan. He was in 
spite of his hostilit,y to the Hindoos and the deetnlction of their Raj 

3 8 2  
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looked-upon as a Boozoorg, or a man of diville inspiration, and is said 
to have worshipped Gnnga. She smiled on the apostate devotee, and 

on one occasion so wrapt was he in devotion, that she row from her 
liquid bed like 

" Anather Venua breatllu~g frruh anti fair 
A goddess sparkling in her wavy dress," 

and overpowered biln by iksciiiation of her charms. Such was the effect 
of her influence over his spirit that he forgot the Koran for the S h s -  
tern, and in the ecstacy of the beatific vision the full tide of his aspi- 
rations rolled in Sanscrit shlokes instead of Persian verse. This is a 
remarkable but melancholy instance of the weakness of faith against 
the potency of love. The champion of a fanatical creed, with sword 
in hand, is caught like the God of war in the net work of beauty. The 
Sru~scrit shlokes he composed are remembered and repeated to this 
day. They are called the shlokes of Durap Khan, and there is scarce- 
ly a clever pundit in India who does not know them. The follow- 
ing is selected ae s specimen. 

'* Oh ! Suradhuni Gunga, the daughter of Janhoo Muni, what will be thy 
greatneaa if thou wilt beatow salvation on the virtuous, who are saved by 
their own merite !-If thou bestowest salvation on me, who am a helpless 
wretch, I would then proclaim thy glory to the highest extremity." 

This religious metamorphoses in Zafir Khan must have had an effect 
on his son Ugwhan Khan, for he married the Raja of Hugli's daughter. 
She was buried within the precincts of the temple, where her tomb is 
rtiU atanding, It has crumbled to the ground, and there is no in- 
scription to point it out. But a curious custom marks the spot. Hin- 
doo votive offerings are presented there on Mahomedrn festivals. 

The date of the Arabia inscription on Zafir Khan's tomb, the 
Khurseemmah of the Khadems, and the statement of the Agmadars of 
Shah Soofee's tomb at Pundoor, correspond nearly with the followin& 
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account given by Ferishteh of Ferole Togluk of I)e11li (vide Brigg's 
translation of Ferishteh, page 334, vol. IV.). 

On the death of Sharnsooddeen, the nobles of the state elevated 
his eldest son to the throne three days afterwards. He had not long 
entered on his rule before his country was again invaded in the year 
A. H. 760, or A. D. 1358, by Feroze Togluk of Dehli." The next 
passage is a curious coincidence. " When the Dehli army arrived at 
Pandwah, Sikunder Poorby, following his father's example, took re%e 
in the fortress of Yekdullah, &c." This Feroze Shah must have been 
one of the Afghan Sultans of Hindoostan of 3d Turk Dynasty, who 

ascended the throne of Dehli about 135 1 A. D. Zafir Khm may have 
been brother-iu-law to Feroze Shah. He was uncle by the mother's 
~ i d e  of Shah Soofee, and Shah Soofee was nephew of Feroee Shah. 
Could he also have been the father of Ababek Shah, who mounted the 
thronc of Dehli iu 1389 ? Hia father's name was Zafir Khan. The 
next question is who was Raja Man Nriputi converted to the Musal- 
man faith by Zafir Khan ? Ww he one of the Rajas of Orissa, the 
limits of which temtory extended till two centuries after as far north 
as Triveni. Mr. Marshman in his hieto ry of Bengal states as follows :- 

a #  The powerful kings of Orissa had previously extended their con- 
quest in B e d  ; and hence the Oriyahs bowt that their kingdom once 

to Trivenl on the Bhageerutee. In the year 1550 Telenga 
Mookmd Deb ascended the throne of Oriesr. He wan the last inde- 
pendent king of that country ; he founded a ghat and temple at the 
aacred spot of Triveni which formed the northern boundary of his 
dominions." Compare Asiatic Researches, page 164,Vol. XV. " During 
the sway of the princes of the Gungabun's line, for a period of nearly 
four centuries, the boundaries of the Raja of Oriasa may be etated as 
follom ; with d c i e n t  accuracy for a good description. North, a line 
drawn from Trivenl Ghat above Hugh  through Bisherpore to the 
frontier of Putkun, east, the river Hugli and the sea south, the Godr- 
veri or Gnnga Godaveri, and west, a line carried from Singbhoom to 
Sonepur." 

I f  Raja Man Nriputi wan not one of the Rajas of Orbsa, it is pro- 
bable that both he and Raja Bhoo Dev may have been zemindara con- 
nected with the royal family of Orism, as they appear to have been 
chiefs of some consequence, or else tributary to that power. Their 
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names are not among the Hindoo kings of either the Sen or Pal 
dynasty. 

Within the first part of the temple on some of the stones are the 
following inscriptions in the Nagree character. 

M h: The residence of Sit.6. The co- 
Sri Sit& Kdhhh,  Sri R(r(Lhiaheka- } rnnatiOn of uma. 

Coronation. This seems to be part of 
Bhisheka. another inscription (incomplete). 

*q Tmx! m: 
Sri &em RLvma Badha. RBvhna killed by RBrna. 

Sit4 Bivaha. fmn: 1 The marriage of Sit.6. 

The distruction of Kangsa. 

The destruction of ChCiura. 

-pjq: The war between Krishnh and 
Sri Krimhna V h a  Smyor Yuddba. 

e names of the consorta of 

There are also near the northern and eastern entrances images of 
some of the Hindoo gods, such as Norasingha, Vadhs, Rbma, Krishna, 
Lucahmi, &c. kc., most of them much defaced. The stones with the 
illscriptions were, probably placed below some of these deities or others 
that hare been destroyed, and as these deities are peculiar to the wor- 
ship of Vishnu, it is most likely that the temple was consecrated to 
that deity. The stones containing the inscriptions are evidently out of 
their places. There is no regularity in their location, and one or two 
of them have the wrong side uppermost. From these appwmees as 
well as others already mentioned, it is clear tbat the building is not now 
in its original state, and that formerly it must have been one Hindoo 
temple. The literal signification of Triveni is "three streams," in 
allusion to the river Gun&, Jumna, and Saruswati held sncred by the 
Hindoos. The spots where these rivers meet and where they separate 
ue considered holy, and on this acco~lnt the Shastras enjoin that expia- 
t o y  ablutions shoidd he particularly performed at these places. 

Arcording to Hindoo t d i t i o n  there nre two Trivenis, one at Prayag 
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or Mahabad, called Jomln Vmi, on &count of the junction of these 
streams, and the other Mooefa Vani near Hngli, on account of their 
separation. 

At the latter place the Jumna seprates and takes its mume eastward 
near h t i a ' s  Xhalor Bsgur Khal, about a mile from Trivenl, round tbe 
villages Jaguli, Beeroie, LC. and uniting afterwards with the rivers Chota 
Durga and Bura Durga in the Sunderbuns, ultimately joins the bay of 
Bengal. The Saruswati takes its course on the western bank to the 
Ganges round the villages Trivenl, Supta-grama or Satgann, Hossen- 
bazar, &. kc. and branching out from the creek at Sankhral near 
Budge Budge, joins the river Hugli and flows into the bay of Ben@. 

Allurian accretions have nearly choked up the bed and diverted the 
course of the Jnmna, and it is now almost dry and not navigable by 
boats. But it is a fact, which has been I believe clearly ascertained, 
that in former times the main b m c h  of this river flowed under the 
walls of Satgaon by Amtah and Tumlook into the Ocean, and that 
ships of large size came up to Satgaun, which was then famous for its 
commem. The Saruswati is only navigable in the rains. The vari- 
ous wild mythological Hindoo traditions of the sources of these sacred 
streams must have given additional sanctity to Trived. 

The following shloke from the Muha Bharata, points out the locality 
of this sacred spot :- 

" On the south of Pradyumna Nagara, north of the river Saruswati, ,in the 
Dukshin PrayBga, or south Prayhga, where the river Jumna separates from 
the Gunga. This place is equal fin pmnt of holiness) to north Praykga (Alla- 
habacl), and imperishable virtue may be attained hy means of bathing here." . 

The celebrated Raghununduna, the compiler of Smriti Shastras or 
Hindoo Laws, whose doctrines or religious rites are strictly observed 
by almost all the natives of Bengal, refers to the spot in the Pntpre- 
chittya Tutwa, or book treating on the expiation of sins. 

" The south Pray$ called the Moocta-Veni, is situated in the southern 
part (of Bag& near Supta-grbma." 
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Satpun or Bupta-gramq must also have contributed to the saiictit~ 
of Triveni. I t  was not only famous for its commerce in the palnip 
clays of Rome, but it was here the seven wise men of the east, the 
Supta Rishis or Munis, renowned for their piety as well as their wis- 
dom, resided, and in the plantsin groves, or on the banks of the sncr~d 
stream, worshipped the river goddess. The Hindoos believe that they 
came with G a n g  from Hardwar to establish her worship at this place. 
Their names were Marichi, Angira, Atre, h~lastya, Pulata, Crutu, n~id 
Vashishtb. Supta-grama was so called from the seven sages having 
resided there. Their worship of Gunga is referred to in the following 
extract from'the Xlaha Bhtlgbut Pooran. 

" Oh ! NLrada, the seven Rishia after geeing Qungk, who was nearly to be 
seen even by the Dmtcfs worshipped her, and she was pleased on henring the 
so~ind of the shell, &c." 

Mention is made of Supta-grama or Sntgaun in Rennell's memoirs, 
ns well as Hamilton's Hindoostnn, and Mr. Marshman in his history of 

Bengd, page 2, gives the following account :- 
"The chief city of the west of Bengal was Satgauii, not 'very far 

north of Hugli. I t  was known to the Romans. I t  is also mentioned 

in the Yoorrrns as Suph-grama, or the seven villages. It was the great 
mart of Bengal to which nearly all the sea-bbrne trade was brought." 
A tldition is still current amongst the inhabitants of Trivenl that many 
temples stood once 011 the banks of the three sncred streams, and they 
attribute to the seven Rishis the honor of their erection. I t  is most 
probable that the banks of these sacred streams in those early times 
were studded with temples. Every neighbouring spot has its legend 

still and retains its sanctity, and if such buildings are the signs of a 
successful faith, whatever that faith may be, can we wonder, where no 
clearer light had yet shone, that such signs were numerous, and that 

Idolatry, springing with the mythological river st its mountain sourn, 
shodd swell with the stream, and pour its full tide along unchecked. 

deluging the country on either side as it passed to its Ocean boilndaries. 
Such temples, if they remibed unscllttered in the time of Zafir 

Khan Ghazee, could scarcely escape the fay of the terrific Knlapahar. 
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He lived about the reign of the Orissa b j a  Telenga Mookund Deb, 
A. D. 1550. He was by birth a bdhman, but by conversion a Muham- 
madan, and such was the terror he inspired, that it is commonly re- 
ported and believed, that the arms and legs of the idols for many a 
kros round dropped off at the sound of hie kettle dmm. 

The present ghaut is of modern date, but the former possibly may 
have been coeval with the temple. Stones of large size are imbedded 
in the river, between the ghaut and the temple, which probably are 
the ruins of the ancient ghaut. Trivenl is still held in high estima- 
tion by the inhabitants of Orissn. The fame of its sanctity is far 
spread. Once a year there is a grand mela, and thousands flock to 
the ghaut for the purpose of bathing in the river. The sight is well 
worth the seeing. I t  is a fine picture for a clever artist. There is 
something highly picturesque in the attitudes, the grouping and the 
dresses. There is too a lesson to be learned from the deep femor, how- 
ever mistaken, and the burning zeal, however blinded, of the anxious 
worshippers. A lesson which Christians may learn and not be ashamed, 
and yet a painful impression is forced upon a thinking mind, that 
while light and knowledge are spreading rapidly, and so many nations 
enjoying the blessing they confer, here in ancient India, near the very 
seat of a Christian Government, superstition so dark and strong should 
hold its sway, and delude, alas how fatally its thousands and thousands 
of votaries. 

This is but a skeleton account of Trivenl, which others may be able 
to fill up. These are but broken links of a chain it is difficult to 
connect. Others in possession of better data, and with a better know- 
ledge of Indian history, may be able perhaps to form a connection. 

Notea on the Catre8 of Burabur, ~ I J  Capt. K l n o ~ ,  6th N. I. 

I now proceed to redem my pledge of pnblishing the result of my 
enquiries concerning the caves of Bt~rabur in Bahar. 

Differing from all other works of the kind known to us, these cares 
or chambers are, with one exception, entirely devoid of sculpture or 
ornament of any kind. They are in dseven  in number ; four in one 
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hill, three in another, but the name Satgurba,". commdy understood 
to mean seven chambm," is applied to two only, which subjwt I 
shall treat of fimther on. 

I shall &st of all state that the hills c&d Bumbur, are isolated 
rocks of sienitic granite &&g abruptly fram the plain about 15 d e s  

north of the city ~f ayah, by' the left bank of the Phulgo or Nahanud- 
da ; the dqster is. r-kable for its pictmesqm ap-e, and for 
the noble nzasaes of rock piled, aa it were, one above another, witb 
hardly any soil, consequently little regebtbn, and rising to various 
heights, from 100 to 3, or 400 feet. 

Although Burabur is that by which the duster ie commonly known, 
each hill has a name of its own. The Highest beiq  d l e d  " Burnbur," 
also Sidhesmr," from a temple to Mahadsva that once crowned the 
highest, and of which I shall speak presently. 

next in height is the " Kowa Dol,)' &hj& i~ &tacked from the 
rest by near a pile to the south-west. 

A third is called Nrrg-i," d is the eastern-mo& of the p t  
clueter. 

A fourth, apd *he smallest, called Durhavut, is at the northern 
eat*; othen, have names also, but as the above done contain 
objecta of notice I shall: rest content with giving them only. 

The Kowa Do1 being first I& vith, qn c o d g  fmm the IWr 
bungalow of Belah on the Paha road, from which it is &&ant fnat six 
miles, L shall take it h t .  I t  is en a h m h  entirely bare rock, having 
newly a perpendicular scarp on its northem face, and sloping at an 
angle of 45O, more or less, on the opposite or sorthem side : east and 
west, it is disjointed and inaccessible ; hllge stmGfied massea are piled 
one over the other, decreasing in length at each end, the whole is sur- 
mounted by single hlodrd like pllars ; the centre one of rh i ih  towers 
above the reat and is conical. I t  is said that formerly there waa a huge 
block bahneed on the top of this eoue, which from its being moved 
by birds alighting on it obtained the name of a Kowa Dol" or ma- 
moved, or the crow-s~ng ; aboul a wtary or kn back, th roeking- 
stone fell down, where it may still be seen. 

This hill ~een)s to have been surrounded. by a Lvge t o m  ; them is 
an artificinl mound continuoas round the north and east firoee, 6Ued with 
broken pottery. bricks and blocks of hewn stone ; there are two ~ o e a  
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given, s&' aud a Summunpbot ; on the pottioh called by the h e r  
name there is an extensive Muhammadan cemetery ; there are none but 
pnltry monuments with fragments of some ancient Budhist temple 
built into them. 

In the hollow or recess OII the east side are the remains of a once 
splendid Bndhist temple, of which many pillars are still standing, also 
a giga&c idol of Budha, seated, with no other inscription than the usual 
pious sentence of the Budhhta. The dimensions of this figure, which 
is beautifully executed, are irs follow :- 

Ft. in. 
From seat ta mwn of the head.. ............ 8 0 
Across the dioulders ...................... 4 0 
Pmm knee to knee ....................... 6 0 
Round the wrist.. ........................ 5 6 
Do. the neck ........................... 3 8 
Do. head ................................ 5 8 

...................... Across the forehead 1 4 
......................... Length of thigh 3 6 

.............................. Do. of shih 3 6 
........................ Do. of upper nrm 2 6 

Do. lower Do. .......................... 2 0 

Round the arm .......................... 2 8 
Do. the wrist ............................ 1 6 

Depth of head.. ... 2-6 Length ofhmd 1-4 breadth of Do. 8-0 
Do. of face ...... 1-6 I Do. of foot.. .. 1-6 breadth of Do. 8& 

These measurements will convey some idea of the proportions of 
this fine piece of sculpture. 

The Sinhnsun or throne, is very handsome ; there are the usual sup- 
porters, the Sinhas or lions rampant, trnmpling on elephants coucIiant, . 
and ridden by amazons armed with shields and swords. The stone is the 
grey chlorite or pot stone ; of such nlmost d l  the idols in this district 
as well as of Orisse are made ; from the style of the cawing, and the 
alphabet of the inscription I can assign no very remote date to these 
works ; not more than 8 or 900 years, if so much. 

Leaving this Budliist relic we find some 60 or 80 figores of brillmi- 
nical idols rudely cut in tln! huge detached masses of rock at the foot 
of the hill. Of these Durg  slnying Ic hfah6sh-lisilr," is the principal, 
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and most often repeated ; the next is the Lingam, and again the Gouri 
Sunkur, or Mahadeva, caressing Parbutti, who is seated on his knee, 
with the bull, "Nandi" at his feet, and the "Sinha" or lion at 
her's. There is one block hewn into the shape of a small temple, 
with niches and images on the four sides. I t  has formed part of a 
small Dehgope to the memory of some departed devotee of heretical 
sect, the great Budha temple is likewise a funeral monument, as I shall, 
I hope, establish hereder in a treatise on the subject of the Dehgopes 
or Chaityas for which I have collected much matter. 

The sculptures on the detached blocks are in a very rude style, but 
this may be attributable in some measure to the extreme coarseness, 
and hardness of the material, as well as inequality in the grain. The ' 

weather was so windy and cold that Z could not make proper drawings 
of these sculptures, but the accompanying rough sketch will convey 
some idea of their position, particularly of those to the arrangement of 
which I would call attention, as follows :- 

Fit niche, from proper right, male figure erect with a spear ; Zud, 
female figure " Pudmarati" or " Maya Davee;" 3rd, Budha seated ; 4th, 
nlahadeva and Parbutti, commonly called "Gouri Sunkur ;" Parbutti 
seated on Mahadeva's knee with the bull Nandi a t  his feet, and the 
Sinha or lion at her's ; 5th, male figure erect with four arms ; No. 6, 
male figure riding on the shoulders of another;7th, the Lingum andYoni; 
ad ,  male half figure " Aruna?" gth, Mahadeva and Parbutti repeated ; 
10tl1, male figure erect holding a lotus in each hand, probably " Surya ;" 
1 lth, Gunesha; 12th, female figure with four arms, attended hy N a r d  
and Sinha, perhaps meant for "Durga," 13th, male figure standing 011 
a prostrate figure. After these, nine niches have, whnt appears to me 
to be, Durga slayiiig MahCsh AsGr, with her trident ; she has one foot 
on the buffaloe's neck and holds it by the hind leg. This subject is 
repeated on many detached rocks. The Linga is of as frequent occur- 
rence. There is one very large four-faced Linga called the Chou- 
murti Mahadeva, such as may be seen in the caves of Ellora; it is of 
common occurrence in this district. This subject of the Linga I shall 
reserve also for a future paper, and here take leave of the Kown Dol. 

We now proceed eastward for half a mile or more, then skirting the 
southern base of the main cluster for a mile, an embaukment is met 
with connecting one spur of the hill with the othcr, which together 



forms a kind of amphitheatre or recess ; the ground is strewed with 
bricka and potsherds, denoting the existence in former times of a large 
town. The first object the vieiter is led to is a strong spring of clear 
water murmnring through the fissures of the rock at the base of the 
northern ridge and disappearing under ground beyond a basin or small 

4 reservoir of modernconstruction. This water is called the " Patal 
Gunga," the Ganges flowing beneath the earth. I need not state the 
absurd stories connected with this natural curiosity ; a fair is held here 

I 
yearly in the month of August. 

We are next led up the steep and slippery face of a bare mass of 
sienite for more than an hundred feet, when the remains of a rudely 
constructed wall (connecting the masses of rock) appear ; passing these 
for a short distance, aud sliding down a block, worn smooth by the 
process, we find ourselves beside the firat cave (See plate VIII. fig. 4) 
called #'Viswa Mitra." The b t  apartment is square or rather pyra- 
midal like Egyptian works. 

The dimensions being 7' 9" at top and 8' 9" at the base ; the height 
6' 8)" outside, 6' 7+" at the inner end, in the centre of which is a dwr- 
way likewise narrow at top and wide at the base, (a feature common to 
all the cavesa) this leads into an unfinished chamber of an irregular 
oval for111 : on the east side of the first room, is the inscription marked 
as fig. 13 pl. IX. There are four sockets about 6 inches in length 
by 2 inches wide, two on each side on the floor of the outer chamber, 
apparently to receive some kind of frame work. There is a precisely 
similar arrangement at the Aswastema terrace over the great inscription 
of Dhowlee in Cuttack. 

L e n h g  this cave we pass under the m u s  of rock in which it is 
seated, in an easterly direction between huge detached masses, here and 
there connected with rude walls or piles of stone ; some fallen pillars 

. and hewn blocks are the only remnins of what was once a gate-way, 
beneath which are the traces of a flight of rude steps, and a causeway 
leading down into the amphitheatre first described; a few yards 
further west bring you into the elevated valley or basin : on the south 
side are the two ridges of rock out of which the three great caves arc 
excavated. The length of this table-land may be three furlongs or 
more, and greatest breadth one and half. The whole space except where 
there are the remains of mks ,  is strewed with bricks and potsherds, aud 



there are ttacea of numerous foundations apparent in every direction ; 
to the north is the peak called Sidheswar and Burabur, immediately 
under which, and of ta mxmd not so high, are the remains of a fine 
gateway and a massive wall connecting the t w ~ ,  and the immense blocks 
which a p p r  to have served as bastions : this passage lends d o m  into 
another and extensive level, surrounded with hills, which likewise appear 
formerly to have been connected by walls and embankments, to have 
had large reservoirs and been covered with habitations ; indeed, this in 
not confined to the two spots now described, but has been continued 
further eastward, comeoting the Nag-arjuni hillocks until the river 
Phulgo or Mahantlddh WM m h e d  ; one low hill has been evidently 
used as a grand bastion, it is called absurdly Sher Shah's Bungalow 5 

a causeway leads to i t ;  it may have been appropriated by the early 
Muhammadam, but it is undoubtedly part of these most ancient Indian 
works, the name even of which is lost to us, unless the plnce be that 
mentioned in the inscription of the Nag-arjnni cave, to the description 
of the locality of which it answen. 

I must now return to the great caves. The 6lmt of these is the 
Kurun Chowpar,"and faces the north ; it is entered through a narrow 

Egyptian doorway, as already described, the mom 1s ptced east and 
went, and has a segmental roof, as have rill except the Viswa Mitra ; 
the ends are at right angles and plain, on the western there is an altar 
or throne as shown in the plate ;* the whole surface except the floor 
is wonderfully poliehed 1 the echo is very beautiful in all these caves. 
The dimensions of the room are 33'-6"X 14', and 10'-9" to the crown of 
the arch, the side wall or faces being 6'-2" to the springing line. The 
labour of cuttingand excavating such a chamber in the hardest of rocks 
must have been great indeed, but that of polishing such a surface almost 
incredible ; we are struck with amazement and rivetted to the spot : from 
the quantity of chips of hematite strewed about, I am inclined to thmk 
this mined wm rued in polishing. My servnnte having delayed on the 
road and arriving late, I w s  obliged to pass the night in this chamber 
with a bundle of riw straw for my bedding and covering, and although 
the wind was rery high a d  cdd, the temperature within was not so 
unbearable as to prevent my enjoying a good night's rest; the bears 
having been graciondy pleased to forego their visits, as I kept a candle 

Thid throne apimrn lo be thc " Jri Aslmam" muntioned in l6c Pill Annals.-M. K. 
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burning which I h d  wide~tdy  brought with m. But to return to my 
subject, on the lefi corner of the door is the inscription number 5, plate 
IX. which is nearly obliterated, through the effects of the weatber and 
probably by tbc hsad of some fanatic, at a very remote period, it is mu& 
to be regretted, for there is j u t  e w g h  left to exeite our curiosity, 
and show that tbe r e a d  was valuable : I have restored as much as I 
we1 m d d  ; it appears to have entirely escaped notice hitherto, indeed, 
although a square spaee hes been eut rrad pdisbd, it is but barn 
ly perceptible, and not st all in the strong light of noon-day ; it is 
best seen by clear moonlight standing b e n d .  I availed myself of 
the opportunitg: before I lay down to reet, to h e  d the vbible letters 
with red ochre ; sunrise and sunset are also farorable perioda, which I 
reearkd upoa in my notes on the inscriptiom of Cuttack, Dr. Bland, 
H. M. S. Wo& made the same discovery whilst traoiq the inscription 
at Singqmre. I shall revert to this subject w k u  trerting of the whole 
of these PUi inscriptione together. 

There are eight other short sentences, of same of which James 
F&sep gave trmdations in the skth vdama of tb journal, but as he 
bad only very imperfect impreesim with Persian labels, the werk of a 
pedantic Kaithemployed by Mr. Hathorn, lw wlra led i& erroa and diE 
ficulty thereby. I shall the re fo~  embody the whole in a separabe platef* 
for easy reference : these I must again refer to rmdler the head inscriptions. 

On the right hand, facing the cave and separated from the main 
mass, ie another, the eastern end of which has been scnrped and a 
t e r n  cut ; in thb  fae  are three niches w i h  auvinga. rudely emoted; 
the right hand one c o n k  the linga, the two others, apparently figures 
of Siva and Parbutti, but they are undoubtedly of tbr latw date than 
the caves, and the sarw ss h t  of the sculptures at KarneDol and on the 
Sidbeswur mounb. 

We now proceed to the largest awes, two in mmber, entered on 
the southem face of the ridge of rock, p a d e l  with that of the aave 
above described, and which ridges are about 950 feet long, and 70 
across, with a narrow passage betwean. There ie a space of about 100 
feet wide between the main hill and rooks and thm ridges ; this ia 

filled for some depth with bricks, earth and h e m  ston% the ruins of 
templee, eo tn 60 block up the entranoe of the westernmost cave, 

See pL(e IX. 
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leaving just mom to m w l  in, in a sitting posture ; these may be the 
remnins of the temple alluded to in the two inscriptions translated 
by Prinsep, and which, as he justly conjectures, are of a far more modem 
date than the caves or the P l i  inscriptions which record their construc- 
tion, and first appropriation. I am in hopes of having a passage cut 
in front of the rock and doorways, by which means the water which 
now floods the caves will be let off and prevented againnreaching them, 
and admit a free passage for visitors, and perhaps bring to light some 
hidden curiosities. 

Figure 6, pl. VIII. will best explain the shape of this curions 
work of patience and lnbour ; the entrance ha4 an onter recess or porch 
about three feet deep, the doorway of Egyptian shape, is six feet high ; 
the room is highly finished and polished though perfectly plain ; there 
is a niche in the centre of the east end, and on the west the singular 
convex end or side of the circular inner chamber with a projecting 
hood or dome like a mushroom, with its tapering doorway, faces the 
visitor, who, if inclined to the study of Budhist antiquities, will at once 
exclaim this is a Dehgope or cave Chaitya. On the left or east aide 
of the entrance (onter) recess is the purposely mutilated inscription 
niarked fig. 5, pL IX. of which sufficient is left to show that in the 
12th year of the reign of the beloved Rajah, this cg Nigope" cave was 
excavated ; unfortunately the first syllable is doubtful, but the second 
is not so, and suffices I think to settle the point of the cave being 
a Chaitya or shrine; indeed I am inclined to believe that three of 
the fonr on this hill were such, for the common name of" Sutgurba," 
which the Kaith moonshee, taking the word gg sat" as a numeral, wrote 
" huft khaneh," or seven chambers, the meaning generally however, 
though improperly given at the present time, should in my estimation 
be rendered the caves of righteousness. In the..P&li annals, the 
epot it called " Snttapanni Gnrba," i. e. allowing my inference before 
explained as c o m t .  The other caves at Nag-arjuni were perhaps 
not so, bnt intended as habitations for the ascetics, as already shown. 

The extreme lengths of these chambers from end to.end, as well as 
their width and height to crown of vault will be seen in the plnte. 

At the end and farther east of the above mentioned, is a second dou- 
ble chambered cave of the same shape, but has remained unfinished, the 
sides only being polished and the wult left in the rough, as well as the 
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Chaityaat the end. This is called by Buchnnan, " Lomas Rishi;" he gives 
a wood cut of this singular archway and frieze carved out of the solid 
rock over and about the usual shaped door, but ss I shall have to draw 
attention to the peculier style of architecture it displays, I have annex- 
ed a drawing of my own ;* there is no P&li inscription here, nor are there 
any traces of there ever having been any. The inscription No. 15 P1. 
XXXVI. of the VI. Vol. of the Journal, occupies the spandril under 
the arch, also those marked 18 and 19, in the snme plate, which are 
immediately under the other and above the head of the doorwny. This 
external sculpttire still retains the beautiful polish originally given to it. 

Having described these caves I mnst conduct my readers to the sam- 
mit of the a Kurun Chowpar" or " Bidh Eswsr" Maha Lleva, to this 
there is m almost impracticable and dangerous path ou the southern 
face by which I ascended, having done so, 1 foutd the crest of the hill 
strewed with potsherds nnd bricks, and a narrow passage with Lingas 
and figures of Ganesha," rudely carved out of the masses of rock, 
the i m e  as at the Kowa Do1 ; steps are here and there cut in the 
rock, and innumerable fragments of hewn stone lie scattered, over 
which the traveller climbs till he reaches a level spot, 50 feet or more 
below the highest point ; on these are fragments of idols and one entire 
figure of V d a  ; there are two rows of sheds used by the confectioners, 
when the fnire are held. Upon ascending tbe peak we arrive at a 
modern buildiug called Sidheswar, in which there are several large idols 
of considerable antiqnity, on one of them is an inscription, see fig. 13 

plate IX. In a dark chamber is a huge linga with garlands made of 
solah hanging over it ; some portions of the base of the temple remain ; 
these, together with the fragments strewed about, and the great extent 
of the terrace, show not only that one magnificent temple at least must 
have crowned this height, but from their being fragments of rarioue 
styles, that there haye been sncoeasive temples ; and I am further indin- 
ed to think, that there may have originally been a tope like those of 
Bbilsa, 8arn6th and M d y d n ,  though from dieeoveries made, there 
would be no reason for the worthip of Siva (as Bidheswu) not being 
observed in connection with that of Budha, in the same viciity, for 
-not o~dy  ie this anomaly apparent nt the western caves, at Cuttack, 

This drawing is nmilted as it will appear in connection with the subject of Budha  
architecture hereafter. 
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bIaha BuUi Poorum, GirrinBr, &c. but in this district also, where it 
must hare been up to the latest date : Even now, I consider it more thau 
probable that the mlit or monastery of BBdh Gyah was originally a joint 
Budha and SRiva establishment ; it is now thelatter only ; but this is a 
digression, the subject is one affording an ample text for a separate paper. 

That this temple of Sidheswar is of remote date we clrn infer from 
the early character of the sentence No. 6, Plate XXXV. Vol. VI. of the . 
Journal, and of mine, of which a translation is given at page 679 of 
the same volume, " the irresistible and auspicious Joganund salutes Si- 
dheswar ;" here then we see, how necessary it is in carrying out such 
studiea, that the trnveller should accurately copy even the most trivial 
sentence or word; the more I see the more I learn the value of this, 
therefore I would impress it on my fellow-labourers, and at the same 

time never to trnst to native copyists. 
On laving Sidheswar peak, I descended on the north side, the face 

of which, though as steep if not more so thau on the south, has a much 
mow gentle and practicable path laid out diagonally towwds the east, 

and in aome places steps have been cut in the rock ; this passage leads 
on to the lower land already described as the site of a city. After pro- 
ceeding for half a mile towards the river, between detached rocks, and 
leaving that which I have described as a tower or bastion to the left, 
and the Mag-a juni peak to the right, and climbing over aome massea 
of rock in front, the traveller meeta with a large terrace of brick-work 
and stone, grown over with bushes with some ruined tombs ; beside this 
is a large brick well ; tnming to the leR or north at a few yarda distance 
a small cave is seen, fig. 1, plate VIII. This is the one which from the 
PiUi inscription Prinsep haa termed the Milkmaid's Cave. The d u b -  

. tion to Sidheswar, written, or rather rudely cut in the doorway of this 
cave, No. 1 of my plate, alm No. 2 of the same. This room and its 
porch are aa beautifully polished aa the rest, the dimensions wi l l  be 
seen by the plate VIII. fig. 1. 

Upon climbing the terrace named, (which haa been that of a brge 
temple,) and lookiq down where there is a gap in the rock, another 
doorway is seen, over which is a square polished s u h  containing the 
W inscription, 6g. 3, pUe IX. Upon entering this, the long inscrip- 
tion, fig. 9, plate X. is found cut on the right hand ride of the entrance.* 

Non For &r reference the spopotr w h m  the iocoriptions occur M mrrted r and 
b, on the plrm 
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There is but one chamber, this has been divided by a thin brick 
wnll by some Mahomedan fakir, perhaps several centuries back, the 
doorway or aperture to which is 'so suiall as to hare prevented my 
entering it, but I felt the end with R 10 foot rod. From b e  firgments 
found scattered, I conclude that there must have been a very hmdaome 
temple here of very early date. 

I Retracing our steps and turning to the south, we descend through a 
pas~ge  between a row of huge bloch of nienite, which had formed 
part of the southern bamer to the great enclosure, we then come on to 
the plain, then turning to the left (or east) and continuing to a tope of 
Tar-trees under the Nag-arjuni's frightful crags, we reach a flight of 
steps, about the centre of the hill ; &er an ascent of about 60 feet a 
narrow t enbe  is-found continued alone; the side of the ro6,k, in the 
centre of which an Egyptii doorway leads you into a splendid o d -  
shsped and vaulted room, polished in the usual manner ; over the door- 
way is a squarepolihed surface containing the inscription No. 1, pl. IX, 
is 3 of Prineep's plate, and on the leh hand side of the passage or thick- 
new of the rock, is that given in his plate XXXIV. and translated a t  
page 673 ; on the opposite side are some more recent scrawla. 

This cave is inhabited and has been so for many yenrs, hy Mahome- 
dan saints; therg is a small mosque before the door, more than a 
century old ; the cave is called Nag-a rjuni, whether from the Budhist 
saint of that name having lived there, or from mere fancy it is not possi- 
ble to decide, though RS the name Sidheswar has been preserved, and if 
my version of gr  Satgurba," be correct, I sce no reason to doubt the in- 
scription, moreover I am i~iclilied to think that it is the very perapu- 
tetic chamber mmed in the Pilli annnls in which Annund M6ni per- 
formed his austerities. 

Having described the cnvcs I must conclade with Dhuravat. 
I hare already said that it is the north-westernmost end of the 

cluster of hills. I visited this place by moonliglit, therefore had not so 

good an opportunity of examining the locality, however, I saw suffi- 
cient to enable me to decide that there is the site of a Budhist temple. 
On the lowest hillock, at the head of which is r fine tank called Chun- 
doke, many idols a~id  miniature Chaityas, such as arc found all over 
the district, are placed in and about a modern temple to " Nirsinlia" 
on the east bank of the tank : tlierc is one very remarkable figare of R 
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man with twelve arms, each hand holding a lotus ; it  is a Budhist sculp- 
ture. I was told of several other figures in the vicinitp, but had no 
leisure to examine them, those 1 saw were comparatively modern, 
mostly well executed. To the northward of the tank is a high mound 
ef bricka and rubbish, perhaps the ruins of a monastery or of some of 
the buildings of the ancient t om,  of which nothing else remains. 

I will now offer a few words on the inscriptions, of which there are 
in all 29 ; inclilding that on the idol at Sidhemrar, six are in the old 
P&, three in the Gupts, and three in m unknown character, to which I 
shall invite particular attention, and the remainder are in various types 
of Nagree, from the earliest to latest date. . 

Plate IX. Nos. 1 and 2, are those numbered 3 and 2, in Prinrep'e 
plate. No. 3 had hitherto been overlooked, being in the name cave as 
the long inscription No. 9, plate X. I t  will be perceived that then  is a 
slight difference in some of the words of the three, perhaps errors in 
cutting, otherwise they are verbatim. The same, excepting the initial 
name (of the cave), I have neither books to refer to nor pundits to 
consult by which I might explain these variations, therefore I must 
content myself with inviting the attention of thoae who are more fortu- 
nate, and who are better scholars. 

-I 
In  fig. 1 the word 5 " Gopi" is clear enough, but instead of the 

last word of the inscription being fijJ,' Aliyam, it seems to be 

4 jJ,. Sooliyarn, though I am inclined to think it is merely a mistake 

of the eugrarer. iJ 0 J " Nisiti" is written i d  0- 6' Nisita" both in 

Nos. 1. and 3., No. 2. on the contrary has neither change ; indeed with 
the exception of five letters, purposely hammered out, it is 'quite perfect, 
(a stronger proof of the soundness of Prinsep's conjectures could not be 
needed, the copy he had being very imperfect ;) however, knowing what 
they should be, it  was no difficult matter to trace them, but it must 
be observed that all the inscriptions in the lath or P a  character have 
had the letters groulld and polished after cutting, to which arcnm- 
stance their better preserration must be attributed ; moreover all have 
been cut on a polished surface.. I speak of those I have myself seen ; 

those in our museum afford proofs. 

fn No. 2. the word 6 ~II, is deserving of notice, the second letter 
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being more like C, h. but the mark is placed lower d m ,  and may be 
equivrrlent to the short ikar of the Smecrit, though it has been aup- 
posed not to exist in the P a  ; this would at once make it instead 

of qak. appears to have no meaning. 

No. 3 over the doorway of the cave which appears to have escaped - 
notice, has the word ,J 0 -8 s e  the meaning of which I know not ; 

in other respects the inscription is a repetition of those before named. ! We now come to the three remaining Pali writings that have hither- 
to been overlooked. The fimt (figure 4) is the moat perfect, though 
the five last letters which I feel warranted in restoring have been 
hammered out re before described. Upon refering to Prinsep'e papen on 
the pillar inscriptions P. 47 1, Vol. VII. I find that the sentence " Duva 

dus vasa bbisi(CnaS9 $- 6 ,J ((l ,$dl i is common to them. I am 

enabled therefore to read that " by the beloved Rajah in the 12th 
year of his reign, this cave was aused to be exmmtcd, &c." the 
remainder I cannot render for reasons above given. Thus much would 
seem to point to the same person ns author both of the pillar8 and of 
these caves, and if the similarity of design and execution be considered a 
criterion, we may infer that it was Dnserat himself whose name is repeat- 
ed with the title "beloved of the gods" in the three first named inscrip- 

b tions. This reasoning it will be seen throws doubt on the assumption 
that Asoka was the author, a doubt Prinsep himaelf always entertnined. 
Indeed, if the conjectures 1 hare mnde on reading the passage before 
quoted of the Pdi annals, are correct, there are none, that he was not. 

If, we may judge by the unfinished state of caves, (Nos. 4 and 7, 
plate VIII.) we shall naturally conclude that they arc of later date than 
those bearing Dnsamt's name ; one difficulty would thereby be removed 
were it not that this prince (if Prinsep be right), was the third in 
descent from Amka ; but it suggests a further conjecture, i. e. whether 
this Dusarut may not have been the very deified personage of the 
pums,  king of Ajudhia and father of the hero Ram, whose history I 
believe to be a mythological tale of a real event. The conquest of 
Lunka or Ceylon by him may be in reality that made by a prince, 
whose title was Devanam Prya, or Devanam P y a  DRSR, for either 
title conveys the same meaning. I throw out these as hints for the 
consideration of those who have read more md hare better opportuui- 
ties for study than myself. 
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I may here further digress and allude to the rude Budha scu~lptures 

I found at BBdh Gyah and which I am about to lay* before the society. 
In these, buildings are represented with arched entrances precisely of 
the design of that of the great cave, which again (like those in 
Cuttack) are miniatrlres of similar designs in the caves of Carli and 
others in the west of India. NOW it is common for Archaeologists 
to found their arguments as to the age of ancient buildings, upon 
comparing them with the paintings which illumine ancient manu- 
scripts of known date, it being evident that such forms must have been 
in existence at, or prior to, the representation being made, the same 
rule must apply to acnlptures such as those of Bgdh Gyah, therefore if 
they belonged to Asoka's great temple, the works they represented 
e x i d  before it, or at the same time at least ; but as these sculptures 
represent buildings on rocks, we may incline to the firat opinion. That 
the sculptures belonged to the mrne period as the first pi l lm there 
can be scarcely a doubt, for they are of precisely the same stone, and 
one the quarries of which have not been discovered ; this is of itself a 
remarkable circumstance ; besides, they bear inscriptions in the identical 
character, and record gifts in the same style as those on the posh of 
Bhilsa. 

I now return to my inscriptions. Fig. 5 differs somewhat in the 
rending, there being an adjective between the opening sentence, and 

the word t$ or cave. This word after the most careful eramiuation - 
appears to be ifi (I" Nigbp," the " g6p" is clear enough, which is 

curious, for i t  is at the entrance of the very cave which I have described 
as having a Dag8p or Chaitya, the remaiuing obliterated lettcrs amonnt- 
ing in number to that required for such, together with )>ruts of them 
still visible, admit of our supposing the sentence to have been the same 
as the others, i. e. "for the one of Budhist ascetics." 

No. 6 is too imperfect to be made out without the aid of a clever 
pundit, and needs such a Plli scholar as Rutna Pala who assisted Prinsep. 
1 must content myself wit11 inviting the attention of others possessing 

greateradvantages. The mark 8 will not escape notice, it is found on 

coins, and in the inscriptions of the Saindharee caves and that of K u d -  

* Src notes on Sculptuwa at Bdtlh Gyrth, p. 334 ul thc pmcnt \'olume. 
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girri in Cuttnck. This inscription is immediately over the left conier 
of the entrance, but so weatherworn and mutilated that n casual 
observer would not perceive it. A sentence seems to have existed over 
the door, but is now become eligible. 

No. 7 is that published as 15 by Prinsep (see pl. XXXV. Vol VI.) 
and from the awkward manner ill which the separate sheets of impres- 
sions were taken by the Moonshee, gave so much trouble, and rendered 
the reading doubtful ; by the impression I now submit* it will be seen 
that,instead of its occupying three distinct spaces, the whole is comprised 
in one, and, as conjectured by Prinsep, it fills the spandril or space be- 
tween the arched head and the top of the square doorway. I believe 
Kamulakanta to have been right when he pronounced that the first two 
lines had no connection with the four last. This struck me at first 
sight. I have aince read the remarks, the letters we smaller, and I think 
have been added at a somewhat subsequent date ; there can be no doubt 
that both have been an afterwork, perhaps ce~lturies later then the 
caves. 

No. 8 has also been rendered by Prinsep in the same volume, but 
it may be as well to compare the present accurate impression with the 
former ; it is engraved within the jaumb of the doorway to the Nag- 
arjuni (oval) orrve, the edges are rough owing to the want of s k i  in 
cutting. 

No. 9, plate X. appears hitherto to have (together with No. 3, 
(before described), escaped notice. I trust that some scholar will 
come forward to translate it, should I not be able with the assistance of 
a clever pundit to do so, but I shall first beg to invite Saroda-purshad 
to undertake the task. I fed sure it could not be entrusted to better 
hands. The character ia the anme aa that of the two hregoing numbers, 
the dates, therefore, may not much differ. This is likewise cot within 
the jaumb of the small cave, fig. 3, plate VIII. 

No. 10 ia k i e d  on either side of the head of a female figure or 
idol on the Sidheswar temple : I t  is a very rude performance. 
Nos. 1 1, 12, 13, and 14, or fig. 7, 8, 9, plate IX. are the curious 

characters to which I wonld invite the attention of our French and 
German fellow-labourers. I have remarked the same characters on the 
Allahabad pillar, and in the caves of Cuttack. Prinsep refers to the 

Thia refers to the inscriptions exl~ibitd at Copt. Kittoe's lecture.-Em. 
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same as occurring at Barahut, in Ghurwal (see plate IX.) page 312, Vol. 
V. of the Journal. No. 11 however differs considerably, and is written 
vertically like Chinese ; it is placed horizontally in Prinsep's plate. I t  
has always occurred to me that these are Trans-IIimalayan chnracters 
written by pilgrims at a very early period. No. 12 was not sent to 
Prinsep; i t  is rudely cut and scattered No. 14 is single letter or 
word on one of the pillasters of the Satgurba arch. 

I shall not trouble my readers with repeating the wholeof the smaller 
sentences, which had no doubt from time to time been cut by the , 
ascetics who occupied the caves when the Budhists were expelled ; there 
are two only deserving of notice. These I have given as 15 and 16 in 
plate IX. The first shows that at a remote period the presiding deity of 
the spot was Sidheswar" Mahadem, which it is still. 

The second or fig. 16, are deserving of notice; they are of a very 
early types, and admit of another reading besides that given by Prinsep ; 
see No. 16 in P. 679, Vol. VI. vie. it may be an abbreviation of 
'cBodista LikhitB" or the writing of Budhistq for the double letter 
more reeembles the compound 61 than and may have been writ- 
.ten by tbe fanatic who injured the PtUi inscriptions, but if this reading 
be not admitted, I should prefer another, namely, " the root of Budh- 
ism," which (supposing this locality to have been the site of W y P s  

1 
1 

preaching and of the great convocations of Magda, of which I think 
there is little doubt) would be most appropriate. 

I offer the foregoing more with a view of throwing out hints for those 
whose deep and extensive reading must euible them to speak with 
grwter confidence. I could wish I were able to boast of more myself; 
in the abrence of such deeideratum I endeavor to collect and make 
known every trifle that may tend to the elucidatiod of doubtful points 
in the early history oT this vast empire, my more gifted readers must 
take the will for the deed and excuse any Muuders. . 
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Process of working the Dammew Blade of Gq'rat ; by Capt. JAMES 
ABBOIT, Bounday Commisa'mer, Lahore. - 

In the Appendix to my narrative of a journey to Khiva, kc. I pub- 
lished a paper upon the fabric of the Damascus blade, written by my 
friend Colonel Anosoff, of the Engineers, master of the celebrated Fa- 
bric of Arms at Zlataoost in Siberia, accompanied by sncll remarks 
.e my own experience suggested. But having been the guest of that 
gentleman I did not conceive myself at liberty to publish without his 
express permission, which 1 had no means of obtaining, the proeess by 
w&h erst sfeel ie rendered sutfioiently elastic for sword blades. And 
not having witnessed the forging of a blade, I was ignorant of the fur- 
ther precautions necessary to bring out the grain of the Damask. 

I have now just re@med fmm Julialpoor in Goojrat, (the Goojrat of 
the Punjaub) and am prepared to describe the whole process adopted 
there, in the fabric ck sword blades, celebrated throughout India. 

The blade of Goojrat is of two kinds, the eimple a d  the mixed 
d a d .  

The simple d a d  is precisely similar to the damask of Isfahaun in 
Persia. Its Damascene is a granulation covering the a t i re  surface of 
the blade, and often disposed in lateral processes ; as if the blade had 
been woven throughout of infinitely fine wires. At other times, this 
granulation ie streaky like a skein of floss silk that has been rumpled 
illto innumerable wrinkles too minute to be followed by the eye. 

At other times it has the grain observed in timber, when intersected 
obliquely. 

All these different k i q  are the same substance, submitted to the 
same process. At least, the general treatment and intention are the 
same, and the differences arise from accident, not design. 

The subsknee is a small cake of cast steel weighing about 2 fbs. and 
exhibiting manifest symptoms of the fluid condition in which it ac- 
quired its planoconvex shape. That is, the lower or convex surface, 
bears the impression of the coerse gmvelly mould into which it was 
p d .  And the upper or ibt surface, hna thooe concentric ariDkles 
uul radiations, which all metals take in crystallizing after fusion. 
This cast steel Qiilahd) ie purchased at Umritsur in the rrnall cakes 
above noted. The nrtivee know not its origin, but only that it 

3 I 
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comes from the south, and can be purcliased at Delhi, in large as ~ $ 1  

aa in small cakes. In India, if the same question is asked, the natives 
reply, that it comes from the north. I t  is, probably, therefore, brought 

. np the Indus and Sutlej from the Peraian Gulf. 
The accompying figores 1 and 2 (PI. XI.) represent the plan and 

profile of a mass lying upon the table before me. Now, upon considering 
the internal r~tructure of this, we are aware that it is a bundle of con- 
centric needles cryatalliked around a porous centre, the vesicles ofwhich 
are coarse and apparent, formed by the splash of the metal as it fell 
fluid into the mould. These I have rudely represented in dots in 
figure 12. I t  is also manifest that the most solid portions of the mase 
are the lower or convex surface. And, accordiiiy, in beating it out 
into a bar, great care is taken to preserve each surface distinct from the 
other, in order that the edges of the lenticular mass may bemme the 
aides or flat surfaces of the blade ; that the convex surface may become 
the edge ; and the flat, porous surface, the back. Under any other .dis- 
position, the damask figures would be confused and uneeemlydnd, as 
a s t  steel cannot be welded, by any art known in Asia, the porosity of 
the centre of crystallization in the maas, would either offer a jagged, 
flawed edge, or one of the sides must be diefigursd and weakened by 
it. And thus the arrangement pursued in the fabric of the simple 
damask blade is suggested by s o ~ u ~ d  sense. The elegance and symme- 
try ar ia i i  from the .arrangement is the accidental but ne& con- 
sequence. 

The maas of cast ateel being brought to red heat and held, as 
represented in figure 3, edgewise upon the anvil, is beaten into a square 
prism or bar-an operation of about two h o w  duration. When the 
requisite length is attained, the bar is flattened under the hammer, 
those sides in the bar, which had been the edges, being placed, the one 
above the other below, so as to become the flat surfaces of the blade. 
The blade being shaped with the hammer and 6le and roughly bnr- 
nished, is brought to a dull red heat in a long charcoal fire,-+ long 
vessel of common oil is placed within reach, and the blade is plunged 
by succeaaive drawing cuts edgeforemost, into the oil ; M, that the 
edge becomes the most highly tempered part, and the back remains the 
softest. The excessive temper is abated in the usual manner by laying 
the blade over a slow charcoal fire. It  is then buniished, md ground, 
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and being careFully oleansed from grease in wood ashes, white vitriol 
(kussees) diisolved in water is rubbed over all the surface excepting 
the edge. This, eating deepest between the interstices of the crystals, 
exhibits their arrangement which constitutes the damask of the blade. 

In  following the mass of cast steel through all tlie changes of figure 
produced by the action of the hammer (figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,) we per- 
ceive that, as it cannot be welded, the pores ui the ceutre of crystalli- 
zation must remain, although immensely elongated under the extension 
of the maws. These accordingly exhibit themselves in an irregular and. 
ugly seam in the back of the blade, impairing both its elegance and its 
solidity. And helm it is manifest, that in order to the production of 
a blade without flaw, either the porous heart of the mass should be 
ground out previous to the action of the hammer, or the blade should 
be forged of excessive breadth, and the unsound back be ground away. 
But the necessity of either precaution would not exist were necks made 
to the moulds (fig. 9) in which the steel is originally cast ; so that 
there might be a surplus of metal (as in casting bullets and guns)-to 
give solidity by pressure to the incumbent mass. 

We further observe, that as the flnt surfaces of the blade (figure 
10) are formed of the edges of the lenticular mass (figure 11) they 
present a section across the crystallization ; rectangular in the centre, 
but of various obliquity toward either end. I t  follows, that the less 
the original mass is altered by hmmering, the more nearly lateral will 
be the disposition of the dots representing the ends of crystals-and 
hence the various figures presented by the same metal under shghtly 
d igemt  treatment. I t  is also apparent, that these figures will mate- 
rially alter, according to diierence in the shape of the original mass- 
and it may be reasonably doubted, whether the shape in which the 
cast steel is brought to India, be the most conducive to symmetry of 
damask or to soundness of fibre. 

As the damask of a blade is the map of its cry~talliuation, so it is 
probable that the figures alter according to the purity of the iron of 
which the steel is formed, the quantity of carbon contained in it, or to 
both these circumstances combined. Nay, the degree of heat of the 
fused metal at the time of casting, and the temperature of the monld 
in which it was formed may both contribute to differences in the 
crystallization. 
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Col. Anosoff, himself the reviver, if not the inventor of the elastic 
damask, lays down the Mowing lam, as the teat of quality of the 

- .  

damask, viz. 
1st. The Damascene formed principally of right l i ,  nlmoat parallel, 

denotes the lowest quality of damask. 
2d. When the right lines become shorter and are partly replaced by 

m e s ,  they denote a better quality than the first. 
3d. When the lines are interrupted, show points; and when the di- 

mensions of the curves increase, this is a still better symptom. 
4th. m e n  the interrupted lines become still shorter, or rather when 

they change to points as they increase in number, ao as to form in the 
breadth of the steel here and there, as it were, nets, interlinked by 
threads, which mdnlate in diverse directions from one net to the other ; 
in this case the damask approaches perfkdion. 

F'dy. When the nets open further to form figures resembling 
grapes : or when they occupy the entire breadth of :the steel and par- 
take it in nearly equal articnlations, in that case, the damask may k 
recognised as of the highest possible quality. See Appendix, 26 Vol. 
p. LXXVI. Abbott's Journey to Khiva, kc. 
Now, whilst I concnr with Col. A n o d  in believing that a connoib 

seur may read the quality of damask steel in ita Damascene, I rather 
doubt the above being the key to the language,-because the globula- 
rity of the marks must depend very much upon the angle of section of 
the crystals, an angle dependent upon the figure in which the steel was 
first cast. 

Several very costly dnmask blades were exhibited to Barnes at Cabul, 
and it was explained to h i ,  that they were valued a m d i n g  to the 
mntmuity of the flomy streaks from hilt to point. I myself observed 
when in Khorussaun, that a decided preference was given to the &re&- 
ed variety, viz. to'that which appears like an amalgamated mnns of 
infinitely fine wires. I t  will be seen from the proce~s of forging the 
simple damask that any continuity of fibre must be a mere accident, and 
denote nothing as respects the quality of the metal. 

I have before me a beautifid specimen of Siberian damask, given ma 
by Anosoff, and presenting upon its d a c e  the prismatic plny of colors 
which he values so highly. In appearnnce it diEen from the Jullala- 
bad'blades chidy in the greater uniformity of its iuterlaced streaks; 



attributable probably to a better figure in the mass of steel from which 
it rms forged. I t  is perfectly elantic. The simple damask of Jullala- 
bad b e i i  tempered in oil, has little elasticity, and the makers will 
mot w m ~ t  it to undergo any proof. I t  ia liable both to bend without 
recovery and to snap short on concussion. The same ie observable of 
the damask of Khorussaun, constructed by a similar process. The 
cast steel when tempered in water becomes too brittle for sword blades, 
and the elmticity given by oil is not greater than that which brass 
possesses. 

A very elegant elastic blade which I purcheaed in Giberia, and thought 
cheap at 20 guineas, exhibits a damask of oval concentrio rings, eo regu- 
lar and beautiful that I would not believe it to be real damask, until a 
portion of the blade hnd been burnished and the acid applied in my 
presence, when the re-appearance of the Damascene, placed the matter 
beyond doubt. I have seen a similar though less beautiful Damaseeoe 
npon daggers fbrged at Isfahaun. . I t  is diilicult to imrgine this to be 
the mere exhibition of crystallization. 

The simple damaek of Jullalabad is wrought into three figures. 
The very narrow, rather thick, much curved K h o d  sabre--whose 
section is an abrupt wedge, unwieldy in the grwp and as d t  for of- 
fence as for defence. 

The b r d e r ,  much curved, plain or fluted blade of Dunaecue, with 
a double-edged point, which ita curvature nullifires. And a long 
straight single or danbledged blade, broad, thin and flutsd, wider 
near the point than at the hilt: always eet in a basket hilt, with a 

pommel projecting three i n c h  to protect the mord-arm and much uaed 
by gladiators who exhibit at the Mohurmm. All are forged in the 
same manner from the same material, yet eae& has ita own s e w  
Damascene, owing to the greater difision of the grain of crystallization 
in one kmd than in the other. In the very narrow blade it is more 
streaky-in the broad blade it more resembles the most delicate of the 
streaks npon watered ribbands. The darkening of the blade toward 
the edge, observable in Khoruasauni sabres, is not visible in these-I 
attribute this darkness to an increase of carbon. But at Julhlpoor 
the sword-cutters think it proceeds from increase of temper, and that 
the stain npon the damask is dark according to the degree of its 
temper. 
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Such is the secret of the pretty but useless dnmask of Goojnt ; at  

least of the simple variety. The compound damask is far less elegant, 
but constitutes a good blade, little inferior perhaps to the produce of 
Salinjer, though certainly less elastic. The following is the process 
employed in the fabric of the Sukkaila or compound damask. 

A ribband of keen or sheer steel being bent into the figure of a 
siphon (fig. 13) is filled with six or more ribbands of cast steel, 
blistered steel and sheer steel as per accompanying diagram. I dis- 
tinguish between cast steel and blistered steel, because the first has 
been in actual fusion, whereas the second appears to me that which 
goes in England by the name of " cast or blistered steel," and cornea 
from Europe in small square bars. This maas being well hammered 
at welding heat, is doubled,-welded, redoubled and'rewelded. A small 
bar of sheer steel of similar length is then welded upon the side which 
is to be the back, and a similar bar of cast and blistered steel well mix- 
ed together is welded for the edge. I t  is then beaten out, flattened 
and shaped into a blade, and tempered in water. The Damascene of 
this blade is coarse and resembles the transverse lights upon a watered 
ribband. I t  has a moderate elasticity, if well tempered : but of course 
its quality must depend chiefly upon the fineness of the steel employed 
in its fabric,-and there is little choice of material in India. 

There is no doubt that a blade may thus be constructed, the edge 
of which may be keen as that of cast steel, whilst sufficient elasticity 
is preserved to render it proof against distortion or fracture under very 
severe shocks. And if, instead of thick ribbands of the several 
metals, h e  w i m  were employed, an elegant Damascene might be the 
produce. This I am inclined to think is the original Damascus blade, 
as distinguished from the blade of Isfahaun : for, as its celebrity was 
greatest, when defensive armour was incommon use, it is absurd to 
suppose it could have resembled one of the faithless brittle blades of.cast 
steel, which now bear the name. 

The price of the Jullalpoor or Goojrat blade in a scabbard, without 
hit, varies from 8 to 12 R8. (16 to 14 shillings.) 

The instrnments employed in the manufactory are rude and imper- 
fect. Yet as the solidity of a sword blade depends much upon the quan- 
tity of labour expended in hammering, the very imperfection of the 
implements may tend to the excellence of the work. A bar of steel 
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under a very heavy hammer is soon beaten out ; but every blow unset- 
tles on either side, as much of the crystals of the steel as it has com- 
pressed beneath it :-and I believe, that four times as much labour 
should be bestowed in hammering the slightly heated bar, as at present 
it receives at Jullalpoor. 

But the imperfection of the furnace tends wholly to that of the 
blade. For .s it is impossible to give the same degree of heat to all 
parts of the weapon at the same time ; one portion becomes harder and 
more brittle than the other : and the blade is more liable to fracture 
than if the whole were equally brittle. The equal distribution of heat 
throughout the blade is perhaps attainable only by immersion in molten 
metals ; a method practised, I believe, by Savigni, the celebrated cutler. 

Should you deem this worthy of publication in the Society's Journal, 
I believe it will be the only existing record of the process of making 
the simple damask sword blade. 

On a nezo form of the Hog kind or Suidb, by B. H. HODGSON, Eaq. 

Pachydermata. 
Suidae, Genus Porcula, mihi. 

Generic character-Teeth ?. +:f. +:?=40. 
Canines small, straight, severely cutting, but not ordinarily exserted 

from the lips. Fourth toe on all the feet, small and unequal. Tail 
very short but distinct. 

Type Porcula Salvania,* mihi. 
Pigmy Hog of the mu1 forest. 
Sdno Bane1 and Chota S 6 w  

of the Natives. 
Habitat, Saul forest. 

Sp. Ch. Pigmy Hog of a black brown colour, slightly and irregularly 
shaded with sordid amber. Iris Hazel; nude skin, dirty flesh colour. 
Hoofs, glossy brown-length from snout to vent 18 to 20 inches. 
Height 8 to 10 inches. Weight 7 to 10, rarely 12 %s. 

Precision and comprehensiveness certainly belong to technical de- 
scriptions ; and the above few words, though they may prove distasteful 

* m, of or belonging to the Saul fowl. 
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to the general will be Lrgely suggestive to the instructed reader, and 
at the same time convey to the latter more information than he would 
obtain from five times the space occupied with popular description 
merely. A description of the popular kind I d l  supply presently ; 
but in the meanwhile I must proceed distinctly to state the grounds 
npon which I suppose the Pigmy Hog to represent a new form among 
the mimals of its kind. My books are f m  for reference, and my ma- 
terials scanty for examination ; but, having made the beat use in my 
power of both, I shall not hesitate to tender to the Society the & 
of my investigation of a new and most rare species in that ahape which 
appeara to me most calculated to stimulate farther research, reserving 
for a futura report any additional information I may mynelf obtain in 
oorrcction or confirmation of my present viewe ; for I am entirely of 
the opinion of the late able institutor of onr journal, viz. that it is 
designed as a prompt record of current facts and suggestions, to be 
stated as made, and to be corrected with recurring opportunity; 

Mr. Gray, in his recent and excellent catalogue of the immense stores 
of the British mueeum states that there are five genera of the Porcine 
f d y ,  or Sua, Dicotyles, Babirnssa, Choiropotamus and Phacocheerus. 
Of these I regret that I have no means of satisfactory reference for 
Choiropotamus. But it and Phacocheerus are exotic forms not easily 
mistaken, and I apprehend cannot comprehend our prescnt subject; 
nor can Babirnssa, though an insular Indian type ; for its characteris- 
tics are wen known. There remRin only Sus and Dicotyles, or the 
Hogs proper and the P e w  hogs ; and, that our animal belongs to 
neither of these, but is an ,interesting intermediate link between them, 
will I thiik be at once apparent from my generic definition, or from 
that and what I shall now add thereto relative to the organization and 
habits of the Pigmy Hog. My materials for description consist of a 
male of the species, young but sdciently grown to indicate ita fixed 
characters, and fresh bat deprived of its entrails. I have had its skull 
extracted and have compared c a d l y  its general form and its cranium 
with those of the tame and of the wild hog and of their yonng, and I 
have studied all these under the guidance of Cuvier and his commenta- 
tors as well as of the general zoology of Shaw.* As the result ofthese 

RCgne animal, Vol. 111. pp. 530,334 and 401,414 ; General Zoology 11.458,4fb, 
and Regnr animal, V. pp. 387,280. 
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observations and references it appears to me that the P imy Hog of the 
S.ul forest is almost equally allied to the true Hogs nnd to the Peccarie~, 
agreeing with the former in the absence of any peculiar external organs, 
such as the gular flaps of Larvatus and the pelvic sac of Torquatus and 
hbiatus; also in the number and form of its incisor teeth, aud in 
having a perfect tail and four overt toes to each foot, but differing from 
the true Hogs and agreeing with the Peecaries in the number of its 
molar teeth, in the style of the laniariee, and in the diminished elon- 
gation of the jaws ; a d  showing yet hrther inclination towards the ! ume form (Dimtyles) by the extreme smallness of the tail as well as 
by the tendency of the fourth 9 to disapplvonce. The presence of a 
tail and of a fourth toe, with the limited number of molars and the 
straightness of the unexserted I d e s ,  are the positive characters of 
our proposed type ; which, how like soever to the odmary Hog, differs 
therefrom' materially in structure and not less in manners and habitat ; 
for, whereas the Hog abounds all over India, the Pigmy Hog is exclu- 
sively confined to the deep recesses of primeval forest, apd hence i1 
believe) has entirely escaped all notice by Europeans up to the present 
hour ; and, whereas, again, the grow males of the common Hog inva- 
riably dwell apart, those of the Pigmy Hog abide constantly with the 
herd, and are its habitual and resolute defenders against harm. I 

I obtained my single specimen recently in the Tarai of Sikim ; but 1 
know that the species dwells also in the Tarai of Nepaul : nor have I 
my doubt it inhabib as far north-west and south-east, as the saul 
fomt extends, though such are its rarity and mludedneus, tbat know- 
ing of its existence and anxious to procure it as I have been for 15 
years past, I have only just succeeded. Even the aborigines whose 
home is the forest, seldom see and atill seldomer obtain it, much as 
t l l ~  covet it for its delicious flesh, and eagerly as they search for it on 
that accoant ; and an old Mech who brought me mine, informs me that 

, 

in 50 yearn' abode in the W-Mri or Saul forest, though a hunter 
every season, he never got but 3 or 4 of these much desiderated 
animals to eat, partly owing to their scarcity and partly to the speed 
with which the females and young disperse, and to the extraordinary 
vigour and activity with which the males defend themselves whilst 
their families are retreating. 

That so tiny an animal should effectually resist ruen must seem 
3 w  
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almost incredible, and yet I am credibly assured that even when t l ~ e  
annual clearance of the undergrowth of the forest by fire occ~sioually 
reveals the P i p y  Hogs, and the herd is thus assailed at advatage, the 
males with the help of rough and uiiopen ground really do resist with 
wonderful energy and frequent success, charging and cu t t i~~g  the uaked 
legs of their human or other attackers, with a speed that baffles the eye- 
sight and a spirit which their straight sharp laniaries reuders really 
perplexing if not dmgerous. The herds are not large, consisting of 5 
or 6, to 15 or 20, and the grown males, as I have mid, co~lstautly remain 
with and defend the females and young, perhapa pairing off for a short 
period in the season of love, of which. there are said to be two in the 
Tear, and the litter to consist usually of but 3 or 4 yoilng ones. Their 
food is chiefly roots and bulbs, but they dso  eat eggs, young birds, 
insects, and reptiles, having a good deal of the omnivorous propensity 
proper to the whole family (Suidse). 

The Pigmy Hog is about the size of a large Hare, uld extremely 
re$embles hot11 in form and size a young pig of the ordinary wild kind 
of about a month old, except in its dark aud unstriped pelage. The 
likeness of the limbs and members to those of the common Hog is so 
close that every purpose of description of the Pigmy Hog is 
served by pointing to that resemblance, desiring only that heed should 
be taken by the observer of the shorter jaws, and eye consequently 
placed midway between the snout and ear ; of the much shorter tail, 
nude, stmight, and not extending so far as the bristles of the nlmp; 
and, lastly, of the smallness of the inner hind toe. The ears also are 
quite uude, rind the abdominal surface of the neck as well 8s the insides 
of the limbs nnd the belly, are nearly so : but the upper and lateral 
external parts are covered thickly with bristles, even longer and more 
abundant than those of the wild or tame Hog, save upon the ridge of 
the neck where the common Hog has dways more or less of, and gene- 
rally a conspicuo~~s, mane, but the Pigmy Hog, little or aone. The 
bairs of the Pigmy Hog are from two inches to two ruld a quarter long, 
harsh, simple, or with the tips ordinarily bifidal ; and those of the face 
and outsides of the'linlbs shorter only than elsewhere. 

The dimensions have alrmdy been stated summarily awl will be set 

down in detail helow. The colollr of the animal is a b1rtt.k brown, or 
brown black, shaded vagl~rly with dirty amber, or rust,y rctl-a rc-1111 of 
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many of the bristles being partially or entirely of the latter hue, but so 
that the general surface exhibits no regular lines, nor the individual 
hairs any regular rings. The scull of the Pigmy as compared with 
that of the common Hog exhibits a very considerable contraction of the 
great length of the fncirl portion or jaws in Sus proper, leaving no room 
for the extra molars of the common Hog, which has seven iu ench jaw, 
above nnd below, whereas our tiny friend has ol~ly six ; by zygomse less 
curved and bulging ; by smooth maxiUars and intermaxilhrs, eo unlike 
the rugged outline of these bones caused in the common hog by the 
retroversion of the canines ; and, lastly, by orbits more ~iearly complete. 
having larger processes from the zygomse as well as from the frontals. 

And now, first pledging myself to transmit to the Society without 
delay all the further information I may obtain relative to the habita or 
the structure of this interesting species, which if obtnined alive and 
induced to. breed in captivity, would be to the ordinary pork of the 
lnrder what the delicious Gaini beef is to the flesh of the common Ox, 
I conclude with the detail of dimensions, and with pointing attention to 
the accompanying accurate drawings of my accomplished draftsman. 

............................ Snout to vent, 1 7 0 
......................... Head to occiput, 0 6 0 

Tail, .................................... 0 0 %  
Fore leg, elbow to tip of hoof, ................ 0 5 4 
Hind leg, heel td ditto,. ..................... 0 4 f r  
Length of ear, from front,. ................... 0 1 1) 

............................. Width of ear,. 0 I # 
Mean height,. ............................. 0 9 0 
Snout to eye,. ............................. 0 3 0 

Eye to ear,. ............................... 0 2 $ 
Girth behiid ~houlder, ...................... I 1 + 

....................... Length of fore hoof,. 0 o + #  
Width of ditto, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 0 # 

................................. Weight,. 7 lbs. 
SKULL. 

Length, .................................. 0 5 6. 
Width, .................................. 0 2 +  
Weight,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 3 + 
Symp. intermax. to fore angle of orbit, . . . . . . . .  0 2 

3 K 2  



Teeth # +:+ $# = 40 ; the two first molars only, on esch aide, fi 
and compressed, and not the three &st as in Sas, which has +, or me 

more, above and below. Tnshes moderately elongated and not mnch 
nweddecording to information a d  to the specimen, which latter, on 
this point only, is hardly adequate to fir the type. 

NO&?@# d DeucrapCdma of aarbw New w Little Kmwn +cia of 

Bird.. By ED. -.-. BLYTH, Curator of the daiatic Socistfr M ~ P ~ Y R .  
(Continued from page 167.) 

Motacillide. This ia a strongly marked family of birds, especially 
c m t i z e d  by the lengthened and pointed tertiaries (a8 in the Plovers 
and Sandpipers), by the regular double moult,* and by the ambulatory 
gait of the species. I consider them to be nearly allied by affinity, 
neither to the Enicuri nor to the Larks ; although the Water Wagtails 
resemble, to a certain extent, the former in their colours, as is common- 
ly the case with animal8 frequenting the same haunts ; and the Pipits 
resemble, in like manner, the Larks, not only in colonring but in the 
elongation of the hind-claw. 

Motadla, L. (as now restricted). Of this there are three Indian 
species. 
M. d u a p a t a n a ,  Brisson (nec Liu.) : iK. maderaapatenaiu, Qm. ; 

M. moderas et M. variegata, Stephens (nec variegata, Vieillot) ; M. 
picata, Franklin : Pied Wagtail of Latham. Inhabits Upper India, 
and the peninsula; but I have never known it to occur below the 
hjmahl  hills in Lower Be+, though Calcutta is given as the locality 
of a specimen in Rev. Zool. Bc., 1839, p. 40. The skin referred to 
may have been brought from Calcutta ; but it may be doubted whether 
the fresh bird was obtained there. I have once seen it frum Dar- 
jeeling ; but never from the countries eastward of the Bay of Beagal. 

Mr. Y a r d  mmub-d' Having frequently examined specimen8 of our W* 
in the spring of the year when they were amuming either their change of wlour or tbe 
ulditio~ul brilliiay of tint, peculiar to the breeding -n, without 5diw my new 
feulwa in p m ,  I am induced to consider the r e d  change in thwe b i  M m 
many instamma of altemtion effected in the colour of the old fa thm,  and not a eh.oge 
of the featbets themselves." ' British Bids,' 1, 383. My own observation, both in Eng- 
land and in I d i ,  and in uged birds rs well as in wild o w ,  b directly the reremu I 
have h o t  many during the v e n d  moult (Mo~otclcillo, Budytu. and Anthau), uul have 
even found it difficult to get one that wna not changing its fathem. 
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M. lwmi&, Scopoli : M. alba, var. y, Lath., (both founded on 
la Bergemt te  i collier de Pile de Ltr~on of Sonnerat) : M. dukk- 
-, Sykes ; M. leucopsir, Gould ; M. alboidcr, Hodgeon ; M. &a 
of Jerdon's list. Very common throughout India (with some partial 
exceptions*) and the Malay countries, visiting the plains in the cold 
weather; the appearance of this familiar little bird, and the harsh 
chattering of Laniw phmieutus, being generally the earliest signs of 
the approach of that season. The common Indian Wagtail is nearly 
allied to M. alha and &f. Yanellii of Europe ; but haa a larger patch 
of white on the forehead, the throat is white at all seasons, and there 
ia much more white on the wing. Back of the male black in nuptial 

plumpge. 
M. boaruIa, L. This European species is also common throughout 

India and Malasia; specimens from Java, LC. absolutely resembling 
those from England. I t  even inhabits Australia. - 

Nernwicola, nobis. With the general form of Budytea, this com- 
bines the short hind-claw of Motadfa, and a peculiar disposition of 
colours, alike different from other Wagtails and from the Pipits.' 
Haunts aylvan, and general habits much the same as those of the Tree 
Pipit, except that I am not aware of its ever mounting singing into the 
air, or that it even sings at all. In this respect (the total absence of 
song) Budytea differs both from BXotacilla and dnthua; and the 
humble Lark-like efforts to soar a little way into the air, singing all 
the while, seem peculiar among this group to the Pipits. 

N. hl ica ;  Motaeilla indica, Gmelin (founded on la Bergeronette 
gtise dm In& of Sonnerat) : M. variegata, Vieillot (dec Stephens). 
India g e n d y ,  Arracan, and Malacca ; but nowhere a common species, 
w far ae I can learn. In the vicinity of Calcutts, I have obtained it at 

all assacms. 
Bwdytm, Cuvier. The Yellow Wagtails with long hind-claw. 
B. citraolq (L.) : B. cdcaratus, Hodgson.? Tolerably common, 

more so perhaps above Rajmahl, in Bengal, where it occurs in flocks. 

' Mr. J d o n  never observed it in the Camstic. 
t Mr. Gray adopts this latter name, in his Catalogue of Mr. Hodgaon's specimew 

prumted to the British RIuseum : but the Indian species (exemplea of which were 
presented to thia Society by Mr. H.) seems to accord wholly with tho descriptions of 
B. ritrda; Fmm whioh I cannot help doubting ita distinctnew. It appears that Mr. 
Gray hm rbo mom reeeatly daoribed the ame bird M B. citredodes, H o d p n .  
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From the province of Mymunseng Mr. Frith has presented the Society 
with a beautiful specimen, having the back deep black ! 

B. airidis, (Gm.), founded on Brown's figure, pl. 33 : R. melanoeo 
phala, Sari, and also of Sykes; probably B. bema, Sykes; and B. 
neglecta, melanocepAala, et$auq of Jerdon's list ;* Blue-headed Wag- 
tail of Latham ; and his Wagtail Lark is the female of either this or 
the next species. In a very interesting paper on the birds of Corfu. 
&c. (Ann. Mag. N. H. 1843, p. 416), it is stated that the Yellow 
Wagtail of that part differs from the English one, in having the head 
in the breeding season of a jet-black, at other times of a lead-colonr. 
This black-headed species is common in Afghanistan; and it would 
seem also to be that found generally in peninsular India, and in the 
west ; but never in Lower Bengal, that I am aware of. Having no 
specimens, I cannot point out any difference that its hyemal garb may 
exhibit from that of the next species. 

B . j a r a  (? Lin.) : Motacilla bhtrigata, Raflles ; perhaps B. beema, 
Sykes ; B. cinereocapilla (?), of southern Europe ; B. neglecta (?I, 
Gould. Several species of Budyter are puzzling in the extreme, fkim 
their general similarity combined with the variation to which each is 
subject. Mr. Gould first distinguished the common British species 
from that equally common w the European continent, both of which 
had been confounded under B.JCarm, (Lin.); as he liLewiee did the 
British and continental Pied Wagtails, that had been confounded under 
Mot. alba ; a d  the respective Rock Pipits which had been alike classed 
as RntAw aquaticacs.t It is very curious and remarkable that, in each 
ef these instances, the common British species is extremely rare (even 
if they have all been yet noticed,) in the neighbonring continental coun- 
tries, and mce aersd. Fortunately, the Society now possesses fine 
specimens of each of the six, whieh enables me the better to form an 
opinion respecting their Indian equally neRr affies.1 In the common 
British Budytea, now B. Raii, Pr. Bonap., particularly in summer 

Mr. Jerdon now conadera these to be the same, vide Madr. Joum. No. xxxi, 132. 
t l'be American species figured under this name in the Fauna dm8ricam-bmcoli1, 

is distinct again, being the A. ludovicianur, Bonap 
t Since writing the above. I have come to the conclusion that two Norwegian speci- 

mew mnt as A. oblcur~rs, are wither that species nor A. aquaticlu ; but m m l y  dark 
specimens of A. pratenrir in summer drew, shot lnte in the sensen. 
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dress, the male has the whole head bright yellowish, very yellow in 
some towards the forehead, and there is constantly a bright yellow 
supercilium. In B. java, (Lin.), v. neglects, Gould, the common 
species of northern Europe, the head is of a dull ash-colour, with-it 
is mid inveriably*-a white supercilium ; though this is so little de- 
veloped in one of two Norwegian specimells before me, .that I cannot 
but questioii its alleged permanency. In the Indian B. biutrigata, 
again, (which Mr. Strickland identifies with cinereocapilla of southern 
Europe,) the fully mature male in breeding plumage has the head and 
nape fine dmk ashy, with no trace of supercilium ; the ear-coverts 
darker ; and throat (or rather chin) white, spreading laterally to contrast 
with the dark ear-covcrts: a specimen so coloured is mentioned in 
Mr. Jerdon's notice of his B. melanocepAala, and supposed by him to 
be probably the female of that bird ; but younger specimens exhibit 
a white supercili~im in every degree of development, and many of these 
certainly cannot be distinguished from the European java; which, . after dl, I suspect will prove to be the very same. Indeed, the ~mto  
would seem to be quite similar, being, in both, weaker and less articu- 
late than in B. Ruii ; and it is more common to see these birds about 
watery places than is the case with the British species.? But what 
ever its true name, the subject of the present notice is one of the com- 
monest of Bengal birds, frequenting the open country in straggling 
flocks during the cold s e k n ,  and disappearing as they assume the 
nuptial dress. On the Calcutta maidan, where a large herd of cattle 
are generally grazing, regardless of the hottest sun (which is a remark- 
able trait of Bou idicw), each one will commonly have its attendant 
Bdyteu keeping to the shadow of the beast's foot, watching for the 
insects which it rouses from the grass at every step. 

A~thuu, Bechstein : comprising Corydalla, Vigors, and Agrodorna, 
Swairmn. If any subdivisions could be admitted in this natural (and 
very difficult) group, the Tree Pipits would appear to have the best 
claim to be separated from the rest: the form to which the names 
Cmydalla and dgrodorna have been applied, serving to mnnect the 

' " The grey-headed birds without a white aupercilium are never found ill tlte north 
of Ellrope." Stricklund, AIIII. n l u ~ .  A'. 1b., 1844, note to p. 115. 

t The p111rnq~e of tllc Icn~uk.~  of 8. bistrigula is very much yellowcr, and mom RIB- 
l )ro i tch~~~g  hat ol'thc n1alc5, \ l~un 111 8. Raii. 
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Tree Pipits with those allied to A. pratenaia, obserrw, &c. ; though 
where to trace the line of separation, at all satisfactorily, seems qnitc 
impossible, albeit Mr. Swainson has classed his AntAw and Agrodoarcr 
in distinct and widely separated natural families. The Tree Pipits (to 

which, if it be thought necessary to separate them, the name Dendron- 
a n t k  may be applied), are distinguished by shorter tarsi, a less 
elongated and more curved hind-claw, and a comparatively short and 
leas slender bill than in many others : they resort to open woodlands, 
and perch often ; and their gait and general manners are merent from 
those of other Pipits (as may be well observed by keeping them in con- 
finement). Their actions are more deliberate, and they have not the 
habitual rapid run of other Pipits and Wagtails ; neither, in captivity, 
are they at all peckish and quarrelsomely disposed towards their 
companions, as is eminently the wise with the Motacilla and Budytes 
genera, and with the Rock and Meadow Pipit of England and the 
specierr allied to them. I might point out other differenees of the kind, 
the enamble of which imparta a very distinct subgeneric character to . 
the Tree Pipits ; but such distinctions are not to be recogniaed in the 
dry skins with which the systematist is compelled principally to deal : 
and I shall proceed to range all the Indian species in AntAw proper, 
commencing with the arboreal Pipits, of which I think two species are 

before me.* 
1. A. t r idw ,  (L.) : A. arbwew, Bechstein. This species, the most 

migratory of the European Pipits, (or a near a&e to it,) abounds in 
Lower Bengal during the cold season, and, it would seem, in suitable 
localities throughout the country : frequenting groves and gardens, 
with a disposition to be social, if not gregarious ; and where an extent 
of thin tree-jungle harbours them in considerable numbers, I have noticed 
that, towards evening, they commonly fly to and fro over their haunts 
in sca t t ed  parties ; now perhaps two or three, then several, and then 
perchance a solitary bird, each frequently uttering a slight chirp, and often 
several descending to alight for a while near together on the same tree : 
this restlessness they will continue to evince till it is getting dark ; a d  
it would acarwly be guessed what bird it was, till one had been brought 
down. I never heard the species sing in this part of the world :' and 
its (hyemal) drejs is different from that with which we are more 

The Tree Pipits arrtuinly upproximute the American genus Sliurus. 
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familk in Europe ; the upper-parts being uniform greenish-olive, with 
strongly marked dusky streaks on the crown, and slight dark centres 
to the dorsal feathers ; and the breastrspots are very broad and black. 
A specimen from Nepal exhibits the summer plumage, having the 
upper-parta much paler and fulvescent, with the dark centres to the 
feathers considerably more developed ; and the breast-spots are less 
inte~se and Thrash-like.* 

.A specimen shot out of a flock by the river-side, by the memorable 
battle-field of PalG (Piassey), is perhaps distinct : the bill is larger ; the 
general size above the average of A. trivialia; and there is much more 
of the dusky colour on the dorsal feathers (it being broader on each in- 
dividual feather) ; but the plumage is considerably worn and abraded. 
The following description was taken of it when fresh. Length six inches 
and a half, by eleven inches ; wing three and a half; tail two and three- 
quarters ; bill to gape eleven-sixteenths of an inch ; tame threequarters; 
hind-claw 6vesixteenths.t Irides dark*: bill dusky above, sullied 
carneous below ; feet light brownishcar~eons. The m d l e  of the 
upper-parts of this specimen differs much from either that of the nuptial 
or non-breeding dress of ordinary arborew ; but I suspect it is merely 
the former, that had not been cast at the usnal moulting period, but 
retained till the month of February, becoming proportionately abraded. 

2. A. Richrdi, Vieillot. This species must be very common in 
Lower Bengal, from the number occasionally brought and sold for 
'Ortolansy in  the Calcutta bazar, especially after the season for Calun- 
drella brachydactyla has passed, and even so late as May : but in the 
few excursions which I have made, I have never chanced to fall in with 
them at all plentifully. Those I have observed and shot have been 
chiefly in cultivated land, and they not unfrequently perch on the sum- 

r Since the above wan writtan, Capt. Boy* has favoured the Scciety with a epecimeo 
from N. W. India, which I at once recognized as the European Tree Pipit; of which . 
latter a specimen has been received more recently from England. The common Indian 
bird has the upper-parts very nearly lu plain as those of Seiurw auriwpillur, and of the 
mrae hue ; the under-part8 being equally l'hnwh-like, but tinged with fnlvoua I have 
kept the Europeen bird in confinement for y e m ,  rod rqplor ly  noticed irs vernal and 
nutumaal changer of plumage.-It neema that Mr. Gray has described the ordinary Indian 
Tree Pipit, in hie 'Zoological Mhcellany,' as A. muculutlv e l  A. brcvirortru, Hodgson. 

t Among the udmeasuren~ents of several individuals of the common species, I find one 
p d y  &ryl with the above, and o ~ h m  nmrly approximating. 

3 L 
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mit of a small tree ; emitting, before they fly, a chirp not unlike a 
Sparrow's. 

These birds vary in size ; the male being generally about seven inches 
and a half, or k e n  and five-eighths (sometimes nearly eight inches), 
long, by twelve to twelve and a half in alar expanse ; closed wing three 
inches and five-eighths to three and seveneighths ; and tail three inchea 
to three and a quarter : tarse generally an inch and a quarter, or a t  
most an eighth less ; and long hind-claw commonly about five-eighths, 
sometimes prolonged to above. three-quarters of an inch. Bill dusky 
above, yellow at bnse of lower mandible, and duller yellow anteriorly 
sometimes to near the tip ; legs yellowish-brown, very yellow on the 
soles ; inside of mouth bright yellow in adults. Younger individuals 
have the interior of the mouth faintly lutescent carneous ; and the base 
of the lower mandible much the same. 

Such are the common dimensions of this species : but I once obtain- 
ed a male, so different in appearance from others shot on the same 
occasion, that I was inclined to regard it as distinct, until examination 
of an extensive series convinced me of the contrary: the specimen 
differs most remarknbly in its conspicuously shorter tarsi and toes ; the 
streakiness of its cmwn is more decided and strongly marked than 
usual ; and there is less white on its outer tail-feathers, and that more 
sharply defined. Length seven inches and three quarters by eleven and 
three-quarters ; wing three and five-eighths ; tail two and seven-eighths ; 
tarse only an inch ; middle toe without claw not threequarters ; and 
hind-toe (minus claw) but half an inch, instead of nine-sixteenths to five- 
eighths of an inch. The brevity of tarse corresponds with Yarrell's 
figure of the leg of this species, in 'British Birds,' I, 388 ; but the toes 
of the latter are more of the ordinary development. 

Richard's Pipit occurs in collections from the Himalaya and from 
Arracan; but Mr. Jerdon enumerates it as a rarity in the south of 
India. The d n l h .  australb, Vieillot, if not identical, must be nearly 
allied, to judge from the description of it on the Dict. Class.; and this 
i referred to " Australasia," a name of doubtful sbification, since 
some authors confound it with Australia, while others intend by it the 
great Oriental Archipelago and neighbouring mainlaud ; for which 
Austral-Asia is by no means a bad nppellation.* 

The Society has ~ n o e  received what ia doubtless ll~e truc Anih. u~c~ ivo l ia ,  lrom 
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3. A. sirnilis : Agrodorna airnilis, Jerdon, Madr. Journ. No. XXVI, 
35. This fine species equals the largest specimens of A. Ricirardi in 
size, but has the shorter tame of the individual last described, and also 
a shorter and muclr more curved hind-claw. I t  is further readily die- 
tinguished by the strung ferruginous tinge of the pale portion of its 
plumage, as especially the under-parts and margins of all the wing- 
feathers ; and the upper-parts are less streaky than in A. Ridardi, 
with a prevailing dusky hue and slight admixture of ashy on the lighter 
edgings of the dorsal feathers. Tail having its outermost feather dark, 
obliquely tipped for its terminal third with ruddy-whitish, which extends 
up the whole narrow onter web ; and the penultimate feather is tipped, 
for about a quarter of an inch only, with the same. Length of wing 
three inches and seven-eighths ; of tail three and one-+hth ; tarse an 
inch ; and hind-claw (straight from base 'to tip) but three-eighths. 
From southern Indii ; and Lord Arthur Hay lately obtained a specimen 
in Jummoo, in the N. W. Himalaya. 

4. A. mantanu, Jerdon, MS. : A. rufeacena apud Jerdon, Catal. 
This also is a strongly marked species, deeply tinged with fulvoue, 
with strongly contrasting broad blackish central streaks to the feathers 

4 of the upper-parts. Bill short, and tolerably strong ; the tam short, 
and hindclaw moderately curved. The tail has its outer feather dull 
isabella-white for the terminal two-thirds, obliquely separated as usual 
from the dark base ; the penultimate haa the terminal third of the same 
hue ; nnd both, i t h  the antepenultimate, have their extreme tips pure 
white. Wing three inches and one-eighth ; tail two and threequartere; 
bill to gape eleven-sixteenths ; tarse seven-eighthi ; rurd hindclaw 
(straight from base to tip) half an inch. Inhabits the grassy hills of 
the Neilgherries, where tolerably common. Mr. Jerdon has occasion- 
ally observed it to perch. . 
5. A. atriolatw, nobis, n. a. Allied in appearance to the last, but 

distinguished by its longer bill and tarse, straighter hind-claw, and the 
much purer white of the outer tail-feathers, though these are a little 
creamy on their exterior webs only. The general cast of colour is also 
less brightly fulvous, and the dark central streaks are less deep and con- 
trasting ; presenting a general difference which is ob~ious to the eye, 

Syclney ; and exoeptinu that iw  toe^ and claws are still shorter, it a- most closely 
withthr single npcill~en above described, shot on the upper Hoogly. 

3 ~ 2  
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though scarcely expressible in worda : a mare available dhtinetion eon- 
mists in the l n l u  being atreaklees, w h e w  in the preceding apecies 
they are oonspicuously strenked throughout ; and the wiugadgings are 
abo much more albeeced. Length of wing three. inches and three- 
eighths ; of tail two and five-eighths ; bill to gape threequarters ; 
tuee an inch ; hindelrw half an inah. I obtained a single specimen 
of thin bid from a collection made at Darjeeling ; and Mr. Jerdon has 
rinoe p r o d  several in the neighbourbood of Nellore, on the Coro- 
mandel coast. * 

6. d. ra&ynuMy Eyton : A. a+ apud Jerdon, Catd. ; A. p a k e r u  
spud Sundevall.t Nearly d i e d  to the last, but distinguished by ib smaller 
size, by the less contrasted streakings of the back, and espeaially of the 
head, and by the fewer spots on the breast. In one *en befare me, 
from Assam, the pectoral spots are so few, that the bird might be mistak- 
en for A. mNw. Length of wing oommonly three inches and one-eighth, 
~nnetimes lees ; of tail two and a quarter; bill to g r p  eleven six- 
teenths of an inch ; tame an inch ; long hind-claw commonly half an 
inoh. To hilitate comparison, I have given the admeasurement of 
bill to gape from dry specimens, in which it is lees than in the fresh 
bird. The young have dark upper-parts, each dorsal feather being 
narrowly margined round with whitish ; coverts and tePtisries the same ; 
and the breast haa many more spots than in the adult. In thin dresa, 
the apeciee presents more the appearma of a young Lark, than I have 
aeen in any other Pipit. I t  is one of the commonest birds of L m r  
B e n d  during the eold season, in all open pleas ; and a few remain 

throughout the year : habits, much aa in A. p a t h ;  and song very 
higdiumt, a mere repetition of one note, as often mormting lome forty 
or fifty feet into the air, i t  deacends d i n g  to the ground in the usual 
;l,mner of the birds of this genus. I t  also appears to be very generally 
d' 'used throughout India, aa well as in the countries e d m d  of the 

In Mr. Gmy'e catalugue of Mr. Hodgeon'a Bpecimem presented to the Brithh 
Mueeum, A. shiobhu, Bl., is set down ae a synonyme of A. rufesans ; but rt does not 
appear upon what authority, and the species umuredlj d m  not acmrd with the dcscrip- 
tiom of A. rrfacmu. A. plapw, If., an desoribed in Mr. Omfa appendix to that 
catalogue, would seem to differ only in its ahmter tame. 

t Add CicMops diquitariw. Hodgson, Gray, Zod. Mirc. ; and a wesrisome li of 
otbw qnonymes from the same mume are eorreoted in Mr. Grry's catalogue cited in the 
preoeding mte, which I cannot but think it much to be regretted were ever publiabed. 
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Bay of Bengal, down to the Straits of Malacca; and (m Mr. Eyton 
remarks) it ia probably the Sumatran dlauda p t d  spud Raffles. 

7. A. a+, Sykes. Until recently, Mr. Jerdon and myself have 
referred the preceding species to this one ; but Mr. Strickland (to whom 
Mr. Jerdon sent specimens of the former) pronounces them to be dia- 
tinct, and I am unacquainted with the true agilw of the Deccan. 

8. A. mfilus, Vieillot. Nearly aUie.d to A. tnalayenaia, but distin- 
guished by its larger size, much shorter hind-claw, and by the absence, 
frequently, of any spots on the breast, which, when they occur, are 
few in number, small and inconspicuous : the dark centres of the 
do& feathers are also obscure, or wen obsolete ; but a narrow dark 
central Streak to each feather is more or less developed on the crown. 
Length aix inches and three-quarters, by ten and threequarters ; closed 
wing three inches and a half; tail two and a half: hind-claw seldom 
ex&g thregeightha of an inch. From the bare stony plains of the 
m t r d  table-land of the peninsula of India ; and I recently obtained 
a few on similu ground near Midnapore. 

9. d. pratemia, (L.) Mr. Gould has seen specimens of this com- . 
mon British species from west& India, according to Mr. YarreU, 
' British Birds,' I. 392.* 

10. A. aquatima (?), Bechstein : if distinct, A. roaeatw, Hodgaon.t 
Mr. Hodgson sent thii bird under two or three names ; but on csreM 
m p a r h n  of many, and looking particularly to the growing feathers of 
moulting bide, I am satiefied of the series b e i i  throughout specifi- 

d l y  identical. They .]so accord with my recollection of the European 
d. apcurtiew (nec o h m u  of Britain), respecting which Mr. &uld (as 

aited by Mr. Yarrell), remarks :-'* We have some reason to believe that 
there are two species of Rock Pipits nearly allied to each other, a s  we 
have never been able to find in any of the examples killed in the Briti '. 

r Islands that uniform vinous tint we have observed to pervade the b d 5 t  
of continental examplea ; neither have we been able to meet with any 
specimens in continental collections, that strictly accord with the dull 
and i n d i c t  markings of t h w  of the British Islands :" to which I 

Mr. Gmy refem the A. hmtuhnw, Hodgoon, n. a., to this speciea ; but the specirnene 
which Mr. H. presented to this Society by the name cited, were decidedly of the 
Indian type of A.  arboreus, to which the appellation Mulunw is better upplicable. 

t This Mr. Gmy refers to A. ecruinw; Mohcilkl crrc'ina, Pallaa : A. rtrfogrlarir, 

Brehrn. 
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may add, (from my own notes,) that the absence of pure white on the 
exterior tnil-feathers is a further distinction of the British species, 
though there is always a pale external and terminal portion. I believe, 
too, that there is this distinction in their habits, that while the conti- 
neutal species is met with far inland, the British A. obsnrrua keeps 
almost wholly to the immediate vicinity of the sea ; the onlp instance I 
have known to the contrary (and I believe none has hitherto been 
recorded), being that of one taken in a bird-catcher's net near London, 
which I kept for some two or three years in a cage. Now the Nepal bird 
conforms to all these indications of A. apaticua, unless it be that the 
streaking of its upper-parts is too strongly brought out ; and it appears 
that, at one season (probably that of breeding), the lower-parts, to judge 
from several moulting specimens in different stages of advancement, but 

- ~ 

none complete, become throughout of a faint vinous-roseate hue, with 
the pectoral spots much contracted ; while, at another season, the rosy 
tinge wholly disappears, the lower-parts becoming weak fi~lvlvescent, 
with the dark spots much larger and b r d e r .  The bend of the wing, 
and margins of the secondaries, are yellowish green, not unfrequently 
rather bright, but sometimes this colour is scarcely observable ; and the 
axillaries, and anterior margin of the wing beneath, incline to sulphnr- 
yellow : outermost tail-feather dullish white externally, but tipped, as 
is also the next, with purer white. Length of wing generally three 
inches and a half, or an eighth less or more ; of tail, commonl~ two 
and three-quarters ; tame seven-eighths ; and hind-claw generally three- 
eighths. Inhabits the Himalaya? (Nepal.) A single specimen differs 
from the rest in having the upper-parts plainer, especially the head, 
which is scarcely striated ; and the pectoral and flank spots are smaller 
and more contracted than u e d  : probably the nestling dress, a little 
abraded. * 

Among what are termed the " Warblers," comparatively few have 
hitherto found a place in I n d i i  Ornithology, to what the general 
analogy of other countries would lead us to suppose exist. The genus 
Cumca, so largely developed in Europe, has only three ascertained 
representatives. 

' Add, as an eleventh Indian species, upon the authority of Mr. Gray's catalogue 
before referred to, A. rtrfe~rs~u, Tern., v .  camperrria, k h s t . ,  v.  Cicblopr ~hermrrphilus. 
I l d w n ,  Gmy's Zwl. Nisc. ,  p. 83. 
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1. C. orphea apud Jerdon ; nec orphea Vera, as I have been assur- 
ed : probably Black-headed Warbler of Latham. This Indian specics 
combines the characters of the European C. atricapilla and C. syluiella, 
but has a much larger and longer bill than either, which tends a little 
to be incurved. Length of wing three inches and a quarter, of tail two 
and three-quarters ; bill to gape three-quarters of an inch ; and tarse 
seven-eighths. Colour brownish-ashy above, whitish .beneath, pure 
white on the throat and middle of belly ; cap, including lores and upper 
ear-coverts, black in the male, dusky or blackish-grey in the female ; 
the nape and rump comparatively pure ashy : tail blackish ; its outermost 
feather externally white for the basnl two-thirds, obliquely separated ; 
the next four successively less broadly tipped with white : bill dusky, 
with whitish base to lower mandible ; and feet plumbeous. From south- 
ern India. If a new species, C. Jerdmi, 11obis. 

2. C. a$nis, nobis, XIV, note to p. 564 : C. cinerea apud Jerdon, 
Catal., vide loc. cit. Hitherto only observed in southern India. 

3. C. sylaiella, (Gm.) : C. garrula, Brisson, and of Sykes and 
Jerdon. Since writing the note referred to in the preceding notice, 
I have not only received C. syluiella from Mr. Jerdon, entirely agreeing 
with British specimens, but have myself shot a pair, about a hundred 
miles above Calcutta. I observed many of them frequenting the baubul 
&firnoace, in little parties; and, as in England, keeping chiefly to the 
trees, and not to low hush-covert, as is the habit of C. syluia (a. 
cinerea). 

M. Temminck mentions having received a female of C. atricapilla, 
the melodious British Blackcap, from Jnva; in which case it would 
probably be also an Indian bird : and I am yery greatly mistaken if I 
did not, up011 one occasion,' observe C. hortm'u, another charming 
British songster, in this neighbourhood, both seeing the bird, as far as 

I I could mnke it out among the foliage, and recognising its familiar 
notes ; though having my gun loaded with heavy shot, and being up011 
the look out for more redoubtable game, I did not secure the specimen. 

Calanzoherpe, Boie. Three species of this genus are noticed in XIV, 
594-5, ~ n d  one of them again in XV, 288. In  Madr. Journ. No XXXI, 
130, Mr. Jerdon, fol?owing Mr. Strickland, identifies C. montano with 
the British C. salicaria. This is a mistake, unless Mr. Jerdon h 
confotilided two species under montana, which is improbable. More 
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recently, he has favoured me with his wwnta~a of southern India, 
which is identical with the Bengal species. I have pointed out the 
distinctions, loc. cit. ; and may add that the songs of the two species 
are altogether different, that of C. montana being a low soft warble.* 
C. rnontana is probably the Sylma ancndinueea, var. A, of Lathun. 

Phyllopneustc, vide XIV, 593. Mr. Jerdon has sent me two very 
closely allied races which he thinks have been confounded under PA. 
t a m .  The one he regsrds rw true rma ,  which is of a more rufescent 
brown colour; the other has a more greyish shade. I can hardly, 
however, bring myself to admit their distinctness. The latter variety 
occurs abundantly in Lower Bengal, upon the sandy soil above the tide- 
way of the Hoogly, haunting baubul topes and scattered trees near 
villages, as well as hedges and low bush-jungle; and I have recent- 
ly observed it in the jungles north and west of Midnapore. The 

following are my notes, taken from several recent specimens. Length 
five inches, by seven and a half in alar expanse ; wing two inches and 
three-eighths, to two and a half; tail two inches to two and one-eighth, 
its outermost feather an eighth of an inch shorter : bill to gape five 
eighths of an inch; tarse three-quartera. Irides dark : bill dusky 
above, pale cameous below : inside of mouth yellow : l e e  light brown, 
tinged with plumbeous on the jointa. Length of first primary, five- 
eighths of an inch and upwards. Colour above greyish-brown, below 
pale, passing to white at the vent and on the lower tail-cwerts ; low, 
continued a s  a streak passing the eye, pale. 

Culieipta, nobis, XII, 968. I obtained a very beautiful species of 
this genus a few miles above Calcutta. 

C. cantator, (Tickell,) J. A. S. 11, 576.t Length four inches and a 
quarter, by six and threeeighths in ala: expanse ; wing two inches 
and a quarter ; and tail an inch and three-ql~arters : bill to gape nearly 

Mr. Jerdon has alao sent a British npecimen of C.ralicarb, which certainly appmri- 
mnks to mmhno more than two others in the Society'i collection do ; these three being 
unquestionably of the Blune species: all, however, are of a more rufescent md less 
greenish shade than C. nuntam; the bill of C. mlimriu is narrower; and, as above 
remarked, the notes of the two s p i e s  cue exceedingly unl'ie, which, I think, of itself 
decides the question. Mr. Jerdon suggesta that C. agricoh may perlrops be the C. prlw- 
rru of Europe. 

t C. d i a p r  of Mr. Gray's catalogue of Mr. Hodgson's specimens presented to the 
British niuaeum, pp. 67,153. 
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five-eighths ; and tarse five-eighths of an inch. Bill light dusky above, 
amber-coloured below ; legs light yellowish-carneous, with a leaden 
tinge : bill narrower than in C. Burkii; and the rictal setse are less 
developed ; the claws, especially that of the hind-toe, being shorter. 
Colour, a lively yellowish-green above, bright yellow on the throat, 
cheek, supercilium, lower tailcoverta, and edge of the wing above the 
insertion of the quills: the great h are also mar&ed externally 
with greenish-yellow, and the tail more especially towards its bsae: 
greater wing-coverts tipped with pale yellow, forming a bar on the 
wing : the entire abdomen and flanks greyish-white : on each side of 
the crown a broad black longitudinal band, divided by a yellowish-green 
mesial one: upper tertiaries very slightly margined at the tips with 
yellowish-white ; and the tail-feathers having a narrow yellowish-white 
internal border. 8 h d  near Calcatta. 

C. poliogenyu, nobis, n. 8. This is nearly allied to Abrornia 8chu- 
Cicep, Hodgson, (XIV, 592,) from which it d i e m  in having the cheeks 
and earcoverta, with the feathers commencing from the base of the lower 
mandible, of the same ash-grey colour as the head, and the throat greyish 
white, instead of these parts being bright as in C. edbticeps. 
There is also a conspicuous whitish-yellow wing-band, of which the 
latter species presents no trace whatever. From Darjeeling. 

I t  is exceedingly difficult to arrange the great series of the birds of 
this group at 1111 satisfactorily ; and I fear that we shall have eventually 
to adopt many divisions among them. Of the various species allied in 
colouring and markings to Culicipeta Burkii, that bird stands alone in 
several particulars, as the more decided fly-catching fonn of bill, and 
accompanying development of the rictal setse ; also the longer and 
more slender, though equally curved, claws. Although the species 
upon which the division was originally founded, I regard it as an 
aberrant member of its genus, though Mr. Horlgson would separate frum 
it the others by the name Abrornb, XIV, 592. Retaining, how- 
ever, the near Culieipeta for the series, I think we must refer to it- 

I 
2, C. scki.sticep,* (Hodg., loc. cit.) 3, C. poliogenys,-4, C. cantator, 

! This w Phyllup~urrrs runthnrchular, Hodgson, of Gray's cahlogue; sad Culieipcta 

rchirticcps of the name is C. r a ~ ~ f u t o r ,  (Tickell). Abrmnu rhhrondur,  Hods.. Gray, so 
k r  as I could judge from a sadly injured specimen, did not appear to me to d~ffer from 
Aeguluidea d a f u r ,  (Could,) except in king rather brighter th.n asud. 

3 m 
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-5, C. ptilchra, (Iiodg., ibid.),-6, C. castanicepa, (Hodg., ibid.)-7, 
C. trochiloidea (AcantAka trochiloidea, Sundevall, v. PA. reyuloidce, 
nobis, XI, 19 1, and XII, 963),-and 8, C. occipitalie, (Jerdon, XIV, 
593), formerly referred by me to Phyllopneuate.* 

' 

As another aberrant member of the snme group, but which can 

scarcely range in the same minimum division with C. Bur&, though 
barely sepnrable from C. trochiloides in a subgeneric sense, we have the 
Regulue modestus, Gould, a form which, if dbrornis be detached from 
Culicipeta, would equally require to be separated, and might range as 
the type of a distiuct subdivision-Rrguloides, nobis. 

Then, of PAyllopneuste may be recognised two marked subdivisions ; 
that with the green plumage, typified by PA. hippolais of Europe and 
Ph. indica : and that with brown plumw, exemplified by Ph. ranca : 
the former being allied to the green species of Phylloscopus ; the latter 
to those with brown plumage, ns Ph. fiecatus and its immediate allies. 

Also, of PAylloscopw, should perhaps be distinguished the bright 
green spccics with long wings, such as Ph.  mbilatriz and Ph. nitidus; 
and the numerous species of the type of Ph. trocliilecs and PA. rufiw of 
Europe, of which I have already described-Ph. javandclrs, (Horsf. v. 
rnagniroetri-3, nobis,) Ph. vitidanue, Ph.  lugubris, Ph. trietid, PA. 6run- 
neuu, aud PA. fuacatus; probably also the PA. aj'inis, (Tickell), t.a 
which Mr. Jerdon refers his Sylvia indica. 

The last appears to be a bird which I long regarded aa the young 
(in the yellow dress) of Ph.  iugubris; and which Mr. Jerdon thinks 
is hi3 Ph. indicua, but wishes to see a recent specimen before he 
quite decides that it is so. That it is distinct from PA. lugubtit, I am 
how satisfied; and must not omit to state that Prof. Behn, of Riel 
University, first pointed out to me the epecifical distinctions of the 
two, when we had fresh specimens of each before us, in the course of 
a fortnight's trip which I had the pleasure of taking with him aud 
M. Kielroup, both of the scientific corps attached to the Daubh frigate 
Galatea, in quest of specimens of all kinds on the banks of the Hoogly and 
their vicinity. The following are the distinctions which I noted down 
at that time. The bill is more feeble, and much more compressed, in 
Ph. afinis; while in Ph. 1ugubri-s it is very little compressed, approach- 
ing to the Culicipeta (i. e. dbrornie) form, and the rictal s e k  are 

To the synonpma a l d g  given of C. Barkii, add Aeumlhizu arrogaw, Sundcvoll. 
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considerably more developed. The colour of the legs is also very 
dserent, being in ltigubrir pale greenish-dusky, while in a8nis there is 
a strong tiuge of brown. I have obtained numerous specimens of this 
bird, all of which were of the same dusky-green colour above, with dull 
yellow supercilium and lower-parts, brightening on the middle of the 

r bdly ; and I have reason to believe that this colouring is permanent- 
unlike the yellow dress of the British Ph. trochilrcd and Ph. rufw, 
which is not their nestling garb, but is put forth very soon after leaving 
the neat. Ph. a$nM meesures four iuches and three-eighths to four - 

and threequarters long, by six and a half to seven inches in expanse ; 
wing two inches and one-eighth, to two and three-eighths ; and tail an 
inch and three-quarters to one and seven-eighths : bill to gape half l u ~  

inch, or a trifle more; tarse three-quarters of m inch, or nearly so. 

Irides dark. Bill dusky above, amber-coloured below ; interior of the 
month bright yellow; and lega pale brownish-dusky, tinged with yel- 
low ; the soles more or less yellowish. 

Another and larger species was obtained on the same occasion, with 
very similar colouring. 

Ph. griseolua, nobis, n. s. Length five inches and a quarter, by seven 

I and a quarter ; wing two and five-eighths ; tail two and a quarter ; bill to 
gnpe nine-sixteenths ; tarse three quarters of nu inch. Irides very dark 
brown; bill dusky above, below pale amber; interior of the mouth 
whitish, with scarcely a tinge of yellow ; tame externally, and the toea 
above, light brown, internally and beneath yellow. This bird is dis- 
tinguished from Ph. ofinis by its much l w r  size, and by the decided 
ashy tinge of its upper-parta; also by the colour of the legs in the 
recent specimen, and whitish interior of the mouth. The yellow of the 
under-parts is more confined to the central region, and a somewhat 
ruddy whitish prevails, instead of yellow, on the ear-coverts. Some 

< 
specimens of PA. fuacatsrs are so similar, etcept in wmting the yellow, 
that I should have been tempted to regard them ns different phases of 
plumage of the same species, analogous to those exhibited by Ph. tro- 
chiltra and PA. rum, were it not for the different proportions of the 
firat primaries, besides that the wing is longer in PA. griaeolw than in 
any specimen of fuscatuu yet examined. In  the latter, the first pri, 
mary is fully half the length of the second ; while in the former it does 
not exceed one-third of the length of the second : measuring from the 

3 m 2  
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tip of the short first primary to that of the wing, PA. fbcatw gives 
but an inch (in four specimens under examination), whiie Pi. @eolw 
gives an inch and a half. 

I t  wodd seem that Ph.fbcatan undergoes a certain seasonal change 
of colouring : the whole plumage being less ol ivaceo~ and more of a 

f u m m h y  above, with a faint ruddy tinge on the supercilinm, ear- 
coverts, and slightly on the under-parts, and the bill and feet behg 
darker, in a specimen shot late in April, than is observable in othem 

f killed during the cold weather.* Perhaps, however, the former may be 
merely a very bright old bud, and it is to this specimen in particular 
that Ph. grireolus shows a marked approximation : but the difference in 
the length of their firet primaries betokens their distinctness ; aud the 
latter has also the wing fully a quarter of an inch longer than in the 
other. 

Regulw & t a b ,  Ray. This species h i i s  Simla, and a h e  speci- 
men procured near that station haa been obligingly presented to the 
Society by Capt. Thomas. I t  is quite undistinguiehable from the 
British bird ; and the genus has not heretofore been recorded as Hima- 
layan. 

&ithalwflmmieqa, Burton, P. 2. S. 1835, p. 153. In XIII, 379, 
I suggested that this might probably turn out to be a .  Staekyria, 
Hodgson : but I have lately obtained a specimen, and consider it to be 
rightly claasi6ed. The Dicmm sanguinifona of Lord Arthur Hay, 
XV, 44, refers evidently to t h b  bird : but the atfinities of the genus do 
not seem to be with Dicmtn, and indeed are at present very obscure. 
I certainly do not think that Bgi tMru  approximatas Porua, near 
which it has been currently arranged ; nor do I know of any Old World 
form that much resembles it, 

P a m ,  Lin. -4 synopsis of the Indian species of this group was 
attempted in XIII, 942 ; and a new species from the eastern ghats of 
the peninsula described in XIV, 553. I have now to add three others, 
two of which have been overlooked hitherto from their eim'Ilarity to 
allied rpecies. 

P. aplonotua, nobie : P. xanthogenyr apnd nos, XI, 59, and probably 

Another, recently obtained (March 17), reaemblea thatabove described; and tha 

di5emnce from Ph. f w t w  m so marked, that I cannot help here also ruspecting s 
diiinctnea d speciem. 
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of Jerdon. This differs from true P. xanthogenye of the Himalaya 
in various details of its markings: as in having the back plain dull 
yellowish olive-green, without the b r a d  black lateral masgins to each 
feather, conspicuous in the Himalayan species ; in having the yellow 
colouring reduced in quantity, and also less vivid, the posterior crest- ' 

fathers being but slightly tipped with yellow ; the broad and well 
marked yellow supercilium is diminished to an elongated spot posterior 
only to the eye, there being no yellow above the eye ; and the lord 
feathers, instead of being wholly yellow, are black with shght yellowish 
tips: the black band posterior to the eye is much broader; and the 
blaok throat and front of the neck very mnch broader, comprehending 
the feathers about the gape, which are yellow in the other species : the 
white tips to the tail-feathers are also much more developed : and, lastly, 
without descending to more minute particulsua, the tertiaries are later- 
ally edged throughout with white, whereas in P. xantliogenya there is 
only a trace of this towards their base. The general resemblance, 
however, between these two species is ve y great : but P. zanthogenya 
h at once distinguished by the variegation of its back ; and when the 
two are Been together, by the mnch greater quantity of yellow on the 
sides of the head and neck : while in P. aplonotua the black throat is 
conspicnously much broader, and there is a greater proportion of white 
on the wings and tail. P. aplonotus inhabits the mountains of central 
India ; and there is little doubt of its being Mr. Jerdon's more southern 
bird referred to P. xanthogmyu. 
P. &z$EtAii, nobis. This species is founded on a drawing of a bird 

obtained by the lnte Dr. Griffith, between Assam and Ava. With 
a near affinity in colourhlg to P. xanthgenya and P. aplonohrs, it is at 
once distinguished by being crestless, and by the details of its markings. 
kngth of wing about two inches and three-quarters, u d  of tail two 
inches and a quarter. Colour black, with the lores and sides of neck, 
the rump, under-parts, an occipital spot, and triangular terminal drops 
on the dorsal feathers, yellow ; throat and fore-neck black : tail consi- 
derably forked, and tipped with white; also the greater wing-coverta 
and the tertiaries, with the base and edge of the primaries. 

P. rubidivdtriu, nobii : P. rnelamloph apud Hodgson. Here, 
egain, two nearly allied species have been confounded together, from 
their general resemblance : the true P. melanolophoa inhabiting the 
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N. W. Himalaya, as about Simla; and the present species, Nepal and 
Sikim. Size about the name, but the bill of P. melanoloph is eon- 

spicuously more slender : the latter has also the back, and the belly, 
pure dark grey; the black of the throat and brerst carried further 
down ; a ferruginous patch confined to each side of the breast, below the 
black ; and the greater and lesser wing-coverts are tipped with rnfeb 

1 
centwhite, fonning two bars on the wing.-P. ddiountriu,  on the 
other hand, hae the upper-parts of a paler and descent grey, rrith a 

strong tinge of ferruginous upon the rump; no trace of barn on the 
wing ; the black of the throat less developed, this being bordered rrith 
the same grey as the back ; and the whole of the abdominal region is  

tinged with dilute ferruginous. 
P. atrieeps, Hodeld,  will bear the prior name e i w e w  of Vieillot, 

founded on one of Levaillant's figures. I t  is the P. mojor, var. B, of 
Latham.* In my description of Sy1vipw-w nodcatur, Burton, XIII, 
942, I omitted to notice! the spot of silky-yellow feathers above the eye, 

upon which Mr. Hodgson founds his name rerioph y a  (or sermp.by8 

would have been better) ; neither has Mr. Burton noticed it. Thin is 
very conepicuous, however, in the recent specimen (as I have be- 
informed) ; but was completely hidden in the dry s h  from which I 
drew up the notice adverted to. 

Para-h group, XIV, 578. To this should probably be m 
ferred the Australian genus Struthidea. Of Heteromorpha rujcep, 
Capt. Tickell writes me word-" I have killed several of these birds, 
and watched them in their wild state, at Geeng, near Darjeeling ; and 
1 cannot agree in opinion with those who woilld clans its group among 

the Crateropodiwa. This bird is a great devourer of grain (maize, 
rice, and buckwheat, which last is common about Nepal). I t  perches 
on the tops .of high trees, as well as bushes, when off its feed ; and in 
fsct shows nothing in its manners of the thicketloving, skulking, h b i h  
of the Crateropodines." 

Of the vast series of birds comprised in, or allied to, the last named, 

many subgroups will require to be distinguished. Just upon the con- 
fines of the series, we have the Lciottichne, comprising Cutia, P t m -  
thiur, Leiotlriz and its subgenera, Ixulw, Ydina, and wen Mycornia, 
Then another minor series, comprising Sibia, Leiopiila, I-, Actho- 

The Society han lately received a specimen uf this bird from Ceylon. 
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&ra, Camrlax (perhaps further separable, especially the form of C. 
str iatw and G. imbricatua), C r a t e t o p  of Africa, PsopRodeu and Sph- 
nostoma of Australia, and finally f i rnagra  of Lesson (v. Keropia, G. 
R. Gray), to which the Ganulua striatus of Vigors has been referred. 
Another little section consists of Pornatorhinus and Xiphrhamphus, 

t 
nobis, to the former of which true Timalia is nearly allied. Another 
of Menura, Pteroptochw, and Scytalopus. -4nother long snbseries, 
of Cincloama, Circlorhatnphus, Megalurua, camporhy~drcs,  drundi- 
nax, Sphmura, Sphenceacuu, Schcenicola, Laticilla, dmytis, Stipiturus, 
Malurua, dtrichea, Hylacola, Praticola (v. Calamanthua), Pellorniunz, 
Malucocercua, Dymoica, Cisticola, Pr in iq  and Orthotomus ; and 
smrcelp separable would be Timalia, Mixornia, Ch ysomma, Mmronoue, 
firdinus, Malacopteron, Alcippe, Setaria, Erpornis (?), and Stachyris. 
R o w  all these are to be finally disposed of, each according to its propcr 
affinities, is a problem to our best ornithologists just now ; and those 
who have most studied the series, will not, I believe, be the most eager 
to &r an opinion. I t  is easy enough to cut the Gordian knot, by car- 
rying out the principle of ranging all the large species in Merulih,  
and a11 the small in Syloiade, and thus manufacturing duplex series, 

I presenting " beautiful analogies" and " representations" one of the 
other ; but the time has a little gone by for such frivolities, and orni- 
thologists must pursue the course adopted by students of other bran- 
ches of Natural Histoy,-must study structure, internal as well as 
external, and learn to regard habit as altogether subordinate, inasmuch 
as species may be framed on any particular subtype of organization, 
however eubordinate, and be modified upon that subtype in drptation 
to any special mode of life,-and this too, without reference to each 
other, beyond the fortuitous one of their presenting similar modifica- 
tions, which are thus analogorcs merely, or by no means indicative of 
a@nity, i. e. of that intrinsiml relationship upon which all legitimate 
classification must be founded. But I pass to add a few new species, 
and remarks on old species, to some of the genera that have been enu- 
memted ; having upon former occasions treated of the several Indian 
genera among them: and this having done, shall bid adieu to the 
I~isessorial tribes for a while, till fresli novelties among them begin 
again to accun~ulrte. 

Lco'otrichane. (Treated of in XIII, 934 et seq., and XIV, 552). 
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The Siva nipalenub, Hodgson, should, I now think, be referred to Af- 
time, nobis, being closely allied to A. repiaria, (1101-afield) ; and i 
doubt whether A. Phayrei, nobis, XIV, 601, is other than an indivi- 
dual variety of 19. nipalensis, in which the blackish nuchal streaks are 
wanting. 8. &paleMiss with the nuchal streaks, is not uncommon in 
Amrcan. I also now think it better to class my Siao oceipitalia, XIV, 
553, with Ixwlusfivicollis, Hodgeon ; modifying the d i i o s i a  of I Z U ~  
so as to comprise both species, for they are undoubtedly very closely 
allied, notwithstanding the considerable difference in form of bill. Of 
the genus P tmth iw,  Mr. Hodgaon has sent the following descriptions 
of what are considered by him to be two new species. 

Pt.  aanthochloria, H. (Non mdi.) "Above vernal-green, below 
bright yellow. Cap slaty-blue. Throat white : alars and caudals in- 
ternally dark, the latter tipped with yellow, and albescent marginally 
on the sides. Iris dark brown. Legs fleshy-white. Bill plumbeous. 
Structure typical. Size small. Sexes alike ? Length five inches ; bill 
seven-sixteenths; tail under two inches ; wing two and a quarter in 
some, nearly two and a half in other specimene ; tarse thirteen-six- 
teenths ; central toe and nail nine-sixteenths ; hind seven-sixteenths." 

Pt.  mekmotia, H. (Nun d.) " Structure typical. Closely allied 
in size and otherwise to the preceding species. Length four inches 
and a half; extent six and a half. Bill half an inch. Tail an inch and 
six-tenths; tarse eighttenths. Central toe and nail plus half an 
inch. Hind under half an inch. Above vernal-green, below bright 
yellow. Throat bright chesnut. Nape slaty. Ears half golden, half 
black. Wing-coverts black with white tips. Bill dark slaty. Legs 
fleshy. Tail nearly even, and paled to the sides." The habitat of both 

these (alleged) species would appear to be the region of the Terai, at  
the base of the S. E. Himalaya. I cannot, however, help suspecting 
that the latter is merely the adult male of the former. 

Proparus ch yaotia (ch yaopterus ?), Hodgson, XIII, 938.* Fine 
specimens of this bird, from Darjeeling, are now before me, in much 
better order than that formerly sent by Mr. Hodgson. They have the 
upper-parts fine olive-green, which fades to ashy by exposure to the 

The name chrymtir must have arisen from a slip of the pen on the part of Mr. 
H., probably for chryroplarus, or perl~aps Icrrcotis, FIE the ronner is inapplicable to the 
species. It had better stand M Pr. ( r w d i s .  
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light ; crown nigrescent, and throat dark silvery-ash ; the ear-coverts 
whitish silveryash. The male has the whole under-parts, below the 
throat and fore-neck, bright yellow, the first five primaries edged with 
the same ; the secondaries and basal two-thirds of all but the middle pair 
of rectrices are margined with orange-yellow ; the tertiaries internally 
with dull white, and most of the great alars have a small white spot a t  
tip. In the females, the lower-parts are merely tinged with yellow, and 
that of the wings and tail is comparatively very faint. 

Minla cinerea, nobis, n. 8. Allied in form and size to M. eastanicep, 
XIII, 939. Colonr olive-grey above, tinged with green ; beneath white, 
tinged on the flanks with ashy, and shewing some yellow along the mid- 
dle of the abdomen : a broad yellowish-white snpercilium, nnd over this 
a black one ; the coronal feathera margined with black, and the cheeks 
mingled black and white ; orbital feathers subdued white ; wings and 
tail without marlrigs ; the tertiaries edged with grey, and the second- 
aries with very faint dull yellowish. Length four iuches and a half, of 
wing two and a quarter, and tail an inch and threequarters ; bill to 
gape nearly five-eighths ; and tame three-quarters of an inch. Probably 
a female bud. From Darjeeliig. 

In XIV, 600, at the suggestion of Mr. Strickland, I regarded as 
identical the Bypaapetea gracilis, M'Clelland and Honfield, with 
Sib& capiatrata, (Vig.), v. nigricep, Hodgson ; but referring since to 
Dr. MJClelland's drawing of Sibia gracilis, and more particularly also 
to the latin diagnosis (P. 2. S. 1839, p. 159), I find that they are 
decidedly distinct. The following description is taken from the draw- 
ing of S. gracilis. Above dark non-rufous brown, paler below, and the 
throat white ; rump and upper tail-coverts ashy ; tail also greyish, with 
a broad black subterminal band, and broad greyish-white tips ; wings 
dusky-black, the great coverts partly, and the tertiaries wholly, greyish- 
white, the latter having a slight dusky subterminal border and white 
extreme edge. Iris whitish. Bill dusky-black ; and legs dull white. 
Wing three inches and a half: tail about four inches. Inhabits Assam. 

Leioptila, nobis, pr. g. This form serves to connect Sibia, Hodg., 
as exemplified by S. capwtrata, with Yuhina, IIodg. ; but cannot be 
placed satisfactorily with either. I t  also much approaches 1 x 0 ~ 8 ,  Hodg., 
in general structure, but the legs and toes are much smnller. The bill, 
too, is more slender, less so than in Yuhina, rather more so than in. 

3 N 
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Sibia ; but it irlcurves less than in Sibia, and has the tip of its u p p s  
mandible sligl~tly bent over, and emarginated feebly ; the upper ridge 
being more obtuscly anguleted than in the others : nostrils somewhat 
large, the o+ce reduced to a fissure by the overlapping membrane: 
rictal bristles t he  and inconspicuous. Wings rather short, and m ~ d -  
ed ; having the first primary but half the length of the third, and the 
SDurth and fifth longest: the tertiaries broad, and almost trnncate. Tail 
somewhat long, having its three medial pairs of feathers equal, the rest 

. graduating. Legs too much destroyed in the only specimen examined, 
to permit of description. 
L. anneetans, nobis. Length about seven inches and a quarter, of 

wing three a d  an eighth, and tail three and a half, its outermost feathers 
an inch less ; bill to gape three-quarters of an iuch, and tarse seven- 
eighths. Colour of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts, bright 
rufo-fecruginous (much as in the male Cutia nqalansie); the great 
range of wing-coverts b r d y  tipped,and the tertiaries edged externally 
towards thcir base, with the same : scapularics, h k q  and lower tail- 
coverts, wcaker f e ~ i n o u q  and a trace of the same at the setting en 

. of the neck : throat and breast pure white ; the head, neck, and ear- 
coverts, black, mingled with brownish upon the crown, aud streaked 
on the nape with white : wings and tail black, the caudal feathcrs white- 
tipped, and successively more deeply so to the outermost ; the primaries 
and secondaries edged externally with ash-grey, aud the tertiaries border- 
ed with white round their broad tips. Bill black, with the base of the 
lower mandible yellow ; and the legs pale. From Darjeeling. 

Garrulax, Lesson. To the synopsis of this genus in XIV, 598 et 
seq., I hare only further to add, that Mr. Jerdon has firvored me with 
a copy of Buffon's figure, in the Planches Coloriks, upon which waa 
founded G. perspiciltatzw, (Gm.) ; and this confirms me in my opinion 
that the species is alike distinct from G. Belangeri and G. leucolophc~, . 
though nearly allied to both, and forming with them a particular subsec- 
tion. Of G. Belalweri, the Society has been recently favoured by hlr. 
Barbe with many specimens from the Tenasserim Province of YC,* all 
exactly agreeing in their distinctious from G. leucoloplios of the IIi- 
laya, dssam, Sylhet, and ~lrracau : and also with specimens of G. 
pectoratia from the same part, remarkable for the very slight develop 

with otllers from the vicinity of Aml~ernt, lorwarded by 1.:. O'Rylcy, Eq. 
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ment of the black pectoral baud, which in one is indeed wantieg altoge- 
ther, though on minute inspection a black dash may here and there be 
seen upon a few of the feathers that should constitute the band in ques- 
tion, and whiih band is particularly well developed in some Arracanese 
specimens. The G. MeC/dlamfii, nobis, judging from Dr. McClella~id's 
figurc of it, is probably a variety only of G. tnoniliger. 

Pmatorhinua, Horstield. A synopsis of this gcnus was nttempted 
in XIII, 946 ; to which I should have added P. Ieidorei, Lesson, from 
New Guinea, described in the Diet. Clma. Tlle fonn of the wing is, 
however, so different in the Australian species, that (as long ago sng- 
gested by Messrs. Jardine and Selby, in their Illustrations of Orr~itho- 
logy,' it is probable that they will have evcntnnlly to Ire separated. 
Two other additional species are described in XIV, 597 ; aild I 11nve 
now to add 
Y. olivneeus, nobis, n. 8. : probably (rather than P. aelrisficrp~) the 

P. montanw apud McClelland and Horsfield, P. E. S. 1839, p. IGG. 
Allied to P. eehiaticep, P. ITorsfieldi, and P. montnnrrs. Size of tlir 
two last, with bill of intermediate length. Colour of t11c snme lu~iforrn 

. 

dull olive-green above as in P. echisticepa, with a faint rufescent tinge . 

on tlie nape ; head of the same olive-colour as the back : throat, breast, 
and middle of the belly, togctller with a long superciliary streak, pnre 
white ; beneath the latter, the lores and car-coverts arc black, and 
beyond the ear-coverts there is ferrl~gi~ious spot on tlie side of the neck. 
co~~tinlied as a slight border to the white brcnst : flanks rliid lou~cr toil- 
coverts olivaceoas. Bill yellow, the upper mn~idible dlisky above at 
base; and feet lenden-brown. Length under nine inches ; the wit16 and 
middle tail-feathers respectirdy three and scren-eighths ; bill to gape 
an inch and a quarter ; and tame tlie same. Fronl the Tenasserim Pro- 
vince of Ye, whence sent by Mr. Barbe. Dr. McCIelland's figure of 
his P. montanw, from Assam, seems to agree with this ; but may prove 
up011 esaniination to be distinct, in which case it might stand as P. 
assamensia, !kIcClelland, MS. From bill to forehead the drawing mea- 
sures an inch, wing three inches and a half, and tail about three and 
three-quarters. 

P. tnelanurtis, nobis, n. 8. Resembles P. Ilot.sj-?eWi, but seems 
always to have a shorter bill, and the colours are more brought out : the 
hue of the upper-parts is more rufescent, the tail much blacker, and the 

3 N 2  - 
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cap is suffused with blackish, mingled with rufescent, but contrasting 
with the descent hue of the rest of the upper-parts. The black of 
the tail affords the readiest distinction. Inhabits Ceylon. 

P. rubiginosua, nobis, XIV, 597. All the specimens of this bird 
which I have hitherto seen, from Darjeeling, correspond with my des- 
cription of the supposed male ; having the cap black, and some erect 
lengthened plumes above the lores of the same deep rufous as the 
breast: but the Arracan specimens, three in number, which I have now 
seen, alike correspond with my description of the supposed female; 
having the crown of the same olivaceous hue as the rest of the upper- 
parts, this being of a greener tinge than in the Dajeeling birds ; the 
feathers above the lores short and white, like the rest of the supercilium ; 
and the rufous of the under-parts is much weaker and more fulvesceut. 
Hence, I now suspect that they are two distinct species, and shall deaig- 
nate that of Arracan P. Phayrei. 

Bampaorhynchw mfilw, nobis (XIII, 371, XIV, 596). Mr. Hodgson 
has aent a description of this curious species, from which may be cited 
-" Irides straw : bill sordid brown ; legs sordid fleshy-grey. Expanse 
of wings eleven inches and a quarter." I have also seen several more 
specimens, nearly all of which had a greater or less intermixture of 
whitish feathers (as described). 

&mis chloriu, Hodgson, XI, 794, XIII, 380 (Motacilla rubical 
pilla (?), Tickell). This has since been described by Mr. Hodgson as 
M. ruficepu, H., P. 2. 8. 1845, p. 23.* 

Stachyris mjcepa, nobis, n. 8. Allied in form and size to St. pyr- 
rhopa, Hodgson, XIII, 379 ; but having the crown light ferruginous, and 
the chin and middle of the throat white, with s i h t  black central streaks 
to the feathers : rest of the upper-parts plain olive, and of the lower 
whitish, with a fulvous tinge on the sides of the neck and breast. 
Length of wing two inches and an eighth, and of tail an inch. From 
parjeeling. 

In XIII, 370, I remarked the near affinity of ltimalia Icyperythra, 
Franklin, for the Mdacocerci ; an opinion fully borne out by subsequent 
observation of the habits of the species in its native jungles : but I find 

And in Mr. Gray's list of Mr. Hodgwn's specimens presented to the Brituh Mune- 
urn, it ia identified with' Ti& gulurir, Hornfield ; though I question upon sufficient 
grounds, however cloeely allied.. 
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that T. hyperythra of Jerdon's list, inhabiting southern India and 
Ceylon, differs from true lyperythra, which I obtained in the Midna- 
pore jungles, in having the chin and throat white, and the ferruginous 
hue of the rest of the under-parts rather deeper. The length of receut 
specimens was five inches and a half, by six and a half in alar expanse'; 
closed wing two inches, to two and an eighth : iris brown; bill pale, 
darker above ; and legs carneous. This bird occurred in flocks, and 
its note considerably resembles thnt of Malacocercue caudatua, except in 
being proportionally weaker. Should it be considered separable, as a 
species, from its representntive in southern India, the latter might stand 
as M. (?) albogulariu, nobis. The difference is, indeed, somewhat 
like that between Geociehla citrina and G. cyanotw. 

Of the more typical species of Malaeocereuu (aide XIII, 367 et aeq., 

and XIV, 597), several additional specimens of M. striatuu from Cey- 
lon are true to the characters which I pointed out as distinguishing this 
bird from the closely allied M. t-color* of Bengal, LC. ; though the 
approximation of some of them is extremely close: and with these, 
Dr. Templeton has favoured the Society with examples of a new species, 
which may be termed 
M. mfecene, nobis. This pertains to the same section of the genus 

as M. striatua, terricolor, malabaricue, and griaeua; but has the tail 
longer and more graduated ;-in this respect, and in its colouring, ap- 
proximating to the other or long-tailed section. Length above ten 
inches, of wing four, and tail five inches, its outermost feather an inch 
and threequarters less; bill to gape an inch, and tarse an inch and 
threeeighths. Colour deep brown above, with no intermixture of grey 
except upon the crown, and bordering the primaries ; flanks, abdomen, 
and lower tail-coverts, much the same ; but the throat and breast vina- 
ceous-brown. Bill and feet bright yellow. Inhabits Ceylon. 

With regard to my identificationof thie bird with Turdtu c a m ,  Lin. (XIII, 368). 
on the authority of Edwards's figure and deeeriptionof hi ' Brown Indian Thrush,' Mr. 
Strickland writes me word :-" Turdw c a m ,  L., ia not founded on Edwards, pl. 184, 
(though L i a u s  erroneously quotea that plate in his synonymes). T. wwur, L., ia 
founded on T. chirunru, Osbeck ;out of which Linnmus also inadvertently established 
hi Cmmu (vel Loniw) faurtw. The latter specific name should stand, being used by 
Linnmus in his Amanitatar Aeodamica, prior to using c a t m u  in the Syrt. Nat. 

(N. B. Osbeck's name chinewis is out of the pale of the binomial nomenclature.) Tbis 
bird h a  a white streak behind the eye, and ia the Lt~fhocincfu canura of my Cl~ineae list 
Ann. Mag. N. H .  1843, p.!Z2l." 
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Some doubt still remains respecting the identification of Garrulaa 
a/hijions, Gray, with M. Ma.kof?ni : but to the former must be referred 
the Pale-eared T m h  of Latham ; and his Gogaye T h m h  is evidet~tly 

a species nearly. allied to M. Earlei and M. caudatas. Both the latter 
6ccur plentifully in Lower Bengal, above the tideway of the river ; fre- 
quenting hedges and small detnched trees in the open cultivated coun- 

try, and never '&mango topes" or groves, like M. terricolor. It is 
remarkable that M. Earlei has the iris bright light yellow, while that 
of M. caudatw is dark hazel.* 

The Tirnalia: hypolewa, Franklin, a. T. Borajeldi, J. and S., is cited 
as Chrysomma hypolezrcos, (Fr.) Hodgs., in J. A. S. XIV, 602, and 
Mr. IIodgson has designated the group Chysomma in P. Z. S. 1845, 
p. 24. I agree with him that it is justly separable. This bird is the 
Pancr a i d ,  Lath., which specific name should stand, provided the 

species prove to inhabit China. It is also the Gotah Finch, and Em- 
Geriza calfat, var. A, of Latham. 

Genus Priniu, Horsfield, and its immediate affines. This group was 
treated of in XIII, 375 e t  seq., and some more recent discoveries in 
it by Mr. Jerdon are alluded to in XIV, 490. That gentleman has 
since obliged me with the loan of his specimens ; and it appelus that a 

further dismemberment of the series is required, than the sepnration of 
the little group Cisticola. mitllout coining a new name, the species 
may be distributed under Prinia, Ckticolrs, and Drymoica. 

The t3pical P r i n k  have a rather longer, straighter, and more slender 
bill, which in all the Indian species appears to be constantly of a black 
colour ; and the hues of the plumage are mostly pure greyish and bright- 
ieh olive-green above, with clear fulvous-white or yellow below. Alto- 
gether, they approximate more to the Orthotomi, or Tailor-birds ; so 
much so, that Mr. Swainson has suggested that P r .  familiaris of Java 
is aprobably an aberrant species of Orthotomus;" and Col. Sykes 
remarks, of his Pr. socialia, that it coristructs the same ingenious nest, 
and has the same habits, same note, and feeds in the same manner, as 

Recently,I have observed M. cauGhtur in abundance, in low buah cover in the 
vicinity of Midrupore ; and M. Eurlci, also, is oomnlon in some ysrts of the same district, 
in general frequenting higher bush-jungle.-This genus, I)falcrcmmcus, Beeme tu be 
wholly Indiin, and finde its nearat allies in the African Crukrrpds. The Burmese and 
Malayan countries seem to have no immediate repenlat ives  of it ; and, in the latter 
Inore especially, species of t iarnr lu~ neeln to be almost wholly wanting. 
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6.  Pr. Hodgsoni, i~obis, XIII, 376 : Pr.  yracilis apud Jerdon, et 
nos passim. 

7. Pr.  gracilia, Franklin.* A species which I consider to be this one, 
was observed abundantly in the low sill jungles to the northward 
of Midnapore ; and some time previously, Mr. Jerdon forwarded a young 
bird with the MS. name Pr.  tarda, which, without having now by me 
for comparison, I suspect will prove to be the same. ~ e n ~ t h  four inches 
and a half, by five and threequarters in alnr expanse ; wing an inch and 
seven-eighths ; tail two inches ; bill to gape five-eighths ; tarse thirteen- 
sixteenths of an inch. Some specimens are rather smaller. Bill black ; 

irides deep amber ; bare orbits dull yellow ; feet dull orpiment-yellow. 
Colour slightly' rufescent olive above, greyer on the head and neck ; the 
wing-feathers edged externally with rufous-brown : under-parts silky- 
white, tinged with yellowish-hlvous on the hnks ,  and faintly on the sides 
of the neck : tail brown, albescent-greyish underneath, with subterminal 
dark band and whitish tips, much more conspicuous on the under sur- 
face than above. The following is the description which I took of Mr. 
Jerdon's specimen from S. India :- 

Colour light greyish olive-green above, slightly fulvescent white 
below, with a tinge of yellow on the sides of the neck : wings pale 
dusky, margined with light rufescent-brown; and tail the same, with a 
very strongly marked subterminal blackish band and pale greyish tips, 
as seen beneath, but the former scarcely visible on its middle feathers 
above : bill pale, the ridge a little dusky towards its tip ; and legs very 
pale, probably fleshcoloured in the recent specimen. Length about five 
inches or lew, of wing one and seven-eighths, and middle tail-feathers 
two inches, the outermost an inch and an eighth less ; tnrse thirteen- 
sixteenths.-This species is very common in the Midnapore jungles, 
in straggling flocks of a dozen ar more individunls ; a i~d  a number of 
them together sometimes utter a twittering kind of song : but from 
their small size, restlessness, and the nature of the cover they frequent, 
it requires some patience to obtain a number of specimens. 
8. Pr.  rufescena, nobis, n. s. Closely allied to thelast, from which 

it is distinguished by the much more mfous colouring of its entire 

NIX P r .  gracilir, Ruppell, which should be a Drymoico, if tbe distinction bere pro- 
p o d  be adoptcd. 
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upper-parts, and of the flanks : the tail above, ruid wings eiternallg, 
are u~iifonn nlfous or light ferruginous. Inhabits Armcan. 

To Cisticokq we can only refer 
C. curuitalra, (Franklin.) India gefierally, including Lower Bengail 

I though chiefly above the tideway of the river. A second species is com- 
!- mon in parts of the south of Edrope, the C.achnicola, Bonap. ; and a third 

occurs in Australia, recently described (and since figured) by Mr. Gould 
as C. cempertric, P. 2. S. 1835, p. 20.* These little birds Frequent 
sedges and long grass in the open county, also growing corn a d  other 
low crops ; and the Indian species may be commonly observed to rise a 
little way into the air, as is the habit of so many birds that inhabit 
similar situations, repeating at quick intervals a single note--fik, jik. 
Like its European a tbe ,  it is also remarkable for the beautiful construc- 
tion of its nest, sewing together a number of growing stems and leaves 

' of grass, with a delicate pappus which forms also the lining, and laying 
four or five translucent white eggs, with reddish-brown spots, more: 
numerous and forming a ring at the large end, very like those of 
Otthotornw longicaacda. I t  abounds in suitable districts throughout 
the country. 

I Lbyaunca, Sw. The types of this division, 8s cited by Mr. Swainsodl 
are-1, the European Cisticola mhicola,-and 2, k Capo&-  of Le 
onillant, M SyltriQ macrourn, Lath., of South Africa, considered idtnti- 
cal with the species figured in Denon's Egypt. Other A f t i  species 
hwe been 6gured and described by Ruppell and by Dr. A. Smith: 
but no -tided Prinia appears to have been yet met with on the 
African continent. To the same immediate group as Dr. nraennrra, 
(Lath.) Bw., must also be referred several Indian species, some 
of which are very closely d i e d  together, and diflicnlt to describe 
apart. The bill is shorter, less slender, wider and deeper at base, with' 

t more developed s t 8  rictd bristles, than in the true Prink; and, if 
black, ie only of this colonr during the breeding season, as in Sphmura 
and Megal=. The plumage is commonly plain deep brown, darkef 

Add, dm, w e d  of Dr. A. Smith's Dry& of South Ahiccr, M Imsi lbnt i i .  
~rrmarrir, clbriao, nrbruJlcmpilh, apparently .bo the large notalrruir, and chini- 
ana. Hia Dr. ta tp i t ,  or the Pincpircc of Levaillant, coortitutos Mr. Swd.mon's far- 
ther subdivision Hsmipteryr. Gould .lea figurea and k r i b e s  Ci wgw from 
Au8tralia. 

3 o 
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(or sometimes rufous) ou the crown, where the feathers have usadly 
somewhat paler margins ; the lores, under-parts, and more or less deve- 
loped eye-streak, pale ; and the graduating tail-feathers have a subter- 
mind dnsky bar and pale tip, in general distinctly traceable, but less 
strongly marked and contrasting than in the Prinice and Cisticoka. 
They inhabit low scrubby bnshcover in the open country, rather than 
high bmh-jnngle, to which the P r i n k  chiefly resort ; or long grass, 
the favourite abode of the Cisticoh: and the nest is of ordinary con- 
struction and open above, neither formed by sewing a few p s  stems aud 
leaves together, in the manner of the Cisticoh, nor broad leaves, like 
the Orthotomi and (so far as known) the P r ink .  At the head of the 

Indian speciea may be placed 
1. Dr. criniger ; Suya m'niger, Hodgson, As. RB. XIX, 183. 

Nepal. 
2. Dr. longicadata ? Sylvia longicaudata (?), Tiekell, 11, 57 6 : 

Priuia macroura, Franklin (nee Sylain tnacroura, Lath.), altered to 
Pr. Franklinii, nobis, in XIII, 376. (Non mdi.) Hab. Indian pek 
insula, probably to the northward chiefly. 

3. Dr. aylvatica, Jerdon. A specimen of what appears to me as the 
young of this bird, has been forwarded on loan by Mr. Jerdon with the 
specific name neglects.* The plumage has the unsubstantial texture 
characteristic of immaturity ; and the general colour is not -dark, the 
crown being ofthe same faintly rnfescent brown as the rest of the upper- 
parts,+ the descent  edgings of the wing-coverts and primaries are more 
developed, and the tail is much shorter ; its middle feathers measuring 
but two inches and a half, and the three or four outer tail-feathers having 
broader but ill-deihed dull whitish tips, m d  no decided indication of the 
subterminal dusky band (which I also find to be the case in certain unshed 
tail-feathers of a specimen of Dr. Jerdoni, while those that had been 
moulted resemble the corresponding feathem of Dr. aylaatica). Entire 
under-parts of the same uniform clear fulvous-white. Length of wing 
two inches and a qnarter ; of bill to gape five-eighths, and tame seven- 

+ It is described by Mr. Jerdoo as Prinia nrglscta, in tla Mdr.  Journ. No. XXXI. 
130; beins dtogether d iemot  from Dr. Jurduni, of which that geotlemao forwarded a 
aecood rpecimen by the m e  opportunity. 

t In the youog of Dr. Bwhunasi, the rufous crown is much lan markedthan in the 
ululI. 
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eighths, having apparently been fleshy-white. This yoang bird (for 
such it certainly is, whatever ita species), was procured from the jungle 
skirting the base of the =tern &uts of the peninsula. Dr. rylwtim 
inhabits the Neilghemes, but I believe is not confined to them.* 

The Society has m i v e d  a species from Java almost exnctly similar to - 
Dr. yluatica, but smaller, having the wing but two inches and an 

1 .  eighth, instead of from two and three-eighths to two and a half: the 
bill, I~osevrr, is f111l.y ns lone, or loti~rr  thrin in most aprcimrns of Dr. 
~ylmtirn, and the tips of tile tnil-feathers have n mmlhch broatlrr nard 
inom ronspirno~ia dltsky band, as see11 from beneath, with a nRrnlrvrr 
whitish terlninnl rnnrfi~l. 

~ 1 .  I l r .  brrr;mr,dnfu. nohi3, P. *. J m y t l ~  five it~ches and a ql~nrtrr, 

of wing two mtl an eighth, find tail but two inches, its o~~tsrrnont f r ~ -  

tl~ers llnlf rill inch sllorter ; hill tn p p e  five-~i~liths, and tarse tllm. 

cl~tnrtrrs of an inrll. Cnlnrlr p1nit1 1111ifortn greenish olire-brown nilnve, 
inelitling to t amp  townrtls the tnil ; ~ ~ l r r  R I I ~  R I I ~ P S P C I I ~  below, pm*i~tg 
tn olivc on the tlni~lia : thr mtcrior third of the ltrrrlrr surfnce i*f Ilia 
wing nearly pure white. Rill (Illsky, n11tl 1t.p ~ I P .  From Da r j ~ d i n ~ .  

5. Dr. J~rdnni, notlis : drrrcrib~d as a ncw sperie.s of Prinin i r t  S I, 
883, hut r ~ ~ n r ~ l e d  as a varirtv of Dr. innrnnln i n  1 1  11. 376. Inter- 

I 
m~rlinte to I)r. m/Imtirn rnat Dr. inornatn (veta) of Soiitllern India ; 
nlso nrrrlp rllicrl to thc Jnmt~cse S ~ C ~ P J ,  which it resembles in size, 

hut ditT~r* it1 i tq J I I J ) ~ P ~ I ~ ~ I R I  (11rsk.y tail -1,ancl tmt. being a~nr ly  slr broori, 
ntltl eynrlltinlly rrsrml~ling thnt of 1)r. ylmtim. Etcqt  in lwirtg 
mlrllrr. I rat) i i e t ~ ~ t  1 1 0  HI-nilnl~lc cliatinrtior~ of this specirs from I l r .  

s!,lm/;rn ; i. c. tli~tic~t.tions whicl~ I might pr~dicntc as rollstant : l~ul 
two ~ ~ ' r c i r n r n ~  ))rf;trc rtlr rntrespn~cd runrtlp in  cliln~nsions ; liurilr~ the 
winp: two irlrllrs atltl nn c.i:l~tl~. ~r~i<l,llr toil-finthrrs two nnd tt hnlt. Ilill 
f , ~  rap, fivr-riSl~l)ls, nntl tnrsc tllrcr-911nrtrrs. Inl~nhits Sol~tllrrn 

t Irltlln. 
(;. innmrrtrr, (S~kr*.) This i 4  smnller. nznin. Imt rrtllrr- 

win~ *iln ~t thnt tha* t r ~ i l - t ; ~ n t  HOrP aII>e4 4-r- 
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neath, and the subterminal dusky baud tends to contract into a medid 
spot on each tail-hther. Length of wing under two inches, of middle 
tail-hthers two and a quarter, bill to gape barely fiveeighths, and 
tam tbeeguarters of an inch. A specimen sent by Mr. Jerdon with 
the name sm'cea, I take to be the young of this ; distinguished by the 
looser texture of its feathers, and by its general much paler eolouring : 
also from Southern India. 

7. Dr.jGsca, (Hodgson,) P. a. 8. 1835, p. 29 : Prinia kornafa 
pf Bengal, Nepal, &c,, apud nos, p-m. Hab. also Arracan. Plumage 
altogether more fulvescent than in the preceding species, and less firm 
in texture ; with the tail-feathers much browner, and not so strongly 
marked at the tips: all the wing-feathers broadly edgeclwith rufous- 
brown, and tnil tinged with the same. Inhabita likewise the Miha-  
pore district. 

8. Dr. Budanani, nobis ; altered !%om tuJfrm, Frouklin, XIII, 
376 : Prink b r u ~ o n u ,  Hodgson, Am. Mag. N. 8. 1845, p. 19 ; 

.probably Sylma longicauda, var. A, of b t4am:  Nepal, Upper Ben& 
h u t h e k  India. 

9. Dr. lepida, nobis, XIII, 376. During an excursion up the 
river, I obtained several specimens (mud observed many more) of s 
strongly marked species, which appears to be this one, so far as I can 

identify it fmm comparison with the injured Scinde specimen. Length 
four inches and threequarters to five and a quarter ; the tail varying 
from two and one-eighth to two and five-eighths, with its outermost fea- 
thers ftom an inch to one and a quarter less ; alar expanse five inches 
and a quarter to five and a half; closed wing an inch and three-quar- 
ters ; bill to gape half an inch, or a trifle more ; brae five-eighths of a n  

inch. Irides bright yellowish-brown : bill plumbeous, paler (and some- 
times carneous) below J legs pale carneous, with a faint tinge of yellow. 
General colour light olive-grey above, each feather having a mesial 
dusky streak, broader on those of the mown and back: wings &ht 
dusky-brown, the feathers margined with olive-grey : and tail through- 
out distinctly banded above, with narrow transverse duskyish lines ; 
below pale, with whitish tips, and a subterminal dusky band to each 
feather : the under-parts throughout are greyish-white, with lores and a 
slight supercilium of the same. This bird inhabits low scrub, inter- 
pixed with tufts of coarse sedgy grass, growing in sandy places by the 
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river-side ; and it frequently flies out to feed among the thin herbage 
p w i n g  along the margin of the md-dunes.* 

Malacopterm group. I know of no birds more difficult to arrange 
than the chiefly Malayan series nearly allied to true !l'imalia, to certain 
species of which Mr. Eyton first gave the name Malacopteron. Twelve 
or more species of this series are now before me. 

First, following true Timalia and Macrunoua, we have Turdinw, 
nobis, XIII, 382, founded on M. macrodactylw of Strickland. Lord 
Arthur Hay has recently added, with a mark of doubt, a species which 
his lordahip terms Turdinw 7 auperciliaria (Madr. Joum. No. XXXI, 
p. 163) ; but suggests a divisional name, Turdirc~tria, and defines its 
ckracters, in case should it be deemed separable, which I now consider it 
to be. Indeed, I am not satisfied that its affinities are not rather with 
Cqpsydw and Kittaeincla (p. 139, ante). 

Next, might come M. magnum of Eyton, with which I would only 
place an allied and larger species of the series before me, which may be 
,described as 

Malacopteron ma&, nobis. Length seven inches aud a half, or 
more ; of wing three and a half; and tail three inches : bill to gape an 
inch ; and @rse thirteen-sixteenths of an inch. Colour resembling that 
of M. magnum, except that the upper tail-coverts are brighter rufous, 
and that the rufous feathers of the forehead and vertex are not tipped 
with black. Found at Malacca. What appears to be a femnle of this 
bird has been since received from Penang. Colour the same, except 
that the head is plain brown, like the back, and the tail is more rufous 
underneath : there is a dark line from the base of the lower mandible, 
bordering the white throat; and the wing does not exceed three inches. 

M. m v u m ,  Eyton, P. 2. S. 1839, p. 103. Length approaching 
to six inches ; of wing two inches and seven-eighths ; and tail two and 
threequarten ; bid to gape above threequarters of an inch ; and tare  
threequarters. Colour olive-brown above, greyish towards the neck, 
more rufous over the rump, and the tail brownish-ferruginous ; forehead 
and vertex bright mfous, the feathers narrow-spatulate, of rigid texture, 
and tipped with black ; occiput black ; the small feathers around the 

Lord A. Hay informs me of an additional undescribed species, very common in the 
Upper Provincer, which he calls Dr. lrrrutrir (&'on vidi). This specific name hay, 
however, been prerioluly applied to a South African Cuticula. 
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eye white-centred : lower-parts white, slightly tinged with brown, mom 
especially on the sides of the breast. Bill and feet pnle, the former 
darker above. Also from Mnlacca. 

These two species are distinguished by a much compressed bill, of 
moderate length, and strongly and abruptly hooked at tip ; and by the 
peculiar rigid feathers of the forehead and vertex; M. majus being 
moreover stronger and more robustly made, as well as longer, than Y. 
magnum, which latter bird has been rather unlucky in its appellation. 

%cAaetoma, nobis, XI, 795. This has been referred to Mala- 
copteron, but may now be restored, and I think Malacocincla, nobis, 
XIV, 600, might be included in it. The bill is more elongated, less 
compressed, and less abruptly curved at tip, than in the precedfng 
section; widening considerably at base, and pretty regularly in the - 
first species, while in the second it is narrower and more slender, m d  
in the third (which must be regarded as aberrant) it is deep and 
much compressed. The species are Tr. ferruginmm, nobis, XIII, 383, 
-Tr. rostratum, nobis, XI, 795,-d Tr. Abbotti, nobis, XIV, 600. 
The two former are from Malacca, and the third was described from 
Arracan, whence the Society has received several specimens altogether 
similar ; but it has now also one from Malacca, which differs in being 
of a much more olivaceons and less rufous ti~ige above, with also less 
rufous below, and that of the upper tail-coverts is not so deep.* 

Next follows dkippe,  nobis, XIII, 384 : of which the following 
species are before me.-1, A. atricepr (Brachyptqx atncepu, Jerdon) ; 
-2, A. a$Enia, nobis, XIII, 384 ;-3, A. einerea, (Eyton), i b i d ; 4 ,  
A. poiocephala (Timalia poiocephala, Jerdon) ;-5, A. scpiaria (Hora- 
field) ;--6, A. nipalmuiu, (Siva nipalmais, Hodgson), of which A. Pliay- 
rei, nobiq XIV, 601, seems to be merely an individual variety. Nos. 
3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively from Melacca, S. India, Java, and Nepal and 
Arracan, are very nearly allied ; especially the two last, which present 
the same dark lines proceeding from over the eye down the nape. 

Very close to the above, and scarcely separable from them, ranges 
my Setaria alhogularir, XIII, 385 ; and if Brechypteyz nigroeapitata 

&achypteryz birolnr of Lemon, vide X111,385,1s not improbably eilhw Tr. frrru- 
@i~torum or Tr. rustraturn. 
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of Eyton truly belong to the present series, another subdivision will be 
required for its reception. 

I have at length brnught my remarks on the Inae~orea to a close for 
the present ; and it is not likely that I shall ngaiu have such an sccn- 
mulation of them to deal with. In conclusion, I may once more refer 
to Mr. Hodgson's late paper, in the ' Proceedings of the Zoological 
Society,' for April 8th, 1845, to identify a few more synonymes than 
have been already indicated in the present article.-Muornia rujcepa 
-M. chloria,* J. A. S. XI, 794, and note to XIII, 380; Erpornia 
xanthochlora~E. xantholeuca, Hodgson, XIII, 380 ; Horeitea rchiatila- 
tua, Hororniu ? fuligioenter, and H ? fulvioentria,-non vidi; Clielido- 
rhynx ehryaoachiatos-Rhipidura hyposanthus, (nobis,) XII, 936. The 
reduction of synonymes is oftentimes a more acceptable service to Zoolo- 
gy, than the establishment (or especially the semi-establishment) of 
species previously undescribed ; and the time and labour expended in 
the task of reducing synonymes, can only be appreciated by those who 
have personally engaged in it. 

Poat8cript.-The St& indranee of sykes, Proc. 2001. Soc. 1832, 
p. 82, is a species which has not heretofore been identified ; but I think 
there can be little doubt that it refera to the young of Bulaca newaren- 
ais, Hodgson, As. Rea. XIX, 168, and J. A. S. VI, 372, v. B. montico- 
la, Jerdon, Madr. Journ. No. XXX, 167 ; therebeing eridently a mistake 
in the dimensions assigned-" longitude corporis 21 nnc., caudse 9,"-2 1 

being put for 1 1. Thus Mr. Jerdon gives-'6 Length of male 20 in., of 
female 22 in. Of the latter the wing is 14, tail 9 ;" and in a fine 
specimen from Goomsoor, which looks in imperfectly mature plumage, 
the length of wing and tail are respectively as here given ; but its total 
length would scarcely have exceeded 19 in. Mr. Hodgson states that 
the exes  of his B. newarenaia " are alike both or, to size and colours," 
and merely gives the dimensions as " 20 to 21 inches, by 48 to 50 
between the wings :" but rather the larger of two fine specimens before 
me, from the N. W. Himalaya, has the wing 17 inches long, and the 
tail 11 inches ; and its total length, when recent, must have been fully 
2 ft. All, however, are evidently of the same species, which must now 
accordingly rank as Bulaca idranee, (Sykes.) Mr. G. R. ~ r n ~ ' h a s  
figured thin bird with yellow irides, instead of their being dark brown : 

Probably Mutucillu nibimpilh, Ticksll, an I formerly suggested. 
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such a feature would detract from its undoubted near affinity for 

Symium, to wbich genus Mr. Gray even refers it.* 
The other Indian species of Bulaca, which is currently p u t  by no 

means satisfactorily) referred to St& sinenria, Lath., is beautifully con- 
nected in the same group with B. idranee by the intervention of the 
Malayan B. aeloputo, (Horsf.), v. pagodarum, (Tem.) 

With regard to Syrniurn nioicolum, XIV, 185, XV, 9, I find tha t  it 
has a fulvous ~ h a s e  and a non-fulvous phase of plumage, correspond- 
ing to what obtain in 5. aluco ; but the dark markings are always much 
deepercoloured in the European species, and mottle the plumage more 
uniformly and more ~ninutely ; the black being much more predominant 
on the upper-parts, and without producing any streaky appear ance. The 
ground-hue of the lower-parts is quite white in some specimens, deep 
fulvous in others, but in all is mottled similarly with dull blmk. 

Geuus Bucco, Lin. There are several allied species of small Barbets 
which require discrimination. 

1. B. indincs, Lath. One of the commonest birds of India generally, 
but I have not yet seen i t  from Ceylon, where it is replaced by one of 
its affines ; on the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, I have seen i t  
from Arracan, the Tenasserim provinces, and Malayan peninsula 
(where it aeems rare) ; so that it may also be the B. pAilippeMir of 
RaWes's list of Sumatran birds, which, he remarks, " does not appear 
to be different from the B. indictcs." 

2. B. plrilipperwia, Lin. : B. rubricollia (?), Cuv. This has been gene- 

t 
rally confounded with the preceding species ; but (from the description) 
it should differ in wanting the black on the crown and sides of the  
n'eck. Dr. Horstield includes it in his catalogue of the birds of Java. 

3. B. rubricap'llua, Gmelin ; founded on the " Red-crowned Barbet" 
of Brown's Illustrations.' On comparing four specimens of a small 
Barbet from Ceylon with Brown's most wretched figure, I have no 
doubt that they are of the species meant to be represented; in which 
case Brown must have got up hie coloured drawing from a much in- 
jured skin. This Ceylon bird differs from B. indim in having its throat, 
and above and below the eye, orange-yellow, instead of sulphur-yellow ; 1 

In his Catalogue of Illr. IIdgson's specimens presented to the BritLh Museum. 
1 am glad to see that Mr. Gray also refers B. nruulrmru, Hodgson, to Srrir iwfr.net ul' 
Sykes. 



in the much inkrior development of the crimson gorget, which is little 
more than indicated ; in the black of the moustaches and earcoverts 
being replaced by dull verditer, that of the crown being also consider- 

' ably leas developed ; and in the abdominal region and lower tail-coverta 

r being uniform streaklees pale green, more or less faintly tinged with 
verditer : the feathers of the upper-parts, also, are margined with dull 
verditer, instead of yellowish ; and the nasal bristlea are yellow at their 
extreme base. 

4. B. malrbarieus, nobii. I n  XV, 13, I referred a small Barbet, 
from Melabar, sent on loan by Mr. Jerdon, to B. barlicrclus, Cnv., ss 
it agreed with the description of that Molucca species in the &t. 
Clads. ; but in Griffith's brief notice of B. iariieulvo (' An. Kingd.' VII, 
469), "a yellow post-ocular spot" is mentioned, which, conjointly with 
the difference of habitat, induces me now to consider the Malabar 
species as distinct. From my description of the latter (be. eit.), it 
would appear to differ only from B. rubrica~illuu of Ceylon, in having 
the throat and around the eyes crimson, instead of orange-yellow ; the 
crimson of the throat comprehending the slight crimson gorget of B. 
rttbricapilltu, and being there bordered with yellow, alike in both 

1 species. 
5. B. barbkulw, Cuv. Inhahits the Moluccas. 
6. B. ycuzotia, nobis. In XV, 13, I remarked t h a t r r  In  Arracan, 

there is further the B. australiu, Horsf. (v. pla t ia ,  Tem.) ; but the 
crimson of the cheeks, sincipita, and moustaches, seems invariably to 
be much less brilliant than in Malacca specimens." The close simi- 
litude of some of the preceding races has induced me to look more 
particularly to the differences of the two referred to in the above pas- 
sage ; and I have found a good distinguishing character in the Arracan 

P 
bird ha~ ing  constantly the ear-coverts of the same verditer-blue as 
the throat, while the Malacca bird has invariably black ear-coverts 
sliglitly tipped with verditer : but the crimson spots are so much weaker 
in the present species that the two may always be disticguished at a 
glance. 

7. B. trirnaculatw (I), Gray, mentioned in Eyton's list of Malacca 
birds, P. 1. 9. 1839, p. 105 : B. atscrtralw of Raffles's list of Sumatran 
birds, and hencc apud nos, XV, 14 ; but not of Dr. Horsfield's Javanese ~ list. This is distinguished from B. auatralia by having 110 yellow about 

3 u 
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i t ;  and 1 callnot doubt that it is Mr. Gray's B. t r i~~~arul t~ tua ,  Leca~ise 
the name is a very good one, and the habitat is correct ; besides that 
I doubt the existence in the Mnlnyan peninsula of more t b a ~ ~  the fol- 
lowing species--B. ckryaopogon, versicolor, atntillari8, qqlradricolor, i d -  
cus, and the present trimaculatua (?), heretofore confounded by me with 
B. australis. Colour deep green above, yellowish-green below : tail 
verditer beneath, and a tinge of the same above, a ~ ~ d  also at the beud 
and edge of the wing : throat bright light verditer ; the sides of the 
forehend and posterior half of the crown, verditer blue-grey : anterior 
half of the crown, ear-coverts, feathers at base of lower mandible, and 
slight gorget (more or less defined), black : three lnrge crimson spots 
on the sides of the face, one behind the eye and above the ear-coverts, 
a second below the-lores and in front of the ear-coverts, and a third 
below the ear-coverts. Bill and legs black : tile ribrissse extremely long. 
What appear to be the females are duller in their colours, with generally 
some appearance of crimson below the blrck gorget. The youug are 
wholly green, paler beneath, with the base of the lowrr mandible white 
in dry specimens. 
8. B. australis, Horsfield (nec Raffles) : B. gularis, Temminck. 

Inhabits Java. 
9. B. flar;1,om, CUV. From Ceylon. (Nos m'di.) This would 

seem to be considerably allied to the last. All these species appear to 
resemble each other in size." 

Pieus major, P. hima!ayanrc8, and P. durjellenai8+ (vide XIV, 196). 
In these three nearly allied Woodpeckers, the bill is shortest and most 
robust in P. major, longer and more slender in P. dajellen8i8, and in 
P. himalayantca intermediate. The adult male of the first has a narrow 
occipital band of bright crimson ; that of P. darjellensis has a scarlet 
occipital band more than twice as broad as in P. major ; and that of P. 

An error seems to have crept into my description of B. q~mdricolnr, Eyton, XI. .  
14, to judge Cmtq three specimmm since received by the Society. Instead of-" beneath 
the eye, and middle of fore-neck, also crimson," read deep b l ~ i s .  

t In Mr. Gray'e Si t  of Mr. Hodgaon's specimens preaented to the Brihh Muwuni. 
P. durjelhrir bears the hybrid name P. mnjeroil~. Hodgson, Gmy, Zml. Misc. and 
P. molturmrir apud Hodpon (which iy P. pygmaur, nec P. nanw, of Vigom). 18 

referred to P. riznki,l'em. ; but d m  not the latter refer to P. mnlurcnuis verus? Gceitr~u 
chloropn~r, (Yieillot,) apud nos, is also referrred by Mr. Gray to P.rn~tih,~ler~~r,  hlalh.. 
1845; but I retain my opinion that it in the cklmtprrr. 
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himalmjanus has the whole coronal and occipital feathers crimson-tipped. 
The well defined whitish frontal band of P. major is narrower in P. 
da jellenaia, and ill-defined and mingled with reddish iu P. himalayanna. 
P. darjellensis is further distinguished from h e  two others by having 
broad black central stripes to the feathers of the abdomen, flanks, and 
sides of the breast; and by the black moustachial stripe not being 
continued round the ear-coverts, but the fulvescent hue of the latter 
is continuous with a broad dull golden-fulsous band on the sides of the 
neck ; the lower tail-coverta of P. darjellemis are also a weak scarlet, 
and not crimson. Both the Himalayan species have the white bars ou 
the primaries much narrower than in P. major ; and in P. darj'elleMis, 
the white wing-patch is much smaller than in the two others. Lastly, 
Y. 8imaZuyanur has the black markings on the sides of the neck less 
developed and less strongly defined tbsn in P. major, descending much 
less upon the breast, where a ferruginous stain is always perceptible ; 
and the upper third of the ear-coverts are black, instead of their being 
wholly whitish, as in P. major. 

P. canicapillua, nobis, XIV, 197, ranges southward to the Tenasserim 
provinces, but in the Malayan peninsula is replaced by P. ~ ~ l u c c n ~ i a  
( v m ) ,  a. Tripaurus aurittta, Eyton,-distinct from P. Hnrdwickii, 
Jerdon, of India. 
Yunx torquilla, Lin. A British specimen of this bird, lately received 

by the Sooiety (in a collection sent hy the 66 C-oruish Institution"), is 
conspicuously differeut from all the numerous Indian specimens which 
I have seen, in the whiteness of its abdominal region ; contrasting with 
the fdvexeut hue of its under tail-coverts, and also breast : the abdo- 
minal markings are also much less developed ; and the grey bordering 
the medial dorsal streak is more albescent.* In  Indian Wrynecks, the 
whole colouring is somewhat more uniform ; and the abdominal region 
is. either quite concolorous with the lower tail-coverts, or very slightly 
paler (in hardly an obser~able degree) ; the markings of the under- 
parts throughout being much more developed. The note of the Indian 
bird is quite similar to that of the British Wryneck ; of which it can 
scarcely be considered more than a variety : but Y. pectoralis, Vigors, 
of South Africa, merely differs in having a large rufous mark on the 
throat and breast. I have observed these birds iu tolerable abundance 

' l'he dcucriytions of the European b~rd mention the whiteness of its abdomin8l region. 
3 P 2  
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up011 awe of the partiaUy cultivrted rIlnvtl inlands up tbe river ; .nd 
recently shot one, near Midnapore, in the act of running up the perpen- 
dicular bole of a tree, in the manner of a Woodpecker. I t  is very 
*om that the Wryneck is seen to climb ; and that it ever does w 
haa, I think, been denied: but in England I once winged one of thac 
birds, a d  placing it on the trunk of a tree, it immediately d e d  
with such celerity that I nearly lost it, pressing its soft tail against thc 
bark, as the stiff tail of a Woodpecker or Tree-cneper is applied.* 

Budynunyu m.ent&, (Lin). Two males received from Ceylon seem 
to have fed on some fruit that has stained nud affected the healthy 
condition of their beaks, which w e  of a blaclriah colour, with rogoab 

exterior, instead of being smooth and of a pale greenish hue, as usual. 
This bird aeems perfectly identical in India, China, and the Nllhy 
countries ; but the Australian Cod (Em. matt&, Sw.), which was con- 
founded with it by Messrs. Vigors and Horsfield, is constantly larger ; 
the wing, in three males now before me, measuring 8) in. instead of 7) 
in. ; and the tail 8) in. instead of 7+ in. : one of these specimens has 
two unmonlted eecondaries in one wing, of its first plumlrge, which are 
barred rufons and black, but very unlike the corresponding feathers of 
a f d e  or young male of the Asiatic species. I 

Rhiwtha chopha!a, ( M e s . )  Upon a former occasion (XIV, 
199), I asserted the apecifical identity of the previously supposed two 
species of Ricinwtha; but I find that the two phases of plurnrge 

I 
o h w r b l e  in this bird seem to be characteristic of the adult male and 
female, rather than of the adult and young. Thus, the grey-headed 
bird with rufous tail-Cdud d l o r o p h ,  M e s ,  a. Pknicophur 
emicup, Vigore, and A&w mfiM, Swainson,-appears to be the 
male 5 and the rufous-headed bird with barred black tail-IM. Zwcida, 
Vigors, a. An. rufeucm, Swainson, and PAteaicqhus oiridirwtrir, 
Eyton--to be the adult female : the former b e i i  described, and the 
latter @red, as Bubmtus Iuidord by M. Leeson, in the Zoology of M. 
Belanger's voyage. I have obtained a young specimen, with ita wing 
and tail-feathers not fully grown: and this resembles the (presumed) 

female, except that its upper tailaverts are dusky-rufous ; the ' ..# 
I 

Since the above was written, Lieut. Blagmve has mnt two specimens of Wryncds 
from the Upper Provinces ; and theee approximate the European bid, more than any 

rrher Indiin Wrynecks that 1 have get seen. 
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outer- and penultimate tail-feathem have no white at their tips, aud 
the ante-pendtimate very little ; there being also a strong tinge of rufous 
towards the subterminal black tail-band of the four middle tail-feathem, 
which, with other indications, tends to show that this specimen was a 
young male: its throat had been grey, with very flimsy feathers ; . 

i 
but aline of firmer rufous feathere were being developed along the 
middle of the throat. Another young specimen was moulting, and had 
nearly acquired the mature livery of the presnmed male ; but m v d  
rufons feathers appear intermingled with the grey on its mown and 
neck ; and asingle penultimate tail-feather is retained, dark and without 
subterminal black band and whitk tip, which shows that the male plu- 
mage is obtained on the shedding of the first or nestling garb, and 
consequently that the intermediate (or presumed femiiie) plumage is 
not assumed by the other sex. 

Cormu rplandma, Vieillot, black variety ? Such appears to be a 
single specimen of a Crow, received from Ceylon. 

& n u s  Cyp'n'na, Vieillot, treated of in XII, 932, and XV, 30. I t  
seems that Dend-tta, G d d ,  is the name that must stand for the 
group exemplified by C o r n  rufiu, Bcop., Lath., a. Coracias aagabundu, 
Lath. ; while CyPs;inu, Vieiliot (a. Phremotirrix, Horsf.), mast be 
reserved for the C o r n  aariana, Lath., a. Phrmothriz tcmia, Horsfield, 
which is a very distinct type from the other.* Fine specimens of the 
latter beautiful bird have lately been presented to the Society, by the 
Rev. J. Bnrbe from Maulmain, and by E. O'Ryley, Esq. from Amhemt ; 
thus confirming Helfer's stetement of its occurrence in the T e n d m  
provinces, while on the Malayan peninsula it does not appear to hare 
been yet observed. This species is very remarkable (among birds of 
the great prsserine type of rtructure) for having but ten tail-fathers, 
like the Drongost ; and it is curious that, at first sight, the tail even 
resembles that of a Drongo, in its expansion m d  exterior curl upward 
at tip : but there is this essential difference, that the tail of Cr. wriaw, 
instead of being forked, is, in the opposite way, extremely graduated 

Mr. G. R. Gray hur rightly aepualed them, in lam Catalogue of the G e m  of 
Birdn 

t Except Cr. wrknr and the Drongos, the only truly p u a i r t m  b i d  I know of that 
have fewer than twelve hl-fertbem, am a few with rudimentary tails, u i m ~ ~  by 

Mr. Hodgaonb Pm2pygs. vide p. 137, anle. 
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(much more so than is represented in Horsfield's figure, in the ' Zoolo- 
gical Researches in Java') ; and the expansion and curvature is accord- 
ingly exhibited by the two middle feathers, instead of the outermost 
as in the Drongos. 

Sturnia dominicana, XIII, 363. The species described under this 
head stands now as St. Rlytkii, (Jerclon.) "Pastor dominicanus, 
auct.," writes Mr. Strickland, " is synonymous with f i rdua  stuntinus, 

Pallas, also T. dauricus, Pallas, and Paator mdayntsis, Eyton ;" de- 
* 

scribed in XV, 35. " St. eleya~ra (Lesson)," XV, 364, adds Mr. Strick- 
land, " is certainly Oriolua Binenah, Gmelin, founded on PI. En!. 6 1 f :" 
it would therefore now s h l d  as St. ainmaia: and I may add that St. 
pagodarum, (Gmclin, 1788,) has for a aynonyme the f i rdua  melano- 
cephaltu, (Bahl, 1792,) as noticed in XV, 6. 

Genus Ploeacs, XIII,'945. The males of the three Indian species, 
after the breeding season, assume the colouring of their females by a 
change of plumage ; and resume their bright colours by a partial c h q  
of plumage at the commencement of the hot season, or during March. 
The tittle Amaduvat (Eatreldo amandaaa) also moults twice in the 
year, aud in like manner assumes the female livery after the b r e e d q  
season. This is well known of the Whidahs (genus Fidua.) 

Paaaer indim, Jardine and Selby, XIII, 946. As compared with 
the common European Sparrow (many specimens of each), the Indian 
common Sparrow has, perhaps, on the average, mtller a shorter wbg ; 
the rufous predominates more on its upper-parts, and is brighter; the 
lower-parts are much wliiter ; and the ear-coverts are of an uniform 
subdued white. The females and young, also, are altogether consider- 
ably paler, both above ana below : but the markings of both sexes are 
identical in the two races. I t  may be noticed that a tendency to exhibit 
the same differences is distiuctly observable in P. rnontanus of the 
respective regions, which, of course, is iu favour of the opinion that they 
truly are climatal varieties of the same. In habits, notes, and colouring 
of the eggs, there is no difference whatever between the European and 
Indian common Sparrows. 

Ligurinua ~ a n t h o ~ r a m ~ n a ,  (G. R. Gray.) In the 'Zoology of the 
~ o y &  of H. M. S. Beagle,' Mr. G. R. Gray has figured and described 
two species of Greenfinch (Liyari~ius, Drieson), by the naules Chloro- 
y i z a  melnnodera anrl Chl. ~nnthogmitnnzn ; the for~l~er from Fast 
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Falkland Island and Pataganin ; the latter from Enst Fdliland I s l a ~ ~ d  
and Tierra del Fuego. In  XII I ,  95G, I alluded to the latter as pre- 
senting a a close approach, on the part of tlie Brernfinches, to the Gold- 
finches (Cardueliu), the Siskins (Chlyaornitria), and nlso to the Linnets 

r (Limta) ; the form of its beak scarcely differing from that of the 
I Himalayan Siskiu (Chr. spinoidea) :" and in XIV, 554, I again alluded 

to this bird, remarking that the L. ui7iicus " agrees ill size, and in 
the Goldfinch-like marking of its wings, with Z. xuuthoyrantniu of the 
Andes." I was led iuto a mistake, however, in tlie ideutification of 
this Chilian species (as I was informed) with Z. xanthogra~nnia ; arid 
have not yet been able to identify the bird in question, probably for 
wniit of the necessary works of reference. I t s  afinitiea are as I have 
stated, and it is very nearly allied to tile Chinese Gree~~finch (L. sirtieua) ; 
but I have not now by rile a specimen of the latter, witli which to 
rompnre it.* Lengtli 5 )  in. ; of wing 3 to 34- ill. aud tail 1 H iu. Colour 

' hair;brown above, the iutrrscnpubries margiued paler, anll the crown 
and nape with greenish-brow11 ; rump brownisli-yellow, pnssiiig to  
siskin-yellow towards the tail-coverts, which lntter are pale greyish ; 
wiiigs having the primaries and base of the secondaries marked with 
bright yellow, as  in the Goldfinches, contrasting with the black winglet, 
and terminal half of the primaries which are tipped with whitish ; 
secondaries edged and the tertiaries tipped with whitish-grey, the rest 
of the outer web of thz tertiaries brown ; under-parts pnler browu, 
tinged with yellow, more especially on the throat, abdomen, and also 
on the forehead ; towards the vent white ; and the lower tail-coverts 
pure canary-yellow : tail dusky, wit11 the basal h d f  of nll but its middle 
feathers bright yellow, and sliglitly edged witli greyish-brown : bill pale, 
darker above ; and the legs pale. 

I n  the same collection with the preceding were two examples of a 
species of Serinrra (?), from Peru. Length about five inches, of wing 
two aud five-eighths, and tail two inches. Upper-parts streaky, tlre 
feathers centred darker, with hair-brown margins ; nlmp dull siskin- 
yellow, and a faint tinge of tlie same oil the crown and neck, a ~ i d  up011 

* Can it be the kmnle of L. ai~l icar  ? The collection in wltich two specimens of it 
occurred did contain sotne Cllinese specimens, together with Inany from Chili and Peru ; 
but those from each locality were kept wparately, with care, and I was assured t11at 
the birlls io question were rrutll Chill. 
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the shoulder of the wing : lores, throat, and under-parts ge~lerally, 
bright canary-yellow, tinged witla a light ruddy colour on the breast and 
flanks : margins of primaries obscure dull yellowish. Bill small and 
short. This bird can scarcely be the Chryaonn'tria cornpeatria of Oould, 
which inhabits the same region ? 

Nectarinia Horyfeldi, nobis, XII, 975. I have lately seen a second 
specimen of this species, from Mussoorie ; so that it is probably pecu- 
liar to the N. W. Himalaya. 

Iora-1 In Ann. Mag. N. H. 1844, p. 42, Mr.-Strickland remarks 
that-" Dr. Horsfield has lately obtained a new Iora equal in size to 
the small Oriolua z a n t h o ~ t w  ;" which species of Iota I alluded to in 
XIV, 602. Such a bird the Society has now received from Arracan, 
where it was obtained By Capt. Phayre. The specimen before me was 
probably a female, measuring 6 in. in length, the wing 23. in., and tail 
2f. in. ; bill to gape 1 in. ; and tarse 3 in. Colour plain green above, 
yellow below, brightest on the throat and breast; no white markings 
on the wings, except a slight white edge to the primaries. If  new, I. 
innotata, nobis. In  XV, 44, I suggested that this genus might "per- 
haps come within the extreme confines of the Meliphagidce ;" and 
subsequent observation of the habits of Phylfornia has led me @. 118, 
ante), to approximate fora to that genus, with which I think it should 
form a particular subfamily of Meliphagide (peculiar to Southern Asia 
and its islands) ; and OrioZince--to which Mr. &rickland regards Iora as 
subordinate-I regard as another subfamily of the same major group. 

Pymonotua nigropileus, nobis, n. a. In XV, 286, I had occasion 
to offer some remarks on the Bulbouls immediately allied to P.joco- 
aca; and now we have an analogous little group formed by the present 
species, with P. bengalensia and P. hwmorrhow. The bird now describ- 
ed inhabits the Tenasserim provinces, and merely differs from P. 
Arnorrhotls in having no black on the throat and breast, which are 
brown with greyish margins to the feathers, like the back; and the 
whole nape and back are much paler than in P. hrenrorrliow,-the cap 
alone being black. 

Rubiguk aberrana (?), nobis, XV, 287 : R .  gularia, fcem. (?) A 
second specimen received from Ceyloir entirely resembles that previ- 
ously described. 
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Tchitren aInis, XV, 292. Specimens of Shah Bul601da from Dar- 
jeeling are clearly of this species, as shown by the form of the crest, 
and the mnch narrower and less lengthened middle tail-feathers than in 
Tch. paradisi ; but the black edgings of the tail-feathers are acmely 
more dereloped than in the latter, and it is remarkable that in Ma- 
lacca specime~ts these edgings are more developed than in those from 
Arrecnn and the Tenasserim provinces. 

Lanius lahtora, XV, 300. To the synonymes of this species should 
have been added L. lurra, Gray, of Hardwicke's Illustrations, founded 
on a wretched native drawing, which was e~iclei~tly intended to represent 
the ordinary grey Shrike of India. 

Tephrodornis a&w, nobis, u. r. Merely differs from T. pondice- 
r k n w  (XV, 305), in being greyer, and in wanting the eons~~icuoas 
whitish supercilium. I t  is common in Ceylon. 

Niltava McGreywice, (Burton). The Society has at length received 
this beautiful little species from Darjeeling : and I hare no hesitation in 
assigning to it, as synonymcs, not only N. fuligiaenter, Uodgson, but 
(as the female) Ln'othrix a@nata, IIcClelland and Uorsfield, vel h'iltara 
atn'cularip, Hodgson, placed as a Siphia in p. 127, ante. The bird 

described by Mr. Hodgson as the female, in the ' India Review,' 1, 
650, is clearly of another species, being probably his Dinwrpha rnoni- 
liger (p. 127, ante). With the colouring and general structure of its 
congeners, this bird approaches Mmcicapula in its small size, and form 
of bill; and it much resembles Nibtava grandw in its colouring, but has 
merely the front (instead of the whole cap) ultramarine-blue, and 
rcllrcely a trace of this on the shoulder of the wing,-also the anterior 
half of the inner side of the wing white, instead of black,-aid the 
abdomen dusky-ash passing into wliite towards tlie vent. Its range may 
now be traced from Simla to Darjeeling, and theme to Assam. The 
bill of this bird differs greatly from that of N. sundara, but that of iV. 
grandis is intermediate. 

Mwcicapula aapphira, nobis, XII, 939 ; figured in Jerdon's ' Illus- 
trations of Indian Ornithology.' In the female of this species, the whigs, 
tail, and rump, are of the same beautiful deep blue as in the male ; but 
the hesd, neck, and interscapularies, are plain brown ; throat and fore- 
nedr fermginous, rather paler and much broader than in the male ; and 
the belly and lower tail-coverts are of the same bluish-white aa in the 
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other sex ; axillaries and froe-part of the inner surface of the wing, also 
pure white. From Darjeelinq. 

Siphia Ieucura, (Gm.), p. 125, ante. With respect to the rufot~s 
throat of this species, I find that it is assumed by every male at the 
commencement of the hot weather, or. during the month of March ; 
being obtained by a partial moulting confined to the feathers of the 
throat. I thir~k that I have seen the same remarked of the Europea~i 
S. parva. 

Pratincola leueura, nobis, n. a. In my notice of this genus (p. 129, 
ante), I overlooked the present specierr, which is the representative of 
Pr. ruhicola and of Pr. isrdica in Scinde. Dimensions of the latter 
species, and general aspect of the upper-parts as in the former, but 
the rufons of the breast is confined to a rather small patch, the sides 
of the breast and the whole abdominal region, with the lower tail- 
coverts (if not the upper also), beiug pure white ; and the exterior four 
(if not five) rectrices on either side are wholly white on their inner 
webs except at tip, the dark colour at tip increasing successively to the 
outermost feather, which alone has its whole outer web dark, the rest 
hnving merely the terminal half of their outer webs dark-coloured. 
Described from a slightly injured male (with imperfect tail, and its 
upper coverts wanting), in full summer dress, proctlred by the late Sir 
Alexander Burnes in upper Scinde." 

Ianthia fiaolivacea, (Hodgson,) p. 133, ante. A finer specimen d 
this bird than the one previonsly described, i. e. in fresher plumage, 
has the upper-parts fulvescentrolive, with the fulvous tinge somewhat 
stronger towards the tail, and the under-parts dilute rusty, having a 
faint golden gloss. I t  has much the aspect of the female 
drysam, Hodg., but is readily distinguished by wanting the yellow at 
the base of the tail, n~id by having its under-parts much less yellow. 
From Dnrjeeling. 

Tesia auricepu, Hodgson, p. 137, ante. This has lately been receiwd 
by the Society, and it appears to me to be merely a bright old male 
of T. cyaniventer, Hodgson, having (i. e. the Society's specimen) all 
its colours more intense than usual, and the cap fine g ~ l d c n - ~ r e ~  
rnther than ugolden-yellow," and not contrasting very strongly with 
the green of the back. 

n r d w  unicolol; Tickell, Gould, and T. dwsimilu, nobis, p. 144, ante. 
I regarded these birds as distinct, more from deference to the opinions 
of others than from my own conviction : and now I have p r o c u d  two 

Add M w c i e a p  lueionmru,  var. A ,  Latham, to the synonym- of Pr. raprata. 
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additional recent females which completely satisfp me of their identity. 
That described as T. unicolor, I now infer to be a very old female ; 
and think it probable that old males, with rufous sides (as describep 
under T. disa'diu) would also assume the more ashen hue of the 
upper-parts, and the spotless ashy of the throat and breast : but, in such 
case, the variation this Thrush wbuld exhibit is most remarkable. 

Sitta europupa, and 8. a#nis, XV, 288. Mr. Strickland informs me, 
that " the bird sent as S. e u r o p a  from Norway, is the 8. asiotica, v. 
uralenaie, aucton~m, found in Siberia and the Ural, but never yet re- 
corded from Norway, where, according to all my authorities, the true 
S. eurqpcea, with the lower-parts fully as rufous as in Hodgson's n i p -  
le-, is alone found." This latter species is distingiushed from S. 
ertropma by its much smaller size, tc., as mentioned in a note to XV, 
289, nnd by a character which I did not then notice, (from an imper- 
fection of the specimens at that time before me,) viz. that the two niid- 
dle tail-feathers have, constantly, their basal half white, except on the 
longitudinal outer half of their exterior web. 

Totanua uolitariuu, Vieillot, XIII, 389. This, according to Mr. 
Strickland, is identical with Scolopnr melanoleuca, Gm., and SC. aoei- 
/'a, Wilson. 

P. S. No. 2. In the ' Calcl~tta Journal of Natural History,' No. 28, 
p. 560, it i remarked that the Palam-& nipirostris of the Catalogue 
of Nepalese birds, is "qsserted to be the young merely of P. pondi- 
ceriofttss vel atystucew ;'* and ita distinctness as a species ia there argued. 
The latter, however, is not the case. I have long since ascertained the 
black-billed bird to be the jemale of P. pondicrrianw ; though occa- 
sionally, but rarely, females of this species will have a little red on the 
upper mandible, more or less. The same sexual diversity occurs in  other 
species of Palmornis, as in P. canicepu and P. erylhrogenyu recently 
described from the Nicobar Islands, in P. cohmboider of the Neilgherries 
(the female of which is P .  melanorhynchuu of Sykea), and seemingly in 
P. bitorpualrcs of the Isle of France. The fine series of P.pondicerianua 
set up in the Society's Museum exhibits this fact most convincingly. 
The young female of P. pondicerianw was not long ago named P. 
modeshcs by Mr. Fraser (in Proc. Zool. Soe. 1845, p. 16). 

The same compondent asks-" Why was the publication of the 
Catalogue of Nepalese Birds9 discontinued after about a tithe only 

had been given ?" To thia I think it will be sufficient to reply, that 
crery one of the novelties contained in that catalogue hits now been 
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published by me, excepting only such names as there were no specimens 
to answer to ; of which a rery few only occurred. 

A collection of birds from Afghanistan and the Deyrn Doon, just 
received on loan from Capt. Hutton, afirds the following novelties, 
which I proceed to describe out of hand. 

~~a~ueoce rcua  Huttoni, nobis. Merely differs from M. caudatra in 
its lnrger size, and the general paler hue of its upper parts. Length of 
r iog  3+ in., and of middle tail-feathers above 5 in. From Candahar. 

Carpodacw craudroetria, nobis. Length about 5+ in.,of wing 3% in., 
and tail 14 in. Bill highly PyrrhulBie, resembling that of Hmnator- 
piza (XIII, 950). Generql colour earthy grey-brown above, faintly 
tinged with crimson on the tips of the feathers ; the mider-parts, cheeks, 
forehead, rump and upper tail-coverts, conspicuously crimson-tipped ; 
and the alars and greater wing-coverta and rectrices except towards the 
tip, margined with deep crimson. Bill apparently yellow ; and legs 
pale. From Afghanistan. 

Embaiza? au r i inu ,  nobis. A true Bunting, but with bill of 
peculiar form, much resembling that of Passer arcuatus, (Tem.), of 
South Africn. Length 5+ in., of wing 3 in., and tail 24 in. ; ite medial 
feathers in. shorter. Forehead and vertex bright golden-saffron, much I 

as in Catamblyrhynchus diacihua, (Lafr.), figured by Mr. G. 8. Gray ; 
occiput, cheeks, throat and fore-neck, black, passing to dusky on the 
nape and side8 of the neck ; back dusky, with yellowish lateral margins 
to the feathem ; the rump towards the tail deep canary-yellow, shoulder - 
Bf the wing golden filvous-yellow, and margins of the remiges and 
rectrices saffron-yellow ; under tail-coverts pale canary-yellow, and rest 

I 

of the lower parts albescent tinged with yellow, with a dusky central 
streak to each feather, and those of the breast dusky with yellow mar- 
gins; axillaries pure white ; a pale bar on the wing ; and the bill 
aud feet dark. From the north-west Himalaya. 

Melanocoypha torpuata, nobis. Afghanistan Lark, XIII, 9f2. 
Nearly allied to 64. calardra, from which it differs in its smaller &se, and 
general paler hue ; the bid of the sides of the breast meeting across. 

Length of wing 44 in., and of tail 24 in. ; t u se  under 1 in. The exte- 
rior web of the outermost tail-feather is not white, as in J1. eelamdra. 
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Notes, chiefly Geolop'cal, from Gooty to Hydrabad, South India, com- 
pnpnuing a brief notice of the old Diatnond. Pits a t  Dhone, by Capt. 
NEWBOLD. 
---. 

r 
! From the granite rock of Gooty northerly, to about a milc or two 

beyond Piapully, granite is the prevalent rock. 
The pebbles of a small stream n~nning at the foot of the granite hill 

of Piapully, I found encrusted with carbollate of' sods, and had the 
appearance of having been snowed upon. Reddish felspar is the 
prevailing mineral in the granite,-associated with chlorite, and acty- 
nolite, as at Gooty. 

Beyond Piapully, which is 12f miles from Gooty, pebbles of sand-stone 
and pudding-stone, quartz and chert, some of them angular and little 
worn, indicate the proximity of an aqueous deposit, which is shortly 
afterwards seen in situ, as a bed of pudding-stone capping the summit 
of a rugged hill sloping southerly, and a g ~ i n  sweeping up, saddle 

ahape. On the opposite side into a steep crag of granite scattered 
blocks of basaltic greenstwe are seen in this vicinity ; and the subsoil 
is often a bed of kunker. 

From the granite limits to Kumoob.-Prom this locality to within 
a few miles south of the Tumbuddra, a range of hills having an 
avezagt apparent height of 250 feet, the level and peculiar con- 
t m r  of which distinctly informs us of their nature,--continues 
tlanking the right, or east, of the Kurnool at irregular distances 
of 2 or 3 miles, but now and then throwing promontory-like b l d s  to 
the we~tward. These hills are of sand-stone, dipping slightly towards 
the east ; and the rocks in the plain at their base granite, gneiss and 
hmblende whist. The sand-stone caps the gmite,  which is seen at 
several points along the range, forming the base and about three fourths 
of the height of some hills, as in the vicinity of Dhone and RamuIacota, 
on whioh reets a thick bed of sand-stone. The lower layers next the 
granite are often of pudding-stone, or conglomerate. The imbedded 
rocks are almost entirely pebbles of white and rustshined quartz, 

much rounded, fmm the size of a filbert to that of a man's head. A 
few pebbles of trap, hornblende, tough actinolitic green felspar, and 
Gnty slate,-the very hardeat portions of hypogene and granitic rocke, 
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are occcrsionally seen ; but I did not obsewe a fragment of the ordinary 
mass of granite or gneiss. 

I11 shooting and other excursions among these hills across the N. 
and 8. strike of .the strata, I observed to the eastward the ordinsry 
blue lime-stone of Cuddapah resting conformably on this sand-stone, 
and beds of a more recent sand-stone and conglomerate capping the 
lime-stone. This is the celebrated diamond conglomerate of Banagan- 
pilly. That it is of more recent origin than the lime-stone and subja- 
cent sand-stone, is proved by superposition, and by its imbedding frag- 
ments of chert derived from veins in the lime-stone. 

These chert pebbles are recognized, not only by mineral identity, 
but by their imbedding the oolitic looking glebules which are seen in 
myriads in the lime-stone che& and jaspers. 

I am not aware that the difference in the age of these two sand-stone 
beds Iias been before noticed, or that the existence of an older sand- 
stone formation underlying the Cuddapah lime-stone and the diamond 
conglomerate, has hitherto been pointed out either by Malcolmson, 
Voysey, or other writers on the geology of South India. I found sul- 
phate of barytes in fine crystals in the' limestone ; and beds of a fine 
steatite, (occasionally passing into French chalk,) which are quarried 
and the steatite exported to Madras, and other places. I t  is cut into 
pencils and extensively used by the natives for writing accounts, tc .  in 
their black books of prepared cloth, and also for smoothing chunam. 

Along the base of the hills half a mile N. E. of Dhone, the ground 
for half a mile is covered with old diamond excavations in a bed of 
sand-stone gravel, now covered with rubbih and bushes. North of 
this 10 or 12 miles are the diamond mines of Ramuhcota before 

described. * 
The diamond pita of Dhone have not been worked within the memo- 

ry of the oldest man of the village ; but he says his forefathers 
dug there : with what success is uncertain. Their being neglected 
may be perhaps received as a negative proof of their unproductiveness, 
or of having been exhausted. 

Slightly thermal aud perennial springs, and dykes of basaltic green- 
stone posterior to the sand-stones and limestone formation, which they 
penetrate and alter, are of frequent occurrence throughout the diamond 

* Journal Royd Aslatic Society, 1843, p. '231. 
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area ; as well as saline incruetations of cnrbonatc and muriate of soda, 
both on the banks of the rivulets, rrnd on the surface of the granite- 
based plains on the western flauk of these hills. 

The dykes of basaltic green-stone are occasionally seen traversing 
the granite and hypogene schists of the plain, like a black wall, and 
bnrying themselves in the sand-stone and lime-stone range to the east- ' ward. An instance of this is observed about 4 miles S. of Dhone at 
the boundary pass. This dyke is in some places 150 feet high and 
200 broad. Its course can be traced for miles. 

The hill of Yeldoorty (22 miles S. from Kumool) is of a poor ferru- 
ginous quartz rock veined with white quartz, the rocks in the plain, at 
its base, are granite and gneiss, with reddish felsprr, penetrated by trap 
dykes. 

At Woolundarconda (14) miles S. of Kumool), the granite rises 
in small, but picturesque tors and logging stones. Here the mud-stone 
range approaches the road. A little further N. massive hornblende 
schist is seen in weathered and apparently waterworn masses. 

The range terminates in the bluff whale-backed, sand.stone hill of 
Juggernauth, about 3f- milea south of Kurnool, whence the blue lime- 
etone and its associated shales base the plain to the banks of the 
TumLuddra and Hendri at Kumoo1,-the hypogene schists occasional- 

ly showing themselves. Here regur is the prevailing surface. From 
Gooty to Taikoor reddish sandy alluvial soil is much blended with it. 

From Ku+nool to Paugtoor.-After crossing the Rajghat ferry over 
the Tumbuddra, the tongue of land @ere 16 miles broad), which lies 
between it and the Kstnah, is traversed ; like most others trips of land 
similarly placed, its surface is slightly convex,-rising gently towards 
the centre from the beds of the rivers which flank it. I t  is for the 
most part covered with regnr, occasionally mixed with alluvium, based 
on the blue lime-stone of Cudd~pah,-a bed of kunker often intervening. 
This soil is often 15 feet thick. 

The wells naturally deepen towards the centre. One is 61 feet 
deep. The lime-stone is rarely seen above the surface ; the dip ap- 
pears to be qnQqstl versal in some low mammiform elevations ; in other 
localities it is nearly l~orizontd, or dipping at an angle of 5' towards the 
east. 
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Angular fragments of granite, gneiss, and hornblende schist sparingly 
scattered among the pebbles of the lime-stone formation on the river 
bank, attest the proximity of these rocks. 

Rectangular blocks of a greenish crystalline limestone with reddish 
argillaceons, and arenaceous veins ;-imbedding iron pyrites in cubic 
crystals. I t  is at first sight difficult to pronounce whether this rock is 
hornble~ide schist, rendered mlcareous by contact with the lime-stone, 
or lime-stone which has taken up hornblende. 1 hare little doubt that 
these blocks are from the junction line of these two rocks. I t  effer- 
vesces but feebly with acids. 

The Ki8fnah a t  Pauytoor.-The Moorish fort and pettah of Paug- 
toor stand on the right bank of the Kistnah in the Nizam's territories. 
the S. frontier of which has been just crossedabont half a mile N. of 
Knrt~ool. The bank here is formed by two perpendicular cliffs of liglit 
bluish grey lime-stone, in nearly horizontal strata, divided by vertical 
fissures from summit to base, like those in the sand-stone ranges of Gun- 
dicota and Cuddapah. 

The Kistnah here does not appear broader than the Tumbuddra at 
Kurnool, which, at the narrowest part between Raza and the fort, 
measures exactly 616 yards from bank to bank. The river was illled 
with the muddy freshes of the moilsoon, and running, near Pangtoor 
at the rate of about 24 iuches per second. A velocity calculated 
strong enough to transport pebbles the size of an inch in diameter ; 
velocity, No. 6, of the scale laid down by the talented Secretary of the 
Royal Geographical Society,-Col. Jackson. I t  is, however, clear 
from an inspection of the size of some of the pebbles in the river's bed, 
(some of which are as large as a hen's egg,) that the velocity must often 
be increased to No. 7 of the scale ; or to 36 inches per second. The 
temperature of the water is the same as that of the Tumbuddra (a foot 
below surface), &., 79' Faht. exceeding by one degree the average 
temperature of rain-water in this part of the country. The temperature 
in the shade at the time of observation 8 6 O ;  time, 2 P. M. 

A tnmblerful of the muddy water deposited, sfter standing 6 hours, 
&th of its bulk. The sediment was a fine reddish silt, which efPervesced 
with acid ; but is less calcryeous than that of the Tumbuddra. The 
reddish colonr of the deposit brought down by the Kistnah, a river 
which completely traverses the great overlying trap region, is worthy 
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of notice by those geologists who consider the regur or black soil d 
ludia as a fluviatile deposit ; or as the washings of trap rocks. 

The still unflooded parts of the river bed consisted of collections of 
iightcoloured sand and silt, and accumulations of pebbles from the size 

of a No. 4 pellet to that of mi egg, as before stated. Thesepebhla 
were chiefly of quarts, calcedony, carnelian, agate, and Mocha atones : 
fragments of onyx and sardonyx rare and small. Also common and 
semi-opd ; heliotrope, and jaspers of various shades of red, brown, 
green and yellow. 

I picked up some rolled bits of radiated seolite, limestone, pcgmati- 
tic granite with reddish felspr, aud find nodules of cream-coloured 
and greyish white kunker. 

Nothing but the very toughest fragment of the overlying trap, 
whence theae calcedonies and zeolites have been washed for n distance of 
not less than 100 miles to the N. W. have remained entire ; these. 
debris we must look for nearer to their situs, or try to recognize it in 
the sands : thus following the maxim in geological dynamics ; vic., that 
in alluvial beds the most indurated portions of transported matter 
will always be found at the greatest distance from their situs. 

I am informed that in the bed of the river nearer its embouchure, 
the cat's eye and diamond are found in the PoLnad Circar, and I kuow 
that the last named gem is found in the bed of the Kistnah in the 
eastern parts of Kurnool near Siddeswar, and still tivther east beyoud 
the wilds of Perwut and the diamond miues of Purtial, Moogaloor, 
Codavncutloo, and Oostapully, which are on the N. bank of the Kistnah ; 
the d i i n d  I have no doubt, has beeu washed out of the diamond 
sandstone formation of these tracts east of Pangtoor and Kurnool ; but 
the cat's eye, like those in Ceylon, is probably from the gneiss or grani- 
tic rocks. 

From tk Kwtnah to Judcherla, 60 milea northerly.-The lime- 
stone formation extends about three miles in the plain north of the 
Kistnah, when granitic rocks are met with sssoeiated with gneiss in 
the vicinity of Myapore. This granite rock spring up irregularlv 
from the surface of the plain, leaving A n  level spaces between each 
hill, but those of gneiss usually form short, and more regularly conti- 
nued ridges. 

These elevations, hwever irregular in detail, have a general direction 
3 R 
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of E. S. E., which has apparently determined thrt of the Kistnah across 
the peninsula afler escaping from the overlying trap formation. One of 
the penks rises from the rest like truncated moc. 

As I was obliged to pess the granite and Erne-stone jlwiction line by 
night, I em unable to a&rd a description of the disturbance, m of t h  
mineral ahemtion in the htter rock which might be anticipated. 

A succession of these rocks continues to be crossed until Judcherh 
is approached, 60 miles north fmnr the Kistnah, when they sink in* 
smooth undulating plains with an occasional granite rock starting t p  

The rocks ill the centre of this granitic zone, in the vicinity of Paongal, 
attain the bighest elevation, (vie. about 10OO feet above the p k . )  
The highest which I had an opportunity of measuring trigonometri 
eally, did not exceed 930 feet. 

The grwite is generally small-grailml, with reddish fehpar, ofits 
eoloured (ae near Paungal) with actinolite or chlorite ill quartz a11d 
felspar veins. Here alw a graphic granite occurs in the gneiss. 

Granitoidal gneiss (for the transition from granite to gneiss.is imper- 
ceptible, and the alteration by contact under great heat m u t d )  is seen 
in low and rather smqathly swelling hills, around the b m  of the 
loftier granite peaks. 

The M t i c  green-stone dykes have uaually an easterly clireetion :- 

md, as a general rule, large dykes arecrystalline towards the centre, 
and compact at the edges like the lava dykes of Somms and Etna. I 
observed crystallied epidote on a dyke at Paungal. Another dyke is 
seen close to the west side of the town of Judcherla, about 40 paces 
broad, and may be traced westerly as far as the eye can reach. 

P r w  Jndkilcrla to Hydrabad, 5 9 i  tnilea northerly.-From Jud- 
cherla the country is open ; the formation gneiss,-penetrated by 
granite and basaltic green-stone. At Nagurnpay the fort stands op 
a bed of quartz in the g r d e  which is intersected by a basal- 
tic dyke containing hyperethene. A second dyke is seen between 
Nagumpilly and Furrncknugger ; and two others a little north of Fur- 
rucknugger. This latter is from 30 to 50 paces broad, and takes a 
z i g q  dimdon towards the east. Abundant efflorescences of natron 
take place on the surface of the aoil in the vicinity. 

Beds of quartz become more frequent in the granite as Hydrabad is 
neared. At Nagumpilly, just mentioned, 47 miles south of Hydrabad, 
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rhe bed or veiu runs east by sontlu, and ill mnny places is nmetl~ys. 
title. 

In a rein of quartz near Palmacul the purple c o l o ~  of the methyst 
k more decided ; and, at this place, I detected, in combination with 
axydulated iron ore, oxide of manganese, which I hate little doubt im- 
parts this beautiful tinge to the quart't. 

At Shemsnhad, about 19 miles sor~th from IIpdrat)nd,  lothe her vein 
of similar quarz occurs. 

Hydrabad.-Hydmbad is situated in t.he lowest part of a s h a l l o ~  
flat valley, bopnded by irreelar  granite mcks which rarely rise more 
than 400 feet above its genernl level. According to the barometric 
measnrements of the Trigonometric survey, Hydrabad is 1672 ft. above 
the level of the sea ; Secunderabad 1837 ft. ; and the granite tock of 
Moel Ally 2017 ft. The Mussy river flows easterly through this d l e y  ; 
and, by a transverse brenk through the north and snuth ridge of Bho* 
nageet, about 18 miles to the eastward, to the Kistnnh which it joins 
at Wujerabad, about 47 miles west of Ammwutty. 

The plains around Hydrabrul ate often crowded with tors, logging 
stones, and globular masses of granite, which Broignart, on the aclth .ri- 
ty of De Luc, has prono~unwd to be boulders ; but wlrich are, without 
doubt in s i t t t ,  as I hnve stated in a fnr~nrr paprr on a~~ppcmcd bonlder 
formations in South India. 

The prevailing colo~lr of the granite is reddish, owing to tllnt of tile 
f+lspar, which predominates almost to the exclusion of quartz.-The 
latter minernl is not wanting in the granite ; but, fmm some unknow11 
cause in nature's laboratory, has been segregated in large veins and beds, 
instead of being diffused in grains thrbughout the substance of tlue 
rock. These veins, or beds, are still more ~methystine than those of 
Shemsabad, Palmecnl, and Nagnmpully. Mr. Malcolmsan is of opi- 
nion that the crystallized specimens found near the European barracks 
are fit for the purposes of jewellery. Another amethpstine vein occnrs, 
according to Christie, near the British native cavalry liues. Mr. Mal- 
colmson has fonnd it at Bekonurpett, about 60 miles north of Hydra- 
bnd, and I have traced it 46 miles westerly 60 Sedashipett ;--and 47 
miles southerly to the vicinity of Nagnmpully. I t  occurs &I\ ~t 

EIydrabad in hcxngo~lal pyramidal prisnls filling cavities ill quarts. 
Voysey mentions their occurrence at Pitlan and Gbipet tah .  

. 3 H 2  
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Four or five dykes of basaltic green-stoue, or possibly the ramifications 
of one enormous coulb, traverse the. granite rocks of Hydrabad with a 
general easterly direction. One of them runs t h r q h  the tombs of 
the kings at Golconda, and is probably identical with that seen six 
miles to the eastward between the British Residency and the great tank 
of H u b  Sangor. From the blasted and chiselled appearance of 
some of the blocks and mineral resemblance, this dyke has erideutly 
contributed part of the material for the dark and highly polished 

slah? of which the royal tombs are constructed. It must not be 
confounded, as has been done by Malcolmson,* with the dark 
tdmse rock of the pillars supporting the tombs of Hyder and 
Tippoo at Seringapatam. The rock on which stanch the celebrated 
fortrese of Golmiida is of a granite resembling that of Gooty, with 
reddish felspar, quartz in small grains, dark dull green scales of mi- 
and a little hornblende. Actynolite, both crystallized m d  blended 
with compact felspar and quartz, occurs in veins pretty generally 
throughout the granitic rocks of Hydrabad.-A rough trigonometric 
observation from a paced base makes the rock of Golconda 450fi. 
above the generd level of the plain. 

Soil.-The surface soil, in the vicinity of Hydrabad, is the reddish 
allurium, partly washed down from the sides of the neighbow 

ing hills, and partly the debris of the decaying rocks on the spot. I t  
is originally reddish in colour, but often altered by cultivation and 
manuring b t o  an ashy grey. I t  generally contains a small proportion 
of calcarious and saline matter,-derived, probably, from the infiltration 
of water which has held these minerals in solution. 

The alluriam brought down by the Mussy (here from 100 to 180 
yards broad), from the westward, is a reddish sand and silt ; also beds 
of  ebbl lee chiefly granite, nodules of ferruginous clay, (apparently from 
W c  beds,) and kunker. 

Voyaey states that this river rises in a granitic country, (mdq to 
Hamilton, it rises about 43 miles W. from Hydrabad, at the Anantghur 
pagoda,) and attributes to this cause tbe circumstance of its not haring 
black alluri~lm or regur on its banks. (Vide my remarks on the 
Kistnah in this paper). I t  may be here stated that the Tumbaddra 

bfwlnu Journal, July,  1836, p 1% 



has its rise, aud course, elltirely in a granite country before it passes 
through the great black soil or Pepr plailis of Bellary-whose granite 
and gneiss are also the principal rocks. 

The surface soil from Hydrabad southerly to the Kistnah nenr 
Myapore, is generally a reddish alluvium, sometimes more or less sandy, 
or clayey, according to the prevalence of felspar or quartz in the adja- 
cent rock. I t  varies from the zero of the bare rock to 12 feet in 
thickness. Sometimes a bed of kunker, (from 6 inches to 2 feet t.hick) 
internenee between it and the rock; but more frequently the loose 
gravelly debris of the subjacent granite or gneiss, which is extremely 
prone .to decay on exposure to the air, or to moisture, whether fronl 
springs or rivers. 

Where subterranean springs exist this bed of M l ~ u m ~ m ,  as it is cnllecl, 
is sometimes from 30 to 50 feet thick ; but, more commouly, water is 
found at depths from 6 to 30 ft. Springs impregnated with calcareous or 
saline matter seem to effect the breaking up of the rock to a greater 
extent than those of pure water. 

Mr. Malmlmson,* in speaking of this granitic debritns, thus observes : 
I t  bas been stated by Dr Christie, that this debris is, at a considerable 

depth, again consolidated by pressure. In the Edinburgh Journal of 
Science, 1828-9, tllis is also meutioned as a fact, common to the rocks 
of other parts of India. With every respect for his authority, I cannot 
avoid the conviction, that the inference was founded on imperfect obser- 
vation, and that it has since been employed iu Europe, in support of 
an ill-founded theory. The ' Mhurmm' or gravel found in deepening 
a well at Bolarum (6 miles from Secunderabad) upwards of 50 feet deep, 
during the dry season of 1832, is not in the slightest degree conso- 
lidate&." " Much of the debris of Secunderabnd is, however, consoli- 
dated by lime, which is seen to agglutinate the fqments ,  or to pass 

in vein-like lines or nodules through the gravel. Occasionally there 
are only a few fragments of quartz or felspar scattered through the 
kunker, or they appear to be inserted into the surface." 'I  The debris 
is also sometimes united into pulveruleut masses, by the oxidation of 
the iron r~ntained on the sienite ; but this takes plnce at the surface, 
and seldom acquires any degree of hardness." 

While perfectly coinciding with the general accuracy of my la~nentrd 

Madran Journnl, July I=, y. 198. 
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fiieorl's remarks, yet it cao~lot be denied that pent  and long conti- 
xiued pressllre in general tends to consoliclatio~~. That  it has not 
produced this effect on the gravel of some of the deeper wells at 
Hydrabad is, ns Mr. Malcolmson observes, strictly the case, but 
consolidation has been couuteracted in a great measure, hy the conti- 
nual state of moistness in which the debris is kept by the percolation 
of the spring water in its way upwards and the constant separation and 
shifting of the particles by water in motion. The temperature of 
a perennial spring of pure wnter in the garden of an Arab outside the 
city wnlls, 1 found to be 80' Faht. Temp. of air in shade--89". 

The temperature of the Bhugga, wheuce many of the Mahomedm 
~~ob les  and the Minister Chuudoo La1 procure water, w ~ s  79" 2'. Faht. 
Trrnpernture of air ill shade 87'. 

The mean temperature of Hydrabad is I believe about SO0.-Height 
above sea by boiling point of water 1702 feet. 

On my way to Hydrc~bad, at Mahanuudipet, about 42 miles north. 
of the Kistnah, date, June 4th, 1839, at 10" 15' A. M., I witnessed a 
phenomenou rather rare in this part of India, viz.-m snnular solar 
rainbow. Its radiug taken to the inner circle from the sun's centre, 
was 22" 30.# I t  continued advancing with the sun towards the zenith, 
I~u t  disappeared gradually, before the meridian was attained, at an 
attitude of about 75". 

The sky was lightly veiled with thin grey clouds (cirri), amid which 
the sun shone with a watery light, and defined disc, encircled by f o ~ u  
differently coloured, contiguous zones. The prismatic tint of the band 
nearest the sun was orange, then   ell ow, pale green, and violet in suc- 
cession. The united breadth of the four zones amounted to 38'. 

The wind was blowing strong and steadily from the west: The 
thermometer in shade 80". I t  had been on previous days usually 
from 83" to 86" in the shade. At this time the temperature of the 
open air wns 86". All the lunar halos in this country which I have 
measured have a radius from 22" to 2 3 O  ; and there is, in general, a 
slight depression in the thermometer at the time of  their prevale~~ce. 
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ON TEREDO NAVALIG and a natural dejiiice against its raaayes, by iMr. 

L E H ~ S A N N  :from the Transactions OJ the Scandinavian iVaturalisbs 
of Copmhagen, 1840 ; tramlated and communicnted by Dr. T. 

Teredo Naoalis, ail importu~it agent in the ecouomy of nature, is 
universally known by the damage it inflicts upon the wood work of 
posts and ships. While accomplishing the intentiou of nature iu 
destroying decayed wood in the sen, it at the same time attacks ships, 
bulwarks and the piles of quays. Like all animals intended by nature to 
clear her stage, the Teredo is endowed with immense power of repro- 
duction, and therefore by its numbers becomes more destructive than 
the largest animals which come in collision with the industry of man. 
Every museum exhibits specimens of wood perforated by this shell-fish, 
which lines its abode with lime, in composition similar to that of its 
shells. Bat my inquiries as to the length of time required by the 
nnimal to perforate the wood, have hitherto been fruitless. Some samples 
of the works of Teredines are here submitted, because 1 am enabled to 
attest the age of the artificers. Five years after the posts of bulwarks of 
Kyholm were erected they appeared in the state now exhibited. From 
these it will be seen that the Teredines, during the said period, have 
attained to their full size, of more than 12 inches in length, and half an 
inch in diameter. It may therefore be inferred, that they thrive, and 
combine quick growth with great multiplication. 

The more important the works are, which are attacked by the Teredo, 
and the quicker the destruction is perpetrated, the greater the solicitude 
which has been exerted to defend the wood, and many applications 
have been tried, but none have stood proof in the sea. The ordy 
remedy hitherto successful, hrrs been to cover the wood with plates of 
metal, of copper, brass or zinc. But they are too expeusive to be 

used universally, nor are they easily protected. 
I believe to have found a defence offered by nature herself, which I 

therefore recommend to the attention of naturalists. The pilot and 

light vessel, placed in the North-Sen, in the mouth of the Eider, 
requires not to be coppered, and, as she has to snil but few miles, is 
therefore provided with a shenthing of plRia boards. The Tererlo 

attacks the latter indeed, but cannot penetrate to the sides of the vessel, 
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as the interval between them and the sheathing is filled with a layer 
of cow-hairs. The boards of the sheathing are aunually repaired or 
renewed. Last year it was reported that the sheathing required no 
renewal, " although" it was thickly covered with muscles. This cir- 
cumstance reminded me that I earlier had found no Teredines in 
bulwarks on which muscles (mytilua eduliu), were fixed, an observation, 
which I however had not then followed up. At present I have 
reason to believe, that the sheathing of the pilot-vessel was not attacked, 
because it was covered by muscles. As the latter may eaeily be bred, 
they d e r  a natural defence, of no expense, and may besides be turned 
to economical account. 

The muscle attaches itself to piles by means of the byma, or fila- 
ments, and multiplies so readily that its young, if suffered, soon cover 
the whole surface. In the frith of Apenrade piles have, from time 
immemorial, been sunk, on purpose for the sake of the muscles, which 
in the course of four years attain to a length of 3 to 4 inches. They are 
consumed either in fresh state, or are pickled and exported in large 
quantities. The smaller muscles are thrown back n e b  the piles to 
which they soon again attach themselves. Tbe short period in which 
they will cover a surface, I have had an opportunity of observing, when 
a new light-vessel was placed near Laessiie in Kattegat. In 6 months 
her bottom was covered with a thick mass of young muscles, which had 
tended to impede the speed of the vessel. Two feet square of the 
mass, submitted to my examination, consisted of several layers of mus- 
cles, 2 inches in length, so firmly connected by the byssus, that a needle 
could not pass between them. No single muscle could be detached 
without the whole mass following. 

Teredo breeds during the dog-days, the muscle some months earlier. 
Where the latter has fixed itself, the egge of the Teredo -not reach 
the wood, nay, by intercepting the communication with the sea, the 
muscle will suffocate Terediliuea, which may happen earlier to have 
found their way into the wood. 

At first I supposed the byseua might possibly contain something 
specifically repulsive to the Teredo, and I therefore had it ~ubmitted 
to the chemical a~~alysis of Dr. Scharling, which however has not given 
the result expected. I t  is the mere mechanical covering of the muscles, 
which prevents the Teredo from reaching the wood. 
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[The valuable hint contnined in Dr. Cantor's communication will 
doubtless be appreciated by all such as are interested in the protection 
of wood-work from the attacks of the Teredo. Nowhere would this 
natural opponent of its ravages be more serviceable than in the Huglf ; 
but the Mytilacea are, strictly speaking, inhabitants of salt water, 
although some of the family are capable of being localised in rivers, 
as is the case with Dreisaina polymorphus, discovered by Pallas in 
the Volga, and some species of Modiola. Thc valves of two species 
of Mytilua have occasionally brought to me from the H q l i  ; one, 
closely allied to M ,  edulis, 1)ut less ventricose, and easily distin- 
guished from it by the cardinal teeth ; the other apparently identical 
with the M. crmatus of Lamarck, figured in the Conchologia Systema- 
t.ica of Reeves ; but as neither of these, nor Dra'smna, of which I have 
several specimens, have been fonnd alive, I think their presence 
altogether midental ; they may have found their way to this river 
either with ballmt or adhering to the bottoms of vessels. Modiola 
emarginata, (Benson,) however, inhabits the water of Tolly's nullah, as 
I was informed a few weeks ago by its distinguished describer himself. 
-J. W. L.] 
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ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, 
APRIL, 1847. 

Lieut.-Col. FORBES, in the Chair. 
The Proceedings of last meeting were read and adopted. 
The accouuts and vouchers of the previous month were submitted as 

usual. 
The following gentlemen were then duly elected members of the 

Society :- 
The Reu. S. Slatm. 
Count Lackeruteen. 

I D. Money, Euq. C. S .  
Lieut. Staples, Ben'gal Artillery. 
The Senior Secretary communicated the desire of Capt. Jas. Abbott, 

Boundary Commissioner, Punjab, to rejoin the Society from 1st 
January, 1817. 

The following gentlemen were named as candidates for admission :- 
Capt. J .  C .  Hanyngton, 24th N .  I .  Dep. Com. Chota Nagpore, 

proposed by Lieut.-Col. Ousely, seconded by Capt. Kittoe. 
Rev. Jame8 Thomuon, proposed by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, seconded by 

Col. Forbes. 
b 

GPO. Udny, Euq. C. S., proposed by Lieut.-Col. Forbes, seconded 
by Dr. O'Shaughnessp. 
R. Thiaaites, E8q. Professor Hoogly College, proposed by Mr. Jones, 

seconded by Mr. Kerr. 
3f. E .  Gibelin, Procureur du Roi a Pondicherry, proposed by Mr. 

Piddington, seconded by Mr. Laidlay. 
J .  R.  Logan, Euq. Singapore, proposed by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, 

seconded by Mr. Laidlay. 
3 s 2  
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darner Stewart Blakie Scott, Eq. 
Falconer Chute Sunder, Erq. 
Warren Haatinys Leulie Frith, Eaq. 
Robt. Thomm, Eaq. proposed by Mr. R. W. G. Frith, secondea by 

Mr. Laidlay. 
(Mr. E. Ryan's name was withdrawn from the list of members a t  

his own request.) 
Read letters from Capt. Kittoe, forwarding specimens as follows. 

MY DEAR SIR,-I h v e  the pleasure to send a few specimenn UI per list 
men8 sandstone. in the margin. They are trifling but may be useful : : E n  0,. 

1 of yenow ochre. till better ere supplied. 
I Gvwtw1 The black nand is that in which the gold L found 
2 Rock at b c h e e  
1 ~ 1 ~ k  of ~,,ld. wherever washed for in the south-western dirtricts. 
1 Plumbago ? The minute specimen renembling plumbago was 

found together with the nand by Major Amntrong in Sighboom. 
The yellow oxide (or ochre) appenm to be of a nuperior kind, and would 

pmbably fetch a good price in the English market for yellm paint. 
Your'n faithfully, 

1st April, 1847. M. KITTOE. 

From Capt. Jm. Abbott, giving a description of the process of 
manufacturing the Damask sword blades of Gwjnat .  

From See. to Sup. of Marine forwarding Meteorological Register for 
February, from Kyook Phyoo. 

From B. Hodgaon, Euq. forwarding a paper on the TSktnu B ~ W ,  
TmMdea Leucutua, with plates. 

Ditto on the Hispid Hare of Bootan, (with plates.) 
-. From Capt. J an rc~  Albott, enclosing a drawing of Sculptures d& 
from the site of the Indo-greek city of Bucephnlia on the Hydaspes. 

The aljove papers were directed to be published in the Journal. 
Prom Syed Yar Ali, requesting patronage for a work entitled "The 

Ookburee" a commentary on Arabic poetry. (Referred to the Oriental 
Section.) 

From Mr. Hodgaon, applying for copies of the Tibetan Grammar 
and Dictionary of the late Csoma de Koros, for the use of a Native 
traveller and scholar ; offering payment for the same. 
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Resolved that the books be presented to Mr. Hdgson, with the 
Society's acknowledgmeuts for the valuable contributions received from 
him this evening. 

From Capt. Kittoe, forwarding volcanic specimens from mount 
Merope, on part of Col. Qarstin, Ben@ Engineers. 

To W. B. O 'SHAUQHNE~~Y,  Esq. 

MY DEAR SIR,-I beg to forward herewith on the part of Col. Garstin, 
Engineers, some specimens of substances ejected during the late eruption of 
Mount Merope in Java, also a piece of Lava from Vesuvius, in which a copper 
coin is embedded, having been thrown into it whilst in ita heated state. 

The three specimens from Mempe are curious ; they are mid to he different 
from what this volcano has hitherto been known to discharge. 

The eruption took place on the 2d September last, (1846) commencing at 
5 A. M. when it belched forth flames and smoke accompanied with a loud 
noise-at 6 a shower of ashes commenced falling and continued till mid- 
night; the following day the eruption ceased and the mountain again became 
at rest. 

Col. Garstin begs the Society'n acceptance of the specimens. 
28th March, 1847. M. KITTOE. 

From Capt. Kittoe, forwarding notes on the Temples and Rui~ls 
of Domga. 

Ditto on the Viharas of Behar. 
Ditto on the sculptures of Bodh Qyah. 
Ditto on the caves of Barabar, and presenting various Budhist sculp- 

tures and inscriptions from Banrbar-and on the part of Col. Oueeley 
an iuscription from Mynpat. 

I t  was further proposed by Capt. Kittoe, duly seconded and re- 
solved, 

That it should be observed as a rule henceforth that all inscriptiol~s 
should be rendered in the vernacular, and together with a transcript of 
them in their original language be printed and a few copies presented 
on the part of the Society, through the contributors or other channel, 
to the zemindars, rajas, and priesthood at and near the locality whence 
obtained. 

The following letter from Capt. Kittoe, liaving been mislaid by that 
gentleman was recorded for publication. 
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TO W. B. O ' S H A W G H N E ~ ~ Y  E s ~ .  
Senr. Secy. Asiatic Suciety. 

M Y  DEAR SIR,-Having now seen the supplementary number of the 
Journal of our Society, I beg to answer the call of members assembled at the 
May meeting, therein recorded, and offer my opinion on the suggestious of 
Mr. J. Muir, touching the subject of adopting Hindu and Jain Architecture 
in designing and building the new Colleges. 

I am of opinion that the Hindu or the Budhist styles, could well be adopt- 
ed ; of the Jain, I can say nothing, not having met with any specimens, ex- 
cept what are given in Tod's work, and too indistinct to copy from; however 
I would offer a few remarks applicable to any order of architecture, Classic. 
Gothic, Saracenic, or Indian, &c. 

I t  has ever appeared to me that those races who were sufficiently advanced 
in civilization to practise architecture and sculpture, had no doubt fixed rules 
for guidance in their designs ; that each had marked pcculsrities, and strikmg 
dissimilarities, whlch had only been deviated from in later times, through vari- 

ous causes. The chief of these would seem to have been the result of inter- 
national intercourse from conquest. The conquerors wishing to establish 
their own, but with imperfect means of instn~cting the conquered, who on 
their side were disinclined to part with their favorite forms. 

Thc blending of one style with another, however skilfully performed and 
pleasing the effect to the eye of the multitude, is not to be lauded ; something 
ever remnins wanting, and offends that of men of taste, of many even who 
feeling defect to exist, could not point out in what particular ; hence I must 
differ from Mr. Muir, as to his proposal to collect and put together fragments 
such as those displayed in Tod'a Rajastan ; indeed, the extreme richness of 
detail would done render the copying them impracticable in these times of 
rigid economy and utilitarianism ; we must then look to the most simple forms, 
of which we have an abundance close to Benares itself, (where one College is 
about to be built) without borrowing from Rajpootann. I allude to sundry 
fragments in the city and the vast ruins at Jounpoor appropriated by the 
Mahomedans in early times. 

For " Indo-Mahomedan" details my publication on that subject affords 
ample data ; a judicious application of them done is all that is necessary. 1 
however must here lament my past inability to complete what I began; I 
intended to have classed each style or stage of this clever compound under a 
separate head to prcvent the architect and builder making those displeasing 
jumbles of ornamental parts and of other features which are ever and anon 
perpetrated in the present day, in the works of native architects in particular, 
such as Snraeenic arches springi~lg from lean Corinthian shafts and capitals, 
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a jumble of rich frieze ornaments and cornices in the place of simple brack- 
ets, and the elegant " Chujja" (projecting eavea) and many other absurdities. 
In fact, Indian architecture in our day, is what ancient English, commonly 
called " Oothic," was at the period of its decline in the reigns of Elizabeth, 
and Henry the eighth, nor has any great improvement in this respect taken 
place in our own time. Much may be attributed to want of knowledge and 
taste in design ; nrchitects, thinking to make up for these defects, by loading 
the d a c e  with minute ornamental detail; also to false economy in stinting 
the extent and solidity of the structure ; indeed this is the first error, profuse 
ornament to mver the defect; the next, one which of itself defeats the 
great object, nay. acts in a reverse ratio. Minute ornament is highly expen- 
Pive to execute, difficult to protect and to keep in repair, consequently not 
Mi ; therefore to be avoided. 

The proportions of Indian buildings differ eo greatly from those in Euro- 
pean countries, that there is no one style, which would not to some degree 
require modification, and I see no reasonable ohjection, provided it be judici- 
ously done. 

To give e5mt to the exterior elevation of a building, domes and cupolas 
are essential, but these belong rather to Mahomedan works. The pyramidal 
roofs of Hindu, J& and Budhist edifices are heavy, unless made of a costly 
dehption,  and it must be remembered that we have no pure examples of 
early domestic buildings to guide us, therefore 1 entertain the opinion that 
the Puthan or early M n h o m e b  would be the best suited, not only from ita 
near approach to the IIindu, but from its simplicity and consequent cheap- 
ness of execution, besides its admitting of wider latitude of design. 

Were sufficient funda available in any instance, a magnificent edi6ce in 
pursly Hindu form, could be designed with slight modification of the size of 
the doom and windows. 

Of the Badshahi or later Mogul works, we have IW many fine exrmplea, 
that were funds available there would be nothing to prevent the carrying out 
of designs which for grandeur would even exceed them, provided good ones 
be forthcoming. I need hmlly add that for this, a thorough knowledge of 
the subject is ewntial, which can only be attained by a patient examination 
of the proportions of the buildings themselves and of their component parts. 

In conclusion I would dwell on tho fact of their having been regular rules, 
by which the architects and masons were guided ; every part and moulding 
had its particular name and proportion one towards the other, and the fine 
combinations we o k e  were not the result of chance as too often advanced, 
but of d u l  design and excellent taste. 

30th March, 1847. M. K. 
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Prom the Rev. J. Long forwarding an account of the Temple of 
Triveni near Hooghly, by David Money, Esq. C. S. 

The Secretaries submitted on the part of the Committee of Pnpers- 
A report by Dr. Roer on the proposed p~~blicatioll of the Vedas, favor- 

ably supported by the Orientel Section. The Committee propose that t h e  
report be adopted-the piiblication of the Vedas forthwith commenced, 
on the responsibility of the Oriental Section-that Dr. Roer be appoint- 
ed Editor, subject to the condition of his submitting proofs of the work, 
both text and commentary, to the Oriental Section, without whose 

"imprimatur" no portion should be finally sent to  press,-further, that 
the Oriental Section be solicited to favour the Society from time to time 
with their opinion as to the progress of the work with the view to the  

subsequent remuneration of Dr. Roer's labours as editor thereof. 
I t  was agreed, that the Report and illustrative documents be printed 

and circulated to  resident members, and the subject discussed at the 

next meeting. 
Tlre Committee submit two propositions by Capt. Kittoe. 

Military Members, (Subalterns.)-There are many young officem in the 
service who would be proud to be considered members of our Society, but 
can by no means afford the expense. I propose that Subalterns should be 
admitted upon a reduced (half) monthly subscription, and that they ahould be 
excused the entnrnce donation, binding themselves however to pay the s m e  
upon promotion or upon their succeeding to staff employ, general or regimental, 
&r which they will pay the full subscription or retire. 

I am confident that by such an arrangement lights would be dram from 
under their bushels, and that many w o u l d 3  induced to exertion, for whirh 
there is at present no encouragement. 

In return for the civility and attention ahown to me in my labours at Bodh 
@ah, and with a view to:encourage him and his monks to give further aid I 
propose that through me the Society should present the Mohunt with a copy 
of the Mahabharut neatly bound. 

M. KITTOE. 

The first proposition the Committee are not prepared to recommend 
trntler the present circ~~mstances in which the financial affairs of the 
Society are placed.-(Decided accordingly). 
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The second proposal they submit for the sanction of the Society.- 
(Agreed ~~nanimonsly). 

The Committee have received an application from Mr. Hendrie 
for the payment of Co.'s Rs. 100, for sundry lithographs stated to 

i have been executed by order of Mr. Blytb. The sketches are good, 
the charge moderate, and the artist cannot afford to suffer loss by his 
labour ; on these g rbnds  the Committee recommend that the bill be 
paid, hut they desire to record their opinion of the inexpediency of any 
officer of the Society incurring such expenses without due smction.- 
(Agreed accordingly). 

The Rev. Dr. Hsberlin, a member of the Committee of Papers, 
being very frequently absent from Calcutta, the Committee recommend 
that Baboo Debcndemath Tagore, be appointed a member of the Com- 
mittee in Mr. Hsberlin's place. 

This proposition gave rise to some discussion, Major Marshall insist- 
ing that it amounted to the expulsion of Dr. Hseberlin, while the Vice- 
President and Secretaries declared the sole object of the proposition was 
as stated, to obtain an efficient colleague constantly at the Presidency and 
competent to advise the Society on questious connected with Sanecrib 

I literature. The Rev. Mr. Long being referred to, as Dr. Haeberlin's 
most intimate friend present, said that he was likely to be very 
0th absent. The question having been put to the vote was negatived, 
the majority of the members present not voting.* 

Copies were submitted of 4 coloured plates executed for the Journal, 
by Mr. Bennet, in illustration of Mr. Hodgson's papers on the Ovir 
dmmonoidea, and Procapra Picticaudata, at the cost of Rs. 226 for 4 
sets, each of 550 copies : payment of the amount was sanctioned accord- 
ingly. 

r The Committee submitted without comment a further claim by Mrs. 
Ballin, for Co.'s Rs. 563, 4, for printirg 14 sets of the c 6  Burnes" draw- 
;op, work stated to have been executed many months since and which 
was it  appears duly authorized by the re+ officers of the 8ociety. 
Bill directed to be paid. The Committee further submitted the cash 
vouchers and accounts of the total expenditure on the Barnes' and Can- 
tor drawings. 

Dr. Haeberlin har m c e  written from Dacca confirming Mr. Long's utatement in 
every reepect o d  requaling to havr has name removed from the Conrmiitee.-Sox. • 
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Read the annexed extracts from a letter from M. E. Gibelin, Pro- 
cureur du  Roi a Pondicherrp, communicated by Mr. Piddiugton. 

Mo~sxsu~,-Quoique je n'aie pas l'avantage dlCtre connu de vous, vous 
avez mis tant d'obligennce h me rendre un service qui vous 6tait demand4 pour 
moi, que je ne puis tarder davantage h vous en adrester to~u mes remercf- 
mens. 

Pour que vous puisvia juger de l'applicstion que je fais de mes recherchy 
mu la I&dation hiudoue, reeharches que vous avez aidkes ni gracleusement 
de votre contours, j'ai l'honneur de vous dresser, par le paquebot B vapeur 
de Madras, un Cxemplaire d'un premier volume d'Etudes sur le droit hindou, 
volume dont l'impression vient B peine dJ&tre termink. Je  v o u  prie de 
l'nocepter comme un t6moigmge de ma gratitude. 
Dens une introduction que j'ai cru devoir placer en Gte, j'ai cbercht5 1 

rkunir lea principalea traditions hiatoriquea qui conatstaient la filiation des 
peup1e.m chez leaquek se rencontraient aursi les concordances lea p l u  nom- 
b r e w  et l a  plus frapyantes entre les lois qui lea gouvernent et les loh des 
Hindoua. 

Dam lea Etudes qui suivent, j'ai cherch6 a etablir, par In compdson  des 
textes, ces m&mm concordancea 16gislativee. Mon but a 6t6, par ax rappro- 
chements, de faire m i e u  appdcier la loi primitive que n w s  avons h appliquer 
ici chaque jour, de mieux $nktrer son esprit, et de pouvoir la discuter alors, 
avec cette connaissance plus intime, comme now discutons les lois de notre 
Europe, qui ne sont, ainai que je crois avoir commence B le dbmontrer, que 
les traditions de cette meme loi. 

I1 y a donc dans mon travail, ou du moins c'est-ce que je me suis propod, 
d e n  objeta distincts, l'un d'4tuclea historiques, l'autre d'6tudes pratiquea ou 
d'application journahhre. Suis-je parvenu, de prds ou de loin, B m'approcher 
du but que je d6irais atteindre ? C'est-ce que je vous pnerais de vouloir bien 
examiner, Je m'estimerais heureux si vous aviez la complaisance de rous en 
expliquer franchement avec moi. J'ai encore une route aseez longue B par- 
courir : je puis rectifier des erreure, modifier des mbhodes ddfectuensee. Aidd 
de l'expkrience, den lumibres d'hommes plus vereb que moi dans la wnnais- 
sauce des lois du pays, je puia amdliorer mon ceuvre en la terminant. 

I1 aurait & bien avantageux p6ur moi, si j'avais pu m'6tayer de tout ce 
que vos grands Jurisconsultes, lea William Jones, los Colebrooke, ont l a i d  
consigu6 dans lea interessnnta recueils de voa Recherches Asiatiques. Peut- 
&re me sera-t-il permis quelque jour, d'aller consulter, B Calcutta mdme, et 
leun Qcrits et leura dignes successelus, dbpositoires et continuatem de leur 
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science. En attendant, . . . . veuillez wker  l'expreasion des sentimenh de 
haute consid6ation, avec lesquels je suis, 

Monsieur 
Votre trhs humble 

et t r b  oh15issent aerviteur 
(Signed) E. GIBELIN, 

Procureur gtneral, Chef & I'administrution de la Justice h P o n d i c w .  
Mr. Piddington stated in reference to the highly interesting work of Mr. 

Gibelin noticed in the presentation, that while Sub-Secretary he had fur- 
nished that gentleman at hi request and expense with copies of some rare 
Sanecrit works. 

Zoological Department. 
Mr. Piddington read the subjoined note, giving 

An account of a Vokanic Island of the Coast of Coromandd,from the 
Annual Register, Vol. lst, 1758. 

I h d  the following highly curious paper in the.Bnntsa1 Register, and 
it has undoubtedly escaped the notice of all the writers on Indian and 
on general Geology, though clearly allied to the phenomena of the 
same kind which have appeared in the western hemisphere as Sabrina 
off the ,4zores, and Graham's Island in the Mediterranean, in our own 
days. The time at which it occurred is also remarkable as being the 
epoch which from the great earthquake at Lisbon in 1755, to 1767, 
may be called an enrthquake epoch all over the world. 

As connected also with the Volc~nic action on the opposite shores 
and islands of the Bay and withiu the Andaman sea, this last recorded 
eruption on the Indian shore is highly interesting. Capt. Halsted's 
account (in Vol. X. of the Journal) of the upheavment of Cheduba, 
would place that event in 1749 but we may not improbably suppose 
that his aged informant might have mistaken his age, as natives of the 
east usually do. There is no shoal now near enough to Pondicheq to 
allow us to suppose it the remains of this remarkable Island, and at 
three leagues distant from the coast there 40 or 50 fathoms are found, 
so that it may hare easily subsided into deep water. The shoal seen 
hy H. M. S. Melaille (Goris Bank) was in a line joining Pondicherry 
and Chittagong, and a shoal noted on a chart in my possession which 
belonged to the late Mr. Greenlaw, as having been seen by an Ameri- 
ran ship, is close on the line joining Pondichcrry and Cheduha. Both 
these may hare heen a pnrtial upheavment in this line. 
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The followi~ig remarkable accouut is given by an officer on board a 

Fre11c11 East-Indiamrul, in a letter to a frieud at the Hague :- 

Jan. 20th, 1757. 
la Just before we sailed from Pondicherry, fires bmke out on the 

surface of the sea three leagues from that place, with the utmost im- 
petuosity, throwing up pumicestones, and other combustibles, and 
forming an i s l c d  of a league long and of the same breadth, which 
increased to a considerable height, with a volcauo, making a most hide- 
ous noise, like thunder, or great guns, and a cloud proceeding from it, 
breaking into small rain of sand instead of water. This prodigy was 
first seen by a ship's crew belonging to Pondicherry, who thought 
at first it had been a water-spout ; ,but coming near it, saw a prodigious 
flashing of fire, which smelt of brimstone, and heard a most astonish- 
ing noise ; afterwards a vast quantity of fish was perceived dead on the 
m~, and appeared broiled. Sailing a little further, they met with such 
quantities of pumice stones, that it was hardly possible to make way 
through them ; at the same time they discerned laud, but it appeared to 

them as a cloud of fire and smoke on the surface of the sea, and the cloud 
anending into the air, distilled in showers of rain which brought abm- 
dance of sand on their ship's deck ; and being nigh the flashes of fire, 
and hearing the noise, they were under great consternation; but it 
pleased God to send them a little breeze of wind that brought them 
fiom it. Another ship sailed round it, and they were so becalmed, 
that the ashes proceeding from the vast fire fell on their deck, and they 
were in great danger of being burnt." 

il&. Piddingtm next submitted his usual report on the Mweurn of 
E c ~ ' c  Geology. 

Museum of Economic Geology. 

We have received from D. Money, Esq. C. S. a brick from Egypt, of 
which he says :- 

a# The brick from Thebes was from one of the oldest ruins on the 
western aide of the hill near Madinet Aboo. I t  had a cartouche 
which could not be decyphered, but which, as well as the ruin from 
which it was taken, was a proof of its great antiquity ; some bricks 
near the spot have been found with the cnrtouche of Thothmes 2d and 
Thothmes 3d on them. I t  was curious too from its size and weight, 
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and wan unburnt and mixed with chipped straw and was most probably 
of the same kind, though it may not have beell the same, which the 
Israelites were forced to make. I thought, uuder such circumstances, it 
might have a slight value in the rooms of the Asiatic Society." 

I have added to the collectioil of soils a very rare one here, the brick 
red soil of Bermuda, obtained from the lower part of a box of plants 
sent to me from that Island. 

To the division of building and ornamelltal materials I have also 
added specimens of the common grey and the yellow Chunar sand- 
stones, and of two kinds of trap, grey and buff-coloured, sent to the 
Auckland Testimonial Committee from Bombay. 

Geological a d  Jfineraloyical collections. 

I have several contributious in both departments, but they have us- 
fortunately only come in too late to be examined (which many of tbe 
rpecimerie require) before reporting on them, rnd I have other work in 
hand in the laboratory. 

We have received from Colonel O~iseley a specimen of Fibrous Carbo- 
nate of Lime obtained in the district of Nagpore, under the following 
circumstances detailed by him.-" Near where I was encamped, is a 
village named Rutha, with a hill of considerable height called ' Raj- 
poora ;' a land slip took place the rains before last, and a snlall s t rum 
emerged from the bottom of the slip. Ia this, and in a g r a t  chasm, 
these stones are found ; they are to be had in any quantity." 

As above stated the specimen is a very eommon minersl, but its 
matrix is curious as approaching more nearly to an impure chalk than 

m y  thiig we usually meet with in India. I sent a small sample to 
Dr. Cantor, requesting he would examine it for infusorire, but he in- 
forms me it does not contain any. 

I am enabled to fill up a blank in our Mineralogical collection by a 
specimen of Atacamite, which (and this is an instance of how frequently 
valuable specimens are lost in India even in the hande of those who 
know their value), I found amongst a number of refuse and common 
minerals from my own collections. . 

We have to acknowledge also from E. Lindstedt, Esq. a fossil fruit 
(siliceous) from the coast of Abyssinis, of which the following is the 
memorandum furnished Iry Capt. Hodges to him : -" The stone I gave 
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you was picked up by me on the sea beach of the Island of Massouah, 

on the coast of Abyssinia, in the month of Map, 1846." The specimen 
was exhibited at  the last meeting. 

Zoological Department. 

Mr. Blyth read his report on the progress of the Zoological depart- 
ment. 

The following are the only donations which I h ~ v e  to bring under notice 
this evening. 

1. From E. O'Ryley, Esq. of Amherst, portions of two skeletons, with the 
skulls of Rhinoceros Swmotrmsia ; one of these skulls belonging to the indi- 
vidual, the skin of whose head was lately forwarded by Mr. O'Ryley. 

Also a collection of bird-skim, comprising Cypsirina varians Tv. Phreno- 
thrix tmia, Horsf.) and other species of interest : and 

A small living Turtle, of the speciea C h e h i o  mrgata-the edible turtle of 
the Bay of Bengal. 

2. From Capt. Beaumont, a very fine recent specimen, with a jet-black 
hood, of Larus ichthyiietus, Pallas. 

3. Prom J. McLeod, Esq. A fish, taken near the equator, which h a Yono- 
canthw, apparently the Balistes h i s  of Shaw. 

Also two species of Phy2losomata, some Acakpha, and other specimens 
obtained on the,same occasion. 

4. From Capt. R. Rollo, 50th Madras N. I., a skin of AntAropside~ 
airgo. 
5. J. B. Villy, Esq. A pair of living Doves, of the species aeopelia 

tranquilkr, Gould, from Australia. 
6. J. B. Porter, Eq. A dead Pheasant, from Shanghai, the Phasianw 

torquatw, or common ring-necked Pheasant of China. 
The fine collections of mounted specimens upon the table, prepared since the 

lsst meeting, do not cnll for any particular remark. 
April 7th. l M 7 .  

Books received for the Meeting of Wednesday, the 7th April, 1847. 

PRESENTED. 
Meteorological Register for February, 1 8 1 7 . - F ~ o ~  THE SURVEYOR 

GENERAL'S OPPICE. 
Ditto ditto, kept at Kyook Phyoo during February, 1847.-BY THE 

SUPERINTENDENT OF MARINE. 
The Calcutta Christian Observer for April, 1847.-BY THE EDITORS. 
La Rhetorique des Nations Musulmanes d' aprds le trait6 P e w ,  intitulC 

Hadayik ul Balagat, par M. Qarcin de Tasay.-BY THE A U T H O ~ .  



Proceedings of the Asiatic Society. 

Le Monibur des Indes Onentalea et Omidentales, No. %--BY THE 

EDITORS. 
Etudes sur le droit civil des Hindous ; Recherches de lkgislation comp~rde 

sur les Lois de I'Inde, les lois L'Athenes et  de Rome, et les coutumcs ctcs 

Germaine; par E. Oibe1in.-BY THE AUTHOR. 

I EXCHANGED. 
The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, No. 198. 
Journal Aniitique, quatrieme sene, Vol. VIII. No. 38. 
Calcutta Journal of Natural Hiatory, No. 28. 

PURCHABED. 
The Calcutta Review, No. XIII. 
The Annnls and Magazine of Nat~~ral  History, Nos. 12-3. 
Journnl dea Savans, Novembre, 1846. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Two Mffla Caps. 
A qniver with two poisoned arrows; and a Knapslali.-BY H. DRIVER. 

Esq. 

For all donations to the Library and Museutn as well as contribu- 
tions to the Journal, the thanks of the Society were directed to be 
offered by the Secrellvics in the usunl fonn. 





KEP0H;T ON THE " VEDAS." 

.4SIATIC SOCIETY. 

In complia~ice with a Resolntion passed at a general meeting of the 
Asiatic Society held on the 6th April, 1847, the Committee of Pa- 
pers circulate for the information of the resident members, the annexed 
documents, chiefly communicated by the " Oriental Section" of the 
Society, relative to the proposed publication of the Vedas. 

The expense of the undertaking is to be defrayed fmm the grant of 
500 Rs. per mensem, allowed to the Society by the Hon'ble Court of 
Directors, for the promotion of Oriental literature. 

The Committee of Papers propose that the views advanced in Dr. 
Roer's report, supported by the Oriental Section, be adopted by the 
8ociety on the responsibility of that section-that Pundits from Benares 
be engaged-that Dr. Roer be appointed Editor, under the supervision of 
the Orient81 section, by whom all proof sheets should be examined and 
passed before finnlly sent to press-lastly, that the section be invited 
to report progress from time to time, and that after six months the 
question be entertained of the manner in which Dr. Roer's labours map 
be duly remunerated. 

The above propositious will be discussed at the regular meeting of 
the first Wednesday in May. 

W. B. ~'SHAUGHNESSY, 
April i2tk 1847. Sen. Sec. Asiatic Society. 

A.viatic Society of Bengal. 
G. A. BUSHBY, Esa. 
W. JACKSON, Eso. 
BABOO DEBENDERNATH TAGORE. 
BABOO UURREE MOHUN SEN. 

GENTLEMEN,-I have the honor to inform you that yon nre soli- 
cited by the Asiatic Society of Bengal to afford them, through tbe 
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Committee of Papers, your valuable aid, as additional members of 
the section appoitited for advice m d  reference to, on 

IIORIENTAL LITERATURE AND PHILOLOGY."* 

Of this section Dr. E. Roer is the ~ecretarq;, and he will RPm time 
to time circulate for yonr examination all papers and documents upon 
which the Asiatic Society may desire the benefit of your suggestions. 

The members of the several sections being appointed by the Society 
as ex-officio inspectors of the Museums and Library in their severid 
departments, your co-operation in this respect is most earnestly invited, 
and any aid or advice you may be pleased to afford for the improre- 
ment or increased efficiency of these branches of the Society's esta- 
blishment, will be received with the utmost thankfulness and respect. 

In  deference to the expressed wishes of the I3onourable the Court of 
Directors, reiterated in Mr. Secretary Bushby'a letter, dated the 2 1 st 
November, 1846, the Asiatic Society are desirous of taking immediate 
measures for the publication of the Yedas, with a commentary, the 
expense to be defrayed from the grant from Government of 500 Rs. per 
mensem for Oriental Publications," Your Secretary, Dr. Roer, 
be reqnested to obtain for the Society, at the earliest possible period, 
such suggestions as yonr section may be pleased to co~nmunirate ou 
this important subject. 

I have the honor to be, 
Gentlemen, 

Your most Obedt. Servt. 
W. B. O'SHAUGHNE~~Y,  

Auiatie Society, 16th Feb. 1847. Sen. See. Asiatic Society. 

Am'atic Society, the 30th Mard, 1847. 
GENTLEMILN,-I~ compliance with the request expressed in the 

Senior Secretary's letter of the 16th ult., addressed to the Oriental 
Section of the Society, 1 have the honour to submit to you, for your 
consideration, a few suggestions respecting the publication of the Ve- 
das, and request the favour of your able advice for the guidance of tlle 

Society in this importnnt undertaking. f 
* Former membera :-Major Marshall, since resigned.-The Rev, Dr. Ha 

-The Rev. Mr. Long. 
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Before I can, however, enter upon the proposition of a plan, accord- 
ing to which, I believe, we may commence the printing of the Vedas, 
it is imperative npon me to advert to some of the difficulties, connected 
with this work, as its success depends upon a correct estimate of the 
nature of these difficulties. For this purpose I beg to lay before you 
the accompanying letters, in which these difficulties are represented 
in a very strong light, and seemingly, for the present at least, unsur- 
mountable. I believe, however, that all the impediments may be ovcr- 
come, and as readily now as at  any fnture time. 

The difficulties are chiefly of two kinds, the collection of the Vedas 
and the understanding of the language of the same, as this last is 
essential to the correctness of the text. 

Permit me to solicit your attention first to the former difficulty. 
I t  has been insisted on in the letters before you, or I should not have 

veutured to detaiu you so long on this subject, that the language of the 
Vedas is antiquated and obsolete, and for this reason not intelligible 
without the assistance of Pundits who have studied the Vedas at Bena- 
res. I will not urge against this assertion, that some literary under- 
takings have been successfully completed of infinitely greater difficulty 
than the present, for instance to give a neer and illustrious example, 
that the characters of the legends on the Bactrian coins, for which there 
was no living interpreter, have been deciphered, that the Iangunge of 
these legends, of which there are no other documents, and which has 
long ago died away, has been fully understood by study, perseverance 
and genius ; but I would urge with regard to the Vedas themselves facts 
which cannot be controverted, that parts of these Vedls have been 
published, and with eminent success, without the assistance of any 
Pundit, by European scholars ; I mean the Sanhita of the Shmaveda, 
by the Rev. Mr. Stephenson, and part of the S611hit.n of the Rigveda by 
the late Professor Hasen in London, the text in both cases accompanied 
by a translation. ' This success ought then to be a guarantee of our o m  
success, if we have only perseverance enough, and use the means at our 
eommand. 

These means are first, the very works just mentioned, by which the 
study and understanding of the Vedas is oonsiderably facilitated, ~speci- 
ally by Rosen's work, which is a mine of information with regard to the 
correct interpretation of the Vedas. In  his notes all obsolete forms of 
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the language, occurri~~g in the text, arc explained, and reference is made 
to the interpretation of the same by ancient works of the Hindus. 

Secondly, the langunge of the Vedas iu its grammar is explained by 
Bdnini and o t h e ~  Hindu authors on Sanscrit grammars, especially by 
Bhattogi Dixita in the Siddhiinta Kiiumudi, the works of whom are 
partly printed and commented upon. The edition of F'ikiiui by Boeth- 
linck will give all the assistance that is required, completely to under- 
stand the gm~nmatical forms peculiar to the Vedas. Further, the 
language of the Vedas with regard to its style is simple, and in this 
respect easy ; there are no unusual combinations of words ; the laupage 
of the Snnhitas (to which I here only refer, as it is the most difficult 

part) is that of prayer, connected with the daily routine of life. The 
only difficulty consists iu the occasional want of the connexion of the 

ideas. This difficulty, however, is not of Frequent occurrence, aud will 
be removed by an attentive perusal of the whole prayer in which such 
passages occur. 

Thirdly, we have those commentaries of the Vedas which, from the 
most ancient times until now, hare been acknowledged as guides in the 
interpretation of the Vedas. These commehtaries give a fill1 explanation 
of the peculiar grammatical forms and obsolete words as well as of the 
sense, when it is obscure, or when allusions are made to usages and 
customs which disappeared at a later period, or tliey supply omissions 
in the text. They are at the same time not written in the dialect of the 
Vedas, but in a la~igunge which erery one, acquainted with the Stuiscrit, 
can understand. 

On these grounds I consider any ohjectioo, raised upon the ancient 
form of the lnnguagc against the publication of the Vedas, as of no 
weight whatever. By study, application and perseverance, which are 
required for the execution of every important literary undertaliimg, they 
rill assuredly be overcome. 

The second difficulty ie to procure a complete copy of the Vedm. 
There is no complete copy of the same in Calcutta, and dso  not a t  

Benares, as appears from a statement of Mr. Muir which I have added 
to this Report. There are, however, considerable portions of them 
here, and still more at Benares, and judging from what we already 
possess we have evcry reason to expect, that we shall be able to complck 
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our collections in India, especially, if we follow Raja Radhakant's advice 
to apply for them in the Dekhan (Tailin- Draviyha, kc.). 

Should we, however, fail in this, there ia, as Colebrooke states in his 
Essay on the Vedas ; and as is alluded to in Raja Radhakant's letter, n 

complete copy of the Vedns in London, brought there by Col. Policr. 
I t  is greatly to be lamented, that we have no catalogue of the Vedaic 

'h1SS. in the Library of the East India House. These collections 
must, however, be extensive, and we may confidently hope, that the 
Ilirectors will open to us the resources of their Library for a publice- 
t im of the Vedas. 

If we have then grounds to believe that we may obtain a complete 
collection of the Vedas (and also ofa commentary of the same), are we 
to delay the publicntion of them, until this collection is completed ? I 
think not. To wait for this, is to postpone the publication to an indefi- 
nite period, nay, to decline it altogether. The commencement once 
made, we shall obtain assistance from many quarters in Europe as well 
as in India. If we do not commence, the public will withhold their aid 
in the belief, that our present intention of publishing contains as little 
meaning, as it has displayed for the last five years, during which time 
we have received the handsome grant of 500 Us. per mensem, on the 
part of the Directors, to be expended for this particular purpose. 

I therefore suggest, that the publication of the Vedas should be 
commenced without further delay, provided that the hlSS. at our 
command suffice (as I think they do) to print a considerable portion of 
these works together with a commentary, and secondly, that, while 
the printing is going on, we increase and complete our collectio~~s here, 
and if necessary, in Europe. 

To make myself understood with regard to the mode of the publica- 
tion of the Fedas that I propose, I must premise a remark on the rlivi- 
sion of the Vedas. 

There are, aa is well known, Four Vedas, each consisting of two parts ; 
the first ia called Sanhita, and contains a collection of Mantras, or 
prayers directed to different gods, iuvocntions and incantations. The 
second part of each Veda is called Bdlmana, and contains precepts, 
m o d  maxims, explanation of religioiis ceremonies, kc. 

I have now obtained in Ca1c11tt.a four complete MS8. of the San- 
hita of the Rig Veda (the firat Veda) and s commentary on the first 
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book of this Sanhita (the whole Sanhita contains 8 books), and on a 

part of the second book. These are precisely those parts with which 
we ought to commence, if we would publish the Vedas in the same 
order, in which they are received by the Hindas, and although it would 
be a l~azardous undertaking to publish the text of the Vedaa from one 
MS. alone, however correct it may be, four MSS. are quite sufficient 
to prepare a correct text. &sen had only two MSS., and the corn-' 
mentary, and the text he has given, are unexceptionable as regards 
correctness. There are no different versions of the Vedas, as there are 
for instance of the Rbmtlyana, they have been handed down to posterity 
with the ntmost fidelity, since an alteration of them would appear to be 
a sacrilege, moreover the number of verses is known, nay even that of 
the single words. On these grounds it is evident, that an error, occur- 
ring in the text, can be only an error of the copyist, which can easily 
be rectified by the means of four MSS. I now enumerate these 
MSS. 

1. MS. No. 8-36, A. from the Library of Bishop's College. This 
ia in Debnagri characters, in emall leaves, each of them numbered, and 
the number of Sloksa, as also their division in lectures and books, most 
arefully marked. I t  is probably a pretty old copy, as the characters 
differ from those at present in use, and require some attention to read 
them. I t  is altogether n beautiful MS., and as I linve reason to 
believe from a comparison of some parts with Rosen's Rig Veda, a very 
correct transcript. 

2. MS. No. 433, from the Library of the Asiatic Society, con- 
taining the Sanhita of the Rig Veda bmplete. I t  is also in Deb~lagri 
chnracter, and legible, although not to be compared in this respect 
with the MS. from Bishop's College. 

3. MS. Nos. 1418-1425, from the Sanscrit College, in Debnllgri 
character. This is also a complete transcript of the Snnhita of the 
Rig Veda, and in most perfect preservation. I t  is as good a copy as that 
from Bishop's College, and in modern character. 

4. MS. No. 141i, from the Sancrit College, containing all the 
Padas or single words of the Ri Veda, it is in modern Debnagri charac- 
ter, and copied with great attention. The Padas or words are separated 
from each other by perpendicular linee, which is of material assistance 
in the interpretation of the text. In  Sanscrit many words are oRen 
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combined into one, so that if an error should occur in the combination, 
it is often difficult to find out the incorrect words, while in a succession 
of Padas the error is directly limited to a single word. At the same 
time there is a prejudice in favour of the correctness of the text, as 
great attention is directed to the co.rrectness of each single word by the 
contrivance of the lines of demarcation. 

Beside these MSS. of the whole Sanhita, there is in one more for 
the first book accompanying the commentary of Mddhav Achtirya. 

We have na complete commentary on this Sanhita in Calcuttn. Our 
library possesees the commentary of Mddhav6ch4rpa on the first book 

of the Sanhita, (No. 17,) and the Library of the Sanscrit College the 
same on a part of the second book (No 143 1). 

After these remarks then I propose, that the whole Sanhita of tlie 
Rig Veda should be prepared for the press, and printed as far as the 
commentary goes. During this time we shall hare opportunity to pro- 
cure the remaining portion of the commentary from Benares. With 
regard to the commentary itself I have fiirther to suggest, that it should 
be abbreviated in such places, where no explanation is necessary, and 
that especially such parts of the commentary which explain passages, 
already before commented upon, should he entirely omitted, as a refer- 

ence to the place, where they are already explained, 4 1  be quite suffi- 
cient. 

With the aid of the commentary the text of the Vedas can be easily 
understood, and thus will this most ancient record of the reliioue tra- 
ditions of the Hindus for the first time be opened to them, but to 
afford a m s s  to the work to the European public also, I beg to suggest, 
that the text of the Sailhitas at least, should be accompanied by an 
English translation. There follows no necessity to translate also the 
commentary, as the English text may be understood by itself. With 
regard to the Bdhmanas I would not advise a translation, because the 
cost of the work would be considerably increased, and extracts, judici- 
ously selected, will suffice. 

For the collation of the MSS., the copying of the text and pre- 
paring of the work for the press, I propose, that tlie Society should 
employ, beside their own Pundit, two or three more, under the 
superintendence of tlie person whom the Society may entrust with tlie 
publication of the work. At the same time the Society shoultl employ, 
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accordiug to the suggestion of Baboo Debendernath Tagore, a Pundit 
who has made the study of the Vedas, and especially of the Rig Veda, the 
business of his life; such a person must, however, not be allowed to 
exercise any authority, but only to be an assistant, as thc word of Pun- 
dits in the difficulties of translation or interpretation cannot be relied 
upon. If the Tattwabolhini Society can lend us the assistance of olte 
of the young men, studying now on the part of that Society the Vedas a t  
Benares, as is kindly intimated in Baboo Nrependernatll'sletter, we 
ought of course gratefully to accept this offer ; but if there is a prospect 
of much delay in the arrival of the person, we ought to write to Bena- 
res at once for a qualified Pundit. 

Should the Oriental Section approve of the propositions laid before 
' 

them, the undertaking might be at once commenced with the collation 
of the MSB., and preparing the text and commentary (as far as we 
possess the latter) for the press. Meanwhile we should look about for 

the remainder of the commentary on Sanhita of the Rig Veda. 
I have not adverted here to the other portions of the Vedas extant in 

Calcutta, because, according to the examination I have as yet made, 
none are sufficiently complete to authorize the printing of them, and 
because I have been anxious to lay before the Society a statement of 
those portions of which the publication might immediately be commen- 
ced. I shall, however, as soon as my time will permit, report on the 
other parts of the Vedas and on the measures we have to take to com- 
plete our collections. 

I have the honor to be, 
Gentlemen, 

Your most Obedt. Servt. 
E. RORR, 

Co-Secretny, Asiatic Society, Oriental Ddartment. 

To E. ROER, Esa. 
Co-Secretary, Ba'atic Society, Oriental Department. 

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 24th ultimo, and in reply thereto to inform you that the Society 
has no complete collections of the Vedas in their library, the only por- 
tions of them which are at present in their possession being those which 
usually go by the name of Dmopanishad, or the teu Upaniahedq and 



another called the Swetwbsataro with commentaries by Sankara 
XchBrya. The Society however had deputed four young brtihmans of 
our country to study all the Vedas in that head-quarters of Vedaic study 
and common resort of Vednic students in India, Benares. They have 
already proceeded far in their tasks, and I believe whenever they return 
with complete copies of the Vedas, the Society will be glad to lend, 
through their medium assistance to the Asiatic Society in their very 
important and valuable undertaking. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your most Obedt. Servt. 
NREPENDERNAUTH TAGORE, 

Secretary. 
Calcutta, Tuttobodhinee Subha, 

8th March, 1847. 

To E. ROER, Esa. 
Co-Secretary, Aa'ntic Society, Oriental Department. 

SIR,-] have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, 
dated the 34th ultimo,.and in reply thereto begleave to inform you that 
I have no collection of the Vedas or fragments qf. them in my posses- 
sion. I believe that complete copies of them are not at all proc~trable 
in Calcutta, the only portions of them obtainable and studied in Ben- 
gal being the ten Wupunishadas. I am however of opinion that though 
complete collections of the Vedas be obtained, yet on account of errors 
which invariably creep into manuscripts and the difficulty here expe- 
rienced of getting men who can understand the Vedas, the language in 
which they and even many of their commentaries are couched being 
obscure, antiquated and obsolete, the assistance, in the intended publi- 
cation, of Vedaic Pundits who have studied them regularly as scholars, 
ought to be procured from Benares ; a step which I think is essential to 
the satisfactory execution of that important undertaking of the Asiatic 
Society. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your most Obedt. Servt. 
6th March, 1847. DEBENDERNATE TAGORE. 

3 x 
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To Dr. E. ROER, 
Secretary, Oriental Departnlent. 

SIR,-I am exceedingly happy to learn from your kiud letter of the 
24th instant, that the Asiatic Society has resolved to publish the Vedas, 
together with a Commentary, as soon as practicable, and shall not fail 
to render my assistance in this important undertaking, as far as it lies 
ill my power. Allow me however, to remark that the printing of the 
Vedas is not an easy task, for a correct and complete Manuscript of the 
sacred works are scarcely procurable here, and the Pundits of Bengal 
being not conversant with the Vedas, are hardly competent to correct 
the proof sheeta of the same. I therefore, propose that the Society 
would be pleased to apply to Government, to write to their Agents at 
Benares and the Decan, (Tailanga, Draviyha, kc.) for tranemission of 
accurate copies of the four Vedas with their commentaries, and dso four 
bl%hmans well versed in the four Vedas ; and then I doltbt not, the 
resolution of the Society will be crowned with success. 

On reference to the printed list of Sanscrit Books, which was some 
time ago ~ubliahed by the Asiatic Society, I find thnt all the Vedas 
and their commentaries are in the libray of the Government Sanscrit 
College, and can casily be had by writing to the Secretary of the 
College. 
,I writer iu the Calcutta Rcuiew (No. V. p. 108) states that a com- 

plete copy of the Vedas was carried to Eugland by Colonel Polier, ruld 
deposited in the British Museum ; I think it would be highly desirable 
to get the loan of this original hlanuscript, or in default thereof, a 
transcript of it, for a collation of the different manuscripts that might 
be procured, either in India or Europe, would be of infinite service in 
giving a carrect and perfect edition of this most ancient work to be 
found in any language in the world, and that the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, or the supreme Government of India ought not to grudge any 
expense in effecting this most laudable object. 

I am much obliged by your bringirlg to my notice, that Mr. Hoenig 
has requested the intercession of the Asiatic Society, to procure for him 
one or two copies of my Sanscrit Dictionary, and that he has with p t  
liberality, placed at my disposal, a copy of all the Sanscrit works pub- 
lished by him, as well as by your extracting a passage from a letter 
of the most entdite and profound Sanscrit scholar, Professor Lassen, to 
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your address with regard to my Dictionary. I beg to assure you that 
nothing would afford me more satisfaction than to meet the wishes of 
those learned gentlemen. I shall do myself the pleasure of forwarding 
to you after our holidajs, two sets of my Lexicon, (of which five 
volumes have already been issued from the press,) and hope you will 
have the goodness to despatch them with my compliments, for the 
acceptance of those two gentlemen. 

I take this opportunity to inform you that Dr. H. a. Wilson wrots , 

to me, that the emperor of Russia had agreed to pay the expense ot' 
printing a complete edition of the Rig Veda with the commentary of 
S9yana Aches, and that the first book of the Smhita of the Rig Veda 
has already been published with an English translation, by a gentleman 
a t  Bombay. I have also seen the text of the SBma Veda Sauhita, with 
a translation of it, by Dr. Stevenson of Bombay, printed for the Orien- 
tal Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your most Obedt. Servt. 
RADHAKANT. 

Culmtta, 29th Fel. 1817. 

TO DR. W. B. O'SHAUGHNESSY. 
Sen. See. 1.1siutic Society. 

Sl~,-With reference to the question whether the Vedas should be 
printed under the superintendence of Pundits of this country or of 
Benares, I beg to state that Pundits from Benares ought to be pre- 
ferred to those of this co~intry, for the following reasons :- 

1st. The Pundits of Benares make the Vedas the special subject of 
their studies, ru~d are consequently the fittest persons to edit them. 

2nd. The ancient dialect in which the Vedas are composed, is 
extremely difficult and obscure. I t  is impossible to find two consecu- 
tive lines of a Vedaic Sanhita, in which there is not some obsolete word, 
some antiquated form of construction or some unusual inflexion ; so 
that without a knowledge of the ~ k c t a  and Bhasya, no Pundit how- 
ever well versed in modern Sanscrita literature can understand the San- 
hitas. 

3 x 2 
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3rd. The fact of there being no Vedaic school in all Bengal is well 
known, and therefore it cannot be expected that men educated in the 
Sanscrita schools of Bengal shall possess competency for the creditable 
execution of this important undertaking. 

4th. All the Vedaic MSS. that I have seen are more or less 
defective, and it ia  impossible to produce a good edition of the work by 
the mere collation of those manuscripts, and by adopting such expres- 
sions out of the different " readings" that will occur in the varions 
manuscripte that may be consulted, and deciding in all other questions 
of doubt, by the impulse of our own taste and predilections without 
consulting those who are best able to pass opiniona on the subject. 

5th. There beiig no difficulty about getting aid from Benareq I 
eee no reason why the work should be entrusted to parties, who possess 
no special knowledge of the Vedas in preference to those who hare 
devoted their lives to their study. I take this opportunity, further 
most respectfully to suggest that it is desireable that there sliould be a 
Committee appointed of men well conversant with the Sanscrita litem- 
ture, to superintend the publication and co-operate with the Pundits 
who are to edit the Vedas, in collating and revising the manuscripts, SO 

that there be sufficient guarantee for the authenticity, correctness and 
faithful exec~~tion of the task. 

I am, Sir, 
Your most Obedt. Servt. 

RAJENDRALAL MIITRA, 
~ l a e i s t .  Sec. & Librarian, Asdntie Society. 

As four complete manuscripts of the Rigveda Sunghita hare been 
procured, I think there exists no objection as to the commencement of 
the undertaking as proposed. With a view however to the satisfactory 
execution of the task, I would propose that no time should be lost in 
t a k i i  measures for the purpose of obtaining the services of a Pundit 
thoroughly versed in the Vrdaic literrture. 

D. N. TAGORE. 
Agreed. J. LONG. 
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Dr. Roer's valuable suggestions with those to wl~iclr he refers in his 
letter, shotlld, I think, be recommended to the Committee of Papers. 

G. A. BUSHBY. 

I think Dr. Roer's s~iggestions, to commence the publication of the 
first Ved with an English Translation, a very good one, andwould 
adopt it ; probably many Hindus will read it ill an Et~glish Translation, 
who could not in the original. I t  is very desirable to bring these old 
books within the easy reach of men's miuds. 

WELBY JACKSON. 
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On the Local and Relatice Geology of Singapore, including Notices of 
Sumatra, the Malay Peninsula, &c.-by J. R. LOGAN, Euq. 

[The following paper was sent to the Asiatic Society of Bepgal in 
Jmuay 1846. The delay which has taken place in ita publication in 
their Journal, enables the writer to append an extract from a letter to 
Professor Ansted, in which he has given a summary of Ole results of 

I his subsequent observations made in localities more favorable for geolo- 
gical inquiries than those to which his attention hacl been confined 
when the paper was written. It may save the reader some trouble if 
he be furnished at once with the key to the theoretical discrepancies 
which may be noticed between the paper and the letter. He thinks it 
better to do this, and to leave the former as it stands with all its f~ults, 
rather than to alter it in conformity with his more matured, but still 
imperfect, views. The geology of every fresh region hm to be worked 
out amidst doubts and errors, and a record of the atages through which 
its theory, if at all new, passes in its progress towards complete truth, 
may often serve ultimately as its best demonstration, because it will 
ahow that it was not h ~ t i l y  adopted, but gradually grew out of a long 
continued and defeated effort to assign to every new phenomenon a 
place in familiar systems. 

The principal result at which the writer had arrived when the paper 
waa written was the opinion, advanced hypothetically in it, tbat the 
southern extremity of ,the Peninsula, LC., had been ruptured and up- 
raised by sabterraneoua forces, and that through the rocks so affected 
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ferruginous gases, &c., had been emitted. The action of these gases on 
the rocks had, amongst other transformations, produced laterite. The 
paper was written under the impression that the formation of plutonic 
rocks and plutonic action in sedimentary rocks were confined to deep 
subterranean levels (see the writings of Mr. Lyell and other English geo- 
logists). Hence it seemed necessary to believe that the superficial igneous 
action with which the paper was mainly concerned, was wholly unconnect- 
ed with the granitic m d  other plutonic roclir of the diatrict ; subsequent 
investigation of some of the best developments of these led to the con- 
viction that the Tartarean theory was inapplicable to them at least, 
The disturbed sedimentary rocks were re-examined free from the bias 
of that theory, and it then appeared, that, while the evidence in favour 
of the metamorphic origin of the laterites, kc., was so strong and 
varied that it might be now recbrded as a demonstrated fnct ; there were 
no apparent obstacles to the reception of the simple hypothesis that 
they were caused by plutonic agency, and that the plutonic rocks of 
the districts were themselves the agents of the alteration or the dmcts 
of one and the same hypogene agency. This hypothesis embraces a t  
once the whole region of elevation in which Singnpore is situated, with 
all the plutonic, volcanic and metamorphic phenomena which it exhi- 
bits. I t  refers the whole to one cause operating throughout a long 

of time, and which 118s not yet entirely ceased to operate, as the 
volcanic emissions of Sumatra and the vibrations of the whole region, 
fiom time to time, and the thermal springs of Sumatra and the Penin- 
sula, constantly testify to us. This cause is the existence of an internal 
plutonic intumescence, or nucleus, which has slowly ewollen up, fractar- 
illg the sedimentary strata, saturating and seaming them with it. 
exhalations, and as it forced itself up beneath them and tbrough the 
gorges and fissures, at once upheaving them and feeding on their! 
substance, till, in many places, it pressed and eat through them to the 
wfrigerating surface, and m e ,  congealing, into the air or sea. I t  ia 
this latter 'circumstance that distinguishes the region from all those 
which have been observed by European geologists, and it is this singu- 
larly high level which the plutonic reduction has reached that explains 
the extraordinary appearances which the unreduoed superficial rock 
have so often assumed. The metamorphosed rocks of Europe evinced a 
deep subterranean saturation with plutonic exhalations, and Europe~l 
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geologists concluded that plutonic action was necessarily deeply a u k -  
raneous. But here, I think, we find a subaerial or subaqueous plu- 
tonic activity; and where the plutouic'level has not reached that of the 
pre-existing rocks, a uew kind of metamorphism appropriate to t l ~  new 
conditions under which the plutonic exhalations have operated. 

The interest which the discussiono respecting laterite have given to 
that rock, tends to invest it with undue importance geologically. The 
fermginous emissions have affected all rocks indiscrimiitely, and their 
action on sandstones, grits and conglomerates is as well marked as t& 
on clays, marls and shales, although the latter only produces proper 
laterite. Even in the clays, laterite denotes one only of many degrees 
and forms of alteration. TO express the origin of these rocks and its 
unity, to record the cause of the dificultiea which they have presented, 
and to distinguish them from true metamorphic rocks, I would propose, 
aroiding any new technical names, to term them simply the iron-masked 

rocks of the Indo-Australian regions. This term will in:lude the prin- 
cipal or plutoniEally femginated rocks, which, without being either 
completely reduced or metamorphosed, have been either wholly dis- 
guised or partially altered by ferruginous emissions, which have saturot 
ed them in the mass,--or only affected them in fissures and seams,- 

or  been interfused between portions of the rocks not actually separated 
by fissures, but intersected by planes of mere disconuity, the sides of 
which have an imperfect cohesiou, or having a common border of infe- 
rior density and increased porosity mused either by interruptions in 
the original deposition of the matter of the rock or by unequal stretch- 
ing or incipient cleavege. The term may be also extended, perhPps, to 

thow sedimentary beds in which the iron saturation, although coeval 
with the deposit of the other constituents of the rock, has served to 
obscure or conceal their true nature ae well as the derivation of the 
beds themselves. These beds appear to have been sometimes hrmed 
by superficial layers of gravel, &c. being permeated by iron solutions. 
With these must not be confounded the broad bands lying wer and 
beside the heads of iron-mnsked dykes, and which, having been in a 
l m e  gravelly or fragmentary state at the time when the plutonic emis- 
sions passed through them, became cemented into hard, and occasional- 
ly acornus, ferruginated congkuneraks, &c. and are therefore proper 
plutonically iron-masked rocks.] 

3 ~ 2  
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Before entering on a detailed a c c o ~ ~ t  of the mineralo@cd features of 
Singapore, it will be 'conrenient to bring into a preliminary paper some 
discussions of a theoretical nature, which, if not thus separated from 
the former, might, in the sequel, occasion frequent interruptions and 
some confusion. A brief sketch of the topography of the Island will 
suffice as a basis for the remarks which follow it. 

The Island is of an irregular figure, when correctly laid down, (for 
the published maps, with the cvception of Mr. Thomson's, are very in- 
correct,) resembling a bat, the head being at Tanjong Sinoko, in the old 
strait, the tail at Tullah Blanga, or rather Blakan Mati,-the western 
wing being fully expanded and the eastern a little retracted. I ts  great- 
est length from Pulo Campong or Post Tiiacalister, on the west, to Tan- 
jong Changai on the east, i. e. between the tips of the wings, is 21 
miles. Its greatest breadth from T. Sinoko to T. BlangRh coast, i. e. 
from the head to the tail, is 12 miles. I ts  superficial extent is ronghly 
calcl~lated at 200 square miles. 

The town of Singapore, to start from the best known point, is situ- 
ated at the south-western extremity of a flat alluvial tract, of which the 
greatest length in a straight line near the sea-beach is about 6 miles, and 
the greatest breadth inland about 2+ miles. Three well marked depw 
sits occur in this flat. A stiff clay of a greyish hue, becoming in some 
places darker and even blackish ; a whitish, greyish or yellowish sand ; 
and a vegeteble deposit, consisting, where most recent, of fragments of 
wood or masses of aquatic plants more or less decomposed, and, where 
older, of a soft peaty matter passing into a black mud. The mode in 
which these beds have been deposited will be described h e r d e r .  The 
west side of this p l ~ n  is marked by low rounded hillocks, separated by 
openings on the same level as the plain. On following these in a north- 
westerly direction, the former are found to be the extremities of dis- 
tinct ranges of hills, and the latter the mouths of valleys between them, 
the principal extending about six miles inland. The largest valley, 
dong which there is a public road, terminates a little to the south of a 
group of hills called Bukit Temah, the summit of which is 530 fest 
above the level of the sea, and the highest point in the Island. From 

this group the valley and the stream which drains it borrow their name. 
The coast of Singapore to the S. W. of this valley also follows a N. 
W. direction. The intervening space is occupied towards the sea by a 
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! prominent range of hills rising abruptly to a height of 300 feet at 

Tnllah Blanga, which has lately been made the signal statioii. Towards 
the Bukit Temah valley a broad irregular range of hills is united appa- 
rently with the Tullah Blanga range on the N. W., and as it proceeds 
the 9. E. separates from it and gives room for a broad swampy flat, 
from which the Siugapore Rirer flows. Nearer Town the range bifur- 
cates, one of the forks terminating in Government Hill and the other 

in Mount Sophia. These Hills approach close to each other, but pro- 
ceeding inland the two divisions of the range draw further back, and a 
secondary valley of considerable brendth, and about two miles in length, 

ia formed. The range on the N. E. of Bukit Temah valley sp r igs  from 
Bukit Temah, and terminates in a low broad sandy elevation which 
slopes almost insensibly till it  emerges in the plain. I t  is in some places 
about miles broad. The configuration of the range,-and most of the 

others have many features in common wit11 it, may be partially ob- 
wmed in proceeding up the Bukit Temah vnlley. A succession of low 
hills present their rounded ends stretching into the valley which ex- 
pands into the concave or sinuous hollows between them. The lateral 
valleys thus formed are of various figures and extent. Many resemble 
a horse shoe or amphitheatre. The upper extremities of most are of 
this shape, and similar indentations occur in the course of the bore  
protracted, at the necks connecting the different llillocks which form 
their sides. When we strike across the range we are at first confused 
by the number of hillocks and Eollows only partially clenred of junglc ; 
but under patient observation they ,-dually assume a certain order ; 
about the centre of the range the ground is a comparatively elevated 
and broad tract, but cery irregular in its configuration. All these irre- 
gularities however, it  is probable, have relation to the lateral ranges. 
These are seen to branch off to the north and south in a series of hil- 
locks joined to each other by their sides and sometimes by an elon- 
gated neck. Towards the valley they often bifurcate, one limb some- 
times taking a direction parallel to the range and then swceping round 
and expanding into one of the broad hillocks whose ends approach the 
public road. The peculiar character of the topography of the country 
arises from the multitude and individual smallness of the hills, and the 

circumstance of the valleys which penetrate hetween the principal ranges 
and their branches, being, except towards the centres of the ranges, per- 
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Eectly flat, and very little above the level of the sea, so thrrt the a- 
outlines of the bases of the hills rue nearly as distinctly ~ k e d  m if 
they sunk into the level sheet of a lake. We have in fact r e g u k  
mountain ranges iu miniature, and so symmetrical with all the apparent 
irregularity, that if the highest or summit lines of the ranges snd thek 

lateral members were correctly laid down on a map they would present 
no remote resemblance to the section of a tree. Beyond the last men- 
tioned ;range another long valley occurs.* The stream Bidastier which 
flows through it has its rise in Bukit Temah. The fu~ther or N. E. 
side of this valley is formed by the Kdlang range of hills, the upper ex- 
tremity of which is also connected with Bukit Temah : its lower division 
is penetrated by a long secondary valley. One of its summits rises con- 
siderably above the general level of the hills. Beyond it the valley af 
the Kallang river stretches inland. This valley has not been examined 
up to the top, but it is believed the river rises to the north of Bukit 
Temah in a couti~luation of that range. A11 the preceding rangee 
terminate in the plain or to the west of it and the Kallang, Balestier, 
Bukit Temah and Singapore rivers all ctoss the plain, converge towards 
the town, the three former uniting their waters, and flow through it. 
The next range beyond the Kdlang valley is the central range or back- 
bone of the eastern part of the Island. I t  doea not terminate at the 
line where those already described sink into the plain, but continues its 
course to the eastward, sending out lateral ranges, the southern and 
western extremities of which form the boundaries of the plain. This 
range terminates at the Red cliffi. All the hills on the east and N. E. 
aides of the Island appear to be expansion8 of it. The valleys between 
the lateral ranges are bolder m d  deeper than those in the w s  firet 
described, owing to the hills being generally highex and steeper. This 
range is connected with the Bukit Temah range.. In  its central parts it 
displays broad undulating tracts on a larger scale thPn the dhe r  ranges. 
Amongst the multitude of v~lleys which its branches include there i s  
one on the northern side of some size in which the Serangoon streom 
rises. This valley seems to be a peaty swamp. I t  passes into a broad 
tract of mangrove jungle where the stream is lost in a creek which OF 

into the old straits of Singapore. Other streams f d  into the straib 

For much information respecting theee difficultly ecceaniWe valleys I am idabced to 
Mr. Thomaon, the able and indefatigable Surveyor to Government for the StRita 
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from this range. This principal is the Soongie Saletar,. which appears- 
to flow through a long valley between a branch of this range and ano- 
ther range proceeding from the Bukit Temah group in a northerly di- 
rection. The western side of the bland consists of several ranges radiat- 
ing apparently from the Bukit Temah group, and penetrated by valleys, 
some of them, such as that of the Kranjee, which floss uorthward to 
the old strait, rrud the Joorong, which flows southward to the Salat 
Samboolan, being of considerable length and terminating in broad 
creeks intersecting mangrove swamps. Between some of the ranges 
the only wide bt t i sh  tracts in the Island which are not alluvial are 
found. The lower parts of the valleys are mostly swampy, consisting 
of sand, clay and black peaty mud, of the latter there are considerable 
tracts constantly moist and exhibiting an extraordinary rankness of 
vegetation. Looking on one of these swamps covered with tall but 
slender trees, and dense underwood growing up rapidly, and from the 
looseness of the deep bed of black vegetable matter,-the accumulated 
remains of their short-lived predecessors,-destined soon to fall in their 
t un ,  and considering the deposits of clay and sand which accompany 
and give rise to it, it is impossible to doubt that we see nature repeat- 
ing the precise process by which the materials of most of the ancient 
carboniferous strata were brought together. Towards the sea thew 
forest marshes give place to mangrore swamps. An intelligent Chinem 
Gambier planter compnres Singapore, not inaptly, if the eastern part 
of the Island be excluded, to an open umbrelln, of which Bukit Te- 
mah is the top and the varions rivers the ribs. If we suppose the 
Island to have been formed of a somewhat brittle material, and a 
strong blow horn beneath to have struck it at Bukit Temah, from which, 
eracbx radiated in different directions, dividing or bifurcating in their 
progress, a rude idea of the lines of hills may be formed; or if we view 
the Island from west to east our old comparison to the section of a tree 

would serve us best. Bukit ~ k m a h  and the adjoining hills form the stole 
from which one main trunk, about 12 miles in length, extends to the 
Red Cliffs with numerous branches. Several smaller trunks rise on the 
south side of the main tmnk and extend for about 6 miles in a S. E. 
direction, also sending out a multitude of small branches. To the west 
the roota radiate to different parts of the corn4 the tap root beinS 
about 7 miles long. 
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The hills of the first and second ranges iu the order in which 
are above noticed consist chiefly of sandstone (fine grained, grit9 d 
conglomeritic) and shale strata. Towards the eastern extremitk d 
the two next ranges similar rocks are obsemed. Further on soft drys 
of various hues, but mostly mottled white and red or porplish, pmiq 
into a soil of different shades of red, yellowish red, and brownish nd 
u e  observed near the surface, and occasionally protruding blodud 
sitmite and green-stone occur. . The hills of the eastern sideof the 
Island stem to be principally sandstone with slight traces of abk. 
The western side is also for the most part sandstone and shde. At 
the N. E. extremity granite or sienite appears and it ia also smtt 

several places along the N. and N. W. coast. 
The superficial deposits which occur at various places are very r e d -  

able. On some hills a red stiff clay resembling laterite is found. On 
many, imbedded in clay of different red and brownish hues, in irree;okr 
sheets or in thin seams, occur blocks of a fermginons clay, rock or 
smaller stones and pebbles of various kinds and sizes. These will bat be 
described hereafter by selecting particular localities where they ab~md. 

I now proceed to notice the dierent hypothesis that have been or 
may be suggested to account for these appearances. Of the dud 
plains and valleys which ramify through the Island in all directiom 1 
need say nothing here, as they, in exposed beds at least, have all or 
nearly all been formed subsequent to the hills and their snper jd  
deposits, and are separated from the latest accessions of matter 
these received at a period when they formed a multitude of little bF 
and long narrow inlets of the sea. 

The first clase of the hypothesis that may be offered in erp ldon  
of the superficial formations of Singapore, embraces those that contern- 
phte merely the position, external appearance and siee of the detached 
rock fragments. 

Of these the first supposes the blocks, gravel, LC. to be the debris 
of older rocks deposited in the sea before the extrusion of the bills. If 
it be conceived that the elevation of the hills above the level of the 
sea was the same act with the protrusion of the strata of which the1 
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are composed from their previous horizontal bed to their present inclin- 
ed position, we are met by the fact that the superficial deposits are not 
in layers conformable to these stpta, but are spread over their uplifted 
edges. If again, it  be supposed that the hills were formed under water, 
and that after the accumulation of the gravel, kc. upon them, the plat- 
form from which they rise was elevated so as to cause them to emerge 
from the sea, we are met by other insuperable objections. Of these it 
is only here necessary to specify one, although looking to single limited 
localities the gravel deposits appear to be regularly disposed like beds 
derived from currents; when we compare one hill with another we 
observe far too much irregularity to allow this idea to be tenable. 

2.-DILUVIAL HYPOTHESIS. 
As we extend our observations this irregularity is seen to be so 

great that we are irresistibly led to conjecture that its causes were ddu- 
vial instead of alluvial. In  many places rock fragments of all sizes are 
confusedly intermixed with loose clay or sand, so that if due to aqueous 
action it must have been of an extraordinary and violent nature thus to 
have borne along rapidly masses of matter containing large blocks, and 
deposited them in such confusion, and that often or1 the summits of 
hills. A continued diluvial action of variable force might also account 
for the large quantities of rounded pebbly-looking stones, and the broad 
thin beds of smaller gravel-like stones that occur. Closer investigation 
however seems to discover an unanswerable argument *inst a diluvial 
theory in the fact that the larger rock fragments, and even the gravel, 
differ in different localities, often even when these adjoin each other, 
and that it has always been found that they have a certain correspond- 
enor with, or relation to, the subjacent rocks where these have been 
exposed. No decided boulder or drift has yet been noticed. 

Colonel Low appears to have considered the scoriaceous, ferruginous 
rocks as boulders, but he gives no reason for this opinion. The gravel 
he refers to the concretionary tendency of soils impregnated with iron. 
I need not stop here to remark upon these evidently hastily formed 
views.* 

I cannot mention Colonel Low, during no many yearn of official toil, a lmat  the soli- 
tary votary of science and oriental literature in the Straits Settlements, without expressing 
the hope thai he' will not long withhold from this Journal the fruia of hi pnuent 
" leorned lekure." 

3 z 
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 DECOMPOSITION OF ROCKS IN SITU. 
This, which is the hypothesis that next most naturally arises, would 

embrace many of the facts that are inconsistent with the sedimentary 
and diluvial suppositions, such aa the local character of the rock f r w  
ments. The outcrops of the strata, which are generally highly inclined, 
would under meteoric influence, down to a certain line of depth which 
would descend with the denudation of the surface, suffer different changes 
&cording to the nature of the rkk .  The harder sandstones and shales 
wonld, split and break down into irregular fragments. The softer 
sandstones, clays and shales,-and of the latter especially the finely 
laminated beds,-would, under the combined chemical and mechani- 
cal influences of the air, rain, rapid transitions of temperature, &c., 
lose their distinctive original characters and gradually become uniform 
masses of sandy or clayey soils. Every heavy fall of rain would wmh 
away the more superficial particles. According to the declination of 
the sides of the hills, fragments of rock of different siws would be 
carried down by the pressure.of water-moved soil and gravelly frag- 
ments. Where the hills were steep, larger blocks, from the gradual 
loosening of their beds, would descend to lower levels by their o m  
gravity assisted by similar pressure from above. The summits and 
ridges of the hills would be most exposed to the action of sun and rain, 
but generally least so to the denuding power of gravity. Where the soil 
was loose sand, or where there were narrow summits, the process of 
denudation would be more active than elsewhere. The soil as it was 
formed would disappear, and only fragments of rock be leR where the 
latter was of a nature to yield with difficulty, slowly and superficially 
to decomposition. Where the .fragments pulverized more quiokly, 
some soil would generally be found, always drawing additions from the 
rocks, but always a prey to the rains. 

These considerations certainly explain the present appearrtnce of many 
of the hills, and in every locality phenomena occur evidently due to 
the forces of which I have been writing. Ridges and summits are 
often found consisting almost entirely of rock fragments, and it might 
seem that these forces alone would be adequate causes for their occur- 
rence. But on hills with extensive flattish summits, beds of fragments, 
sometimes large,--sometimes of all sizes mixed-sometimes uniformly 
amall and gravel-like, lying under or in the soil at various depths, from 
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an inch to many feet, below the surface, are frequently discovered by 
sections for roads and pits for planting spice trees, LC. I t  is obGous 
that the hypothesis which I am now considering will not explain such 
cases. 

There is another phenomenon of frequent occurrence connected with 
the position of fragmentary rocks which this hypothesis ought to 
include if it be made the foundation of any general theory. In d o n s  
across strata they are almost invariably seen to be more or less curved 
as they approach the surface. Before reaching it however they s o w  
times gradually, but often abruptly, lose their compact form and become 
masses of fragments. In  some cases these are almost insensibly min. 
gled with the superincumbent soil till all trace of the stratum disap- 
pears. But it is not uncommon to see the curve pass into a line more 
or less horizontal, and even bent downwards, m d  the fragmeats streaming 
away as it were in a layer of which the directioi~ seems to have no 
relation to the parent stratum, but which generally possesses or 
approaches to parellelism with the plane of the surface. I t  is true that 
of some of these cases the hypothesis which we are at present pursuing 
might seem to afford a solution. Thus suppose a thin layer of hard 
sandstone to rest on R bed of soft sandy cley or unlaminated shale, both 
inclined and having their outcrop on the slope of a hill, a certain depth 
from the d a c e  of the slope would be subject to the action of meteoric 
forces which would cause the sandstone to break up into fragments 
and the sllndy clay to become loose and open. The sandstone rubble, 

if heavy, might possibly tend to descend or settle in a perpendicular 
line through the upper pulveruleut to the lower and more compact 4, 
and, at all events, as the soil below it was carried away, the rubble would 
descend along the line of the slope, the heavier fragments remaining 
at and near the point of outcrop, those of medium size streaming 
further down the slope, and the smdlest borne away with the fine 
sand aud clay to lower levels ;--the possibility of the existence of such 
l i e s  of rubble, their breadth down the slope from the line of outcrop, 
and the quantity and size of. the fragments, being always determined 
by the texture of the recipient bed of clay or sand, and the declivity 
of the hill. Where the slope of the hill consisted of a succession of 
similar layers and beds, the lower layers of rubble would, in course of 
time and in favourable positions, become covered with soil brought . 

3 2 2  
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down from above. There are undoubtedly cases which, if taken by 
themselves, this explanation will satisfy. But when we seek to convert 
this hypothesis into a general rule we are at once met by numerous 
d i i r d a n t  appearances. Thus, of the extensive layers of rubble or 
gravel-like fragments beneath a thick bed of clay which, as before 
mentioned, are formd on broad even summits of hills and ridges, there 
are many where the clny is too compact and aluminous or the rubble 
too fine, for the latter to have descended from the surface of the former, 
and where there are no adjncent higher levels from which the former 
could have been degraded and superimposed upon the latter. There 
are other allied cases too which simple atmospherical causes will not 
account for and which bring us to the next hypothesis-that of 

The instances allrlded to nre where the lieads of the strata are not 
merely converted into rubble and bent in the line of slope, but where 
they are in zigzag, crooked, or sinuous l i e s  ;-where adjacent layers 
are differently and irregularly deflected out of their planes ; where the 
rubble is here in large pieces lying in the direction of the proper plane 
or of a regular curve from it, and there shattered into a confused mass of 
small fragments, sometimes much thicker and sometimes much thinner 
than the unaltered layer itself ;--or where fragments of one layer are 
intermixed with those of an adjacent one, detached pieces of a sandstone 
layer for instance imbedded in a lager of clay above it, or portions of 
both layers confusedly mingled till all trace of their lines of demarca- 
tion is lost. 

I t  is clear that no ordinary mechanical operations caused by atmo- 
spherical forces could have prodtced such results, and that violent con- 
vulsive movements of the earth have left these records. In  the slight 
earthquakes felt at Penang in 1843 it was remarked that the residents 
on the hills described their effects differently from the residents on the 
plain, or in language more exaggerated. In Belmont-house, which is 
situated an the summit of a peaked hill rising freely out of the Pentland 
chain, the tremor was particularly strong. Upon general mechanical 
principles it is evident that the shocks will be most severely felt where- 
ver the rocks acted on are freest. Through a dense homogeneous mass 
extend& uniformly in all directions equable undul~tions and vibrations 
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may pass without disturbing the internal arrangement, because the 
motive force will meet with an equal resistance throughout. But where 
the mass acted on suddenly changes from a dense to a lighter rock, 
fracture8 and other internal disturbances will follow according to the 
intensity of the force, and where the mass of rocks is met externally by 
the rare elastic mass of the atmosphere, the resistance in that direction 
being removedpet. saltum, the general centrifugal tendency which will 
be impressed by the nether forces, even when their proper direction 
is more horizontal than vertical, will cause the upper rock to a certain 
depth to be fractured, loosened and exp'anded, the external fragments 
and particles being perhaps quite free and even projected. In  this 
condition the whole superficial mass will readily yield to continuing 
vibratory action, and any or all of the phenomena above described may 
be the result. It is a further argument in favour of mechanical con- 
vulsions of considerable violence and irregularity, that although the 
general dip of the strata of Singapore be from westerly to easterly, cases 
are found of a hill resting ou the same apparent base with an adjoin- 
ing one where the general rule operates, having its strata iuclined from 
east to west, and even in the same hill particular sides or outlying 
ridges or spurs, present deviations both in the direction and in the. 
angle of the dip. 

8.-VOLCANIC ACTION. 

Hitherto we hare remarked no phenomena that mny not be referred to 
the ordinary mechanical or chemical forces acting at the surface of the 
earth, or to critical mechanical disturbances. But I have now to notice 
a large and varied class of facts which require different forces to be 
introduced. These facts are so mlmerous, so constant in their occur- 
rence over every part of the Island which is open to exa~ni~iation, and 
not less than elsewhere in those parts from which the observations of 
writers on the geology or mineralogy of Singapore hare been drawn, 
that it is difficult to conceive through whnt fatality they have hitherto, 
for the most part, escaped uotice or been passed over as unimportant. 
The most obvious of these facts are dykes and veins of igneous rocks, 
masses in  aihc and scattered fragments of rocks, such as sandstone, 
clays, shales, granite, kc, altered by the action of fire ; rocks in veins and 
joints often highly indurated, whereby sandstone has acquired sometimes 
a cellular structure, and at other times externally a honeycombed 
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appearance; congeries of curved, zigzag and radiati~~g veins in sand- 
stone, clays and shales, filled with crystallizations, and both from their 
own appearance and the alteration in the rock in which they are found 
showing chemical or electrical action of a volcanic nature ; the pme- 
of sulphur accompanying anthracite in shales denigrated and rendered 
fuliginous by fire ; the slaggy appearance of many rocks and fragments I 
which are often covered externally by a shining black, bluish-black, 
or dull iridescent varnish or glaze ; the scoreous appearance of others,. 
many being mere cinders ; the abundant presence of oxides of iron, and 
particularly their intensity in those places where the other evidences of 
igneous action are most marked, and their absence where these are 
entirely wanting. I t  is impossible to refer these facts and others of 
an analogous character, which will be mentioned in a future paperin the 
description of particular localities, to any but volcanic causes. The 
reddish, reddish-brown and reddish-black rocks which are found so 

abundantly have been noticed by Lieutenant Newbold, Colonel Low and 
others. The generalname of laterite has been sometimes applied to 

them. Colonel Low uses the terms "iron clay," " iron stone" and 
4'iron ore." The red soils have been in like manner d e d  laterite or 
iron soils. Both terms appear to be objectionable. Laterite is a parti- 
cular species of ferruginous clay which indurates on exposure to the 
atmosphere like many other rocks : it  ought to be restricted to the clay 
to which it was assigned by Dr. Hamilton, and not indiscriminately 
applied to every new rock strongly marked by oxides of iron. With 
respect to the term iron clay or clay iron stone, it has not yet been 
shown that any of the proper argillaceous iron ores, into the composition 

of which carbonic acid enters so largely, are found in Singapore. .If 
there are any they have been disguised and chai~ged by heat, decompos- 
ing into peroxides. The fact however is that these so called laterites 
and iron ores, externally as to colour and form differing little if at all, 
prove oAen on examination to be only fragments of the common strati- 
fied rocks, sometimes calcined, sometimes indurated, and sometimes 
partially fused by heat. We cannot therefore resort to a prevalence 
either of laterite or iron ores to explain the geology of the Island, nnd 
are by the rocks, which have been so designated, led back to volcanic 
cnuses.* 

Imtrrik-Mnny'of the clayey hills hem appear tome to be decomposed nienile. some- 
Ilmesudtered by supervening volcru~ic actloll, but gencrnlly [lurtaking in 1118 metamor- 
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Such a comparatively small portion of Singapore has yet in ally 
way Geen laid bare, and of the accessible parts, with certain ex- 
ceptions, so little is open to inspection save the mere surface, that had 
my examination of the most favourable localities of the latter been much ' 
more minute and careful than it has been, I should still have hesitated 
to combine the results into any general hypothesis. But as such an 
hypothesis has been forced upon me while following up my inquiries, 
and no facts have hitherto been noticed to which it is irreconcileable, 
I shall endeavour to explain'it, leaving to future observations to build 
it into a theory, or reject it as a fancy. And as I shnll proceed in sol-  
sequent paper_s to furnish detailed accouuts of different localities, the 
reader will be enabled to draw his own conclusions. 

The general direction of the elevatory force to which the hills or 
Singapore and tlie neighbouring Islands owe their origin, was from W. 
by S. to E. by N. since their dip is generally in or near that direction. 
Although the undulations or upheavings had this general tendency, the 
causes to which they were due must have been of a somewhat irregolar 

phiim which the matter of most of the elevated land hos suffered from that m e .  May I 
venture to suggest that the hypothenis which isdevelopedin this paper for Singapore might. 
if applied to the laterite of India, perhapa explain its origin, and, in doing so, to a certain 
extent also reconcile the conflicting opinions that have been maintained regarding it. 
All that I have read of tlie great laterite formations of the aouth of India, and which ex- 
tend to the heart of Bengal, where they are described by Dr. Buchanan, leads to the 
conclusion that they do not consist of purely volcanic, sedimentary or decomposed matter, 
but what 1 have tenned semi-volcanic. The =me formation is found at M a l m  and 
analogous deposits a t  Singapore, and both inseparably associated and evidently contem- 
pomeour with dtered rocka of the kind previouily noticed. If we conceive on area 
with trap, granite, sandstone, shale, &c. e x p w d  at the surface (in the atmosphere or in 
the aea) and partly decomposed or disintegrated, to be subjected to a peculiar specks of 
minor volcanic action like that which is described in this paper ( the  dirtincliue p h m m e -  
non probably of une and the rams gaological epoch) the result would be that, with the 
occasional exception of matter ejected from no great depth, and some dykes and veiw, 
the previous soft surface rocka would be merely altered or metamorphosed by h t  and 
impregnated with iron, derived perhapa from the basaltic aud other femferous rocb 
through which the discharged steam, gnaw, a d  water had panned in their ascent. Whe- 
ther the action took place under or above the sea would be determined by the premnce 
or absence of the ordinary marks of oceanic denudation. 

When clays strongly fernginow, and soft from uturation with water, are dried, the 
iron previously held in solution by the water is deposited between the pa&clea and cementa 
them into a hard compact m k .  Henc* the induration of laterite claye on exgosure to 
the utmorphere. 
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nature, at one time producing a superficial effect, either uniform in its 
character, or smnll in degree, and at another time increasing in violence, 
and at particular points causing convulsive elevations of the rocks in 
'the form of hills, frequently in undulating ridges and chains, the linear 
directions of which were, it may be, determined by a pre-imposed ten- 
dency to fracture, as will be noticed in the sequel. This force was 
apparently of n volcanic, or what, to distinguish it from concentrated 
well developed volcnuic action, may be el led a semi-volcanic nature, 
producing great heat at particiilar places, which sometimes merely 
indurated or calcined the softer strata and reddened the superjacent 
soil, but often in steam or gases, and occasionally in mud-or semi-fused 
rock burst through them, or found a vent in fissures caused by ruptures 
during t4e process of elevation. When the heat was most intense, 
fused rocks or semi-fused fragments were cast up through these vents. 
As its intensity decreased fragments less altered nnd masses of clay and 
sand were ejected. The volcanic steam, gases, or fluids were charged 
with iron which left strong marks of its presence wherever these were 
most active, rendering most of the fused and semi-fused rocks, in dykes 
or ejected above the surface, highly ferruginous and impregnating all 
the softer adjacent rocks. 

In  some places the force, although of unusual violence, was at the 
surface chiefly mechanical, rending solid sandstones and tossing up 
and mingling the fragments with masses of soft clays and shales. 
Thus on some parts of government hill and the adjoining hill (Mt. 
Sophia) large angular blocks of solid sandstone, some from 600 to 800 
cubic feet in bulk, are found fit the s~irface and at various depths be- 
neath it in a confused mass of clays and shales. In the same hills howe- 
ver there were also subsequently formed volcanic fissures, through which 
tomfied rocks were ejected into the air and strewed over the surface so 
as in some places to form a thick bed over the disrupted sandstone, &. 

This extreme degree of local mechanical violence unaccompanied by 
simultaneous igneous action reaching the surface, is, however, rare, and 
may have been in some measure caused by a greater thickness and 
compactness in the resisting rock. But in general the upheaving of 
the hills has been attended with a violent agitation or tremor, producing 
the phenomena alluded to in a former page as due to concussion. 

From what has been said it will be seen t h t  the volcanic forces were 
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not concentrated at one or two points, and of comparatively great 
power, so as to form regular craters of eruption or to elevate rocks to 
A great height, but that they extended over a considerable area, and 
that their intensity and mode of action varied greatly at different places. 

Amongst the most common volcanic products is one, small in size, 
and varying in its character from common indurated argillaceous and 
lithomargic, to porcdlanous and jaspidious, which occurs in very singular 
Forms, vermicular, pseudo corraloidal, columnar,* and frequently resem- 
Ming pieces of ginger root, externally smooth, granulated, corrugated, 
reticularly fibrous, &. These are the compact forms, but there often 
occur vesicular, or rather r~idely ramose cavities descending between 
the short thick irregular branches towards the centre, the branches 

being themselves also sometimes perforated. b 

Another product is a small smooth faintly shining black stone like a 
fine gravel. 

At other places a gravel similar in shape but with a brownish or 
chestnut-coloured coat or euamel occurs. These latter products may 
readily be mistaken for water worn gravel, especially as they often 
occur in broad thin beds, but on closer examination it is clear they are 
of volcanic origin. 

All the various forms of ejected substances met with are due, I con- 
ceive, in some degree to differences in the original mineral ingredients 
of the rocks, but chiefly to the inequality of torref'action, and the 
circumstance of the hated, fused or semi-fused substances cooli~~g in 
the air or iu mud or loose sand or clay. 

At an early stage in my inquiries I was led to think that the causes 
of the eruptions were in part what have been called pseudo-volcanic, 
and if coal shall be discovered it will then become a questiou whether 
many of the geological phenomena of Singapore are not due to volcanic 
action giving rise to and accompanying the conflagration of coal beds. 
This would account for the paucity of proper volcanic products at the 
surt'ace, and the abundance of merely altered fragments agreeing in 

Amongst the common large slags which are geucnrlly of irregular rouudd shnpes, 
1 have occwionally seen one agreeing in form with those small oolumnar stones and 
externally rugose and roughly fibrous. In fact one may say it is t h e m e  M one magnified 
i r ~  bulk rrom a few cubic inches to 10 or 15 cubic feet, and with all itschamten, rendered 
c o v m  in propurlion. 

4 A 
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character with the existing superficial strata, and of slqgy and scoreous 
rocks of which the materials, with the exception of the oxides of iron, 
might have been derived from similar strata at no great depth. The 
iron might, on this supposition, have been supplied by beds of ore 
occurring amongst the carboniferous rocks. 

At present this view is inadmissable; and it would still remain so 
even if no other hypothesis derived from analogy were probable. But 
there have been many volcanoes without streams of lava, from which 
earth and altered rocks, grfses, steam, water, or mud have been ejected, 
and there are abundant marks of igneous action throughout the series 
of stratified rocks, proving how frequently volcanic forces have operated 
from beneath, often without reaching the surface at all, and at other 
times producing plechanical, igneous, or electrical changes in the super- 
ficid rocks, unaccompanied by the more marked pllellomena of proper 
volcanoes. 

But the absence of snch products ,in Singapore is not universal, nor 
are there wanting proofs of the direct connection of the superficinl 
igneous action with a great nether fountain of volcanic power. I t  is  

clear that the action reached below the stratified rocks, for in some of 
the hills near town I have discovered fragments of unaltered sienite, 
and on one, a large block of sienite passing into basalt, which may 
either be an ejected fragment, or the ~rotruded summit of a continuous 
mass, is now being quarried by Chinese. 111 the Bukit Temah group 
solid masses of sienite are exposed, and appear to compose a large part 
of one of the hills. At some places I found it passing into basnlt. 
That the elmation of the sienite and basalt was contemporaneous with 
the production of the ordinary volcanic or igneous phenomena of 
Singapore (if the basalt itself was not also then formed) is, to sap the 
least, highly probable. Not only the sides in genernl, but the summits 
of the hill, consist of a thick mass of soft ferruginous clay or mould, 
holding large qnantities of the common igneous rocks found elsewhere, 
but often bearing marks of a more intense igneous action. Thus on 
the same side of the hill where the sienite and basalt are laid bare I 
found, in contact with soft sandstone, a piece of compact, dull, igneous 
rock of a light yellowish brown colour, with veins of a violet colour 
and vesicles whose sides were similar. At the plane of contact, the 
rock cha~iged into a dark green transluce~it-glass, which included some 
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sn~a l l  opaque white specks. Within the glass, the igneous rock, for a 
narrow space, was finely vesicular, and violet-coloured like veins and 
some grains of the sandstone were scattered through this band. The 
opaque spots in the glass were evidently included grains of sand semi- 
fused at their edges. This specimen is identical in character with some 
products of proper volcanoes. In the slopes to the west of Bukit 
Ternah, which are covered with thick beds of clays and sands, included 
layers, composed of fragments of tomfied granite, occur. 

Many of the islands and rocks &ar Singapore exhibit most decisive 
proofs of volcanic convulsions. Thus in a reef of sandstone rocks 
lying between the Island of Blakan Mati and Pulo Sikijang, a black 
, ferruginous rock has been obtruded as a leva through seams and fissures 

in the sandstone, and at some placea has spread over that rock and 
boiled up above it, assuming fantastic shapes, the sandstone is altered 
by heat in the same manner as the rock is often seen to be in Singa- . 
pore.* Basalt and greenstone are found on Pulo Ooban, which lies 
close to the north-east coast of Singapore. Similar rocks of various 
structure and character, compact, vesicular, hc. with claystone, porphy- 
ries aud other volcanic minerals, are brought from 1slands.in the neigh- 
bourhood to Singapore to be used for the foundations of houses. The 
original production of the latter rocks must of course be referred to 
an epoch long auterior to that of the former, which undoubtedly cor- 
responds with that of the Sillgapore semi-volcanic rocks. 

We are therefore, I think, justified in considering Singapore and the 
neighbouring Islands to have been the seat of volcanic cbnvulsions 
spread over a considerable area, if nowhere of great intensity. There 
are many reasons, but not strictly local, to believe thst their date was 
in a late era of geological time. The subject however is a difficult one, 
and there is not room for its full discussion in this paper. I may here 

only mention amongst the local facts tending to the above conclusion, 
the softness of some of the rocks which have not been altered by vol- 
canic action, but have been elevated and greatly stretched or drawn out, 
contorted or compressed in the process ; the absence of ally superficial 
changes not due to atmospherical causes sincp the time of their eleva- 

M r .  l'homwn dewrcnbes to Ine an annlogolls injection of a mldinll-black substrmee, 

Intvritlr In i t s  npparnnce, Into the fiwures of n block of drnnitc on the north COW! of 
Bu~tung. 'l'hin I shall dexnbe on procuring a specimen, if I do 11ot visit the locnl~l!'. 
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tion, and the very moderate &eeta of tbeae muses ; the appurnt am- 
tinuity of some of the hill beds of saud aud day in adjacent Mm, 
hnving a ferrugioous and tomfied appearance in the former, while in 
the latter tbey are not distinpbhable hwn soft modern rUorinm ; md 
M y ,  some remarkable cases of the elevation of soft alluvial and vege 

tabk deposits agreeing iu their character with beds now h i n g  in the 
Islmd or along its shores.* U~ifortnnrtely the non-obserdh  hitherb 
of any organic remains, while it is perhaps a reaaon for assigning 8 

hlgher antiquity to the soft rockdabove mentioned than their g e d  
appearance seems to claim, renders it very difficult to compare them 
with the observations of European Geologists, or to ascertain whether 

they a n  be made to occupy my determinate place in their systems. 
Tbi  laat enquiry is however of the Ieast importance for the present, 

.nd if entered upon before the phenomena of thin l d t y ,  (so lir 
removed from any of which the geology is, in any comiderable rn- 
understood,) hare been minutely and f a i t m y  studied by themselves, 
is more likely to mislead t h n  to aid research. I may state however 
that, in the present state of our knowledge, the ouly Eompem system 
with which the rocks of Singapore, notwithstanding the apparently 
recent origin of some of them, can he mineralogiccrlly compared, ia the 
New Red stmdstone. The eandstones, clays, marls, (noncaluueous) 
and shales, in many respects resembIe the same rocks of that syetem. 
The rareness, if not the absence, of fossils, is a striking circumstancr, 
and even if the two formations be remote in time from each other (for 
no chronological conclusion can be drawn from merely lithological cha- 
m), points to the existence of analogous conditions during the 
periods of their respective accumulation. 

If we now recur to the present superficial igneous and ferruginons 
deposits of Singapore, the only remaining question under our hypo- 
thesis would be, whether their snperpoaition on the hills (to which they 
are confined) took place before or after the emergence of the latter fmm 
the sea. In other words, was the present configurntion of the Island 

It is to be remarked however, that in a climate like that of S i r e ,  c h y  rods 
and aluminour aandstonea at or near the surface, unlea highly indometi. u e  lhbie to 
become loft. The age of the elevation of the bland will be more fully considend in the 
paper on (bs straits, in conoection with several inrt.ncer of merit elevation occurrbg 
rlong ib bodem where tbe evidence in of r more stisfoetory nature, being derived from 
orgaoic ranaioa 
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~ s u m e d  under the level of the sea, and then the whole tract of land 
from which the hills spring, elevated by one movement, or is it more 
probable that before the hills were upraised the general level of the 
land was the same or nearly the same as it now is, and the hills con- 

sequently obtruded from that level in whole or in part in the air ? The 
action of the waters of the sea in spreading out the materials brought 
t o  the surface by volcmic forces might seem an obvious explanation of 
some of the fads formerly noticed. But if this cause be admitted at 
all, its operntion must have been transient and limited, otherwise the 
surface accumulations on the different hilh and parts of the same hill 
would not have retained their striking local characters.* If the agency 
of the sea is to be admitted, the most probable hypothesis, with our pre- 
sent information, would be, that when the process, which dislocated nnd 
pushed up the strata in different places into hills, began to operate, the 
general level of the sea bed was much lower than it now is, and that the 
same action caused its general elevation. In this way the surfaces of the 
hills may have emerged so gradually from beneath the sea as to admit 
of a prvtial action of its waters on their summits and sides during and 
subsequent to the eruptions of matter, and yet not so slowly as to give 
time for such extensive denudation as to obliterate the local peculiarities 
of the ejected substances. My own opinion at present is, that all the 
phenomena may be amounted for by purely volcanic, succeeded by 
ordinary meteoric causes. At one time rock fragments and semi-fused 
matter would be voided, heaped up at particular places, or ejected into 
the air and showeredover the surface. At another time, when the heat 
was Iese intense or when steam or gases, not ignifluous or melted matter, 
burst out, masses of sofi clays and sandstone might be disembowelled 
and spread over the bed of fiagmenta. At other places the rocks might 
be broken and pulverized in uitu, and receive a considerable vertical 
pulsion so es transiently to form an incoherent and agitated mass, espe- 
cially towards the muface, but without the fragments or sand being 
freeIy projected into the air.+ 

See ante poge 527, Dilumial hypothair. 
t Whetha the mecb .n id  action by which the hills w e 6  uprained long preceded, 

or wm .ooomp.nied or won followed by, semi-volcnnic muon in the mmt intenne degree 
which it here attained, or nthar whether the semi-volcnnic emissions and eruptionn 
continued during a long period to find vent thmugh the fiauurw formed when the hills 
were elevated, ia a question that must lie over for the present. It is probable thst they 
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One of the most common features of the hills is the occilrrerrce of a 
bed of igneous stones,-at one place large (30 to 60 cubic feet) ~1%-y 
and often scoreons or amygdaloidal, and gradually but irregularly 
di~ni~iiliing in size until they become a coarae and then a fine gravel, 
in some places dwindling into a seam of minute grnins. The beds are 
of various thickness,-from three or more feet to a few lines,-and SO. 

often, is the same bed at different places. They may cousist of a utli- 
form aggregate of stones, or of stones mingled with loose clay, sand, kc. 
Over this deposit there is generally 8 bed of soft clay, or sandy clay. 

Sometimes more than one bed of gravel occurs. Layers ofunaltered 
angular fragments are occasionally, hut rarely, found beneath these beds. 
Layers of the small porcellauous, jaspideous, and varnished stones be- 
fore noticed, and of large grains of quartz, are more common. .ill 
these layers sometimes appear iu the snme section, but this seldom 
happens. The locnlities where the large scoriform rocks abound are 
often at or near the summits of hills, or where thick dykes of igueous 
rock come to the surface, and probably in every case they mark the 
places where the largest fissures or vents were opened. Where they are 
most abundant they appear at the surface, arid that not only in spats 
exposed to deui~datiilg influences, but in flattish aud geutly sloping 
tracts. There appears in many cases to be a connection between the 
direction of the dykes and fissures, and that of the hills or their spurs. 
Where good sections of the summits of dykes have been obtained 
fragments of the rock of which they nre composed, not angular but 
scoriform, can generally be traced as a horizontal layer on the surface, 
or disposed beneath a bed of clay, &c. to n considerable distance from the 
head of the dyke. When the dyke is vertical these stones are accu- 
mulated over and strewed on both sides of it. When it is iuclined 
they are spread out in the direction towards which the inclinatio~i is. 
Two dykes adjoiuing each other at the surface have sometimes beds of 
scorise diverging from them in opposite directions, owing to their dips 
being opposed. The above and other observable facts are all, I think, 
explicable by the species of volcanic action which I have suggested, 
susceptible as it is, of various modifications, without resorting to oceanic 
agency. At all events no fact hns yet come under my notice unequi- 

onu~nated on, but lasted, or were from lime to lttlle repend,  for snlnelmtc nfkr 1118 
elevut~on ol the IIIIIR. 



1 
vocally attesting the abrading, sorting, or transporting operation of n 
large body ofwater, or which could not be referred to some known form 

L of volcanic agency. I t  must also be borne in mind that the convulsive 
mechanical action which enters so largely into the general hypothe~is, 
would be most powerful in shattering compact and loosening soft rocks, 
when the stratified mmses were ruptured and raised into highly in- 
clined, vertical or reversed positions. I n  such cases the exposed basset 
edges, in their fragmentnry or pulverized state, and before they were 
protected by any vegetation, would be more acted on by meteoric causes 
than at  present. 

The  system of hills with their dykes and veins affords an interesting 
field for the application of the principles of mechanical science. But it 
would be premature to enter orb this subject before the county' is 
better opened up, as it will soon be by the lines of road now in pro- 
gress. There can be little doubt however that the directions of the 
hills agree witb the ramificntions of fissures which in those places where 
the intensity of the eleratory force caused their extension to the sur- 
face, have formed vents through which the superficial volcanic deposits 
were expelled. The principal ranges, we have seen, are nearly parallel 
and have directions approximating to N. W. nnd S. E. The lnternl 
hills arc placed on lines at  right angles to these, and the secondary 
lateral hills agnin on lines ~are l le l  to the principal ranges. 

My remarks have been hitherto confined to facts entirely local, and 
inferences or hypotf~esis strictly deduced from, or applicable to them. 
Before concluding this pnper, however, let us extend the limits of our 
observations, and see whether a wider geological area presents p h e ~ ~ o -  
menn repugnant to the large influence which has been assigned to volca- 
nic causes. 

That the movements which elevated the central mountains of the 
Malayan Pe~iinsula hnd an intimnte relation with those that elevated 
the mountains of Sumntra, seems erident, whether we regnrcl the hypo- 
thesis of De Beaumont, the more recent observations and theories of 
Mr. Darwin, or the mechanical researches of Mr. Hopkins. Both 

form long chains which pursue parallel lines not more thnn 3 or 1 
degrees distant. But we must probably take in a much wider geogrn- 
phial  range if we would seek a genernl geological theory for the regioll 
which they traverse. The mountain cllains of the Yr~~i~ lsu ln  of 111diri 
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are parallel, or, approximately so, to the Malnjnn, and like them, spring 
from the great central system of Asia. The chaiii of the Peninsula of 
Malaya is directly continued to this region, and from it descend nearly 
pa;allel chains through Burmah, Siam and Cochin China. These 
ranges determine the general direction of the sea coasts wherever these 
are exposed to waves sufficiently strong to prevent the formation and 
extension of alluvial plains. The western coasts of India and of the 
Tenasserim Provinces, Siam, the gulf of Siam and the eastern c o ~ t  of 
Cochin China are thus fixed. A wide and interesting field of inquiry 
is opened up by the probable geological connection between the regions 
of these ranges and those of the lndian Archipelago generally, Aus- 
tralia and the Archipelagoes of the Pacific, evidenced by the prevalence 
of parellel lines of elevation, and perhaps also by organic remains, such 
as the fossil elephant and some of the carboniferous planb of New 
South Wales. The former existence of a great Australasian continent, 
an extension probably of the present continent of Asia, which seems 
to result from Mr. Darwin's theory of Atolls, would be aninference in 
accordar~ce with these facts. Viewing the whole region, interspersed 
with peninsulas and islands, from the I n d i i  Ocean to the heart of the 
Pacific, as one, it appeals that De Beaumont's theory of parallel recti- 
linear or oblong areas of elevation and subsidence, which Mr. Darwin 
has applied to the enstern tracts, requires modification, and that if we 
conceive curvilinear lines or systems of parallel curvilinear lines pro- 
eeding from centres and often meeting similar lines or systems from 
other centres, and again lateral and secondary lines diverging from the 
principal, the arrangement of the observed ranges will assume greater 
symmetry, and be found perhaps to nccord with the hypothesis that 
one widely extended mechanical pulsion, accompanied by local foci of 
intense development from weakness in the rocks or increased plutonic 
or volcanic action, gave the first direction to all the main lines of 
elevation. Thus let us conceive such a centre to be situated in the 

western half of New Guinea, and we have some independent warrant 
for doing so, in the cucumshnce that the mountains of its unexplored 
interior appear to attain a mng~iitude unusual in the Archipelago. From 
this focus we may trace one great curvilinear fracture or band of ppture 
of tlie earth's crust, through the Su~ida Islands to Chittagong; a second 
t l ~ r o ~ ~ g l i  tlie motintaillous volcanic islands of Cerrm and Bouro, a ~ i d  
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along the southern coasts of Celebes and Borneo ( G p n o q  Ratos), 
Billiton, Bauda, the Malay Peninsula, kc. ; a third through the PhiUi- 
pines, Formosa, Japan, &c. ; a fourth along the southern coast of New 

L 

Guiuea, aud through the Solomon Islm~ds, New Hebrides, New Zealand, 
&. ; a fifth along the southern coast of Ncw Guinea, across Torres 
Straits and along the eastern coast of Australia, and a sixth perhaps 
through the north-western division of Australia. Other principal lines 
probably proceed across the Moluccas and Celebes, through Borueo 
and the i s i i d s  of the China sea (now a subsiding tractl, and join 
the mountain chains of Cochin China aud Siam, but the geography of 
Borneo is not sufficiently  know^^ to allow of our positively rankiug these 
as seventh and eighth lines. The intermediate areas may be occupied 
by numerous other lines, but the subsidence of various tracts renders 

- it difficult or impossible, particularly to the eastward, to t r m  the ori- 
ginal courses of vertical movement uutil the soundings of the Polyne- 
sian seas are ascertained. Subsequent shifting subterranean m t i o ~ ~  
would cause niany other fractures in various dimtions, bnt it would not, 
nt least until the lapse of a long geological epoch, obliterate the prin~ary 

c lines. I t  would o h n  cause 'cross fractures, of which many i~lstances 
might be pointed out. I t  is uo objection to this llypothesis that many 
of the lines seem to proceed from the central table-land of Asia. Because 
if a t  the time these fissures werc being extended southward, a great 
local action took place at or near New Guinen, they would, according to 
the mechanical laws examined by Mr. Hopkins, diverge from their origi- 
nal direction towards that point, or to meet the lines radiating from it. 
Thus we observe the two least broke11 lines to pursue a southerly 
direction till they re~cll the parallel of 8" N L., when, at the Nicobars 
iu the one and at Junk-ceylon in the other, they are deflected to the 
S. E. When they cross the meridian of 106" E. they make a more 
decided bend to the eastward. If we follow these lines and the chains 
of Siam and Cochin China northw~rd we may trace them upwards to the 
Bayan Khara mountains, and thence to the vnst central mass of Kul- 
kun, from whence great ranges are said to proceed towards all the points 
of the compass. But in the north-western part of the province of 
Yunnan and north-east of Bur~nah and Assam their continr~ity is inter- 
rupted, and we seem to have ascertained nnother central region whence 
radiate not only the lines which afterwards converge to New (f~~incn, 

4 0 



but various other curvilinear ranges proceeding 8. E., E., N. E., and 
N. throngh China, and N. and N. W. through Thibet, md lastly, the 
Himalayas and a minor range prooeeding south-eastward on the south 
of the valley of Assam, and continued perhaps in the Vmdp~s,-for a 
subsequent lime of subsidence passing down the plain of the Ganges 
and through the Bay of Be@, of which there is some evidence, may 
have destroyed the pre-existing continuity. Many of these ranges 
proceed primarily from the Kulkun, but it is remarkable that they con- 
verge towards the r+on i n d i d .  The region where the Himdayas 
attain the& sublimest proportions and give birth to rivers that embrace 
them and all India in their courses, is 'another grand focus. From this 
centre the range proceeds on the one side to the eastward, and on the 
other to the N. W. To the north of the former a secondary and ap- 
proximately parallel range also proceeds eastward, and includes with it 
the valley of the Sanpao, and to the south another and smaller second- 
ary parallel range traverses upper India. To determine the original 
centres of maximum intensity and directious of the form that elevated 
the great connected mountain system that forms the skeleton of the 
Asiatic continent., is a problem beyond the preseut reach of geology.* 

The Malayan chain I have mentioned as a series of groups, and from 
the breadth of country which their members occupy compared with 
their height and apparent bulk, and their general appearance as viewed 
from the Straits, I am led to believe that they consist of connected 
systemn, each analogous to that of the Singapore hills, or ofprincipal 
undulating masses from which parallel ranges proceed in n N. W. and 
8. E. d i i o n .  The rivers probably have their sources at the heads 
of the valleys included between these ranges and turn seaward at the 

There con be little doubt that an extensive knowledge ofthe physical and mineralogi- 
cnl conutitution of mountain m a w  will form the true b ~ 4 8  of the highrat department of 
the &nce,now only dawning,-~ht! Mechanihm of the Earth. But the day is probably 

not far distant when the geologint, like the astronomer, will need to be thoroughly in- 
doctrinated with the principles of mechanical science in its widest seare. Fortunalely 
for the wonbippers of nature of humbler acquirements, geology is no immersed in m.lls7, 
m nrought into every inch of the d, that its P h  have need d a whole tribe of 
Levites. Whamrer a nun fin& h i d f  plaetxi he hss but to employ him eyer to becoma 
a d l  labourer, and m kr will a little k~~owledge be from proving dangerous LO him 
that it may be d e l y  mid, that while even entire ignorance is not a b r  to the wlkction 
of facts, every little acoeasion of knowledge from my of the scknces becomes an instru- 
nient of obeervation. 
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extremities of the ranges. The most southern rivers, such as the Johore, 
Sakadai, kc. which flow southward, would also bend to the east and 
west, where the last system of the continent terminates and that of Sings- 
pore begins, did they not meet with a depression so low M to be 
accessible by the sea. 

Singapore is merely separated from the mainland by this depression, 
which forms anarrow tortuous river-like arm of the sea, and is in fact 
sunk into the continent and embraced by it on three sides, so that its 
southern shore eeems to be the proper continuation of the southern 
const of the Peninnula. Its geographical connection with it is there 
fore complete. When we cross the strait no difference in the topogra- 
phy is observable. And the low hills which give the surface an undnla- 
ting appearance like that of Singapore, probably resemble those of the 
latter in their internal structure as much as they do in the supe jacent 
soils and in the etunted jungle. The interior of the Peninsula is , 

almost wholly unexplored. In coasting along its western ehore from 
Pinang to Cape Rachado a high chain or rather series of ranges of moun- 
tains is observed inland nearly the whole way, which from their general- 
ly sharp-peaked summits, the nature of the detritua brought down from 
them by the riven, and the evidence afforded by the few points where 
they have been reached, we are justified in believing to consist in great 
measure of pluto~~ic rocks. In front of this range we observe a broad 
tract of county often sppeariug to be perfectly flat and very little above 
the sea level for miles together, but from which sometimea low hills 
rise like Islands out of the sea. These hills are frequently quite solita- 
ry and at a great distance from the central mountains, or near the coast. 
Further inland they seem to be generally in groups, and towards the 
mountains the country at some places appears hilly and unddabg.  
At Malacea these low h i  are so much grouped as to resemble some 
parts of Singapore, and they are covered by gravel and fragments pre- 
cisely similar to those found on some of the Singapore hills. In some 
of the hills opposite Piang I observed similar fragments. In both 
caees the soil had a deep red ferruginoun ,aspect.* That most of the 
hills scattered along the western plains of the Peninsula were Islands 
in the sen at no remote date, there can be no doubt. The plains from 

Cape Rac.hsdo ie dsseribed by Cmwfod to consist ofquutr roclrs interspersed wilL 
frequent veins of clay iron ore. 

4 8 2  
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which they spring are flat, generally only a few feet above the sea level, 
alluvial and at some places abounding iu marine shells of the same 
species that at present inhabit the straits. The rivers of the Peninsula, 
although generally small, are exceedingly numerous, and bring down 
large quantities of sediment. In March last, off the mouth of the 
Salangore river, the Bteamer i~ which I was, passed through a broad tract 
discoloured by the sediment. Extensive mud banks have been formed 
in the straits and are constantly increasing. For evidence on this stlb 
ject 1 must refer to a separate paper conhiring some remarks on the 

Straits of Malma  and the alluvial tracts along its sides. I t  is not 
therefore unreasonable to conclude that the whole chain of these hills 
from Pinang to Singapore has a strict geological connection. At Ma- 
lacca hot springs exist, and the hills nearest to them are of the nature 
before mentioned. We naturally resort to the mountaiu chain of the 
iuterior for the seat of tllnt oentral volcanic force of which the mruli- 
festations on these outskirts are of so peculiar a character, so wide iu 
their extent yet so devoid of intensity. But we fiud that there is no 
evidence whatever of any volcnnoes ever having existed in tlris chain. 
If there ever were any their fires have long been quenched. 

Lf we now direct om attention to the southward of Singapre, we 
tind that it is but one of an extensive archipelago of Islands, stretching 
to the southeaet, and which after a slight interruption, is contiuued in 
Bauca. That the geological chab coutinues to the latter Island is clear 
from the account which Dr. Horsfield gives of it. According to him 

the elevated parts of Banca consist principally of granite, but in the 
secondary elevations " red iron etme" is extensively distributed iu 
single rocks, or in veine of many united together covering large tracts of 
country.* This circumstance and the general topography of the Island, 
as described by Dr. Horsfield, assimilate to Singapore. The paucity 
of ti11 ore in the latter arises from the want of granitic hills. Bukit 
Temah, the only hill yet explored in which sienite nboands, contains tin, 

* See memoirs of Sir 5. Ilaffles, p. 150. Mnjor Court, in his account of Danca notices 
tl~e gravelly nature of the soil (Court's Palembang). Professor Jameson, in hIumy's 
Encyclopiedin ot Geography, mentions the circumstance of the primitive mountains being 
immediately bou~ided by a funnation oimd iron .*tone doubtingly, and adds, " Crawford 
who rnnkes this statement gives no description of the fornration." From Crawford's 
meagre notice of llanca I pmurne he does not write from personal observation, sod like 
Sir S. RafRes, IIC prob~bly tlerivcd~liiv infornlntio~l from Dr. Horwficl~l's manuscript. 
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a n d  in fact derives its name from the circumstance, as it literally signi- 

fies " Tin Hill." We thus find that what we may call the semi-volcanic 
band of the straits of Malacra may, to a certain exteut, be disconnected 
from the Peninsula, and viewed as a chain of Islands extending proba- 
bly from Junk-ceylon to Banca, and including the existing Islands and 

nunierous rocks and reefs in the straits of Malacca. I t  appears there- 
fore, that its southern extremity is almost in contact with Sumatra,* and 
the  question arises whether its volcanic connectioii be iiot with this . 

great Island rather than the Peninsula. May it not be reasonably pre- 
sumed that if the origin and partial elevation of the Sumatra chain was 
contemporaneous with that of the Peninsula, the line of greatest inten- 
sity of the subterranean forces, in whichever it was originally, was 
ultimately determined to the latter chain, and that at some now ancient 
era the former was left to comparative repose ? The height of the 
plutonic mountains of the Peninsula is greatly inferior to that of the 
mountauie of Sumatra. But all the elevated peaks of the latter appear 
to be volcanic, and perhaps the purely granitic ranges are not more 
elevated than those of the Peninsula. The elevation of the two plut9- 
nic ranges and .the shallow bed of the strait between them may have 
been contemporaneous and antecedent to the period when volcanoes 
burst out along the Sumatra chain. These volcanoes, from their uum- 
ber and power would arrest the rise of the region, or cause any subse- 
quent elevatory movement to be rare and of small amolint. Until the 
iuterior of the Pe~iiilsrila is explored these inquiries to a large exteut 
must be merely speculative. But it is certain that the Suniatra chaiu 
has in recent eras been the seat of great volcaiuc energy, and that it is 
still subject to convulsive movements, the tremors or uildulatious of 
which are transmitted as far as what I have termcd the semi-volcanic 
band of the straits on the one side, m d  which are felt much more severc- 
ly in the less distant chain of Isla~ids on the west coast of Sumatra. 

Marsden states that a number of volcanoes exist? and describes one 
which opened in the side of a mountain about 20 miles inland of Ben- 
coolen, and which during his residence at that Factory scarcely ever 
failed to emit smoke. To the S. E. the three volcanic peaks of Gunolig 

It  will nppenr however in the paper formerly rebrred to tllnt tllis nl~pruximntiu~~ i* 
due to modern rxternnl, IIOI tu ancient inlernnl forces. 

t Ilklor? of Sumatra, p. 24. 
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Dempo, 1,iimut and Berapi, rise to the height of 12,000 feet. Giinong 
Dempo was R S C P I I ~ C ~  by Mr. C!hurch, tlie present resideut councillor at 
Singapoi-e, with tlie late Mr. Presgrave in 1818. An interesting ac- 
count ofthe ascent is inserted ill m e s '  Memoirs, @. 323.) Mr. Pres 
grave states that he had frequently seen smoke issuing from the 
mountain, and tlie natives informed him that withill their memory it 
hnd emitted flames attended with a loud noise. In  the upper region of 
the mountain the party found the trees dead and externally burned 
quite black. Further north is the great central volcanic region, partially 
at least included in the nncient kingdom of Menang Kabu. This is 
described by Raffles, (Memoirs, p. 347) as being exclusively volcanic. 
The rocks are mostly basaltic. Two lofty volcanic mountains rise near 
the large lake of Siiicrua. From one of these, Gunong Berapi (fiery 
mountain) which is above 13,000 feel k h ,  smoke issued. Hot springs 
also exist here. To tlie east of the lake at the rocks consisted of fel- 
spar, granite, quartz, LC mixed with a great variety of voIcanic produc- 
tions in the greatest confusion. Iron ore of various kinds lay iu the 
path of the travellers. To the west of the lake wcre fonnd granite, 
marble, great varieties of limstones, masses of calcareous spar and 
many other snbstauces. On the N. E. of the lake near Pagemyang 
nnmerous stumps and trunks of trees in a state of petrifaction pro- 
truded from the ground. The limits of the region on the north and 
sonth are not ascertained. About 60 miles south of Mt. Talong ano- 
ther Gunong Bernpi occurs. Near Mt. Ophir a volcanic mountain is 
marked in Marsden's map, and Mt. Ophir itself is probably an extinct 
volcano. Further north still lies mother of the ascertained volcanoes 
Mt. Batagapit. Mr. J. .4nderson, who visited the east coast in 1823, 
mentions* a native tradition of an engagement having taken place be- 
tween two of the mountains in the interior of Delli (Sebaya and 
Senahan) when part of them fell into the valley. From these moun- 

tains sulphur is prociired, which if it does not prove that they are 
fornied of rolmnic materials as Mr. Anderson conceives, at least leads 
to the inference thnt they have been the s a t  of volcRnic action. A t  
Acheen abundant supplies of sulphur for internal conaumption and ex- 
portatiou are obtained froin a volcanic mountain in the neighbour- 
11ood.t Lqtlp, one of the western chain of Islands, Si Beero, accordilig 

* .\Iis*~oti to tile 1;. coast ol' Sumatra, p. 1%. t hlursden, p. 313. 
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to Maden ,  possessea a volcano. Earthquakes are of frequent occur- 
rence. Marsden notices one of unusual severity, which occr~rred in 
1770.* 

Sir T. Raffles mentions that ou the east coast they are said to happcn 
every 5 or 6 years.? The Malays on the east coast represented to BIr. 
Anderson that slight shocks were occasionally felt$ and the same ill- 
formation was received by Lieut. Craoke at Jamhi.$ Iu the in- 
teresting memoir on this state by that officer appended to Mr. Ander- 
son's work, it is likewise mentioned that a violent earthquake was stated 
to have been experienced about 20 years or more previous to his visit 
in 1820, and to have been preceded by a period of great heat and 
drought, which ruined the crops and occasioned a distressing scarcity of 
food. I t  is not improbable t h t  this earthq~urke was simultaneous with 
one which happened in 1797, of which the dec t s  on the opposite 
coast is mentioned by Raffles. " I t  is stated that the vibratory 
shocks continued for 3 minutes, and recurred at intervals during the 
space of 3 hours till the shock 5ompletely ceased. At Padang, the 
houses of the inhabitants were almost entirely destroyed and the public 
works much damaged. A vessel lying at anchor was thrown by the 
sudden rise of the tide upwards of three miles on  shore. The number 
of lives lost there amounted to above 300 : of these some were crushed 
under the ruins of falling houses, some were literally entombed by the 

" The most severe that I hove known, wes chidly experienced in tbc district of 
f i lano,  in the year 1770. A village was destroyed by the houses failing down and 
taking fiw, and m v e d  lives were lost The ground was in one plaee rent a quarter of a 
mile, the width of two fathoma, and depth of four or Gve. A bih~minous matter in de- 
&bed to have nwelled over the 8idea of the cavity, and the earth, for a long time after 
the ahocka, was ubaerved to contract and dilata alternately. Many ports of the hills far 
inland could ba dbtiuguiehed to have given way, and a consequence of this ww, that 
daring thna w&, Manna river was m much impregnated, with particla of clwy, that 
cbe d r m  coald not baths i s  it. At thin time waa formed, near to the month of Padang 
Qoocbi, a wighbouriw river, south of the former, a large plain, seven mila long and 
half a mile b d ;  where there had been b e f o ~  only a uarrow beach. l'he qtluntity of 
earth brought down on this occasion w u  w considerable, that the hill upvn wltieh the 
En* raident'r house stands, appears, fmm indubitable marks, Ir?a elevued by fifteen 
feet than it was before the even!." Id. p. 25. 

t Memoirs, p 295. 
; Andenron, H r  wprs, p. 1W. 
g Id.  p. 402. 



earth opening on them, and others were drowned by the sudden irrup- 
tion of the waters of the oecan." 

On the 18th April, 1818, allother violent earthquake was experienced 
on the west coast. Sir T. Raffles, who arrived at  Beucoolen the day 
after, found that every house was more or less shattered, and mruly in 
ruins. I n  the Island of Pulo Nias, on the west coast, earthquakes appear 
to be felt very severely. The same remark may possibly apply to the 
other Islands in the same chain, for our knowledge of these plie~lomena 
in the native countries has been hitherto almost entircly accidental, aud 
o w  information regarding Pulo Nias arises from the connection of 
Europeans with it. Marsden mel~tions that in 1763 a village iu that 
Island was swallowed up by all earthquake, and a recent shock, which 
will be immediately noticed more a t  large, was still more clisas- 
trous in its effects. That  the undulations in most cases extend acms 
the straits to the semi-volcanic line is highly probable. Although our 

connection with the straits now extetids over a period of 60 v, 
unfortunately no connected records have been preserved of the critical 
geological and meteorological phenomena that have been experienced 
during that time. I n  Pinang during the last 12 years several shocks 
have been felt. These occurred in November 1833, August 1835, 
&ptember 1837 and January 1843.* 

Those of 1837 were the most violent, nnd the undulations appear t o  
have been from south to north, and to have lasted a minute and a haif.? 
The shocks in 1843 happened about half an hour after midtiight on the  

morning of the 6th of January, and a t  + past 2 P. M. on the 8th. T h e  

P- Gazette of7th, 14th and 28th January, 1843. 
t "It ia said that on that occasion several herds of cattle in the neighbourhd were 

observed running i n  the utmost confusion in all directions, that l a m p  an11 picture frames 
oscillated, that the Roman Catholic Church bell rang of its own nccord, that quantities 
of large ahot piled up in the Port wem thrown down and scntted abut,  thata s t o w  

wall of a nubatantin1 building in town was rent, and that the whole inhabitants were thrown 
into a atate of eonsternation. The shipping in the harbour did not experience Lhis shock .  
nor did the aea appear agitated. F i ~ e  days subsequantly, however, another smart shock 
was felt and wae followed by a very hmvy qua11 from the N. W. and great *tation. 
and rise of the aea in the harbour. The liden overflowed the Northern beach, and f l d -  
cd the compounds and lower moms of the houaea in the neighbourhood. This e4nvul. 
sion wos experienced about the same time at Acheen and along thc Pedier coast, a d  11 
is mid that these places sustained considerable damagc." Pinang Gazette of 28th Jnnun- 
ry, l e a ,  
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first shock was more severe than the second, but both were s l ih t ,  
producing no other mechanical effects than a tremour of the g r o u d  
which q u s e d  articles suspended to oscillate, stopped a clock, and 
occasioned in some persons a giddiness in the head. The first shock 
although only felt by a few persons in the plain, who happened to be 
awake, caused the residents on one of the hills to spring from their 
beds under the apprehension that robbers had attacked their houses, 
so violent was the noise of rattling venetians, bolts, &c. The undu- 
lations on this occasion, as in 1857, appeared to be from south to north. 
T h e  shock on the morning of the 6th was experienced precisely at the 
same instant a t  Siugapore* arid a t  1Cialacca.t The undulatioiis a t  
Singapore are said to hare been from east to west, very slight, and to 
have lasted 8 or 10 seconds. About half a year afterwards it was first 
learned in the Straits that a most violent eartliquake had devastated Pulo 
N i ~ s ,  commencingabout midnight, between the 5th and 6th Jauuary, or 
nearly the aame time when the undulations were felt along the wesbrn 
coast of the Peninsula. The shocks were at  first from the west, shift- 
ing to the north, but as they illcreased in violence they appeared to loge 
any fixed direction and became a complete trembling of the earth, which 
lasted 9 minutes ; houses were destroyed, trees uprooted, a portion ofa  
mountain fell, and the ground opened in wide fissures, from which '' a 
black frothy liquid trickled." After a brief interval of inaction, the 
undulations recommenced and the sea suddenly rose in a vast wave 
which rolled i fiom the south-east, overwhelming a considerable tract 
of country and sweeping away whole villages and their inhabitants. 
The shocks were felt a t  intervals of 2 minutes until # past 4 in the 
morlling, when another paroxysm even more violent than the first took 

place, lastiug about 6 minutes. The shocks were from the west, veering 
to the north, but changing directly to the south. Tremours of the 
pound were experienced for several subsequent dnys. Thus the latest 
earthquake that has occurred in this region was experienoed in its 
p a t e s t  violence rr little to the west of the volcanic chain of Sumatra, 

the undulations were transmitted or induced so widely and ao 

rapidly as to reach Pmang, nIalncca and Singapore aimult~neously and 
at or about the snme time when the first shock was felt a t  Pulo Nias. 

I t  appears therefore that the volcanoes of Sumatra still communicate 

S~ngapore Free P r w ~  uf the 1'2th Ju~uary, 1843. t Id. of 2nd February, 1843. 

4 c 
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with an internal igneous sea, and from time to time emit smoke and 
gases, that to this day the Island is subject to frequeilt earthquakes, 
that several of those that have occurred w i t h  the last hundred years 
have been of great force, rending the ground, and at least on two occa- 
sions giving vent to liquid volcanic matter, and that their operation 
extends, though with diminished violence, to the western coast of the 
Peninsula. When we consider the height and bulk of the craterifom 
volcanic mountains even viewed only relatively to the level of the hilly 
country above which they rise, and the large belts of volcanic rocks which 
exist in the neighbourhood of some of those that have been explored, if 
they do not connect the whole chain, we are carried back to a period in 
the history of Sumatra during which its volcanic phenomena were on 
the grandest scale. If  at this day, when the fires of her mountnins 
have ceased, or are dormant, the coast of the Peninsula is agitated by the 
comparatively feeble shocks which disturb the repose of the Island, it 
is reasonable to believe that when her volcanoes, whether simultaneously, 
successively, or alternately, were in full activity along a line of nearly a 
thousand miles, the neighbouring regions to the distance of 100 to 200 
miles must have been subject to earthquakes of great violence, and 
accompanied, according to the degree of their intensity, by volcanic 
emissions and eruptions in greater or less abundance. That portion of 
the volcanic belt where the evidences of violent igneous action are most 
striking, appears to be Singapore, and the neighbourhood, although i t  
is not improbable that the whole tract from Cape Rachado to Banca, 
exhibits more extensive and continuous disturbance than the northern 
part of the belt. That region of Sumatra which, so far as observation 
bas extended, may be termed the principal volcanic tract, is about 3 
degrees distant from Singapore, and lies in a parallel about a degree 
and a quarter to the south of this Island. The direction of the Singapore 
strata is across or approximately a t  right angles to parallel lines fonn- 
ing the sides of a plane connecting the Island with this part of Me- 
nangkabu, and the dip of the strata although, as formerly observed, 
exhibiting much irregularity, is generally from the point of the compass 
where Menangkabu lies. 

There seems, upon the whole, to be strong grounds for the opinion 
that the hill system of Singapore has its volcanic* connection with 

+ Our meagre inforrnat:on regarding the formations of Sumatra does not admit of our 
instituting a cornperison between them and the rocks of the oppoeitc coast of the Penin- 
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Sumatra and not with the mountain chain of the Peninsula. If this 
view shall he found to be borne out by further observations, we must 
conceive that the old granite mountain chain of the Peninsula (which, as 
is shown in the paper before mentioned, terminates apparently between 
Parcelar Point and Pulo Varela, although a few minor groups exist in the 
interior to the southward) had its extremity in this direction washed by 
the sea. The region below which operated the expansive volcanic fluids 
or gases whose effects we are considering, extended from Sumatra to the 
Peninsula, and probably a little to the westward of the one and consi- 
derably to the eastward of the other, for the whole vast platform or 
partially emerging and partially subsiding continent that rises out of the 
depths of the Indian ocean and stretches eastward far into the Pacific, 
rests on one region of connected though shiftiig subterranean excitement. 
The line of most intense force would be the ordinary one, the volcanic 
chain of Sumatra. Thence the waves of the volcanic sea would travel in 
parallel lines to the north-eastward, causing a tension of the region and 
a tendency to split in the direction of those lines. That portion of the 
region intermediate between the western and eastern mountain chains 
which had not been disturbed and fractured during the processof elevation 
like that from which the chains were obtruded, or of which the fracturw 
had not reached the surfack, would offer most resistence. But on 
arriving at the western limit of the old fractures caused during the ele- 
vation of the Malayan chain, the space so fractured would yield in vari- 
ous points of weakness. The old fractures at the southern extremity 
of the chain would, by the tension, be prolonged in the same direction, . 
that is to the S. E., and cm3s fractures being established and the vol- 

sulk The central mountains are chiefly plutonic and volcanic. The granite or sienite 
of the emthern regions would appear from Marsden's slight notice to resemble that of 
Singapore. The lower tracts of the wwt coast as described by him possess a ram~rkable 
resemblance iu their general configuration to the surface of Singapore. L i e  the latter, 
they conekt of rounded elevationsof no great height, separated by winding flat swamps 
penetrating for miles between them. The hills" not unfreque~itly e~hibi t  the appearance 
of an amphitheatre." A co-incidence in a configuration so uncommon when other analo- 
gies are also considered, can hardly be viewed as accidental. The mil he d e s c r i b ~ a a a  
stiff reddish clay. The rock expmed iu sea cliffs and in some plncw at the bottoms of 
rivers is a species of clay called by the natives nappol, which is common in Siogapore. 
The county between the mountains and the eastern cowt of Sumatra is little known, but 
what inforn~ation haa been obtained respecting its geological featuren I have collected la 

the paper belbre alluJed to. 

4 c 2  
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unic Forces sufficing to elevate the rocks and produce eruptions rt 
different places along the lines of fissure, the system of semi-rderPir 
hills extending from the termination of the Mabyan plutonic chin to 

Bmea would be produd.  Whether we admit the notion of a trmslr. 
tiou of wares or suppose that under the region a p l e d  volcsnic piu- 
sure WM in operation, prodncing nn expanaive tendency whose super- 
ficial manifestations varied according to the mineral structure and corn- 

potition of the rocky crnst and  articular local iutensity of force, the 

same results would follow under the assigned conditions. 

Having in the above paper had occasion to bring together s e d  

scattered notices of recent volcanic action in Sumatra and the lPJt 

coast of the Peninsula, it may be remarked that some general fictr V 
peat which it may be usefnl to Eeparate from the lqeal mattere 
which they are mixed up. 

I. The advance. of a great ware &on the land, is a C~M- ~ 
mmmon to most nrthqmkes on sea coasts. Mr. Darwin d d m  1 to be caused by a line of fmctnre being formed beneath the If 
there is n consequent sinking of the aea bed along the line, tbe of 

the waters on both sides to restore the level would occasion fint 
retirement of the sea from the shore nnd then the production of a mw 

rolling in upon the shore. But might it not also be caused w i w  
any sinking or even rending of the sea bed? A strong blow b e n d  
the earth's crnst imparting a momentary centrifugal tendency d d  
cauee the sea above the point or line of impact to rise violently to 8 

height proportioned to the force of the concussion. But this m w  
would necessarily be partly above and partly below the general level, of 
have a hollow on each side towards which the ueighbouring w a n  
would rush, and thus the same effect be produced along the adjmt 
coast as in the former case. Mr. Darwin also mentions that p l m  
situated on shallow bays suffer great dainage from these waves, dile 
those seated close to the edge of profoundly deep water escape. In 
the same manner the waves of the Indian ocean, on reaching the shJ- 
low coast of Sumatra, rise as they advance nntil they acquire a grat 
height. This is probably attributable to the frictioh of t l~c  bottom retard- 
ing the waves while a constant succession press on from the sea behind. 
When bays are llarrow the wave will have a greater tendency to 
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owing to its progressive lateral contraction, as is seen more markedly in 
bores. 

2. The opening of fissures and evacuation through them of black 
fluid matter. The spasmodic expansion and contraction of fissures con- 
tinued after the shock. 

3. The disruption of portions of mountains or landslips. 
4.  The elevation of tracts of land. 
5. The greater violence of earthquakes on hills. This was obsemed 

at Piuang in 1843. Marsden remarks that houses eituated on a low 
sandy soil are least affected, and those which stand on distinct hills 
suffer most from the shocks. 

6. The connection between earthquakes and the condition of the 

I atmosphere. To what is stated by Lieut. C m k e  respecting the great 
d m q h t  which preceded the earthquake at Jambi, the following extract 
fmm Marsden relative to Sumatran earthquakes in general may be 
added :-a Earthquakes have been remarked by some to happen usually 

I 

on sudden changes of weather, and particularly after violent heats ; but 
I do not voilch this upon my own experience, which has been pretty 
ample." The earthquake of 1843 occurred during one of the longest 
and severest dmughta that had ever happened in Pinang. T h i  
drought, which was attended with oppressive heat and occasional hot 
winds, never before experienced within the memory of the residents, 
appears to have extended over the northern part of Sumatra. 

NOTE. 
When the foregoing paper was written I had not seen the talent- 

ed and eleborate memoir on Indian Earthquakes by Lieatenant R. B. 
Smith, which I received by the Hooghly. The portions at which I 
have had time to glance suffice to show that it contains a mine d 
4 t h .  The above notices of Malayan earthquakes, however meagre, 
may serve to connect his researches with the Indian Archipelago, re- 
specting the general geology and recent volcanic disturbances of which 
I am collecting information. Meantime the subjoined accomt which 
has been furnished me by my brother, abridged from the d c i a l  report 
of the Alcalde Mayor ofthe province of Cagayan in the Island of Luson, 
of an earthquake attended by the subsidence of two hills and by a 
violent hurricane which occurred there on the night between the 7th 
and 8th October last, may prove interesting. It will appear in the 
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Singapore Free Preas, but I presume that will form no objection to its 
being put oil record in the more permaueilt pages of the Journal. 

The Casa Real of LALLO, a brick-building and one of the most d i d  - 

edifices in the province, was destroyed. The rector's house & 
stroyed, and the roof of the Church suffered much damage, and m y  
other of the public edifices were more or lessinjured. The Tribunal 
stood it out well, and will only require a new roof. All the wooden 
houses were levelled with the ground. None of the attap house3 
escaped, and the greater pnrt were blown over with many of their un- 
happy owuers in them, and their little stores of paddy. The people 
notwithstanding, had been since occupied in repairing the serious in- 
juries which the Renta de Tabacos had suffered, and the wages, w h i i  
were paid ddy ,  served as some consolation to them in the midst of su 
much misfortune. Five persons are reckoned to have been killed and 11 

wounded. In  C A L A M A N I ~ ~ A N  the Church and rector's house were 
entirely destroyed, and the priest was living in the Royal Tribud 
which had escaped injury, and in which he had erected an altar. The 
wooden houses suffered more than those of Lallo. The attap ho- 
were all destroyed. The people experienced the misfortune of being 
caught by the hurricane with the greater part of their grain still on the 
ground, the whole of which was destroyed. Eleven persons were killed, 
and 20 seriously injured. At APARRO the majority of the houses in 
the district are of wood which were mostly all destroyed. The Royal 
Tribunal, a new and solid building, was overthrown-the rector's house 
destroyed and the Church much injured. Nearly all the wooden 
houses were destroyed, and none of the attap ones escaped, the greater 
part going to block up the river or into the sea, which rose into the 
village and contributed to make the night more frightful, and to aug- 
ment the number of victims, who amounted to 27 killedand 53 wound- 
ed. All the harvest that had been gathered in perished, being carried 
into the sea with the houses. The destruction of buffaloes, horses, cows, 
and other property was excessive. In  BUGUEY nearly all houses and 
buildings were destroyed :-one man killed. The Convent of ABULOG 
was entirely demolished, the Church lost its roof and belfry, and nearly 
all the houses were levelled with the ground : -4 persons were killed. 
To the north of this  illa age, at the distance of 6 miles, there is a high 
hill on the top of whicll dwelt a ilumber of natives who pay allegiance 



t o  Her Majesty. These people relate that 00 the eveaiug prec&w 
the hurricane they fdt great and frequent tremblings of the earth,- 
that at nightfall they b e p  to hear in the midst of it a frightful noise 
which impelled them to abandon their abode, and fly, full of fear, to a 
creek for shelter from the fury of the tempest which was increasing :-. 
on the oeasing of the storm, on the moning of the 8 t h  they returned 
to  their dwelling, when they found that it and the hiu on which it 
stood had sunk,-there appaarisg in its place a large lake of black 
water, of a fetid odour, and smoking. In PAWPLONA the Churches 
and Tribunal were destroyed, as well as the rest of the houses, with the 

. exception of the Church of the division of Masi, which being of very 
solid construction, escaped with tri!ling injury ; 5 persona were killed. 
At the entrance of the river of this village there was a hill sixty feet hi& 
separating the sea from the river, which having disappeared, the two 
waters are now joined and a wide and practicable passage opened. Five 
victims are 'reported. Within the boundaries of all these din& 
nature presents a most sombre picture, not a single green tree ir to be 
seen, the thickest trunks alone remaining, and these as if only left at 
last to show that vegetation had ceased ; which ia no doubt om% te 

the great quantity of electricity with which the atmosphere wan charged 
during the humcane." 

(To be eoutinued.) 

On the Refinage, on a large scale, i y  means qf Nitre, qf brittle or 
underatandard Silver, fw coinage purposes ; and on a ready mode 

of approximative aksayi~lg of mlver, by W. B. O'SEAUGENE~~Y, 
dl. I). and F. B. S., Co-Sey. Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

Although the snbject of the refinage of silver for coinage purpooes 
may appear of too e p 4  and technical a character to warrant my 
affording to it any portion of the pagee of this Journal, it still presents 
some oollateral points of general interest. It afford# an opportunity 
too of conveying in a simple and intelligible form a few observations 
regarding our silver standard and the approrimatire testing of silver 
coin and bullion, which may prove useful to some of the readers of this 
Journal who have to manage bullion transactions with native atah.  
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The East India Company's new rupee is by law composed of 11 parts 
by weight of pure silver and 1 of copper. A ~ o u n d  of this alloy is 
divided into 12 ounces, each ounce into 20 penny weights. I n  the 
receipt of bullion tendered at the mints, the alloy of 11-12th~ is 
taken as standard, and according to the number of half penny weights 
of pure silver, above or below eleven ounces, or 220 dwts. the bullion 
is on assay reported better or worse than standard. The composition 
of a few of the most remarkable varieties of bullion and coin received 
at the Calcutta min: will illustrate this statement. 

1 3s of Dwts. of Assay Report. 
con f aim-Fine a'lver-Alloy . 

Standard Silver,. ............. 220 20 Standard. 
Silver Coin of Great Britain,. ... 222 18 2 Dwts. Better. 

......... New Dutch Guilders,. 226 14 6 Br. 
Old Sicca Rupees,. ........... 235 5 15 Br. 

.... Sycee silver of best quality, 236f 3f 16f Br. 
Silver ingots from mint refinery,. 240 0 20 Br. Pure. 

............. Spanish Dollars,. 215+ 24+ 4f Worse. 
Five Franc pieces, ........... 2 16 24 4 Wo. 
Nanashaye Rupees of Jaloun, . . 202 38 18 Wo. 
Debmohree Rs. of Assam, .... 130 1 10 90 Wo. 

These few instances are sufficient to exemplify the practical range of 
proportion in the silver and alloy of the bullion usually presented. By 
the mint rules a charge for refinage is levied on all such bullion, which 
is alloyed to a greater extent than 26) parts or penny weights in 240. 
technically 6+ c r  worse" than standard. 

In  alloys however of silver and copper only, it is generally found that 
however large the proporti011 of copper, the bullion does not require 
refinage for coinage purposes, if mixed with the requisite quantity of 
pure silver, or superior silver alloyed with copper only. Thus Dollars 
and Five Franc pieces may be used for alligation without risk of render- 
ing the resulting ingots unmanageable in the subsequent stages of 
coinage. But if the bullion, whether worse or better than standard 
contains lead, tin, brass or sulphur in a larger proportion than two 
dwts. in the pound, it affords ingots which generally prove brittle in 
the course of manipulation, or give a mixture of uncertain fineness 
and unfit to be coined. To illustrate this I may mention that I have fre- 
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quently known Sycee J v e r  at 16+ Br. alloyed with :?# copper, to yield 
bars as brittle aa slate or cast iron ; and there when assayed to prove 2 
o r  even 3 dwts. better than standard. This proceeds from the presence 
nf lead or sulphur in the Sycee silver, part of which burning off leaves 
the  resulting mass richer in silver than before, but brittle from the small 
portion of lead which remains. On the. other hand I have still more 

frequently seen alloys of silver and copper, 50 to 80 worse than stand- 
ard, affording with the due proportion of richer silver, a perfectly malle- 
able and standard metal. 

The object of refinages for the mint is therefore usually to re- 
move the lead, tin, zinc or sulphur and to leave the silver and copper, 
or m i o n a l l y ,  when pure or rich silver is not available, to bring up 
inferior alloys to st~ndard or even superior fineness. 

The process followed by the native refiners in the b m r  is that of 
cupellotion, and is performed by them with great success and economy. 
They use for the cupel a mixture of one part by weight of recently burned 
lime, sifted but unslaked, and two parts by weight of chaff ashes. With 
this they make a basin like mass, usually eighteen inches in diameter be- 
low and 4 to 6 inches deep. This they moisten well with water and beat 
with the hands into firm consistence. Piecee of brick are placed round 
the slopiug s i b  to give support, and two pairs of bellows are arranged 
so that by their alteruate use a constant blast of air is kept up during 
the process. 

While still wet the basil1 is charged with charcoal and an active fire 
kindled, the silver is then introduced and lead added till all is n~elbd 
and red hot. Two large logs of firewood are then placed over the 
charcoal eo as to form a dome to the heap, and at the interstices torch- 
like pieces of wood are continually introduced, so that a powerful flame 
is reverberated from the b h i ~ g  dome above. 

By this manipulation the lead is oxidized, and the oxyde of I d  
(litharge) formed is absorbed with the oxides of copper, and other base 
metals usually present, by the poroi~s mixture of lime and ashes. None 
of the litharge is removed by skimming. In refiling 2500 tola st." from 
16 " worse" they use 1200 tolas of lead, and the operation is completed in 
less tban 3 hours, yielding a cake of silver 16 to 17 dwt. " better" than 
standard. The b a r  refinerscontract to retorn all the silver ~ r c o r d i n ~  

l'he tola in 180 1 my grams. 32 blra =one l'roy pound. 

J D 
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fo official assay ; ~ n d  finding all materials, they receive for their labour 
8 annas, or 4 per 100 on the value of the metal. The cake of lithaqp 
when cold is ground and sifted and yields granules of silver. The 
sifted powder is made into a paste with cow-dung, and the l a d  recorer- 
ed in a furnace of particularly ingenious and effective construction--of 
which the following is a sufficient description. 

A barrel-shaped clay cyli~ider is made, open at both ends, nine inches 
diameter below by 12 to 15 above, nnd usually 24 inches high. A 
bellows pipe of refractory clay 3 inches in diameter enters at the side 
about 4 inches from the top, and is led down the cylider so that the 
nozzle of the pipe is within six inches of the bottom. The cylinder 
stands over a cup-shaped hollow made in the ground and sifted orer 
with a little wood ashes. To use this furnace it is first half filled with 
charcoal and the fire kindled. The mixture of litharge and cowdung 
is then introduced in balls the size of an orange, with layers of charcoal 
and the fire urged. The litharge is quickly rednced to the metallic 
stnte, and the lead containing any silver present in solution, collects in 
the cup-shaped hollow-100 B s  of litharge can be thus worked off in 
about 4 hours. This process is applied with remarkable success to the 
treatment of sweepings and other rubbish containing not more than 
1 per 100 to 2 per 100 of silver, but in this case R small and variable 

of boras is added to the mass of litharge, sweepings and cow- 
dung. 

The basii below the cylirider is open at one side, but during the 
process is kept partially closed by r heap of charcoal and a brick. This 
being removed occasionally, the surface of the melted lead is raked 
free from earthy slags by an iron rod, and the firing is continued till 
the balls are all consumed. The cylinder i~ then removed, water 
thrown on the lead-and this containing silver, is used for the next 
cupellation refinage. 

The skill exhibited by the native refiners in conducting these processes 
is beyond all praise, and for the scale on which they have to operate, 
it  would, I conceive, be scarcely practicable to effect any improvement 
on their system. But it has serious inconveniences when we attempt 
to follow it in large operations. Each operation is limited to about 2500 
tola wt. and this may be repeated, so as to give 5000 as the day's work 
of 6 meu. The heat is altnost intolerable, the lead fumes most dele- 
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terious. These objections might be obviated by the erection of suita- 

ble screens and hoods, but the refinage never proceeds so successfully 
se when the native operator is left to his ownfashiou. Superintendence 

L 

aud the prevention of pilfering become exceediugly difficult also when 
a large quantity of bullion has to be operated on, from the great num- 
ber of people employed, the large space occupied by each gnu5 and the 
dense smoke and fumes which fill the refinery. 

In the new mint there are three cupellation furnaces by Maudslay, 
constructed on the most approved plan, and in which the operation 
could be carried on very effectively aud economically were i t  practica- 
ble to work the furnaces contiuuously, night and day ; but as all work 
must terminate in the miut and the fires be extinguished daily at 4 
P.M., the furnaces are quite useless. At best no more than 3000 tola 
weight of silver can be refined in each daily, but with such wasteful 
expenditure of fuel as to render the operation much more costly than 
the charge of the native refiners. 

The cursory description above given suffices to explain the object I 
had in view inattempting, towards the close of 1845, to effect the refi- 
nage of silver in large, indeed, I map say immense quantities, and to 
conduct the operation so that the mass of bullion acted upon should 
be brought into a malleable state, andaafely stored, within a period of - 
six or seven hours. How effectually this has been accomplished is 
shown in the sequel of this paper. 

My process is based on the old French system of the pusate  or salt- 
petre refinage. This I witnessed in the Laboratory of my friends, Messrs. 
Johnson and Cock, the eminent refillers in London, and it is minutely 
described in the works of Dumas and Berthier. The silver to be refin- 
ed is granulated, the granules mixed with one-tenth their weight of fine 
saltpetre, and projected gradually into a redhot EARTEEN crucible. The 
nitre oxydizes the base metals, having but little effect on the silver- 
when the mass has become red hot the fire is urged till the eilver is 
melted ; the whole is then poured into ingot moulds ; and the scork, 
consisting of potash, oxides of copper, lead and other base metals, with 
granules of silver and oxide of silver in considerable quantity, are reserv- 
ed for subsequent treatment by methods varying according to circum- 
stances afterwards explained. 

The practical drawback to this system as it existed previous to my 
experiments, was the supposed necessity of using mrthm cr~~cihles. 

4 0 2  
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Thia at once 1imited:eaeh batch to some 3 0 % ~  weight of metal, or h t  
1000 tola, and where we had to deal with tons and lacs its adoption 
seemed hopeleas. I t  d to me however, to make trial of the otdi- 
nary cast-iron melting pots of the mint, and I soon found to my great 
satisfaction that by a little management these could be used with com- 
plete success. The object in view was accordingly gained to the fullest 
extent required, and in September, 1846, this system of refinage was 

applied in one workingday (the 4th Sept.) to the very large quantity of 
188,264 tola wt. ef coarse silvw-Troy pounds 5,W3, value Co.'s Rs. 
172,860 10 2, or 817,286 la. 3d. which was refined and returned 
to the mint in bright malleable ingots, and registered for assay in 
hi than six hours from the commencement of the operation. I believe I 
sm juotified ih asserting that in point of rapidity, economy and qnantity, 
thir day's refinage has never been equalled in any refining e&ablishment 
iR any part of the world. I now proceed to the detailed description of 
the process-its expenses and total results. 

The osst-iron silver mekiig pots wed in the mint, are of cylindrical 
shape, with r o d  bottoms, 17 inches external height, 1 1) inches, inter- 
nal diameter, 1) inch thickness of metal. The quantity of silver u s d y  
melted in each pot ie 10,000 tola wt. or 31 24 Troy pounds. If the 
silver to be refined is in the state of coin the operation may be com- 
menced at once. If in bars or other solid manses it must be granulated. 
For this purpose about 8000 tala wt. are melted and poured from the 
pot placed on a suitable frame over a tank of water, beneath the d a c e  

of which two or three bmoms are kept in constant motion. Thia 
redaces the silver to granules like s m d  shot. 

6000 b la  d. of understandard c o b  or grrmuia a n  placed in 
ench iron pot, and heated to low redness in the ordinary melting fur- 
nace, of which there are 16 in the mint. When at a low red heat the 
masa of silver is hollowed out with an iron rod with ibttmed end, so 
as to make a fnnnel-shaped depression of the metal in the centre. 
About 2 pounds weight of saltpetre are thrown into this hollow. Tht 
ealtpetre rapidly melting percolates through the granules or coins, and, 
as it filters through parts with its oxygen to the base metals. ARer a 
th minutes the &man with the same rod stirs up the silver from 
the bottom of the pot and works it in every direction, again cupping 
the centre 11s before. The heat is slightly urged mid the saltpetreing is 
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repeated in the same manner, until from 5 to 7 seers (10 to 14th) are 
used, the quantity being determined by the coarseness of the silver. 
In half an hour from the beginning the whole mass of metal becomes 
pasty, and when pressed towards the bottom of the pot coheres in a 
mass upon which there floats a very liquid scum, composed of melted 
potash and litharge with some oxide of copper and a little oxide of 
silver in solntion. Thia liquid scum ia skimmed ofm'th an iron ladle, 

m d  ;hen as much is removed as is practicable, the pot is covered and 
the fire run up by the register to a degree somewhat higher than that 
usually given in silver meltings, and which experience am alone teach. 

In  about half an hour the silver is found to be quite melted, its sur- 
face being covered with thick but loose and dry crusts of oxide of copper. 
I t  is now ready for pouring, and a piece of coke being placed acrpss 
the lip of the pot, the refined silver is cast in ingots in the usual man- 
ner, without any of the dry scoriae entering the moulds. The ingots 
when coo1 are perfectly clean and bright, and fit in every respect for 
delivery in the Bullion department, to be registered for assay. 

On the 4th of September 1846, this process was, as above stated, 
performed on eilver to the value of Co.'s Rs. 172,860 10 2,=&17,286 
Is. 3d. sterling. At 8f A. M. the fires were lighted in the 16 furnaces. At 
9+ A. M. the silver (consisting of Nanashaye rupees, averrge 18 -be 

than standard, and containing about 4 dwts. of Iead per tb.) in the state 
of coin was cbarged into the pots-at 10 A. M. the saltpetreing w a  com- 
menced-by 114 the first pot was poured off, and all sixteen by 4 
past 12. The pots were replaced in the furnaces, charged once more md 
by 24 P. M. the refined silver again poured off. The refined bors were 
returned to the mint. The subsequent assays showed some of the pots 
to have been refined to 13 dwts. better, and the whole silver return- 
ed averaged 5 " better." All the ingots without exception were soft and 
d k a b l e  and fit for alligation. 
When the scoriae and sweepings were subsequently worked up, Pnal 

the account closed, it was found to stand as follows : 

Value of silnr'delirered to be refined Co.'s Rs. . . . . 172,860 10 2 
Returned refined silver, vnlw, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172,488 10 3 

Lom, Rs. 371 15 I 1  
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Being three antias and five pie per cent. in value, or about +th per 100, 
which waa found by experiment to be the mere loss on melting this 
kind of silver. 

From the 9th of October 1815, to the present time, May 1847, I 
have refined in this manner coarse and brittle silver to the value of over 
ten lace of rupees=& 100,000 ; of the Jaloun silver done there were 
r ebed  in 1846 Rs. 882,510 11 8. In  one operation about Rs. 50,000 
worth of silver, containing over 30 per 100 of leadwas thus treated, and 
the resulting ingots, though 40 to 50 dwt. worse than our standard, were 

- ' cured of brittleness and rendered fit for alligation for coin. 
From these numerous and large trials it results that when the salt- 

petreing is managed in the mode I have described, the iron vessel is 
entirely uninjured. I n  fact the saltpetre has become inert before it 
tohches the side or bottom of the pot. Accordingly the m e  pot has 
in many instances been used more than six times over, and &r this 
has borne the average number of comm6n meltings, as shown by the 
official report of Mr. Caapere the melter to the mint. 

Treatment of the Scoria. 

This part of the operation is done at leisure, and on its careful and 
precise management depends the economy of the process. 

The scorke well mixed together may be represented as composed of 
fused potash, oxides of copper and base metals, granules of metallic 
silver with oxide of silver, and a minute quantity of chloride of silver. 

The mass is first bruized in iron mortars and steeped in water for 
two days in a leaden tub, the water then drained off and replaced, and 
this repeated a second time. The potash is thus dissolved out, the 
mass disintegrated and rendered pulpy, and its oxide of silver reduced 
to the metallic state. I t  is now in successive portions rubbed in iron 
mortars, and sieved on fine cane or bamboo sieves floating on water in 
the leaden tub. The pulp of oxides passes through, and nearly all the 
silver in grauules remains on the sieve. This silver only needs to be 
melted and returned. 

The oxides, with finely divided metallic silver, metallic copper, and 
chloride of silver, after settling to the bottom of the tub, and the water 
decanted or syphoned off, are placed on dry tiles, which soon absorb 
the moisture; of this mass from 4 to 5 cwt. weight are placed in a 
reverberatory furnace and calcined at a low red heat for four hours. 
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This converts the metallic copper into oxide of copper. When cool 

the mass is boiled, 100 fbs. nt a time, in a leaden boiler, for about an 
hour, with 40Bs of sulphuric acid and 200 tbs of water. Most of the 

copper is thus recovered in the state of sulphate of copper solution, 
which is ponred d into tanks to crystallize. What is undissolved by 
the acid is tile-dried, and a small portion, about ten tola weight, of the 
residue melted for trial. If the trial ingot is malleable and soft the 
whole mass may now be melted into ingots to close the account. For 
although these ingots will be much worse than standard, they arc free 
from lead and devoid of brittleness, and conseque~~tly fit for alligation. 
On the other hand if the trial ingot be brittle the mass shonld be again 
roasted and treated with sulphuric acid as before. And according to 
the original quality of the silver this may need three such operations. 

In  refining 100,000 Rs. value of such understandard coin, about 
90,000 Rs. value will be returned at once rdned  above standard-5000 
will be found in g r a n u l e s 4 ~ 0 0  to 5000 will be recovered by roasting 
and by aulphuric acid, and from 500 tu 1,000 will remain as chloride 
of silver and very finely divided metallic silver, which is slowly depo- 
sited from the sulphate of copper liquid, as a white slime or mud, con- 
sisting of the chlorides of silver, copper and lead, sulphate of lead and 
metallic silver. This mud is tile-dried and treated as follows :- 

100 parts by weight are well mixed with 50 of dried carbonate of 
soda, and 20 of powdered charcod, the mixture melted in black lead 

pots and poured into conical moulds---on cooling a mass of lead 
containing all the silver is found at the point of each cone. This lead 
usually contains 20 to 25 per 100 of silver, and the precious metal is 

extracted by cupellation. The quantity of argentiferous lead to be 
cupelled fmm the refinage of 100,000 tolas of silver will range from 
2000 to 4000 toh  weight. If black lead pots are not available this 
part of the operation may be conducted successfully in the native 
cylinder furnace above described, merely substituting cow-dung for the 
charcoal, and mixing the mass into balls. 

By careful attention to the above description no failure or difficulty 
need be dreaded in large silver refinages. The advantages of the process 
may be briefly summed up--rapidity, economy, salubrity slid safety of 
the bullion. Before this method was introduced in the Calcutta mint 
the refinege of silver to the value of a lac of rupees was tlie work 



of six weeks to two months. I t  can now be effected in four houm. 
The sulphate of copper removed in clearing up the w r i m  is in molher 
department of the mint brought to yield the copper it contains in an 
absolutely pure state, so enhanced in value that it sells for 44 Rs. the 
maund of 100 Troy pounds, and thus psys for the saltpetri acid, fuel, 
wages of workmen and melting losses. The p~isonous fanes of the lead 
cupellation are avoided-and the rapidity with w K i  95 per 100 of 
the bullion is returned to the mint strong Mom, being token there 
directly from the furnace, reduces the risk of loss by pilfering to .n in%- 
nificant amount. The importance of this ca11 only be estimated by 
those who may have to manipulate large quantities of bullion with 
native workmen and overseers, under whoee care silver M apt to maire 
the volatility of mercury, and disappear in a way that would nppd a 
refiner only accustomed to the habite of the metd in Europern 
establishments. Against this cause of lose experience teaches me there 
is no ~ f e g u a r d  but the ooncentration of the prooesres under the 
director's eye, the employment of the smallest possible number of per- 
sona in tbe manipulation, and the return of the bullion under refinage 
with the leaat avoidable delay. 

[Assay of n'loer.1 
In  the commencement of this paper I alluded to our sitver rtandard, 

and to my desire to afford a few naefnl hints to officers having bullio~~ 
transactions with native states. Vast sums are annaally paid in native 
coinages of almost innumerable variety, of which the Nannshaye and 
Balashnye rupees of Jaloun and the Deb-mohree rupees of Assun m y  
be cited as examples. I t  may be confidently stated that wl~atever be 
the non~inal fineness of these coins, the practice of the native miute is 
to 'debase as much as possible, and their workmen are moreover well 
acquainted with d l  the arts of pickling and blanching, hot stamping, &c. 

which give the debased coin a most respectable surface. Some ready 
method of assay, not nffecting to be exact, but one closely approxima- 
tive, would, I have been oRen aseured, be deemed of mucb utility to 
many public officers in the transactions referred to. Such a method I 
take this opportunity to describe, prefixing a few work on the euct 

systems of assay followed in the mints. 
In the English and Indian mints the ancient process of cupelhtion 

is followed. Through the great kindness of niy friend, JIr. Dodd, the  
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present Assay Master, I have beev enabled to cowince myself that in 
mkilful and conscientious hands this method ensures all the accuracy 
which is required in the operations of the mint and for commerd 
purposee. Its range of error will not exceed 2 parte in 1000, and be 
still within the deviation permitted by the law with referenoe to the 
impoesibility of ensuring an exact mathematid alloy in all minting 
operatiom. But this system of away demands the appliance of so 
much ski1 and ouch cumbrous apparatus that to the experimentalist 
'' in the jungle" it dords  no resource. 

The French method, by solution in nitric acid and precipitation of 
the silver as chloride by common salt, is ouly appliable where the 
silver under assay is alloyed with copper only. If it contain lead, 
mercury, tin or iron, the resnlta are fallacious. I enter upon no details, 
AB I am not addressing these remarks to asaayers. I t  is enough to 
say that the solution becomes so milky from the presence of chloride 
of lead, calomel, or peroxide of tin, that it ia impossible to see and note 
correctly when the proper qilentity of the salt test-liquor has been added ; 
or on the other hand, if the experimentalist desires to weigh the preci- 
pitate, he is liable to be deceived by the quantity of insoluble chlorides 
of base metals united with that of silver. 

I pass therefore to another and a ready resource, which only requires 
a Florence &ask or two and a little nitric acid for its performance, and 
by which the experimentalist may proceed as follows :- 

Weigh 24 grains of the silver to be examined, and dissolve it by 
means of one fluid drachm of pure nitric acid, about sp. gr. 1350, and 
half an ounce (fluid) of rain or distilled water. When dissolved dilute the 
fluid to two ounces with distilled water and introduce a cl- slip of 
pure copper. Boil the contents of the &ask over a lamp or on a pan 
of sand over a charcoal fire, so long as silver is deposited on thr 
copper, and until a fresh slip of copper introduced is not tarnished- 
then let the liquid settle, decant the blue liquid, replace with water, 
decant once more, placiug the thumb on the mouth of the h k  
invert it and let the silver escape upon a small China saucer-let the 
moisture drain d and dry the silver thoroughly over the hot sand. 
Weigh it now in your medicine chest scales, which ought to turn fairly to 

,',th of r grain or less. Now if your silver be the Company's standard, 
the 21 grains (= to 21.00) should give you 22.00. An English shilling 

4 E 
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should gire 22.20 ; an old Sicca rupee 22.15,--each tenth of a grain 
being the equivalent of one dwt. If niore than 22.00, the silver is 
better, if less than 24.00, it is worse than ow standard. But the 
silver obtained in this experiment is usually somewhat heavier thrn it 
should be, being asaoci.ted with a little copper. The e m  is nearly 
compensated by the slight loss in the manipulation, and moreover it 
does not amount to more than one dwt. of excess. This may be safely 
dowed for, and the extempore assayer may rest satisfied that he known 
the true value of his silver within 1 per 100. Thus for example, he 
dissolves 24 grains of a Debmohree rupee, and he finds his dy silver 
weighs 13 grs. I t  is therefore 9.0 grs. (or 90 dwt.) worse than 22 grs. 
which should be the standard. Now as 24.0 :: 13.0 :: 100 :: 54.16. 
or 100 tolas of this silver containjne silver 54.16 = 59.08 CO.'S Rs- 
But if an error had occurred increasing the weight of the silver preci- 
pitate to 13.20 the per centage of fine silver would be 55.00+* dloy 
=to Co.'s Rs. 60, the difference being 0.84 per 100 on the fine silver, 
or 9-l0thsof a rupee. But in the transactions to which these remarks 
bear reference an error of even one per 100 at either side is of but 
ineignificant importance, the object being merely to obtain a good ap- 
proximation, not an absolutely correct result. 

The uee of pure copper is essential for this simple process, inasmuch 
as the impurities of the metal usually met with may lead to very 
deceptive results. I shall be happy to supply any reader of this paper 
with electrotype copper in sufficient quantity to enable him to try his 
s H l  as an amateur essrryel~for pure nitric acid I must refer him to 
the .Hen. Company's Dispensary, or to any of the eminent Cdcntta 
druggists. 

@buen~atio~r on the Oviu Amrnolzoideu of HODGSON, by Copt. T. 
HUTTON, F. G. S. 

Having lately procured a pair of skins of the (so called) 'I O& 
dmmonoideu" of Hodpon, and as the specimens are both in winter 
pelage, as indicated by the beautifully soh wool under the hair, it ma? 
be interesting to compare the description of them with that lately 
published by Mr. Hodgson, ill the Journal Asiatic Society, No. I f  3 
of 1846. 
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Oair dmnron" ? Pailas. vel. " 0. Bmmonoides," Hodgson. The 
Nian" or " Xyan" of the Bhoteahs.-(Pronounced nasally in one syl- 

lable.) 
Measurement of A male of five years, &ording to the mekings on 

the horns ; 

ft. ins. 
From nose to base of horns, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thence to insertion of tail, 5 I 
Tail to end of hair, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 3 

Total,. . 6 5 
ft. ins. 

...... Circumference of horn at base, 1 4) 
Length on the curve, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 lo+, tips broken. 

Winter pelage ; above deep brown interspersed with grey, with a 
distinctly marked darker dorsal line, passing, (as in 0. mmtanu) in a 
narrow stri e through the disc on the cronp, even to the tip of the tail. S Sides mixe hoary or slatey grey brown ; disc on the croup well defined 
and dirty white, the hair appearing as if rubbed. The throat and neck 
beneath to the breast, white, sprinkled with scattered brown hairs; the 
hair long, bushy and pendent ; and from 6 to 7 inches in length, while 
that of the back is barely 2 inches, except on the doraal line, where it is 
3 inches, and on the ridge of the neck above 3+ inches. Tail, above, 
brown ; whitish at the sides, naked beneath. Under parts dirty white ; 
medial line blackish ; outside of the limbs with a dark list ; lips, whitish ; 
face, paler brown than the body. 

Front surface of horns, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 inches wide. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Inner lateral surface, 6 inches wide. 

Musurement of the bare skull of a male 7 yeam old ; 

ft. ins. 
Length of face to base of horns, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 . . 

Length of horn on the curve, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 10 
......................... Basd circumference,. 1 4 f  

These horns are weathered and much broken at the tips, md were 
probably about 3 ft. 3 inches long. 

I E Z  
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Description of a female, 6 years old by the marking of the hornr ; 
R. ins. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nose to base of horne, 0 1 0 )  
.............. Thence to i n d r n  of tail, 4 5 

................................ Tail, 0 3 

Total,. ....... 5 64 
ft. ins. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  Length of horns on the curve, 1 44 
................... Baeal circumference,. 0 8 

In the female the colouring is lighter than that of the male, having 
more grey; and the throat and foreneck are slatey instead of white, and 
devoid of the long pendent frill which graces the other sex ; the dark 
d o d  line, which in the male runs in a nnrrow stripe through the pale 
diw, enda in the female at the commencement of the disc, and the tail 
and croup are of the eame canesoent fawn colour ; the &so is far more 
extensive than that of the male. Along the ridge of the neok above, 
from the base of the horns to about 10 inches beyond they, there is a 
mane of true woolly hair 64 inches long, gradually fading into the crisp 
quilly hair of the dorsal line. There is no dark list down the outside 
of the limbs, but the colour is pale fawn, 

ins. 
Front surface of horns, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1) broad. 
Inner lateral surface, ....................... 3 inches. 

In both sexes there is a beautifully soft inner coating of fine push. 
pleenr wool of a pale mouse colour. 

The height of the animals I have not given, as the limbs are defective 
in my specimens, 

Tbe above measurements were taken with are ,  md although my 
male appears somewhat super& in she to Mr. Hodgson's, the general 
corwapondence is evident enough. 

ft. ins. A. ins, 
Mr. Hodgson's male over all is,. . . . . . . . . .  5 11$ mine 6 5 
Ditto ditto to base of h o w ,  ............ 1 0 ditto 1 1 
Ditto ditto basal circumference, . . . . . . . . .  1 31 ditto 1 44 
Mr. Hodgeon's female over all, ........ 5 6+ mine 5 6.) 
Dittodittotobaseofhorns , ............ 0 1 1  ditto 0 1 0 )  
Ditto ditto b a d  circumference, . . . . . . . .  0 8 ditto 0 8 
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This species appears to differ h m  " Onis montana" of America, in 
having the hair on the throat elongated into a pendent fringe, while in 
the latter species, as dencribed in Griffith's Synopsis, it is distinctly 
stated that there are " no long heirs under the throat." Dr. Richardson 
(as quoted by Mr. Blyth in No. 35, J. A. S. for 1841) states in speak- 
ing of the Rocky Mountain Sheep, that " as the ends of the hairs (in 
which the colour resides) are gradually rubbed off during the progress 
of the winter, the tints become paler, and the old tams are thus almost 
white in the spring." In the male specimen before me, this could not 
take place, for the colouring instead of being confined "to the ends of 
the hairs," pervades them, though less intensely, to the base, and the 
animal by n ~ b b i i  wonld assume a slatey grey hue, except on the 
throat, disc, and belly, where it would be white. In the American 
apeciea again, the tail is said to be 5 inches long, whereas in the Thibe- 
tan animal it is only 3 inches, and the length from nose to tail appears 
to be superior to that of " 0 .  mmtana." 

On the other hand it would appear to agree very well with the de- 
scriptions of " 0th Ammon," except, that Col. H. Smith stabs, that 
the female of that species wants the disc on the croup, while in my 
specimens the pale disc of the female is larger and more conapicuons 
than in the male. 

Secondly, in the Synopsis, the horns are said to touch on the f o k  
h d ,  while in Mr. Hodgson's description they are +th of an inch apsrt, 
and in my speaimen they are +th of an inch apart ;-in the bare skull 
they are 12 inches apart. This character however is nullified in the 
text, where it ia mid that they are "nearly touching." 

Thirdly, it is stated that the horns of 0 .  dmmrn" have a the 
Lroadert &e towards the forehead,'' and if this means totoar& the 
f i a t ,  an I euppose it does, then it would seem to prove that our animal 
is distinct from 0 .  Ammon, inasmuch as its horn have the narrowest 
aide to the front,-the base of the triangle being 3+ inches, and the 
inner side 6 inchea wide ! ' " 0 .  dmnwn" is likewise mid to be " nearly 
jDae feet in length,"-whereas the Bhotan species is more than 6 feet 
in Icoogth l 

Unless therefore these published characters of 0 .  Ammon can be 
satisfactorily proved to be incorrect, it would appear that Mr. Hdgson . 

bar good and sufficient grounds for declaring the two animals to be 
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distinct, and therefore for establishing his " Oaia dmunomoided." The 
point can only be determined by those who may have the opportunity 
of comparing specimens of both. 

On the HkpInd Hare of the Saul foreat.-By B. H .  HODGSON, Eaq. 

Lepus hispidus. Pearson. 
Caprolagus hispidus. Blyth. 
Habitat, The great forest at the base of the S u b - h a -  

layas and of their offsets, from Gorakpur to Tipperah. 
Having been recently 80 fortunate as to obtain a fine living pair of 

the Hispid Hare of the Saul forest, together with some trustworthy 
information about the habits and location of the species, I purpose to 
give the results of my examination and inquiries to the Society, the 
nnimal being extremely rare, and moreover b e i i  one of those species 
the right understanding of which, in relation to its congeners, is calcn- 
lnted to throw light upon the difficult question of the true nature and 
limits of generic aggregations. 

The sub-Himalayas and that portion of their south-eastern continua- 
tion dividing the basin8 of the Irawadi and of the lower Bruhmaputra, 
are accompanied all the way from the point where the Ganges intersects 
them to the sea, by a vast forest which forms their skirt towards the 
plains of Hiudostan and Bengal. This forest, which ia one of the largest 
and most unbroken in the world, having a breadth or depth of from 10 
to 20 and even 30 miles throughout its extended course of some 1500 
miles, and being inhabited only in spots here and there, is one of the 
most important features of the Geography of India for the zoologist, 
owing to the number of animals that are now peculiar to it, becsnse 
they have found probably in its immense malarious recesses a last ref* 
from the gradual encroachments of man. Swainson observes that there 
are no forests or tenants of the forest like those of the new world : but 
those who have followed the Gaur and Elephant, the Arna and Rhino- 
ceros, the Samber aud Bansinga though the ' Saul forest' an above 
defined, have felt little disposition to acquiesce in that remark. The 
popular designation of Saul forest is derived from the prevalence of that 
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stately and valuable timber tree (Shorea robusta) throughout the tract 
in question, except near the sea, where it is replaced by the Teak, which 
may be aptly denominated the pelagic saul. 

This primeval forest is the peculiar and exclusive habitat of the 
Hispid Hare, a species that never ventures into the open plains on the 
one hand, or into the mountains on the other ; and hence it is so little 
known, deep cover and deadly malaria contributing alike to its happy 
obscurity. As the black-necked Hare or Nigricollis is the eingle spe- 
cies of the peccan, and the Red tail Ruticaudata of Hindosthan and 
Bengal, so id the Hispid of the vast sub-Himalayan forest ; and it is 
remarkable that the mountains beyond the forest, even up to the per- 
petual snows, have no peculiar species, the Red tail of the plains being 
alone found there. Two specimens only of the Hispid Hare are yet on 
record.* These were obtained respectively on the banks of the Tista 
and in Assam. My two were got near the Cosi, and recently. Previ- 
ously I had never obtained a specimen, though I have often heard of 
and even seen the animd as far west as the Gandac, and information 
on which I can rely convinces me that the species extends, within the 
sad forest, as far westerly as Gorakpur, and as far east and south as 
Assam and Tipperah. The Hispid Hare is a habitual burrower, like the 
Rabbit ; but, unlike that species, it is not gregarious, and afecta deep 
cover, the pair dwelling together, but apart from their fellows, in sub- 
terranean abodes of their own excavation, and ha*, it ia supposed, 
two or three broods in the year, consisting of one or two young each 
time. Less highly endowed with the senses of seeing and hearing 
than the common hare or rabbit, and g i h d  with speed far inferior to 
that of the former or even of the latter species, the Hispid Hare is 
dependant for safety upon the double concealment afforded by the 
heavy undergrowth of the forest and by its own burrow, and accordingly 
it never quits the former shelter, and seldom wruders far from the 
latter, whilst the harsh hair of its coat affords it an appropriate and 
unique protection against continual necessary contact with the huge and 
serrated grasses, reeds and shrubs in the midst of which it dwells, and 
dwells so securely that it is seldom or never seen even by the natives; 
save for a short period &r the great annual clearance of the Tarai by 

fire. The Meeches, to whom I am indcbkd for my specimens, cnll the 

Sporting Mngnzine. Allgust. 1834. Aslaic Jnurnd No. 160 of 18C5. 
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animal the Black Hare or Saul tbrest Hare, both excellent names-and 

they tell me that it feeds chiefly on roots and the bark of trees, a circum- 
stance as remarkably in harmony with the extraordinary rodent power 
uf its structure as are its small eyes and ears, weighty body and short 
strong legs, with what has been just stated relative the rest of its habits. 
The whole forms a beautiful instance of adaptation without the slightest 
change of organism; for neither in the hard nor eoR anatomy of the 
forest Hare is there the least essential deviation from those of the Hare 
of the open country, but only a modification of the same type suited to 
the peculiar life of each, as respective tenants of the open a d  dt i -  
vated county and of the rude and dense wild. Why the Hare of the 
plains, and not that of the forest, shonld pass into the mountains, 
apparently so much better suited to the latter species, we cannot con- 
jecture : and, though this fact is an argument in favour of considering 
the Hispid or .forest Hare as a separate type-an argument that may be 
yet further sustained by those differences in external form which very 
noticeably segregate it from the common Hares of England and of 
Hindosthan (Timidus and Ruficaudatns), yet, on the other hand, its 
essential amtotpica1 identity with these animals, and the manner in 
which the marked diversity of external form just noticed, as well as 
other peculiarities of habit above recorded, are gradually lost as we pass 
to other species of true Hare, are arguments of weight against any 
generic or sub-generic separation. In the Timid and red-tailed Hares 

the long ears, the large eyes, the frame as well suited to extreme speed 
as the eyes and to effective bigdance, are certainly in remarkable 
contrast with the small eyes and ears, heavy frame and short equal legs . 
of the forest hare : but all these distinctions, as well as those of domi- 
cile, become less and less tangible in the variable Hare, the Rabbit, the 
Tolai, and the Tapiti,* in which moreover we have variously repro- 
duced, even to the subordinate peculiarities of the .Indian forest Hw, 
such as its white flesh, its short tail, its subterranean retreat md 
creeping adhesion thereto, so unlike the dashing career of the red- 
tailed and English species. With these few remarks upon the pro- 
priety or otherwise of separating the Hispid Hare from his congeners, 
I now proceed to what will rnore fully illustrate that point, vis. n 

. See Shnw, Vol. 11. voce Tolai and Regne animal ad locum and Nslurdist's 
Library, Vol. xiii. PI. 28. 
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carefill description of my specimens. They consist of a male and 

female of mature, or advanced age rather, and they were taken toge- 
ther, when in full fur in February. They were very impatient of con- 
fiuement and died very soon, owing to injuries inflicted on themselres 
by vaiu attempts at escnpe. I describe them as they lie before mr, 
dead, with fine specimens of the common hare and rabbit beside them. 
The sexes are as near as possible of the same size and colour ; b ~ t ,  if 
anything, the male is rather the larger and darker. The male mea- 
s u m  194 inches from snout to vent-head to the occipot, 4 ; ears to the 
lobe 24 ; to the crown 29 ; foreleg from elbow to end of longest toe 
nail 49. Hindleg from true knee to longest nail 7+. Planb from heel 
to long toe-nail 3 4 ;  heel to knee 44; scut only 1+ ; scut and hair 
28 ; weight 5* lbs. The female is 19 inches long and 5a'lbs. Both 
have a girth behind the shoulder of 12 inches: but the female's 
tail is the longer, being 2 inches, or 3 with the fur. Her other propor- 
tions are almost identical with the male's. Compared with the commoli 
species, which lies beside them as I write, these animals are conspicu- 

ously of darker hue and heavier make, but not larger. They have 
heavier heads, much shorter ears, smaller eyes, shorter tails, limbs 
shorter, stronger and less unequal-in that respect like a rabbit-and, 
lastly, their mystaccnl tufts are much less, and their fur much harsher. 
Looking closer into their structure it is observable that the profile of 
the head is less curved in the Hispid than in the common species, tlie, 

-n i l s  somewhat larger, and the digits slightly different in gradation, the 
thnmb in particular being less withdrawn and the little finger more so, 
from the front, in Hispidus. But the nails have no peculiarity of con- 
formation m d  so far from being " v e y  acute," they are v e y  blunt and 
worn. The nose and lips agree precisely with those of the commoil 
species : but the eye is conspicuously smaller and placed less back- 
wards, or inidway between the snout and ears. The ears both in male 
and female considerably exceed one half of the length of the head, and 
are broader as well as shorter than in Ruficaudatus or Timidus; ant1 
it is remarkable that the tail in the male is shorter than in the female 
-in both more so than in Timidus. The teats are six, two pectoral, 
and four ~entral, just as in Ruficaudatus ; and the sculls and tecth of 
tlie two species are framed upon precisely the same model, general and 
particular, witli this only n~ld striking differencc that the skull of the 

4 F 
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forest Hare possesses greater strength and solidity with proportional 
augmentation of the teeth, but especially of the incisors. The skull is 
rather higher but scarcely so long as in the red-tail. I t  is also less 
curved along the culmenal line: the n a d  bones are shorter yet more 
advanced to the front: the solutions of continuity in the bone of the 
cheeks and palate are smaller ; the aloe of the frontals less developed, 
and the fmntals consequently not sunk between them as in the common 
Hare and Rabbit : Lastly, the groove in front of the upper incisors is 
continued to their cutting edge so as to notch it. But with all these 
minute diversities there is a remarkably perfect conformity to one model 
of conformatioil even in minutie. So too in the internal viscera of the 
two species, though here the disparity appears somewhat greater and 
more material, for the intestinal canal of Hispidus is much shorter, the 
difference being, however, compensated in the greater size of the ccecum 
and of that portion of the intestine which resembles the ccecum. The 
stomach also exhibits a greater tumidity and thickening near the pyle 
ric orifice, where there is less of these features, or, instead of them, 
merely a syphonic bend, in the red-tail and rabbit. The particulars of 
the viscera are set down in the sequel in figures, and I have only further 
to remark that the bicornate uterus, which in my specimen was unim- 
pregnated-has precisely the character of the same organ in the red- 
tail ; and that the diversity of the other viscera is the less important 
in as much as several individuals of the same species are apt to show 
much inequality in this respect, as I have proof before me in regard to ' 
the common Hare and Rabbit. With reference to the nature and colours 
of the fur in the common and forest  specie^, how striking soever the 
differences at first sight appear, they diminish on closer inspection, for 
the structure of the hair is exactly the same in both, only with greater 
thickness and consequent strength in Hispidus ; and the hum and 
. their distribution into r ing  are surprisingly alike, with these differences 
merely that the rufous tints are deeper toned or browner ; and that the 
dark shading is deeper and fuller, in Hispidus, owing chiefly to the 
gmter  abundance of the longer and wholly dark portion of the hairy 

piles. I have examined the hair and fur, both as to form and colours, 
with great care; and the above is the result. The general effect map 
be said to be that the Hispid Hare, as to colonr, is of a dark or iron- 
grey with the ruddy-tinge embrowned, and the limbs shaded outside, 
like the body, with black, instead of being unmixed rufous. 
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Dimendim of Mdle. 
Snout to vent,. ....................... 1 7+ 
Head to occiput,. ..................... 0 4 
- Greatest depth, .................. 0 2+ 

................... - Snout to eye,. 0 2 
............ - Thence to base of ear, 0 2) 

................. Ear from anteal base,. 0 23 
............. - From crown of head,. 0 2% 

......... Foreleg, elbow to long toe-nail,. 0 4it 
-:Palma and nails, .............. 0 2 
Hind leg, knee to end toe-nail, .......... 0 74 

Knee to 0s calcii ............ 0 4) 
0 s  calcis to toe-nail, .......... 0 33 

Girth of chest, ...................... 1 0 
Weight, ............................ 5+lbs. 

Lmgth of Intutineu. 
SMALL. GRB~T.  

Male, .................. 5 2 4 8 
................ Female, 6 4 4 6 

The c~cum is 2) to 2+ wide, and 20 to 22 inchea of the great gnt 
next it are of like width and similarly d. The last 4 to 6 inchea 
of the caecum are simple and narrow. Average width of intestines 8 
inches, exclusive of wide part. 

Some account of the " f iUn  Mwjeed," .commonly called the " Kales 
Muqieed," within the rzm totarc of Dehli, by I;icut. HENRY LEWIS, 
ArtiUrry, Deputy Cotnmisaary of Ordnuncq and HENRY COPE, Eaq.* 

The historian says of Feeroz Toghlnk, that during a reign of thirty- 
eight years " he built fifty dams across rivers, to promote irrigation ; 
forty mosques ; thirty colleges ; one hundred serais ; thirty reservoirs 
for irrigation ; one hundred hospitals ; one hundred public baths, and 
one hundred and fitly bridges, besides many other edifices for pleasure 
or ornament."-Elphirutone'a History of India, Pol. II. p. 71. 

Communicated by the Archmlogical Society of Delbi. 
4 F 2  
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The distulguished writer here quoted remarks that the round num- 
bers, as well as the amount, of some of the items, suggest doubts of 
the accuracy of this list, but that the works of Feeroz, which still 
remain, afford sufficient evidence of the magnitude of his undertakings. 
The evidence around, and even in Dehli, of the truth of this remark, 
is most striking ; and though the whole of the structures which bear ' 

the imp!ess of his period, may not have been, and probably were not, 
erected by this king architect himself, it is more than probable that 
the building mania in which he indulged, induced the great officers 
around him to follow his example, and thus earn a sure way to royal 
favor. In this manner the king may have obtained credit for many 
edifices which in reality owe their existence to the emulation he created. 
The inscriptional evidence of those times is, unfortunately, so very 
scanty, that this is a point which it must be extremely difficult to settle, 
and therefore that which is obtainable is the more valuable and deserv- 
iq the particular attention of the Archaeologist. Among the most 
perfect specimens of the age of Feeroz Toghluk (Feeroz 111- of the 
historians) is the large mosque, within the walls of the present tom 

of Dehli (Shajehanabad) known commonly as the Kalee Musjeed, 
or black mosque ; but this designation, though there are gronnds for 
believing it to be one of long standing, is in all probability a corruption 
of K a h  Musjeed, or chief mosque, in contradistinction to several 
smaller ones, said to be six in number, popularly reported to have been 
founded at the same time, and by the same person as the Kalh  
Musjeed; one of them exists at the present moment, though in a 
dilapidated state, at no great distance outside the walls of Dehli, 
between the Ajmeer and Lahore gates, and which has been converted 
into a lime-kiln and storehoilse fbr fuel. The Kalbn Musjeed is situated 
near the Toorkman gate of the town, in the Toorkman Thannah, and 
in the neighbourhood of the celebrated shrine of Toorkrnan Shah, of 
which some account may h e r e h r  be given. I t  ia built on ground 
somewhat higher than that which surrounds it, and, with the exception 
of the Jumma Musjeed and the gates of the palace, is the most pro- 
minent structure in the city of Dehli. I t  consists of two stories, the 
first or basement consisting, as shown in the annexed plan, P1. xv. 
of a number of small apartments which were possibly built for the 
very purpose they now answer, namely, that of assisting by the rent 
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they yield, in defraying the expenses of the mosque, in conformity with 
a practice prevailing to this day. The apartments along the walls are 

accessible by doors raised one step above the ground; those in the 
towers by passages from the neighbouring rooms. . The upper story 
will be described hereafter. The mosque is built of the materials 
which appear to have been generally in use at the time of its construc- 
tion, viz. the common quartzose sandstone found in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Dehli. This stone which is in masses of vario~ls 
sizes, some, especially those towards the foundation, being of consider- 
able dimensions, is uuhewn, and cemented by chunam of the best 
quality, indeed so excellent that the strengh of the domed roof seems 
to depend entirely on its adhesive properties, there being no attempt 
at placing the stmes of which it is constructed throughout, into any 
thing like the arrangement now adopted in the building of arches and 
domes, crowned by a centre or keystone. This cementing chunam, in 
this, and it is believed in all other buildings of the period, with a view 
probably of saving the expenditure of lime, is mixed with a great 
proportion of brick soorkee, of which many pieces are upwards of an 
inch in diameter. It will be curious to elucidate, by n series of obser- 
vations, whether the bricks of which this soorkee was prepared, were 

, made at the time, solely for the purpose of being mixed with the 
mortar, or whether they were remains of what had been used as the 
principal material in buildings of older date, and been discarded on 
the iutroduction, by the western people, of the use of tougher and less 

costly material, procurnble in the  neighbouring hills. The whole of 
the edifice, both inside and outside, has been plastered over with 
chunam of the best description, to judge by what remains ; and parts 
about the doorway show that the outside has been at some time or 
other coloured of that peculiar blue-black produced by the ground 
charcoal of cocoanuts, and other s i m k r  substances. Very little, how- 
ever of the plastering remains, except in the body of the mosque, where 
some care appears to have been taken for its preservation, (by repeated 
whitewashing,) and on the roof and domes which its durability hlrs 
preserved from destruction. The whole is in a very fair state of 

preservation, and where, here and there, stones have fallen out, espe- 
cially at the base of the towers and walls, they have been carefully 
replaced by brick masonry. The steps lea- up to the entrance 
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door, and the pillars of the doorways and of the arches, are constructed 
of square roughly-hewn, hard, grey stone, described by Capt. Cautley, 
as only a variety of the quartzose sandstone more commonly in use 
in the walls, &c. which is also used for the eaves (slabs not above two 
inches thick and about two feet square) projecting into the upper inner 
square or court of the mosque, and for thelbrackets which support 
them. These brackets as well as the pillars at the doorways, are 
carved, as shown in the annexed sketches. Under the epvea,. and 
resting on the brackets, is a ledge of the Roopas red stone, now ao 

commonly in use throughout these proGnces, but, which seems to have 
been much more sparingly employed about the time of Feeroz than i t  
was 80 or a hundred years before, in the Kootub Meenar, the Mote 
Musjeed, and other structures of the time of Shahtib-ood-deen and 
Shums-ood-deen Altumsh. The red stone is also used, (on account, 
presumeably, of its being softer and therefore more easily carved,) in 
the lattices of the windows, which are still open, and probably orna- 
mented all the thirty-three kndows which mounded the upper story, 
some of which are now blocked up with the common stone masonry. 
There are also lattices of the same material between the main body of 
the mosque, and the vaulted passage leading on each side to the dark 
apartments behind, but none to the west. These lattices appear, 
notwithstanding their having been very well carved, to have been all 
covered with very-fine chunam, after the fashion which prevailed to 
within the last hundred years, when the finely carved pillars, such as 
are standing in the nlins of the Koodseea Begum's Palace, built by the 
mother of Mahomed Shah (outside the Krrshmeer gate) were simiirly 
plastered over, to hide, it would seem, the piecings which here and 
there o m  in the stone work. The stairs leading from below to the 
upper or main story are a flight of 29 steps, built upon three blind 
arches, with a landing place, and two more steps leading into the 
vestibule. Over the doorway, as exhibited in the sketch of the eleva- 
tion, is a slab of somewhat rudely polished marble, with an inscription 
in the Nuskh character, of which the following is a copy in the common 
character of the present day :- 
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Jjpk 5 sJ;! dL.3 Jk &kf) d;ri& #& dl, u b b  

@ & ~ Y I ~ J ~  - ,.Jab p$ *t AF 1*11) &lbicIp! 

a Ij,, &WI 
.(Translation.) 

In  the name of God the merciful, the clement, and in the reign of 
the devout king, strong by the help of the mercifiil God, Ab-ool- 
bioomffer Peeroz, Shah-ul-Sultan ; may his reigu continue ; this 
Mosque was built by the son of the slave waiting at the threshold, 
Jonah Shah, exalted with the title of Khan Jehan, son of Khan Jehan ; 
may God be merciful to him. Any one coming to this Mosque is 
required to pray for the chief of the Mussulmaus, and for this slave 
with the Fateha, with earnestness, and with the hope that God may 
forgive him at the day of judgment. By the grace of Maliomet and 
his posterity this mosque has been finished on the 10th of Jumda-ool- 
akheer in the year of the Hijrn 789." 

I t  appears that the letters were first cut into the marble with small 
deep mund holes in each letter, or limb of a letter, and that subsequeut- 
ly lead was poured into the cavities, and then polished off even wit11 
the surface of the marble, the small deep holes assisting in keeping the 
lead firm in its place. The greater part has, however, fallen out, with 
the exception of that in the ~owel  points, which are almost all perfect, 
and of two or three of the letters in the first and second lines. The 
entrauce to the main body of the building is through a square vestibule 
with a domed roof, to which there were an outer and nn inner pair of 
doon moving in sockets of a singular description, but common in the 
architecture of the times. The latter have disnppeared, the former are 
still in existence, and to judge from their antique appearnnce, their 
most rude construction, and the very coarse iron work about them, it is 
fair to infer that they are of a very ancient date, if not coeval with the 
mosque itself. The famous Somnath gates must be at least 800 years 
old, these would be only 459, and though ssll is probably not as durable 
as sandal-wood, to any one who may see these doors it would afford no 
great stretch of the imagination to believe that they were put lip when 
the mosque was built. On passing the second cloorway you enter a 
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. cloister surrounding, on three sides, the iul~er court of the mosqne. 
This cloister s~ipports fonr domes on the nortli and south sides, and 
six on the east, the part next the entrance being covered with a nearly 
flat octagonal roof, of superior coustruction. In the part of the court 
next this square are three principal tombs, and a secondary one, in a 
row, built of brick and plastered over, three of men and one of a 
woman. The three first have each head-walls about three and a half 
feet high, with recesses for lamps, and altogether look so modern that 
it is difficult to believe in the correctness of the tradition which has it 
that Khan Jellan, the father, and Khan Jehan the son, are both buried 
here, though it should be remembered that the tomb, still in existence, 
over the remains of the founder of the Toghluk dynasty, is also of 
brick. There is no trace of an inscription which could afford the 
slightest clue to the truth or falsehood of the tradition. On the west 
side of the court is the main body of the mosque, consisting of a system 
of arches and domes, supported by six double and eighteen single 
pillars, including the pillasters against the walls on three sides. 
There are consequently five arches in front, and three in depth, sup- 
porting fifteen domes all, but the centre one, which is about three feet 
higher than the others, of the same height and dimensions. Rouud 
this colonnade, which would be decidedly imposing were tlie pillars only 
two or three feet higher, runs an enclosed passnge, the use ofwhich it 
is difficult to explain at present. I t  is dark and d i ~ d e d  in the rear (to 
the west) being there separated from the mosqne by a dead wall into 
three apartments, the ceutre one thesmallest. In the inner wall of tlris 
passage, on either side and to the right and left of the door leading 
into it from the surrounding cloister, are flights of steps lendilig to tlre 
roof. They are, as tisual in all buildings of that time, narrow, but not 
difficult of access, as is frequently the case. I t  seems premature at 
preseiit to attempt any general conclusion on the nature of the buildings 
erected in the time of Feeroz, and the light they tlirow 011 the history 
of the period, tlierc bcing so many other contempornneous structures in 
the r~eighlou~~hootl of Dellli, the examination of which must further 
elucidate the s~~hject ,  but the following points regdin;  the Iiaffi~i 
AI~lsjced, the most perfect specimen of those tinies rernair~iiig, sect11 

worthy of remark. 
1st. T l ~ e  sloping style of the arcliitecture seems prcolinr1.v ill~lu- 
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trrrtive of the buildings of that, and earlier periods. The Kootub 
Xlinar is a well known instance of this style, a s  adopted about 100 
years before the time of Feeroz, and the conical towers on each side of 
the entrauce to the K a l h  blusjeed are, in their general conformity, not 
unlike the fainous Kootub Tower. The sloping pillasters on each side 
of the main eiitrailce give somewhat of an Egyptian appearance to the 
front of the building, which is not dissimilar from some of the more 
ancient remains of Hi~idoo architecture, the style of which is generally 
believed to have beeu derived from the Egyptians. 

I t  will be an interesting subject of future inquiry,-being a cluestion ' 
which has not, that we are aware of, been yet decided, whether the 
Mahomedau conquerors of Iudin preserved the style of architecture of 
the countries from which they emigrated, or whether they did not imitate 
to a certain extenl the tIiudoo buildings which they found ill India. 

2nd. The very sin~ple kind of col~imn and entablature used ill this 
building as supl)orts to the arches, is a point dso  very worthy of notice. 
I t  consists of one, or in niost instances, two upright stones or pillars, 
standing on a third, with a fourth placed on the top as a11 entablature. 
This is one of the most primitive styles of architecture known. The 
peculiar constn~ction of the arches and domes, the stones of which are 
held together by the wonderful atllicsive qualities of thc lime used in 
those days, without any key stones, has been before remarked upon, 
m d  is nriother charnctcristic of the Mahomedau Indian buildings of 
the 14th century. 

3rd. I t  is reasonable to infer that this mosqiie was built in thc 

midst of a considerable population, and that the presellt site of Dehli, 
wns either a suburb of the then Feerozabad, or if not, a portion of that 
town itself. 

I t  has been mentioued that the apartments on the basement story 
are occopied. The tenants pay to the collector of Dehli the rnonthly 
sum of Rs. 6-3, of which 6 Rs. are handed over to the atteiida~~t Priest 
appointed by the local authorities who, out of that sum, defrays the 
expeiises of sweeping, and water, and provides the budentea in use by 
the few frequenters of the mosrlue, chiefly Affghans residing in the 
neighbourhood, to perform their ablutions. The balance of 3 alillas 
per mensen1 is carried to the credit of the state, wliicli is however, at 
the expense of ally repairs which may be required. 

1 (; 



Some account of t i e  " Kaldn Mq'eed." 

& it is desirable, that a biographical sketch of the founder of anv 
building illustrated should, where possible, accompany the detailed 
accounts which will, it is hoped, be lnid from time to time before the 
Archceologieal Society of Dehli, with the view of comparing the archi- 
tectural with the written records of the times, some account of Khrul 
Jehan, who built the Kalkn Musjeed, is here annexed, derived chiefty 
from Ferishtr. The iuscription explicitly mentions that the founder 
was the eon of another Khan Jehan, and we find this assertion s o p  
ported by the historian, who informs US that the first Jehan was, in the 
year of the Hijra 754, (A. D. 1349,) two years after the accession of 
Feeroz to the throne of Dehli, and in the 44th of hia life, appointed 
Viceroy of Dehli, while the Emperor proceeded to Bengal on an ape-  
dition against Elins (Ilyas Khaje Sultan Shums-ooddeen ~engara).* 

Since the nbove wrs written we have been favored by Najor  bl. E Loftie, 30rb 
N. I., with the following account of Khan Jehan the elder, e x m e d  from the T a b  
k6t Akbaree, which confirms the above. and furniahea still more ample details : 

Ertruct~ frmn tlrc Tuhkbt Akhuri, regunling Klrlrn Jahdn the elder, tlrs mzir of 

Sulcdn FirGz Shah. 
" And in the jeer  754, after having hunted in (the district of) KJknGr, he (FWu 

Shhh) returned, and, a t  the time of his raturn, he laid the fo~ndattons of m e  lofty 
buildings on tbe banks of t L  river S~rssutf .  And be ooderred upon Shaikh W m ' d -  
a n ,  the son of Shaikh Bahau'ddln Zakariya, the title of Shaikhu'l-Islam, and, having 
honoured Malik Kab61, who was the deputy wazir, with the title of Kh6u Jahhn, he  
made him the m z f r  oftbe empire."' 

"And a h  in the month of Shawkl, in tbe year 764, baving invested Khbn JahLn 
with the most ample authority, he (Fir62 S h h )  left him in the city (of Dehlf), and 
deputed with a powerful force for Lakhnauti, in order thnt he might put an end to the 
tyranny exereiced by I l y b  Iihjf, who, having assumed the title of S u l t h  Shamsu'ddfn, 
and founded (or enlarged) the city of PandGB, bad tnken -on of the country .s far 
u the confinea of Banhras." 
" Aher that, in the year 760, the Sulthn ( M r h  Shah) marched towanb Lakha~utf ,  

leaving Khhn Jahhn in D~hl i ,  rs vim regent during bi absence." 
" I n  the year n'2,t Khfin Jahhn died, and bi eldeat mu, JGnin Shah, received the 

title of Kbbn Jahhn." 
A m r d i n g  to Ferishta, Khhn Jab in  was y, inted wazfr, by ?Irk ShLb, in b e  
p 752, when that monarch was advancing to 6 c a p i d  from the neipl~bourhood of 
lhatha  (Tattah) in Siod, where he had k e n  called to the thmne on the demise of S u l b  
Nuhammad l'aghlik Shah. Sultirn Bluhammad died on the Zlst of l \ l uhamm 752. and 
Flr'z Shah arrived at Dihll on the 2d of Rajab, the snme pear, having been 158 days 
upon the journey. On his wa , be paseed through the city of Aj6dhnn (also called 
Pattan), In the province of hluft6n. where he visited the,tomb of the celebrated RIuham- 
madan 4 n t .  Shnikh Faridu'd-din ShaLarlfanj. From Ajbdhan, he moved to Hfinai, and 
it WRY upon the march to that city, that h a l ~ k  Kabbl, waited upon him, and was raised 
to the dignity of prime minister, with the title of Khun Jahhn. ( S e  Ferishta, Uambay 
edition, p. '260). nl. E. L 

t Ferishta says 774 (v. Bombay cditiou). and Dow gives the m e  date. hl. E. L 
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This officer, who was subsequently raised to the dignity of Wazeer of 
the empire, died A. H. 774, (A. D. 1356,) in the 22d of the reign of 
Feeroz, and was succeeded in his titles and office by his son, (whose 
name was Jonah Shah, according to t L  inscription, though that fact 
is not mentioned by the historian.)* In A. H. 787, the 13th of his 
Weezamt, and the 35th of his mrrster's reign, it is said that age and 

infirmity began to press hard upon Feeroz. " Jehan, the Wulreer, 
having the sole management of afiain, becrune very powerful in the 
empire. The emperor was so much under his direction, in all things, 
that he had the efFrontery falsely to nccuse Mahomed, the King's son, 
of a design against his father's life, in conjunction with neveral omrahs. 
He brought the old man firmly to credit this accusation, and obtained 
bis authority to secure the supposed conspiraters." * * * A ParQ 
was sent to seize the Prince, who having previous intelligence of the 
design against him, began to provide for his security, placing guards, and 
hrtifying himself in his palace. In this situation he remained shut up 
for some days ; and at last, having obtaiued leaze for hi wife to vieit 
the King's Zemna, he put on his armour, went into the close chair, and 
wns carried into the Seraglio. When he discovered himself in that 
dress, the frightened women ran screaming into the emperor's apart- 
ment, and told him that the prince had come in armour with a 
treasonable design. The Prince having followed them, p m t e d  
himself to his father, and falling at his feet, told him, with 
great emotion, that the suspicions he had entertained of him 
were worse than death itself. That he came, therefore, to receive 
it from his own hands. But firat he begged leave to inform him, 
thnt he wos perfectly innocent of the villainous charge which the 
Wuzcrr had purposely contrived to pave his own way to the throne. 
Feeroe, sensible of his son's sincerity, clasped him in his arms, 
and weeping, told him he had been deceived, and therefore desir- 
ed him to proceed, as his judgment should direct him against the 
traitor. hlahomed, upon this, went out from the presence and 
ordered 12,000 hone to be in reediness. With this body he surrounded 

the W-r1s house that night, who upon hesrillg of the prhcc's 
approach, put Z8er (governor of Mahoba, lately i m p r i s d  on the 

It m however in the TalmkIt Akbuee, as will be wen in the extract tnoshterl by 
I h p r  L o f h  Wu hl that Ferirht. hiiselralro calls him Jumb S W ,  p. 256. 

4 0 2  



plea of his being one of the conspirators wit11 the prit~ce ngainat the 
emperor) to denth, lind collecti~~g his friends, come ort t  to engage him 
in the street. Upon the first onset the t r i t o r  was wounded, and drew 
back to his house. He fled immediately towards Mewat and the prince 
seized all his wealth and cut off his adherents. Fcemz, i~nmedintely 
after the= tranwctions, resigned the reins of government into the 
hmdr of his son, and abdicated the throne. The prince nrsumed the 
name of Mahomed (Naseer-ood-deanad Dunces), ascended the tllrone 
in the month of Siurban 789, and immediately ordered the Kootha to 
be read in his own and his father's name."-Feriuhta's History of Hin- 
duatou, tramlafed by Doru, VO!. I. pp. 31 1, 3 12). 

From this detailed account by the historian it would appfar that the 
Kdan Musjeed was finished by the Wuzeer Khan Jehrn, only two sl~ort  
months, perhaps less, before his treason led to his clownfal, his capttl- 
sion from the capital, and the loss of all his wealtl~, wliicli fiftee~~ years 
of unlimited power, under the declining energies of' Ferroz, hacl doubt- 
less made an object of desire to the prince who espelled him. IIis 

a end was the cud of most men in disgrace in those days. He had, it 
appears, taken r e f i p  with a chief named Goga. 011 the appearance, 
in his district, of Sekunder Khan, a newly appoi~~ted governor of 
Guzrt, who wns proceeding through Mewnt to take possessiol~ of his 
office, Goga, fearing the resentment of the new emperor, seized Khan 
Jehan, and sent him bouud to Sekunder Khan, who cut off his head, 
and forwarded it to Dehli. (Ferkhta as above).* I t  is, tl~rrcfore, 

Here again we am under obligations to Major Loftie for cxtrnets fro111 t l a  l'abakit 
Akhree, relating to the career and overthrow of Khan Jelban 111e younger :- 

Acmanl of the fall of Kluiti Jahdu the yotiger,  erlruclcd f r o ~  the Tubukdt Ikhavi. 
" I n  this year (787). the emperor (Fir62 Shnh) HW greatly broken by infirmity aud 

old age, and Khhn JahBn, becoming possessed of unlimited nurl~oriry, was diz;iroun of 
getting into his hands the emperor's son, the prince hluha~nnlad Kllltn, togetl~er with 
several d the nobility, such as D a q h  Khbn, the son of Zafar KhLn, hlalik Yaakub, 
Dluhammd IIhjl, Mdik SamB'ud-din, and Nal i t  Kamblhd-dln, who were frkud* and 
well wihersof the prince, and of depriving tllem of their power. Ile represented to the 
emperor, that h e  prince, in concert with the aforesaid noblemen, n~ctlitoted a revolt, and 
FfrGz ShBh,putting faith in what he said, directed that the whole of those Lords ahould 
be arrested. Intelligence of this proceeding baring been rewive~l by the prince, ha 
sbmnted hinuall for some days from the p r w n c e  of his father. KLbn JahPn then sutnnlon- 
ed DaryL Khhn to appear before him, on the pretence of t.xnmioiny.the accounts of IIIC 
district of Mahoba, sod (upon his arrival) contined him in his (Khbn JahLnb) h o w .  
On hearing of t b i ,  the prince ww filled with apprehension. and waitetl upon his father. 
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possible that his head may have beell interred in the mosque beside 
the remains of his father, and that the tradition above alluded to 
might be considered as founded on fact, did not the appearauce of the 
tombs themselves cast such a strong doubt upon it. We have, in the 
agreement between the dates of the Itistorinn, and that of the inscrip- 
tion, a confirmation of the accuracy of Perisllta in this part of his 
history at least, as it is scarcely likely that he ever saw or heard of 
the K&n Musjeed, which must, in his time, (that of Jehangeer) have 
been outside the town of Dehli, surrounded, probably, by ruins, 
and as abandoned as it is now as a place of worslrip. Its rnassise 
solidity could alone have witl~stood the mvtges of 459 years. I11 
conclusio~~ it may be remarked as n singular fact that a buildiug of 

~vllonl hc ronvincctl of lllc trcncronnble dcsians OF lillkn Jnhin. " I le  is anxious," mid 
he, "to get rid of the prinripnl menlbem of tlle nobility, and after l~nving renloved them, 
Ile will turn Ilia thonglrts to the seizure of our persona." Upon this, the emperor ordered 
tllat Khkn Jahfin should be put to dcnth, and relensetl Dnryh KhLnfrom confinel~lcnt.* 
'I'lle priuce hluhammnd now diwcted DIalik Yi~i~kbb to have the horses of the i~ilperial 
stalrlev in readiness, and also dcsirctl nIalik liutbhd-din, the superintendant of the 
elephants, to draw up those animnls, for the purpose of making an attack upon Kh in  
JrhLn. Towards the end of the night, the prince proceeded with a strong force w i n s t  
Khkn Jahhn, who sallied out of his house, accompanied by a few friends, and began to 

defend himself. A t  length, he was sounded, and llis purty being overthrown, Ile tlctl 
from thc spot. The prince plundered liis house, and put to deatll Uihzhd-Fntull Khhni, 
filnlik Imadfid-daulat, hIalik ShamsGd-dill, and Rfalik Biashlih, who had fallen illto his 

bandsin the course of the fight. After these events, the emperor entrusted his so11 
with the sole management of affairs, made over to him the insignia of royalty, such w 
horses, elephants, and followers, and conferred upon him the title of Nhsirhd-din wn- 
ud-dunyh i'tluhnmmad Shfill (the defender of the fnith and of the IVorld, the cmpcror 
Muhammad). FirGz Shhh then devoted himself to thc service of Ciod, and the duties 
of religion. O n  Friday, the Khutba was rend in the nume of both sovereigneSulthn 
Muha~nmnd Sh ih  mounted the throne in the month of Shaabkn, i e  the year 789. 

* ' On Malik YaakGb he (Rluhammad Sllhh) conferred the title of Sikundar 
Khhn, and he placed the province of Gujrht under 111s control. * Mulik 
YwkGb, on whom the title of Sikandar Kh6n had been conferred, was sent by bluham- 
mad ShBh, with.a large body of troops, against Khkn Jahhn. When this force orrived 
in the neighbourbood of Mew&, KGk6 ChauhLn,t seized Khfin Jahhn, and sent h in~  
to Sikandar KhBn, by whomhe waeput LO death,aud his head sent to DIullammnd Shlrh.~ 

I think there is an error here in mxcopy of the 7'u)kit Akbnri, and that for 
" releared DaryL IihLn from confinement, we should read divected that 1)aryh Kl~iin 
should be r e l e d  from confinement" Ilaryir Khhn was, nt tllia time, imprisoned in the 
house of Kh6n Jahhu, and was subsequerltly (according to Firishtu, by wl~ulll Ile is 
named Zahr  (not Daryh) Khbn, the son of %nlnr K11in) put to clrnth I J ~  tlw f:111eu 
mioiater, when the rince Rlulla~nmnd S11bl1 attacked tiin bn~~w.--hl.  I.:. L. + To whom, ~ i r i s t t a  stntw. lle 111111 tlcd for pr01t.cti011. - nl. 1:. I.. 

1 'I'l~is occurred in A.  11. 789. 
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this kind within the precincts of a large and modern town; and promi- 
nently conspicuous from almost d l  parts of that town, should have 
been so little noticed by modern travellers. Bernier has not a word 
nbont it ; it is not alluded to by Franklin, whose description of Dehli, 
in the fourth Volume of the Asiatic Researches, forms the staple basis 
of all subsequent accounts. I t  is possihle however that descriptions 
may exist; if so the writers of this have not seen them, and can only 
hope that in such a case their account may be found to contain matter 
not previously touched upon by others.* They may further be per- 
mitted to express a hope that they will not be considered presumptuous 
in suggesting to other members of the Arch~olog id  Society of Dehli, 
the plan they have adopted in this paper with regard to other edifices 
around Dehli, by which a large mass of valuable illustrative information 
might be collected in a very short time. 

We may state in addition that we have learnt, since the above was 
written, that several years after Dehli came into the possession of the 
British government, the principal Mahommedan inhabitants of the 
neighbourhood of the Torkman gate, who noticed with grief the neglect 
with which this mosque was treated by the king in whose chnrge it ap- 
pears then to have been, presented a petition to the local authorities to 
restore the mosque to its original use ; that their request received 
favorable consideration, that a grant, said to have amounted to Re. 1500, 
was made to clean and repair the mosque, that the silk-weavers who had 

The following is the nccount, a very diupsraging one, given of the mosque by 
Uishop Heber in the narrative of his journey :-" The Kala Musjeed is small, ar~d hm 
nothing wortlry of notice about it but its plainness, eolidity and great antiquity, heing a 
work of the first Patan conquemm, and belonging to the tiines of primitive hfussulman 
simplicity. I t  is exactly on the plan of the original Arabian mosques, a q n m  Court 
surrounded by a cloister ; and roofed with many small domes of the plainest and lomt 
solid construction, like the mdest specimen of what we call the early Norman architec- 
ture. I t  has no minaret ; the crier stands on the roof to proclaim the hour of prayer. 
-Vol. 11. p. 297, avo. edit. 

Hamilton, in hi East India Gazetteer (W edit. 1828) soys of the Kalhn Plusjtffd : 
" Besides tbese there are forty other mosques, some of which bear the m w b  of consi- 
demblc antiquity. This applies more to the black mosque, a large and 
  loo my edifice of dark-coloured g~anite, whose rude internal columns, cloistered ama, 
numerous low cupolas, nnd lofty outer walls, devoid of aperture or ornamentl denote 
un origin coeval with the earlier Affghan dynasties." [This last pamgrnph clearly sl~owa 
tirat the inscription had not been red at the time the Gazetteer wns publ ied ,  becaw 
the reedirrg would hnve left no doubt about the matter]. 



taken possession of it, were turned out, and that the arrangements now 
anbsisthg were then made for letting out the gound floor apartments 
so as to provide the means for keeping up at least the small religious 
establishment still provided. 

Tramlation of an Imcription on a Gun at Mooruhedabad with Re- 
marks, by Major ST. G .  D. SHOWERS. 

I send you for insertion in the Journal of the Society a copy of a 
Pen* inscription on a Gun at Moorshedabad. I forward also a trans- 
lation of the inscription, with a sketch of the Gun. I t  is lying in a 
spot called the Top-khan&," which, with the " Qabuk-khanuh," in 
its immediate vicinity, took its name from the guns and ordnance storea 
collected here by the Nawab Yohabut Jung, otherwise called Ulee- 
vurdee Khan, when hordes of freebooters, known among the people here 
by the name of Burgees, (no doubt the Mahrattas,) roamed over the 
country in search of plunder. Several guns and some shot have been dug 
up and removed, and there are still two or three lying about or half 
buried in the earth. The gun on which the inscription is fomd is 
named the " Juhan Ko~sha,'~ the Suhduer of the world, and was pro- 
bably brought by Moorshid Koollee Khan from Dhaka, where it was 
constructed, when he became invested with the administration of these 
Provinces. The following are the dimensions of the gun : 

ft. in. 
................................ Extreme length, 17 8 

Depth of bore, .................................. 15 3 
Frommdeto l s t t runn ion  ,...................... 5 0 

.................. Space between the 2d ttunnions, 5 0 
.................... From 2d trunnion to the breech, 5 0 

.............................. Diameter of muzzle, 1 9) 
.................................... Do. of bore, 0 6 

I t  was made, as the inscription states, at Dhaka during the reign of 
the Emperor Shah Jahan, ~d is formed in the old style of welding to- 
gether a series of rings over bars of iron. The art of costing canlron 
was known at Dehli as far back as thc reign of thc Empcror Babur, 



but it is probable it had not reached so distrult a province as Bengd, or 
the Juhan Koosha, a gun with which so much trouble appears to have 
been taken, would not have been collstructed on the older and ruder 
method. 

Islam Khan, the Viceroy by whose order the gun was constructed, is 
said, according to the autllor of the Siyur-001-Mootakhureen, to have 
been appointed to the Government of Bengal 1047 of Hijree, corre- 
sponding to 1637 of our era, and wae transferred to the Dewanee of tbe 
Empire at Delhi in the month Rujub 1049, or A. D. 1639. 

The rest that is kiiown of this Governor is succinctly mentioned by 
Marshman in his History of Bengal. I extract the passage, as it will 
be interesting in connection with the account of the ,gun :- 

g r  In  1638 Islam Khan Mushmedy, an old and experienced o&er, 
succeeded to the Viceroyalty of Bengal. I n  the first year of his 
Government, Mukut b y ,  who held Chittagong for the Rajah of A m -  
can, rebelled against hi master, and delivered it up to the Moguls. 
This port originally belonged to the independent kingdom of Tippernh : 
it was next conquered by the Muhammadans ; but iu the disputes which 
arose between the Afghans and Moguls, it fell into the hands of the 
king of Arracan. I t  was probably called Islamabad after the Governor 
who in this year acquired possession of it. Meanwhile the Rajah of 
Assan1 embnrked five liundred boats on the Bn~mhapootra, and came 
down like a torrelit on Bengal, plundering every town and village in the 
Way. m e  Soobadar went out to meet him with his war boats armed 
with cannon. Thc Assamese could not withstm~d them. Their fleet 
was so011 in flames ; of the crew, a part fled to the shore, but four thou- 
mud were put to death. Islam Khan pursued them to their own 
country, rnd took fifteen forts and much spoil. I t  was also under his 

Viceroyalty, which lasted but one year, that Cooch Beliar was invaded 
by the Muhammadans." 

I t  will be observed thcre is a slight discrepaucy between Marshmaul's 
account, and that in the Siyur-ool-Mootakhureen with regard to the date 
of the Viceroy's appointment to Bengal : but it is of little consequence, 
aa it has probably arisen in computing the corresponding years of 
the Christian and Muhammadan eras, an error in such calculations 
being easily occasioned by mistaking the intercalary periods of the Mu- 
hammadan ycar. 
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To the nsturalist and the general observer the " Jnhan Koosha" is 
curious from the position in which it is lying. I t  is p p e d  by two 

trunks of a peepal tree, and supported by them about eighteen inches 
from the ground. Native tradition states that it was brought to the 
spot on a carriage, and was left there ns the wheels suuk into the mud 
and could not be extricated. The tree must have sprung up under it, 
and the trunks as they grew, grasped the gun and continued to support 
it  after the carriage had rotted away and fallen from under it. The 
back trunnion, on the opposite side from that whence the sketch is 
taken, is imbedded in the trunk and cannot be seen, but two stancheons 
and a ring are visible, which evidently belonged to the carriage. The ' 
front trunnion, with the iron work attached, was until lately also im- 
bedded in the tree : but within the last six months a part of the 
trunk has been tom away by a storm, by which it has become exposed 
to view. The iron work ou which the trunnion rested corresponds 
with the dimensions which may be supposed to be necessary to support 
so large a body on its camage : and its balk had no doubt so weakened 
the outer portion of the trunk as to make it yield easily to any force 
applied to it. 

There is another peculiarity which it may be proper to notice as 

e ~ b i t i u g  n second phenomelion in the growth of the tree. There are 
two trunks that support the gun, but I am inclined to think they are 
branches of one tree. The trunk, obstructed in its growth, and pressed 
down by the weight of the gun, had first spread out under it ; then forc- 
ing itself up one side and still hugging the gun, it met with anew obsta- 
cle in the trunnion, stancheons and the heavy iron work attached to 
then], and unable to press them nside yielded to the obstruction and 
parted and shot up in two large branches. 

I cannot conclude this without acknowledging my obligation to 
Ensign Forster, of tlie 33th N. I. for the copy of the sketch I 
forwnrd. 

Inscr$lion. 
rlj a j , L  L a 1 L a  >+ U l  dJ9 
1 G 6 & 8C ?Li+ w l p  ky ,:a& u' - 
r[L $ j l  &>I '&Ii IJ[;) &* J ~ ~ U J !  dS y.ti &Ga A+ 

rtil J j Y j  dii >I! A+> +L JG> cjfd j 
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Tranelation of the I m p t i o n .  

The first couplet is illegible, bnt it is probably connected with the 
second. 

The Lord of the world ! the great Shah Jehan 
Unequalled-a second Sahib &iran, the king of Islam.- 
Such the dignity of this gun, that in the highest heaven 
The times assigned it a station in the most exalted place. 
From the report of its power, and omens dreadful and awe-striking, 
The fortifications of: the enemy shook as by an earthquake.- 
I n  the time of the chief of noble qualities- 
By whom the kingdom of Bengal was organized, 
The cloud of beneficence, the famed Islam Khan, 
At whose door prosperity waited as the lowest menial,- 
When this gun of serpentine form was constructed, 
For the purpose of destroying the enemies of the king- 
I sought in the path of reflection the year of its completion, 
Came* - the " top Jahan Koosh" by inspiration. 
The Gun Jahan Koosha was constructed at Jahangeer-nuggur, other- 

wise called Dhaka, during the Darogaship of Sher Mahommad, and 
when Hur Bulleeah Das was Mashrif (Inspector), and Junar Jun 
Chief Blacksmith ; in the month of Jumadee-oos-Sanee, in the year 
1 1 t corresponding to the year 1047. Weight 212 maunds, the mea- 
sure 36 dams ti1 sumaree, charge of powder 28 seers." 

A word here elligible on the hckption. 
t Of the reign of the Emperor. 
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Postscript on the Pigmy Hog of the Saul forest, l y  B. H. HODG- 
SON, E8q. 

Since my account of this rare animal was written I have had the 
great and nnexpected good fortune to procure another specimen, a fine 
old male, which exhibib in perfection the characters of the species. I 
am still of opiuion that the Pigmy Hog cannot be properly classed with 
the true Hog, or genus Sus, though the disparity is not so great as I 
was led to suppose. The following generic aud specific characters will, 
I hope, accurately pourtray our animal in his general and special 
relations. 

Pachy dermah. 
Suidre. 
Genus Porcula, mil~i. 

Generic character.-Teeth 44, as in Sus; caniues smaller and straight- 
er. Facial bones contracted in length and void of the peculiar nasal bone 
and cnrtdage of Sus. Fourth toe small and unequal. Tail rudimental., 

Type, Porcula Salvania, mihi. 
Pigmy Hog of the Saul forest. 
S b o  Ban61 and Chota Savar of the natives. 
Habitat, the Saul forest. 

Spemyc character.-Pigmy Hog, of a medial brown colour, resulting 
from au irregular mixture of bristles wholly or partially black and iordid 
amber colour, the black part being generally basal and rarer. Young 
darker hued and unstriped. Iris hazel. Nude skin, dirty flesh colour. 
Hoofs glossy brown. Pelage ordinary, abundant, consisting of bristles. 
Nomane. Tail not so long as the hairs of the rump, straight, nude. 
Length from snout to vent 22 to 24 inches. Height 10 inches. Weight 
10 lbs, rarely 12. The scull of the Pigmy as compared with that of 
the common Hog is distinguished by a very considerable contraction of 
the great length of jaws proper to Sus, by a total absence of the special 
nasal b&ne and cartilage of that genus, by molar teeth carried back 
under the orbits so far as to exceed their posteal margin, by greater 
compression of the facial bones and foramina, by zygomre much less 
oblique or more horizontal, by smaller straighter caniues, of which 
those of the lower jaw are very noticeably less divergent or more erect, 

4 1 1 2  
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by orbits more nearly complete, there being distinct processes from tile 
zygoma: as well as from the frontals, and lastly, by incisors nnchan- 
nellcd. The teeth are $, f:+, 4:)  mid agree with those of Sus save in 
the straightness and erectness of the canines of the lower jaw. The 
foll~wing are the dimensions of n fine old male. 

Snout to vent, ...................... 
.................... Head to occiput, 

Tail, .............................. 
............... Hind leg, heel to hoof,. 
.............. Fore leg, elbow to hoof, 

Length of ear to lobe, ................ 
....................... Mean height,. 

Snout to eye,. ....................... 
Eye to ear,. ......................... 

................ Girth behind shoulder, 
................. Length of fore hoof,. 
.................. Width of the same, 

Weight, ............................ 
Scdl .  

Length, ............................ 
..................... Width, greatest,. 
.................... Height, greatest, 

...... Front teeth to fore angle of orbits, 

Translation of the Inempiion in  the Nagay'uni Cave, giren in P la te  
X .  of the present Yolu~ne. 

In compliance with the wish of our indefatigable friend Capt. 
Kittoe, we had the inscription given in Plate X. ofthe last number tran- 
scribed in D e ~ k  h'8giri and translated into English. I t  proves however 
to be no novelty ; M English version having been published long ago 
by Wilkins in the second volume of the Asiatic Researches! A s  
this work is inaccessible to mlnp readers of the Journal, we think i t  
right, having published a facsimile of the original, to reprint the Eng- 
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lish version, together with the Deva NBgari transcript prepared by the 
Society's librarian, B a b ~ i  Rajendra La1 hlittra. 

1. The auspicious Sree YMNA VERMA, whose movement was as the 
sportive elephant's in  the season of lust, was like MANOO,* the 
appointer of the military s t a t i o ~ ~  of all the chiefs of the earth. By 
whose divine offerings, the God with a thousand eyest being colistantly 
invited, the emaciated POULOMIS for a long time sullied the beauty of 
her cheeks with falling tears. 

2. ANANTA VERXA by name, the friend of strangers ; renowned in 
the world in the character of valour ; by nature imm~culate ns the 
lunar beams, and who is the offspring of Sree Surdoo[a : By him this 
wondcrful statue of BEOOTAPUTI and of D E V I ~  the maker of all things 
visible and inrisible, and the grnnter of boons, which hath taken 
snnctusry in tllis care, was caused to be made. May it  protect tlie 

universe ! 

The first legislator of tho Hindus. 
t Ecnrlm, a deification of the Heavens. 
t The wife of Fkndra. 
Q Sivn, or Malladev, and lais coosort in one imngr, an n type of the deities, Cotiaw 

and C'enrfrix. 
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3. The string of his expanded bow, charged with arrows and dram 
to  the extremity of the shoulder, bursteth the circle's centre. Of 
spacious brow, propitious distinction, and surpassing beanty, he is the 
image of the moon with an undiminished countenance. ANANTA 
VERMA to  the end! Of form like SMARA* in existence, he  is seen with 
the constant and affectionate, standing with their tender and fascinated 
eyes constantly fixed upon him. 

4. From the machine his bow, reproacher of the crying koorarat 
bent to the extreme he is endued with force ; from his expanded virtue 
he  is a provoker ; by his good conduct his renown reacheth to afar ; 
he is a hero by whose unerring steeds the elephant is disturbed, and a 
youth who is the seat of sorrow to the women of his foes. H e  is the 
director, and his name is ANANTA. $ 

Addendum to Capi?. E .  MADDEN'S Notes of an excursion to the Pindree 
Glacier. 

The  subjoined note which came to hand some time after Capt. 
Madden's interesting article had been printed, should hare appeareiat  
foot of page 246. Speaking of the Thakil palm, C h c e r o p s  Martha,  
Capt. Madden adds,- 
"Thk Palm reaches the height of 30 feet, and. is very abundant on the 

N. W. side of the Thakil mountah, where it flourishes from 6000 to about 
7800 feet, along with Oaks, Maples, Rhododendrons, Yew, and Primula denti- 
culata. I have also been informed that there are two tall specimens on the 
top of a mountnin between Sutralee and Bagesur, to the right of the d, 
about three miles from the former place. Trewia nuditlora ('I Toomree,") 
is found in the Turrai as far to the N. W. as Jounlasal, half way between 
Bbumouree and Burmdeo: to which point also reaches a semi-scandent 
Dalberg~a, with pinnate leaves, apparently unknown further north, but very 
common towards Burmdeo. In the passes near this place, we find ~hunber& 
coccinea, " Kuljoka," in abundance ; and Elardwickia binata, " Kuch10ra"- 
attaining the size of a large timber tree. The Clematis Nepaleusia of 
De Candolle (with an involucre) is abnndnnt on the S. side of the Gaugur 
Pass, at the head of the stream called Jurra-panee, and apparently does not 
extend much further north : it grows at about 6500 feet elevation, and blos- 
soms in Decemlxr and January." 

Capt. Madden further adds, that the kind of shark found in the 
Su joo, called gonsh, is well know in the Ganges a t  Hurdwar. 

l 'be  Ilindu Cupid. t A b id  that is constantly making a noise before rain. 
$ lcternnl, infinite. 



PROCEEDINGS 

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, 
MAY, 1817. 

The usual monthly meeting of the Asiatic Society was held on 

Wednesday the 5th May. 

The Honble Sir J .  P. GRANT, in the Chair. 
The Proceedings of last meeting were read and confirmed. 
The accounts and vouchers for the past month were submitted as 

ud. 
The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the April 

meeting, were ballotted for and elected :- 
Capt. J. C. Hanyngton, 
Rev. Jas. Thomson. 
G. Udny, Esq. C. S. 
R. Thwaites, Esq. 
M. E. Gibelin, of Pondicherry. 
J. R. Logan, Esq. 
James S. Blakie Scott, Esq. 
Falconer Chute Sandes, Esq. 
Warren H. Leslie Frith, Esq. 
Robt. Thomas, Esq. 

The following gentlemen were named aa candidates for admission 
(to be ballotted for at June meeting). 

R. ODowda, Eaq., proposed by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, seconded by 
Lieut.-Col. Forbes. 

Lieut. ThuiUier, Bengal Artillery, proposed by Dr. Stewart, and se- 
conded by Dr. O'Shaughnessy. 

J. B. Elliott, Eaq. C. S. Patna, proposed by Mr. Laidlay, second- 
ed by Capt. Munro. 
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H. W. Elliott, Eaq. C. S., Sec. to Govt. of India, proposed by Dr. 
Roer, seconded by Mr. Bushby. 

John Johnstone, Esq., proposed by Mr. R. W. G. Frith, seconded by 
Mr. Laidlay. 

Capt. Thos. Brodie, 5th N. I. Principal Assistant Commissioner, 
Sibsagur, Assam, proposed by Major Jenkins, seconded by Dr. Roer. 

Zieut. Ed. f i i t e  Dalton, 9th Regt. N. I. Asst. to Comr. of Assaru, 
proposed by Major Jenkins, seconded by Dr. Roer. 

C. B. Skinner, Esq. proposed by Mr. Laidlay, seconded by Dr. 
O'Shaughnessy. 

F. E. flall ,  Eap. of Harvard College, United States, proposed by the 
Lord Bishop, seconded by the Rev. Mr. Pratt. 

Read letters from Secretary to the ~ o v e r n m e n i  of India, Home De- 
partment. 

From G. A. BUBHBY, Esq. 

S e y .  to the Goat. of India, to Senior Secretary to the Asiatic Society 
Home Department. 

SIR,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 
16th ultimo, and to state that the Society's application to be permitted to 
indent on the Hon'ble Company's Dispensary for a monthly supply of 10 
gallons of Spirits of Wine for the preservation of specimens in the Zoological 
Museum, has been submitted to the Hon'ble the Court of Directors, under 
whose oubority the present monthly payment of 50 Rs. is made to thc Society 
for the cost of preparing specimens and maintaining collections of natural 
history. 

2. I am at the same time directed to request you will place bcfore the 
Society the accompanying copy of a despatch from the Hon'ble Court, dated 
the 17th February last, No. 5, in ~ ~ h i c h  they convey their aclino\rledpents 
for the contributions made by the Society to the Museum at the East India 
House, and request that specimens of new subjects illustrative of the Satural 
IIistory of India, may be furnishecl as they are discoveretl and collected. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your most Obedient Servant, 
G.  A. BUSHBY, 

Secy. to the Gout. of India. 

Council Chanaba; the 2-llh .Jyril, 16-17. 



Public Department. 
No. 6 of 1847. 

I Our &vmm h e r a l  of Z d i a  in Cmrcil. 
1. Our attention having been directed to the contributions which have 

been made to our Muaeum in this House by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and 
particularly to the collections received in this country during the last five yean, 
we desire to acknowledge the friendly co-operntion of the Society in Ma- 
ance of one of the chief designs of our Museum, viz. the establishment in 
certaip departments of a complete series of subjects illustrative of the Zoology 
of India The collections which we have thus received and which with some 
othera have been the results of public missions on behalf of Government, have 
supplied to the Museum most of the common subjects of Indian Ornithology, 
and npecimene in other departments of Zoology, but in order to carry out the 
design, it is highly desirable that +em of new subjects as they may be 
dircovered and collected should be fuminhed to ur without delay. 

In exprea- M we now direct you to do our acknowledgmenb to the 
Aktic Society, for the valuable additionr w h i i  from time to time have been 
made to our Museum through their instrumentality, and which are h h l y  
creditable to the Society's officers, it is our wiah that you ahould bring to the 
notice of the Prkdent  and Council of the Society, the importance which we 
attach to the early contribution to our Museum of newly discovered subjecta 
illustrative of the Natural History of India, and upon this point we would refer 
you to our despatch of the 18th September, 1839, on the occaaion of the pm- 
viaion by the Court of a salary for the Curator of the Calc~lttn Museum. 

We are, kc. 
London, 17th Feb. 1847. 

(Trve Copy) 
G. A. Busenu, 

Secy. to tbe Ooat. of India. 

From the Secretarg to Superiitendent of Marine with Bleteorological 
Register kept a t  Kyook Phoo for March. 

From Lieut. Thuillier, Officiating Deputy Burveyor General, with Me- 
teorological Register kept a t  the Surveyor General's office, Cdcutta, for 
March. 

From the Secretary to  the M i l i t q  Board requesting information 
regarding the Timber Trees of Bengal. The  subject was referred, on 
the recommendation of the Committee of Papers, to Captain Munm, 
who was solicited to report upon it  through the Committee. 

4 I 
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From Captain Newbold, through Mr. Piddi~igton, forwarding n 
notice by Hekekyan Bey, late President of the Ecole Polytechnique of 
Cairo, on the temples and emerald mines in the eastern desert of Egypt. 

Captain Newbold also forwarded some m i n e d  referred to in a rne- 
morandum annexed to the Bey's paper. 

From Mr. Hodgson, Darjeeling, on the Megaderme of the Terai, 
with plate-on the Pigmy Hog of the S&l forest, with plate,-returning 
thanks for the Society's present ~f M. C s m a  de Koros' Grammar 
and Dictionary of the Tibetan language,-and announcing despatch of 
the Preface to and first part of a series of Essays on the Aborigines of 
the Eastern part of the Sub-Himalayas and Terai. 

From Captain Hutton, Bluseoorie, 4th April, on the Oaia darmonoi~'es 
of Hodgson, and corroborating Mr. H.'s views regarding that animal. 

From Majm S h e r e ,  Murshedabad, with copy of a Persia11 inscrip- 
tion (and translation) on a gun found near Murshedabad, and which 
formed part of the train of Moliabut Jnng, nsunlly. called Aliverdi 
Khan. 

From Vincent Tregear, Esq. for copics of certain Oriental works, to 

be disposed of for the Society. 
The Librarian was directed to coniply with Mr. Tregear's wishes. 
From Dr. O'Shaughnessp, reporting tile Assay by the Assay RIastcr, 

Mr. Dodd, of the Gold dust from tlie Heas river, forwarded by Captain 
Jas. Abbott, and which was found to contaiu in 100 parts. 

Assay R r p r t .  
Pure Gold. S i l r ~ r .  Alloy. C. Cna. 

91.015 2.995 5.990 $ Worse 
than standard. 

On the Land Shells of the Tenasserim Provinces, b l  tlie Rev. I?. 
Mason, A.M. (Ordered for publication.) 

Prom J. G. Delmerick, Esq. forwarding some copper a11d silver coins 
found at Pertabghur. 

frhe copper coins seat by Mr. Delmerick are of no interest whatever. 
The seven larger ones are Juanpore coins of"  H~i,caain Shah, l i ~  
Ibruhim Shah, 6in Mahmood Shah ;" and are very common. The 
smaller ones are very much corroded ; hut hnve evidently Buddhist 
emblems.] 
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The Report on the '' Vedm" (see May number) was brought up, 
having been circulated to resident members for consideration prior to 
the meeting-and the several propositions made by the Committee 
respecting the publication were unanimously adopted. 

The following propositions by the Committee of Papers were submit- 
ted and unanimously agreed to :- 

& 
1. That Hekekyar Bey,  late President of the Ecole Polytechnique 

of Cairo, OII the recommendation of Capt. Newbold, seconded by Mr. 
Piddington and Mr. Welby Jackson, be elected an Honorary Member 
of the Asiatic Society, and presented with copies of their Researches, 
Journal and Oriental publications. 

2. The Rev. Dr. Haeberlin having officially addressed the Senior 

Secretary, declaring his inability from absence, to take that part he 
would desire to do in the Society's proceedings, and tendering his 
resignation as member of the Committee of Papers and Oriental Section, 
the Committee of Papers renew their propositiol~ of Baboo Debmdro- 
nath Tayore, as a member of the Committee of Papers, vice Dr. 
Haeberlin. 

3. The Committee of Papers recomnie~ld that Mr. G. Wilby be re- 
quested to nct as a member of the Section ~ of Mineralogy and Geology. 

The usual monthly Reports of the Librarian and Curators were sub- 
mitted. 

Books received for the Mceiiny of the 5th May, 1847. 
PRESENTED. 

Meteorological Register kept at the Surveyor General's Office, for the 
month of March, I ~ ~ ~ . - F R O M  THE SURVEYOR GENEBAL'B OFFICE. 

Ditto ditto kept at Kyouk Phyoo during March, 1847.-BY THE SECRE- 
TARY M THE SUPERINTENDENT OF MARINE. 

The Calcutta Christian Obsewer for May, 1847.-BY THa EDITORS. 
The Oriental Baptist, Nos. 1 to 5.-BY THE EDITOR. 
The Oopadeshalc, a Ben& periohcal, Nos. 1 to 5.-BY THE EDITOR. 
Antiquarisk Tiduskrift, udgivet a .  det Kongelige Nordiske AldskriftSelakah, 

1843--1845, Anclet Hefte.-BY THE SOCIE'TE' ROYALE DEB ANTI- 
QUAIRES D U  NORD. 

Annaler for Nordisk Oldkjndlghed, udgivne af det Kongelige Nordiske 
Oldskrift-Selskab, 1841-5.-BY THE SAME. 

Americas Arctiske landes Osmle Geographie efter de Norbke Oldakrifter, 
red Carl Christian Rafn.-BY THE SAME. 
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Jounml of the Roy.l M c  Society, Vol. X. Part I.-BY Tnr 8 o c r r n .  
The Qu&erlyJourorl of the Qeological Society, No. 9.-BY Tar SOCI m. 
Bulletin de la SoeiM de Q&quphie, troiaieme drie, Tome V.-BY TEE 

Soc~rm.  
EXCHANQED. 

Journal Aaiatique, No. 39. 
The London, Plinburgh and Dublin Philoaophid Magazine, No. 199. 

PUECHA~ED. 
The A n d  and Magazine of Natural History, No. 124. 
The Edinburgh New Philosophical Joumd, Vol. XLII. No. 83. 
J o d  der Somnr, Deceraber, 1846. 
The Birda of Aurtrrli., by J. h u l d ,  P. R. S. bc. parta 24 and !25. 
-theid,--am Bhtdmppelijk BelongrAua Bigbel a ErodgeLe. 

Boor 5. A. Buddiqh.-B~ THE A U T ~ R  
I)e Dood&nt, Getoetrt a n  Qezonde nede en Menaehkunde, pan Goddkm 

CI. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUBEUM. 
Lirt qf Sculpturespresented to the Society's Mawem, by Capt. M. KXITOE. 
Nor. 1 to 5. Buddhist Chaityaa of different aizw. 
6. A Chaitym with the Buddhist creed, " Ye dhannoktu," &c. inaeribed 

on ita bre. 
7 to 10. Buddhist Chaityaa without the inscription. 
11. AChity-arimiliar to &No. 6th. 
12. A &a or pinnacle of a Chaitya. 
13. A i@e of Buddha, m blsdr d e .  
14. A figure of Buddha, in petstone. 
15. A ditto. 
16. A d p  of PLrbrti. 
17. Fjgrves d Earn and Pubati. 

,18. A sculptured &one having a hmm ilgur~ in a ni&. 
19. A ww with wven pigs m bear relief. 
20. A miniature fignre of Badfir. 
21. A piece of wulptnre with four rows of Buddbist tlgyrsa 
22. A dfrto. 
e3. A ditto with 3 figwen of B u d d h  in niches. 
24. A ditto with 6 figurer of ditto. 
25. A dMto with 4 flpw of ditto. 
26. A ditto with 4 figurea of ditto. 
27. The plinth of a O h & p  bearing 3 iigwea of Buddh.r--. hmse, an 

e+t, a I' bo" tree, m d  the meed " Ye dkamabtu," kc. 
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28. Ditto with 4 figures of Buddhas-without the inscription. 
29. The plinth of a pilaster. 
30. The base of a dodecagon pillar. 
31 to a. Three highly rculptured plinths of pillars. 
34. Portion of the shaft of a highly sculptured pillar. 

Report from the Curator, Zoological Department. 

At this season of the year, it is rarely that I have much to report 
upon, at least as relates to donations received for the Museum ; but the 
past has been a very busy month with me, and due progress has been 
effected in various departments of the Museum, to which I invite the 
attention of members interested in the investigations which fill1 within 
the sphere of duty of the Society's Zoological Curator. 

I .  From G. T. L u s h i o n ,  Esq., of Almorah, have been received 
another skin of the 0th ammon, and one of Pantholop chiru. The 
latter will, I think, bear setting up as a stuffed specimen ;* but the 
former is, I fear, too much injured : though its head and horns may be 
preserved, ss the horns present considerable difference from those of 
the specimen already mounted, and the two certainly tend to exhibit 
the amount of variation to which the horns of this noble species are 
subjeot. Those of the present specimen are remarkable for increase of 
depth, in inverse proportion to their diminished width at base ; and I 
think I may now safely conclude my 0. aculptorum to be a mere verie 
ty of 0. amm0n.t 

2. Prom E. O'Ryley, Esq. of Amherst, has been received a collection of 
sundries, comprising mammalia, buds, fishes, Cmtacea, and Mollueca ; 
some of the ~ m t a c e a ,  more especially, being new to the Societfs 
Museum, and especially acceptable. There is a particularly fine series of 
the O&a ceratopthalma, from youth to maturity ; from which it is 
seen that the remarkable ocular peduncle only begins to appear when 

This has aince been done. 
t I n  p. 3B ante, I wna necessitated to quote from memory respecting the Prince of 

Caniao's rtatsment relative to the suborbital sin- of 0. musirnon. But I Bod that 1 
quoted it erroneoudy. It appws, on reference to the volume on " Goats and Sheep," in 
'the he' Naturalist's Library,' that his Highness states (bearing out my own recollection of a 
living mpecimen), tbat I' There h a trace of a lachrymal sinus ;" and that the Prince re- 
ferred tbir h a 1  #' to the genua or sub-genw Capra, on account of the absence of the 
intcrdigitul hole." This further complicates the subdivision of the group of Wild Sheep. 
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this Crab is nearly a quarter grown. All eqiially fine series is sent of 
the common Gelasimus of the Bay, the half grown young of which 
Crab I have taken from holes in the bank only a few miles below 
Calcutta. We have received the same species from the Persilm Gulf. 

3. From Capt. Thos. Hutton, of Ilussoorie, a large collectioli (the 
majority, however, sent on loau, and for the purpose of illustrating a 
paper which he has confided to my editorship), of tlie birds of Afgha- 
nistan, with many also from the Deyra Doon, certain of which have 
been presented by him to the Society's Museum. 

4. From J. W. Payter, Esq., the skeleton of a1 adult Tigress. 
E. BLYTH. 

Report of the Curator Muaeutn of Econontic Geology for the nlonth of 
April. 

We have received so little in the way of contributions this month 
that it is scarcely worth reportius upon, were it not to preserve the 
regularity of our reports ; and my laboratory work of the month is not 
yet sufficiently advanced to enable me to conclude any paper or report as 
I desire. 

Geology and Mineralogy.-We hare received from Captnin Kittoe a 
small box of specimens, but unfortunately without labels of any kind. 
Some of them require examiuation and will be referred to in a fiiture 
report. 

Economic Geology.-Capt. Sherwill has presented us with a boa of 
specimens from the Mica quarries of Bchar, of which lie l ~ a s  pro~iiised 
a note. They consist of the mica in plates of dl sizes, with quartz, 
felspar and tourmalin, and in one specimei~ small decomposing gar- 
nets. 

Lieut.-Col. Ouseley has sent us a supposed mass of Coal from the 
Mohun River, Sirgooja, but it is rather one of a good Coal-shale wi th  
a vein of promising Coal running through a part of it. It is no doubt  
a surface specimen. The Mohull is a tributary of the Sone, taking its 
rise a little north of Sirgooja. The Sirgooja cod field is wdl known 
by the labours of Col. Ouseley as reported by tlie Coal Committee. 

The thanks of the Society were unanimously voted for all contribu- 
tions acknowledged as abore. 



[The following letter llas been sent to the Editors of the Journal for 

publication as a sequel to the procecdi~~gs for May.] 

TO Dr. W. B. O'SIIAUGIINESSY, 
Joint-Secretary of tlre Asialic Society. 

DRAR SIR,-I hnd expected to have been present at the Society's meeting 
last night, but was unavoidably preventctl almost at the last moment; it 
becomes necessary, therefore, t l~nt 1 should trouble you with a few lines iu 
correction of such portion of your report of the Proceedings, publishecl in 
April, as refers to what you supposed mc to have said on the subject of the 
Burnes and Cantor drawings. You (lid me the favour to ask me to give you 
a written report of the remnrks I mdc ,  but other enpgements prevented my 
doing ao; any trivial inaccuracy, therefore, I should not have noticed; but 
you make me talk nonsense on a mntter of figures, and, however npjmrent it 
may be thought as a mistnke, I desire to repudiate it. I could hnve wished 
that you had thought what I snicl on the subject of the importance of keeping 
nccounts in n busiucss-lie way (wit11 reference to the ~u~untisfnctory abstract 
before me) worthy a line or two, prefacing as it did tlint cntegol-ical mode of 
questioning" which you pronouncecl " uncallccl for and unnecessary among a 
society of gentlemen." I think it would have bwn better, when you repeatecl 
this expression in type, to hare mentioned the substance of my reply, which 
was, that the money matters of even a Scientific Socicty were of serious 
moment, and thnt peremptory questioning was called for by lavish expenditure 
and unsatisfactory accounts, more especinlly when there were not funds to 
meet i h  professed liabilities ; you may remember thnt I pointed out, inter alk, 
that it was impossible for any member of the Society to say what sum, 
between two and three thoussnd rupees, was debited to 14 of Dr. Cantor's 
tlrawings. This brings me to the particular misconception of what I said 
about these ant1 the Burnes lithogmphs, to which I hnve above alluded. The 
Heport in the Society's Journal is as follows :-" The sets of Cantor's collec- 
tion had cost Re. 2561, being 183 Re. each set-now he had much experience 
in the espuse of lithographs and would pledge himself to produce plater 
infinitely superior to those now before the Society at the cost of from 5 to 10 
Rupees per 100." How it could possibly have been supposed that I said one 
hundred lithogmphed plates could be produced for any sum between these 
limits, I am at a loss to imagine. I state11 it was certain the 14 Cantor dmw- 
ings had cost Rs. 2J5G1, but the precise amou~lt beyond wns undiscor.cral~le, 
from Chinese zoology being lumpecl with qlr. Thoby Prinsep's 11ost 
other matters, in an item of considcrnl~lc anlolu~t. I said it H-ns nn cxorbital~t 
charge ; thnt I had proplc ill my rmploy who coultl I ~ t h o p p l i  rn11r11 better, 
whose wages were Rs. 15 n nloath, rncl that e:~rh of them could rerlai~lly do 
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four or five of the drawings in that time. Mr. Piddington had dwelt on 
the enormous expense of colouring in this country, not dealing in 
but leaving the Society to infer thnt this item of expenditure might ac- 

count for the outlay complained of. In reply, without denying that oolour- 
ing was a very heavy expense, I stated tlint better colouring than was on 
the table could be obtained:for from Rs. 6 to Ra. 10 per hundred drawings, 
and I left it to members to look at the accounts and make their own calcula- 
tions. 

You will see that this is a very different statement from the one pubhhed, 
and I shall therefore esteem it a favour if you will allow this letter to appear 
in the next number of the Society's Journal. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Y o q s  faithfully, 

4gk Japa~s  HUMIC. 
Esplacaade Row, May 6th, 1847. r 

1 
NoTE.-T~~ Editors willingly insert Mr. Hume's letter. Not pre- 

tending to possess the accuracy of professional reporters they appli- 
ed to Mr. Hume for n correct statement of 16s remwks at the discussion 
regarding the " Burnes and Cantor drawings." Mr. Hume did not 
comply with their request and has accordingly suffered a most uninten- 
tional misrepresentaiion. As Secretaries, Dr. O'Shaughnessy and 
Mr. Laidlay hare again to state prominently that they are in no degree 
responsible for any part of the expenditure referred to, all of which 
had been inclined prior to their appointment. The accounts, unpublish- 
ed for several years, they printed as they received them from the late 
accountant. The Senior Secretary naturally objected to his b e i i  
" peremptorily questioned" regarding accounts and transactions which 
Mr. Hume knew, he, Dr.0'8. had nothing to do with. When the accounts 
for this year are published Mr. Hume will be most welcome to question 
the Secretaries and Accountant aa " peremptorily" as he pleases on 
every item they present. Pending publicationy the accounts for each 
month are laid on the Library Table for the month ensuing, for the 
perusal of the members, who would confer a great favour on the 
Secretaries, and do good service to the Society by po in t i s  out any 
irregularity in tlie expenditure or deviation from the rules laid down by 
the Society for the regulation of their outlny. 
















